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The tender was a figure well below that
of the Australian product having reThe SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. gard to the preferences, offsets and
Edmunds) took the chair at 11.6 a.m. other benefits that are given to the
Australian product.
and read the prayer.
The Government pursues a very
strong, "buy in Victoria; buy in AusQUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
tralia" policy and will continue that.
The whole policy is based on the 10
per cent differential for local products.
ASSOCIATED PULP AND PAPER
Overall, the Government Printer buys
MILLS LTD
some 4000 tonnes of paper each year
Mr KENNETI (Leader of the Opposi- and 80 per cent of that comes from
tion) -My question is directed to the APPM in this country.
Premier. By deferring discussion on the
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, National Party) -Further to the answer
the Government has obviously indicated just given, will the Premier advise the
that it has scant regard for employment House for what purposes the paper is
opportunities in this State over the used that has been bought overseas
next two or three months, until the Bill and whether alternatives or inferior
is discussed.
paper can be used for those purposes?
Is the Premier aware that, in terms
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I cannot tell the
of creating employment opportunities, Leader of the National Party for what
on 3 December this year the Govern- purpose the paper is used. I am advised
ment awarded the Victorian Govern- that it is a fine quality paper which, as
ment stationery paper contract away I said before, cannot be obtained in
from a Victorian and/or Australian this State. I shall endeavour to detercompany towards a Dutch company, mine the purpose for which it is used.
which it is believed has forced the As- [ accept that the Government Printer
sociated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd to believes, and on good advice accepts,
reconsider the future of its Ballarat that he cannot use any Australian prooperations?
duct as an alternative to the paper he
Mr CAIN (Prem;i'er)-As has become is purchasing from Sweden.
customary in this place, the Leader of
the Opposition is factually wrong. The VICTORIAN COUNCIL OF THE ARTS
contract to which he referred related
Dr COGHILL (Werribee)-Will the
to a Swedish firm. The Government
Minister
for the Arts advise the House
Printer's contracts for paper supply for
the current year amount to about $4·5 of the membership of the Victorian
million and about 80 per cent of that Council of the Arts?
amount is purchased from within this
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
country. The contract let overseas to the Arts) -A new Council of the Arts
the Swedish company is for a fine is to take office from 1 January 1983
quality stationery for a total amount of and I am delighted that Mr Phillip
$915000. The stationery is not made Adams has accepted an invitation to
in Victoria or available at competitive become chairman in place of Dr Don
prices in Australia. To have obtained Hossack whose term of office is about
the sta tionery from an Australian to expire. I take this opportunity to
source would have cost $167000 more express the appreciation of the Governthan that amount and in those cir- ment and my own personal appreciation
cumstances the Government Printer of the great work which has been done
took
the
view
that,
having for the arts in this State by the retiring
regard to the proportion of total chairman, Dr Hossac~ and by the other
purchases involved, he ought not to members of the council, some of whom
purchase the stationery locally, but will be carrying on after 1 January
accept the considerably lower tender. next year.
SES. 1982-3W
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The House will be aware that it was
Mr Phillip Adams and Mr Barry Jones
who, in the late 1960s, were instrumental in bringing about a renaissance
in the Australian film industry by their
close co-operation with the Liberal
Party Prime Minister of the day, a
liberal of unusual vision, the right
honourable Sir John Gorton. Sir John's
efforts, in conjunction with those of Mr
J ones and Mr Adams, were responsible
for, amongst other things, the establishment of the Australian Film and
Television Training School. I hope it
will be possible for Mr Adams to once
again bring to bear across the whole
broad spectrum of the arts the stimulatory influence that he produced at
that time for the film industry.
The Deputy Chairman of the new
council will be Mr Tony Doyle, who
has already given this State good service as a member of the Geelong
Performing Arts Centre Trust, a capacity in which he will be continuing. The
other members are Mr Luciano Bini, who
chairs the Italian Arts Festival Committee, Ms Judith Brett, editor of
Meanjin, Mr George Dreyfus, composer,
Mr Daryl Jackson, the well-known
architect, Mr Bill Kelly, a former dean
of the Victorian College of the Arts,
Arts School, Mr Ross MelIor, regional
arts and tourism consultant, Mr Patrick
McCaughey, Director of the National
Gallery of Victoria, Ms Jean McLean,
arts officer of the Australian Council
of Trade Unions, Mr Peter Oysten,
former dean of the Victorian College of
the Arts, School of Drama, and Mr
Colin Sturm, Executive Director of the
Crafts Council of Victoria.
I am sure honourable members will
agree that this is a superb collection of
appointees to carry arts policy further
into the 1980s and to build upon foundations that have been firmly established
to make Victoria the State of the arts.

access to the railway line via that
station as a result of the activities of
the Builders Labourers Federation; what
steps will the Premier take to ensure
that members of the public have the
same access to the railway line that
Cabinet had on 3 September?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds) - Order! The honourable
member's question should be directed
to the Minister of Transport.
Mr DELZOPPO-I will be guided by
you, Sir.
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)Indeed, Cabinet did embark upon a
train at Parliament station to go to
the Royal Agricultural Show. It was
an exercise in encouraging people to
use trains to go to the show and, as
a result, people did so in larger numbers than ever before. In the process
of upgrading the public transport system and communicating that programme to the people of Victoria, the
Government is causing a daily increase
in patronage, and that is to the benefit
of taxpayers and travellers alike.
Parliament station was originally to
have been opened at Easter this year,
but it was nowhere near that stage at
the time of the election. Protracted
difficulties have been associated with
the fact that trains are actually running
through the loop while the finishing
work is being done.
The finishing work has involved the
sticking down of mastic in holes in
the tiles. The tiles are made of basalt
with holes in them that are so large
that the heels of ladies' shoes get
caught in them, so it is necessary to fill
them in to make them safe. The station
has had a catalogue of difficulties. However, I am confident of being able to
open it in the near future.

PARLIAMENT STATION
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-Can the
Premier advise the House whether
Cabinet, on 3 September, used the Parliament railway station to gain access
to the underground rail loop; further,
have the general public been denied

SHEPPARTON-COBRAMPASSENGER
RAIL SERVICE
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I refer
the Minister of Transport to the reinstatement of the Shepparton-Cobram
passenger rail service and the Minister's
commitment to investigate the partial
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reinstatement of that service prior to
Christmas. Can the honourable gentleman indicate what action he has taken
to meet that commitment?

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Mr HASSETI (Dromana)-Can the
Premier inform the House what stand
the Government has taken on answering
questions on notice, particularly those
asked by the honourable member for
Doncaster, and whether any specific
action is proposed?

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The issue of extending the Numurkah
train to Cobram in the evening and of
its leaving from Cobram in the morning is a matter to which the honourable member has drawn my attention
on other occasions. Certain difficulties
exist in that the present train driver on
that service lives in Cobram. He gets
off the train at Numurkah, catches a
bus home to Cobram and returns to
Numurkah by bus in the morning. I
am advised by the railways that the
major part of the track from Numurkah
to Cobram is not adequate to accommodate the heavy locomotive that
currently pulls the train from Melbourne
to Numurkah. The options are either to
upgrade the track or use a 'lighter
locomotive for the entire trip, which
would slow down the journey by some
30 minutes.
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Mr CAIN (Premier) - Honourable
members become concerned about
answers to questions on notice at this
time of the year. All Ministers will do
the best they can to answer questions
furnished to' them consistent with the
duties and obligations that members
of the departments have in other areas.
The reorganization that is taking place
in the Department of the Premier and
Cabinet provides for a small branch to
be set up to deal with Parliamentary
matters, and questions on notice will
be dealt with as expeditiously as
possible.
There is some concern about the
magnitude of questions on notice. The
honourable member for Doncaster alone
However, there is another option has asked about 46 questions of each
that would be only temporary but Ministry, and there are approximately
would perhaps allow us to restore the 30 Ministries. To date nine of those
rail service pending a transport study questions have been answered by the
being done. I well know the capacity Department of the Premier and Cabinet.
of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, The honourable member has asked 1400
who is interjecting, for forgetting the questions on notice and there are about
whole thing; he did enough of that 2200 questions altogether. If members
while he was Minister of Transport, of the Opposition are concerned about
delays in answering questions, as the
which is why I am not doing it now.
interjection seems to suggest, they
The other option that is available is should exercise some discipline over
to switch locomotives at Numurkah and the way in which questions are asked
use a lighter locomotive to haul the by their members.
train on and then back again. I am
The House should also know that to
informed that it would take only about produce the updated volume of ques10 minutes to switch locomotives. It tions on notice costs $3000 a weekis hardly a useful occupation for a loco- that is the stage that has been reached.
motive in normal circumstances, but I do not suggest that any member
it happens that this year, since there should not ask questions, but what I
is not much grain to be carried, there suggest is that there is not much eviare a few locomotives around for which dence that the answers that have been
supplied to questions have been put
we are looking for work.
to good use by the honourable member
In that situation, I have asked the for Doncaster or any other honourable
railways to explore urgently that option member, judging by their performto determine its feasibilitv. I will inform ance, because if they are getting inforthe honourable member of the result as mation, they certainly do not know
soon as possible.
how to use it. They have not learnt
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much in the past eight months. Nevertheless, despite all that, we will continue to provide the information as
quickly as possible.

NATIONAL HEALTH PROMOTION
CAMPAIGN
Mr ERNST (Geelong E'ast)-Oan 'the
Minister of Health inform the House of
the decisions taken by the Commonwealth Government in relation to the
national health promotion campaign
and what effect that decision will have
on - public health services?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I am well aware of the concern of the
honourable member for Geelong East
about the need for adequate health
promotion programmes in this State.
It is of great concern to the Government that the Commonwealth Government has terminated its funding of the
national health promotion campaign.
The $500 000 that was made available
in the last financial year was not made
available this financial year and, of the
$500000 that was to 'be made available last financial year, as a result of
specific Commonwealth Government
cuts only $140000 was spent.
This entirely contr?dicts the poJicy
of the Prime Minister that he put forward during the 1980 election campaign and, in his major speech to the
Australian National University public
affairs conference on health policy, it
would appear that it was yet another
promise that the Prime Minister had
no intention of carrying out. This programme was aimed at improving the
health of Australians to ensure that we
have less expenditure and fewer people
requiring expensive hospital and institutional care.
The programme provided funds for a
major lifestyle programme in Adelaide;
for an industrial health programme; for
a programme, as the honourable member for Geelong East is aware, in
Geelong; funding an actuary of the
Geelong health resource centre but
these particular programmes and programmes like that no longer will receive
funds. The Commonwealth Government
has also cut funds for' campaigning
against tobacco consumption and has
also taken action or appears to be
taking action to restrict the use of
drug education funds to non-alcohol
and non-tobacco drug matters.
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PREMIUMS
RAMSAY (Balwyn)-Can the
Minister representing the Treasurer advise the House when the Government
proposes to make an announcement
about adjustments
to third-party
insurance premiums? Can he let
us know this morning what the adjustment is going to be and what other
a~justments to third-party insurance
the Government is proposing to make?
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)The Government has already made an
announcement this morning that it is
not prepared to accept the recommendation of the Premiums Committee,
which was for a 50 per cent increase or
$75 on the ordinary motorist's car.
The premium will be increased from
about $125 to $150, which is an increase
of 15 per cent and in line with the
consumer price index increase over the
past seventeen months.
Mr Jasper-From when?
Mr CRABB-F'OI'lthwith. We 'have
been advised that, due to increasing
third-party c1aims, there is a need to
review entirely the processes by which
that premium was established. We have
been very pleased to meet with the
Premiums Committee because that committee never managed to meet with the
other "lot". That committee has made
recommendations on a whole series of
issues, most of which emanate from
either the Harris report or the Minogue
report, which are two reoorts that were
commissioned by our predecessors, of
which none of the recommendations
were ever adopted. One of the recommendations is a move to a pay-as-yougo system either in whole or in part,
and certainly we are attracted to that
to some extent, but we will be reviewing the operations of the Premiums
Committee and the entire basis of
definition of third-party premiums in
order to protect the motorists of this
State from the enormous increases,
such as those suggested.
Mr
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This Government is concerned that
the Commonwealth Government intends
to end its commitment to the national
drug education programme as well. Our
Government in contrast has provided
$800 000 this financial year for heal th
prDmotion because we believe that it is
possible, through an adequate promotiDn' programme, to ensure that Victorians become healthier and stay
healthier.

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts)-The House will be aware of the
very long-standing interest in the
finances and financial vicissitudes of the
Bass cDmputer booking system on the
part of Government members at the
time they were in opposition. This was
a matter which was very closely followed.
It does, indeed, come as a source
of cDnsiderable concern both to myself
as Minister for the Arts and to the Government in general that the accumula ted losses of the Bass system are now
in the vicinity of $1 million. At the
same time, it needs to be recognized
that the Bass computer booking system
was installed at a time when there was
an anticipation of a concert hall and
two principal theatres of the Arts
Centre complex being on-stream much
earlier than has in fact turned out to
be the case.
It is the view of the trustees of the
Arts Centre that a very substantial proportiDn of the losses which have
accumulated in connection with Bass
have to be attributed to the delay in
completing the facilities which the service was primarily designed to support.
In thDse circumstances the greatest
assistance the Government can give
bDth to' the trust and to' the finances
of the Bass service is to see that the
two theatres are completed as expeditiDusly as pDssible and move intO' a
situatiDn where they can take up the
full benefit of the service and see that
the service is used to its full economic
capacity.
At the same time I will be asking the
trustees to CDmment on the report that
the Auditor-General has brought dDwn
on this whole matter and the disturbing comments that the Auditor-General
has felt it necessary to make. The
whole situation will continue to' be
watched very closely indeed.

WHITEHORSE AND BOX HILL
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS
Mr JONA (Hawthom)-I refer Ithe
Minister of Education to the committee
of inquiry which the Minister has
established in respect of the proposed
amalgamation of the WhitehDrse and
BDX Hill technical schools and his
assurance that there will be no difficulty with the integratiDn of these
schools, which will not occur until after
the report of the committee has been
cDnsidered by the Minister. Can the
Minister indicate whether or nDt the
committee has completed its inquiry
and, if so, has the Minister received
the report and is he able to give the
House any indication Df the' findings
contained in that repDrt? If the Minister
cannot give that indication now, when
will he be able to?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education) -The two technical schools have
been considered by the committee appointed. I recently received the report of
that committee together with a related
report concerning the provision of
secondary education in the Box Hill area.
BDth those repDrts are currently
under consideration by the Government and I anticipate making an announcement before the end of this year
on the response of the GDvernment to'
these two very important related issues.
BASS BOOKING AGENCY
Mr HANN (Rodney)-Is the Minister
for the Arts aware Df CDncern about
losses experienced by the Bass booking
agency? If so, have investigations been
carried out to determine the reasons
for the losses and what action does
the Minister propose to take to avoid
future losses?

TOURISM AT LAKE EILDON
Mr MeDONALD (Evelyn)-Can the
Premier inform the House of the situation with regard to tourism at Lake
Eildon in the coming holiday season?
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-The position is
that there is some concern in the area,
that, having regard to reports that
have been made about the level of
water in the lake, bookings might be
cancelled and tourists turned away.
I am advised that any tourist or holiday maker intending to holiday at Lake
Eildon should do so, that there is a
considerable volume of water in the
lake and it can still be used for the
wide variety of water sports for which
it always has been used and the area
can fulfil its role as a very important
tourist centre in the coming holiday
season. All Victorians and other residents in this country should be aware
of the fact that the lake is there to
be used. The locals are hoping for a
bumper tourist season.

member for Balwyn agreed that there
has been 59 per cent fewer disputes than
occurred in a similar period under his
administration some twelve months ago.
The Government is proud of the
record of its Industrial Relations Task
Force. The discussions to which the
honourable member for Midlands referred are under way and, immediately
the matter has been resolved, I will
bring those results to his attention.

BLACK BAN ON POLICE BUILDINGS
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-I refer the
Minister of Public Works to the black
ban which has been placed on police
buildings throughout Victoria and ask
how many meetings the Industrial Relations Task Force has had with the
Builders Labourers Federation, how
many persons have lost their jobs because of these black bans, has the
Government any figures on the increased costs to the Victorian Government because of these black bans, and
has any exercise been undertaken to
investigate the servicing industries and
the lack of opportunities in these areas
because of these black bans?
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public
Works) -Recently a decision to look
into the whole matter has been taken
by the Disputes Committee of the
Trades Hall Council and it has now
reached a particular level. I am happy
to report to the House that discussions
are taking place into the main areas,
and these concern demarcation disputes on a number of sites, as the honourable member has indicated. I find it
remarkable that I keep getting asked
the same question all the time. The
record of this Government is clear and
concise, that since April 3 this State
has been 20 per cent better off than any
other State in relation to industrial
problems. I even recaJ] the hono~rable

OPERATION NOAH
Mr GRAY (Syndal)-Can the Minister of Education inform the House of
the effect of Operation Noah on
schools?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-Over the recent week-end the
Police Department, in conjunction with
sections of the media, undertook Operation Noah and there was widespread
pUblicity concerning response from interested members of the community.
I have already arranged for a meeting
to be held between senior officers of the
Police Force and senior officers of the
Education Department, at which some
preliminary advice has been received
from the Police Force concerning
reports it has received regarding th,e
supposed use of drugs within Victorian
schools. A further detailed report will
be available from the Police Force and
conveyed to the Education Department
when available. I have assured the
Police Force of the full and total cooperation of the Education Department
in Victoria in following up any action
that it may recommend arising from
this operation.
PETITIONS
The Clerk-I have received the following petitions for presentation to
Parliament:

Health and human relations courses
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN
PARUAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned
citizens of Victoria respectfully showeth that
education is being grossly perverted in the
State of Victoria.

Food Bill

15 December 1982

Therefore, pending an independent and unbiased enquiry into the undesirable short and
long term effects, we require the immediate
withdrawal of all Health and Human Relations
and similar courses, in which the fundamental
and inseparahle issue of morality is deliberately
removed from courses on human sexual
behaviour.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that
your honourable House will act without delay in
the interest of the children of this State.

FOOD BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)moved for leave to bring in a Bill to
consolidate and amend the law relating to the preparation and sale of
food, to make provision for securing
the wholesomeness and purity of and
fixing standards for food, to prevent
false or misleading packaging and
labelling of food and false or misleading advertising in connection with food,
to amend the Health Act 1958, the
Magistrates (Summary Proceedings)
Act 1975 and the Health Commission
Act 1977 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a
first time.

By Mr Wallace (96 signatures)
Anti-discrimination legislation
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND
MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN
PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:
The humble petition of the undersigned
citizens of Victoria respectfully showeth
that we support and affirm the purpose
of the FAMILY UNIT as created by God and
recorded in Genesis chapter 1 verses 27 and 28.
"And God created man in His own image, in
the image of God He created him. Male and
Female He created them. And God blessed them.
And God said to them be fruitful and multiply
and fill the earth".
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that
your honourable house will reiect proposals
that are contrary to the well being and not
supportive of FAMILY LIFE, and at variance
with God's law and purpose.
We consider that anti-discrimination on the
basis of sexual preference will be legislation
that is detrimental to the well being of the
family, will open the door to teaching in our
schools that will threaten the dignity and virtue
of our children, and will give credence to what
God called an abomination (Leviticus 18 v 22
and 20 v 13).
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that
your honourable House will reject such proposals.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will
ever pray.

By Mrs Ray (23 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be
laid on the table.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuan t to the
directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by the
Clerk:
.
Lands and Survey-Report of the Department
of Crown Lands and Survey for the year
1981-82.
Railways Act 1958-Reports of the Victorian
Railways Board for the Quarters ended 30
June and 30 September 1982.
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MOTOR ACCIDENTS
(AMENDMENl') BILL
For Mr JOLLY (Treasurer), Mr Fordham (Minister of Education) moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the
Motor Accidents Act 1973 to extend
the provisions of the Act to motor
accidents occurring outside Victoria involving motor cars registered in Victoria and driven by residents of Victoria; to provide for the entering into
of agreements between the Motor Accidents Board and other similar authorities in the Commonwealth of Australia;
and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read
a first time.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
E.dmunds)-Order! 1adv'i'S'e the House
that where, as in this case, a Bill is
moved by proxy, so to speak, for another Minister, the Minister, when the
Bill is before the House again, does
not have the right of reply at the
second-reading stage in respect of the
Bill unless he himself moves the second
reading.
MINES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)
-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Government is committed to a
series of important changes in the law
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Mines (Amendlncnt) Bill

relating to the mining industry. This
Bill forms part of an over-all package
of initiatives needed to revive the mining industry in this State. Although the
previous Government made an effort
last year to amend the. Mines Act, we
are all aware that the net result of
the moves made twelve mdnths ago
was unproductive. Moreover because of
the lack of consultation and the secretive nature of the process which produced the previous amending Bill the
task of this Government was made all
the more difficult.
It was the firm belief of this Government that the apparently conflicting
interests of all of the parties involved
could be reconciled and that an equitable settlement of the difference of
interests which had figured so prominently in the past could be achieved.
It was with this in mind that the
Premier and the Minister for Minerals
and Energy addressed a meeting in
Castlemaine earlier this year and made
the following commitments: That a
Labor Government would restore the
miner's right, that it would protect
special areas of interest and investment
of the exploration licence holders and
that it would protect the environment.
Soon after taking office, the Government reconstituted the Mining Advisory
Committee representing a wide range
of interested groups. Starting from the
1981 -amendments, the committee was
given the task of advising the Government on matters to which agreement
could be reached, within the guidelines
of the stated Government policy.
The committee sat for four months
this year and produced a report which
the Minister for Minerals and Energy
considered before giving instructions to
Parliamentary Counsel. A Bill was produced in rough draft form and taken
back to the Mining Advisory Committee for further discussions. The Bill that
I present today represents a negotiated
agreement of most of the outstanding
issues which the various sections of the
mining industry regard as important to
them in reviving a mining industry in
this State. The measures that are contained in the Bill relating to the environment were considered in a similar
process.

I can therefore present to the Parliament today a Bill that has been a
product of negotiation and discussions
between interested parties to the mining industry including planning, conservation and Aboriginal interests.
This Government is committed to a
revival of a mining industry as a developer of Victoria's resources and as a
job creator in many of the depressed
rural areas. Under the previous Government mining activity was very limited.
In 1965, the then Minister for Mines
introduced an exploration licence system to encourage wide ranging exploration over large areas of Victoria. In
1975 activity was further restricted by
amendments which severely limited the
miner's right to the benefit of the exploration companies. Over this period
no major mines have been established.
The problem with the previous attempt at reform of the Mines Act was
that it did not represent part of an
over-all package of assistance to the
industry. The Cain Government through
its commitment to seeing the mining
industry revive sees this legislation as
only part of the over-all package that
is needed to both promote and effectively co-ordinate the industry. Through
the Budget, we have taken steps to
overcome the legacy left to us in the
Department of Minerals and Energy
which was badly understaffed particularly in the mining titles area. The
holdups and delays involved in the processing of mining titles in many cases
lasted for years. The run down of the
State batteries which this Government
is acting to overcome is another symptom of years of neglect. Another area
of Government initiative involves the
training of miners and the preservation
of the skills required in mining. This
is being done through a pilot programme at the Bendigo Technical College. The Government is preparing an
over-all report on the mining industry
looking at other areas of need where
for a relatively small financial outlay,
we can encourage employment and
industry in rural areas.
In line with the previously mentioned
prinCiples of the Government, this Bill
will provide the legislative framework

Mr Mathews

Mines (Amendment) Bill
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on which all sections of the industry
can get on with the task of searching
for and winning the mineral resources
of the State.
At this stage, on behalf of the Minister for Minerals and Energy, I thank
all of the participants and members of
the Mining Advisory Committee for the
countless hours that were put into the
preparation of the report and to Parliamentary Counsel for drafting this Bill.
Similarly, I thank the officers of the
Department of Minerals and Energy
whose job it was to prepare for, participate in and record the activities of
the Mining Advisory Committee. The
Bill firmly enshrines in statute the three
initiatives on which this Government's
policy in regard to mining is based.
The honest, frank and open manner in
which discussions occurred with all
interest groups have been so important
in the formulation of the legislation.
The Bill will restore and enshrine
the miner's right. It will guarantee the
holder the right to peg and work a
claim and the possession of gold and
minerals won on that claim. Consent of
the exploration licence holder will be
required
only
during
the
first
twelve months of a new licence
and an alternative system of protection of the licensees area of
interest will be introduced. A 25 metre
depth limitation will apply to all claims
registered over part of an exploration
licence area, but a greater depth limitation may be set for particular claims.
Claims will be 1 hectare as a matter
of right, but may be up to 5 hectares
with Ministerial approval. They will be
registered for a period up to five years
and renewable. Tailings will form part
of a claim. There will be a right of
transfer. There will be a right to use
adjacent Crown land for the working
of the claim for mining purposes such
as dams and water races. Buildings in
connection wi th mining on the claim
will be permissible. All of these matters
are subject to appropriate conditioning
and bonding after consl,dtation between
the department and the land management officers.

It is the intention of the Government
to make the claim an effective mining
tenement for the small miner and
syndicate. With appropriate supervision
and conditioning of the tenement, the
small miner will be able to undertake
mining without reference to the exploration licensee but nevertheless with
appropriate protection of the environment.
The special areas of interest to a
licensee will be protected using a number of provisions. The Bill provides for
the introduction of the concept of a
development lease. These leases are to
be used for the exclusive protection of
a site of proposed mineral development,
but are subject to a much higher financial covenant than a normal exploration licence contains. Another concession to licence holders is that a claim
may be entered to conduct exploration.
Such access shall not interfere with
the operation of the claim holder's own
programme. By this, the existence of
the claim need not interfere with the
exploration programme.
Licences generally will be smaller,
ranging from 0'25 square kilometres to
500 square kilometres. A new graticular
system based on 1000 metre blocks as
shown on the national topographic map
series is being introduced. This will
necessitate amendments to the fees
payable upon the issue of exploration
licences. Between now and the autumn
sessional period of Parliament a scale
of fees to suit the new system will be
developed with a view to its inclusion
in the Bill. The need for smaller
licences was seen as essential as the
Bill provides for the abolition of the
search licence and it will allow explorers to focus on defined targets.
There will be compulsory relinquishment of licence areas-25 per cent after
the first 2 years and if the licence runs
to 4 years, then 60 per cent.
The crucial issue of settling disputes
between competing miners, the large
miner whose programme has resulted
from exploration under an exploration
licence and the miner's right claim
holder will be dealt with by a new
office of. mining warden. The warden
will investigate such disputes and make
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recommendations to the Minister who
mav order that the claim be deregistered
and that the large miner can proceed
with a mining lease. The claim holder
would be entitJed to compensation if,
through rleregistration, he were to
suffer loss. Effectively. the Bill provides
a mechanism by which large miners
are protected from claim holders who
have no genuine mining or prospecting
programme by requiring the value of
the claim to be determined by the
mining warden, not by the parties. The
companies expressed great concern at
the danger of "address pegging" or
·'real estating" by which vexatious
peggers may hold large scale mineral
development to ransom by the use of
the rights and privileges of the miner's
right. By making the value of the claim
subject to the determinations of the
mining warden, then such a person
would stand to gain nothing by his
vexatious acts.
The mining warden will have other
functions under the Bill. He will take
over the responsibilities of many of the
technical and inquiry functions that the
present legislation places before the
Magistrates Court. The courts will,
however, retain the strictly judicial
functions given them by the present
legislation.
The protection of the environment is
an equally important part of the provisions of the Bill. The Government will
not allow the short-term gains of today
to be paid for by a legacy of serious
environmental damage.
Miners and people concerned with
the protection of the environment can
live in harmony by mutual respect and
consultation, and the Bill provides the
necessary framework to be established
so as to allow this to happen. Mining
will continue to be prohibited in particularly sensitive areas. Generally, we
will follow the recommendations of the
Land Conservation Council in regard to
this matter. Changes will be made to
the Act to allow the Governor in
Council to except from mining, areas
of environmental sensitivity, areas
where there are Aboriginal relics or
areas which are of special importance
to the Aboriginal people.
Mr Mathews

Mines (Amendment)

Bill

A major area which the current Act
does no't orovide for is the setting of
bonds and conditions on various mining
tenements. This will be rectified and,
in consultation with the authorities
responsible for the management of the
particular land, bonds and conditions
will be set.
The Bill establishes a committee to
be known as the Mining Consultative
Committee which will be constituted as
follows: A town planner, a conservationist, a geologist, a mining engineer,
a person with knowledge and experience of matters relating to persons
working in mining and related industries. and a chairman appointed by the
Minister. The committee may be asked
to advise on policy in regard to the
conditions and bonding of mining tenements and other matters referred to it
by the Minister. This committee may
also be asked to consider various controversial mining proposals or those
where the environment may be put at
risk and to advise the Minister on
appropriate conditioning of these tenements.
The Bill provides for statutory time
limits for the determination of applications for registration of claims and
granting of leases. In future all mining
and exoloration tenements will be
granted -by the Minister.
Gold has been included as a mineral,
resulting in a number of consequential
amendments. There will be a new
system for the licensing of eductor
dredges resulting from the previously
mentioned provision for the abolition
of search licences.
There is a provision for the department to licence tourist mines on both
Crown and private land.
The Bill makes provision for the
acquisition of all privately owned
minerals by the Crown twelve months
after commencement of the legislation.
All min'erals will be the property of
the Crown, but provision is made to
allow a period of exemption by which
current mines which are mining
minerals which are not the property of
the Crown will remain the property of
the owner. Similarly, jf the private

Mines (Amendment)

Bill

owner of minerals can demonstrate
that he has a programme of development or that he paid for the minerals
when the land was purchased, he may
apply for such an exemption.
I have already assured APM that
with respect to its coal mine at
Maddingley an exemption will be
given.
A mining division of the Planning
Appeals Board will be set up to hear
all appeals in regard to the conditions
that may be placed on a title, and other
appeals which the board may hear
affecting a title.
The Land Valuation Board will assess
all matters of compensation to private
landholders when they cannot agree
with the miner or explorer in regard to
compensation for the use of private
land.
In regard to mining and development
leases, the consent provisions will
remain.
The term of the pendency of an
application for a lease on Crown land
may be extended to the time of the
determination of the application.
I turn now to the transitional provisions of the Bill. The alternatives
were to allow the present Act to apply
to existing titles and the amended Act
to apply only' to new titles, or to have
the amended Act apply to all titles. The
first alternative would require the
department to administer what would
effectively be two Acts until the expiry
of the last existing title-perhaps for
as long as fifteen years. On advice from
Parliamentary Counsel we have opted
for a combination of these two alternatives.
The Bill sets out the revel ant provisions in regard to each of the tenements
under the present legislation.
Of particular importance, however,
are provisions relating to current exploration licences. The Government has
opted for a two-stage introduction
of the new provisions in regard to these
titles. Holders of current licences will,
no later than 1 May 1983, have to
nominate their areas of particular interest which will be verified by the department. Outside these areas, there will be
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no requirement for miner's right claim
applicants to obtain consent for the
registration of a claim. After an additional period which will expire on 13
December 1983, there will be no requirement for consent to be given for
the registration of a miner's right claim
on these licences. The purpose of allowing this period is to give current licensees an opportunity to speed up their
current exploration programmes and,
if they feel it is warranted, they can
apply for a development or mining
lease.
There 'are naturally quite a number
of other matters to which the Bill addresses itself. There are a substantial
number of changes to the definitions
within the Act. In the ,main, these have
been included to take account of the
changes in the industry over recent
years and in community attitudes.
There is a change to the Extractive
Industries Act to more clearly differentiate between that Act and the Mines
Act.
Along with the statutory time limits
imposed on certain mining tene,ments,
the terms of the pendancy or the protection of a tenement application, which
has caused a number of problems over
the past few years, can be extended
indefinitely under changes in the Bill.
The 'Bill also provides for additional
safety precautions and procedures both
for the safety of the public and miners.
A new system of licenSing of winch
and hoist drivers is contained in the
amendments.
There are also a number of amendments to other Acts administered by
the department which impinge upon
exploration and mining activities. These
are designed to overcome anomalies
and inconsistencies in the current law.
The Government recognizes that this 'is
a complicated piece of proposed legislation. When we embarked upon the
tasks of amending the Mines Act, to provide !he necessary legal framework
needed for the revival of the mining
industry, we were well aware of the
enormi ty of the task.
It is the intention of the Government
for the Bill to lie over the summer recess and to be debated early in the
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Mines (Amendment) Bill

autumn sessional period. We would like
to see a full and open .public debate
during this period as we appreciate that
this is an important part of the Government's commitment to see the mining
industry revive in this State.

The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Tuesday, February 15, 1983.

For this purpose. I give notice that
public comment should be forwarded
to the permanent head of the Department of Minerals and Energy bv 11
Februarv 1983 at the latest. As this is
a complex Bill involving many detailed
amendments. the department will be
closely examining its provisions in the
light of submissions and will ensure
that there are no anomalies in its content. Officers of the department will be
available to explain the measures contained in the Bill and to discuss them
with concerned members of the public.
I have distributed clause notes to be
considered with this second-reading
speech. They explain the effect of each
of the Bill's clauses and dearly show
that the Government is not only fulfilling
its election commitments, but that it is
also fully supporting the attempts of all
sections of the mining community to
revive the industry in Victoria, I commend the Bill to the House.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts)-I suggest that the debate be
adjourned until 1 February.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benrunbra) (By
leave) -Naturally the Opposition wants
to co-operate with the Government on
this matter. I thought I heard the Minister 'state that submissions should be
forwarded to the Department of Minerals 'and Energy by 11 February. If that
is the case, it would be a nonsense to
adjourn the matter to 1 February. In the
light of the statement of the Minister,
perhaps he 'could review the adjournment of the debate.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts) (By leave) - I suggest an adjournment of the debate until 15 February
J983.

EGG INDUSTRY STABILIZATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr WILKES (M1n'ister for Local Government) --:1 move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This amendment to the Egg Industry
Stabiliz-ation Act represents the first
genuine Government action in Victoria
in a long time to act in the interests of
the f.amily farmer and the concept
of the family farm. The amendment aims
to keep the average family within range
of being able to enter this agricultural
industry. Like many other agricultural
industries today, the egg industry is racing along the track towards being an industry of the rich. The scope for entry
by the average young farmer has been
eroded.
The amendment will limit the future
quota accumulation to 10000. Tl,e requirement that future licence apolicnnts
be natural persons and bona fide poultry
farmers will assist the achievement of
the family farm concept. Amalgamations of farming units have occurred
to the extent that there is a major risk
of Victoria's egg industry being controlled by a few people.
Currently. 77 per cent of all quotas
are held in quotas of over 10 000 which
constitute only 29 per -cent of licences
classified as com,mercial or semi-commercial, that is, those over 500 which
excludes the small quotas. There are
several risks involved in the current
a-mal~amation and concentration of productivecapacity.
Firstly. the security of dav-to-day
egg supnlies is at risk to disease factors
or 'an oligopoly situation where the community -can possibly be held to ransom.
Secondly. large enterprises tend to be
excessively capital intensive. They make
little contribution to employment opportunities for the people who, with
the rest of the com1munity, are expected
to buy the eggs produced in an increasingly capitalized and mechanized !ndustry.

Egg Industry Stabilization Bill
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Overall, the cost of unemployment
should be subtracted from the advantages allegedlyac·cruing from mechanization and amalga'mation of smaller
farms. This ·a·mendment is a genuine
attempt to address the problem 'Of declining opportunity for entry into agriculture by the average family. It is an
attempt to call a halt to the concentration of productive capacity in the hands
of a wealthy few. It is an attempt to
maintain, for some, the dignity of being
able to work in a period of shrinking
opportunity. As well as the action to
retain a broad based egg industry, in this
State, the "hardship" clause of the current legislation is to be repealed.

will be excluded from the decision of
the Minister which is due to be made
tomorrow.
Since it is inevitable that the House
will be sitting tomorrow, could not the
debate be adjourned until tomorrow so
that I can have a decision from the Minister of Agriculture. The matter involves
20 children, 7 different families and 5
separate property transactions. I need
an assurance from the Minister that the
ma tter w.ill be resolved tomorrow. It is
unreasonable to adjourn the debate on
the Bill until later this daysim:ply because the Bill has already passed through
the Legislative Council, when current
matters need further consideration by
this House during the course of the
debate.
Mr WlLKES (Minister for Local Government) (By leave) -In support of the
proposal that the debate be adjourned
until later this day. I submit to the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition that
between now and ·when the resumption
of the debate on the Bill takes place,
suffident time will be 'available for the
honourable member to consult with the
Minister of Agriculture. I will endeavour to .make sure that the IMinister
of Agriculture consults with the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. My instructions from the Leader of the House were
to have the 'Bill listed for debate later
this day.
The motion for the adjournment of
the debate was agreed to, and it was
ordered that the debate be adjourned
until later this day.

This will allow holders of non-viable
quotas to leave the industry with some
dignity and allow them to dispose of
their quota entitlement while retaining
the propertv on which they have probably lived for years. Uwill aJso allow
a rational and orderly redistribution of
some quotas to those who currently
are small and perhaps marginally viable,
but have the capability of upgrading
to viable economic units. This will give
them the opportunity of acquiring more
quotas without having to compete with
the big producers or buv another uneconomic or marginal poultry farm,
lock, stock and barrel.
The amendment has no retrospective
intent and will operate on future activities only. The Government believes
this amendment will retain the ownership of an Australian industry in the
hands of average AustraJians. Why
should not that be the case? I commend
the Bill to the House.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government) -:1 suggest that the debate be
adjourned until later this day.

Mr :MACLELLAN (Berwick) (By
leave) -On the question of time. I have
a number of matters concerning the
electorate I represent for consideration
by the Minister of Agriculture. The matters concern the egg industry and I understand a decision will be made tomorrow. If the Bill proceeds today, I
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FOOD BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.
It is a vital piece of legislation consoli-

da ting and modernizing the food section of the Health Act.
The significance of the Bill is not
so much the fact that it will codify the
food laws which will apply in Victoria,
but, more importantly, that it will I?ro·
vide the framework for the estabhshment of food standards for the future,
both for this State and on a national
basis.
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The need for food laws has long been
recognized by civilized communities.
To illustrate the point, I need do
no more than cite Chapter Eleven of
the Book of Leviticus which is devoted
entirely to specifying those foods which
were to be permitted, and prohibited
to the children of Israel; an ancient
equivalent of the Health Act, perhaps.
In our modem-day society where
such a large proportion of our food is
processed, pre-prepared and packaged,
contains a variety of preservatives and
other additives, such as artificial flavourings and colourings and where a
choice must often be made from among
thousands of products displayed on
supermarket shelves, it is even more
necessary for Government to have a
capacity in the interests of the community to set basic standards to be observed by manufacturers and sellers
of food.
Traditional food laws have two main
objectives-firstly, to protect the health
of the consumer and, secondly, to prevent the deceptive and the fraudulent
sale of food. They aim to ensure that
any food offered for sale is wholesome,
free from harmful levels of additives
and contaminants, complies with a minimum standard and is labelled in such
a way as not to mislead the consumer.
The Government believes that present day food laws should go further
and also require the inclusion on labels
of at least basic nutritional information
in terms that are meaningful and useful to consumers. This is an objective
it proposes to pursue at a Commonwealth-State level.
Indeed, the Government recognizes
the importance of food to the health
and general well-being of the community and the fact that increased food
processing makes it harder for consumers to know what they are eating.
The Government is, therefore, committed to promoting the health of the
community by encouraging a shift towards diets that are more favourable
to health and which are less likely to
contribute to disease.
Mr Roper

Food Bill

This Bill contains appropriate heads
of power which can be used in conjunction with any future nutritional
labelling requirement.
Each State and Territory has its own
food laws. Those in Victoria are expressed in various provisions of the
Health Act 1958 and in extensive regulations made under that Act. Because
each State and Territory has its own
laws, and because these are under constant review, there is considerable
scope for differences between the
States. This creates a number of problems particularly for those involved in
the manufacture and sale of food products on an interstate basis.
An additive, for example, may be
allowed in one State and not in another
or the minimum levels permitted may
vary from State to State, or some
States may have different labelling requirements for the same food product.
The additional costs involved in relabelling or the reformulation of a food
product to meet differing State laws is
ultimately met by the consumer and
there are obvious advantages and savings to the whole community if similar
laws and standards in relation to food
were to be adopted throughout Australia.
The need for consistent food laws
has been recognized by the Commonwealth and by the States for some time.
So much so that, in May 1975, a conference of Commonwealth and State
Ministers of Health agreed to establish a joint Commonwealth-State-Territory working party to draw up model
food legislation for uniform application.
The working party on model food
Jaw, as it became known, formed to
undertake this task consisted of senior
health and legal representatives from
each State and Territory together with
representatives from the Commonwealth
Departments
of
Health,
Attorney-General, and Business and
Consumer Affairs.
In formulating a suggested model
Food Act, the working party examined
those provisions reJating to food in the
food and health Acts of the States and
Territories.

Food Bill

The food Acts of the United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, Ireland and
the FAO/WHO model Act were also
examined. The model food Act proposed by the working party was considered at a conference of Health Ministers in 1980 which agreed to recommend the introduction of compatible
legislation in each State.
The present Bill is based on the
model Act prepared by the working
party and its acceptance by this Par1iament will, therefore, give effect to a
commitment made on behalf of Victoria
by the former Minister of Health.
It is important that I stress to the
House that the model Act is basically
an expression of principles and there
are a number of areas where the working party stated that provisions could
be varied upon adoption by the States
and Territories.
These included such aspects as administrative arrangements for enforcing the Act, penalties, references to
other legislation and so on.
Likewise, the working party left the
question of warranty provisions, which
I will discuss shortly, to be determined
by Ministers on the basis that such
provisions are not currently present in
most State and Territory food legislation and would be regarded as a new
concept in those States and Territories.
There is, therefore, considerable
scope for adaptation of the model Act
by each State and Territory and, indeed, the Victorian legislation contains
a number of provisions which will not
be reflected in legislation enacted by
other States and Territories. We do not
see nationally developed legislation as
acting to reduce our high health standards. As occurred with lead in petrol
our Government is prepared'to lead.
Before outlining these provisions it is
necessary to make the point that this
Bill preserves the essential aspects of
the model Act, and especially the heads
of power to make regulations.
This is of paramount importance as
the real significance of this legislation
is to enable Victoria to adopt proposed
model food regulations and model food
hygiene regulations so that common
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standards for food, and fol' food packaging and labelling, can be implemented
right across Australia.
I mentioned a few moments ago that
the Victorian legislation contains a
number of provisions which will not be
reflected in legislation enacted by other
States and Territories. One of the key
areas in which this Bill will depart
from comparable legislation is that of
administration and enforcement.
Honourable members will be aware
that this State has a history of its
food laws being administered through
municipal councils. Under the proposed
Food Act, responsibility for administering our food laws will continue largely
to be the responsibility of municipal
government.
Food premises and food vending
machines will be required to be registered with the relevant municipal council as currently provided under the
Health Act. and. as also required under
that Act, it will be the responsibility
of each council to ensure that at least
three samples of food for each thousand of its population are submitted
for analysis in each year.
For the purposes of administering the
Food Act. health surveyors appointed
by councils under the Health Act will
have the powers of an authorized officer under the Food Act. These include
the right of entry to any place where an
officer believes on reasonable grounds
that food is being sold or prepared.
and the right to inspect the premises
the right to take samples, subject to
payment or tender of the current market value. and the right to seize articles
in relation to which any provision of
the Act has been contravened.
However. council health surveyors
will not be entitled to enforce the Act
against the Crown unless specifically
authorized for the purpose by the
Health Commission.
The Government believes that it is
not appropriate that council officers
should have a capacity to act in respect
of premises such as Pentridge, for
instance, or against marketing authorities involved in the preparation or
sale of food, without Government
approval.
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Accordingly. the power to act in
of the Crown will be Jimitpd to .
authnrized officers of the Health Commission. to officers of other departments authorized by the commission.
and to specifically authorized health
surveyors. However, it is my intention
that we closely co-ooerate with counciJs of munici"palities in which major
State institutions are based.
I mentioned earlier that the working
party on model food law left the question of warranty ·provisions to be
{ietermined by Minis-ters.
For many vears. Victoria has incorporated a ·orovision in its Health Act
under which a person who purchases
anv food for resale i~ entitled to
demand a warranty in writing from the
vp.ndor that there has been no contravention of the Act in relation to that
food.
Section 300 of the Act, which contains the provision, also states, in part,
that if the defendant in any proceedings can prove to the satisfaction of
the court' that he purchased the food
in question with such a warranty, and
that he sold the food in the same state
as when he purchased it, he shall be
discharged from the prosecution.
The view of the Government is that
while such a warranty provision was
not included in the model legislation,
and, indeed, may not be included in
the complementary ·Iegislation to be
enacted by the other States, nevertheless its retention is justified in Victoria.
We are living in a time where many
of -the foodstuffs sold through retail
outlets are pre-packaged, and there is
DO opportunity for a retailer to determine whether the contents of a particular can or packet complies with the
requirements of .the Act or regulations.
The Government believes that it is
manifestly unfair that a retailer should
be liable to the opprobriu·m of conviction if the offence was the direct result
of some failure of a manufacturer or
supplier, of which the retailer was totally unaware. With this in . mind, the
Government proposes to retain in the
Food Bill the warranty provision currently in the Health Act.
re~nect

Mr Roper

Food Bill
This will preserve the existing rights
of persons who purchase food for resale
to demand a guarantee from the vendor
that -there has been no contravention of
the Act in relation to that food and to
use the guarantee as a defence if proceedings are subsequently initiated because the food did not comply with
the Act or the regulations.
The third area where the Bill departs
substantially from the model Act is
Victoria's proposal to retain a food
standards committee. A food standards
committee was first established in this
State by the Pure Food Act of 1905
and over the past three-quarters of
a century both its membership and its
functions have essentially remained the
same. Let me explain, it has not the
same persons as members but the way
in which the committee is comprised
has remained the same.
In the present Food BiU, the structure
of the Food Standards Committee is to
be updated and the role of the committee varied.
The present Food Stanrlar(J~ Cnmmittee constituted under section 288
of the Health Act has a member~hip
of nine consisting of a health officer
nominated by the Health Commission;
a professor or teacher of chemistry
in the University of Melbourne; a
professor or teacher of phvsiolo~y in
the University of Melbourne; the
Director-General of Agriculture or his
nominee; the medical officer of health
of the Citv of Melbourne and four
additional ·expert members appointed
by the Governor in Council.
Section 28~ of the Health Act ~oes
on to provide that the Governor in
Council: on the recommendation of the
committee. may make regulations on
various matters inc1udinp.: food standards and the packa~ing of foods.
Therp. is no need for me to point out
to the House that the initiative for the
making of regulations in respect of food
under the Health Act rests with the
committee. and not with the Government. This is unacceptable under the
proposed svstem of uniform food
standards. Responsibility for the introduction of food regulations in this State

Food Bill
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must be vested in the Government and
not in a body which not only is not
answerable to Parliament, but which
also has the ability to frustrate any
undertakings or commitments by the
Government by declining to recommend
the making of appropriate regulations
to the Governor in Council.
The inability of the Government to
give effect at an earlier stage to its
decision to come into line with the
other States by requiring labels for
alcoholic beverages to show the alcohol
content, because of delays in obtaining
a recommendation from the Food
Standards Committee, typifies the type
of problem inherent under the present
legislation.
The new Food Standards Committee
will still have the same number of
members but its composition has been
restructured to take advantage of the
expertise now available in respect of
food matters.
The existing composition refers only
to the University of Melbourne, and
Monash University, La Trobe University
and Deakin
University are not
mentioned.
The new committee will consist of a
medical practitioner who is a health
officer of the Commission; the DirectorGeneral of Agriculture or his nominee;
the medical officer of health of the City
of Melbourne; a health surveyor; a
nominee of the Food Technology Association; a nominee of the Australian
Nutrition Foundation; a nominee of the
Minister of Consumer Affairs; and two
other persons with an appropriate qualification or expertise.

The new committee, as I have indicated, will also have a health surveyor among its members. Such an
appointment will reflect the role played
by health surveyors in the administration of food laws, and will enable a
person with practical experience. in ~n
forcing the Act to make a contnbutlon
to the work of the committee.
Unlike the present committee, the
new committee will not have an executive role. It will be an advisory body
only with responsibility for advising
the Minister on any draft regulations
to be made under the Act, and the
Minister or the commission on any
matter referred to it by the Minister
or commission, as the case may be.
The intention of the Government is
to take advantage of the broad experience and expertise which will be available through the committee to assess
proposed regulations to be made under
the uniform system on behalf of Victoria. This will give the Government
an opportunity to evaluate the effects
of regulations and suggestions emanating from Canberra and elsewhere, and
to propose that any regulations which
may have undesirable consequences in
this State be reconsidered at the
national level.
The Bill now before the House has
been long awaited and represents the
culmination of more than seven years
work both by the Working Party on
Model Food Law and subsequently by
the departmental officers of this State
who have undertaken the task of translating the principles of the model food
legislation in terms of Victorian law.
Its enactment will provide the necessary mechanisms for the adoption in
Victoria of uniform standards for food,
food packaging and labelling, which
will apply right across Australia. It
will signal Victoria's commitment to a
national code for food products which,
ultimately, will benefit consumers,
manufacturers and retailers alike.
It is the Government's intention to
circulate this Bill widely to local councils, various organizations concerned
with the manufacture and sale of food
and to consumer organizations to
receive comments and, if amendment is

The proposed inclusion of representation from the Australian Nutrition
Foundation will give the committee
access to advice from a person with a
specialized knowledge of nutrition.
This takes account of the fact that,
since the original committee was
established, there have been major advances in the understanding of the
part played by good nutrition in the
health of both individuals ,and the
community.
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required, to ensure that that occurs
when the House meets again. 1 commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr LIEBERMAN
(Benambra), the debate was adjourned.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)1 move:

Food Bill

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-The reason the date of 1 February was established by myself for the
resumption date for Bills deferred until
the next sessional period was to simply
have a common date in terms of the
presentation of the Notice Paper. The
parties have been notified already that
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, the House will not be resuming until
1 February 1983.
22 February. No one is suggesting that
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra) - On the debate will resume on 1 February.
the question of time, 1 thank the Min- The Minister has already indicated that
ister for his undertaking regarding this Bill will be circulated widely and
consultations. Because of the import- 1 am sure that he will give an assurance of this Bill, 1 ask the Minister to ance that the Bill will not come before
brief myself and other interested mem- Parliament before 1 March, 1983.
bers of Parliament before the next
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)
sessional period.
(By leave) -I intended to ensure that
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health) (By everyone had a proper opportunity of
leave)-It is the intention of the Gov- examining the Bill on the basis of the
ernment that all people in the commu- discussions that have occurred.
nity who wish to have an opportunity
By leave, the motion was withdrawn.
of making input will receive that opporIt was ordered that the debate be
tunity and if additional time is required, adjourned until Tuesday, March 1, 1983.
it will be provided.
MOTOR ACCIDENTS
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick) - The
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Minister has moved that the debate be
adjourned until 1 February 1983. 1 sugMr FORDHAM (Minister of Educagest that he should reconsider that tion) -I move:
date. He has stated that there should
That this Bill be now read a second time.
be consultation with municipal coun- This Bill extends the existing no-fault
cils. The Minister must be aware that motor accident insurance scheme to
there will probably be no meetings of Victorians travelling interstate. It immunicipal councils in January. 1 under- plements a commitment given in
stand the Bill will not be resumed on Parliament last year that, when in
1 February and, in the reality of the government, we would legislate to ensituation, 1 urge the Minister not to insult sure that Victorians would receive the
municipal councils by stating 1 February benefits of the no-fault motor accident
as the resumption date when honour- insurance scheme wherever they
able members know that the debate travelled in Victorian registered motor
will not be resumed by that date. Why cars.
does not the Minister state 1 March as
The no-fault motor insurance schem2,
the resumption date and give municipal which was created by the Motor Accicouncils a proper time limit to work to? dents Act 1973, is a major piece of
What is the purpose of the Notice praiseworthy social legislation. It proPaper of Parliament stating 1 February, vides compensation in the form of
when, in reality, the debate will not be payments for loss of earning capacity
resumed on that date. The Government and for hospital, medical and like expenses which are incurred as a result
is stirring up a host of problems for of
injuries suffered in motor accidents.
municipal councils that will be attempt- Since the scheme commenced in 1974,
ing to reply by 1 February. 1 urge the more than 320 000 applications for
Minister to reconsider the matter and assistance have been received by the
choose a more practical date for the Motor Accidents Board and benefits in
adjournment, such as the first Tuesday the vicinity of $250 million have been
in March.
paid. The benefits are paid without
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regard to the fault of the drivers involved and are funded by car owners
through their compulsory third-party
insurance premiums.
The aim of the scheme is to minimize the tragic consequences of motor
accidents for accident victims and their
families. As such, this Government can
find no justification for not extending
the help provided inside Victoria to
those Victorians who are involved in
accidents outside Victoria.
Victorian motorists have paid for the
benefits. They therefore should be entitled to them wherever they travel.
Third-party insurance coverage, for
example, is available wherever a Victorian car is driven. The same should
apply in respect of the no fault motor
accident insurance which, as I have
mentioned, is funded by third-party
insurance premiums.
I cannot comprehend why this
anomaly was not removed by the previous Government. The present Government, as part of its review of compulsory third-party insurance, has
decided that it should act to remove
this anomaly immediately.
In Tasmania and the Northern Territory, where similar schemes to our own
no fault motor accident insurance
scheme operate, the no fault insurance
scheme includes their residents who are
in motor cars registered in their home
State and who are involved in interstate accidents. That is, their residents
benefit from the scheme regardless of
where the accident occurred so long
as they are in a motor car registered
in their State. Experience in Tasmania
and the Northern Territory has indeed
shown that this Australia-wide coverage is feasible. They have in fact
reported that they have experienced
little difficulty in the administration of
this extended coverage.
I therefore must ask the question:
"What are the difficulties which the
previous Minister alluded to in debates
last year?" I believe they in fact did
not exist. The former Government,
despite its platitudes, did not have any
intention of moving to extend the
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coverage of the scheme to Victorian
motorists when they are travelling
interstate.
This Bill is yet another example of
the Government's intention to carry
out its promises to improve the quality
of life of Victorians. The Bill also illustrates our intention of ridding Victorian la w of unnecessary and foolish
anomalies, many of which were created
by our predecessors.
The benefits of this Bill are available
potentially to all Victorians. However,
it will be particularly appreciated by
people living in Victorian border areas
who regularly drive their cars across
the boarder in their normal daily activities. Up to now the no fault scheme
has applied only to accidents in Victoria so that if, for example, they were
injured in Wodonga they were covered
but if they were injured in Albury they
were not. This is a crazy situation
which the Bill will rectify. Members
of this place representing constituencies along the Murray and the South
Australian border will confirm the
strong representations they have made
to previous Governments urging the
change we now propose to make.
The effect of the Bill will also be of
importance to the many Victorians who
frequently travel interstate by motor
vehicle on business. Perhaps even more
importantly it will provide Motor
Accidents Board coverage to those
thousands of Victorian men, women
and children who travel outside this
State in the family car on holidays.
They can have peace of mind that if,
unfortunately, they are involved in a
motor accident, they will be able to
receive assistance and payments from
the Motor Accidents Board.
Admittedly, and happily, the numbers
that this Bill will actually assist are not
high because the numbers of Victorians
who are iniured in interstate accidents
are low. That is no reason for this
Government to ignore the inequities of
the past. For the individuals concerned
this Bill will be of major benefit. I
believe this Bill should play a significant role in helping victims of interstate accidents recover from their
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anxiety held by the association is that
only practising medicos should be
responsible for the release of information and that it should not be left to
the chairmen of hospital committees,
matrons, secretaries, managers and
medical superintendents of hospitals
even if they are qualified in medicine.
I understand the Government has
examined the matter and reached some
accord with the Australian Medical
Association. The Premier should take
this opportunity to explain the purport
of the amendments that are related to
one another so that the Committee will
not have to discuss this matter as each
amendment is dealt with separately.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The amendment takes into account the foreshadowed amendments to clause 33
that give expression to the reservations
of some groups working in the hospital
field as to the person who would consider requests made to receive information from medical records. The
amendments to be proposed to clause
ensure that a legally qualified mediFREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL 33
cal practitioner is the principal officer
The House went into Committee for for the purposes of medical records.
the further consideration of this Bill. That will be made abundantly clear by
the amendments to be proposed to
Clauses 2, 3 and 4 were agreed to.
clause 33.
Clause 5 (Interpretation)
Mr MILLER (Prahran)-I support the
remarks of the Premier. The amendMr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
ments are completely in accord with
Clause 5, lines 34 and 35, omit all words and the suggestion made to us by the
expressions on these lines.
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. A
The definition of "authorized medical number of submissions were made by
officer" is being deleted because of a the Australian Medical Association
further amendment that will be made and in particular on the powers of the
to clauses 33 (4) and 33 (5) consequent principal officer of a small country hosupon representations made by various pital, as many prinCipal officers are not
organizations about the disclosure of medically qualified. The proposition put
medical records.
by the association and accepted was
that, because of the sensitivity of a
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick) - It great deal of medical information, it
would be useful if at this stage the was appropriate that it should be
Premier would enlarge on this matter. screened by someone with medical
I have before me correspondence from qualifi~ations or training. The Premier
the Australian Medical Association and
-copies of correspondence from the hon- has foreshadowed amendments to
ourable member for Prahran. The clause 33, which relates to sensitive perwhole concept of the change being sonal documents.
-contemplated by the Government
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
should be explained so that I can be Opposition supports the amendment
assured that the concerns of the asso- and the view of the Australian Medical
ciation have been dealt with. The Association that only properly qualified
injuries and so that they may return
as far as possible to their pre-injury
.condition.
Finally, it should be noted that the
Bill will guard against the possibility
of a small minority of unscrupulous
people attempting to obtain double
compensation-once under our no fault
scheme and once either under common
law or, in Tasmania and the Northern
Territory, under a no fault scheme in
the State where the accident occurred.
'The Bill will also give the Motor Accidents Board power to enter into reciprocal arrangements with other States
which have similar no fault schemes
so that the possibility of double
recovery may be further reduced. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr TANNER
(Caulfield), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be
adjourned until Tuesday, February 1,
1983.
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medical practitioners should be engaged
The amendment was agreed to.
in making decisions on the release of
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
information. The association raised with . Clause 5, page 5, line 14, aliter this line
me t~e question 'Of non-practising doc- mserttors, If I could put it that way-similar . • "R~rd" me.ans a document containing
to non-practising solicitors such as my- mfonnatlon relatmg to the personal affairs
self-those doctors who have not done of a person and includes a document containing infonnation relating to the personal affairs
anything other than administration of
a deceased person.'
work for many years. It was put to me
and I put it to the Government that This function is required because of
it would be desirable that a doctor in the insertion of Part V which relates to
active me<Jical practice should be the personal records and the word "re'
cord s " tak es on a particular connotaperson concerned.
tion where this function is required.
The instances of a doctor not in mediThe amendment was agreed to, as
ca~ pr~ctice would be rare, relating
prImarIly to the larger hospitals where was a verbal amendment.
perh~ps the administrator is medically
Mr HANN (Rodney)-In the definiquahfied but does n'Ot practise actively tion of prescribed authority, the clause
as a doctor. In those circumstances it states that it can be a body corporate
would be desirable if the Governm~nt established for a public purpose in
accepted a suggestion from the associa- accordance with the Act or a body unintion that in this case it should not be corporate created by the Governor in
a!l executive officer of the hospital Council or by a Minister and sets out
sImply be~~use he is a medically quali- exclusions where reference is made to
fied practItIOner and not practising but municipalities but not to either waterthat a practising doctor should be the works trusts or sewerage authorities.
one nominated.
Concern has been expressed that the
I ask the Government to consider clause
municipalities but
that. It is useful, especially in the sensi- makes noexcludes
reference to water trusts and
tive early operation of the measure. sewerage
I would be inOnce the !egislation is accepted, the terested inauthorities.
an explanation about why
proble~ WIll not be of great importgovernment has been excluded as
ance In future years. In the initial local
prescribed authority while waterstages, it would be reassuring to the aworks
trusts and sewerage authorities
association of and patients of doctors have not.
the clause means
that a decision was being made by the that those Effectively,
bodies
will
be able to set up
practising doctor rather than a doctor
to provide information. Did
who had for many years been in admin- mechanisms
the Premier intend to exclude those
istration and not concerned with active authorities
also and, if not, why not?
medical practice.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-It was not inMr CAIN (Premier) - That there
should be some qualification about per- tended to include water and similar
sons who are legally qualified medical bodies in the exclusion provisions.
practioners-the term adopted in all Municipalities were included in the Bill
Acts-to be active medical practitioners originally and a number of representaopens up a degree of confusion once tions were made expressing the view
one attempts to define those who satis- that a number of the provisions in the
fy that qualification. I am not sure what Bill were inappropriate for the conduct
of local government and that it would
form one could use to satisfy the re- be
appropriate to have a separate
quirement. If it is suggested that there Billmore
for local government. The Governis. a choice, I do not think any hos- ment acceded to that request and munipItal would do other than exercise cipalities were excluded. I do not bethe choice in favour of a person most lieve the same can be said of waterclosely or recently involved in medical works trusts and other bodies whose
practice. I do not· think it can be taken operations are more akin to statutory
further than that.
authorities.
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Mr MILLER (Prahran)-I draw attention to clause 7 which provides an
answer for the honourable member. It
states that the responsible Minister of
an agency shall cause to be published
in the prescribed form as soon as practicable details of the documents that
the boards, trusts and depar:tments need
to supply to the public. The trusts and
boards need to contact the appropriate
Minister-in that case, it would be the
Minister of Water Supply-to suggest
that they perform a function as a supply
mechanism to the public of information
and documents that they have readily
available.
Each of the Ministers who has been
concerned with the implementation of
the measure have been concerned that
the regulations they will adopt will not
cause undue financial or other burdens.
Many boards and trusts put out a great
deal of information to the public. .It is
really under this regulation-making
power that the boards and trusts will
be able to come into it-they will not
be excluded completely. It is a general
application. It was of concrn that undue burdens and hardships would not
be imposed on those boards and trusts,
hence the specific wording of clause 7
to overcome those details.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The argument of the Premier in rejecting the inclusion of waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities in the exclusion provisions is not fully justified because, in
many instances, these local authorities
are also the local government authority
and the Government has excluded local
government from the provisions of the
clause. Many waterworks trust and
sewerage authorities in the electorate
that I represent are made up of exactly
the same people. They are administered
by the same secretary and they have
the same engineer. On that basis, there
is no reason for them not to be included
in the clause as the Government has
done with the exclusion of local government.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I can only add
that all municipalities and shires operate under the Local Government Act
and that is the distinction. The other
bodies operate under other Acts.
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It is conceded that separate or different rules should apply in respect of
information under the Local Government Act.
Mr MILLER (Prahran)-In response
to the matters raised by the honourable member for Benalla I indicate that,
following the restructuring of those
300 waterworks trusts and sewerage
authorities as a result of the operations
of the Public Bodies Review Committee, that duplication of function is
not going to continue. In many cases
there will be only one entity in a
specific drainage basin that will be
responsible for a particular area. It
will be easier, simpler and cheaper for
those regionalized bodies to conform
with freedom of information requirements.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-That is a
rather strange reply from the honourable member for Prahran. The measure
effectively provides a mechanism to
incorporate the water and sewerage
function into local government, so
some of those water works trusts and
sewerage authorities will ultimately be
excluded from this legislation and
others will be included, and that is the
very point being made by the honourable member for Benalla.
I do not know what the honourable
member for Prahran is talking about
when he mentions regional water
bodies, because that provision was not
included in the final recommendations
of the Public Bodies Review Committee, so far as I am aware.
Mr McNAMARA (Benallla)-The 'honourable member forPrahran is further
frustrating the argument that th~ P.remier is putting forward by mentlOnIng
the changes recommended by the Public
Bodies Review Committee. As honourable members are aware, many of the
operations of water works trusts and
sewerage authorities come directly
under the control of local government
and will be administered on a municipal basis. For instance, within the
Shire of Goulburn there are several
water works trusts. They will now
become part of the Goulbum Water
Board which encompasses the Shire of
Goulburn, and it goes across the board
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throughout the various municipalities.
To try to argue that these are completely different just because they come
under a different Act is not reasonable.
There .are numerous instances where
municipalities provide water under the
provisions of the Local Government
Act and other instances where waterworks trusts are set UP under the
Water Act and they provide the service.
I do not think some can be included
and others left out.
As the Deputy Leader of the National
Party rightly pointed out, this will be
the effect of the proposed legislationsome authorities will be encompassed
and others will be excluded. The
Government must make up its mind
whether to be consistent and either
include all waterworks trusts and
sewerage authorities in the exemption
or not include any. Since it has already
gone part of the way in excluding local
government bodies and it already has a
number of public bodies providing
water and sewerage, it should go ~Il
the way. That is just common sense.
In many instances exactly the same
secretaries and engineers are on both
authorities.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-Th·e
Deputy Leader of the National Party
and the honourable member for Benalla
have raised the anomaly-and I suppose it is acknowledged as being an
anomaly-by which municipal councils
are excluded from the provisions of the
Bill while some waterworks trusts and
sewerage authorities will be the subject
of the Bill. They raised the question of
those waterworks trusts and sewerage
authorities that happen to be the same
as the municipalities receiving the
same exemptions as the municipalities
receive.
However, they overlooked the interests of the ratepayers and citizens who
want to get information, and that is
what the Freedom of Information Bill
is all about. Resolving the anomaly by
not including in the Bill those waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities
that are the same as the municipalities
will mean that ratepayers in those
areas will not be able to obtain information as others may in that situation. I
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do not think the resolution of the
anomaly is as easy as that, and I
suggest to the Premier that while the
Bill is between here and another place,
or, if there is not sufficient time,
subsequent to the passage of the Bill,
the matter should be carefully
examined. Discussions should take
place with the Municipal Association
of Victoria and associations of water
and sewerage trusts on the question.
However, failing any other agreeable
resolution being reached, the matter
must be decided in favour of those
seeking the information. I know it is
difficult for those whoe are on the waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities
to be put to the trouble of providing
the information, but that is what the
Bill is all about. It is putting people
to the trouble of providing information
so that ratepayers and citizens may
have it.
It is not welcome in the municipal
area, and I understand that that may
be the subject of a later Bill. I do not
know whether the Government wishes
to proceed in this way in the municipal area, but I do not think the
anomaly should concern honourable
members at this stage since the Bill
provides that everybody will be able
to obtain access to files and information of waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities rather than resolving
the matter in favour of the municipalities, where they are the waterworks trusts and sewerage authorities,
and therefore making a difference between ratepayers in different areas
simply because for easier or better
administration it has been decided to
place responsibility for water and
sewerage with the municipalities concerned.
The matter ought to be resolved in
favour of the citizens: as the Bill provides, rather than in favour of the
municipal interests by giving exclusion,
unless some better solution can be
worked out.
The clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 6 to 9.
Clause 10 (Cabinet register)
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
Clause 10, line 19, omit "details of'.
Clausse 10, line 20, after "(a)" insert "details
of'.
Clause 10, line 24, omit "details" and insert
·'information" .
Clause 10, line 24, omit U(a)".
Clause 10, line 24, omit "may" and insert
"shaU".

Freedom of Information Bill
Mr HANN (Rodney)-I was fascinated by amendment No. 8. It changes
the terminology to provide that:
The details referred to in sub-section (1) ( a)
shall be entered on the register at the discretion of the Premier.

I shall be interested to know how one
can have a direction and then a discretion.
The amendments are largely stylistic and
Mr CAIN (Premj'er)-As the Deputy
cosmetic and are designed to tidy up Leader of the Opposition suggests by
the section. The clause relates to the interjection, according to Fowler it is
Cabinet register to be published in just good grammar and makes clear
respect of Cabinet decisions as set out what the requirement is.
in sub-clause (2) at the discretion of
The discretion is exercised by the
the Premier. The language has been
Premier
and that discretion being exeramended to make it consistent with
clause 28, which sets out the exemp- cised, the register shall be prepared
tions dealing with Cabinet documents and made available.
On the question of publication, it
and related matters.
should
be made perfectly clear that
The Cabinet register will be retained
as a result of this measure and such this Bill is a giant step forward in
matters as the Government determines disclosing information. The whole
shall be made the subject of the theme is that the information is there
register. The language has been changed for the people if they want to get itto make it conform with that used in nowhere else is there the suggestion
which the Deputy Leader of the Oppoclause 28.
sition is making that this should be
Mr MACLELIAN (Berwtick)-I do force fed to people.
not quarrel with the tidying up that
should be available in
is being done by moving the words a Information
where
all information is made
place
"details of" down one paragraph, but
the department or
I ask the Premier where the register available-namely
the
office
of
the
statutory
body. I am
will be available. It will be important
that the register be available not just not considering information being made
in the office of the Department of the available beyond that location. I bePremier; it should be more widely lieve, consistent with the theme and
available than that. That may mean policy of the Bill, that the register would
that from time to time copies of the be kept for public scrutiny at the office
register would be posted to other of the Premier and Cabinet.
The amendments were agreed to, and
offices. The Parliamentary Library
, would be one place where it might be the clause, as amended, was adopted.
usefully duplicated, as well as the
The sitting was suspended at 1.1
Department of the Premier or the p.m. until 2.4p.m.
office of the Secretary to the Cabinet.
Clauses 11 to 13 were agreed to.
It could also be usefully duplicated in
Clause
14 (Part not to apply to
other places, so persons are not
required to go to the Department of certain documents)
the Premier during office hours to
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
obtain access to information.
Clause 14. line 31, omit "Act" and insert
I am not suggesting that copies of "enactment" .
the register should be roneoed off and This amendment makes it clear that
sent in thousands of copies all over the what is embraced is regulations as well
.
. place, but that consideration ought to as Acts.
be given to where the register will be
The amendment was agreed to, and
kept and where duplicates of it might the clause, as amended, was adopted,
be available.
as were clauses 15 to 21.
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Clause 22 (Charges for access to
documents)
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I move:

cause they seek information which they
might get at the moment without any
charge, they might under the Freedom of Information Bill have less access
to the information than they have now
in the sense that they will possibly
be required to pay for the information
which they would get at the moment
in the normal course of their Parliamentary duties.
I can see no reason why the Government would not accept the amendment
in respect of existing members of Parliament.
When one considers former members
of Parliament, it is perhaps a more
controversial suggestion that is being
put to the Committee by the Opposition. Former members of Parliament,
having made representations on behalf
of people and having been involved in
negotiations in respect of potential
public matters under freedom of information, should be able to pursue
matters of interest after they cease
being members of Parliament. Perhaps
they may wish to keep an eye on the
progress of matters which they had
initiated during their period of representation so that they can again, as
part of their continuing interest in matters public, be able to get free access
to information as current members of
Parliament would under the amendment.
In relation to element (k), which is
the last part of the amendment, I
propose to move, I believe it is important that a maximum charge should
be fixed. I will not quibble if the
Governmen t
decides or suggests
that $100 is not the appropriate fee.
If the Government wanted to make it
a larger or lesser fee that would be
negotiable. I asked Parliamentary Counsel to fix what between us was regarded as a suitable fee or a suitable
maximum so that members of the
public who might launch themselves
on a search for information and who
might, through provisions of the proposed legislation, seek to receive information will know that there is a
maximum figure which they may have
to pay as a search fee. It may not
always be possible to quote a fee in

Freedom

Clause 22, line 32, omit "and".

If this amendment is agreed to, I will

then move:

Clause 22, line 35, at the end of this line
insert:
"( i) A charge shall be waived if the applicant
is the subject of unfavourable criticism
in the document to which he seeks
access, and it has come to his attention
that access to that document has previously been granted under the Act to
another a'pplicant;
(j) A charge shall be waived if the applicant
is a member or a former member of the
Legislative Council or of the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria; and
(k) A charge (other than a charge of providing a written document in accordance
with section 19) shall not exceed such
amount, being not more than $100, as
may be prescribed by regulation from
time to time.".

The purpose of these amendments is,
in the first amendment, to delete the
word "and" for the purposes of inserting the second amendment. The second
amendment involves three elements.
Element (0 is where somebody is subjected to criticism as a result of the
release of a document. It seems inappropriate that to defend themselves
or to answer any criticisms that may
be made on them, they have to go
to the expense of seeking and obtaining, and going through a possible delay
period in respect of the provision of
the same document that has been made
available to somebody else.
In other words, if one could suggest
that perhaps a major organization, such
as the press, might seek and obtain a
document and that document might
lead to criticis·m, the ordinary citizen
who is thereby criticized should have
ready, speedy and cost free access to
the document to defend his reputation if that should be necessary. The
Opposition puts the amendment to the
Committee and hopes that the Government will respond favourably to it.
Element (j) speaks for itself. As part
of one's Parliamentary duty as a member it is necessary from time to time
to get information. It seems absurd that
parliamentarians should be paid to represent people and then find that be-
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advance so that, when they ask for the up-to-date technology only to find
specific information, they may not be that the cost involved becomes the
told the actual cost.
barrier.
I will move the second amendment
I do not wish the fee to become a
separate barrier to the seeking of in- in the spirit of goodwill. I realize that
formation. The figure of $100 is sen- the second amendment is not perfect or
sible but someone may like to argue absolute in terms of the commitment
that corporate organizations are large of the Opposition to the maximum fee
companies which should pay a higher of $100 if another figure is thought to
fee. That is entirely negotiable and I be appropriate. I thought it would be
only put it forward as a suggestion. appropriate for Parliament to review
The reason for seeking an exemption the matter if that figure turns out not
in regard to other than a charge for to be relevant. Then perhaps, in the
a written document in accordance with light of experience, a figure could be
clause 19 (1) arises from the good chosen that is higher or lower. The
advice received from Parliamentary Government should accept the amendCounsel, who points out that, where ments, because they grant improved,
information is stored in computer or more available and certain access to the
data processing facilities, the costs may very spirit and heart of the proposed
legislation.
be much higher than $100.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The GovernI have not found the answer to the ment
would accept paragraph (k)
problem of fixing a maximum charge which limits
the charge to $100 on the
for computer or data based informa- basis
that,
as
no one can assess
tion. There were some suggestions that what maximumyet,
cost may be incurred
in the United States of America cer- for any single application.
The figure
tain information sought under its is reasonable and I accept the
freedom of information legislation has tions held by the Oppositionreservaabout
cost millions of dollars to obtain, thereorganizations and I may
fore, it had such irrelevance to the commercial
well use those provisions for commerfigure of $100 charged for an ordinary cial
benefit. Whether there should be a
written file. I have not attempted to higher
in respect of those proresolve that question and it has been visions, figure
remains to be seen.
excluded from the amendment.
It would be difficult to guard against
I urge the Government to consider private individuals seeking information
a maximum fee for information which for a corporation and it is difficult to
is stored in computer based facilities set it out in a more definitive way.
and where an ordinary citizen has a The Government accepts the minimum
legitimate and worth-w'hile purpose for charge and it intends to see how it
seeking that information. Information works. The figure may need to be higher
may be sought for research, the writing or lower depending on experience.
of an historical report or, as was sugI cannot accept paragraphs (i) and
gested, for the background or history
of various matters where Parliament (]). Paragraph (i) could not be used
would be enriched by the ordinary both effectively and properly. If somework of citizens---.;those people· who one were to receive unfavourable
wish to work hard and do the work criticism, how would it be defined? The
in preparing recommendations, advice situation may well arise where someone
and reports. They are carried out by' believes he has been criticized because
of some mild rebuke and could undercitizens as a part of democracy.
mine the whole system.
They should not have hanging over
I turn to paragraph (]). Members of
their heads that they cannot do it Parliament will still have access by
because the charges become the barrier way of the telephone or other sources
rather than the failing to provide the to serve the needs of constituents after
information being the barrier. They may the Freedom of Information Bill bebe able to obtain information with all comes law. I am troubled about the
Mr Maclellan
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prospect of members of Parliament who
have received the information without
being charged regardless of whether
the information is being used by other
people. It troubles me that that facility
could be· vested in the hands of, for
example, the honourable member for
Doncaster. Many honourable members
interject but I think that is a fair
observation under the circumstances.
A number of situations exist which
may well develop and the system could
be abused.
The Bill will provide access to information for those ordinary individuals
who may not have had access to information before. Some do not know how
to seek information through members
of Parliament and are not as well able
to use the facilities that are available
as are other individuals. The Bill will
provide access also for those people
who do not know how to use the
system.
Many of the instances mentioned by
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
were covered by paragraph (h). The
Bill has been carefully drafted to provide for the waiver or reduction of a
fee in certain situations. The paragraph
provides that the charge can be reduced
or waived if the intended use of the
document is "of general public interest
or benefit or if the applicant is impecunious" . Some discretion has been
exercised in defining the possible
charges and the responsibility of administering the Act to provide for those
cases. For example, in the case of
someone who was severely criticized
in a situation contemplated in paragraph 0)' he may well fall within
p~ragraph (h). It would be a matter
of onblic interest to have the record
set right.
Under the circumstances, the Government will accept paragraph (k) but
not paragraphs (i) and (j).
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I move:
Clause 22, line 35, at the end of this line
insert:
"(0 A charge shall be waived if the applicant
is the subject of unfavourable criticism
in the document to which he seeks
access, and it has come to his attention
Session 1982-106
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that access to that document has previously been granted under the Act to
another applicant;
(;) A charge shall be waived if the applicant
is a member or a former member of the
Legislative Council or of the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria; and
(k) A charge (other than a charge for providing a written document in ac.cordance
with section 19) shall not exceed such
amount, being not more than $100, as
may be 'prescribed by regulation from
time to time.".

Mr CAIN (Premier)-For the reasons
that I have already given, I move:
That the amendment be amended by the
omission of paragraph (i).

Mr Cain's amendment on Mr Maclellan's amendment was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That the amendment be amended by the
omission of paragraph (j).

Mr HANN (Rodney)-I ask that the
Premier reconsider his action. I have
had some experience in seeking fairly
extensive files from the Corporate
Affairs Office. Initially, I had to pay
for the files but then found that with
the use of the gold pass it was possible
to have the fees waived. If the Premier
wishes to persist with his amendment to
the amendment, I seek an assurance
from him that honourable members will
still have the right of access to that information in future without charge
because it is an important matter that
may be at the discretion of the Minister or departmental head. It is vital
in the interests of pursuing matters on
behalf of constituents.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I do not
want to confuse the matter of the Corporate Affairs Office raised by the
Deputy Leader of the National Party. In
answering the matter, I ask the Premier
to address himself to what information
will be the subject of charge to members
of Parliament, leaving aside the argument of former members of Parliament
for the time being. I would like to know
for what information members of Parliament would have to pay. I do not
refer only to the Corporate Affairs
Office. For instance, if an ordinary citizen seeks information from a water or
sewerage authority, as the Committee
was discussing before the suspension of
the sitting, he or she must pay the
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charge. Does that mean that when members of Parliament make inquiries for
information, they will now pay the
charge because the charge is provided
in the Bill? Does that mean that the
matter will be totally at the discretion
of an officer of the department or instrumentality? I would not like it to be on
the basis of the Government laying down
sixteen pages of guidelines in these
circumstances. I would rather that it be
laid down by Parliament in the proposed
legislation so that everybody knows
exactly where they stand.
I do not accept the Premier's penchant for naming members of Parliament as if some were second-class citizens and some were not. Members of
Parliament have duties to discharge for
the people they represent. Is the Premier concerned about members of Parliament as a class abusing these rights?
I would not object if he suggested that
it would be allowed with a certificate
from the Speaker or President or if a
procedure were laid down for members
of Parliament who wanted to seek information for which there was a firm
and valid reason and the Premier stood
by the reason in this House to justify it.
The amendment is providing that a
fee be charged for information that was
previously available to members of Parliament as part of the task of carrying
out their normal duties and responsibilities of representing people. If those
people seek that information directly,
there will be a charge. If a member of
Parliament undertakes that responsibility, will he be charged or not? I have
not used my gold pass at the Corporate
Affairs Office. I do not know whether
it works; the Minister of Public Works
would undoubtedly be one of the experts on that matter. I object to using
the gold pass generally and find it uncomfortable to be flashing it around expecting not to have to pay for charges.
Clearer guidelines need to be provided for members of Parliament. If it
is to be used as it is used on public
transport, it must be done by authority
of Parliament with provision in the legislation so that nobody is embarrassed
and asked to make discretionary provisions and required to choose between
Mr Maclellan
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one person and another. If the Premier
does not accept my amendment, what
will he do about members of Parliament
who seek information as part of their
legitimate responsibilities in representing electorates? I instance sewerage
authorities, waterworks trusts, statutory
authorities and Government departments. Will they be charged simply
because there is a charge, whereas
previously the information might have
been available under some guideline,
rule or policy laid down many years
ago in a hotchpotch fashion all over
the place? If I go to the Lands Department requesting maps and information
to assist in some matter within the
electorate I represent, I am charged.
I have never sought to use my gold
pass to be excused from paying a charge.
Rather than having one person using
a gold pass and another person being
charged when carrying out some duties
and responsibilities as members of
Parliament, this matter should be
cleared up. The amendment attempts
to do so and extends further to former
members of Parliament. If the Government considers that it is not suitable
for former members, I will compromise
and agree to the provision for existing
members only.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Bill is about
documents, not just information. The
definition of documents is set out in
clause 3, page 3. It is not the Government's desire, and would not be the
desire of any Government, to create two
classes of citizens under freedom of
information legislation. All who apply
should be treated the same. That is
not to say that members of Parliament
should have their capacity to get information and the way in which it is
furnished diminished because of the
measure. Situations may arise in which
Ministerial discretion should be exercised in waiving charges on material
supplied to members of Parliament
pursuant to their duties.
There is a pattern of conduct or
behaviour on the supply of information.
That is what I believe occurred, but the
Government should make it clear what
information members of Parliament
should receive pursuant to their duties
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free of charge and that Ministerial discretion should be exercised outside the
freedom of information issue. Paragraph
(i) would create two classes of citizens
under the. proposed legislation, which
the Government rejects.
The Committee divided on the question that the paragraph proposed by
Mr Cain to be omitted from Mr Maclellan's amendment stand part of the
amendment (Mr Kirkwood in the chair).

The amendment, as amended, was
agreed to, and the clause, as amended,
was adopted, as were clauses 23 to 27.
Clause 28 was verbally amended, and,
as amended, was adopted.
Clause 29 (Documents containing
matter communicated by other State)
Mr CAIN (Prern.ier)-I move:

Ayes..
Noes..

28
41

Majority for Mr Cain's
amendment

13

AYES
Mr McKellar
Mr Maclellan
Mrs Patrick
Mr Ramsay
Mr Reynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Ross-Edwards
(Ballarat North)
Mrs Sibree
Mr Evans
Mr Smith
(Gtppsland East)
Mr Tanner
Mr Hann
Mr Templeton
Mr Jasper
Mr Williams
Mr Kennett
Mr Leiah
Tellers:
Mr Ue6erman
Mr McNamara
Mr McGrath
Mr Saltmarsh
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Austin
Brown
Burgin
Oelzoppo
Oickinson
Ebery
Evans

Mr Cain
Miss Callister
Mr Cathie
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Emst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gavin
Mr Gray
Mr Harrowfield
Mrs Hill
Mr Hockley
Mr Ihlein
Mr King
Mr McCutcheon
Mr McOonald
Mr Mathews
Mr Miller
Mr Newton
Mr Norris

Mr Whiting
Mr Wood

NOES
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mr Seitz
Mrs Setches
Mr Sheehan
(Ivanhoe)

Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Simpson
Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
Mr Trezise
Or Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Mr Wilkes
Tellers:
Mr Hassett
Mr Kennedy

PAIRS
Mr Jolly
Mrs Toner
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Clause 29, line 9, after "State" insert "or
Territory" .
Clause 29, line 13, after "State" (where first
occurring) insert "or Territory".
Clause 29, line 13, after "State" (where
second occurring) insert "or Territory" .

The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 30 to 32.
Clause 33 (Document affecting personal privacy)
Mr CAIN .(Premiier)-I move:
Clause 33, page 24, line 16, omit "(3)" and
insert "(4)".
Clause 33, page 24, line 20, after "request"
insert Uby a .person other than a person referred
to in sub-section (2)".
Clause 33, page 24, line 22, after "(including
a deceased person)" insert "and the agency
or Minister decides to grant access to the
document,".
Clause 33, page 24, line 22, after "agency"
insert CO or Minister (as the case may be)".
Clause 33, page 24, line 24, omit ·~alt".
Clause 33, page 24, lines 25 to 32, omit all
words and expressions on these lines and
insert:
"of the decision and of the right of appeal
against the decision provided by section
5O(2)(e) to the person or, in the case of a
deceased person, to the person's next-ot-kin.".

This clause deals with the situation
that occurs when a document affecting
the personal privacy of some third
person is sought by an individual. What
is desired is to give the person, the
subject of the inquiry, the opportunity
of considering whether or not that
information should be provided. A view
was strongly expressed by the universities that this would lead to untold
endeavours to locate people who might
be affected by the inquiry, that it
would take much time and cost to do it,
and that it would generally hold up the
process.
The Government feels strongly about
this provision. What is proposed to be
done by this series of amendments is
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to provide that, where such a situation
exists-when information is sought
that deals with the personal affairs of
a person-where it is decided by the
agency that access will be given, that
person should be notified and given the
opportunity of expressing his or her
views on whether disclosure should
occur. That is what the amendments
seek- to do. It is a serious question and
one which will, like many other amendments in the Bill, perhaps be clarified
only in the working.
The Government does not suggest
for one moment that these complex
provisions, which attempt to find a way
between the individual's rights and the
right to know that the Bill has introduced, are the last word; far from it.
The practical experience and the operation of the freedom of information
legislation is limited indeed. The Commonwealth legislation has recently
been put into effect-I think it was
put into effect on 1 December. It is true
that the North American experience
with this sort of legislation is of some
consequence, but the Government believes this offers a fair compromise, as
it were, between the two competing
interests. Some of those agencies that
would be faced with great difficultysuch as universities being required to
provide student records and information-were having difficulty with the
legislation and provisions as originally
cast in the Bill; that is why the Government has come to the compromise
suggestion. It is a general application,
but the whole area of personal privacy
and the disclosure of records that relate
to personal affairs of individuals is an
important question.
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The Opposition believes the working
of those provisions should be under
review and, if some difficulties were to
arise in the workings of the legislation,
the matter should come back to Parliament so that honourable members can
seek to amend it in some other ways,
to further tune and fine tune it in the
resolution of the conflicting interests,
which should be the concern of all
honourable members.
One can respect the needs of universities to find people to refer matters to
and that difficulty will always be faced
because people move around this nation
and are not always readily accessible.
In terms of the title of the Bill, it is
a Freedom of Information Bill, and
there needs to be guidance in the first
place. Now, we have these narrow
points where two principles are in
apparent conflict. Perhaps it would be
appropriate at this stage to come down
in favour of freedom of information and
inflict on that its administration and
working and then perhaps review it
in twelve months' time.
It may be useful to have reports
made to the Parliament; it would be
useful if there were a report to Parliament on this question and the resolution
of this question after proper consultation with those instrumentalities,
statutory authorities and universities,
which are perhaps most concerned
about the matter, I think a review of
the matter in future would be welcomed.

Mr MILLER (P·ranran)-As has been
indicated, the universities expressed
considerable concern about the former
wording of clause 33, in particular
clause 33 (3), because the general prinMr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I ~hould ciple was that there was freedom of
like to respond to the proposals made information but that it was necessary
by the Premier by saying that the Op- to preserve the personal privacy of
pOSition does not oppose them. The individuals and, given those almost
Opposition realizes the apparent con- competing philosophies, which are
flict, and there always will be a underlined in clause 33, one needed to
conflict between people's desire for try to strike a balance or accommodaprivacy and people's desire for access tion of those two competing interests.
to information. A resolution to that The original attempt was to provide
conflict is never easy. The Premier that documents would be exempt if
has made a good case for the amend- they unreasonably disclosed informaments he suggests.
tion relating to the personal affairs of
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an individual. However, they provided agencies. It was believed that that work
that, if a request were made to an would be vulnerable without the addiagency, including a university, no tion of sub-clause (iii).
matter how frivolous, silly or ill-conThe amendment was agreed to.
ceived, that agency still had to notify
the person who would be the subject
Mr CAIN (Prerm'er)-I move:
of that investigation. In many cases
Clause 34, page 26, line 25, after "paper"
it would have caused enormous trouble insert", a paper submitted by a student in the
and expense and each of the vicechancellors made strong representa- course of an examina,tion, an examiner's
tions to the Government. As a result of report".
their representations,' the Bill is much That is self-explanatory. It is desired
stronger and better, and I believe the to catch the paper submitted by the
Government has reached a rather satis- student and the report attached to it.
factory
accommodation
of those
The amendment was agreed to, as
conflicting interests.
were a consequential and a verbal
amendment, and
the clause,
as
The amendments were agreed to.
amended, was adopted, as were clauses
Mr CAIN {Premier)-I move:
35 and 36.
Clause 33, lines 37 to 40, omit "or (where
Clause 37 (Certain documents aristhe principal officer of the agency is not a
ing out of companies and securities
l~ally qualified medical practitioner) to the
principal officer upon consultation with the legislation)
authorized medical officer of the agency".
Mr CAIN ·(Premlier)-I 'move:
Clause 33, page 25, lines 1 to 5, omit subclause (5) and insert"(5) Where but for this sub-section the
principal officer of an a·aency to which the
provisions of sub-section (3) may apply would
not be a legally qualified medical practitioner,
the agency shall appoint a legally qualified
medical practitioner to 'be the principal officer
of the agency for the purposes of sub-section
(3)."

These amendments take into account
the reservations expressed by groups
and hospitals about their desire to ensure that a legally qualified medical
practitioner is the person who is to
make judgment upon decisions in regard
to those records. It has already been
discussed in Committee.
The amendments were agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 34 (Documents relating to
trade secrets, &c.)
Mr CAIN (Prem~'er)-I move:

Clause 37, line 22, after "37." insert "(l) ".
Clause 37, line 26, omit "a State" and insert
"the Commonwealth, another State".
Clause 37, line 27, omit "a State" and insert
"the Commonwealth or another State".
Clause 37, line 32, after "published;" insert
"or".
Clause 37, line 34, omit "a State" and insert
"the Commonwealth or another State".
Clause 37, line 35, omit "a State" and insert
"the Commonwealth or another State".
Clause 37, line 36, omit "a State" and insert
"the Commonwealth or another State".
Clause 37, line 37, omit "or" (where second
occurring) .
Clause 37, lines 38 to 42, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert"(2) This section has effect as if the Northern Territory were a State."

This series of amendments has become
necessary because drafting errors
occurred when the draftsman took on
board the equivalent Commonwealth
provision when referring to the States,
Clause 34, page 26, line 24, after this line
whereas because it was State legislainserttion, it should ha've referred to the
"(Ui) the disclosure of the results before the
com.pletion of the research would be reasonably Commonwealth and other States.
likely to expose the agency or the officer of the
The amendments were agreed to, and
agency unreasona'bly to disadvantage; or".
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
This proposed amendment is designed as were clauses 38 and 39.
primarily to protect research work in
Clause 40 was verbally amended, and,
universities, after submissions that have
been made to the Government. It will as amended, was adopted, as were
also cover research work in other clauses 41 to 49.
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Clause 50 (Appeals to County Court)
Mr CAIN (Prem/ier)-I move:
Clause SO, lines 9 and 10, omit all words and
expressions on these lines 'and insert'50. ( 1) In this Part"Applicant" inc1udes~
(a) a ·person in respect of whom information relating to personal affairs is contained in a document of an agency or an
official docwnent of a Minister and, in
the case of a deceased person in respect
of whom information relating to personal
affairs is contained in a document of an
agency or an official document of a
Minister, that person's next-of-kin; and
(b) a person which is a business, commercial
or financial undertaking from which an
agency or a Minister has acquired
information.
':C~urt" means The County Court of VictorIa..

The reason for this proposed amendment is to make perfectly clear the definition of those persons or bodies that
may appeal. The clause sets out the
appeal provisions where an applicant is
aggrieved by the decision of the relevant officer to refuse an application, and
the right of appeal in respect of business and personal documents and similar interests belongs within the definition of "applicant". It is not as narrow
as it may otherwise appear to be. Per. sons in those categories may appeal
against decisions not to grant access
to information. This will widen the
category of persons who may appeal
against decisions.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-At first
glance I was tempted to believe that
this proposed amendment related to
the delay that people will experience
in attempting to get information, which
can be so long that they may well have
become deceased persons by the time
it becomes available and may have to
leave it to their executors to pursue the
matter. I am heartened to hear that that
is not the case. It is the other way
around, and people will be able .to seek
information about their next of kin in
retrospect.
However, the Government, unfortunately, is still bewitched by the prospect
of having appeals before the County
Court. The Opposition's view is that
that is sin~ularly inappropriate and becomes a fresh barrier to the successful
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obtaining of information. To suggest
that an ordinary citizen could wait for
the minimum of four months to get an
appeal before the County Court, could
pay the costs of a County Court action
and successfully challenge the refusal
is nonsense. The Government knows it
is nonsense, and I am surprised that
the Premier has not dealt fully with the
matter long before this.
During the second-reading debate the
Opposition took the view that there
ought to be a tribunal, a registrar, or
even the Ombudsman-we would settle
for a number of alternatives--to deal
with these matters. However, we believe that the County Court will be
better than the High Court, and it must
be better than the Supreme Court, but
it can be little better than much else,
because the barrier of cost and time
is a put-down for the ordinary citizen
who wishes to challenge a decision that
has been made, and in an event the
costs involved make it absolutely absurd. This means that no ordinary citizen could contemplate challenging a refusal, and freedom of information which
is done on that half-hearted and illconsidered basis is a deep disappointment to people who are anxious for the
Bill to become operational.
As the Premier would know, previous
drafts of the Bill by the former Government did not provide for a County
Court appeal. This seems to be a deliberate decision by the Government
to move to a County Court appeal, and
inherent in that decision is the desire
to protect those that refuse to provide
information by making it absolutely
certain that an ordinary citizen will
have little, if any, chance of success or
little chance of real and effective questioningof that decision and that a citizen, even if successful, must still face
the costs.
I hope the Government has that matter
in view. It is an outrage that a citizen
who has the temerity to take a challenge to the County Court, wait for
four months, get on the list, get before
the court and win will still have a
cost penalty inflicted on him. That is
evidence of the half-heartedness with
which the Government pipes the tune,
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saying it is the champion of freedom
of information, only to let down its
commitment in 'a fundamental way.
That supporters of the Government
would support this provision is an outstanding example of their shallowness.
They appear to give, but exploit the
political advantage of being the Government that brought in freedom of information legislation while embodying
in the Bill barriers of cost, of having
to go to court, of delay in getting to
court -and of costs of the court action
even though the ordinary citizen may
be successful in his court action. It is
evidence for all to see of the Government's half-heartedness to the reality
of freedom of information, as opposed
to the appearance of it. It is a disgrace.
It is a deliberate decision by the Government, and one of which its members ought deliberately to be ashamed.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-This House has
been over this ground before. However,
for the record, I shall make clear a
couple of matters.
When in opposition twelve or eighteen months ago, the Labor Party introduced a private member's Bill which
provided for an appeal to the County
Court. The former Government's Bill,
to which reference has been made, provided for an appeal to the Ombudsman.
The Government does not choose the
County Court simply because the
County Court stands out against all
other possible tribunals as the proper
repository for an appeal.
Mr Maclellan-It is expensive enough
to deter people from appealing.
Mr CAIN-An appeal to any court
or form of administrative tribunal can
be expensive, so the cost factor is
always present. With a judicial adversary type of process that allows people
to be represented-whether it be a ministry of appeals type of body or the
court system-the question of costs
arises. However, the Bill uses the
Ombudsman in another role. Clause 57
gives the Ombudsman the role of aiding, where he considers that it is important to take up the case of an
aggrieved applicant by providing assistance to that person. He is a resource

to the aggrieved applicant before that
person reaches the stage of appeal. If
the Ombudsman has that role, he cannot then be the tribunal to whom the
appeal is brought. The Government believes the current provision makes
better use of the Ombudsman. It is
endeavouring by the Bill to help people
to get a fair go. The Ombudsman can
act as a friend of the aggrieved applicant where he believes that should
occur.
I do not say this acrimoniously, but
it is interesting ·that it is implicit in
the Opposition's comment that the Ombudsman should not play the role he
is given in clause 57 of the Bill. I
believe that would be a loss to the
applicant.
Mr MacleUan-Legal aid is available.
Mr CAIN-Legal aid has no capacity
to do that. The honourable member
for Berwick knows that as well as I
do. Legal aid has no capacity to represent people in that way. It is there
to provide legal aid for somebody to
appeal but, under section 57 and elsewhere, the Ombudsman is given a different role.
If the Opposition believes the court
system is not the appropriate place for
the appeal, it should say what is the
appropriate place. If it believes the Ombudsman should not play the role given
to him in clause 57, it should say that.
The Bill sets out in clauses 50 to 59
the mechanism whereby the Ombudsman may assist. It is incumbent on the
Opposition to indicate what it proposes
in respect of those two sets of procedures if it wants to replace the Ombudsman's role by making him the
body to whom the appeal is brought.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
matters raised by the Premier are easily
answered. The Opposition believes the
Ombudsman should determine the matter, not the County Court. If it is
necessary for somebody to take over
the role assigned to the Ombudsman,
the Government should appoint somebody to perform that role and allow
the Ombudsman to be the no-cost
tribunal to sort out whether the refusal
is right or wrong. To suggest that that
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is a less acceptable alternative to waiting for four months to get before the
County Court, paying the costs of an
appearance before that court-and the
ordinary citizen would not have the
temerity to appear on his own behalf,
so the Bill is already involved in a
work relief scheme for the legal profession-and, even if he is successful,
requiring the applicant to pay the cost
of the action is ridiculous. If the
Premier does not understand that, he
should have a further meeting of his
committee of advisers to sort out the
matter.
Freedom of information as served up
in the Bill is a sham. It becomes a sham
for those who are refused. Those who
are refused will make the future. When
they challenge those who refuse, they
will expand the availability of information to the public. From the successful challenges will emerge the really
creative areas of freedom of information. If there 1s to be advance, it will
not be in the availability of what is
already available; it will be in the
availability of what is not available.
Those few spirits who challenge the
refusals will expand the opportunities
of the rest of the community to have
information.
It is a deliberate decision of the Government to change the role of the Ombudsman and place the appeal behind
a neat barrier of four months' delay,
the costs and the inaccessibility to the
ordinary citizen of a County Court
action to challenge the refusal. They
will probably be shipped and scourged
by a reluctant Public Service that does
not particularly welcome freedom of
information. That reluctance shows in
the Bill in relation to which, as the
honourable member for Polwarth interjects, Government supporters are acting
like show ponies in regard to their concern for freedom for information while
making the reality more distant than
ever by locking it behind barriers of
legal costs, legal representation and
legal delay in cases where access to
informa tion is refused. The ordinary
citizen will be the poorer for the poor
consideration given to this matter by
the Premier.
Mr Maclellan
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The amendment was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
Clause 50, lines 23 to 25, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert :
"(e) a decision to disclose a document under
section 33(3), or to disclose a document
contrary to the applicant's view as
obtained under section 34 (3), or not to
amend a record :pursuant to a request
under section 39.".

This amendment is necessary as a
result of the expanded definition of
"applicant" in the previous amendments. The powers of review extend to
those categories of cases that are set
out as a consequence of the expanded
definition of "applicant".
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted.
Clause 51 (Internal review)
Mr CAIN (Prem~i'er)-I move:
Clause 51, at the end of the clause insert"(4) Notwithstanding sub-section (2), a
person is not entitled to appeal to the Court
from a decision in relation to which sub-section
(1) applies where he has made or caused to be
made an application for review of a decision to
the Visitor of a University unless the Visitor
has declined to conduct such review or a period
of 30 days has ela'psed since the day on which
that application for review was made.".

That provision was inserted after submissions by vice-chancellors of Victorian universities to recognize the
provisions for review within the universities, and the function of the visitor
in universities. Therefore, exception is
made for those categories.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
Premier has obliged the Opposition, in
moving the amendment, in proving the
point raised by the Opposition on an
earlier amendment. It is good enough
for the university to be covered by
the visitors. In other words, one can
appeal to the visitor at no cost. The
appeal is readily acceptable and the
visitor has no cost of appeal.
The Opposition believes that for the
purposes of the Bill, the Ombudsman
should be like the university visitor
for the rest of the areas. The amendment proves the point made by the
Opposition earlier. The Premier is illustrating that the office of visitor to the
university can be used as the first
appeal place, without cost, allowing the
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person who wants to make an inquiry
of university material-and is refused
-the right to appeal without any cost
to that university visitor.
If the university visitor fails to act
within a certain time, or fails to agree
with the person concerned, he or she
goes to court. If this proposal were
put forward in areas other than universities, the Opposition would have less
objection to it. However, the Government presented all the arguments about
why it could not possibly do so and
it is incumbent on the Opposition to
provide all the practical answers. The
Opposition was thrown many arguments by the Government. The Government has proved that it can be done
by using the ancient office of university
visitor. The argument of the Opposition
is that, just as a university visitor can
stand between the applicant refused and
the court in university inquiries, so the
Ombudsman could stand between the
applicant refused and the County Court
with respect to other areas.
The Government has presented a convincing argument for the very proposition put to the Premier in the
second-reading debate. The proposition
was put by the Opposition and refused
-I suspect-for the most devious
reasons. The only reason that could
possibly exist for the amendment is
that the Government is so beholden
to the public servants, who do not want
to make information available, that it
has invented an exquisitely difficult
operation for the person who is refused
access to documents.
The person concerned must resort
to the County Court. It seems to be
too difficult for the Government to have
this dealt with by administrative law.
The Government does not want to
establish another tribunal and it cannot
use the existing tribunals. The Government thought of a good reason why
it should not be the Ombudsman, and
the Ombudsman becomes the handholder while the university visitor provision fulfils the role which the
Ombudsman should have.
The Opposition doubly welcomes the
amendment because it proves the argument it previously put, which was

rejected by the Government. The
amendment illustrates the shallowness
and lack of commitment to make effective freedom of information available
to those citizens who are refused that
access. The Premier ought to be more
consistent.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-After listening
to the remarks of the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition, it is obvious that
he has no respect or conception of
our system of justice. If the honourable
member believes that anyone can deliver justice more speedily, effectively
and tellingly than the common law
system, I would like to hear it. That
is a basic safeguard for all Australians.
This can be confined at times to
administrative tribunals and other
systems.
However, as the honourable member
for Prahran interjects, because of a
statute, a very narrow class of matters
cannot be dealt with in the way they
believe is appropriate. This is not to
suggest that in any way this undermines the general cases made out for
using the courts, unless something
better is offered.
It has not been offered; the Ombudsman does not provide the same facility.
If he is removed from the capacity,
the function he would pay under clauses
50 to 59, which, as the honourable member for Polwarth would discover if he
examined the Bill, is an important role.
The honourable member for Polwarth
and his constituents may use the
Ombudsman in that role. But to withdra w that role diminishes the capacity
of people to review and seek assistance
in regard to the operation of this Bill.
It is desirable that this exception should
be recognized, but as nothing more than
as an exception.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 52 to 63.
Clause 64 was verbally amended,
and, as amended, was adopted, as were
clauses 65 to 66.
Clause 67 (Retrospective operation
of law)
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
Clause 67, line 6, omit "record" and insert
"document" .
Clause 67, line 8, omit "record" and insert
"docU'lllent" .

The amendments omit the word
"record" and inserts the word "document" in two places. The amendments
are necessary to clarify the word
"record" because the reference to "personal records" in clause 33 means that
"record" takes on a narrower meaning.
The word "document" is the generic
term embracing records and other
documents and that is the word to
be used. The word "record" in the
definition of the Bill relates only to
"personal records".
The amendments were agreed to.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I move:
Clause 67, line 9, omit "five" and insert
"25".

If this amendment is agreed to, I will

move:
Clause 67, lines 11-13, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

These amendments will provide the key
test of the sincerity of the Government
about freedom of information. The
Government is saying that those files
and documents which have been
created in the past five years will be
subject to the proposed legislation.
Those files or documents created, or
started to be created, earlier than five
years ago will be veiled in the mystery
until, with the passage of time, they
end up in the archives.
The archives contain documents that
are, generally speaking, available, although some are subject to controls.
The Bill purports to deal with the past
five years, so a gap of approximately
twenty years exists between the
two provisions. I will not argue about
when a document or file might reach
the archives, but it is probably 25
years. The Government has not offered
the slightest explanation on why freedom of information is allowed on documents five years old, but not on documents six years old. I suppose it will
argue that there must be some cut-off
point, but why is that so? If the Government is to introduce freedom of
information, why does it not do so
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properly, not only for the most recent
documents or information stored, but
also for information that is stored back
to archival time, which is 25 years?
This issue is a test of the sincerity
of the Government. I can anticipate
the Government's argument in advance.
It will be that it cannot possibly do
it because it would be too costly. The
Government is reluctant to face up to
the fact that the measure is a showpony Bill, rather than a reality Bill. If
the Government is to provide the
reality of freedom of information, it
should date access to documents back
to archival records.
It has been put to me as Opposition
spokesman on this matter that one of
the reasons advanced in community
groups by the Government spokesman
for adopting five years was that if the
Bill had been more adventurous, the
Opposition might have given the Government a hard time in another place
and rejected the Bill. That was nonsense because the Opposition supported
the Bill. The Government could have
been as adventurous as it chose. Another reaSOn advanced was that the
period could not be changed from five
years because one would have to go to
the Law Department and point out to the
person concerned that he had been
misinformed by somebody speaking on
behalf of the Government-in that case
it was from the Department of the
Premier-as the Premier had already
prepared 42 amendments to the Bill.
It seems no more difficult to have 43
amendments than 42 amendments, so
that is a nonsense argument.
The Opposition has no reluctance in
supporting the measure, but would like
to make it more generous, rather than
less generous. The Government has
possession of all the files and has the
right to make one available or not
available. It was also suggested that
the Opposition may have some old files
from the past 27 years about which
it has some reluctance and that the
period of five years was provided to
protect the former Government from
the embarrassment of those files being
released. I point out to the person who
advanced that argument that the present Government has the files and can
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release them tomorrow if it wants to.
I propose to put the Government to
the jump to determine whether it was
really sincere or half-hearted. Its
answer will be that the result of the
amendment would be too costly. I hear
the voice of the Minister echoing
through the corridors of the Ministry
saying: "We could not possibly organize ourselves to make information
available from six years ago. All we
can cope with is one or two years.
Let us be generous and adventurous
and say five years but do not ask
us to stretch ourselves to the sixth,
seventh, eighth, or ninth year. Beyond
that it becomes impossible".
What happens if one wants some information? It depends on which file
it is on. If it is information that somebody is anxious should not be available, all one has to do is place it on
the old file and continue the old file
because it will be a long time before
the County Court examines the matter.
If it is a matter relating to a school
that has been in existence for a few
years, the information can be kept on
the old file. A new file does not have
to be started within the five year
period. Every technique is available for
those who do not want to co-operate.
They have a willing Government building silly little barriers which appear
innocuous, but which will have devastating results.
What is the chance of the Government jumping the hurdle of freedom
of information or falling in a heap and
referring to the cost and administrative
difficulties involved? The Premier
should tell the Committee what is the
magic about five years. Why is the
provision not for six, seven or more
years? It means nothing to the Opposition, which was in Government for
27 years, if all the files are the subject
of the proposed Jegislation. The Opposition has cho~en 25 years on the basis
that 25 years will, for all practical purposes, fill the gap back to the archives
so that matters before that date will
be under archival rule.
The Opposition looks forward to the
Government's response. I can anticipate
the response because after eight
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months the Government is becoming
as bad as any Government has ever
been about the desire to make information available to anyone. The Government is showing the signs of having
been in Government far too long, almost instantaneously, for I have never
met more reluctance from a Government in making information available.
One receives an answer like a word
processor would provide, but not the
information sought. One receives a
lecture on how one is not clever
enough to ask for the information in
a magical formula that will unlock
what is required. The amendment
covers that situation.
The Opposition asks Parliament to
adopt a quarter of a century as the
time in which access to information is
provided. The Government should explain why it cannot agree to the
amendment when it is next discussing
the matter with civil libertarian people
who want the information-rather obnoxious groups I might not like-who
want to pursue matters I might not
find in my personal interest as I do not
share their views, but appreciate the
objective for which they are searching.
The issue is whether one believes in
information being made available.
Will the Government jump the hurdle
or fall in a heap and be shown to
be half-hearted exploiters of information, as opposed to people who merely
believe in freedom of information? The
former Government was in office for 27
years and, therefore, the files that the
Opposition seeks to unlock are not
secret files of the Labor Party, Labor
Government or Labor Administration,
but secret files of the Liberal Government Administration. I challenge the
Government to accept the amendment
and indicate that it will not be turned
back by cost and administrative problems and believes in what it has said
on freedom of information.
This is the crunch and the test-it is
the hurdle to jump. If the Government
will accept the period of 25 years, perhaps one may believe some of the
things that it has been saying in the
Bill.
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Mr CAIN (Premier)-Some things
should be set straight on this issue so
that the Committee knows what the
relevant position is on this aspect. The
Commonwealth Bill that has only
recently been put into effect-on 1
December. 1982-is not exactly retrospective because the only documents
available are those dating from 1
December 1982. In fact, it is difficult
to get a support document that explains the release of the documents
that has been created since 1 December 1982. This Bill goes further because, although the Federal Bill has
had a long period of gestation, it was
introduced by the Liberal Party Government. In Victoria, the Labor Party
Government has no reluctance in providing that information which is acceptable.
The advice that has been given to
me is that in most departments
records have been poorly kept and
there is great difficulty in finding information going back any length of
time. Where the records are in good
shape, they are sent to the Keeper of
Public Records, who looks after them
in accordance with the requirements of
the Public Records Act. My information
from him is that the only records he
gets are those that are in good shape.
He has good records going back to the
last century and the early part of this
century and over the past two or three
years, but on others he has little
information. The Committee should be
aware that in the ninth annual report
of the Public Record Office for the
year ended 30 June, 1982-after 27
years of Liberal Party Governmentat page 2, paragraph 1.5, the Keeper
of Public Records stated:
With regret, however, I must report very
serious deficiencies in the quality of service
now being .provided for Government and the
public. The cause of these deficiencies is
apparent: the Public Record Office has not
been given the resources to carry out properly
the role assigned to it. Backlogs exist, the
standard of service offered is inadequate and
declining in the face of increasing demand,
identifiable potential savings cannot be achieved
because of the continued neglect of some
essential functions, it is feared that important
records are being lost, records in custody are
often poorly described and are in some cases
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irretrievable, and essential decisions on the
long-term development of the Office can not
be made.

He again referred to the issue of
freedom of information at page 20 of
the report, paragraph 5.7:
There will, nevertheless, be a considerable
burden placed on the Public Record Office by
the obligation to publish details of its records
holdings under Freedom of Information. The
backlog material will, for all practical purposes.
be impossible to list except as a generic class of
"unsorted material". Even for the remainder,
the obligation to publish a statement of holdings represents a heavy burden on an already
overburdened staff. The compilation of a list
of registered series in 'publishable form and
keeoing i,t up to date will require additional
staff resources.

I and others in my party sought to
introduce this Bill two years ago and
we have never had any qualification or
equivocation about it. The Government
of last year sought to follow that
action of the Labor Party because it
was embarrassed. Now, as Opposition,
it has the temerity to say 'that it is
concerned about the period for which
records should be made available and
that the period should be extended for
nearly the whole of the period of its
term in office, 25 years and more.
I have told the Committee what the
position is with the records and what
the position is with the Keeper of
Public Records. He is one of the persons responsible for keeping those
records over those years. Many of them
are not in a fit state to provide information. I would be happy to be able
to provide information for a period of
40 years if that were possible, but it
is not possible because of the state of
the records and the condition in which
they have been kept under the former
Government for all those years. The
Keeper of Public Records had the best
of those records in his keeping and, as
he said, he has not had the resources
over the years to ensure that those
records are kept properly.
Mrs Slbree-Mr Acting Chairman, I
draw your attention to the state of the
Committee.
A quorum was formed.

Mr CAIN-The desire of the Government is to comply with an extensive
period of retrospective information but
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the reason it cannot comply is well
known. It should be placed on record
that it results from the incompetence
of its predecessors over a lon~ time.
It is sheer humbug for the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition to talk now
of what that period should be. He is
one of those responsible for the inability of any Government of the State
to provide information for those years
during which the Government of which
he was a member was responsible for
the management of those records.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
Committee has been given an example
par-excellence of humbug from the
Premier. He is arguing that even if the
file does not exist in good order, people
will not have the right to seek information from it. He is not putting
the argument that, because the file is
in disorder or that it is not found to
exist, that is the problem. The situation
is that if a citizen wants information
from a file known to exist, a file that
was started years ago and even though
it is there and in good order, it will not
be made available because the Bill
states a period of five years.
The Premier does not make an argument on why the period should not be
25 years but that the Treasurer should
give the Keeper of Public Records
greater resources to better manage the
Public Record Office and to hire departmental officers. That is a Government
decision. I give the Premier full marks
for the most novel reason being given
that I have heard for some time. It is
glorious humbug to say that even
though the information is there and
that the record is there, and that it is
known to be there, the citizen shall
not have the right to that information
because the Bill stipulates a period of
five years and no longer. That is where
the Premier has the problem.
Having put that argument on the
record in Committee, and very much
on the record in Committee, the
Premier will now have to answer to
all the interested groups who will say
that they wish to seek information
about files longer than five years ago
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and will ask why they cannot under
this legislative measure obtain it when
the information exists and when it can
be provided and when they should have
the right to it rather than .iust havin~
to leave it to someone who is kind
enough to make it available.
The Premier has not met the challenge and answered why the period
cannot be 25 years. It is not good
enough to say that some records are
unprocessed, unsorted or in bad order.
If the Government likes to look around,
it will find better instances of where
more resources should be spent than
on better management of those records.
If the records are there in perfect
order and they are readily available,
but they are older than a date more
than five years ago, the Bill says that
a citizen shall have no right of access
to them. The Bill will be only a hollow
shell for appearances rather than a
reality where the information does
exist and ought to be made available.
Earlier, I stated some of the
ridiculous arguments that have been
advanced for a period of five years. It
has been said that the Opposition is
desperate to protect its secrets from
the Government. That is a problem that
this Opposition does not have to worry
about. A cost argument was bandied
around in the corridors, although it did
not rate a mention in Committee. There
have been various suggestions that
there was some sort of political problem for the Government in getting the
proposed legislation through if the provision was more adventurous than five
years and that argument has not resurfaced in Committee.
Now there is the shallow, despicable
and most humbug of all arguments that,
because some of the records are not in
proper order, persons should not have
the right of access to those records that
are in proper order. That must be the
greatest nonsense argument any Committee or Parliament has had to hear
for many years from a Premier and
Leader of a Government that pretends
to be dedicated to freedom of information.
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I say "pretend" because the challenge
of this amendment was there and the
Premier has, of course, shied away from
the challenge of the 25 years, and the
unmasking has occurred. I can only
hope that the sections of the community
that are interested in the accessibility
of information and that are genuinely
committed to freedom of information
will have learnt from the Premier's remarks in the Committee stage of the
Bill that they are dealing with a showpony Premier. This miserable deceptive
Government has no more commitment
to freedom of information than the most
dour and refusing public servant who
wishes to keep secrets to himself for
his own reasons. It has no commitment
to making up files of six, seven or eight
years available as of right to any citizen,
and the shallow humbug of the Premier
is no better shown than in his remarks
during the Committee stage.
Mr MILLER (Prahran)-The Committee has just been treated to one of the
worst ever exhibitions of oratory by the
pretender to the leadership of the Liberal
Party. Unfortunately the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition has drawn .himself
down to the level of his Leader because
he has paraded his lack of information
and understanding of this Bill in many
ways. Unfortunately if he was sincere
and genuine--

could obtain documents back to 1
December this year and if the Opposition
had been elected to Government at the
last election it would have introduced
the Bill that the Honourable Haddon
Storey introduced in another place, providing for no restrospective operation.
The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
conveniently omitted to talk about the
track record of the former Liberal Government in that regard. However, he was
also extremely selective in his focus
and convenient in his memory and
totally failed to look at clause 16 of
the Cain Freedom of Information Bill. I
shall quote because it may give the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition some
ground to reconsider some of the more
wild and loose assertions that he has
made about the operation and effects
of the current freedom of information
Bill. Clause 16 (1) provides in clear
and marked terms:

The

ACTING

CHAIRMAN

(Mr

Ministers and agencies shall administer this
Act with a view to making the maximum
amount of government information promptly
and inexpensively available to the public.

There is a clear legislative direction to
all Ministries to make the maximum
amount of Government information
available. There is no temporal limitation that this should be done within
three, four or five years. It is a clear
general direction. In addition, and the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
perhaps forgotten this, clause 16 (2)
reads:

Fogarty)-Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition has already spoken and
Nothing in this Act is intended to prevent
the honourable member for Prahran or discourage Ministers and agencies from
publishing or giving access to documents (inshould address the Chair.
cluding exempt documents). otherwise than as
Mr MILLER-{)ne of the problems required by this Act. where they can properly
with the last address was that it failed do so or are required by law to do so.
to take into account the previous Bill Again that is a clear legislative direction,
that was introduced by the Honourable a prescription that as much information
Haddon Storey when he was Attorney- as is possible is to be made available to
General. I have gone through that Bill members of the public, that Ministries
on a number of occasions and I have or agencies are not to prevent or disthumbed it now and searched in vain courage individuals from obtaining
for any retrospective period in terms of access to documents. Clause 67 provides
access for members of the public to for a five-year period and that has been
official documents of the Government or included not because there is some magic
any agencies. It mirrored almost word in five years. There is no reason for
for word the provisions of the Com- five years over six years or four years.
monwealth freedom of information That has a superficial attractiveness, but
legislation. That provided that one the Deputy Leader of the Opposition has
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conveniently forgotten to look at clause
67 (3) which provides for a fundamental obligation of the Public Service
Board to report annually on the practicability of extending the period. We are
not locked into a five-year period for
all time. The period could be much
longer. The board is to report annually
on the practicability of extending the
period of access.
The Public Service Board is to report
annually on any difficulties encountered.
From discussions with the Keeper of
Public Records and other managers of
records in this State, members of the
Government party have learnt the difficulties encountered by individuals in
obtaining information, documents and
records back over a period of years. The
Keeper of Public Records is required to
keep many matters on record and this
has been difficult. For the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition to make such criticisms of the Government which inherited an appalling mess from its predecessors-27 years of record mismanagement-is sheer hypocrisy and
cant.
One should look at the fundamental
purpose of the Bill and the reasons why
the Government has introduced it. The
Government is committed to freedom
and open access of information to all
citizens. The five-year period is therefore a convenience. It is not a fixed
permanent period. It will be reviewed
annually for all the reasons that the
Premier mentioned. I am sorry that the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition failed
fundamentally to address himself to the
principle of open government and open
access to all information that is the fundamental purpose of the Bill.
The Committee divided on the question that the word proposed by
Mr Maclellan to be 'Omitted stand part
of the clause (Mr Fogarty in the chair).
Ayes ..
Noes ..
Majority
against
amendment ..
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AYES
Mr Norris
Mr Pope
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Rowe
Mr Seitz
Mrs Setches
(Gippsland East)
Mr Sheehan
Mr Fordham
(Ivanhoe)
Mr Gavin
Mr Sheehan
Mr Hann
(Ballarat South)
Mr Hassett
Mr Shell
Mrs Hill
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Hockley
Mr Simmonds
Mr Ihlein
Mr Simpson
Mr Jasper
Mr Spyker
Mr Kennedy
Mr Stirling
Mr King
Mr Trezise
Mr Kirkwood
Or Vaughan
Mr McDonald
Mr Walsh
Mr McNamara
Tellers:
Mr Mathews
Mr Gray
Mr Miller
Mr Harrowfleld
Mr Newton

Mr Cain
Miss Callister
Mr Cathie
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Emst
Mr Evans

NOES
Mrs Patrick
Mr Ramsay
Mr Reynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Saltmarsh
Mrs Sibree
Mr Tanner
(Ballarat North)
Mr Kennett
Mr Templeton
Mr Lieberman
Mr Williams
Tellers:
Mr McGrath
Mr Delzoppo
Mr McKellar
Mr Mac1ellan
Mr Leigh
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

Austin
Brown
Burgin
Oickinson
Ebery
Evans

Mr Jolly
Mrs Toner
Mr Whiting

PAIRS
Mr Jona
Mr Wood
Mr Smith

The clause, as amended, was agreed
to.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
PAY-ROLL TAX
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL

46
22

This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message intimating that
on consideration of the Bill in Committee they suggested that the Assembly should make certain amendments
in the Bill.

24

It was 'ordered that the ·message be
taken into consideration later this day.

the
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WILDUFE (FEES) BILL
The message from the Council relating to the amendments in this Bill
was taken into consideration.

rebuke to the Minister of Housing, and
members of the Opposition are delighted
that the Minister for Conservation is
more attuned to the reality of the Bill
than is the Minister of Housing. The
Opposition welcomes the proposed
amendments.
The motion was agreed to.

Council's amendments:
Clause 2. page
insert "$120".
Clause 2. :page
insert "$140".
Clause 2. page
insert "$280".
Clause 2. page
insert "$350".
Clause 3, line
"$350".
Clause 5, line
"$800".

2, line 17, omit "$150" and
2, line 20, omit "$150" and
2, line 23, omit "$300" and
2, line 26, omit "$400" and
40, omit "$400" and insert
6, omit "$1000" and insert

Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest HiIl)-The
Opposition views the oresentation of
the a.mendments to the House with
considerable interest because they are
the amendments that were moved by
the Opposition when the Bill was
before -this House. I recall the somewhat vitriolic comments of the Minister
of Housing when these amendments
were put forward. and he dismissed
them out of hand on behalf of the
Government. Fortunately for the welfare of Victoria, wiser heads prevailed
in another place and the Minister's
colleague in another place, the Minister
for Conservation, has seen the merit
of the proposals put forward by the
Opposition. It is fortunate for the
interests of wildlife conservation and
the people involved in various sections
of the wildlife industry that the remarks
made by the Minister of Housing were
ignored and overruled by the Minister
for Conservation. The Opposition is
therefore pleased to find that the merit
of the proposal that was put forward
in this place has been acknowledged by
the Minister for Conservation.
The fact is that the Government in
the Legislative Council chose to accept
a set of amendments that had been proposed in this place and rejected in a
most vitriolic manner by the Minister
of Housing. A great deal more sense
was shown by the Minister for Conservation. This can be seen only as a

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
The SPEAKER (the HoD. C. T.
Edmunds) announced that he had
received messages from His Excellency
the Governor recommending that appropriations be made from the Consolidated Fund for the purposes of the
following Bills:
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill
Mines (Amendment) Bill.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to
the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on the table by the
Clerk:
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust-Report
for the year 1981-82.
National Gallery of Victoria-Reports of the
Council of Trustees for the years 1980-81
and 1981-82 (two papers).
National Museum of Victoria Council-Statement of Accounts for the year 1980-81.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme,
Amendment No. 222.
Railway Construction and Property BoardReport for the year 1981-82-Ordered to be
printed.

FISHERIES (FEES) BILL
The message from the Council
relating to the amendments in this Bill
was taken into consideration.
Council's amendments:
Clause 2, line 18, omit "$200" and insert
"$160".
Clause 2, page 2, line 3, omit "$50" and insert
"$40".
Clause 2, page 2, line 7, omit "$150" and
insert "$140".
Clause 2, page 2, line 11, omit "$150" and
insert "$140".
Clause 2, page 2, line 14, omit "$40" and
insert "$30".
Clause 2, page 2, line 19, omit "$150" and
insert "$130".

Fisheries (Fees) Bill
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Clause 2, page 2, line 25, omit "$1100" and
insert "$800",
Clause 2, page 2, line 31, omit "$2000" and
insert "$1000",
Clause 2, page 2, line 35, omit "$500" and
insert "$400",
Clause 2, page 2, line 39, omit "$300" and
insert U$180",
Clause 2, page 2, line 43, omit "$400" and
insert "$360",
Clause 2, ,page 3, line 7, omit "$15" and
insert "$14",
Clause 2, page 3, line 21, omit "$200" and
insert "$130",
Clause 2, page 3, line 25, omit "$350" and
insert "$250",
Clause 2, page 3, line 29, omit "$500" and
insert "$380",
Clause 2, page 3 line 33, omit "$600" and
insert "$500",
Clause 2, 'page 3, line 37, omit "$500" and
insert "$250" ,
Clause 3, 'page 3, line 41, omit "$1000" and
insert "$700",
Clause 3, page 3, line 45, omit "$200" and
insert "$150" ,
Clause 4, line 4, omit "$80" and insert "$60",
Clause 4, line 7, omit "$25" and insert "$20",
Clause 5, line 14, omit '$30' and insert "$20".
Clause 5, line 21, omit "$90 and insert "$70".

pleased to see in the amendments before the House that that argument has
now been conceded so that a different
level of maximum fees has now been
established.
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)Once again, I am delighted to inform the
House that the Minister for Conservation in another place has a far better
knowledge of the fishing industry and
has a great deal more common sense
than does the Minister of Housing. I
remind the House that the Minister of
Housing made a significant remark
when addressing the House on the
matter on an abalone fishing licence fee.
When the matter was last before the
House he stated:

Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

When this Bill was last before the
House, the Government put the principle of setting maximum and minimum
fees for various categories of fishing
licences. That principle was accepted,
although there was an argument from
the Opposition that, although it did not
oppose the principle, it thought the
maximum fee had been set at too high
a level. The Government pointed out
that, in setting the fees at that level,
it was conscious of the inflation rate
and it did not feel it necessary to keep
bringing back a Bill before Parliament.
The Opposition then proceeded to argue
-and got extremely emotional about
it-that the Government was setting
particularly high maximum fees for two
special fishing industries; the abalone
fishing industry and the scallop fishing
industry. The reason for doing that was
clearly set out at the time by the Government, namely, those were fishing
industries that, in a good year, could
generate much higher levels of income
than other fishing industries. I am
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The fees for both the scallop and abalone
fishing licences are meant to reflect the higher
values of the licences for people operating in
those fields .

He dismissed rather contemptuously
the observations of various members
of the Opposition and the National
Party that it was quite wrong to regard
the abalone and scallop fishing industries as ripe for the plucking simply
because in one year there may be a
high gross income. The income for two
succeeding years may well be a very
low income for people operating in
those industries. To 'assume, as the
Minister of Housing did, that abalone
and scallop fishing is a bit like having
a 9 to 5 job where one is guaranteed
an income demonstrates how ill informed the Minister is. The Minister
concluded his remarks by saying:
However generally speaking I indicate at this
stage that the Government does not intend
to accept the amendments that have been
foreshadowed by the Opposition.

That is in extreme contrast to the
remarks made in 'another place by the
Minister for Conservation when he discussed the amendments that were proposed by my colleague, Mr Chamberlain. After Mr Chamberlain had informed that House of the formula that
was being applied by the Opposition in
the establishment of the amounts within the amendments-and for the information of the House it was essentially
that the upper level of the fees to be
charged should be no more than double
the base fee-the Minister for Conservation said that there was some arbitra-
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riness about the method of calculation.
However, the Minister in another place
is also reported as having said:

Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)The National Party expresses its sincere
appreciation that the Government will
accept the amendments. The effect of
the amendments will not be felt immediately because, once they are adopted,
they will set upper levels to which the
Government can vary the fees. The one
exception in the amendments is the proposed variation to the minimum fee of
$800 for abalone fishermen. When the
Bill was last before the House, I addressed that issue. It is an important
amendment so far as Victoria's abalone
fishermen are concerned. The acceptance
by the Government of that amendment
will save each Victorian abalone fisherman at least $300 a year until the fee is
increased above the new minimum level
of $800 a year.
Mr Cathie-It still has the maximum
amount and that is what you were
arguing against last time.
Mr B. J. EVANS-If the Minister of
Housing, who is interjecting, cared to
read Hansard and study the remarks
that I made when the Bill was last
before the House, he would discover
that I confined my remarks to suggesting the minimum fee that should be
charged. I said that, although the Parliament should be responsible for an
overview of the licence fees charged,
a realistic minimum licence fee should
be encouraged. The amendment, when
adopted, will have a beneficial effect
on the abalone fishing industry.
The amendment demonstrates the importance of a House of review that is
not controlled completely by the Government. Every person in the community should note with interest that it was
because Victoria does not have a House
of review that is controlled by the Government that this Bill has been returned
to this House with suggested amendments. The amendments demonstrate
an important principle of a democratic
system, which thoroughly reviews proposed legislation.
It is important for Victoria to have a
House of review which from time to
time questions the actions of the Government. That review must lead to
better and fairer Government, and this

I accept much of the logic in the recommendation for a 15 per cent base increase
and a doubling of the maximum. I am not unsympathetic in that respect and not in any
sense hostile to Mr Chamberlain's approach.

What a contrast it was to find the
Minister for Conservation in another
place not being hostile to Mr Chamberlain's approach. The same could not be
said of the approach by the Minister
of Housing to the proposals that I put
to him in this House.
Therefore, the Opposition and the
fishing industry are pleased that it is
the Minister for Conservation in another
place, who is the Minister responsihle
for this important industry and not the
Minister of Housing.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! I was distracted
when the honourable member for Forest
Hill used the substance of a debate in
another place in his remarks before
the House and I point out to him, with
his great knowledge of the Standing
Orders, that he has contravened Standing Order No. 95.
Mr RICHARDSON-Thank you, Mr
Speaker. The fishing industry and the
amateur fishermen of Victoria will be
most grateful indeed that it is the Minister for Conservation in another place
who is the Minister responsible for the
fishing industry and not the Minister
of Housing in this House. It is clear
that the Minister for Conservation in
another place has a much greater appreciation and sensitivity towards the fishing industry than does his Ministerial
colleague in this place.
The Opposition is pleased that the
amendments that were proposed in this
place and rejected by the Minister of
Housing but proposed in another place
and accepted by the Minister for Conservation have now been returned to
this House. The Opposition is delighted
to discover tha t it is the Minister of
Housing who has moved the adoption
of those amendments, and the Opposition agrees to them.
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exercise has demonstrated the importance of the role of the Upper House.
Every abalone fisherman in Victoria will
be pleased with the role played by the
Upper House.
Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-I, too,
should like to thank the Government
for having a change of heart in moving
that the House adopt the amendments
made by the Legislative Council. I was
disappointed when the Minister of
Housing, on behalf of the Minister for
Conservation in another place, was unwilling to accept the amendments that
were moved when the Bill was last
before the House.
The main point to be learnt from the
exercise that has been conducted in
this House is that this House was presented with explanatory second-reading notes that contained precious little
information 'on the reasons why the
Government wished to make certain
amendments to the Fisheries Act. In
another place, reasons were given for
those amendments and a full explanation was provided on the reasons why
the fishing licence fees should be increased. Hence, agreement was reached
on the fishing licence fees and there
were not too many problems.
However, when the Bill was last before the House, the Minister of Housing was given instructions that the
proposed fishing licence fees should be
rammed through without providing an
adequate explanation. Whenever this
House debates a Bill that proposes to
set minimum and maximum charges
that can be altered from time to time
by the Governor in Council, it should
be given a full explanation of the proposed measure. It is to be hoped that
the Government has learnt something
from this exercise that was conducted
in this House a few days ago and
from what has occurred in another
place where full explanations were
given. In another place, a reasonable
view was accepted, in many cases on
both sides of the Chamber, and a satisfactory conclusion was arrived at.
However, I still believe that some of
the proposed maximum charges will
go too far. A Government can always

follow the principle of setting charges
at a maximum limit to allow for the
rate of inflation over a three-year period.
However, after that period has elapsed,
it should be up to the Parliament to
either approve or disapprove of any
increases in those fees.
In relation to abalone and scallop
fishing licences, the view was accepted
in another place that the Government
had a reason for placing such a high
figure on those two licences. The
reason given was that further proposed
legislation to come before the Parliament in the autumn sessional period
would be the commencement of a system of paying for the results of further
legislation as it is developed. If honourable members had had that knowledge
in this House when the Bill was last
before it, the debate might have been
entirely different. Of course the House
did not have that knowledge when honourable members were debating the Bill.
The Minister said at one stage that the
abalone industry was a profitable industry and, therefore, it could afford to pay
high fees. I do not accept that as a principle. I do accept the principle that
something should be done in the future
about transferability of abalone licences.
If the House were given a full explanation of Bills, honourable members could
debate the subject much better and Parliament would then arrive at the right
conclusions. I support the amendments.
The motion was agreed to.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION LEVY BILL
The message from the Council relating to the amendment in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Council's amendment:
Title, omit "discourage the excessive Usage of
Natural Gas by imposing" and insert "im·pose".

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)The Government will accept the amendment moved by the Legislative Council.
It does so because the amendment does
not interfere with' one of the basic
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thrusts of the Bill. The Government still
believes the measure will have the
effect of discouraging the wastage of
natural gas, but there seems to be
quibbling about the wording of a title
and it would be wrong to hold up the
Bill over such a trifle. Therefore, I
move:

This scurrilous attempt has now been
rectified, and the Opposition is happy
tha t is the case.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)The National Party welcomes the
amended title. During the passage of
this Bill through this House I directed
the attention of the House to the word
"excessive" in the title of the Bill,
and questioned what the Government
meant by excessive. It is a word that
applies in relation to some other factor,
and there was no information given to
the House of why this usage was excessive. If it was to discourage excessive or large use of gas, there would be
some reference to it, but the title, as
amended by the other place, is a big
improvement. I agree with. the previous
speaker that the title more truly reflects
the purpose of the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
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That the amendment be agreed to.

Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-The Opposition is encouraged by the Government's willingness to acknowledge that
this correction in the title is an appropriate step to be taking.
When the Bill was previously before
the House, the Opposition put very
strongly that this Bill is a Bill to impose a levy on the consumption of
natural gas. A number of features of
the measure make it clear that it is an
inaccurate description to state that it
is an Act to discourage the excessive
usage of natural gas. If that had been
the real intention of the Government,
the Bill would have been structured in
a completely different way, so that
large users of natural gas would have
received immediate and considerable
benefits by reducing their consumption.
The structure of the Bill encourages
consumption above 10 000 megajoules
and it gives a lie to the assertion that
the Bill is meant to be discouraging
the excessive use of natural gas.

The Opposition welcomes the readiness of the Government to accept this
amendment.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I also
welcome the Government's move, because it is a symbolic move to accept
an amendment "that now mak-es the Bill
speak the truth.
The title, before the amendment,
purported to suggest that this was a
conservation measure. It is a taxing
measure, and that is the way it should
be seen and, the heading, as amended,
declares that clearly.
The Opposition is pleased that at last
the truth is being told about the Government's policy for using the State's
resources for taxing measures, for raising revenue, and not the other way.

PAY-ROLL TAX
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
The message from the Council suggesting at the Committee stage amendments in this Bill was taken into
consideration.
Council's suggested amendments:
Clause 4, page 6, line 7, omit "and".
Clause 4, page 6, line 9, omit "or after".
Clause 4, :page 6, after line 10 insert:
cc and
(d) in relation to a motor vehicle purchased
or first leased or hired by the employer
during any financial year after 30 June
1983-the amount which is equal to the
motor vehicle depreciation limit under
section 57AF of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 of the Commonwealth
applying in respect of the depreciation
of motor vehicles under that Act in that
financial year."

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I move:
That this House make the amendments
suggested by the Council.

In explanation, these are technical
amendments,
clarifying
particular
matters in the Bill and they have the
support of this House.
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-I would like
to put on record the support of the
Opposition for the proposed amendments. As the Minister has indicated,

Human Tissue Bill
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they are technical amendments clarifying the position so far as the Bill is
concerned.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Bill be returned to the Council with a message
intimating the decision of the House.

the minor amendments and fine tuning
that the Minister will foreshadow by
way of short amendments.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clauses 1 to 3 were agreed to.
Clause 4 (Designated officer)
Mr ROPER (Minister of HeaIth)move:

HUMAN TISSUE BILL

The debate (adjourned from December 1) on the motion of Mr Raper
(Minister of Health) for the second
reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-The
Opposition supports this Bill, p'articularly as, during the time that it has been
in the other place and debated there,
discussions have been able to take
place between the Opposition and the
Minister regarding the need for some
fine tuning in a number of areas, particularly in relation to the role of committees of m'anagement. I am not intending to speak at length about those
amendments because the Minister will
give the customary explanation of them
but I wish to say that this Bill is extremely important.
Its purpose is to express in a statute
and to clarify the common law relating
to the donation of tissue by living persons, donations of tissue after death,
post-,mortem examinations, donation of
bodies for the purposes of scientific research, schools of scientific research and
the trading in human tissue. It is 'a law
which has now been modified in statute
that relates to sensitive areas of human
relations and involves Parliament having to have regard to, as it always would
want, I am sure, the wishes of individuals and of their relatives in respect
of their bodies after death. The Opposition knows that this Bill was developed on a non-political basis by the
former Minister of Health of the Liberal
Government, Mr Borthwick, through
working parties and reports that were
available and wide consultation. That
work has been carried on by the present
Minister of Health, and the Opposition
is pleased that the Bill has now reached
the stage where all honourable members
can wish it a speedy passage, subject to

Clause 4, lines 1-6, omit sub-clause (1).

The present clause empowers in the
case of scheduled hospitals within the
meaning of the Hospitals and Charities
Act 1958 the chief medical administrator
or, where such a hospital does not have
a chief medical 'administrator, the committee of the hospital, by instruments
in writing, to appoint such medical
practitioners as he or it considers necessary to be, for the purposes of this Act,
designated officers for that hospital.
The Victorian Hospitals Association
has expressed concern at the proposal
to confer on the chief ,medical administrator rather than the com'mittee of
management the right to 'appoint designated officers. It suggests that although
in practice such appointments may well
be made by the chief medical officer,
the proposed legislation should recognize that the responsibility for the appointments should vest in the committee
of management. At law the responsibility certainly would do so. The Government has accepted the views of the association and accordingly has moved
to omit clause 4 (1) to provide that the
person, persons or body having control
and management of a hospital may appoint medical practitioners as he or it
considers necessary as designated officers. This removes the problem that the
Victorian Hospitals Association so
clearly envisaged as necessary to overcome.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-As the
Minister said, the Victorian Hospitals
Association believed clause 4 (1) was
undesirable, and in my discussions WIth
the Victorian Hospitals Association the
association expressed the view that,
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as a matter of principle, such powers of
appointment as were contained in clause
4 (1) should vest in the hospital's 'committee of management. There is now
agreement on that by the amendment
and I should like to add one further
cornment which I mentioned to the Minister briefly in discussions today, that
the board of management has a large
and important role to play in administering public hospitals and this Bill is just
another example of the way in which the
responsibility bears heavily on the
board. In delegating this power through
the board one cannot overlook the fact
that the mere act of delegation by a
board to a person does not remove from
the board its legal responsibilities. In
the next few months the Victorian
Hospitals Association might want to
discuss with the Minister the need
perhaps, for some form of indemnity,
but again that may not be the answer.
The amendment was agreed to, as
was a consequential amendment, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were clauses 5 to 14.
Clause 15 (Removal for transportation of regenerative tissue from the
body of child)
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I move:

The Royal Children's Hospital has
contacted me urgently and I am sure
has contacted other parties and pointed
out that there could and would be difficulties for programmes currently in operation 'at the Royal Children's Hospital.
It suggested that the requirement that
the agreement of the child should be
necessary before regenerative tissue
could be taken should be reconsidered.
The Royal Australian and New Zealand
College of Psychiatrists has joined
with the Royal Children's Hospital in
asking the Government to reconsider
this matter. The hospital has indicated
that the provision would deny to a number of children treatment with a high
probability of cure in otherwise lethal
conditions. This includes bone marrow
transplantation which is described as a
practical method of treatment for children with aplastic anaemia, acute
leukaemia and some defects of the
immune system.
The hospital points out that the procedure of bone marrow transplantation
from sibling donors is well established
and proven to be of Significant benefit" in saving life -and curing otherwise
fatal conditions.
In -the light of the advice of the hospital, it is proposed to extend clause
15 (2) to the extent of enabling regenerative tissue to be removed from a
child who is not capable of understanding the nature and effect of the removal
of the tissue and the nature of the
transplantation.
The extension of the clause will have
limited application. It will be restricted
to the removal of regenerative tissue
for the purpose of transplantation to a
brother or sister of the child and confined to those circumstances where a
medical practitioner certifies that, unless the tissue is transplanted to the
body of the brother or sister, the
brother or sister is likely to die.
This is an area where the Government had to consider philosphical questions that are dealt with by the Bill
and the way in which they are related
to a medical practice that saves lives
without harm to the donors concerned.
For that reason, the Government

Clause 15, line 14, after "presence;" insert
"and".

Clause 15 (1) enables the parents "of a
child to consent in writing to the removal from the body of the child of
specified regenerative tissue for the purpose of the transplantation of the tissue
to the body of a brother,a sister or a
parent of the child. In order that there
should be sufficient authority , a ,medical practitioner other than a practitioner who gives the certificate must,
under clause 15 (2), also certify that the
consent in "writing of the parent of
the child was given in his presence, that
he had explained to the parent "and to the
child the nature and effect of the removal from the body of the child of the
tissue specified and the nature of the
transplantation of the tissue and that the
child understood and agreed to the proposed removal and transplantation.

Human Tissue Bill

accepted the advice of the Royal
Children's Hospital and I commend the
amendment to the Committee.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I thank
the Minister for his explanation, and I
note particularly the advice given to
him by the Royal Children's Hospital,
an institution that all honourable members admire. The Opposition supports
the amendment.
I ask the Minister whether he is
prepared to consider developing a form
of reporting between hospitals that are
from time to time engaged in this
activity and the Health Commission.
Without wanting to increase the administrative burden, I believe it is desirable that a careful record be kept of
the occasions on which this process is
used so that Parliament can be better
informed if it wishes to make necessary
suggestions for change.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I will consider the proposal. It would
be difficult to have a reporting system
that covered every piece of tissue dealt
with under the Bill. I presume the honourable member is relating it particularly to matters concerning very young
children who cannot give consent.
I will discuss the matter with the
Health Commission and the Royal
Children's Hospital, and I will notify
the Opposition spokesman and the
spokesman for the National Party
accordingly.
The amendment was agreed to.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)I move:
Clause 15, lines 15-26, omit all words and
expressions on these lines and insert:
(b) that he explained to the parent before
the consent was given the nature and effect
of the removal from the body of that child
of the tissue specified in the consent and
the nature of the transplantation of that
tissueand(c) that(i) he is satisfied that, at the time consent was given, the child was capable
of understanding the nature and
effect of the removal of the tissue
and the nature of the transplantation;
(ii) he explained those matters to the
child;
It
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and
(iv) the child was in agreement with the
proposed removal and transplantation
of tissue; or
(d) where the consent relates to the removal
of specified regenerative tissue for the purpose
or transplantation of the tissue to the body
of a brother or sister of the child-that he
is satisfied(i) that the brother or sister is likely
to die unless the tissue is transplanted to the "body of that brother
or sister; and
(ii) that, at the time the consent was
given, the child, by reason of his age,
was not capable of understanding the
nature and effect of the removal of
the tissue and the nature of the transplantation.

I have already explained to the Committee the matters set out in the amendment.
The amendment was agreed to, and
the clause, as amended, was adopted,
as were the remaining clauses and the
schedule.
The Bill was reported to the House
with amendments, and passed through
its remaining stages.
REVOCATION"AND EXCISION OF
CROWN RESERVATIONS BILL
The debate (adjourned from November 9) on the motion of Mr Wilkes
(Minister for Local Government) for
the second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-The Bill is
simple. A similar Bill comes before
Parliament fairly regularly to allow
necessary changes to occur in Crown
reservations.
The Bill contains a detailed map
showing the areas that are affected. The
Opposition has studied that map and
the proposed changes, and supports the
Bill. Some of the changes have been
in the offing for up to two years, and
the Bill is a tidying up measure to correct mistakes that have b~en made"
in the past. In referring to mistakes,
I am not beibg critical of the Department of Crown Lands and Survey. A
tremendous number of land transactions
take place annually and, })ecause of the"
magnitude of those transactions, some
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errors will occur; that has always been
a fact of life. The Opposition supports
the Bill.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read ~ second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

17. Clause 8, page 14, proposed Table A of
the Seventh Schedule, paragraph 6 (3) ( a) ,
omit "vendor" and insert "land".
18. Clause 8, page 15, proposed Table A of
the Seventh Schedule, paragraph 12, at the end
of the paragraph insert "The delivery of such
document shall not of itself be deemed
acceptance of title."

SALE
The
ing to
taken

That amendments Nos. 1 and 2 be agreed
to.

OF LAND (AMENDMENT) BILL
message from the Council relatthe amendments in this Bill was
into· consideration.

Council's amendments:
1. Clause 3, page 2, line 22, after "Rescission" insert "or any derivative thereof'.
2. Clause 3, page 2, line 38, omit "$200 000
or such lesser amount as may be prescribed
by regulations" and insert "$125000".
3. Clause 3, page 3, line 3, omit "three" and
insert "two".
4. Clause 3, page 3, after line 33 insert:
.. ( ) the purchaser has sought and received independent advice from a
solicitor before signing the contract."
5. Clause 3, page 3, line 36, omit "three" and
insert "two".
6. Clause 3, page 3, line 36, omit "after the
signing of" and insert "after he signs".
7. Clause 3, page 4, line 14, after "mortgage"
insert "which has not been remedied".
8. Clause 3, page 5, line 5, before "Particulars" insert "where the contract does not provide for the land to remain at the risk of the
vendor until the purchaser becomes entitled to
possession or receipt of rents and profits".
9. Clause 3, page 5, line 42, after "certificate"
insert "or a copy of that certificate".
1O. Clause 3, page 6, line 37, after "solicitor"
insert "whose principal place of business is
within a 50 kilometre radius of the General
Post Office on the corner of Elizabeth and
Bourke Streets in Melbourne".
11. Clause 3, page 9, lines 2 and 3, omit "or
exchange" .
12. Clause 7, Da~e 10, proposed Third
Schedule, paragraph 2. omit "fourteen" where
twice occurring and insert "seven".
13. Clause 7, page 11, proposed Third
Schedule, paragraph 6 (3), line I, omit "so".
14. Clause 7, pa~e 11, proposed Third
Schedule, paragraph 6 (3) (a), omit "vendor"
and insert "land".
15. Clause 7, page 12, proposed Third
Schedule, paragraph 12. at the end of the paragraph insert "The delivery of such document
shall not by itself be deemed acceptance of
title".
16. Clause 8, page 14. proposed Table A of
the Seventh Schedule. paragraph 6 (3), line 1,
omit "·so".

Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That amendment No. 3 be disagreed with.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That amendment No. 4 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-Genera1)-1 move:
That amendment No. 5 be disagreed with.

Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-The original purpose of suggesting a two-day
cooling-off period was to bring it into
line with the New South Wales coolingoff period and also South Australia.
There is a slight difference with the
cooling-off period that applies in South
Australia because the signatures of both
the vendor and purchaser are considered. That could cover an extended
period.
This amendment proposed by the
National Party was reasonable but it
has received assurances from the
Attorney-General, who has treated many
other amendments favourably. Although
the National Party was concerned about
the operation of the three-day coolingoff period, it is appreciative of the
understanding given by the AttomeyGeneral to other suggested amendments.
I still consider a two-day cooling-off
period more appropriate but I accept
the explanation of the system in South
Australia although it is vastly different
in New South Wales. In New South
Wales the cooling-off period applies
from the time the purchaser signs the
contract.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I hesitate to say that the Opposition supports
the amendment but I am only saying
that because of the way in which
the Attorney-General has worded the
motion; he asks the House to disagree
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with the amendment. A great deal of
give and take has been exercised by all
sides with the Bill. The Opposition has
decided that it will go along with the
three-day cooling-off period, which is
the essence of what the AttorneyGeneral has proposed. The Opposition
realizes that that makes Victoria different from New South Wales and not
quite the same as South Australia
because of the indeterminate period of
two days after the vendor and purchaser
have signed the contract.
I ask the Attorney-General to perhaps raise with his colleagues in South
Australia and New South Wales the
desirability of a common formula. It
may well be that all three States can
devise a firm and calculable formula
with either this Parliament amending
its legislation or South Australia and
New South Wales amending theirs.
There is a useful consumer aspect to
providing the same rule where there
are not overwhelming reasons for its
being different. I do not believe there
are overwhelming reasons for the difference. I ask the Attorney-General
whether, given the opportunities of discussing with New South Wales and
South Australia, he might-subsequent
to the Bill becoming law-hold discussions with those States to try to
produce a formula which could be
worked out and would be useful for
the three States.
Under the circumstances, and as the
Government has offered compromises
in other areas, the Opposition is prepared to supoort the Government in its
desire for a three-day cooling-off period.
Mr
CAIN
(Attorney-General)-I
accept the spirit in which the further
amendments have been accepted by all
parties. It will be recalled by the House
that a number of amendments were
approved in this place before the Bill was
transmitted to another place. It has
been an exercise in co-operation and all
parties want the measure of reform to go
through.
It may well be that some features will
need to be re-examined after a short
period.
That prospect will be considered by the Government. I take on
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board that if it is possible to achieve uniformity in regard to the cooling-off
period, that is desirable. It may not be
possible because of the basically different structure that exists in South
Australia but, as has been stated, the requirement will be to furnish the notice
within two days after the last party has
signed the contract. That is an event
which may be difficult to establish or
prove. It also leaves the onus on the
person who is last to sign the contract
and time commences to run against that
person.
I make it clear that the Government
strongly believes that a two-day coolingoff period was too short for a person
to seek advice and thus be in a position
to exercise the discretion, that they will
now have under this provision, to elect
not to proceed if they desire. Two days
is an unacceptably short period when
one considers the way transactions are
entered into by those parties. I thank
the Opposition and the National Party
for their co-operation and compromise
with the matter.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That amendments Nos. 6 to 18 be agreed
to.

Mr McNAMARA (Benalla}-I am concerned about amendments Nos. 14 and
17 because I find those two proposals a
little hard to follow. What they really do
is amend the Bill to bring it back to
how it was originally drafted. The
original Bill, as presented by the
Attorney-General, proposed an amendment to include the word "land". When
the Bill was debated in this House, the
National Party proposed an amendment
to change that word to "vendor".
It was interesting to note that the
Government supported that amendment
in this place and so did the Opposition.
In fact, all parties agreed to the amendment but the Opposition in another
place proposed an amendment to
reverse the Bill to what it was previously
and reinclude the word "land". I assume
that the Government then changed its
vote and voted with the Opposition.
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It seems that, although the Opposition
and the Government agreed with the
National Party in this Chamber a week
ago, the parties changed their minds
and voted the other way in the Upper
House. The National Party was consistent in both Chambers and I find it
hard to follow the reasoning of the Opposition and the Government.
If a rescinded sale takes place, obviously charges are involved. The Bill
provides that the charges become a
charge on the land. If the charges are
not registered in the form of a caveat,
one relies on the goodwill of the vendor
to notify the next purchaser of the
charge on the property. If the vendor
does not notify the second purchaser,
the second purchaser. would ultimately
find to his or her horror that a charge
existed on the property. The. National
Party proposes reasonably and logically
that the charge should be the responsibility of the vendor.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! Will the honourable
member advise the amendment to which
he is referring? The honourable member must confine his remarks to the
motion before the Chair.
Mr McNAMARA-I am speaking
about the amendments to clauses 7 and
8, which are listed as amendments Nos.
14 and 17 respectively.
All types of difficulties emerge if one
must rely on the integrity of the vendor to notify a subsequent purchaser
of the charge on the land. The Opposition and the Government seemed to accept that argument in this House, but
changed their minds during the passage
of the Bill between here and another
place.
The SPEAKER-The question is that
amendments Nos. 6 to 18 be agreed to.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-On a
point of order, Mr Speaker, I ask for
guidance on how I might express my
dissatisfaction with amendments Nos.
14 and 17 without voting against the
other amendments.
The SPEAKER-Drder! The Premier
would need to seek the leave of the
House to withdraw the motion that
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amendments Nos. 6 to 18 be agreed to
and refer to the amendments separately
or in smaller groups. In this way the
honourable member could vote on a
specific amendment.
By leave, the motion was withdrawn.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That amendments Nos. 6 to 13 be agreed to.

The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That amendment No. 14 be agreed to.

Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
honourable member for Benalla raised
the question of the change of attitude
of the Opposition. I accept his criticism about the difficulties when views
are changed. However, views must be
changed if good reason exists for
changing them. The only excuse I can
offer is that I was not in the Chamber
when the change in the wording was
made from ccland" to ccvendor" .
The Government is probably right in
persisting with making it a charge on
the land for certainty's sake in the ultimate extreme that the charge is not
satisfied. In most cases the charge
would be satisfied, the rescission costs
would be paid and no charge would
end up on the land. It provides a further
reason for rescission if the charge is not
disclosed, whereas a charge on the vendor need not be disclosed and offers no
security if a vendor takes off with the
proceeds of a subsequent sale and is
never heard of again.
One must be concerned with balancing different interests. I would not
want it to end up as a charge on the
land. It needs to be provided for in the
Bill as a charge on the land, if it is not
satisfied before it becomes a charge on
the land. That is the situation in which
the Government and the Opposition
finds itself.
In 99·9 per cent of cases it would be
paid off before it became a registered
charge on the land. If it has not been
satisfied, and there is a subsequent sale,
it would have to be disclosed to a subsequent purchaser. If it is a charge on
the vendor, it would not be disclosed
to the subsequent purchaser and he
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would not be aware of the fact that to which the honourable member refers
there had been a previous sale. The came out of the bundle of amendments
first purchaser might then be looking that emerged from a meeting between
for a quickly-moving vendor who is all parties when the matter was previously in Committee. Honourable
well out of reach.
For the sake of security, the charge members who discussed the matter
is better placed on the land than on the must· have been persuaded by the
vendor. However, I ask the Premier to eloquence of the honourable member for
keep the matter under review and, if Benalla about the issue and, since conthere are too many charges on the sidering it, there is a view that he was
land, with the expenses that implies, the not necessarily correct. Perhaps the corGovernment might consider reviewing rect view was not put. I acknowledge
the position and find that the National the views that have been offered about
this aspect of the Third Schedule being
Party was right all along.
observed. That will be done.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
The motion was agreed to.
Edmunds)-Order! Before I caU the
Mr
CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
honourable member for Benalla, I inform honourable members that the proThat amendments Nos. 15 to 18 be agreed
cedure just adopted is not a device to to.
enable the honourable member for BenThe motion was agreed to.
alIa to have two chances of speaking
about amendment No. 14. I assumed
DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC
the honourable member wanted to call
PROSECUTIONS BILL
a division. This does not provide the
The message from the Council relathonourable member with an opportun- ing to the amendment in this Bill was
ity of restating the position with respect taken into consideration.
to amendment No. 14.
Council's amendment:
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Thank
Clause 9, page 4, after sub-clause (2) insert
you for your edification, Mr Speaker. the following sub-clause:
I take up the comments of the honour"( ) Nothing in sub-section (2) shall affect
able member for Berwick. It would be
or derogate from the authority of the
more appropriate to have the charge
Director in respect of the preparation
institution and conduct of proceedings
on the vendor. The honourable member
under this Act or any other Act."
for Berwick cites the instance of a
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
rescinded purchaser chasing a swiftlymoving vendor to recover costs. Further
That the amendment be agreed to.
problems are created by having it as a The amendment relates to clause 9,
charge on a property inherited by a page 4, of the Bill and seeks to put
subsequent purchaser, who may be beyond doubt some suggestions that
totally unaware of the liability he has have been made that the role of the
inherited. I urge the Premier to keep Director of Public Prosecutions. as cona watchful eye on that clause
templated in the Bill, will be other than
It opens up a Pandora's box. The totally independent and free of review
honourable member for Berwick selec- in respect of decisions to prosecute or
tively picked out statistics and talked not to prosecute. The amendment will
about a figure of 99 per cent not having follow clause 9 (2) which states:
an effect. It might be a subjective judgThe Director shall be responsible to the
ment on his part, but I consider that in Attorney-General for the due performance of
cases of rescinded contracts far more his functions under this Act or any other Act.
than 1 per cent might be affected. I It was made clear to the House during
hope the Attorney-General will keep a the debate that the amendment referred
continuing watch on the matter and, to the general responsibility and acif necessary, amend the legislation.
countability to the Attorney-General,
Mr CAIN (Attorney-Genera 1)-1 am the same as any other public official
trying to remember how this occurred. holding a public office. I made it clear
My recollection is that the amendment that it was the view of the Government
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that in the day-to-day decision of
whether a matter should be prosecuted,
the director was the person to make
those decisions and to make the review. Some doubt was expressed. I put
it beyond any doubt, and it is for these
reasons that I requested that the amendment be moved by the Government in
the other place. It simply puts beyond
doubt that there is anything in clause 9
(2) which makes the director responsible for the due performance of his
functions; that itf any way affects the
authority of the director in the preparation, institution and conduct of proceedings in the court.
To emphasize further the degree of
independence that I believe should pertain, I direct the attention of the House
to the fact that in the United Kingdom
the Act that constitutes the Director of
Public Prosecutions uses far stronger
language than does this Bill. The Victorian Bill deals with responsibilities and
notional accountability, but the British
Act deals with the Attorney-General
superintending the functions of the
Director of Public Prosecutions, despite
strong and forthright assertions. There
has never been the least doubt about
the independence of the function of the
office of Director of Public Prosecutions
in the United Kingdom, except on one
occasion in the 1920s, which has been
referred to.
I point out that although the language
used in this Bill is much less forthright,
no suggestion or qualification should be
made about the independence of the
role the director will occupy and the
strength of his position. The clause
makes it perfectly clear that the director
is the person responsible for the decisions made on prosecutions and the
conduct of those proceedings. The only
other' point I make is that I do not consider-anticipating that it might be suggested-that the power that remains
with the Attorney-General under clause
14 (2) to enter a nolle prosequi in any
way affects his power. If the AttorneyGeneral chooses to exercise that power
under the provisions, it is a matter for
which he has responsi'bility for carrying out all his functions. I do not believe there is any inconsistency between
Mr Cain
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the two capacities and roles provided
in the clause in respect of both the
director and the Attorney-General.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The
Opposition did not oppose the amendment in another place, and does not
propose to oppose it here. I note the
comments of the Attorney-General.
The motion was agreed to.
EGG INDUSTRY STABILIZATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL

The debate (adjourned from earlier
this day) on the motion of Mr Wilkes
(Minister for Local Government) for
the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-The Bill
amends the Egg Industry Stabilization
Act and, in so doing, restricts the transfer of licences to individual persons and
prevents the accumulation of hen quotas
in single holdings. The whole philosophy
behind the Bill, which was pointed out
in the second-reading speech, is to allow
individual people to enter the industry
and to allow as many people as is
practicable to get into farming in the
hen industry. It would ,be interesting to
know who wrote the second-reading
notes, because a considerable part of
the notes could be severely criticized.
The means of doing that is the limitation of 10 000 hens, or quotas, to a single
owner. It ought to be pointed out that it
does allow for a husband and wife
situation, in which case they are each
allowed to have 10000 quotas, making
a total of 20 000 quotas, or hens, on the
farm.
As I understand it, in the secondreading notes and in the Bill, if other
members of the family are also actively
engaged in the enterprise, that quota
can go up in multiples of 10 000 quotas.
Of course, if it is a single ownership, the
limit of 10 000 remains, and I would be
critical of this aspect of the measure
because it does not seem sensible to
restrict farms to what I would consider
an inefficient level of 10 000 birds.
Over the years, it has been well
established that there is an economy of
scale, which indicates that the top level
of economic efficiency is reached at
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some 35000 or 40000 hens. No one is
certain of that figure, and I do not think
anyone could be, but it is certainly in
that range and not the level of 10 000
hens. Of course, if that is carried
through, it must follow that if one is
inefficient at 10 000 hens, the cost of
production must be greater and, if the
cost of production is greater, the cost
of eggs to the consumer must be higher.
It has been popularly said, and I would
be in agreement with the statement,
that in normal years-not so much this
year, because of the drought situation
-Victoria has had comparatively cheap
fees and yet it has had expensive eggs.
Consumers ought to be aware of the fact
that various reports over the years have
stated that Victorian eggs are of the
order of 10 cents a dozen dearer than
they ought to be.
The statements of the industry show
that some 569 people are engaged in egg
production. They are registered egg producers and, of that 569 people, 37 are
in the high producing bracket, which is
over 20000 hens or quotas; some 41
people are engaged in production
between 10 000 and 20 000; and another
64 are in the 5000 to 10 000 bracket.
Therefore, there are a considerable number of producers with only a few thousand hens-and some are with only a
few hundred-but it ought to be understood that most of those producers are
part-time egg producers and do not rely
completely on the egg industry to make
their living.
One of the things that concerns me
about this measure is what would
happen if somebody currently involved
in the egg industry, who had a quota of
approximately 60 000 hens or more, died
and the farm had to be sold. If one were
not aIIowed to sell more than 10 000
birds, how would one sell that property?
Would it be necessary to find six
separate owners or other people who
were willing to get into the industry?
If that were so, one could not sell as a
going existing unit because one would
not expect six different people to buy
one's farm and to come in and run it
together. That is a great weakness in
the measure and I would be interested if
the Minister for Police and Emergency
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Services, who is at the table, were able
to give an explanation of what would
happen in that case.
I understand that further legislation
relating to the egg industry is to be
introduced. It is known that the quotas
will expire in February 1984, and it was
the intention of the Liberal Government
that those quotas should be phased out
by that time. I understand that the
present Government will reappraise the
quota system and that it believes there
ought to be quotas. I believe the
National Party also shares that view.
I am interested to know what will be
the role of the Victorian Egg Marketing
Board under this amended measure, and
I should also like to know who will be
setting the price of eggs in the future.
Will it be the egg board, or will it be
some other body set up to fix the price
of eggs? I should like to have answers
to those questions because it is an important aspect of the total industry.
As I said earlier, if prices are set on
the basis of the cost of production,
obviously there will be a period of high
egg prices. It is well known that,
because of the drought situation, grain
has become extremely expensive and
the price of wheat has continued to
rise. Egg producers are finding this a
considerable burden on their cost of
production, and a move is afoot by the
industry to try to obtain permission to
import grain from overseas.
It concerns me that the Bill is very
Socialistic in its nature and the industry
is becoming extremely socialized. I
wonder why it is that Governments
believe they ought to control a primary industry in this way. One might ask
whether the Government thinks it is in
the best position to say what size a
farm should be, how many hens one
should have and so on. If that is the
case, if primary industries are put
under the control of Governments
who are dictating to farmers just what
they mayor may not do and how many
animals they are allowed to run, that
is certainly a step in the wrong direction so far as agriculture is concerned.
Having said that, the Opposition does
not oppose the Bill. I level those criticisms because they are the areas that
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concern me and, as occurred in another
place, the Opposition will not oppose
the measure.
Mr HANN (Rodney}-The National
Party is pleased to support the measure. Over the years, in the Parlia-ment,
the National Party has been a strong
supporter of hen quotas and the Egg
Industry Stabilization Act and believes
that since it was established, that Act
has effectively stabilized the whole of
the egg industry in Victoria.

hen quotas in the future, more especially
in placing limitations on the numbers of
quota accumulation that can be purchased in the future.
The measure is not retrospective but
it does mean that in the future persons
wishing to purchase a quota or to obtain
transfers of quota can obtain only up
to the maximum 10000 and that can
apply to husband and wife.
The National Party is somewhat concerned at the requirement that if the
licensee ceases to be a bona fide poultry
farmer actively engaged in the day-today operations of poultry farming at a
place to which the licence applies, he
will be required to forgo that quota.
That raises fairly serious questions; particularly for those persons who might
be on the point of retirement and who
have children operating their poultry
farms or persons who suffer injuries and
are not able to actively run the farm in
their own right.
It probably also raises the interesting
question of a disabled person in that this
aspect of the measure would preclude
someone who was a paraplegic or a
quadraplegic but who is able administratively to handle the business.
Recently, the House debated the rights
of disabled persons and it appears that
in this measure some of those rights
might be taken, away because of the
desire of the Government to ensure that
individual owners may own hen quotas
in order to avoid the situation where
large companies are able to accumulate
large quotas.
Recently, reference has been made in
the media and a report presented to
Parliament by the Consumer Affairs
Council on the egg industry. It is particularly alarming that the former Minister of Agriculture was responsible for
requesting the Minister of Consumer
Affairs to refer the two reports on the
industry to the Consumer Affairs CouncH asking for an independent report on
the recommendations of those reports
and particularly on the relationship that
high quota prices reflect high industry
profitability and hence that consumers
pay more for eggs than they would without hen quotas. The Consumer Affairs
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It is interesting to refer to the fact
that the Victorian Egg Marketing Board
has managed to reduce the surpluses
that existed prior to stabilization back
to a situation where the supply of eggs
is basically meeting the current demand
-in fact, there is a surplus of only
2 per cent. Prior to that situation, there
were large surpluses in the egg industry and much of that surplus "egg yolk"
had to be virtually given away-it had
to be sold in a loss situation and therefore, it was virtually a giveaway.
That almost ruined the egg industry.
The former Government saw fit to introduce the egg industry stabilization
legislation which, as all members of
Parliament would know, immediately
stabilized the industry and provided
protection. However, two or three years
ago, the Government then became embarrassed when it found that hen
quotas had, in the meantime, gained
value and that people were actually
buying hen quotas. Members of ·the
National Party saw no major dilemma
or difficulty in that because a degree
of capital and a great deal of goodwill
were involved and people buying into
that quota knew they were buying into
a stabilized industry, an industry they
knew had an orderly marketing component which markedly reduced the
surpluses.
As a consequence of the apparent
concern . that hen quotas suddenly
gained no value, the former Government subsequently moved to abolish hen
quotas and to effectively reduce them in
price over that five-year period. The
National Party is pleased that the Government has moved to reintroduce
legislaf lve measures to continue with
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Council believes there are certain
features of the egg industry that make
egg producers vulnerable to egg exploitation and has requested that the legislation be reviewed.
The 1967 retail prices in cents for a
dozen eggs sold in Victoria was approximately 65 cents, which in 1972 dropped
back to less than 50 cents and further
in 1981 to 1967 prices. The effective
retail prices of a dozen eggs in Victoria
now is only $1 .45 cents so in fact there
has not been a constant increase in
prices of eggs over the years even with
inflation rising dramatically; in fact
there has been an over-all reduction.
Consumers are actually paying less now
than they were paying 15 years ago for
their eggs.
By interjection, the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition asks whether my wife
would believe that is so. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition well knows
that his income, from which presumably his wife buys her eggs, is well in
excess of what it was in 1967-although
he may well argue that based on 1967
figures it should be higher.
The concern of the National Party is
the suggestion that the egg stabilization
scheme should be broken down and the
attempted argument that consumers are
payirig more than they should for eggs,
which is not the case. The egg stabilization scheme has protected the rights of
both producers and consumers because
it has enabled the egg board to maintain a quality product and in so doing to
protect the livelihood of the producer,
who has maintained a quality product
and has given an adequate supply of
eggs to the market.
The difficulty of rural industries
where there is no general stabilization
scheme is that in rises and falls, although
there may well be cheaper eggs at the
time, many poultry farmers will be put
out of work, which will produce a shortage of supply, which will then push up
prices of eggs far more than increases
in the consumer price index. In fact,
the price of eggs has risen comparatively slower than the prices of other
commodities. The Government has
recognized that in its support of egg
stabilization.

The National Party particularly supports the measure because it will protect the family farm. That has been a
matter of concern for some time in the
Bendigo area, which is a traditional and
important egg producing area in Victoria. Recently, a significant number of
hen quotas in that area have been sold
to larger producers, particularly those
in outer metropolitan areas and larger
companies, which has been of grave concern to the egg producers, egg graders
and packers in Bendigo. Any action to
reverse or stem that development will
be encouraged.
Egg producers in the electorate that I
represent are supportive of the Bill and
are glad that the Government has introduced it. While the National Party
queries the ability of individuals to ensure that they can continue to actually
operate or engage in day-to-day operations of a poultry farm, which may be
examined in the future, the National
Party strongly supports the Bill.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-The Bill
was introduced to the House this morning and I was in some difficulty because
I had taken a deputation to the Minister
of Agriculture comprising a number of
concerned citizens in the electorate that
I represent who were worried about the
number of property transactions that
depend on the Department of Agriculture and the Minister approving the
transfer of a poultry farm and hen
quota from one party to another.
I suppose that Parliament almost has
its myths mixed up because it always
seems to be Christmas when a Bill relating to the egg industry is introduced at
short notice without time for consultation and it is always rushed through
Parliament. One wonders whether that
is always in the best interests of the
over-all industry or whether it is not
sort of pressure cooked by pressure tactics to solve an immediate problem.
Reality barks back when it is discovered that in the real world the legislation does not always suit. I have an
elector who lives in Carrum Downs who
has sold his property and purchased
a poultry farm at Pakenham Upper,
which is the one that depends on the
approval of the Minister of Agriculture.
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It is a bona fide transaction. The poultry

bidden under the legislation that the
previous Government rushed through
last Christmas. One cannot have goodwill, so they have had to cancel the
documents, rescind them and put the
transaction through at a lower price.
The Dutch family who worked for years
will be selling their poultry farm for
far less than the purchaser is willing
to pay for it, but that is what the law
at the moment says must be done.
With legislation like this the situation
is getting worse as we progress, and
it will become more and more complicated because the law is now saying that
one cannot be a proprietary limited
company; transferee must be, as the
legislation provides, "a natural person"
and that excludes an incorporated company, even though it may be only a
small family company.
The seven related property transactions are all about to be settled. In
some cases settlement is overdue; others
are to be settled this week, and all of
them are to be settled before Christmas,
but everybody wants to get into the
house or property they have purchased
or complete the arrangements they have
made before Christmas. I have had all
the separate solicitors telephoning me
one after another to inquire what progress had been made, so I was concerned
this morning that I might find that my
electors had fallen between a piece of
legislation that was passed last Christmas and this proposed legislation, to
be passed by Christmas, only to have
a mass cancellation of contracts all
around, writs flying like confetti, because many of the contracts are not
conditional upon the granting of finance
or approval; they are unconditional.
We are about to provide a gigantic work
relief scheme for the legal profession
in the electorate I represent, and a
total of twenty kids win be without
the houses in which they expected to
be living by Christmas.
However, I am pleased to be able to
inform the House that the Minister has
informed me that that transaction has
been approved. We have been successful. This has been achieved by rescinding the contract that offended by telling the whole truth, rewriting everything, giving up the price that was go-

farm that is being sold is owned by a
Dutch family consisting of husband, wife
and six children who have worked there
since they originally leased a poultry
farm at Springvale many years ago.
They have worked up to owning their
own property. For their own reasons
they became a family proprietary limited
company, and under this Bill they are
"done"; no way will they get through
under this Bill because their quota will
exceed 10 000.
If the transaction falls down, they
will be placed in the most terrible situation. The reason they are selling is the
classical one; the husband has a back
injury and has received medical advice
that he can no longer effectively manage
his family business. He has been advised
by his doctors to sell the farm, and has
sold it to somebody who wishes to take
over the business and to continue it.
He has bought a house at Narre Warren
North-not far, I imagine, from the
Treasurer's place. The family chose that
house because they are buying it from
a family that also has six children. and
therefore the house has suitable accommodation for them.
The people who sold the house at
Narre Warren North have bought a
piggery at Tynong. The husband wishes
to move from his present occupation
of a slater and tiler; he has been a
member of the union for fourteen years.
Despite the hopes of the Minister for
an improvement in that industry, this
man has left it to become a pig farmer.
The vendor of the pig farm at Tynong
has bought on a contract a property
at Nar Nar Goon. The whole thinginvolving 20 children, seven families and
seven property transactions-is pivoting
on whether the Minister of Agriculture
and the committe~ will approve of the
documentation that has been submitted.
It is because of a back injury and a
recommendation by the man's doctor to
get out of the industry before he does
more damage to his back that the first
vendor is selling his property. The
members of this family were honest and
open, not shrewd and sharp; in the contract documents they showed a figure
for goodwill, and that is absolutely forMr Maclellan
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ing to flow to somebody who had injured his .back and as a result can no
longer work in the poultry farm industry and must support his children on
what he. can earn from the investment
that he and his family have made over
fourteen years in the industry. He will
now have less income from that investment to support the children.
Another transaction in the electorate
I represent also arises from the egg industry and is separate from the ones I
have described. God bless me, I discovered that that transaction was some
time ago referred to the Crown Solicitor for advice. I do not know if honourable members realize how slowly
the wheels grind at the Crown Solicitor's office, but the request for advice
did not come from a high enough level
to get what I would regard as prompt
attention. I have now been informed by
the solicitor acting for one of the parties
in the transaction that he telephoned
the Crown Solicitor's office to find out
when the Crown Solicitor's office was
going to make the advice available to
the Minister of Agriculture, only to discover that the advice was just being
written yesterday morning. I understand
that, since a request was made to the
Minister to try to expedite matters,
there is a chance that the advice may
actually get to the Minister in writing
from the Crown Solicitor's office this
afternoon.
I said, "Yes, but what is the advice?
Is it that the transaction can go ahead
or that it should not?" I was told, "Oh,
we can't tell you that. You have got to
wait till you get the written advice" .
So here I am with a Bill before the
House, not knowing whether the Crown
Solicitor will approve of a transaction
in the electorate I represent.
I have described the fact that when a
transaction submitted to the Minister
for approval was found to be outside
the provisions of the Act, it was necessary to rescind the documents and write
fresh documents reducing the price to
bring the transaction within the ambit
of the Act. That was a perfectly normal
and legitimate thing to do between
adult parties who wish to conform with
the law rather than being in breach of

the law. I would not be a party to trying to persuade the Minister to ignore
the law. He must obey the law as stated
by the Parliament, so it is not the Minister's fault. However, at the end of
clause 6 proposed new sub-section (5)
(7) provides:

Session 1982-107

Any application under sub-section (1 )
received prior to the date of commencement
of section 6 of the Egg Industry Stabilization
(Amendment) Act 1982-

I presume that that refers to some
earlier Actshall be dealt with in accordance with the
provisions of sub-sections (lA), (lB), (4) and
(5) of section 35 of the Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973 as in force immediately prior to
the commencement of section 6 of the Egg
Industry Stabilization (Amendment)
Act
1982."

I am sure that that provision has something of significance to say to my electors, but I will be damned if I can
understand it, and I doubt if many
others in this House could interpret it
for me. I am sure the poor Minister for
Police and Emergency Services would
be as befuddled as I am in trying to
understand whether, if the Crown Solicitor says in writing this afternoon to the
Minister of Agriculture, "The transaction you referred to me for advice is
outside the existing legislation", the
parties will be able to resubmit the
documents within the existing legislation and still obtain approval after the
Bill is passed. Clause 1 (3) of the Bill
provides that:
Except for section 6, this Act shall come
into operation on the day on which it receives
the Royal Assent.

There is no discretion, I have discovered, and no separate proclamation,
so Parliament cannot pass this Bill, process it and clarify all the transactions
that are On their way through the approval processes of the Department of
Agriculture, then proclaim the measure
saying that it will come into operation
once all the present transactions are
passed, remembering that some of those
transactions may have to be rescinded
and fresh documents prepared showing a different price to bring them within the provisions of the Act. The Bill
further provides in clause 1 (4) that:
Section 6 shall come into operation on 8
December 1982.
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I presume that is the date on which the
Bill was read in another place.
I do not have any quarrel about fixing a date on which legislation should
come into operatibn-I suppose that is
necessary. If the egg price fixing processes are to occur as an annual event,
we are almost certain to produce a
range of new difficulties which will be
referred to the Crown Solicitor's office
for advice as we try to sort the matter
out by the most extraordinary efforts
to help bona fide people undertaking
transactions of a normal occurrence,
such as the transfer of one business to
another person.
I cannot be assured this afternoon by
the Minister of Agriculture or anyone
else that if the transaction turns out to
be against the ruling of the Crown
Solicitor, that I will have success in being able to pick up the pieces for the
families involved to enable their solicitors to renegotiate the purchase price
under the old Act but yet not fall foul
of this Bill which seems to be determined to make this most complicated industry more complicated than ever.
I wonder whether the Victorian
Farmers and Graizers Association poultry section, the Ministry of Agriculture,
the Crown Solicitor, if he was advised,
and Parliamentary Counsel, have really
examined the human problems that are
being faced daily by the people who
work in the industry.
I found the second-reading speech one
of the most offensive pieces of political
nonsense I had to listen to for a long
time. The assumption that those who
were above the magic figure of a 10 000
hen quota were rich is to be highly
offensive because it takes no account
of how many members of the family
are dependent on the income from the
business.
The bland assumption that those who
are engaged in corporate farming are
rich is wrong. I have described the
Dutch. couple with six children, who
happen to run a proprietary limited company, who are not rich, but they are hard
working. The assumption in the. secondreading speech was more or less that
Mr Maclellan
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these people are rich exploiters as
opposed to the splendid peasant farmers
who will be covered by this legislation.
The irony is that the so-called rich
corporations in the egg industry are to
be preserved-they are to continue. The
big boys who got in and acquired a
quota will happily continue because that
matter is unresolved other than to provide that they will continue. They will
be in an excellent position and will be
entrenched forever in the industry with
quotas way above anyone else with no
possibility of anyone ever catching up
with them. They will be up front forever.
If I were a person with an investment in the industry and I happened
to have one of the big quotas I would
be in favour of this Bill because it would
mean that no one would catch up with
me. I could thumb my nose at the Minister of Agriculture and could sell shares
to whomever I wished. I am here today
as a shareholder, gone tomorrow as a
rich retiree, lbut the company goes on
forever because companies have neither
bodies nor souls and continue while they
remain incorporated. Therefore, the big
corporate bodies that are established in
the industry can happily sell shares to
other people. The Dutch couple I mentioned can buy a share in the biggest
egg producing company in the State
if they can find a vendor willing
to sell, but the Government has no
answer to that. The Government has no
suggestions to make about that other
than that it will continue regardless. Yet
when they as a couple with six children
want to sell and tell the truth they are
brought down by legislation passed by
the former Government and are
threatened by legislation introduced
by the present Government with insufficient consideration of how the system
works for the ordinary people-the
ordinary families in ordinary circumstances.
I cannot work out what clause 6
means, especially where it states, inter
alia:
(7) Any application under SUb-section (1)
received prior to the date of commencement
of section 6 of the Egg Industry Stcibilization
(Amendment) Act 1982 shalI be dealt with In
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accordance with the provisions of sub-sections
(lA), (1B), (4) and (5) of section 35 of the
Egg Industry Stabilization Act 1973 as in force
immediately prior to the commencement of
section 6 of the Egg Industry Stabilization

would be in disorder unless the Bill was
passed. This is the worst possible presentation of legislation with a most
inadequate insulting explanation in a
second-reading speech containing no
explanation of the clauses.
The Bill could not be fathomed by
a Q.C. on the Queen Mary on the way
to the "bottom-of-the-harbour." It is
an insult to the processes of the 'Parliament for the Government to introduce
proposed legislation which has failed to
give an adequate explanation of the
clauses and the import of the measure.
The second-reading speech is an insult
to the intelligence of honourable
members. It might be fine as a political
commentary on the industry in the
Ukraine or wherever it was inspired.
However, that exp'lanation of the Bill
is an insult to the House. I know that the
Bill is supported by the egg industry.
I know that the Opposition is not opposing the Bill, but who could oppose a
Bill with a retrospective date of 8
December?
Mr Speaker, you and I, and the House
and the Committee in the Com-mittee
stages, are entitled to a proper explanation, which will not be given . .I exclude the Minister for the Arts from
responsibility for this. The Minister has
been asked, at short notice, to pick up
the Bill in this House. It is -a disgrace
tha t the House is expected, in the dying
hours of this sessional period, to debate
a Bill as complicated as this without
the aid of notes on the clauses, or adequate explanatory second-reading notes
that would explain the aims of the Bill.
There are many problems associated
with the egg industry in the -area that
I represent. I put those problems to the
House, and I will pursue those matters
in Committee, if need be, when I will
ask some questions of the Minister, and
I hope he will get an adviser who
can help him, and if a conference is
necessary during the suspension of the
sitting, I would be happy to attend
it, because expert advice is needed to
explain the consequences the Bill will
have on those people involved in the
egg industry and whom honourable
members represent.

(Amen<:fment) Act 1982.

I feel like offering a prize-Mr Deputy
Speaker you might like to be the judge
-to any member of this House who can
stand up and give a rational and logical
explanation of what that means and
what it means to the people in the
electorate I represent. One must remember that this measure was introduced in this House this morning and
was introduced in another place not so
long ago and honourable members have
not had time to race around and obtain an opinion about what that provision means.
The Crown Solicitor has not been
able to give an opinion on the merits
of the position of one of my constituents whose transaction was referred to
the Crown Solicitor. The written
opinion may arrive at the Department
of Agriculture this afternoon but I will
not see it. I will not know what is in
the opinion. I do not know what the
future holds for that family in the electorate I represent, when the Government
and the Parliament are intent on making rule after rule without the faintest
idea of what it means.
If one reads the second-reading
speech one knows less about what it
means than by reading the Bill itself.
There are no notes to explain the
clauses. There is no definite statement
in the second-reading speech about
what each clauses means. It is a gobbledegook of which no Government can be
proud. It is an insult for a secondreading speech.
I intend to forward copies of the
second-reading speech to my constituent and point out that the Bill was
introduced by a Government that is so
addicted to having clearer language in
statutes. This Bill was introduced in the
morning and debated the same day. Of
course, the Government intended this
to be the last day of the sittings of the
Parliament and the Bill had to be
passed because it includes the magical
date of 8 December and the industry
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Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-Again put into rectifying the problems created
it saddens me that, while I might be by the scheme. The value of egg quotas
like the little boy who said that the should be reduced to nominal levels.
emperor has no clothes on, J have to The supply of eggs should be in
speak up on behalf of the Victorian con- approximate balance with domestic desumers and taxpayers. It is obvious that mands. The entire pricing-quota systhe once great Australian Labor party tem needs to be responsive to change;
is no longer interested in the effects in particular, increased industry prothat the cost of living is having on con- ductivity needs to be reflected in lower
sumers. Under the egg stabilization real prices and lower hen quotas.
scheme, the total cost of eggs has risen
It is most desirable for quotas to be
by $5 million a year in this State.
transferable so that the quota capacity
Mr Fogarty-Your party introduced can then be allocated to those who can
it.
make the most productive use of it.
Mr WILLIAMS-I do not care which
A few newcomers might hope to enter
party introduced it.
the industry without the necessity of
The SPEAKER (the HoD. C. T. having to buy an existing farm. It is
Edmunds)-Order!
The
honourable wrong to impose artificial limitations on
member for Doncaster should ignore the size of farms because that only prointerjections.
tects the high cost producers and imMr WILUAMS-I am interested in poses further burdens on the consumer.
the plight of housewives and the cost
I am totally opposed to price conof living. The Australian Labor Party
ought to be interested in the plight trol in a field that could be of no beneof housewives and the cost of living. fit to lower income families. It is a
The Consumer Affairs Council has con- disgrace to the State of Victoria and to
ducted a study of the egg industry the Parliament that the Bill is being
stabilization scheme and has concluded rushed through the Parliament by a
party that has not done its homework.
that it is an absolute anachronism.
The Australian Labor Party is not lookThe egg stablization scheme may ing after the interests of its supporters.
assist small farmers to eke out a living Indeed, the party that I belong to,
but it has certainly not assisted the should stand for Liberal free enterprise
great mass of Victorians. There is no economics but it is apparently condoubt that the egg stabilization scheme cerned about maintaining the status quo
has been used to increase the price of 'and not disrupting the activities of the
eggs by at least 10 cents a dozen. The few efficient producers, who appear to
scheme is channelling assistance to have a great deal of political clout in
those egg producers who have quotas certain rural electorates.
of more than 10000 hens, that is, the
.If the Government proceeds along
big producers that would make satisfactory profits in any event in the this path it will face the day of reckonabsence of the higher pricing created ing when it will over-burden the community with costs that no community
by the scheme.
Could one ever have such crazy can afford to pay. Is it any wonder that
economics? The scheme has retarded the the economy is in its present state of
efficient growth of the egg industry and almost chaos? That chaos has been conhas increased the cost of establishing tributed to by experiments in this sort
of crazy economics.
a new egg farm by 100 per cent.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
The scheme has created a need for
regulations that are expensive to ad- Arts) -The Government appreciates the
minister and which encourage pro- support that has been expressed so
ducers to put a great deal of effort into strongly for this proposed legislation
evading. If the House is going to pro- by members of the National Party. The
ceed with this form of crazy econo- National Party is fully aware of the supmics, a lot more effort will have to be port that the Government enjoys from
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the poultry industry so far as these
particular proposals are concerned. The
National Party is also aware of the
importance that the egg industry
attaches to having the Bill passed before the end of this sessional period.
The Government also appreciates the
comments and queries raised on the Bill
by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
and by the honourable member for
Ripon. The Bill, when passed, will only
be an interim piece of legislation. A
far more searching review of the egg
industry will emerge in the shape of
proposed legislation to be introduced in
due course. I give an undertaking on behalf of the Government that the points
raised in the debate this afternoon will
be fully taken into account in the course
of the preparation of that proposed
legislation and that the responses to
the particular queries raised by those
honourable members, in the case of the
constituents of the honourable member for Berwick and in a more general
sense by the honourable member for
Ripon, will be expedited.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
WRONGS (DEPENDANTS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council and, on the motion of Mr CAIN
(Attorney-General), was read a first
time.
PAPER
The following paper, pursuant to the
direction of an Act of Parliament, was
laid on the table by the Clerk:
West Gate Bridge Authority---,Final Report
and statement of accounts for the year
1981-82.

MILDURA IRRIGATION AND WATER
TRUSTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from November 9) on the motion of Mr SIMPSON
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-The Bill
could be reasonably described as a
private Bill for the Mildura area. It
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makes a number of distinct and
separate amendments, none of which
could be deemed as controversial.
The amendments, firstly, provide that
occupiers of land within the district,
as well as owners, are eligible to be
elected as commissioners. I am sure
honourable members will support this
amendment. It brings the measure into
line with the Local Government Act
particularly, and the Water Act in general. As I said, I am sure honourable
members will agree that this is a worthwhile amendment.
The second amendment prohibits
trust officers from engaging in outside
employment without the approval of
the trust. This is in line with other
provisions of the water industry and
takes into account the fact that Mildura
has its own Act. It will be in accord
with the rest of the water industry
State wide.
The third provision is that interest on
unpaid rates- is to 'be charged at 20 per
cent per annum. Honourable members
will be aware that the present so-called
penalty interest accrues at the rate of
10 per cent per annum. In this time of
high interest rates that can in no way
be deemed a penalty interest rate. It is
true that Mildura and other entities are
suffering from the fact that they provide a cheap form of finance for those
who do not pay their rates, because
the penalty interest rate is only 10 per
cent, whereas if they borrowed from
the bank on overdraft it would be 12'5
per cent or, on a fully drawn advance,
it would be 17 per 'cent. People save
money if they do not pay their rates
on the due date and defer paying them
indefinitely. The Opposition believes the
third provision that interest on unpaid
rates be at the rate of 20 per cent
per annum is fair and reasonable.
When this subject was discussed in
another place, the Honourable Bruce
Chamberlain, the shadow Minister of
Water Supply, indicated that the Government should give consideration to
providing a discount to people who pay
rates earlier than 10 April, which is the
last day on which rates can be paid
without incurring a penalty. Although
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rates accrue from 1 September, no penalty is incurred if the rates are paid on
or before 10 April. Half of the year has
then gone and, in the case of the First
Mildura Irri~ation Trust, the suggestion
is that the Government give consideration to some form of discount to people
who pay their rates within 30 days of
receiving their rate notices. This could
aoply to the water industry across the
State. It is mv ooinion that it would
be reasonable -for -the Mildura council
to provide this discount. An assessment
of the amount of rates that are paid
on the last possible day would have to
be made to see how much rate revenue
is derived six months after it is due.
It would not be difficult to have a rule
of thumb estimate on how much in
rates would be paid in the -first 30 days
if a 5 per cent discount was offered.
Many people would be happy to take
advantage of this discount. Mr Bruce
Chamberlain made this suggestion and
it is worthy of exploration.
There are several other amendments
in this Bill, only one of which is of
great consequence. I note it requires
that the Minister, in line with the provision of other Acts, must approve all
borrowings which must be at a rate of
interest approved by the Treasurer.

the title of the Act that the two bodies
that operate under the provisions of the
Act are the First Mlldura Irrigation
Trust and the Mildura Urban Water
Trust. That is confusing for people who
come across it for the first time.

The only other provision of note
relates to the way notices may be
served by the trust. I was interested
to learn that the First Mildura Irrigation Trust was commenced in 1895,
when the Chaffey brothers who established Mildura in 1887 became bankrupt.
The trust is of long standing and it is
one of the few entities in this State
that has such a long history. I am
reliably informed that the trust is well
managed and respected in the way it
carries out its role. It has been basically clear of problems and that speaks
well for the management of that trust.
In conclusion, members of the
Opposition are pleased to support the
Bill. It is worthy of our support and
we wish it a speedy passage.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-This Bill
makes some amendments to the Mildura Irrigation and Water Trusts Act
1958. It is probably not known from

Some provisions apply to both trusts
and some are peculiar to one or the
other. It is interesting to see it in
operation because, occasionally, the
commissioners of either trust tend to
get mixed up on which provision
relates to their particular trust and they
tend to get the wrong information
because they misread the Act. They
are both contained within the one Act
without any definitive statement as to
which is which.
These amendments are comparatively
minor. They have been requested by
one of the trusts concerned and they
will improve the operation of the trust
concerned.
The amendment to clause 2 arises
from the fact that one commissioner
of the present First Mildura Irrigation
Trust was not a landowner within the
irrigation district, but he was a lessee
of what is known as college land and,
therefore, only a lessee and not an
owner. The Act is being amended to
include the word "occupier" to cover
that particular provision. With the
word "occupier" included in the Act,
there is no problem about whether a
person is an owner or occupier, so
that that provision will not trouble any
potential commissioners of either trust
for years to come.
The amendment to clause 3 is an
interesting one because it allows the
secretary or any officer or servant of
either of the trusts to take other positions, in some cases paid positions or,
in other cases, just to engage in businesses of their own volition with the
express permission of the commissioners. I am not certain why that is
required because the debate in
another place indicated that the
Chairman of the First Mildura Irrigation Trust, Syd Nice, is also the
chairman of a T AFE coUege council.
Although that is not a paid position.
he obviously should be allowed to con-
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tinue in that position and the Bill will
help him if that is its purpose. The
increase of the penalty rate for unpaid
rates to 20 per cent per annum is not
out of order in that some people take
advantage of not paying their rates and
paying 10 per cent penalty. Of course
the money they save over the period
in the unpaid term they invest at a
higher rate of interest, as is common
practice at present. There is no penalty
in the 10 per cent arrears figure and
the increase to 20 per cent will help
in that regard.
The other amendments are minor
and as the two trusts involved are
happy with the proposals, there is no
reason for further discussion in the
Parliament, unless the Minister wants
to make some comment.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public
Works)-I thank the honourable members for Westernport and MiIdura for
their contributions to this debate. The
honourable member for Westernport
raised an interesting aspect not really
related to the Bill. As a person who
tends to pay on receipt of the account,
I would naturally be attracted to the
proposition because, like many other
people, I am afraid I will forget to
pay by 10 April and will incur a
penalty. There must be many people
who pay up for that reason. Perhaps
the 5 per cent will gather some ,more
funds. That matter is not related to
this Bill but it is an interesting aside.
In relation to the matters raised by
the honourable member for Mildura,
last Friday I had the great honour of
being invited to open the Merbein
Primary School. It was very enlightening to see from the air how important
the MiIdura Irrigation Trust is to that
city. As one can imagine, Victoria is
in the grips of one of the worst
droughts in the history of this StateI am 'advised by the honourable member for Benambra that it is the worstand even though the aeroplane was
flying at some height, the sunburnt
country and then the vast greenery of
Mildura could clearly be seen. I was
conscious of the enormous work and
success that the trust does in that area.
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I am pleased that both parties have
seen fit to support the Bill and to wish
it a speedy passage through the Chamber.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time,
and passed through its remaining
stages.
The sitting was suspended at 6.24 p.m.
until 8.5 p.m.

HISTORIC BUILDINGS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
This Bill was returned from the
Council with a message relating to
amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day_
STATE ELECTRICITY COMMISSION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 9) on the motion' of Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public Works) for
the second-reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-It is
ominous that such a major Bill affecting
one of the largest publicly owned
utilities in Victoria-indeed, in Australia-should be debated at the dose
of the sessional period and without
much opportunity of getting feedback
from people in the community outside
of the 'Parliament who are interested
in the future management of the energy
resources of this State. Nevertheless,
the Opposition is prepared to make
constructive comment on the Bill and,
as has already been indicated in the
other place, does not oppose it.
The Bill seeks to transmit into an
action plan for the State Electricity
Commission a s'cenario of management
w.hich the Labor Government believes
is appropriate for the next chapter of
the life of the commission in Victoria.
As a former Minister for Minerals and
Energy, I believe it is appropriate for
me to say briefly that the commission
is a utility that has functioned in Victoria for many years. Its history is
faSCinating to those who have taken the
trouble to study it and learn about it.
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It has served the people of Victoria
very well. On occasions, it has perhaps
been a little slow to react to the need
for change, but I do not believe that
any criticism in that area should be
levelled at the chairman, his staff or
his colleagues, the commissioners.

The Bill is mainly designed to change
the composition of the commission.
There are some elements in the Bill to
which I am not entirely wedded, but
which I believe 'are worthy of trial.
If honourable members approach the
Bill on that basis, it will be a measure
that can be supported.
The changes to the composition fall
broadly into two categories. The composition of the board is to be increased
from four members to seven members
and included is a change in the categories of persons who are to be selected to serve on that commission. I
personally welcome the inclusion of
people representing the workers involved in the State Electricity Commission. I want to be honest; I am not
quite sure how it will work.
I worry about the involvement because workers in the State Electricity
Commission are very much involved
with demarcation and, as the honourable member for Morwell would know
better than I, because it is in the electorate she represents, there are various
professional and union representatives
in the whole State Electricity conglomerate, from officers to scientific technicians, and practical deliverers, and
they are the ones who make the whole
thing work. They are represented by
different unions, which often do not
see eye to eye. Of course, they have
a common bond, but they do not see
eye to eye on many essential issues.
What worries me is that the election
of a representative by the officers and
workers of the State Electricity Commission could bring new divisiveness
and disagreement as to who should
represent them.
The Bill provides for an electionthat is democratic--and that is probably the only way one could safely
do it from a political point of view.
I hope the person elected will be fully
supported by representatives of all the
other groups in the State Electricity
Commission structure. There is some
possibility of difficulty and one which
the Parliament will have to watch
closely.

It is understandable that, as the State
develops and builds up, a huge utility
such as the State Electricity Commission, which had an expenditure of more
than $100 000 million in the last financial year and which employs in excess
of 20 000 people, would need some
changes to the elements of its operation, which could well do with a
change. Perhaps, in some respects, that
is a change which is not recognized
immediately by those in the front line
who are involved in the organization.

Overall, the State Electricity Commission has a record of which I am
proud. I believe that most Victorians
would be proud of what the State Electricity Commission has done for the
State in helping in its development. The
present Minister for Minerals and
Energy, the Honourable David White,
now that he has taken on the mantle of
office and had the opportunity of working for a few months with the commissioners and staff of the State Electricity
Commission, appears to have learnt that
the commission has tremendous talents
and resources which are worthy of support. The new Minister should be congratulated for that fact because I remember during the time that I was
Minister for Minerals and Energy,
which was approximately ten or twelve
weeks~uring a turbulent time-Mr
White, who was then the shadow Minister was on many occasions unfairly
critical of the State Electricity Commission, the chairman and the staff.
I do not wish to say much more except to say that that is in the past and
I believe the Labor Government is now
making a commitment for the ongoing
support and reinforcement of the State
Electricity Commission in its essential
role of supplying power for the people
of Victoria.
Mr Lieberman
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The idea of having 'a part-time chairman with -a full-time general manager
-that is what I call that person, but
the Bill refers to him or her as a chief
executive officer, or provides some
other description-makes sense to me.
That is appropriate, but in saying that,
I pay tribute to Mr Charles Trethowan,
the Chairm'an and virtual general manager of the State Electricity Commission. I found him to be an extremely
positive person who was courageous
and steadfast in his devotion to the
commission, and in doing the job that
he thought the com·mission had to deliver for the people of Victoria.
I had the privilege of meeting people
from other parts of the world who
were involved in the energy industry,
both in the private and public sectors.
The regard with which Charles Trethowan was held by experts in the world
energy field made me extremely proud
to be an Australian, a Victorian, and
to have someone like him heading the
State Electricity Commission.
Of course, Charles Trethowan began
his career with the State Electricity
Commission in a humble way more
than 40 years ago and worked his way
up. I believe he would see that this is
an appropriate change now although,
inevitably, it must affect his own future
involvement in the State Electricity
Commission in whatever role.
Parliament owes a debt of gratitude
to Charles Trethowan and his colleague
commissioners, both past and present,
for their contributions and work. Their
work has been tremendous, and perhaps it has funnelled into a rather exciting situation when one considers
what they have done in the past ten
years, when many nations, states 'and
provinces in the developing world were
involved in getting on with the job
as they saw it but were not involved
in planning and providing for some of
the essential infrastructure as well as
the State ElectriCity Commission did for
us so that the challenges 'and opportunities of the decade could be taken
up.
The achievement of the State Electricity Commission in helping to plan,
develop and finance, under extremely
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difficult circumstances, the provision of
facilities to generate safe and efficient
power at reasonable prices for the
people of Victoria is magnificent. The
present Government will undoubtedly
share with ,me a recollection of the
controversy that occurred with the
building of some of those facilities, such
as the Newport power station, which
had to be built with the use of voluntary labour. However, the State Electricity Commission was ever-present.
While the political controversy raged
on and while politicians, the Parliament
and various groupings fought about
how it should be built or how it should
be modified, the State Electricity Commission was ever so resolute in its plan
to provide power for the future of Victoria 'and it delivered the goods as it
did, in relation to the construction and
upgrading of another power facility,
in the difficult decade we have just
passed.
I read with interest the summary of
the main points of the State Electricity
Commission !Annual Report, which was
published in the Herald on Tuesday, 14
December. It contains many facts, which
many Victorians might have forgotten
or perhaps did not know how it all developed, how despite difficulties, the
State Electricity Commission has been
able to finance major capital works and
how, despite the enormous industrial
unrest that has occurred in this State,
it has managed to provide enough
power for the people, to attract industry and commerce, and provide this
State with probably the best energy
base of any State.
Victoria is extremely fortunate in
that it has the world's largest deposits
of brown coal. The State Electricity
Commission has a unique knowledge
of the way in which coal, particularly
brown coal, which is a difficult substance to work with, can be used
for the benefit of the people.
I remember meeting deputations opposed to nuclear power in any part of
the world. I reminded those deputations
that, if they got behind some of the projects for \vhich the State Electricity
Commission is responsible, concerning
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the development and improved techWithin a short time we were able
nology of brown coal use. the 'argu- to introduce the corporate project team
ments ahout nuclear power could be- approach to the Loy Yang project. I
come irrelevant. If brown coal can was excited to see that, in the short
be used to its fullest extent and ex- time in which I was involved with the
ploited to its maximum Dotential. that com'mission, the Loy Yang project,
is where the answer lies. When I which was about twenty months bespoke pragmatically. I managed to get hind schedule, was brought forward
some people. who were previously op- by five months in a relatively short
posed to the development of brown coal time, by adopting new techniques for
corporate m-anagement.
resources t on side.
If anyone considers the commission
The development of the commission
will depend on the ability of the Gov- to be a body which opposes change
ernment to orovide adeQuate finance, and does not welcome new management
necessary technology, and research and techniques, I can point out that ,my
development facilities. That will be the personal experience illustrates that the
majorchaIlen-ge in the years ahead. The commission was most supportive of me,
new mana'gement structure will have as a Minister, in that area. The Loy
to -C'onsolidate, learn from the lessons Yang project, which is the world's
largest 'Power station project under
of the past and get on with the job.
construction at present. 'is virtually on
I subscribe to the view that it does line with the completion of the first
not matter how fine the management 500.. megawatt station in the not-toostructure is on paper and how sophisti- distant future. When the economy recated and well researched it is, because, covers-I hope in 1984 or 1985when the final analysis is made. the further advancement wiU be made.
people within that management struc- That is one example of how Charles
ture ,make or break the organization. Trethowan and his staffappIied themThat is the real issue and the direction selves to the necessary management
in which one should turn one's mind. development.
If the -people involved in the future
I am concerned about some elements
management of the commission have
a firm commitment and are -prepared of the BiU. but I wish the corn-mission
to listen to other advice and accept and the Government well in its new
the direction of the Government, with- approach. I am sure that in another
out being blinded by political prejudice, decade the commission will he able to
I am sure the -commission will enter report exceUent progress to Parliament
a new successful era which will build and that, despite the enormous finanupon the fine performance it has shown cial difficulties. that wiJI be its greatest
challenge in the next decade. It will
in past years.
develop the energy resources of the
A need for management change State appropriately. I wish the commisexists in the 'comm-ission. When I was sion well and hope the Bill will assist
the Minister responsible for the com- it in its endeavours.
mission, I supported it in seeking the
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)best available advice in the world about
As
the Minister indicated in his secorganizing the management structure
of the commission. At that time, I ond-reading speech, this is the first
recommended to the Governor in Coun- time in 60 years of the existence
cil the 'appointment of American con- of the State Electricity Commission
sultants who were regarded as the that a major change has taken place
most knowled·geable and experienced in its management structure. The Bill
authorities in the field of energy utility is designed to give effect to the Govmanagement. The consultants were em-ment's ideas on how that structure
asked to examine various 'aspects of will change.
I noted the comments of the honthe commission's structure and to introduce appropriate new management ourable member for 'Benambra. and his
conclpding remarks demonstrated a
techniques.
Mr LiebermCl"-
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degree of confidence about the out<:ome with the job, and secondly, to perfonn
of those changes. I shall refer to the the job in the way in which the popubackground of the commission and the lation would like it to be done.
m,anagement structure which existed
There are two conflicting issues and it
w,hen the com'mission was first created. is up to Parliament 'and the community
It is widely accepted, not 'only with- at large to decide where the line lies
in Victoria, but also around the world between those two extremes. I believe
that, :in the initial stages of the forma- the system as it operated in past days
tion of the commission, the State Gov- provided the opportunity for outstandernment of the day made 'a wise de- ing personalities, such as Sir John Moncision in the choice of Sir John IMonash ash, to make their mark on the comas the chairman of the commission at munity. With the trends evident today
the same opportunity is not available
its inception.
for people of outstanding capacity and
Sir John Monash enloyed a success- qualities to make the same impact on
ful ;military career during the first the community. Perhaps society is the
world war. He gained considerable ex- poorer for that.
perience in having to back his own
The Bill is interesting as it develops
judgment, make his own decisions
and ensure that his 'instructions were this new type of m,anagement structure
carried out. He was his own man in and puts into effect a question that has
become somewhat of a red herring in
every respect.
recent times, and probably more parI sometimes wonder whether the ticularly in the past couple of years
commission would ever have developed since the advent of the Public Bodies
to the stage it has over the years if it Review Committee. In making its inhad not been for the firm, positive and quiries into public bodies, the commitinspired leadershit> provided in its
early days. Over the years this State tee was asked to examine whether the
has acknowledged that Sir John Mon- objectives of public bodies were worthy
ash was an outstanding 'Citizen. not of pursuing in contemporary society.
only in Victoria but also in Australia. In that situation the question of the
The com'mission todav stands as a objects of public bodies and how they
monument to the wonderful ,work per- should be expressed ,arises. It is interesting to note that the present Minformed by Sir John 'Monash.
ister for Minerals and Energy, who is
In some cases, he was a dictator responsible for this legislation, directed
when trying to get the commission off
the ground. Honourable members must attention to his extremely strong views
ask the question: How far can we go--- on the establishment of objectives for
in the light of additional costs-in try- public bodies when he was a member
ing tom'ake the process more demo- of the committee. He is on record as
cratic? How much will this increase the saying:
economic problems of today? ObviousThe reason that this list of specific objectives
ly, it is far more economical in the short is so important is that without it we cannot
and long term f'Or one individual to measure the efficiency and effectiveness of the
make decisions and put them into effect. organization ... I do not see how in any hiscontext the Commission can measure
If a leader is continuaUy looking over torical
the effectiveness of its own organization withhis shoulder and seeking advice and sup- out having a list of goals and standards by
port from other people, obviously this which to study itself.
will lead toO a slower and more expensive The commission referred to was the
process.
Water CommiSSion, but the same basic
I do not suggest that that is not a question is one that the State Electricity
desirable process; I simply suggest that, Commission will also have to answer in
somewhere along the line, one must due course. Given the Minister's exwork out a balance between the two pressed views at that time on the obdesirable objectives, firstly, to get on jectives of public bodies and the State
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Electricity Commission and the fact
that the research officer of the Public
Bodies Review Committee at the time
is now the permanent head of the Minister's department, this Bill provides a
vehicle for those two .gentlemen in particular to express themselves in legislative form on the objectives of public
bodies and the State Electricity Commission.
I direct the attention of the House to
the reference made in the Bill to the
objectives of the State Electricity Commission. I would have thought that in
stating objectives at least the statement would be objective. Clause 4 of
the Bill provides the Minister's and
department's concept of a model public
body. It is interesting to note that
we have not yet been able to ascertain exactly who should be responsible
for determining the objectives of a public body, but my view is that they
should be established and stated by this
House.
It is an absurd notion to suggest that
ParHament should set up a public body
and expect it. to state what the objectives of its existence may be. Proposed
new section 12, as contained in clause
4, states:

and working out what they are supposed to do. I shall continue to quote
the objectives outlined in clause 4. The
next one states:

( 1) Subject to the Minister the Commission
shall administer this Act.
(2) In carrying out its responsibilities the
Commission shall as far as is -practicable operate as a public utility, ..

I have not been able to find a definition
of public utility, but I suppose the commission knows what it is.
and shall also achieve the following objectives:
(a) Operation in accordance with criteria,
established from tUne to time by the Minister,
with respect to efficiency, economy, safety and
reliability;

I suggest that if the Minister is able
to ascertain the criteria, he should have
included them in the Bill in the first
place. The objectives of the State Electricity Commission should surely be
long-term, continuing objectives. There
could be modifications of a more or
less operational nature or minor modifications from time to time. I suggest
that it is difficult to understand how
these objectives are supposed to be
put into effect for the people who have
the job of implementing the legislation
Mr B. J. Evans

(b) Efficient use of the State's natural resources in the production of electricity (including its production by co-generation) and the
substitution of more plentiful or renewable resources for less plentiful resources;

The honourable member for Narracan,
by way of interjection, asks what that
means. Frankly, I think they are meaningless words. Surely, the objective is
a clearly stated and concise objective
and not some vague proposition open
to wide-ranging interpretation. The next
objective states:
(c) The establishment of a working environment which is sa,fe and satisfying, and with
conditions of employment consistent with government policy;

I suppose that is fair enough. One expects the working environment to be
safe, but to whom is it to be satisfying?
Who is the final judge on whether the
terms of employment are satisfactory?
If they are to be satisfactory to the
employees, why does it not state that
in the Bill?
If the Government sets objectives,
they need to be positive and clearly
understood by anybody giving consideration to them. Further in the Bill,
the commission is called upon to establish measures by which the performance
of the various objectives may be judged.
The State Electricity Commission will
set up a completely new section to try
to work out what the objectives mean
and to try to establish measures by
which their performance can be judged
in the course of time to determine how
the commission is managing to achieve
the objectives. This will be another field
day for people with an academic
approach to the matter. The people
who try to get work done, producing,
distributing and delivering to customers,
will be completely frustrated. It will be
interesting to note what legal status
the objectives may have in the future.
Will it be possible for somebody to
t~ke legal action against the State Electricity Commission because some action
·it has taken is outside the objectives
stated in the Bill or that some action
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that it should have taken has not been
taken in accordance with the objectives
that have been established?
It is an interesting point to contemplate and. for the life of me, I cannot
~ee what is the real purpose of the
prnoosaJ. For examole, it was a stated
policv of the Government for the commission a few years ago that it was
an nbiective to have all households in
Victoria connected to electric DOwer.
Anoroximately 95 ner cent to 98 per
cent have been achieved and that is a
very good objective. The commission
is to be congratulated.
The obiective would be to ensure
the continuity of electric DOwer supplies
to all customers and to ensure that at
best the orices are in accordance with
production and environmental reQuirements. Another proposal that should be
included in· the obiectives is to maintain the policy . of uniform tariffs
throughout· the State and I foreshadow
that I will move an amendment during
the Committee stage to write that into
the objectives of the commission.
I am worried when I hear comments
bv the Minister that a subsidy of $90
million a year is given to country
oeople. The same argument was
brought forward by the former Minister. the former honourable member
for Narracan, that country Victoria
was subsidized to the tune of $80 million to $90 million a year. The basis
of the argument is that, because of
uniform tariffs which apply throughout
the State and which have existed for
some twelve years, there is a crosssubsidiza tion between the metropolitan
and country areas.
There is a great fear throughout
rural areas that the commission may
turn the clock back and return to
differential tariffs between the country
and the city. In those circumstances,
there was the extraordinary situation
where a homeowner looking into the
Yallourn open cut paid more for power
than did a person in Melbourne. I have
raised this question on many occasions.
I would welcome comments from the
honourable member for Morwell on the
uniformity of tariffs and whether the

commission should revert to the differential rate between the country and
the city.
If the honourable member for Morwell agrees that the commission should
revert to those days. she would be
suggesting that the people in the electorate that she reoresents-almost 100
per cent of them can see three or four
power stations about them-should nay
more for electric power in order that
a farmer in the Mallee should not pay
so much and that the people in the
country should share the costs of distribution of electric power throughout
the country. They have two things in
common-they are citizens of Victoria
and they are country residents. Because
they are living in the country. they are
expected to subsidize one another.
I do not believe the voters in the
Morwell electorate have any more
responsibilitv to ensure that DOwer is
sold more cheaplv in the Mallee or in
East Gioosland than any voter in the
City of Melbourne and I hope the honourable member for MorwelI will agree
with that point of view. The writing
is on the wall because so many comments have been made recently about
the so-called subsidy to rural people.
The honourable member for Morwell
and honourable members representing
other country electorates-the honourable members for Bendigo. Narracan,
Gisbome. and so on-will have the
opportunity of putting their votes
where their mouths are and saying
whether thev will continue to suoport
the application of uniform tariffs in
Victoria.
Mr Miller-It is not uniform now,
whether industrial or domestic.
Mr B. J. EVANS-It is not appropriate that I should give the honourable member for Prahran a lesson in
the background to State Electricity
Commission tariffs but I hope he understands the definition of uniform tariff
and knows what it means. If not, I
shall talk about it to him later.
I have stated a few misgivings on
the proposed legislation. The Government may well rue the provisions of
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the Bill because it is very clear that
far more responsibility than has
occurred in the past rests on the
shoulders of the Minister. When the
new commission is established and the
management structure is under way and
anything goes wrong with the commission, it is on the Minister's shoulders
alone. That is where the responsibility
'should be because too often in the past
Ministers have tried to duck responsibility by saying that the commission
is at fault.

all this argument and delay is taking
place, the costs of building the power
stations are escalating and the population wonders. why State ElectricUy
Commission bills are increasing so
rapidly.
There was a great deal of merit in
the system adopted for the establishment of the State Electricity Commission 60 years ago, when there was
firm, positive decision-making by people
whose judgments could be trusted and
in whom the whole community had
confidence. In the long term, that may
have been the best way to operate in
the interests of the people of Victoria.
Mr KENNETI (Leader of the Opposition)-I join with the honourable members for Benambra and Gippsland East
in commenting on the introduction of
a major piece of legislation to restructure the State Electricity Commission,
which is by far one of the most important authorities in Victoria, both at
present 'and based on past performance
in terms of what it has supplied to
the State and the role it is going to
play in the future.
This measure reflects much of what
the Government was talking about before the election of 3 April. Members
of the Labor Party said many times
that, if they won the elections, they
would restructure the State Electricity
Commission. The Opposition goes along
with the Government's right to implement these sorts of changes. Before
talking about the Bill I shall make
some general comments on the work
that has been done by the State Electricity Commission for many years.
Unfortunately, the good work and service provided over many years by the
commission to the people of Victoria
has been clouded in recent years because the commission, as a trader 'and
a provider of energy sources, has,
like many other organizations in this
State, in AUSirali~ and throughout the
world, been caught up in problems of
tightening liquidity, high interest rates
and industrial relations.
Unfortunately, the attention that has
been poured on to the State Electricity
Commission has taken much of the

Repeatedly, the Bill throws the onus
of decision making entirely on to the
Minister for Minerals and Energy. He
must set the guidelines, the objectives
and the responsibility and the commission must answer to him in every
respect and in every judgment that is
made. Perhaps it is in the best Westminster tradition. However, it may
bring in its train a degree of uncertainty, a lack of positive decision
making and further delays and frustrations with the very important business
of the commission in generating and
distributing electric power.
Over the past ten years, one of the
great frustrations that the commission
has experienced has been the indecision
created by a demand for exhaustive
environmental studies. To my knowledge, no major project proposed by
the commission has been changed. The
only effect of these very expensive and
time-consuming environmental studies
is that people designing and planning
these power stations which are so vital
to the future have to justify every
thought going through their minds in
the course of planning the projects.
They may examine any number of
alternatives. Anyone in planning does
that. A decision is made on the best
available project under the circumstances taking into account all those
circumstances.
Since the advent of environmental
studies, all the thoughts that go
through his mind have to be written
down. He has to give reasons for every
decision he makes, and it opens up
argument as to why he made one decision and did not make another. While
Mr B. J. Evans
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gleam away from the good works it
~as. carried out. '!'.e often forget how
It IS easy to criticize, and the mud
tends to stick. Excellent work has been
carried out by the corn-mission and its
22 000 employees on behalf of Victorian~ over the years. Regrettably, any
authority or Government department,
but m?re particularly an independent
authority, comes in for more criticism
in the political arena than do other
industries, businesses and Government
authorities. In the past two or three
years the commission has come in for
more than its fair share of criticism
by the present Government when it
was in opposition and, I shall be quite
hone~t, by the Liberal Party when it
was ID Government, because it went
on the defensive too often instead of
standing up to defend and promote
th~ ~orks of .the State Electricity Commission. ParlIament is to a substantial
degree responsible for many of the
problems that have confronted the commission in recent years because it has
been too prepared to apportion blame
to the commission and not work constructively as a Government or an
Opposition to ensure that the commission's position was fully supported and,
where necessary, to allow it to carry
on with its development programme.
I take up the point made by the
honourable member for Gippsland East
about Ministerial responsibility. I support the attention given in this Bill
to the State Electricity Commission and
to other authorities, obviously not in
this measure, or Government departments, being the responsibility of the
Minister concerned. I do not believe,
under the system of the Westminster
tradition that has been adopted in this
country, that it is right for any Government or any Minister to do anything
but. ~~cept full responsibility for the
actIVItIes of an authority or department. In the past these authorities have
been established -and at times it has
been advantageous for political reasons
for Ministers to divorce themselves
from the activities of those authorities
and departments, and particularly to
distance themselves from them in times
of difficulty or when they are under
challenge.
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Mr Kirkwood-What do you believe?
Mr KENNETI-I believe what I am

trying to express, that Ministerial responsibility, be it for departments or
authorities, has to be the only method
of operation, as I see it, to ensure that
these sorts of authorities perform in
a way that reflects Government policy.
The Bill is a good piece of drafting
in that it squarely returns the responsibility for the direction and development
of the State Electricity Commission to
the Minister. No one in his right mind
in this State could be other than proud
of the work that the commission has
done over the past few decades. The
community is exceedingly well serviced
~ith power and energy generally. It
IS not easy to plan ahead the sorts
of projects in which the State Electricity Commission has been involved
that necessitate high capital expenditure an~ development over a long time
a.nd which have been subject in recent
times to tremendous fluctuations in interest rates, industrial relations and so
on. Given all the difficulties and shortterm problems that have occurred from
time to time, there is no doubt that if
one looks at the performance of theState Electricity Commission one sees
that not only Parliament but also the
people of Victoria owe the commission
a great debt of gratitude for providing
a service as 'it has done.
Much of that development in recent
years has taken place under the leadership of Charles Trethowan. He has had
to bear the brunt of the criticism I
mentioned earlier, particularly arising
from this Chamber and the other place.
He was under considerable pressure,
not only from the Opposition of the
day, the Labor Party, but, as I said,
regrettably from time to time also
under pressure because he was not
given as much support as he should
have been by the Government as the
head of both an authority and, importantly, of a Government instrumentality, trying to do the job -as he saw
fit in the long-term interests of the
State.
The honourable member for Gippsland East also spoke about the need
to maintain uniform tariffs, and I sup-
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port him on that matter. I am sorry
that the honourable member for Prahran had no conception of what he was
talking about when he made his inane
interjection. The State Electricity Commission is in a unique situation because
it has valuable assets, particularly the
known brown coal reserves, approximately 0·5 per cent of which are being
utilized.
Although I support the concept of
uniform tariffs I think the Government
should be looking seriously in the
future at two other ways in which
this asset can be used to encourage
new industries to come to Victoria,
provide addition'al jobs and ensure that
the industries here are encouraged to
grow. One way is to structure tariffs in
in"ustry that make its energy reserves
an asset and an attraction to industry
throughout Australia and overseas and
encourage others to inv·est in Victoria
and to provide jobs and security for
families and individuals.
In future. the Government must examine wavs and means of better utilizin~ Victoria's assets when introducing
prooosed legislation to ensure the
growth of the State. Victoria's best
assets are its energy reserves and I
trust the Government will quickly resolve the Alcoa situation. It seems that
the State is desperately in need of a
return to confidence in the decisionmaking process of Government. in the
business and industrial communities and
amongst the community generally,
which literally needs to witness economic growth before its eyes. Therefore,
the recommencement of the Alcoa project in Portland is extremely important.
I trust that the Bill and the approach
of the Premier and the Minister for
Minerals and Energy has led them to
quickly rectify the situation with Alcoa
of Australia Ltd to ensure the recommencement of that structure. So far as
I can see. the only thing holding up the
project is the cost of the supply of
power to the plant and, dependent on
the supply of electricity, Alcoa of Australia Ltd obtaining a partner to help
finance the project.

In answer to the interjection by the·
Premier, if that assumption is not correct, I ask the honourable gentleman
to clarify the situation later. It is incumbent on the Government of the day
to ensure that the project gets off the
ground quickly. All indicators, which
are based on the 1930s depression when
the big growth industry was steel, reveal that steel production dropped
heavily over a five-year period but, in
that period, it returned to a level of output that it had obtained before the depression commenced.
In Victoria now the growth industry
is, without a doubt, aluminium. If those
projects involved with aluminium extraction do not get off the ground
quickly then the likelihood is that the
Alcoa plant will not be built when there
is a return or resurgence in demand for
aluminium throughout the world, purely
and simply because the Government is
not ·able to arrive at a new pricing
formula with Alcoa.
In terms of a reassessment of Victoria's energy resources and the activities of the new Minister for Minerals
and Energy, the Government must examine brown coal reserves and decide
how they could be better utilized by
private enteTprise. If Victoria has considerable brown coal reserves, the use
of brown coal would not result ina
loss to the State but probably provide
'a tremendous financial and energy gain
if brown coal was able to be sold to
private enterprise to generate energy
needs and to meet the requirements
of the grid system. That would allow
for the storage of excess power or
energy during times when new industries are starting or the State needs
access to an excess supply of power.
The State Electricity Commission, as
I said earlier, is comprised of administrators-the chairmoan and, perhaps
more importantly than the three new
board members, the contributions of the
staff of the comr:nission. Originally there
were four board members but due to
the failure to replace one board member whose term had expired, there are
now three board members. The commission is an extremely large organization and each and every one of its

Mr Kennett
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workers is part of a large family. It
is one of the few organizations where
there is tremendous morale and mutual
respect for each other and pride in
work carried out to meet the demands
of the community.
I have witnessed a morale of this
type in only one other activity in which
I have been involved in my life, and
that was in the Victoria Police Force.
It is not the norm in Government circles
for morale to be high among the broad
base of its employees. No doubt there
has been an extremely high morale
among men and women empl~yed by
the State Electricity Commission.
I wish the Government the very best
with the Bill and the changes that have
been made by it, as well as the best
of fortune in being able to try to
achieve what the Government is aiming
for and to be able to supplement those
objectives with tremendous creativity
in management. The community will
lose the full-time services of Mr Charles
Trethowan. As the honourable member
for Gippsland East said, prior to the
elections the Labor Party promised to
remove Mr Charles Trethowan but, like
so many other things that happen. in
life, it is always easy to criticize but
when one takes office and is better
acquainted with the work carried out
by the personnel, one soon changes
one's mind. For instance, I notice the
Government was always intending to
abolish the Special Branch of the Police
Force but now, as I understand it, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services has examined the Special Branch
and recognizes the work that it carries
out.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Fogarty)
-Order! The honourable member
should return to the Bill.
Mr KENNETI-Mr Acting Speaker,
the point I am m'aking is relevant
because I am trying to point out
how in comments made prior to an election by an individual who does not have
or a body of men and women who do
not have the responsibility for administration, it is easy to attack a certain
person or body, but once one achieves
responsibility, things change very
quickly.

To the credit of the Government it
has not done anything in any way to
interfere with the fine work done by the
Special Branch and the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services has indicated that. The Minister for Minerals
and Energy must also be given credit
for at least retaining the services of
Mr Charles Trethowan, even if only
in a reduced capacity from full-time
chairman to part-time.
No one in Victoria could under-estimate the time, loyalty and dedic'ation
that Mr Charles Trethowan has devoted
to the State Electricity Commission
during the time he has served. I extend
that appreciation to the part-time commissioners and, in particular, the top
officers. It is always easy to introduce
new Bills but the Government has recently discovered that the introduction
of proposed legislation is only the beginning of meeting its responsibilities.
In recent months honourable members
have witnessed the Government fail
many times when it has introduced
measures in the House which have
either been dropped or dramatically
changed. The introduction of this. Bill
will totally restructure the -administration of the State Electricity Commission; that is the easiest part of changing and restructuring the commission in
which the Government can possibly be
involved.
The test of the ability. dedication, responsibility and creativity of not only
the Ministers but also the Government
will only begin when the measure
passes through this place. I trust that
at the end of the Government's remaining 833 days in office, it can look back
and say that it has done no worse with
the administration of the State Electricity Commission than prior to its achieving office. I hope the administration,
the achievements and the running of
the commission may be even better
than it is now. It i~ easy to wish for it
and strive for it, but it is entirely
different for 'a Government or a body
to achieve it.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
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Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.
Clause 3 (New Division 1 of Part I.)
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)New section 9E (1) states:
The Minister shall convene each year wi,thin
90 days of the tabling in Parliament' of the
Annual Report of the Commission,

I am not clear what that is intended to
achieve.
an annual general meeting of the Commission.
(2) At an annual general meeting convened
under sub-section (1)(a) senior officers of the Commission shaU
report to the Commission; and
(b) any person may ask a question of the
Commission concerning the Commission's policies and operations.

That seems to imply that that will be
a public meeting open to any person
who chooses to attend. I do not know
whether that is what is intended because there seems to be no interpretation in the Bill of what the words
"annual general meeting" mean.
So far as I am aware, the annual
general meeting of a public company
is confined to shareholders and the
annual general meeting of commodity
organizations is confined to the membership of the group. So far as I am
aware, the definition of "annual general
meeting" does not involve a meeting
that is open to the public. Therefore,
the question arises who is entitled to
attend the annual general meeting? Is
it intended to hold the meeting in the
Myer Music Bowl and if that is intended can all and sundry attend? If
that is the case, I suggest that it could
be to the disadvantage of the rural
communities because they obviously
do not have the opportunity to attend
the meeting in large numbers to express
a particular point of view.
Although it may, on the surface,
appear to be a democratic proposition,
surely the democratic system is put
into effect through the institution of
Parliament. If one is going to hold an
annual general meeting in the metropolitan area one is doing so apparently on the assumption that every
citizen of the State has an equal
opportunity to attend the meeting and
express an opinion. I suggest this proposition could have the opposite effect
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to a democratic process be use it
could leave the position 0 n for
extremists or pressure groups to succeed in impressing on the commission
or on the Government a point of view
that is not held by the majority of
people.
For example, if the Hydro Electric
Commission of Tasmania were to conduct an annual general meeting at this
time I wonder what the ~ffect would
be! Would the Government of Victoria
expect the Hydro Electric Commission
of Tasmania to do what the people of
Tasmania want it to do? It is a very
interesting point. I wonder whether
the Minister would comment on that
aspect or leave the Committee up in
the air as to what is meant by an
annual general meeting.
.I suggest that if the Hydro Electric
Commission of Tasmania held an
annual general meeting on the question
of the darning of the Franklin River
it would receive an extraordinarily
large degree of support for its proposal.
I suggest it would be a hairy sort of
meeting. I would like the Minister to
give some indication what is intended
by the term "annual general meeting".
Does the Minister really believe that
an annual general meeting can serve a
useful purpose? Is 'it any substitution
for the democratic rights of people who
elect members to represent them
throughout the State in a democratic
process and who surely have access to
the Minister, who has so much. authority under this measure? I cannot see
what is intended by the proposal. It
could be a dangerous proposition to
include in a Bill. I have reservations
about whether honourable members
should not oppose it. At this stage I
seek an explanation from the Minister.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts) -The honourable member for
Gippsland East is correct in his assumption that the annual general meeting
'envisaged in clause 3 is in fact an
open public meeting which any citizen,
or consumer of electricity in the State
is entitled to attend and where he can
take the opportunity of asking any
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questions about the practices and
policies 'of the State Electricity Commission which he may care to raise.
This is not a substitute for representative democracy as it is practised
through the Parliament; it is a suppleTnp.nt. Admittedly it is not a perfect
form of democracy, but there are few
forms of dem'Ocracv which are indeed
oerfect. We move forward slowly and
I suggest to the honourable member
for Gippsland East that the institution
of an annual general meeting-a Dubiic
general meeting-for a major utility is
in fact a step forward in the right
direction for the ordinary citizen of
this State who will be able to place
himself in a position to be better informed about that institution which has
a major role to play in determining
his quality of life as well as the
economic well-being of this State of
which he is a citizen.
The dause was agreed to.
Clause 4 (Objectives)
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)I move:

One wonders how the arithmetic has
been arrived at to demonstrate that
the cost of distributing electric power
to country 'areas is higher than the
cost of distributing electric power to
metropolitan areas.
Most country communities now have
electric power. However, those communities obtained electric power by
lending sufficient money to the State
Electric'ity Commission to cover the
installation cost of power lines to connect those ·com·munities to .the State'·s
power system. An individual who wants
to 'construct a house on land that is
situated beyond the end 'Of the power
line has to pay the commission the
estima ted cost of installing the power
line to the property. I cite the example
of onec'ase where a person wanted to
construct a .house at the end of the
power line and was informed that he
would have to pay the commission
$18 000 to connect his property to
electric power. I will be most interested
to hear the Minister for the Arts explain
the rea'soning behind the imposition
of that cost.
If the rural communities ,paid for
the cost of installation of electric power,
why does it cost more to transmit the,
electric power to the rural communities? The matter evokes ,much worry
and trouble 'amongst country people.
Another example is where an individual
may pay the full cost of the extension of
electric power to his property but that
person would have no 'means of
gauging whether or not the comm'ission
has used efficient means to construct
the power lines because there is no
competition for the ·com·mission. That
person either pays the commission or
he goes without electric power.
Another example is the case' of a
person who has paid the total oost for
the extension of electric power to his
property and people purchase land
situated along the, extension of the
power line for which that :person has
paid. Those persons are charged no
additional 'Cost to have the electric
power connected to their properties.
The first person who ,pays to have
electric power lines extended has t()
bear the full cost.

Clause 4. page 8, line 14, after cCGovemment
of Victoria" insert ccincluding the charging of
uniform tariffs throughout the State".

As I indicated in my remarks during
the second-reading debate, I am very
concerned about the ambiguity regarding what I would have thought should
have been very clear, concise and posi.
tive objectives designated in this
measure. I believe any person trying
to analyse what is really meant will
soon see that they can put almost any
interpretation they like on the objectives stated in clause 4.
If the Committee agrees to the
amendment I have moved, at least one
aspect of the objectives of the State
Electricity Commission will be dear,
concise and positive and there will be
no room for argument 'or disagreement
about whether the commission is to
maintain-I emphasize the word ccmaintainn-its policy of charging uniform
tariffs throughout the State.
One of the things people in rural
areas find difficult to understand is
how the commission does its arithmetic. How the arithmetic is done
and who does it affects the outcome.
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It has been alleged that country they lived, a supply of electric' power
people have the cost of their electric based on an efficient supply operation
power subsidized by people who live and at the lowest possible price. Hence,
in the metropolitan area. That sugges- electical reticulation is available in Victron should be scotched. Although the toria to approximately 96 per cent of
Government has objected to any sug- Victorians, which is not a bad achievegestion that consu.mers of electricity -ment for a young State, considering the
in the metropolitan area should sub- terrain and other difficulties associated
sidize the cost of the provision of with supplying electric power.
electricity to country 'areas, it has not
The Liberal Party strongly believes
objected to country people subsidizing
the cost of installation of electric pOwer that the balanced development of Viclines to other country pea·ple. Where toria and indeed the nation must be
is the logic? Having paid fnr the cost based on the provision of incentives
of the installation of power lines, stimulated through the provision of
why does it cost country peoole more electric power, roads, health and edufor the distribution of electric power cational facilities and the suoply of
in country areas? Although heat losses water 'and sewerage services. The opand so on occur along transmiSSIon timum delivery of these services has
lines situated in country areas, they not yet been achieved and it would
do not represent the dimensions that take a lot longer to achieve the proviare used in the argument that the cost -sion of all those services for all Vicof electric power is subsidized in rural torians, but that has been the objectareas. If that argument were correct, ive of the Liberal Party.
the cost of electric power 'should be
The Liberal Party has also adopted
cheaper for people who live in the the view that, in charging for serLatrobe Valley than it is for people who vices through tariffs for electrical
live in the metropolitan area.
power and gas and other resources
Electric power is generated by re- such as educational services through
sources that belong to all Victorians and school fees payable for primary and
all Victorians should be entitled to obtain secondary school children, those
that electric power at a uniform price.
charges should be uniform so far as
Mr UEBERMAN (Benambra)-The possible for all Victorians irrespective
Opposition, when in government for of where they live.
27 years, worked hard to achieve the
development of Victoria's energy reIrrespective of where Victorians live,
sources and a safe and efficient power they work for 'a total community, that
supply for Victorians and, when avail- is, the State of Victoria and they work
able, the supplementation of that power for an improvement in the quality of
by natural gas. Indeed, in the past de- life. The Liberal Party is proud of the
cade in Victoria, former Liberal Gov- achievements that have been m'ade and
ernments were able, through their
power policies, to a'chieve a pro- which are due, in no small measure, to
gramme that provided 'approximately the .provision of uniform tariff pricing
80 per cent of Victorians with n,atural policies for electricity, gas and other
gas at metropolitan ,prices. That pro- essential services.
gramme was based on the concept of
The amendment moved by the honuniform tariffs.
ourable member for Gippsland East
The former Liberal Govern·ment can- transforms into words the policy of the
not entirely cla'im the credit for the Liberal Party for the past 27 years. I
provision of electrical reticulation am a little troubled 'about the actual
throughout the State. Prior to the 27 drafting of the 'amendment, but the
year period of Liberal rule, previous message is clear. The Opposition is
Governments, including Labor Govern- pleased to support the amendment bements, pursued the aim of achieving cause, if adopted, U will enshrine in
for all Victorians, irrespective' of where proposed legislation a successful policy
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of the Liberal Party in helping to provide these sorts of essential services
to all Victorians at uniform rates irrespective of where Victorians live.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)The Committee should not 'be under any
misapprehension about the policy pursued by the former Liberal Government. I remind the .honourable member for Benambra that in the past two
years residents of a small community
with a population of seventeen people
at Lindsay Point, situated in the northwest of the State, were faced with the
imposition of a surcharge on the consumption of electric power for the simple
reason that they lived in a remote outback area. It was only due to the
strenuous objections of members of the
National Party who represent that area
that the imposition of that surcharge
was not proceeded with. If that principle were established in the northwest of the State by the former Liberal Government, it would have soon
spread throuhout 'country areas and
the clock would have been turned back
fifteen years to the bad old days of
differential tariffs.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts)-The honourable member for
Gippsland East is well known as a
tireless champion of the rights of
country Victorians. I respect and understand what he is trying to achieve
with this proposed amendment, but I
suggest to him, with the best will in
the world, that this is not the way to
amend a piece of major legislation,
and that it may well be that the effect
of the form of the words proposed
to the Committee tonight would be
to impose a strait-jacket on the State
Electricity Commission, which would
have confining effects in areas far wider
than were in the mind of the honourable member for Gippsland East when
he proposed the amendment.
For that reason, I have a doubt
about the amendment, a doubt which
I believe is shared by the honourable member for Benambra, a doubt
wbich I believe he would back up with
his vote if he were on this side of
the House. Speaking for the portfolio
of Minerals and Energy, I believe the
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Government has no alternative but to
reject the amendment proposed by the
honourable member for Gippsland East.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I reiterate that the Liberal Party stands
ready in opposition, as it did in government, to achieve the policy of charging uniform tariffs for energy so far
as is possible in this State. Proposed
new section 12 (2) of the Bill states:
In carrying out its responsibilities the Commission shall as far as is 'practicable operate as
a public utility and shall also achieve the
following objective!3:

The amendment proposed by the honourable member for Gippsland East
enshrines the principle that the Liberal
Party achieved when in Governmentuniform tariffs. The principle is one
the Liberal Party would fight to preserve because it is one that works and
one that is equitable. It is a principle
in the best interests of Victorians. One
could argue all night about capital not
being available and where various
short-term policies may be required
on tariffs for one-off situations.
I remind the honourable member for'
Gippsland East that the Linds'ay Point
settlement was achieved because,
when representations were made on
that, the then Government accepted
that uniform tariffs should be preserved. Despite the difficulties in administration, that was the way it was
to be and that was the way it was.
The Opposition will continue to fight
for Victorians in respect to equitable
energy tariffs.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-I appreciate that the Minister indicated with all
the goodwill in the world that he would
like to have this type of amendment
achieved in the legislation. I point out
to the Committee that the proposed
amendment strengthens the social objectives of the State Electricity Commission and that is what the legislation
is attempting to do. Proposed new section 12 (3) states:
The Commission shall establish (in the case
of each objective) a measure by which the
achievement of that objective may be judged.

Unless it is spelt out clearly in the
legislation that uniform tariffs should
prevail throughout the State, surely
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there is no reason for the State Electricity Com·mission to establish a measure to check the development of that
objective. If the Minister is sincere in
what he said earlier about wishing to
have this type of amendment involved,
then surely he has the opportunity of
discussing it with Parliamentary Counsel 'and then concluding the debate at
a later stage. I suggest that the Minister reconsider his position and, if
possible, discuss it with his colleagues.
I suggest that the other place will be
meeting for another few hours yet and
honourable members in this place will
be waiting for it to finish its business.
Therefore, there is plenty of time to
·discuss new amendments.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-In view of the
attitude taken by the Minister, I hope
he takes up the suggestion of the honourable member for Mildura, that at
this stage he reports progress and dis~usses the matter with his colleagues
with a view to accepting the amendment because it sets out as a social
objective. It does not spell it out as
a specific requirement.
The National Party knows of no
reason why the Government should not
:accept that because it has been a
.generally-accepted principle in this
State over many years and has probably been one of the most import~nt
matters that has assis,ted the balance
of development in Victoria.
Without uniform tariffs, ·there are
many parts of this State, particularly
the more remote parts, that would
certainly have no development at all
because of the high costs incurred. The
National Party asks the Minister to
.accept the amendment or, alternatively,
to report progress for a brief time to
enable him to discuss the matter with
his colleague, the Minister for Minerals
and Energy in another place.
Mr McGRADI (Lowan)-I agree with
the amendment and point out to the
Minister for the Arts the importance
.of uniform electricity prices throughout
~ountry Victoria. Coming from a fairly
isolated area, I am aware tha~ many
years have gone by since many tOWD'ships had their own individual' power
plants. It was at that time that the

State Electricity Commission took over
the supply of electricity to the townships of country Victoria. I believe it
was on the understanding that there
would be some uniformity in prices
and that there would be a more economical supply of power to those communities.
As the honourable member for Rodney mentioned a moment ago, some
degree of decentralization has occurred
because of this. Perhaps the main
reason why decentraliz'ation has not
worked as effectively as it should have
is because there have not been uniform
prices in communications, transport and
liquefied petroleum gas.' All these things
have disadvantaged the concept of decentralization in country Victoria. The
metropolitan area of Victoria is
continuing to grow and the cost
of
providing services
for
that
enormous growth is becoming a
serious matter for the Government.
If positive action is taken to bring about
sensible ideas to produce all those types
of charges that are so necessary for
the provision of services of energy to
industry in country Victoria, there will
be a proper development of this State
as a whole and not simply isolated
development. I urge the Minister again
to consider the suggestion of the
National Party which, in good faith, the
honourable member for Gippsland East
has made in the amendment that he has
moved.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts) -Many weeks of consideration
have gone into defining the objectives
which are set out in the proposed legislation. I do not believe the Government
can responsibily vary these objectives
in the far-reaching way in which the
honourable member for Gippsland East
has suggested on the run even if the
procedure suggested by the Deputy
Leader of the National Party were to
be followed.
The honourable member for Benambra has misconstrued the clause in the
interpretation which he gave a few
moments ago and I shall read the
clause against to the honourable member
and invite him to follow it from the
text in front of him while I do so. In
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NOES
carrying out its responsibilities, "The
Mr Cain
Mr Newton
commission shall as far as is practicable
Miss Callister
Mr Norris
operate as a public utility and shall also
Mr
Cathie
Mr Pope
achieve the following objectives", which
Dr Coghill
Mr Remington
are named. cc As far as practicable"
Mr Crabb
Mr Rowe
refers to the operator as a public utility
Mr Culpin
Mr Seitz
Mr Ernst
Mr Sheehan
and the, "Shall also achieve the followMr Fogarty
(Ballarat South)
ing objectives" is mandatory.
Mr Fordham
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Gavin
Mr Simmonds
Mr HANN (Rodney)--I reject entirely
Mr Gray
Mr Simpson
the suggestion of the Minister for the
Mr Spyker
Mr Harrowfleld
Arts that the amendment has been put
Mr Hassett
Mr Stirling
MrHill
Mrs Toner
up on the run. The honourable gentleMr Hoekley
Dr Vaughan
man is saying that the Committee's sugMr Ihlein
Mr Walsh
gestions do not matter, that it is the
Mr Wilkes
Mr Kennedy
Government's deliberations on the Bill
Mr King
that is the only important factor and
Tellers:
Mr MeCuteheon
Mrs Ray
Mr Mathews
that Parliament has no relevance. The
Mr Miller
Mrs Setehes
Minister for the Arts has been trying
to say to members of this place that they
PAIRS
do not have the right to amend proposed
Mr Roper
Mr
Evans
legislation and the National Party
(Ballarat North)
rejects that.
Mr Jolly
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Smith
Mrs
Hill
Parliament is paramount and it does
have the right to move proposed amendThe clause was agreed to, as were the
ments. The Government does not have
remaining
clauses.
all the answers. In this instance, the honourable member for Gippsland East has
The Bill was reported to the House
shown that the Government certainly without amendment,
and
passed
does not have all the answers. The through its remaining stages.
amendment ought to be accepted.
BUSINESS OF mE HOUSE
The Committee divided on Mr Evans's
amendment (Mr Kirkwood in the chair) .
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I move:
Ayes ..
28
That the consideration of Orders of the Day,
Noes ..
39

Majority
against
amendment ..

the
11

AYES
Mr Austin
Mr MeNamara
Mr Brown
Mr Maclellan
Mr Burgin
Mrs Patrick
Mr Diekinson
Mr Rarnsay
Mr Ebery
Mr Reynolds
Mr Evans
Mr Riehardson
(Gippsland East)
Mr Saltmersh
Mr Hann
Mm Sibree
Mr Jasper
Mr Tanner
Mr Jona
Mr Templeton
Mr Kennett
Mr Whiting
Mr Leigh
Mr WilIiams
Mr Lieberman
Tellers:
Mr MeGrath
Mr Delzoppo
Mr MeKellar
Mr Wallaee
SES. 1982-3Y

Government Business, Nos. 13 to 15 be postponed until after Order of the Day, Government Business, No. 16.

The Government's proposal is to move
down as far as item 16 which will be
the last item to be completed during
this sessional period. Honourable members will note that that Bill has not
come from the Legislative Council and
it would be desirable that it be dealt
with first so that the Council can consider it, if it so wishes. .I therefore
propose that the House deal with that
item now and come back to the remaining items on the Notice Paper which
have come from the Legislative Council.
The motion was agreed to.
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MOTOR CAR
(GENERAL AMENDMENT) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 2) on the motion of Mr Mathews
(Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) for the second-reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-The Bill contains a number of amendments one of
which is to give officers of the Transport Regulation Board and the Country
Roads Board certain powers which until
this stage were not particularly clear.
It was difficult to enforce the provisions
of the Act in the courts in relation to
drivers accused of overloading heavy
vehicles. The stage had been reached
where it was necessary to make certain
amendments to ensure that officers of
the Transport Regulation Board and the
Country Roads Board could effectively
carry out prosecutions under the Act.
The Bill will also enable those officers to impound vehicles. At present
the drivers of the overloaded vehicles,
if they are found to be asleep in the
trucks can claim that they were not
in charge of the vehicles and can thus
avoid prosecution.
Probably one of the most important
facets of this measure is the introduction of 'a new system of testing drink
drivers. An electronic preliminary
breath testing device is now available
and will be far more efficient than the
puff bag previously used. I understand
this new testing equipment which is
used in' Queensland, South Australia and
Tasmania gives a digital read-out and
is more effective and less costly than
the method used at present.
There is no doubt that Victoria has
led the Commonwealth in a number of
policy areas involving drink driving.
It is sometimes considered that when
the individual motorist is subject to
on-the-spot alcohol tests that affects the
rights of individuals. At the same time,
I do not believe it is the right of the
individual to drive on the road when
affected by alcohol because in many
cases drivers who drink alcohol subject other road users to major injuries
and even death.

Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill
Up until November this year 7000
people had lost their licences in Victoria because they had a blood alcohol
content of over ·05 per cent. The holiday period is about to begin so it is
very important to ensure that every
person who uses the road in Victoria
can drive safely.
For many years the poliCies formulated by the Victorian Liberal Government substantially decreased the road
toll. One of the main factors responsible
for the road toll is the 'alcohol and drug
problems. I understand that 73·7 per
cent of drivers killed on the roads on
Friday and Saturday nights had a blood
alcohol content of over ·05 per cent.
Of motorists charged with drink driving offences, the average blood alcohol
content was ·14 per cent, which is nearly
three times the permissible limit. That
is a sad reflection of attitudes to drink
driving in Victoria. Over 40 per cent of
motorists booked for drink driving were
under 25 years of age and that age group
comprises 25 per cent of the licensed
drivers in Victoria. The police should
be assisted in ensuring that the general
public acts in a responsible manner
when travelling on our roads.
The Opposition supports the Bill in
the belief that it will be advantageous
to the community. Even although the
penalties for over-loading vehicles have
increased substantially one must realize
that any major overloading of vehicles
is not in the best interests of the taxpayers of Victoria as it affects the conditions of our roads, even though Victoria's roads are good when compared
with other States. The Opposition 'is
happy to support the amendment to the
principal Act and wishes the Bill a
speedy passage.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)This Bill is designed to do a number of
completely unrelated things so far as
the Motor Car Act is concerned. The
first provision deals with the question of
the overloading of vehicles. Apparently
there have been problems over the
years in ensuring that drivers of commercial goods vehicles get their vehicles
to a position where they can be
weighed.

Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill
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I understand that the Bill abolishes
the provisions for weight by measure.
There was a noticeable absence 'in the
Minister's second-reading speech of any
reference to discussions with the industry about implementing these proposals.
One wonders whether the often referred to question of discussion and
consultation that the Government prides
itself in has occurred on this occasion
because it seems to me that the road
transport industry is very much an industry that has restrictions and requirements imposed upon it rather than
making any real contribution towards
the discussions and the arrangements
that can be made.
In recent years road transport operators have been inclined to take the law
into their own hands on a few occasions. More often than not, that arose
out of the frustrations they felt in the
general atmosphere of regulation under
which they operate rather thana specific question that arose at the time.
Let me discuss the question of overloading of vehicles. It is easy enough
for the average person to think that a
truck driver can load his truck to the
correct weight. In most cases cartons
that have the weight and contents
marked on them are loaded on the truck
so there should be no problem about
overloading the vehicle. If the vehicle
is overloaded it is the fault of the driver.
In the timber industry, when logs are
loaded on to the vehicle the driver has
very little real control over the actual
weight of the load. If he is going to
operate economically he has to carry
as large a load as is permissible, and
yet the one additional log that may
be necessary to make his operation a
profitable one may well put the vehicle
over the permissible weight. The driver
cannot carry weighing equipment and
in fact does not even load the truck
himself yet he is responsible if he is
caught driving a truck that is over the
permissible weight on the highway.
A similar problem can occur in many
other areas. For instance, a consignment of sheep may set off in dry
weather and, after heavy rain, the
weight of the sheep will be increased

and overloading problems could result.
This is hardly the fault of the driver.
As the honourable member for Polwarth
interjects, in the current drought, that
is hardly likely to be a problem. However, it could be a problem in the
future. It is unfair that a driver may
begin his journey within the legal limit
and, because of weather conditions,
find that his load is excessive. In this
instance, more understanding and consideration needs to be applied to the
problem.
Mr Ebery-It needs common sense.
Mr B. J. EVANS-That is true. People
inexperienced in the field might say,
"You should be able to put goods on
a truck and make sure they conform
to the correct weight specifications".
I suppose some truck drivers in this
situation have tried to avoid being
weighed. Many other reasons exist for
overloading. Many truck drivers risk
overloading because of the financial
problems they have to confront. Many
drivers have large investments in their
rigs and, with the economic decline,
they are willing to risk overloading
because of the threat of bankruptcy
and the loss of their partly paid-for
assets. Occasionally, truck drivers are
hit by increases in fuel prices. All these
problems add up to make the job of
a truck driver difficult.
Recently, a somewhat more sympathetic attitude has developed towards
the truckie because he has become a
bit of a folk hero. I hope that attitude
of mind may pervade the Government's
thinking and allow it to apply more
common sense to this important industry.
Mr Jasper-Mr Speaker, there is not
a quorum present.
A quorum was formed.
Mr B. J. EVANS-In short, the Bill
provides for enforcement officers to
weigh a vehicle at a weighing station.
If the vehicle is overweight, the officers
will take the necessary proceedings.
A further provision concerns the complex problem of the suspension of
probationary driving licences where a
driver may have both a motor cycle
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and motor car driving licence. The
National Party supports that provision.
For some time an anomaly has existed
in the Act and it makes sense not to
remove a car driving Ucence if a person
has broken a minor rule as a probationary motor bike driver.
The National Party agrees that, if a
driver is convicted of a drink driving
offence, all licences should be at stake.
I have argued that there ought to be
more flexibility about the cancellation
of driving licences, no matter what
the circumstances. It is a far bigger
penalty for someone who earns a
living driving a motor vehicle to have
his or her licence cancelled. The only
argument which has ever been put in
defence of that proposition is that, if
a person earns his living by driving a
motor vehicle, he ought to be more
careful. That is a pious argument.
The honourable member for Noble
Park, who seeks to interject, may not
be aware that, if a person loses his
licence to drive a motor car, he also
loses his licence to drive a tractor.
This penalty cannot be placed in the
same category as that for a person who
merely drives a vehicle for pleasure.
It is a different penalty for a person
who knows he or she has only to catch
a train, tram or bus to travel to work.
A person who depends on a driving
licence for his job, faces the possibility
of losing his job if' he loses his licence.
A further provision of the Bill contains extraordinary wording. The Bill
refers to a motor car which has been
left standing but moves of its own
accord. I did not know a motor car
could have an accord, except a Honda,
of course! Only animate objects can
make conscious decisions to do something. I do not think even a Honda is
in that situation! There must be a more
appropriate w'Ord, although it does not
spring to mind. An inanimate object
cannot have an accord 'Of its own.
The other provisions of the Bill are
reasonable. In all cases, the measures
are designed to prevent people avoiding
their liability acc'Ording t'O the law. The
Bill does not· create any new penalty
'Or change the amount of any penalty
for any offence.
Mr B. J. Evans

Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill
The provISions of the Bill are
designed t'O allow officers, charged with
enforcing the law, more scope to carry
out their resoonsibilities. The National
Party supports the Bill and hopes the
people charged with administering its
provisions d'O so, in the instances to
which I referred, with understanding
and flexibility, particularly with respect
to the trucking industry.
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-I support my colleague, the honourable
member for Midlands and draw the
attention of the Minister to some provisions in the Bill. Firstly, the BiU
proposes increased penaltie's for overloading, according t'O the mass and
dimension for heavy vehicles.
I wonder whether the Minister has
given any thought to the situation that
exists on the South Australian bOrder
where heavy vehicles carrying grain
into South Australia and Victoriathey will not be carrying much this
year-are allowed under South Australian regulations to overload up to
40 per cent because the South Australian authorities realize that with
pressure on farmers to get harvests in
as quickly as possible, bearing in mind
that they might be damaged by rain,
the regulations are waived and a
special exemption is made for grain
trucks. Trucks may be loaded in South
Australia and legally be 40 per cent
over the limit. When those trucks cross
the border into Vict'Oria, they will
be carrying illegal loads. I anticipate
that problems may arise and I would
like the. Minister to consider the South
Australian legislation before the Bill
goes to the other place.
The other point I raise is that, although increased penalties have been
set for overloading of vehicles because
of the damage they do to roads, there
is a problem that over-zealous officers
could persecute drivers of heavy
vehicles. I have seen this happen in
the past and I wonder. whether the
Minister may have a word to say on
that point in briefing his 'Officers.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-I raise
one point for the attenti'On of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
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relating to the fact that I have come by the honourable member for Narrato understand that Victoria is the only can and I assure the honourable memState, not only in this nation but also ber for Westernport that the submisin the world, that requires front number sions of the Motorcycle Riders Assoplates to be in position on motor ciation are receiving consideration by
cycles. Parts of this Bill cover the the Government, along with the many
fact that motor cycles are involved other aspects of road control ·that are
from time to time and I understand constantly before the Government in
the matter has been brought to the the interests of achieving increased
Minister's attention and possibly the safety for Victorians on the roads.
Government is considering the situThe motion was agreed to.
ation.
The Bill was read a second time,
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. and passed through its remaining
Edmunds)-Order! Will the honourable stages.
member inform the Chair under what
clause of the Bill this matter is brought
RIVER MURRAY WATERS BILL
forward?
The
debate (adjourned from DecemMr BROWN-It relates to proposed
ber
9)
on the motion of Mr Simpson
new section 80 contained in clause 7 (Minister
of Public Works) for the
on p'age 5 of the Bill. I refer to the
second
reading
of this Bill was reinsertion of the sub-section that states:
sumed.
Where a motor car has been left standing on
Mr BROWN (Westernport) - This
any highway and moves of its own accord from
the position in which it was left and is involved measure relates to an important step
in an accidentfor the Commonwealth Government
The motor vehicle must be identified, and State Governments of Victoria, New
which is usually on the basis of giving South Wales and South Australia bethe model, if it is a car, or the number cause it deals with the River Murray.
plate asa descriptive item given to That river is well known to honourable
the police or tow truck operators in members in this Parliament and the
attendance.
other Parliaments I have mentioned.
This matter is of particular concern It is a life preserving river and has
to motor cyclists. The Motorcycle invaluable resources from the point of
Riders' Association in Victoria is steadi- view of supplying food, not only for
ly gaining the respect of the com- this State, but also for the nation. The
munity, including the respect and first agreement dealing with the River
co-operation of the Police Force. The Murray was ratified in 1915 and dealt
association raised the matter for the mainly with navigation and irrigation.
attention of the Government when Since that time, community concern
it was in opposition. I ask the Minister has increasingly emphasized quality of
to clarify whether it is the Govern- water in the River Murray. In the past
ment's intention not to require by legis- two decades, particularly, a change has
lation that front number plates be taken place in attitudes of communiaffixed to motor cycles as I understand ties, not only on the quality of water
is the situation in every other State in and ecology in general, but also on saliAustralia and every other country in the nity. In dealing with the River Murray
the most important and worrying aspect
world.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police is salini ty.
The Bill presented to this House
and Emergency Services)-I thank honourable members who have contributed ratifies an agreement dated 1 October
to the debate in an exemplary spirit 1982 which was signed by the Prime
of co-operation and harmony which, Minister and the Premiers of the States
fortunately for this State, character- I have mentioned. Consideration of
izes the attitude of Parliament to road what better management could be
safety and traffic control. I will take achieved for the River Murray was
into consideration the points raised begun in 1973. It is interesting to note
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that it has taken from 1973 to today
for the Bill to come before this House.
That is a long time and many worrying
aspects 'have 'arisen with salinity. Honourable members are aware that only
last week this House referred further
items to the Salinity Committee. One
of the items that the committee will
inquire into is:
The quantity of water available for use in
Northern Victoria and the quantities that are
expected to be available following the completion of Dartmouth Reservoir, including water(i) already allocated; and
(ii) available to be allocated.

The referral to the committee made another reference to the control of water
and the uses to which it should be
allocated. The 'areas for consideration
are salinity control; urban water supply; rural water supply for domestic
and stock use; industrial water supply;
irrigation; recreation, both active and
passive; 'and conservation of native
flora and fauna and migratory fauna.
It is evident that the River Murray involves more than just water flowing in
a river through more than one State.
People are de!)endent on this river for
their living.
The SPEAKER (the HoD. C. T.
Edmunds)-The time appointed by
Sessional Orders for me to interrupt
business has now arrived.
.
On the motion of Mr FORDHAM
(Minister of Education), the sitting
was continued.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-It is
imperative that the quality of the
water in the River Murray be kept at
an optimum level, not only for tourism
but also for those involved in the provision 'of food for this State and nation.
I understand that some difficulties
arose in relation to clause 29 of the
schedule, because one of the States,
not Victoria, took objection to. advising
the proposed commission of any proposal that that State may have in the
future that might affect the River
Murray.
Clause 29 (1) states:
Whenever a Contracting Government, or one
of its authorities, is considering any proposal
which may signiflcantly affect the flow, use,
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control or quality of any water under the control or supervision of the Commission, that Contracting Government shall, or shall ensure that
the authority shall, before deciding if the proposal shall ,proceed and at such a time as will
enable the Commission to assess the possible
effect of that proposal on the flow, use, control
or quality of that water and to make representations thereon to that Contracting Government
or that authority-

I, together with many honourable members. would be critical of the wording
of that clause. It could have been
expressed in clearer English. The intent
of clause 29. however, is one that the
House would SllPoort without reservation. It states that one of the Government signatories, or one of its authorities, that has proposals that will
affect the River Murray, should refer
them to the proposed commission for
its input. That is reasonable and I am
glad the objection of the State Government was ultimately overcome by inserting in clause 29 the words "si~ni
ficantly affect the now, use, control or
quality of any water".
I could go on at length, but the
honourable member for Benambra, who
is well known in his defence of the
River Murray, is in attendance and he
will be making a contribution to this
debate. He has served a considerable
time in this House, both as a senior
Minister of the former Government
and now as a shadow Minister in the
Opposition, and he continues to maintain his interest in the River Murray.
There is no member in this House more
knowledge on the River Murray than
the honourable member for Benambra.
There are other honourable members
of other parties who will want to make
a contribution to the debate, so I will
conclude by saying that anything the
commission can do to improve the
quality of water in that river will have
our support. The Opposition wholeheartedly supports this Bill, and the
agreement incorporated in it, and we
wish it a speedy passage.
~ JASPER (Murray Valley) - I
speak on behalf of the National Party
on this historic Bill that will be of
great advantage to the development of
the River Murray, and to the people
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who live along that river and utilize
the water and the many other aspects
that are connected with the river.
The second-reading notes develop
the background to the River Murray
Commission. The original agreement
came into force in 1915 between three
State Governments, South Australia,
New South Wales and Victoria, and
the Commonwealth Government. When
the original Bill was ratified in 1915 it
dealt with only two areas of the River
Murray, the irrigation and navigation
along the river and management objectives.

the end of 1982 to obtain agreement
and ratification for extension of the
areas controlled by the commission.
The problems relating to water
quality are identified in the secondreading notes and I will speak about
that a little later. There has been a
great deterioration in the water quality
of the river over the years. The construction and operation of weirs and
dams along the river have resulted in
an alteration of the flow of the river.
The old agreement was tied to a narrow
base of control. The powers of the
River Murray Commission were curtailed to river management objectives
and this restricted the operation of the
commission generally.
Over the period that the working party
has been in operation-since 1973there has been input from various organizations that have a great interest in the
River Murray and its development. For
instance, the Murray Valley League,
which many honourable members will
know has a great interest in the Murray
Valley region, has worked hard to obtain
changes to the concept of the River
Murray Commission and the actual works
that it can control in relation to
problems along the great river system.
I mention the excellent work that has
been done by one of the directors for
many years of the Murray Valley
League, the original director, Mr Vern
Lawrence. He pushed hard to see that
changes were made to the advantage of
the people who use the river system.
The present chairman, Mr John Oberon,
is very interested in the total development of the river, as is Mr John Proud,
the current director, who took over
from Vern Lawrence.
In the second-reading speech the Minister mentioned various organizations,
and one that I want to mention which
has made a significant input to
the working party is the Victorian Association for Research and Promotion
Organization, and the main person involved in tha t has been Mr Ernest
Jackson.
The River Murray Waters Agreement
is an important step forward in bringing
about changes to protect the river in

Over the years the River Murray
Commission has taken an active part
in other aspects of the river, but it has
not had the power to do much
about it under the Act. The 1915
Act, and subsequent amendments,
allowed the River Murray Commission
to have control over the flow of water
down the system and the control of
the flow below the Hume dam. This
has disadvantaged the River Murray
Commission in coming to grips with
the problems of this river.
Further agreements and amendments
have been made over the years concerning the River Murray Commission
and they have been related to the
original agreement that dealt with the
flow of water down the system, particularly for irrigation purposes, and
for the use of towns that draw water
from the River Murray, and also for
navigation. These agreements confirmed
the rights of the States to use the
water flows, particularly below the
Hume dam, and for irrigation purposes
in Victoria, New South Wales, and
further down into South Australia.
The only control the River Murray
Commission has on the upper reaches
of the River Murray is concerned with
the protection and care of the catchment area. In 1973, discussions were
initiated to make changes to the River
Murray Waters Act so that the commission could have greater control over
the river and the problems that
developed. A working party was established, but it has taken from 1973 to
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the interests of those who live along
it and gain benefit from it. I have in
the past canvassed in Parliament the
problems that have occurred with the
river and for the benefit of honourable
members I shall briefly mention some
of these matters again. My main interest in the River Murray is that it forms
the northern boundary of the electorate
I represent for more than 200 miles. It
would be much longer than that in
river miles. The Murray /Darling catchment area covers 414000 square miles,
which equals about one-seventh of the
total area of the coll'tinent of Australia,
so one can see the enormous economic
importance of this great river to the
development of Australia, not only in
primary production but in servicing the
people who live along the river and
providing them with essential water.
Over the years enormous problems
have developed, some of them because
of the changing nature of the river. The
installation of weirs along the river
and the provision of water for irrigation have caused a change in the flow
pattern of the river. In the past on
many occasions when the river would
usmilly have been low, the control of
the river, particularly from the Hume
weir. has caused it to flow at a higher
level and this has created difficulties.
At the end of the irrigation season
there is a rapid drop in the level of
the river, causing erosion 'and other
problems along the river.
Because of the deterioration in the
Quality of the water in the River
Murrav. many people regard it as an
unmaintained sewer. People who have
lived all their lives 'along the river say
that the quality of the water running
down the river has deteriorated.
It has been suggested that the water
flowing downstream to be supplied
to towns for drinking and other purposes should be replaced; that a concrete pipe should be placed along the
river to carry water instead of it being allowed to drift through the river
system resulting in loss 'as it moves
downstream. Many changes have been
suggested to overcome the problems
that have developed and to maintain
the river in better order so that it can
Mr Jasper
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effectively supply water to the cities
and towns that draw water from it and
to those who use its water for irrigation purposes.
It is -disappointing that _the limited
charter of the River Murray Commission has in the past made it difficult
to maintain over-all management procedures. I understand that unanimous
agreement is required between the three
States and the Federal Government before any changes can be made to the
agreement for the benefit of the river
and the people who use the water from
it.
Apart from that, approximately 30
Government departments in Victoria,
New South Wales, South Australia and
the Commonwealth have some input into what happens along the River
Murray and understand the problems it
has. Piecemeal management is not good
enough. Over-all management is needed
to benefit the users and the people who
live along and around the river. The
charter needs to be extended further
than is provided in the Bill, which
only confirms that the quality of the
water should be examined and improved. Many other things need to be
examined, including irrigation, which
was one of the original charters of the
River Murray Commission. Others that
should be examined include flood mitiga1tion, pollution -and contamination.
The River Murray bisects the greatest
development in Australia today, and
that is the Albury-Wodonga complex.
That development creates problems for
oeople drawing off water from the river
below Albury-Wodonga.
The township of Rutherglen, where
I live, draws water from the river, and
it is supplied in an unfiJotered state. As
a resident of that town for all my life
I have seen the deterioration in- the
water supplied to the town. On many
occasions it has been recommended that
the water not be used, and certainly
not drunk. For many years, certainly in
Rutherglen, people have not been using
the water for drinking but have been
collecting rain water in tanks for that
purpose. When that stage is reached it
highlights the deteriora tion in the
quality of the water moving down the
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river. A new water treatment plant is
being installed at Rutherglen, but that
will supply unfiltered water to the townships of Rutherglen and Wahgunyah,
and that water will not be fit for
drinking.
A former Premier of Victoria, Sir
Rupert Hamer, indicated in a Budget
speech about four years ago that special
emphasis would be placed on towns
along the River Murray to ensure that
they received filtered water as quickly
as possible, recognizing the deterioration in the quality of water. Hundreds of
cities and towns along the river receive
this water that has deteriorated in
quality, and filtered systems are needed
right along the River Murray. Other
towns such as Yarrawonga and Cobram
have now installed filtration systems
to upgrade the water before it is
delivered.
However, the measure needs to go
further in considering over-all management. We need to consider the parks,
recreational reserves, control of boating, noxious weeds and fish so that
improved control can be obtained of all
aspects along the River Murray. We
need to consider the ecology and the
wildlife using the areas along the river.
Another significant problem facing
people, not so much on the eastern end
of the river but going down through
to Echuca and beyond, is salinity. Many
reports have been produced on salinity in the river system and the continuing problems that is causing for
primary producers and people using
irrigation water.
The problem mus~ be tackled. The
River Murray Commission should be
given control and a major say in what
is to happen over a period of years to
ensure that salinity is brought under
control in the long term. It all comes
back to the Budget allocation.
The National Party supports the
principle of the Bill, which is to pass
over to the River Murray Commission
control of water quality in the river
system, and in doing that it is necessary to examine total management of
the river. The commission is the ideal
vehicle to be utilized in the development of further controls in the river

system. I repeat: It all comes back to
finance. The 1981-82 Budget allocation to the commission was $250 000
and the allocation for 1982-83 is again
$250 000. The Government speaks of
incre'ases of 15 per cent in most of
the charges that are within its control
and suggests that increases in allocations should be in line with inflation,
so surely the commission should have
been given 'a larger allocation to enable
it to 'come to grips with the problem,
to try to meet the demands and to
ensure that the river does not deteriorate further. An allocation of $250000
out of a total allocation to the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission
of $91 million in this financial year is
not good enough.
The National Party supports the Bill
and the extension of the powers of the
River Murray Commission, but would
like the extension to go further. I hope
honourable members will not have to
wait another nine years for changes
in the commission and the controls it
may exercise so that it can extend its
activities into other important areas.
Irrigation needs must be met and an
investigation should be conducted into
the installation of further weirs and
control mechanisms along the river,
so that additional control can be
achieved and water that is currently
going down the system can be retained.
The Dartmouth dam is 'an important
development in the control and retention of water within the system. The
capacity of the Dartmouth dam is 4
million megalitres. It has a larger capacity than the Hume darn, whose capacity is 3-038 million megalitres. At
this time of drought, when the Hume
dam is down to 15 per cent of its
capacity, the Dartmouth dam is at more
than 55 per cent of its capacity. In
the long term, it will be the only water
resource that will save us. The installation of weirs to retain water is necessary right along the river system.
I have already mentioned the problems between the Hume dam and Lake
Mulwala. Because of the development
of Dartmouth dam, the river will need
to run at a much~igher level between
the dam and Lake Mulwala, and the
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inherent problem is that the anabranches along the river will run for
most of the time, but it will be necessary to install a large number of bridges
to provide access for farmers and primary producers. Bridges are being constructed between the Hume dam and
Lake Mulwala, but more attention must
be given to them.
It is necessary to recognize that AustraHa is a dry continent and that action
must be taken to retain water on the
land rather than allowing it to reach
the sea. The Snowy River scheme
brings back approximately 1 million
acre-feet of water through the mountains and down through the River Murray system. I hope further developments will be undertaken in retaining
water and bringing it back into the
continent for use, as is occurring in
the irrigation areas along the River
Murray.
The current drought highlights the
need for better water conservation. The
future of the river is at stake. I think
most Governments understand that, and
this historic Bill should highlight the
need to g'o further and control not only
water quality but the, other aspects
that I have mentioned. 'Control should
be achieved of all aspects of the river.
The water that flows down that river
is the life blood of Australia, because
that area is Australia's fruit bowl. It
produces enormous quantities of agricultural products and is of enormous
economic importance. I hope the Bill
will be a forerunner of further development.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I support the Bill, which is a positive step
in the long overdue recognition by
Australia that the River Murray system
is one of this country's most precious
resources that has not been adequately
cared for to date. It needs more care
and attention if it is to survive.
It is appropriate, although somewhat
sad. that honourable members are
debating a Bill concerning water conservation and the well-being of those
who depend on the River Murray when
this country is facing the biggest
drought in recorded history. I am not
exaggerating and. those are not my
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words; they are the words of independent people who record these
matters-people who ate not involved
in the political scene.
Victoria is currently in the grip of
the biggest drought in recorded
history. The River Murray will play an
important part in the way in which
the eastern States will cope with the
effects of this drought. I believe its
resources will be strained to the
utmost with the problems of the
drought. I thank God that the Dartmouth dam has been finished, and that
it contained about 70 per cent of its
capacity before the onset of the
drought. Without that dam, the hardship and loss that would have been
caused to people living along the River
Murray basin, in the towns and in
Adelaide would have been mind
boggling. I wonder how many honourable members realize that 40 per cent
of Adelaide's urban water supply comes
from Lake Hume, the Snowy Mountains
and the Dartmouth system of conservation and delivery of water.
I indicate just one statistic. If the
drought worsens-and it is difficult to
imagine how it could-and if the Dartmouth and Lake Hume facilities are
unable to provide a minimum flow, the
loss in New South Wales alone to the
rice crop could be a further $30
million in the coming season. That is in
just one small pocket of Australia.
If one measures and takes out of any
community or region of Australia $30
million in one year, one can appreciate
how many years it would take for that
community to recover, and the ripple
effect it would have with respect to
other parts of Australia which plug
into the rural economy.
Therefore, I welcome the measure
but, at the same time, it is only the
beginning of what needs to be done.
I acknowledge that I am guilty of having some passion in respect of the
River Murray because I live on it, it is
in the electorate I represent and I was
born in Swan Hill further down the
River Murray. Nevertheless, I do not
believe I am overstating the position by
saying that the River Murray system
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is, in my view, one of Australia's greatest problems at present. In fact, it is
one of the greatest tragedies of management by Australians of their resources.

come to this Parliament, which is mindboggling. Nevertheless, it is here now,
and that is the important thing.
Honourable members should continue
to support the River Murray Commission in its work but I would personally
prefer a Ministerial council-and the
Honourable Jock Granter talked about
this also. Honourable members discussed earlier tonight the constitution
of Ministerial involvement with regard
to the State Electricity Commission Bill. If ever there was a greater
need for involvement of Ministers and
Parliaments in this greatest challenge
that faces Victoria, it is in this project.
Although the bureaucrats, engineers and
skilled people who ·make up the commission will do a good job, I honestly
believe we should continue to argue
that there ought to also be a Ministerial
council that will regularly participate in
policy development. formulation and
review of the conservation goals and
progress in that area.

The river is not beyond redemption
but I think the problem is so immense
that we would be fooling ourselves if
we believed we could solve the problems of the damage to that system in
just one generation. For some years, I
have been saying-and that is one of
the reasons why I became involved in
politics and Parliament·-that there is a
need to have a lOO-year national plan
in which all of us accept as our goals
in our lifetimes to contribute something
as part of a national project, toward
the redemption and rehabilitation of the
river systems, particularly the River
Murray basin, which is also in the area
represented by the honourable member
for Murray Valley. That area adjoins
the electorate I represent and the River
Murray basin represents one-seventh of
the continent of Australia and is one of
the richest food producing areas of this
dry continent. In answer to the interjection of the Minister for the Arts, I agree
that Simon Powell wrote some interesting articles and perhaps his voice should
have been heeded earlier.
However, I would rather be positive
than negative and I am pleased that
the Commonwealth and the three
States at last realize how large the
problem is. At last, the River Murray
Commission will be given the responsibilityand the authority to do more than
just think about irrigation, delivery and
transport. The commission can now
consider conservation, irrigation regulation, rehabilitation and all those other
factors as well. Therefore, it is a good
measure.
The Honourable Jock Granter, a
former Minister of Water Supply, was
an assiduous worker for people in the
Murray Valley. He tried to get his colleagues in Ministerial conferences and
the Commonwealth to obtain for the
River Murray Commission a broader
charter. I commend him for his work
in that regard and it is a pity that it has
taken since 1973 for this measure to
Session 1982-108

To a lesser but very important degree,
the River Murray system provides
recreation and attracts tourists. This
year, Lake Hume will be at 5 per cent
capacity and if one wishes to catch
some European carp, one can see
them at Lake Hume; they are so easy to
catch as a result of the lack of water.
The Mitta Mitta River, which comes
from Dartmouth and feeds into Lake
Hume, and from Lake Hume into the
Murray system, will be running at
probably over flood level in order to
boost the capacity of the river to provide the downstream resources for
Adelaide and for towns and farms in
New South Wales, Victoria and South
Australia. That means that the tourist
industry around the Lake Hume area
will be seriously affected during the
Christmas and New Year period. It is
another problem that will be faced by
Australians and those areas will lose
trade. Small business people who
operate motels, restaurants and other
businesses in that area are in for a hard
time, which will be made more difficult
by the loss of income in the community
as a result of the drought.
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Because I am an optimist I believe
we will get over it. I am encouraged to
think, because the four Governments
concerned with this area have seen fit
to introduce this measure, that it is a
good step forward, even if a little late.
However, honourable members should
not regard it as the end; it is the beginning. All of us need to take a much
more active role in working to rehabilitate and conserve our most
valuable resource other than our people
-our nation's water resource.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public
Works)-I thank all honourable members for their contributions to the debate on this important Bill. This is an
historic piece of proposed legislation
and I am happy that it is enjoying the
support of all parties in this place and,
of course, of the Federal Government,
and of the State Governments of New
South Wales and South Australia. It
has been extremely enlightening to hear
the contributions, particularly from the
honourable member for Murray Valley
and the honourable member for Benambra.
As they have indicated, the river
plays a major and significant part in the
electorates they represent and, although
it is one thing to have the river adjacent
to the electorate one represents, it is
another to have such a vast knowledge
and awareness of the importance of that
river. By their contributions, those two
honourable members have indicated
their knowledge and concern in that regard.
I was also impressed by the comments of the honourable member for
Benambra, when he put forward the
proposal about a Ministerial council. I
am fortunate to be involved in a number of Ministerial councils and realize
the great advantage of the elected representatives, at Ministerial level, being the
overseers of the bureaucrats and the engineers who, of course, play a very vital
part in the whole process. That is a
matter I should be happy to bring to
the attention of the Minister of Water
Supply in another place.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.

Wrongs (Dependants) Bill

WRONGS (DEPENDANTS) BILL
(Attorney-Gencral)-I
Mr
CAIN
move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill amends Parts III and IV of the
Wrongs Act 1958. Firstly, at present in
Victoria, in actions brought by an
executor or administrator of the estate
of a deceased person under Part III of
the Wrongs Act 1958 for damage for
the wrongful death of the deceased, the
class of persons who may benefit is
limited and does not necessarily include
all the true dependants of the deceased.
For example, a de facto spouse of the
deceased, a divorced spouse entitled to
alimony from the deceased or a nephew
or niece dependent on the deceased
would not be entitled to benefit from
such an action. The ,beneficiaries are
limited to the wife, husband, parents,
grandparents, step-parents, children,
grandchildren, step-children, adopted
children and children born out of wedlock. This result is unjust and does not
accord with present thinking concerning
the rights of persons who are actually
dependent on another person where that
person is taken from them by the wrongful act of a third party.
To rectify this situation the Bill provides for an amendment of Part III of
the Wrongs Act 1958 to alter the class
of persons who may benefit from an
action for damages for the wrongful
death of a person to include al1 the
dependants of the deceased.
Secondly, at present in Victoria, the
damages recoverable by the dependants
of the deceased in respect of his death
under Part III of the Wrongs Act 1958
are reduced under Part IV of that Act
proportionately by the contributory
negligence of both the deceased and the
dependants. The right of the dependants
to damages under Part III is a statutory
claim in respect of their own loss and
should not be reduced by the contributory negligence of the deceased. New
South Wales has adopted this approach.
The Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee in its report on "Survival of
Causes of Action for Personal Injury",
criticized the present law in Victoria
concerning the questions of the rights of
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dependants and contributory negligence
under Parts III and IV of the Wrongs
Act 1958. The committee recommended
that all the dependants of the deceased
should b.e able to benefit by an action
under Part III of that Act and that the
damages recoverable should not be reduced by any contributory negligence on
the part of the deceased.
The Bill will correct injustices caused
by the present law under Parts III and
IV of the Wrongs Act 1958. I commend
the Bill to the House.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-In an
unusual procedure the Opposition proposes to proceed forthwith with the
Bill, which has been debated in another
place. Since certainty is desirable and
the matter is one of importance, given
the recent statements by both the Treasurer and the Minister of Transport, in
which they attempted to blame the Opposition and especially the Opposition
in another place in respect of thirdparty insurance premium increases,
which are threatened and now certain
to be introduced under decisions by the
Government, it should be noted that the
attitude of the Opposition in both another place and here to this Bill and
another proposed piece of legislation is
almost irrelevant to the considerations
in respect of third-party insurance.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! I request the honourable member for Berwick to address
the Chair on the Bill before the House.
Mr MACLELLAN-Indeed. The Bill
provides that a wider range of people
will be able to make claims in respect
of their dependency.
The SPEAKER-Order! I do not require any instructions. I request the
honourable member for Berwick to address the Chair on the Bill.
Mr MACLELLAN-On the Bill, Mr
Speaker, I suggest to you, Sir, and to
the House that the Bill provides for a
wider range of dependants to claim in
respect of actions arising under thirdparty insurance.
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Those claims have been examined by
the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee and the recommendations embodied in the Bill arise from the report
of that committee.
There has been criticism of that report from some sections of the legal
profession on the basis that the contributory negligence area, which was
recommended by the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee, is an unfair diminution of the possible claims of a dependant. In other words, it is almost irrelevant to a dependant whether· a deceased
was somehow contributory by way of
negligence to either his or her death. It
does not really have anything to do with
the degree of dependence of the dependant persons.
However, the Government, on balance, has decided to adopt the recommendations of the Chief Justice's Law
Reform Committee, and the Opposition
understands and appreciates that, but.
it should be on record that certain sections of the legal profession have raised
doubts about the merits of that particular aspect of the report, which is now
embodied in the Bill.
From time to time the Opposition is
subject to criticism and, while I feel that
that criticism is unjust and unfair, I feel
it necessary, when proposed legislation
is before the House--and I refer to the
Bill-to indicate that certain claims
arising under this piece of proposed
legislation will be funded from thirdparty insurance. Indeed, the Government is seeking to increase the possible
claims in respect of third-party insurance. Therefore, through its own action,
the Government is ensuring that further
claims will be made against the funds
provided through third-party insurers
and claims may be made against the
third-party insurer, the State Insurance
Office, in respect of dependants as provided in the Bill.
In other words, the expansion by this
Bill of the group of people who can
claim in respect of persons who are
deceased, because of their dependency,
is increased and the cost to the thirdparty insurance commissioner will thereby be increased. Indeed, I am surprised
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that the Attorney-General did not indicate in the explanatory second-reading
speech what the amount is likely to be
or what the estimate of the amount is
because it will have an impact on thirdparty insurance premiums and will, to
some degree, inflate them.
Whether the Bill passes or does not
pass will be almost irrelevant in the
magnitude of the total amount of thirdparty insurance raised and you would
be quite right, Mr Speaker, to remind
me that it could only be a passing reference because it is only a small proportion of the insurance. The criticism was
also irrelevant, or only a little relevant
to the Bill, in terms of the magnitude of
the claims.
The claims made by Ministers in respect of the Parliament and the Opposition or any section of the Parliament to
this Bill and another matching Bill,
which will be debated on a different
occasion, really lead me to believe that
they were searching desperately for
some excuse to blame somebody for
something, which the Government
would have to do by increasing thirdparty insurance premiums.
By the substitution of the word
"dependants", we have avoided the difficulties of dependant siste!'s and relationships that are not exactly definable
within the traditional relationships of
husband and wife and immediate family.
We go to the heart of the matter, the
dependency rather than the relationship,
and that is a wise and sensible decision.
It is a pity that that decision was not
made years ago when the Parliament
started shifting legislation to exclude
brothers and sisters from claims of this
sort, even though in a previous social
pattern dependant $,isters and dependant
brothers were quite common in family
relationships where the bulk of an estate
might have been left to a son with an
obligation on the son to provide for the
sisters, who might be unmarried sisters,
and that was a common enough situation, and many of those people survived
long after that social pattern was either
acceptable or popular in the community.
Mr Maclellan
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The Opposition does not oppose the
Bill. It has been fully debated in another
place and the Opposition wishes it a
speedy passage.
The Opposition welcomes the report
of the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee and commends that committee on
its work because it does excellent work
in the area of law reform and is
responsible for many Bills being introduced into the Parliament for the
improvement and better definition of the
law. This is one of them.
I mention the criticism that has come
from some sections of the legal profession in regard to the contributory
negligence aspects and this Bill, together
with its matching pair in respect of the
reversal of the High Court decision, will
certainly clarify the legal situation in
Victoria, which will be of benefit to all
concerned and the other aspects, which
relate to the other matching Bill, will be
re-examined in the debate on that
measure.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-The National
Party supports the Bill. There has been
considerable discussion between the
parties on the Bill prior to it being debated in another place. There is general
consensus on the principle that
dependants, and esp~cially in this
instance the de facto spouse of the deceased, a divorced spouse entitled to
alimony from the deceased or a nephew
or niece dependent on the deceased,
would be entitled to benefit from an
action in future, whereas they have been
excluded in the past.
The beneficiaries are presently
limited to the wife, husband, parents,
grandparents, step-parents, children,
grandchildren, step-children, adopted
children and children born outside of
wedlock.
The point ,made by the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition is valid in that there
is no doubt the scope for actions should
be widened and the Bill also widens the
possibility of financial liability. In so
doing, honourable members accept that
that will happen. It would appear that a
situation is being reached where an inquiry should be held into the high cost
of third-party pay-outs. Soon, many
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people will be virtually unable to operate motor cars because of the difficulties
that they will be experiencing in meeting
third-party premium payments. That is
not the only problem. There are problems also of compensation.
These problems will reach proportions
where in the future insurance premiums
will be so high and exorbitant that they
will not be able to be matched. I guess
that the only long-term solution is for
a national compensation scheme to cover
all these situations and to limit the total
pay-outs.
Mr CAIN {Attorney-General)-I thank
the Deputy Leaders of the Opposition
and the National Party for their prompt
agreement on this matter. It should be
seen as a law reform measure that has
been recommended by the Chief Justice's Law Reform Committee. I accept that the strong possibility is that
the widened class of potential claimants
will lead to additional amounts being
paid in total through damages, not only
for third-party insurance, because many
of these actions result from death claims
arising from accidents and injuries
occurring other than by way of the use
of motor vehicles.
By way of offset, the Government
took action some weeks ago in the Administration and Probate (Survival of
Actions) Bill, whiCh is now before the
other place, as a result of the decisions
in Fitch v. Hyde-Cates. They highlighted anomalies which the Chief Justice's
Law Reform Committee criticized in the
Wrongs Act. In that case, it was held
by the High Court that an estate of a
deceased person killed by an act of
nature can recover damages from the
deceased's probable future earnings; and
the person who is entitled to share in
the estate, regardless of parentcy, is to
reap the benefit. That was seen as a
poten tial source of large sums being
required to meet payments by thirdparty insurers and others and steps have
been taken to correct that an om ally.
The action taken on that decision will
more than offset the additional amounts
that may be attracted as a result of this
Bill.
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The Bill ought to be seen in its own
right as being an area where reform of
the law was required to meet the needs
of the dependants, regardless of the relationship of those persons, where there
is a clear case of dependency on the
deceased person.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to amendments.
It was ordered that the message be
taken into consideration later this day.
GROUNDWATER (AMENDMENT)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 9) on the motion of Mr Simpson
(Minister of Public Works) for the
second reading of this Bill was resumed.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-The Bill
sets out to control problems that were
created following the 1980 legislative
measure on mineral water wherein the
Government set up a trust fund and
levied a 1 cent a litre surcharge on
mineral water produced at the well
head. That fund provides for the development of areas from whence the
water is derived.
The problem now relates to the manufacture of artificial mineral water. The
problem manifested itself recently and
it has been perceived by many people,
including the Shire of Daylesford, the
Citizens Committee for Spa Development, the residents of Daylesford and
Hepburn, the manufacturers and bottlers of the natural product and workers
employed in the industry. The manufacturers of artificial mineral water do
not have to pay a 1 cent a litre levy
on their product.
Many honourable members will be
aware that Daylesford is a great tourist
centre and for many years now it has
produced most of the natural mineral
water of the State. In fact, it produces
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more than 95 per cent. Many years ago,
Daylesford was also the honeymoon
and holiday capital of Victoria.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-I suggest to the honourable
member that an historical recapitulation of mineral water in Victoria is interesting but not related to the Bill
before the House and that he returns as
quickly as possible to the provisions of
the Bill-the honeymoon is almost over.
Mr REYNOLDS-I have said that
the Bill will help to overcome the problem wherein artificially produced
mineral water is adversely affecting the
local community at Daylesford and also
the marketing of natural mineral water.
I was about to point out how the local
community is being affected and that is
the point I was trying to develop.
The SPEAKER-As a passing reference only.
Mr REYNOLDS-Certainly, as a
passing reference, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER-And then back to the
Bill.
Mr REYNOLDS-You have not let
me pass too close!
The SPEAKER-I think you have
touched it!
Mr REYNOLDS-Recently, the marketing of mineral water has developed
immeasurably because of the promotion
that it has received and because it is
seen as having a great health benefit to
the community. Artificially produced
mineral water now has approximately 21
per cent of the Victorian market compared with the 79 per cent of mineral
water that is produced from natural
sources. The production of natural
mineral water is disadvantaged because
of the requirement to pay the levy of 1
cent a litre at the well head.
Of course, artificially produced
mineral water does not have that surcharge on it and therefore has an unfair
advantage over natural mineral water.
The manufacturers of artificial mineral
water· do not have to pay freight to and
from Daylesford or bottling costs at
Daylesford as do some of the manufacturers of natural mineral water. Nor
do they have to pay for freight of bottles
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to Daylesford. All they do is purify some
tap water in Melbourne, add some
mineral salts and they have imitation or
manufactured mineral water. The health
regulations allow this product to be sold
with no control other than that it should
be safe to drink. The rules made by the
Parliament do not allow imitation butter
or imitation fruit juice but they allow for
imitation mineral water.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)-Order! I ask the honourable
member to return to the Bill.
Mr REYNOLDS-I believe that is
what I was doing.
The SPEAKER--can the honourable
member refer to the Chair the point in
the Bill that he was discussing?
Mr REYNOLDS-The Bill states that
no person shall offer for sale in a container under the name of mineral water
or mineral spa water or any similar
appellation any water that is not mineral
water. I was talking about other
imitation natural foods controlled by the
Healtb Commission where it is not
necessary-The SPEAKER-Order! I accept a
passing reference to that, matter but I
ask the honourable member to come
back to the Bill.
Mr REYNOLDS-In his second-reading speech the Minister acknowledges
that inroads are being made into the sale
of the natural product which does not
enjoy the same advantages that the
imitation product enjoys. The purpose
of the Bill is to control that. On page 3
of the second-reading speech the Minister mentions the trust fund that was
set up to dispense the 1 cent a litre levy.
I am concerned that the $362 174 which
is now in that fund and which will rise
to about $500 000 at the end of tbis
financial year will be taken into the
Consolidated Fund.
There is concern in the community
about the artificial product and the Shire
of Daylesford has written to me several
times on this matter. In one of its letters
it states that it believes that unless some
form of restriction is placed on the
artificial product, the public will continue to be misled. On receipt of that
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letter, which requested a deputation to
the Minister for Minerals and Energy,
I asked the Minister to receive the deputation. He immediately referred the
matter to the Minister of Consumer
Affairs who, as yet, has not replied to
my letter, which he received in August.
It was as a result of a further deputation
to the Minister for Minerals and Energy
via my colleague in another place, Mr
Radford, that the Bill is now before the
House.
The Citizens Committee for Spa
Development has done much work
in this area and has consistently
pressed for a Bill of this kind. Its members are Alan Godfrey, Keith Pyers,
Peter Ingle, Keith Keding and Jack
Bellamy. Mr Godfrey stated in a letter to
me that the original Bill passed in 1980
was not perfect but was better than
nothing at all, which is what there was
before. It continued that it was a public
scandal that artificial mineral water was
allowed to be marketed, destroying the
only industry that Daylesford had and
effectively barring the establishment of
new industries. This concern has also
been expressed by residents of the town
who envisage a revival for the town
with the smell of prosperity in the air
and the 1 cent a litre fund being used as
a vehicle for the resurgence of tourism
in the town. Those people hope the
area will become alive once again.
The bottlers and manufacturers have
been extremely vocal also. The Glaxo
company, in particular, has expressed
concern and has been active, having
made several representations to Ministers and local members and in the
press. It has researched its company's
position. Mr Julian Newman, the proprietor of Hepburn Spa Pty Ltd, was
reported in the Ballarat Courier as
stating that he would halt construction
of his new factory and move it to Melbourne unless the Government introduced this Bill. I am pleased for his sake
that the Government has done so.
Kyneton mineral water is bottled by
Ellinghams Pty. Limited and Mr Aldo
Ambrosini and Mr Gino Matricardi agree
with what Mr Newman said in conversations with me.
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Other important people in Daylesford
who are concerned about this measure
are the workers. They believe their
jobs will be safeguarded if people are
made aware of the situation regarding
the bottling of natural mineral water.
A new factory is being constructed, and
there is growth in the area, which is
creating jobs. This is important because
Daylesford has a tremendous unemployment problem. It is hoped that the factory, when opened, will bottle for other
companies. Some employees are also
used to transport the products to Melbourne. The union representative at
Hepburn Spa Pty Ltd has written me
several letters on this matter.
The problem is that natural mineral
water is defined by legislation and fees
are levied by legislation whereas the
artificial product is not defined in that
way. It attracts no levies, and no 1 cent
a litre cost, and it can be labelIed as
mineral water without qualification,
without the source being stated or the
ingredients being listed. When this Bill
has been passed, the Government should
endeavour to encourage the other States
to pass similar legislation. At present
the artificial product manufacturers
ride on the backs of the natural mineral
water companies and enjoy benefits
that are denied to the companies in
Daylesford that bottle natural mineral
water.
On 29 July the Glaxo company issued
a press release. It stated that the manufacturers of these products, that is the
artificial waters, pay no money to
Daylesford for water, no money to the
Government for extraction of mineral
water and no freight to get their product to the city market. They are therefore in a privileged position and, so far,
in a protected position. The report commissioned by the Government in 1979
by Task Quantum Consultants on the
economics of mineral water in Victoria
also recognized that there would need
to be a provision in a Bill to govern and
control the product.
When the initial Bill was introduced
into the House in 1980 it contained this
provision but it was withdrawn prior
to the second-reading debate being completed. I fought in the party committee
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and the party room to have it included,
but I lost. I do not suppose it is the
first time I have lost.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! I find the historical
recapitulation by the honourable member for Gisborne in respect of the
matter fascinating, but the Bill before
the House is relatively simple and I ask,
having made those passing references
to those matters, the honourable member return to the Bill, the Bill strictly
before the House.
Mr REYNOLDS-I issue a word of
warning to the Minister. The proposed
legislation is primarily aimed at one
company, that is, Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd, which controls about 15
per cent of the mineral water market.
There are some pitfalls that could occur
with the measure so I invite the Minister
perhaps in his summation, to answer
these questions: How will the honourable gentleman police the manufacture
or non-manufacture of mineral water?
How can the honourable gentleman
prove that mineral water is pure and
how can the manufacturing of mineral
water be policed to ensure that no one
is adding tap water to the mineral water
because, as the Minister should realize,
pure mineral water is transported to
Melbourne, cleaned-which often involves filtering three times-recarbonated and then sold, and who is to say
that tap water is not added? How will
the authorities assess or evaluate the
chemical analysis of each bottle if there
are variations? How is overseas mineral
water produced and what control will
the measure have over imported mineral
water?
In future those points could cause
concern to the industry. Matters of
concern have been brought to my notice
by Cadbury Schweppes Australia Ltd,
which has been vociferous in its objections to the Bill. It is a natural reaction
because the company controls 15 per
cent of the mineral water sales and,
therefore, there is no doubt that it will
work long and hard to safeguard its
hold on the market, especially if the
measure begins to erode that hold.
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In discussions held with the Chief
Executive Officer of Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd., Mr Donald Hughes, he
informed me that the union was absolutely ropeable about the Bill and was
threatening to march on Parliament to
express its concern because it was being
legislated out of the market. It is suggested that the Government cannot continue to legislate on consumer tastes or
buying patterns and, if consumers prefer to purchase manufactured mineral
water, it is their choice and the company
is only catering for that taste.
I also express concern about the penalty provided in proposed new section
77A (1) which relates to a person offering to sell any water under the name
of mineral water when it is not pure
mineral water. Such an offence will
incur a $1000 fine. Is that penalty to be
paid for each bottle, for each dozen
bottles or every time a person or company is caught? I ask the Minister to
clarify the position concerning the penalty.
Finally, the Opposition supports the
proposed legislation but also believes
that everything should be equal in the
market place. Currently bottlers and
marketers of the natural product are
not equal. They do not even enjoy an
equal bases on which to compare their
products. I am pleased that the Minister
in another place stated twice during the
second-reading debate that should the
Bill not prove effective or someone with
a clever operation avoided the penalty,
the Bill will be re-examined. I hope the
Minister will re-examine the matter and
attempt to overcome any problems experienced with the proposed legislation
when it is enacted.
Other problems could arise in future.
There are two ways to approach the
problem, one being that all mineral
water could bear a 1 cent a litre levy,
whether it be natural mineral water or
imitation. The second-I believe it has
never happened-is that a round table
conference could be held with the
bottlers, manufacturers, people from the
townships involved who benefit from
the levy, workers and shires. Such consultation may prove advantageous,
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especially if it could achieve a compromise if the measure does not succeed.
I caution the Minister in that area.
Mr McGRATH (Lowan)-The Bill
provides for only one extra section to
be added to the principal Act and the
Minister, during the second-reading
speech, outlined extensively the proposed new clause which will amend the
Groundwater Act 1969. The Bill deals
with concern expressed about the
labelling of mineral water. As has been
explained many times, one mineral
water is natural and flows from the
springs at Daylesford and the other
has mineral salts added by a manufacturing company.
It is interesting to note that although
Australia has natural flowing mineral
springs, it imports almost $1·5 million
worth of water from overseas, mainly
from France. That is strange when Australia has such a plentiful supply of
natural mineral water.
The Principal Act provides for a surcharge of 1 cent a litre which is collected by the Government from the
bottlers of natural mineral water at
Daylesford. During his second-reading
speech, the Minister also stated:

The measure gives members of the
industry an opportunity to organize
themselves, in particular, the manufacturers who add mineral salts to tap
water to produce mineral water, also
the bottlers of natural mineral water.
Both sections of the industry have until
1 June 1983 before the provisions in the
Bill are put into operation, and I hope
that the concerns expressed by one
major manufacturer are ironed out by
the time the proposed legislation comes
into operation.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the
Arts) -Whether or not mineral water is
of any benefit to the human body, it is of
benefit to the Daylesford community.
Daylesford, in its turn, has the potential
to become one of the most important
tourist attractions in this State. So far
as the Government is concerned, that
development will come about and this
measure is designed to serve that purpose.
It is true that this measure is trailblazing in two respects: First of all, it
exemplifies what can be achieved
through consultative processes which
this Government has put in train and
which is in marked contrast with the
confrontation which was favoured by
its predecessor.
The vociferous hostility to this
measure to which the honourable member for Gisborne referred did characterize the unsuccessful a'ttempt that he and
a number of his associates made to get
legislation of this type through his party
meeting and subsequently through the
Parliament last year. Through the
pressures of consultation on which the
Minister for Minerals and Energy
has embarked, the Government has been
able, if not completely, to disarm that
hostility and to reduce it significantly
to the point where it has been possible
to bring forward this measure.
With co-operation and at least
acquiescence from Cadbury Schweppes
Australia Ltd which, as it has already
been pointed out, is responsible for the
production of an overwhelming majority
of what was previously known in this
State as artificial mineral water, it will
be known in future, with the passage of
this measure, as table water.

The Government will shortly be examining
various possible uses of this fund aimed at
improving the tourist and employment potential
in the natural springs areas . . .

I hope the Government honours that
commitment and that the moneys raised
from those areas are not directed to the
consolidated revenue. I hope the money
will ,be earmarked to return to the districts from which it was collected.
In conclusion, the mineral water, as
a result of extensive advertising campaigns, is now available in many
different outlets, whether they be small
cafes, supermarkets or whatever, but I
wonder whether any medical research
has been carried out to ascertain
whether mineral water benefits those
persons who consume it. It would be
interesting to ascertain whether those
facts have been published so that one
could identify whether the community is
just being subjected to an intensive
advertiSing campaign.
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The second manner in which the Bill
is unusual is that it requires the Government to embark on a whole new area
of policing with a number of associated
difficulties which the honourable member for Gisborne highlighted in his
references to the difficulty of determining, for example, when tap water has
been added to mineral water brought
from Daylesford to a factory in Melbourne for purification and bottling. The
Government simply puts to the House
the fact that this measure has been introduced in good faith.
It is the intention of the Government
to see that the proposed legislation· is
effective and if any shortcomings in the
enforcement process become apparent
further. amending legislation will be
brought forward to ensure that the
integrity of the Daylesford mineral
water is protected and at the same time
ensure that the interest of the consumer
is protected so that people know what
they are buying rather than leaving
themselves open to being misled as has
occurred in the past.

This is a significant Bill because it is
important to the Victorian community
and the tourist industry in this State. I
commend its pasasge to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF
ADVANCED EDUCATION BILL
The message from the Council relating
to the amendments in this Bill was taken
into consideration.

Council's amendments:
Clause 7, page 5, line 28, omit "Eleven" and
insert "Ten".
Clause 7, page 5, lines 35 and 36, omit all
words and expressions on these lines and
insert:
IC( ) One member shall be appointed by the
Minister of Education and one member
shall be appointed by the Minister of
Health;".
Clause 25, line 5, omit "25. There" and
insert "25. (1) Subject to sub-section (2),
there".

College of Advanced Education Bill
Clause 25. line 14, after this line insert:
"(2) The Statutes shall provide that the
Academic Board shall be constituted of not
less than one-third of representatives from
the Institute.".

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

The House has before it for consideration amendments that have been
instituted in the Legislative Council.
From the outset, I indicate that the
Government supports the amendments
that have been introduced to the Bill in
another place.
The amendments deal with clauses 7
and 25 and were introduced by the
National Party following its consideration of the Bill and following discussion
with the interested parties from the
Institute of Early Childhood Development and the Melbourne State College.
The Opposition, the Government and
the National Party are to be commended
for their initiative and understanding of
the complexity of the issues before the
House. The first amendment deals with
clause 7 and proposes that instead of
the Governor in Council providing
eleven members of the council that that
shall be reduced to ten members and
that the resulting vacant place will be
filled by an apPOintment nominated by
the Minister of Health.
Mr Speaker, you will recall that
during the earlier debate on this Bill I
indicated on behalf of the Government
that consideration would be given to
that proposal in future, but now that
the Legislative Council has instituted
this step the Government will accept the
amendment and include it in the proposed legislation immediately.
Two further amendments to clause 25
deal with the composition of the
academic board. In essence, this includes an extra provision governing the
academic board-a provision that the
board shall be constituted with not less
than one-third of the representatives
from the institute. The Government
again accepts the amendment. It is
clearly intended to ensure that there is
sufficient voice within the academic
board prescribed within the statute for
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the future in order to give further aid
and comfort to those in the Institute
of Early Childhood Development who
are at present concerned that there is
not sufficient protection for the important role they play on the academic
board.
Given the historical circumstances, I
indicate the willingness of the Government to accept the proposal. Under the
Bill, as originally drafted, it was to be
determined by the council of the
institute and its internal statutes. I am
confident the same result would have
been achieved but again, in order to give
assurance to the present institute, the
Government will proceed with the
amendment.
Both of the amendments are an
indication of a willingness by the
Government to do all it can to meet the
requirement and request of the existing
Institute of Early Childhood Development to ensure that its standing and
integrity will be maintained within the
new college.
It is very important that we move
into the new college-the Melbourne
College of Advanced Education-with
goodwill and with the willingness of all
interested parties to be able to work
together in the interests of the new
institution. I believe that if the amendments can assist in that process, they
should be supported.
I wish the new college well. I am confident that it will prove to be a leading
centre of teaching and research within
its areas of concern as outlined in the
Bill, and I am confident that the staff
and students, and indeed those concerned with the former Melbourne State
College and the Institute of Early Childhood Development, will get behind the
new college. Parliament has determined
its stand on the issue and I am confident
we will shortly see an excellent institution which will operate in the interests
of all Victorians.
The sitting was suspended at 12 midnight until 12.35 a.m. (Thursday).
Mr JONA (Hawthorn)-The Opposition supports the amendments. In doing
so, it seeks an assurance from the Minister of Education with respect to the
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first amendment relating to page 5, line
28, clause 7, where the figure "eleven"
is omitted, and, in its place, the figure
"ten" is inserted.
The amendment obviously results
from the later amendment to increase
the size of the council by the inclusion
of a representative of the Minister of
Health .. In effect, the House is now being
asked to reduce the size of the council
from 34 to 33 members in the first instance and then to bring it back to the
original size by the inclusion of a representative of the Minister of Health.
When the Bill was in this House, following its initial introduction by the
Minister and the Opposition first raised
the question of a representative of the
Minister of Health being included, the
Minister was receptive to that suggestion. He indicated that he would be
agreeable to ensuring that one of the
eleven Governor in Council representatives would be a representative of the
Minister of Health.
The other place recommended that
this be included as a statutory provision
and, as a result of the statutory provision and of the council remaining as
it was, the Opposition seeks a commitment from the Minister-which is a
reiteration of the assurance he gave in
the Committee stage, when the Bill was
before the House-that, when exercising
his discretion on the Governor in Council appointments, he will provide them
on the basis of 3 representatives
from interests associated with early
childhood development, 3 representatives from interests representing teacher education and four representatives
from the general area.
Obviously, the Minister had undertaken to make the representation 3,
3 and 5. The Opposition is suggesting that neither the early childhood
development nor the teacher representative would be affected by the nomination
by the Minister of Health. I would be
glad to have this assurance from the
Minister.
In wishing the Bill well and in recognizing the difficulty that the Minister
and Parliament have had in resolving the
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difficult situation, the Opposition certainly joins with the Government in
trusting that the new Melbourne College
of Advanced Education will achieve the
success that all honourable members
have wished it during the debate and
that the identity of the Melbourne State
College and the identity of the Institute
of Early Childhood Development will be
absolutely protected.
The Opposition regrets that the Minister did not agree to honour the commitments he had previously made for a
truly federated structure and for two
academic boards. I am not permitted to
debate that matter because it is not the
subject of the amendments before the
House. However, I think I would be
permitted to say that, had it not been
for those amendments introduced by the
National Party in another place, the
Government in the other place would
have proceeded with amendments that
would have enabled two academic
boards to have been established.
Because those amendments were
carried in another place, it precluded
the Government from taking that course
of action. In so doing, I express that
the National Party, during the secondreading debate in this House, saw fit
to support the Opposition in a reasoned
amendment calling upon the Minister
to withdraw the Bill and redraft it in
accordance with assurances previously
given.
The National Party had the opportunity in the other place of supporting the
amendment which the Opposition had
indicated would be moved in that place
so that that could have been put into
effect. I regret that this House has not
been given the opportunity of considering the Bill in that amended form.
The Opposition has attempted to
effect amendment by all means at its
disposal that would have provided for
provisions in the proposed legislation to
guarantee the type of structure that the
Institute of Early Childhood Development believed, during the course of the
entire negotiations, would be included in
the proposed legislation. Nevertheless,
that was not to be so.
Mr ],ona
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The Bill is now in a much more satisfactory form than when it was first
introduced to the Parliament. I have
every confidence that the appointment
that will be made to the council, the
academic boards and the board of
studies will be in the best interests of
the college. Despite any limitations that
may exist, I believe this is the opportunity for the institute to retain the
clear identity of its former interests and
I wish the college well.
I express my appreciation to Dr
Graham Allen who performed a very
difficult task in formulating this proposed legislation and also to those who
have been of assistance to the Opposition in trying to bridge the differences
that occurred. It is not an exaggeration
to say that the differences were bitter
because they were basic fundamental
differences in the negotiations during the
passage of the proposed legislation. In
acknowledging the assistance given to
the Opposition, I trust that the newlyestablished college will enjoy all the
success that the Minister has indicated
during this debate.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-I am delighted
to support the amendments that were
moved in the Upper House by my colleague, the honourable member for
North Western Province. The first
amendment introduced the appointment
of a nominee of the Minister of Health
and the Minister of Education indicated
that he would support that, not
necessarily in the Bill, but certainly as
one of the Governor in Council appointments. He indicated that during the
debate in this House. Both the Opposition and the National Party believed that
the provision should be written into the
proposed legislation and that amendment has now been supported. It is an
important one, and I certainly agree that
it would be helpful if the Minister could
give an indication that his intention is to
maintain the ratio of three to three. As I
understand it, that is the situation.
The second amendment is probably
the more crucial one. I am disappointed
that the honourable member for Hawthorn saw fit to mount an attack on the
National Party in the House tonight. I
have had extensive negotiations with the
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honourable member prior to the debate
in this place and while the Bill was between the two Houses.
The honourable member proposed
initially that he would move the amendment that his colleague moved in the
other House. He subsequently suggested
to me that Parliamentary Counsel had
advised him that that was not possible.
Subsequent events have proven that that
was not right and that he could have put
forward his own amendments. It was a
tactical e~ercise that he did not want
those amendments to be defeated in this
House because, if that was the case,
they would be sent to the Upper House
and returned here when they had already
been defeated. I believe it is important
to get that on the record because that is
the situation.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! Having done so, I
suggest that the honourable member
returns to the amendments.
Mr HANN-The dilemma the National
Party faced was that it was asked to
support the amendment. The amendment
was supported in the Upper House, it
was returned here and rejected. The
honourable member for Hawthorn indicated that he believed it would be
rejected and stated that it would be sent
to the Upper House and the Opposition
would then not press those amendments,
and there was no fall back position.
The National Party believed it was
vitally important to ensure that the
maximum secure position was created
on behalf of the Institute of Early Childhood Development. One of the outstanding matters was the concern
expressed by the staff association of the
insUtute that it would not be adequately
represented on the academic board, and,
in fact, the best that it could hope to get
in a totally elected situation was onesixth of the representatives. In the discussions I had with the staff, various
options were looked at. Those options
came back to the fact that if one could
get the ideal situation it would be something like 50 per cent, but that would be
unrealistic. However the representation
should certainly be not less than onethird. I am extremely delighted that the
Minister responded to that. I understand
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it is not written into any of the statutes
of academic boards. It provides a
security that not less than one-third of
the academic board will comprise members of staff. In addition to that, it
means that some of the other personnel
who would have other views would also
represent the partial interest of the
institute.
That amendment is a reasonable compromise in the circumstances. The
National Party recognizes that the
institute was reluctant from the beginning to be forced into an amalgamation.
It was forced on it by the "razor gang"
decision of the Federal Government.
Having been forced into that situation,
it was then a question of having to gain
the maximum security to retain the
integrity of the courses and the college
in the future. The National Party is
anxious to see that that is retained.
The National Party trusts that the
structure that has now been proposed
will work. It is hopeful that it will
ensure the integrity of the college.
Members of the National Party will be
monitoring the situation, and we wish
the college well. I have a great deal of
faith in the staff and personnel associated with the Melbourne State
College and the Institute of Early Childhood Development. They are extremely
dedicated people and I am sure that
they will be able to work together to
make the new college work in the
interests of advanced education and
early childhood development.
I wish to record in this Parliament
that it is the desire of the National
Party that the institute should retain
its individual identity and integrity and
the National Party will be watching that
situation closely. I express my appreciation to Dr Graham AlIen for his support and assistance to the National
Party in bringing about this amalgamation under very difficult circumstances.
I also thank Dr Toni Cross, Jane Tindale
and representatives of the staff association of the institute for their courtesy
and assistance to the National Party.
Members of the National Party wish the
college well and we believe it will be of
great benefit to advanced education in
the future.
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Mrs SIBREE (Kew)-At 12.50 a.m.,
the hour is late and after many long
days of sitting I believe it is sad that
the House has had to' deal with this Bill
at this stage. The Opposition reluctantly
accepts the amendments from the other
place.
I am concerned about the first amendment because it seems that it is completely unnecessary in view of the
discussions that have taken place. In
view of the comments made in the
second-reading debate and during the
course of debates here and in another
place, it appears that the Minister would
have been happy to included a representative nominated by the Minister of
Health on the council of the new
college but will continue with the
eleven appointments by the Governor in
Council.·
An idiotic stage of the proceedings in
this Bill has ·been reached in that there
are now amendments before the House
and, because of time constraints,. the
OpP'.)sition reluctantly accepts them.
Tho Opposition trusts the Minister will
see fit to· appoint 3 people from the
institute, 3 from the college and 4
general representatives under the terms
of clause 7 (b).
I point out to the House that the
amendments appear to have happened
mainly because of the attitude taken by
the National Party in the other place as
a result of its bargaining position without really understanding the thrust of
what the Opposition sought.
The Opposition sought to ensure that
the Minister of Education held firm to
his promise to the Institute of Early
Childhood Development of 26 August
that there would be two academic
boards. Debate has centred on that
point for many months, days and hours.
I am not playing politics in stressing
this point. I am trying to ensure that
when a Minister puts on paper a promise made to an institution, that promise is kept.
Parliament has a responsibility to
ensure that the promise is maintained,
especially when people, institutions and
councils have acted in good faith on
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that promise. I do not care which Minister makes a promise or which political party the Minister represents. If a
promise is put in writing, it should be
honoured. Members of the Opposition
have acted in good faith and with integrity during debate on the Bill. I am
disappointed that it has received only
minor amendments that go only some
of the way towards overcoming the
concern of the institute.
I am concerned further that the
fourth amendment probably does not
go far enough because, in numerous
discussions with groups and the consolidation council, the question of the number of members was not vital. The
question was more of equality between
two unequal bodies that were amalgamating. The amendment goes part
of the way towards ensuring status and
reasonable representation on the academic board for the institute but it does
not reflect the attitude that was meant
to be taken on the amalgamation on
equality regardless of numbers. Now,
numbers and fractions of numbers have
been introduced into that provision and,
although the provision will be better
than it was, it is an unsatisfactory
amendment in some ways because the
total structure is not equal.
I join with other honourable members in wishing the new college a good
future. I am sure that all those who
have worked towards the establishment
of the new college will continue working with goodwill towards its future
because they will want it to work as
best it can in the circumstances. An
incredible amount of dedication towards the new college is demonstrated
even now by the fact that at this late
hour of the Parliamentary sitting, the
public gallery is attended by people
representing both those colleges, who
are interested in what is occurring with
the Bill.
Certainly, I appreciate the work and
time that has been given to the measure for the formation of the new college. I will have a continuing interest
in it as it is located in the electorate
that I represent and I expect to receive
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many more submissions from the col- experienced recently with the adoption
lege in its future operations. I shall do of a policy by the former Government
all I can to ensure the continuing integ- which has been reinforced by this
Government of a 1 per cent flood
rity of the college and its courses.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Educa- frequency.
tion) (By leave)-I thank the Deputy
It is interesting to note that in another
Leader of the National Party and the place the former Minister for Local
honourable members for Hawthorn and Government indicated that the former
Kew for their sentiments of goodwill Government had not in fact endorsed
on the new institution which will be the 1 per cent flood frequency policy
established as a result of the legislative but had adopted it as a term of remeasure. I am sure that their co- ference. From my experience, that does
operation will be evidenced in working not appear to be the case because, in a
with me and the new council in the number of municipalities in northern
development of a strong and vital Victoria, and more especially in the City
institution in order that its component of Echuca, the State Rivers and Water
parts maintain the integrity that is Supply Commission, as the drainage
certainly my wish and I understand is authority, has designated flood levels on
the 1 per cent flood frequency basis and
their wish also.
I was asked specifically to comment the same has applied to a number of
on the Governor in Council appoint- other areas in Victoria including Benalla,
ments and the proposal outlined for Horsham, Seymour, Sale, Wangaratta,
three appointment ballots to be main- Shepparton, Nathalia and several other
towns.
tained.
The dilemma of the situation is
Mr Jona-It is 3, 3, 4.
when one examines the
Mr FORDHAM-It depends on what demonstrated
1
per
cent
flood
frequency policy-that
the honourable member for Hawthorn is, one flood in 100
the City
is talking about. I make the point also of Echuca. Initially, years-in
the
Water
Comthat I believe the spirit of all statements
as the investigatory body,
and correspondence that has been issued mission,
decided that the 1870 flood level was
in the past in my name has been fol- the
1 per cent flood frequency reference
lowed in the Bill. I have confidence in level
for the determination of a flood
the structure and that it will meet the
for that city. That level for the
desired aims of the Government as have level
1870 flood was 96·20 AHD. However,
been stated from time to time. I reiterate in
the City of Echuca, the highest flood
that I anticipate the support of all those in
recent memory was in 1975 after the
who are interested in this area of ad- excessive
rainfall in 1973, the heavy
vanced education. I am confident that flooding
in
1974 and further floods in
support will be forthcoming in the 1975.
future.
In 1975 the level in Echuca had
The motion was agreed to.
reached 94·75 AHD, which was considerably well below the 96·20 level
FLOOD PLAiN MANAGEMENT BILL which has been defined by the State
The debate (adjourned from Decem- Rivers and Water Supply Commission
ber 1) on the motion of Mr Simpson as the 1870 flood level. The definition
(Minister of Public Works) for the of the 1870 flood level was calculated
second reading of this Bill was resumed. from determinations carried out by
Mr HANN (Rodney)-The Bill pro- the State Rivers and Water Supply
vides for a number of amendments to Commission based on markings on
the Local Government Act, the Water the old wharf in the City of Echuca
Act, the Dandenong Valley Authority and also based on historical records of
Act, the Drainage of Land Act and the where the flood levels reached in 1870
Building Control Act for flood plain and generally the information was
management in Victoria. It relates par- pieced together. There was considerable
ticularly to difficulties that have been discussion, and the City of Echuca in
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particular objected to the definition of
the 1870 flood level because 'that was a
level at least 1·5 metres above the 1975
flood level, which was the highest in
re'cent years.
In 1975 a number of houses, particularly in Echuca West, the urban area
that is very low, were flooded, but the
bulk of the city was not flooded. Admit~edly .sand bags were used for protection In some areas. The council
complained to the State River and
Water Supply Commission and the
commission asked Professor McMahon
at the University of Melbourne to carry
out an investigation computer study of
flood levels to determine a 1 per
cent flood frequency policy. Professor
McMahon came up with an alternative
level of 95·60 AHD, which again was
about 0·6 metres below the 1870 flood
level. That was a significant improvement on the previous level which was
being applied in the City of Echuca but
it still means that a considerable number
of properties in the city will be declared
flood prone or, under the Bill before the
House, land liable to flooding.
After this proposed flood mitigation
strategy was carried out and presented
to the City of Echuca following the
flooding in 1975, the commission
initially declared Echuca West area as
flood prone. That faced strong opposition from the residents but it was supported by the Echuca City Council
which had applied planning and developmental restrictions from some time prior
to the declaration of that area as being
flood prone. Much of the land is well
below the 1975 flood level and a significant number of houses in that area
have been flooded up to a level of 3
to 5 feet in recent years. In the past ten
years during which I have represented
the area, in 1973, 1974 and 1975 houses
were flooded for many weeks on end.
Again, some eighteen months ago, when
there w~s an excessively wet winter,
houses In that area were flooded for
weeks on end.
The area has been declared flood
prone. The State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission is acquiring the
houses on a voluntary basis and a
number of houses have already been
Mr Hann
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purchased by the commission for removal. The former residents have moved
out of the area and one or two of them
have repurchased their houses to move
them to other locations. Other houses
have been demolished. Some residents
face a dilemma because their houses
are situated on higher ground and are
of sturdy construction-usually brickveneer-and good quality and not
easily removed. There is no way those
people can obtain value for their
homes. One of the people who faces this
dilemma, Mr Eric Bethune, who has
written many letters to the State Rivers
and Water Commission is in his mid-70s
and would obe in a difficult situation in
the event of a ~ood because, at that age,
when one's major access is by boat, the
situation can be dangerous, particularly
as the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission has refused to allow the
build up of any roads in the area so
that people might have vehicular access
in a flood.
The ire of a large number of residents
in the City of Echuca has been raised
by the notice of intention sent out to
some 600 property owners on 15 March
adviSing these people-and a number of
the people own houses while a number
of others own only vacant land and
some haye had only a few square
yards of their back yards affected-that
all land below the 1 per cent flood
frequency policy in the City of Echuca
has been declared flood prone. The residents were advised in the correspondence that the commission intended,
as the drainage authority, to proclaim
the balance of the area affected by the
1 per cent flood in the City of Echuca.
as liable to flooding pursuant to section
35 of the Drainage of Land Act 1975.
That pla'ces considerable restrictions
on future development of those properties. It places an immediate impediment
on the properties, particularly in relation
to future sale. It places an impediment
on the properties in relation to future
development that the people may wish
to carry out. For example, it is a fairly
complicated procedure to obtain approval to build extensions or to renovate. There has even been difficulty in
gaining approval for carports which are
not significantly affected if premises are
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flooded. Carports have now been
basically excluded from the flood prone
daclaration. Naturally there was an
extremely hostile response to the
notice of intention to declare the land
flood prone. The Cit~ of Echuc.a conducted a public meeting at WhICh representatives of the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission were pres~nt.
Some 300 persons attended the meetmg,
representing most of the landholders
affected, who indicated their strong opposition to the 1 per cent flood
frequency policy and the intention of
the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission to declare their land as
flood prone. It must .be remembered that
some of these people have lived in these
houses for up to 90 years. It is a well
established residential area but, because
there was a flood in 1870, which was
well over 100 years ago and the commission has subsequently decided, on
Professor McMahon's re'commendation,
that it should look at the 95·60 AHD
level in the City of Echuca, although
these people were not affected by the
flood in 1975, the area will be declared
flood prone.
Mr Simpson-They were not affected
in 1975?
Mr HANN-The bulk of them were
not. The 1 per cent flood frequency
level is 95·60 and in 1975 it was 94·75.
Therefore the 1 per cent level is almost
a metre above the 1975 level.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Stirling)
-Order! The honourable member should
address his remarks to the Chair and
ignore the remarks of the Minister.
Mr HANN-It was an important
interjection. These people's properties
were not flooded in 1975 and it is highly
unlikely that they wHI ever be flooded.
The dilemma with that is, of course,
that they may well be flooded next
year. Those who knew the flood situation throughout the Murray Valley
claim it is basically slow moving not
rapid flooding as in, for instance, the
reaches of the Snowy River or Seymour
where a creek rapidly flooded some
years ago and a soldier lost his life.
In Echuca, a flood builds up over
several weeks before peaking, and the
same thing happens in the Kerang and
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Mildura areas. People then have ample
time to be aware that there is likely to
be a flood and face the dilemma of either
moving out of their 'properties ?r .taking
appropriate precautIons by buddmg up
sand bag levees to protect their properties against flood.
A significant number of properties are
affected by the determination of the 1
per cent flood frequency. The LoddonCampaspe Regional Planning A~thority
carried out a study of communIty fa~
tors in flood plain management In
Echuca. That study took into consideration the impact that this determination
would have on the community and
sought the views of people in Echuca on
whether they were concerned at the
possible impact of being flooded by a
flood of the 1870 level. Item 3 of the
conclusions reached by that study indicates the response:
The social attitudes of owners surveyed
indicate little concern over the prospect of
flooding higher than the 1975 flood level;
acceptance of a degree of risk in living near
major river systems; scepticism of the relevance
of a flood level which occurred over 100 years
ago; and a preference for acceptance of the
1975 flood level as a benchmark for development controls.

Those people were seeking acceptance
of a "flood of memory" flood level. In
recent times, the highest flood those
people have been aware of was the
1975 flood, which was above the level
of the 1956 flood; that was the last
flood of significance that was recorded
in the Echuca area. The level in 1956
was 94· 60, and in 1975 the level was
94·75. Prior to that, the highest flood
level recorded was 94·80 in 1916.
Despite all of that and despite the
fact that there has not been a flood
in excess of 94· 80-that was only
marginally above the 1975 flood
level-the Water Commission has determined that the flood level which must
apply in th~ City of Echuca is that level
that was sUPPQsedly determined by
Professor McMahon. It is interesting
that, in correspondence received by
the City of Echuca from Professor
McMahon, he was not prepared to
guarantee that his levels were accurate.
The levels he gives are calculated
guesses, if I may use that expression.
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Notices were sent to 630 property
owners-they have been deferred until
after the Bill is passed-and all of those
630 people will have their properties
declared as land liable to flooding.
Under the change of terminology contained in the Bill, the land will be declared to be an area which is liable to
flooding-up to the 1 per cent flood
probability event. It is really only a play
on words. Immediately persons come
into the area wishing to buy properties
and see that terminology, they will be
frightened off, even though it is highly
unlikely that those properties will ever
be flooded. Effectively, the measure
will downgrade the value of the properties that are involved. That was admitted publicly by the commission's
valuers, Mr Pat Church and Mr Peter
Parker, at the meeting in Echuca. They
admitted at that meeting that the decision to declare land as a flood prone
area would effectively reduce its value
in the long term because that declaration would obviously be an impediment
to the sale of a house or land.
In addition, persons who wish to
build on land in that area are either
forced to build 300 millimetres above
the 1 per cent flood frequency or, alternatively, they are being prevented from
building, despite the fact that, in recent
years, a number of building permits
have been issued and people have built
in the area, subject to keeping sewerage
and drainage inlets above the flood
level; so there is a vaPiation in what
people are allowed to do.
As I said, the Echuca City Council is
strongly opposed to the 1 per cent flood
frequency policy. The council believes
it to be unrealistic and has applied the
1975 flood level as the level which it believes to be realistic for determining
future development. However, it has
been encouraging or instructing people
to build 300 millimetres above the 1975
flood level.
In July, a meeting of affected municipalities from other centres unanimously endorsed the view that the 1 per
cent flood frequency policy ought to be
reviewed and that the Government
ought to adopt a more realistic policy.
Likewise, the public meeting that was
MrHann
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held in Echuca of some 320 p rsons who
are affected by this decisio passed a
resolution stating:
That the Minister of Water upply direct
the State Rivers and Water Su ply Commission to immedia_tely withdraw t e Notices of
Intention to declare additional Flood Prone
lands, served within the City f Echuca by
the Commission on March 15, 1982, and to
cease all procedures directed towards that
proclamation, and further, th
the Government be requested to review he 1 per cent
frequency policy and to adopt more realistic
p'0licy which takes into c sideration the
'Flood of Memory", for exa pie, in Echuca's
case, the 1975 level rather th n the 1 per cent
flood frequency.

That resolution was for arded to the
Minister. Despite those representations,
the Government has reif.cted that proposal and is proceeding· with the Bill.
Mr Simpson-Were ,those representations made to the previous Minister?
Mr HANN-Numerous representations were made to former Ministers
over many years, but a significant number of representations have been made
and a delegation was mounted to the
Honourable David White, the current
Minister of Water Supply. Part of his
response was the present Bill because
he agreed to change the terminology.
The City of Echuca is prepared to accept
that change, but it is still not happy with
the situation because it tends to be no
more than a play on words and does not
solve the over-all problem.
I will give an example of the problem that municipalities have with the
determination of flood levels. In the
City of Echuca the final level was
determined by Professor McMahon. On
27 July 1982, the City of Echuca wrote
to him asking him to verify the statistical reliability of the computed 1 per
cent level. His letter of 12 August 1982
stated:
Thank you for your letter of 27 July 1982.
As no doubt you are aware, estimation of
the probability of exceedance of floods at
Echuca is very complicated. In fact, standard
analytical procedures cannot be applied. I found
this in reviewing the work carried out by the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
in its report "Echuca Flood Study Frequency
Analysis", 26 September 1979.
As a consequence, the reliability of the
estimates of the 1 per cent flood levels also
is not amenable to standard analysis. In view
of this, I would not be prepared to offer an
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opinion about the reliability of the estimate
of the 1 per cent flood without considerable study of the data and consultation and
assistance of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission. I do not readily have
the resources nor the time to carry out the
necessary studies to ascertain reliability
estimates.
I can point out that for most flood analysis
confidence limits around extreme flood estimates are wide. An indication of this is given
in the Commission's Echuca Flood Study
Frequency Analysis in dealing with the confidence limits of the return periods of various
historical floods.
I regret I cannot be more specific at this
stage.

Those statements were made by Professor McMahon, who has determined
that the flood level for the City of
Echuca is-to quote from his letter95.6. Yet, Professor McMahon was not
able to guarantee the statistical liability
of that flood level.
I have concentrated heavily on the
City of Echuca for the simple reason
that it is one of the first municipalities to
have been adversely affected by the
actions of the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission in its attempt to
introduce the 1 per cent flood frequency
policy throughout Victoria. I blame the
Water Commission because it has been
inflexible in its approach to the issue
and although I was disappointed by the
former Government, this Government
has not been prepared to accept a more
realistic approach to a flood level frequency, particularly in situations where
there is not the same degree of danger
as there is in areas that suffer rapid
flooding, as I indicated earlier.
That was one of the arguments put
forward by the persons interviewed by
the Loddon-Campaspe Regional Planning Authority, who argued that the
citizens of Echuca should be examining
a 2 per cent liability on the basis that:
(a) That the proposed development at the
lower level will not endanger life, health or
safety.
(b) That the proposed development will not
adversely affect any flood flow.
(c) The situation of the proposed development is in harmony with surrounding la!1d use
and development.
(d) That likely cost to the individual and
the community warrant the approval.
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Despite those remarks and despite the
representations so far made, the Government intends to go ahead with the
1 per cent flood frequency policy although the Government should forward
its policy for consideration by the
Natural Resources and Environment
Committee because the National Party
believes it is a matter that should be
given careful consideration.
The City of Echuca is the first township to be affected by the measure but
many other towns will be similarly
affected once the levels are determined
and the commission and drainage authorities proceed to declare additional land
as flood prone.
Horsham and Shepparton are affected at present and many
towns throughout Victoria, such as
Bendigo, will also be affected.
Recently a young lass who lives in
Bendigo was refused a building society
loan on the basis that her land was
flood prone. She was refused the loan
despite the fact that she worked for the
building SOciety and she had to write to
the Minister of Water Supply for an
explanation regarding the future declarations of flood prone land. Ultimately, it
will be found that the land is probably
on the fringe of a flood prone area and
not necessarily at the bottom of what
is already flood prone land or land liable
to flooding. However, it was affected
by the 1 per cent flood frequency policy.
Fortunately, the lass was able to sort
the problem out but many properties
will still be affected by the proposed
legislation.
Mr Simpson-Is that at Bendigo
Creek?
Mr HANN-Yes. It will be a thorn in
the side of the Government now that
one of its members represents that area.
The honourable member for Bendigo
will be making representations on behalf
of his constituents who will complain
strongly that their properties may be
declared as land liable to flooding.
I do not wish to delay the House any
longer because I have already explained
many of the problems that may arise
from the Bill. I move:
That all the words after "That" be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof
"this House refuses to read this Bill a second
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time until the impact that the imposition of
a one per cent probability flood level will
have on development in Victoria is assessed
by the Natural Resources and Environment
Committee and a report thereon presented to
the House".

The proposal is realistic and the matter
could well be considered by the committee. Consideration should be given to
the ramifications of the Bill on future
development in Victoria, paying particular attention to the development of
major towns and cities such as Echuca.
Many additional problems exist with
those declarations and one relates to
insurance. I sought advice from the Minister on the matter and I suggested that
one of the dilemmas facing my constituents was when a house was partially
burnt down and the person was not then
able to gain permission to rebuild in the
flood prone area. Even though the house
was not completely destroyed, would
the owner be eligible to obtain all
the insurance or only a portion of the
insurance for the part of the house
burnt down? If he received only a portion, it, of course, would not assist him
to build a new house somewhere else.
The Minister replied to the letter but
he basically confused the issue by saying that there have been:
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flooded for several hundred years. Yet
the owners must pay the premiums on
insurance to the value of their properties, which places them in a difficult
situation. The person who hteS in a fire
prone area, say, the Wester District, is
a good example. Many of those properties have been burnt out/twice in the
past 80 years yet those people do not
face the situation where they are refused
a permit to rebuild. Many of the cyclone
prone areas, such as Darwin, have been
rebuilt in the past 100 years but the
cyclone frequency policy is much higher
than the 1 per cent frequency policy on
flood prone areas, and cyclones are
much more disastrous than floods.

Basically, when one is flooded only
the carpets and furniture are damaged
and once the flood has subsided the
house can be cleaned out and there are
no major problems, or very few, if
any.
Echuca and many of the other towns
in the Rodney electorate have not been
flooded in recent years. I ask the House
to support the reasoned amendment on
the basis that the matter should be
given further consideration and honourable members should be considering
applying a more realistic flood frequency
. . . discussions between the Commission as level. If that is not possible, a further
Drainage Authority and the Insurance industry area of concern is that greater responin general concerning properties identified as sibility should be given to the municiliable to flooding, I am advised that there pality to determine what happens in
have been a number of discussions with individual companies and with officers of the In- both flood prone and fringe areas. It
surance Council of Australia. As a whole, the is far more realistic than leaving the
Insurance Industry is known to be concerned matter in the hands of engineers who
that where a flood risk has been identified, the are totally inflexible in their attitudes
degree of risk should be clearly available not
only to the owner but also to any prospective and determinations and who have a
insurer. I believe this is a sound approach and lack of sympathy for the individual
is entirely consistent with the policy of the persons concerned and who are totally
present Government, and for that matter the committed to the 1 per cent flood
past Government.
frequency policy. I hope the House supI believe all Governments are committed to ports the amendment.

the avoidance, as far as is practicable, of
damage to personal and public property arising
out of natural disasters. For this reason I believe it is our duty as Parliamentary Representatives to achieve this objective; the flood
plain management policies in operation in Victoria go a long way towards achieving this
objective.

In adopting the 1 per cent flood frequency policy one must consider some
of those properties which are never
flooded in a lifetime; they may not be
Mr Hann

Mrs PATRICK (Brighton) - The
House has heard a long and detailed
speech by the honourable member for
Rodney, who has pointed out many of
the problems that the Bill seeks to overcome. As long as man has made settlements, he has made settlements along
the banks of rivers where water is
reasonably available, and this problem
is one that no doubt many communities
have faced.
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The Opposition believes that the Bill
is reasonable. The adoption of the 1 per
cent probability flood as the reference
flood for the purposes of the proclamation of lands liable to flooding has worldwide acceptance. The honourable member for Rodney pointed out the difficulties faced by the municipality of Echuca.
The Opposition is aware that Echuca
does have special problems and that
those problems will also occur in other
areas like Horsham and Port Fairy.
It is better to have some certainty
in this matter. The honourable member
for Rodney spoke about Professor
McMahon and his inability to arrive at
certain conjectures about flood levels.
Only God would be able to predict with
certainty when floods will occur because
it is difficult to say when floods will
occur. It is much easier to guess when
a bushfire will occur because there are
certain warning signs like dry weather
and so on. However, I do not want to
become involved in that argument, only
to say that it is difficult to predict when
a flood will occur.
The "once in 100 years" definition is
reasonable because that definition has
world-wide acceptance. It will be better
to define an area as having a 1 per cent
probability of being flooded rather than
describe it as being flood prone.
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to the types of discretions. One discretion is that within a tlood fringe zone
there is a discretion in the construction of a building. It must be at least 1
foot above the 1 per cent probability
level. A discretion is available to, firstly,
the drainage authority; secondly, the
panel, if that is sought by the municipality and, thirdly, the municipality
when it emerges that it is the designated
authority. The other discretion that will
exist in respect of extensions is that
where the extensions are deemed to be
material they must be constructed in
accordance with the guidelines.
I am sure that the National Party, the
Opposition and those municipalities
that have problems with flood-prone
land will be watching carefully to examine how this Bill works and will be
making representations to the Government. The Opposition is mindful that
there will be problems and the Opposition will make representations to the
Government on behalf of those municipalities that contact the Opposition on
the problems associated with this Bill,
when it is passed.
The honourable member for Rodney
pOinted out a real problem regarding insurance. I am sure that the Government
will have taken note of that and that
something will be done about it. I refer
also to the certificate of title. In many
Honourable members interjecting.
cases when land is purchased, the purMrs PATRICK-The delineation of a chasers are unaware that the land has
flood fringe area within which develop- ever been flooded or that they have purments may proceed will lead to some chased land that will now be described
certainty where there has been uncer- as being in a flood fringe zone. I urge
tainty in the past. When the Bill was the Government to ensure that certifidebated in another place, one of the cates of title carry some type of warnhonourable members representing South ning. I appreciate that this may devalue
Eastern Province, the Honourable Alan the land but that type of matter, in the
Hunt, said that the Opposition accepted same manner as filled land, ought to be
assurances made by the Minister made known to purchasers so that they
of Water Supply and he referred to
flexibility in the flood fringe zones. Mr know exactly what they are buying.
In the past there have been many
Hunt said that there would be consultation with the municipalities and mean- problems because houses have been
while there would be a panel to deter- built throughout Victoria on land that
mine how discretion will be exercised. is liable to flooding and I have seen
Ultimately there will be clear strategies some of those houses, or what is left
and delegations within the administra- of them, after a flood has occurred. It
tion of municipalities. Mr Hunt said that is all very well to say that a flood only
he did not believe that one could ask harms the carpet of a house. A flood
for any more than that. The Minister of can certainly cause more damage than
Water Supply in another place referred that. In some instances, flooding can
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result in the loss of life. The Opposition
does not oppose the Bill and it does
not support the amendment.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
National Party) -I will be brief. It is a
very sad day when the honourable member for Brighton is put up by the Opposition to speak about flood plain management, a topic about which the honourable member -obviously knows nothing.
When this Bill was debated in another
place, the two Opposition members who
represent flood prone areas, that is, one
of the honourable members representing Bendigo Province, Mr Reid, Mr
Radford, walked out of the Chamber
and did not vote.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Stirling)
-Order! The Leader of the National
Party should address the Chair and not
answer interjections from the Government benches.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-I have not
heard an interjection yet from the Government benches. I thought that there
was a deathly hush.
The ACTING SPEAKER-Order! The
Leader of the National Party should
address the Chair and ignore interjections.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-I have not
heard any interjection. I have a home
that is situated on the banks of the
Goulburn River. In 1974 tha t river
flooded and its level rose to within a
few inches of my front door. According
to the plans issued by the State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission, that
home would have to be raised 2 feet
above what is theoretically the once
in 100 years flood level.
The once in 100 years flood level is
a theoretical flood level, about which
the honourable member for Brighton
would know nothing. When the Bill is
passed, homes situated in the flood
fringe zone will have to be constructed
1 foot above that level.
When the matter was put to a vote
in another place, the two honourable
members I referred to earlier and who
represent the Echuca area, which is a
flood prone area, were so embarrassed
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that they walked out of the Chamber
and did not vote. The honourable mewber for Brighton is defending the
Socialist Government's proposed legislation, which is a lot of rubbish. It is
a sad state of affairs when the Opposition has to put up an honoprable member who knows nothing about what she
is talking about.
Mrs Patrick-Those were not my
views but the views of the Opposition.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-I thank the
honourable member for Brighton for
that interjection.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public
Works) -The Bill before the House is
one about which nobody can give any
firm declaration on whether a flood will
occur. I take up the comments of the
honourable member for Brighton. It
would be fair to say that nobody other
than God can make that sort of determination. However, on the best advice
available, the Government has decided
to put down some proper planning
guidelines so that people know where
they can go and how far they can go.
The information that has been given
to the Government, former Governments
and the Federal Government is the best
possible information available. It is on
that information that the judgment was
made. The Bill reaffirms the former Government's policy-the Hamer Government's policy-of a 1 per cent flood
level, which is the policy of the Federal
Government. To the best of my knowledge, the Federal Government is a
coalition Government so the attack by
the Leader of the National Party against
the honourable member for Brighton
was unnecessary. It would be fair if he
also attacked honourable members in
his own Federal coalition Government.
However, he has decided not to do so.
The 1 per cent level was also the policy
of the Federal Government, which is a
cOalition Government.
The other matter raised by the Leader
of the National Party concerned Bendigo land and the Bendigo Creek. I have
some knowledge of that area from
examining many Housing Commission
land purchases, Education Department
land purchases and possible land purchases in the Bendigo area. I 'carried
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out considerable investigation on land
adjacent to the Bendigo Creek. The
Housing
Commission
of Victoria
declined to purchase land adjacent to
the Bendigo Creek because of possible
flooding in the area. The primary school,
for which the Education Department of
the previous Administration purchased
property, has not yet been built after
many years for the same reason.
The department is concerned about possible flooding in the area. It is another
area where a proper planning procedure
has been adopted and for those reasons
the Housing Commission declined to
purchase the land in the area because
it did not want to place people in an
area that may be affected hy flooding.
For the same sensible reasons the
Plumbridge Street Primary School has
not yet been built. I have seen schematic
plans indicating that if the school is to
be built it will have to be relocated and
will have to be elevated. The Leader of
the National Party criticized people in
Bendigo for the action they took and
criticized the honourable member for
Brighton, but he declined to criticize
his own Federal colleagues.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! Will the Minister advise me whether he is speaking on the
Bill and the amendment or just the
Bill?
Mr SIMPSON-I am speaking to the
amendment only. The Government will
oppose the amendment. It states:
That all the words after "That" be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof
"this House refuses to read this Bill a second
time until the impact that the imposition of a
1 per cent probability flood level will have
on development in Victoria is assessed by the
Natural Resources and Environment Committee
and a report thereon presented to the House".

The Government considers that unnecessary investigation has already taken
place over a number of years. I do not
consider that any further investigation
by the committee will provide any
further information. The former Administration did considerable research
into the matter and, on the most expert
information available, decided to accept
the 1 per cent flood level.
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I reiterate that the Leader of the
National Party and his Federal counterparts made the same assessment and
from 3 April with the new Victorian
Government the same sort of in-depth
study was conducted in the best possible areas. The same assessment was
provided-that for proper planning
reasons the level should be 1 per cent.
It is interesting that the vast majority
of the contribution made by the
Deputy Leader of the National Party revolved around the Echuca area. In passing, he mentioned Horsham, Shepparton and Bendigo. I have dealt with the
matter of Bendigo and satisfied all honourable members that the Leader of the
National Party was incorrect. The information from the Water Commission,
Housing Commission and the Education
Department embraced my more than
gut reaction that the Leader of the
National Party has no experience except
on his own property on the Goulburn
River. He has made his assessment from
his own point of view. I am interested
in professional advice from people who
make assessments and firms that have
been doing so for 100 years.
This Government, the Federal Government and the former Hamer Government, have made the same decisions as
have our colleagues who live beside the
river. The decision has been made in a
proper scientific way because the Government wants to give an assurance to
people who will build houses that an
almost ironclad guarantee will be provided that the area will not be flooded.
They are entitled to that sort of surety.
The Deputy Leader of the National
Party said that the 1 per cent level
provides an unnecessarily high amount
of protection. Tha t level is accepted
world wide. Where else can one go for
this sort of information, if it is a worldwide acceptance to adopt the 1 per cent
level? An opinion has come from certain
developers in the Echuca area that has
been relayed to the Deputy Leader of
the National Party. Would the Government be wise to accept the information
from those two sources, or would it
be more wise to take information that
has come, not only from areas within
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Victoria, but also from world-wide investigations? For those reasons, the
Government cannot accept the amendment under any circumstances.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-In some
respects it might have been better if
the Minister had refrained from commenting on this Bill because there are
many areas in which he is incorrect.
He mentioned that the former Liberal
Government had received advice and
that this Government is receiving advice. The honourable gentleman should
realize that the group that is advising
the Government will not change its
story. I shall endeavour to bring the
matter into some perspective. The
House is discussing the probability of
the highest flood that can be achieved
in 100 years. The honourable member
for Rodney referred to the Echuca area
that he knows very well and represents
in a magnificent fashion. He understands the problems associated with
setting a 1 per cent flood frequency
level.
In 100 years there have been major
changes to watercourses. There has
been the introduction of drainage
schemes and flood mitigation work.
This Bill provides that if a flood
occurred in any areas in the past 100
years, no building can be constructed in
those areas and if within a level of 300
millilitres, or 1 foot in Imperial
terms, of that flood level. No residence
can be built in those areas and the areas
shall not be designated as being free
from flooding.
It is not possible to say that there
will never be a flood above that level,
but I point out that major changes have
been made to watercours'es. For instance, the Eildon weir was not on the
Goulburn River 100 years ago, yet the
Government is trying to say that if a
flood occurred 100 years ago a similar
flood is likely to occur again. That
could happen if there was a deluge,
which seems unlikely. It may rain again
but at present it certainly does not seem
to be happening. There is a far greater
possibility of having a flood from one's
washing machine than from the 1 per
cent level that is being discussed.
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Various people who are serving as
councillors in the municipalities that
were mentioned by the honourable
member for Rodney are greatly concerned. If this imposition is placed on
areas within the municipality, it will
have an enormous effect on land values. People in the area are concerned
about that. I speak on behalf of two
towns in the Benalla electorate-Benalia and Seymour-which have both
been designated by the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission as flood
prone areas. Some of those areas might
have been flooded in the past, but it
is a long time since it happened. In
others, flooding has occurred more
recently. However, since the recent
flooding, mitigation work has been carried out for the sole purpose of ensuring that the flooding does not occur
again.
The advice that the Government is
taking and that the previous Government took from the experts at the
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission is that nothing has changed.
According to the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission, no works
have been done to alter the situation
one iota. One has only to look at the
water storages throughout the State.
When a heavy downpour occurs in the
hills behind Eildon it would take twelve
to eighteen months to fill the dam. When
the weir reaches capacity, the weir
keeper, as a matter of proper management, releases water to ensure that if a
sudden downpour occurs, water will not
teem over the spillways and rush
down the streams, as it did before the
weir existed, and flood towns downstream. There are levee banks and other
measures in existence that were not in
existence years agoThe SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! I advise the honourable member for Noble Park that I will
have no hesitation in naming him if he
continues to interject in a disorderly
manner and interrupts the proceedings
of the House.
Mr McNAMARA-The National Party
believes its approach is the correct one.
Tt does not oppose out of hand the setting of a flood level but suggests that
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that is something that should not be
rushed into. Many factors must be
taken into account. The amendment
suggests that the Government should
look seriously at the 1 per cent probability level and the effect it will have
on development in Victoria. It should
have an assessment made by the Natural
Resources and Environment Committee
and report to the House at a future
date. As a member representing a
country area, I was most concerned to
hear that two Liberal Party members
in another place representing the Bendigo Province took a cowardly action
when a vote was taken in the House.
They left the Chamber. They would not
vote with their party because they knew
what they were doing was totally
against the wishes of the constituents
they represent. Members of the National
Party are trying to ensure that the interests of their constituents are properly represented.
Mr RICHARD SON (Forest HiU)-The
object of this Bill is to provide protection for the community and to bring
greater order to the arrangement of
legislation, to bring together with consistency legislation that relates to this
important matter of flood plain management. Many areas of Victoria are subject to flooding. They extend far beyond
the boundaries of the municipalities of
Echuca and Benalla. When listening to
the remarks of members of the National
Party, one could gain the mistaken impression that the only places in Victoria
in which floods occur are Echuca and
Benalla. There are many places in Victoria in which floods occur and this
Bill pays particular attention to the
area in the outer eastern metropolitan
portion of Melbourne which is under the
jurisdiction of the Dandenong Valley
Authority. The National Party spokesmen were, quite naturally, speaking on
behalf of their constituents, and nobody
can take exception to that. Indeed, one
would take exception if they did not
adequately represent their constituents
in this place. It is perfectly true that
in Echuca and in the areas around Shepparton and Benalla there have been
occasions when serious flooding has
occurred. However, I find it curious that
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the National Party should move an
amendment that this House refuses to
read this Bill a second time until the
impact that the imposition of a 1 per
cent probability flood level will have
on development in Victoria is assessed
by the Natural Resources and Environment Committee and a report thereon
presented to the House.
The suggestion that underlies the
amendment is that there has been indecent haste in reaching a decision that
a 1 per cent probability flood level
should be established. The honourable
member for Benalla made such a reference to this decision having been
reached by the present Government at,
I think he used the expression, a
moment's notice. If it was not that expression, it was a similar expression
that implied that this was a hasty decision on the part of the Government.
In fact, it was not a hasty decision
taken by the Government; the present
Government is building on the policies
that had been established over past
years by the previous Government and
has been applying advice that came from
a variety of sources to both the present
and the previous Governments.
What the National Party spokesmen
are implying is some profound degree
of incompetence on the part of either
officers who are serving the Government,
just as they served the previous Government, or of the many professional advisers whose opinion has been sought
over the years by the present Government and the previous Government.
A serious question is raised about the
motivation of the National Party in
moving the amendment, which is designed, on the face of it, to inhibit the
passing of legislation that is intended
to be of benefit to the community. One
must ask what lies behind the amendment; which group in the community
is the National Party serving in moving
this amendment? What group has got to
the National Party on this issue? To
what group is the National Party in
hock on this matter? I do not know, but
I ask those questions of the National
Party and they have been asked by
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The amendment proposed by the
National Party is a time-wasting device
and is rejected by the Opposition. The
Opposition supports the Bill because it
is important for Victorians, not simply
those living in the electorates covered
by the honourable members for Benalla,
Rodney and Shepparton, but for all Victorians. The National Party is simply
using this measure to prime the parish
pump in the electorates represented by
its members. Nobody can object strenuously to that being done, but one can
object to the way in which the National
Party has gone about it.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-It is
obvious from the highly emotive contribution, particularly by the Leader of
the National Party, that the flooding of
people's residences is something that he
and all members of this House should be
concerned about. I was surprised at the
way in which the Leader of the National
Party conducted himself. It is foreign to
what I have come to know of the honourable member, and it is a pity he did
not confine his remarks to the Bill.
Throughout the State there are areas
that are designated as flood prone where
people who wish to carry out minor
works such as adding an extension to
their house or building a garage of brick
with a concrete floor must build the
floor level of the extension 2 metres
above the floor level of their existing
residence. That is a ludicrous situation.
A person may have a house of considerable age that is 2 feet above the
ground, but if it is in one of those areas
and he wants to build an extenAdoption of the 1 per cent probability flood sion, the floor level of the extension
as the criterion for defining areas liable to
flooding is central to current Victorian fiood must be 2 metres or about 7 feet above
plain management policies.
that level. The State Rivers and Water
That is consistent with policies being Supply Commission wants floor levels
adopted in other States in the Common- to be set regularly at over 2 metres
wealth of Australia, so it is curious that above ground level.
there should be such a vigorous attack
If a· person desires to build on an
on this measure ,by the National Party.
area
of land that is flat and undulating
One cannot help but continually speculate on why the National Party has and is told to construct the floor
chosen to take such a stand on this level 7 feet above the existing ground
matter. One must inquire about its moti- level and the house has to be built up
vation and why the Leader of the from that height, it would be like having
National Party behaved in the way he a pimple on a pumpkin and people will
did.
abandon building on their own land.
members all around the Chamberwho does the National Party see as its
master on this issue?
I am pleased that the Leader of the
National Party has now chosen to return
to the Chamber, because when he was
in the Chamber previously he launched
into a vicious attack on the honourable
member for Brighton in a most unparliamentary and ungentlemanly manner.
Certainly the honourable member for
Brighton is quite capable of looking after
herself in that situation. The difficulty
for her, as the Leader of the National
Party knew, was that she had already
spoken in debate and was not able to
reply in the Chamber to the attack
launched on her.
The Bill represents a careful study
over a number of years by both the previous and the present Government. A
great deal of work has been done on this
matter. Advice has been sought, from a
variety of sources, not just within the
Public Service of Victoria, but through
a wide ranging inquiry into the whole
matter, and it has been decided by the
Government that a 1 per cent probability
level is a reasonable level to establish.
That is not a figure that the Government
has simply plucked out of the air. It is
built on the experience and the work
that has been done by the previous
Government, and on the advice and
discussion that has occurred beyond
the boundaries of Victoria.
The Commonwealth Government and
the other State Governments have indicated their intention in relation to the
1 per cent probability level. As the
second-reading speech stated:

Mr Richcrdson
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The major purpose of the Bill is to
go so far as the Government can to
define what is fair and reasonable. I
assume that even the National Party
would agree that the fringe area that
will be capable of being designated by
municipalities is an advancement
because it will now be able to clarify
areas that are almost under total
restriction.
One area in the electorate I represent
was flooded 50 years ago by 7 inches
of rain in as many hours, so it is possible
to get very heavy floods from time to
time.
The Bill proposes that an area of
common sense can creep into the status
quo so that the municipalities will be
able to designate, so far as they think
is fair and reasonable, an area to be
a fringe area on which _development
will be allowed. Admittedly the argument comes down to what is to be
designated as the flood level. I understand that is what the Leader of the
National Party is concerned about. I
share his view to the degree that it
is no use having a flood level 2 metres
above ground level if there is a reasonable argument that you will not expect
a devastating flood with more than a
frequency of 100 years. The Leader of
the National Party and I are not at
loggerheads on that point.
At present the State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission is advising municipalities State wide that as there is a
risk in a particular area no permit should
be issued or, if a permit were to be
issued, the building would have to be
built so high above ground level that
effectively there is no permit.
This Bill is an endeavour to establish
a sensible line of demarcation where
some development will be allowed. We,
therefore, advance to the argument
about the balance of the area; in other
words the area where there will be no
argument because it will be low-lying
land that has been flooded, in living
memory, to a depth of 10 feet. We see
pictures on television from time to time
where the water is up to the level of
the eaves and all that is sticking out
of the water is the roof. Surely the
argument advanced by the honourable
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member for Benalla that occasionally
a washing machine will pose a greater
risk than a situation like that is worse
than ludicrous. I am surprised the honourable member for Benalla would use
such an analogy in this debate.
The Bill will create fringe areas where
municipalities will be able to designate
where development is fair and reasonable. The Bill will also designate the
area that is not fringe area and where
the local community, via the elected representatives on the council, will decide
that it is too great a risk to allow
development. That is not an unreasonable situation.
I agree that -there are still holes
in the proposed legislation and it is not
the perfect answer, but in my judgment
it is far better than what exists today
which is simply the bureaucratic stopping of development. At least municipa'lities will be able to allow building
to take place in certain flood prone areas
and they will not subsequently be at
risk in courts of law. That is very
important.
If the Bill is passed municipalities
will be able to deem which areas are
reasonable to take a risk on; that is,
areas where it is designated a flood
may only occur every 100 years will
be able to be built on or developed
without the council being at risk at
some time in the future in the courts of
law.
I agree that the Bill is not a panacea
as this is a complex and emotive issue.
I support any amendment that would
put up a better Bill, but the reality is
that the amendment we are faced with
tonight puts proposed legislation off for
a long time. A couple of things have
happened in the electorate I represent
that were referred to all-party committees and I am still waiting for a
result. I will probably have to wait for
a few years yet.
I would like to see the Bill go through
as it stands and support amendments
next year if they can be construed
better. I have no reservation in saying
that the Opposition would support
them.
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I support the Bill but the Opposition
will not be supporting the amendment
moved by the National Party. The way
the Leader of the National Party
attacked my colleague, the honourable
member for Brighton, does not contribute to the tone of the debate. It was
most unfair, ungentlemanly and totally
out of context for the gentleman I know
and understand as the Leader of the
National Party. I can only assume that
he like many of us here tonight is getting a little frayed when facing the
second time in a row that the House
will be sitting until after 4 a.m. I can
only assume that is why the Leader of
the National Party went further than I
have seen him go before.
Mr McCUTCHEON (St Kilda)-I do
not want to in any way support the
remarks made by the honourable member for Westernport in the past few minutes. I think it is appropriate to return to
the central issues of the debate. In
speaking against the amendment proposed by the National Party, it is important to note that there are already
a series of studies being undertaken in
this State to determine flood control
strategy. They are currently being
carried on in Geelong, Horsham,
Echuca, Nathalia, Settlement, Sale, Seaspray, Benalla and Wangaratta. They
are part of, for instance, the national
water resource programme.
The National Party ought to take into
account the fact that these strategies
and studies will be set back by the
proposed amendment. There is no way
that the studies and the implementation
of those studies will carry on while this
Bill is referred to that Committee. It will
hold up necessary flood mitigation work
and that is ,not to the benefit of many
National Party supporters. The National
Party should think again about the
amendment it moved.
The procedure contained in the Bill
is straightforward. As occurs with many
technical Bills, people get confused.
The honourable member for Westernport correctly pointed out, a series
of steps was introduced by amendment
in another place by the Minister in
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response to the argument that members
of the National Party put to the House
tonight, but they do not appear to have
adjusted their remarks in the light of
amendments made and accepted by the
Minister in another place. The proposals
put forward there and accepted were
that the matter of determining a 100year flood level would be a matter of
some discussion between the responsible
authority-in most cases the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commissionand the local authority. The authority is
responsible for determining in the end
what is the evidence that led to the
determination of a lOO-year flood line.
It has to hear evidence fro in the municipality concerned.
The Deputy Leader of the National
Party talked at great length tonight
about the conditions in Echuca. That
information would be taken into account
by the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission in determining the 1 per
cent flood line before it is offiCially
published and proclaimed. If the municipality is unhappy about the determination of that authority, the Minister has provided that a panel will
be set up with an independent chairman
to resolve the difference between the
responsible authority and the municipality involved. That is contained in
two clauses of the Bill and a number
of steps go on from there. The arguments that have been put forward by
previous speakers make it quite clear
that a 1 per cent flood development level
is an accepted standard world-wide and
it is, of course, endorsed by the Commonwealth Government and other
State Governments as well as this
Government. The arguments put forward by the National Party are unacceptable to the Government.
The House divided on the question
that the words proposed by Mr Hann
to be omitted stand part of the motion
(the Hon. C. T. Edmunds in the chair).
Ayes ..
Noes ..
Majority
against
amendment ..

59
7

the

52

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill
Mr Brown
Mr Burgin
Mr Cain
Miss CaIlister
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Delzoppo
Mr Oickinson
Mr Ebery
Mr Ernst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gavin
Mr Gray
Mr Harrowfield
Mr Hassett
Mr Hill
Mr Hockley
Mr Jona
Mr Kennett
Mr King
Mr Kirkwood
Mr Leigh
Mr Lieberman
Mr McDonald
Mr McKeIlar
Mr Mathews
Mr Miller
Mr Newton
Mr Norris
Mr Evans

AYES
Mrs Patrick
Mr Pope
Mr Ramsay
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Reynolds
Mr Richardson
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mr Seitz
Mrs Setches
Mr Sheehan
(Ivanhoe)

Mr Sheehan
(Ballarat South)

Mr Shell
Mrs Sibree
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Simmonds
Mr Simpson
Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
Mr Tanner
Mr Templeton
Mrs Toner
Dr Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Mr WilIiams
Tellers:

Mr Ihlein
Mr McCutcheon
NOES
Mr Whiting

(Gippsland East)

Mr Hann
Mr McGrath
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Jolly

Tellers:

Mr McNamara
Mr WaIlace
PAIR
Mr Jasper

The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and
passed through its remaining stages.
HISTORIC BUILDINGS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
The message from the Council relating to the amendments in this Bill was
taken into consideration.
Council's amendments1. Clause 4, omit this clause.
2. Clause 5, paragraph (c) , line 34, omit
"29", and insert "32B".
. 3. Clause 5, page 4, line 32, omit "28" and
Insert "32A".

4. ~Iause 8, paragraph (c), line 37 omit "31"
and Insert "320".
'
5. Clause 8, paragraph (d) , line 40, omit
"32A" and insert "32F".
6. Clause 10, omit this clau:e.
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7. Clause 15, paragraphs (a) and (b), omit
these pamgraphs and insert"( ) In sub-section (1) after the word
"Council" there shall be inserted the words
"may, in the case of an application of any
person in the prescribed form and";
( ) After sub-section (1) there shall be inserted the following:
"( lA) The Council may require an applicant
(other than the National Trust of Australia
(Victoria) or the owner of the relevant building) to submit further information relevant to
his application before making a determination
as to whether to carry out an examination.
(IB) Notwithstanding anything in sub-section (1), the Council shall refuse to make an
examination as to whether a building should be
added to the register where the Chairman of
the Council is satisfied that the building, the
subject of the application, is to 'be offered
for sale by auction within 14 days of the
receipt of the application in respect of that
building by the Council and has directed the
Council not to take an examination in respect
of that application.";
( ) After sub-section (2) there shall be inserted the following:
(2A) A notice under sub-section (2) in relation to land shall include a description of the
land to be examined and the description shall
be provided by a map or plan of the land or
in such manner as the Council determines.";
( ) For sub-sections (3), (4) and (5) there
shall be substituted the following:
"(3) Where the Council is satisfied that the
owner of a building which is the subject of an
application under sub-section (1) to add the
building to the register intends to demolish
the building within a time which would justify
an early hearing in respect of a permit to
demolish the building the Council(a) shall in addition to making an examination for the purpose of the application consider any other matter which would be considered by the Council if the application were
an application for a permit to demolish the
building; and
(b) may issue a permit, whether subject to
conditions or not, at the same time as it makes
a recommendation to the Minister notwithstanding that the building is not on the register.
( 4) If the building is added to the register
the permit shall take full force and effect as
though it was issued under section 27.
(5) An owner who is dissatisfied with a
decision of the Council with respect to that
part of the application which relates to the
issue of the permit may make a submission
under section 28 and sections 29 to 30 shall
apply accordingly except that any party to the
hearing under sub-section (3) shall have an
opportunity of being heard under section 30."
8. Clause 15, paragraph (c), omit this paragraph.
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9. Clause 15, paragraph (d), after this paragraph insert'( ) In sub-section (8)(i) after the word "concerned" there shall
be inserted the words "and, with the consent
of the owner, the holder of an option to pur·chase the building";
(ii) in paragraph (b) the words "if the
-owner of the building so requests at the hearing" shall be repealed.
( ) Sub-section (10) shall be repealed.'
10. Clause 16, paragraph (a), after this paragraph insertC( ) In sub-section (1) after the word
"land" there shall be inserted the words "and,
with the consent of the owner, the holder of
an option to purchase the land or building
-concerned". '
11. Clause 17, omit this clause.
12. Clause 18, omit this clause.
13. Clause 19, omit this clause.
14. Clause 20, lines 33 to 34, omit all words
.and expressions on these lines and insert"20. After section 32 of the Principal Act
there shall be be inserted the following:"
15. Clause 20, line 36, omit "28" and insert
4c32A".
16. Clause 20, page 8, line 4, omit "this Act"

and insert "the Historic Buildings (Amendment) Act 1982".
17. Clause 20, page 8, line 15, omit "31"
.and insert "32D".
18. Clause 20, page 8, line 20, omit "29"
:and insert "32B".
19. Clause 20, page 8, line 24, omit "30"
:and insert "32c".
20. Clause 20, page 8, lines 29 and 30,
omit "the preservation of the building and
whether" and insert "that".
21. Clause 20, page 8, lines 36 to 42, and
page 9, lines 1 to 7, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.
22. Clause 20, page 9, line 8, omit "31"
-and insert "32D".
23. Clause 20, page 9, line 23, omit "32"
-and insert "32E".
24. Clause 20, page 9, line 23, omit "31 "
and insert "32D".
25. Clause 20, page 9, line 30, omit "32A"
and insert "32F" . .
26. Clause 20, page 9, line 41, omit "32B"
and insert "32G".
27. Clause 20, page 10, sub-clause (2), omit
this sub-clause.
28. Clause 21, sub-clause (3), after this sub-clause insertC( ) In section 40 (9) of the Principal Act(a) in paragraph (b) for the word "six"
there shall be substituted the word "four";
(b) in naragranh (c) for the word "Minister"
there shall be substituted the word "Council".

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill
29. Im:ert the following new clause to follow
clause 3:
"AA. In section 1 (4) of the PrinCipal Act
after the expression:
"Division I.-Register of Historic Buildings
ss. 14-32:" there shall be inserted the expression:
"Division lA.-Register of Government Buildings ss. 32A--32G."'.
30. Insert the following new clauses to follow
clause 9:
'BB. Section 10 of the Principal Act shall
be amended as follows:
(a) At the end of sub-section (1) there
shall be inserted the words "except where a
Committee is appointed to conduct a hearing
under section 18 (8) in which case it shall
consist of not less than seven members";
(b) At the end of sub-section (3) there
shall be inserted the words "except where a
Committee is conducting a hearing under
section 18 (8) in which case five members
shall constitute a quorum".
cc. Section 11 of the Principal Act shall be
amended as follows:
(a) In sub-section (1) after the word
"officer" there shall be inserted the words
"or a sub-committee appointed under section
10";

(b) For paragraph (b) and the word "and"
preceding it there shall be substituted the
following:
"(b) in the case of a delegation to an officer
of the Council its functions under sections 9
(1) (a), 18, 19, 35, 36 and 40; and
(c) in the case of a delegation to a subcommittee of the Council its functions under
sections 9 ( 1) ( a) , 18 (6) , 19, 35, 36 and

40.".'
31. Insert the following new clauses to follow
clause 16:
'DD. For sections 22, 23, 24 and 25 of the

Principal Act there shall be substituted the
following:
"22. The Council, upon application in the
approved form stating the particulars of any
land in respect of which information is required
and upon the receiDt of the prescribed fee,
shall give or send through the post addressed
to the per"'on soaDDlving a certificate in the
prescribed form which shall be signed by
the Dil'P.ctor or some other officer authorized
in that behalf by the Council stating in respect
of the land described in the application( a) whether or not any building thereon is
a designated building or a registered building
for the purposes of this Act;
(b) whether the land or any part thereof
is registered land for the purpose of this Act;
( c) whether or not any building thereon is
subject to an interim preservation order and
if so the date of such order; or
(d) whether or not the building thereon
is subject to examination by the Council under
the provisions of this Act.".'
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32. Insert the following new clause to follow
clause 17:
'EE. In section 26 (11) for the words "religious or liturgical nature" insert "liturgical
nature where the Council has been given 28
days notice of the proposed alterations by the
owner and the notice includes a declaration
by an officer of the church authorized by the
church for that purpose that the alteration is
required for liturgical purposes.".'
33. Insert the following new clauses to follow
clause 18:
'FF. For section 27 (6) of the Principal Act
there shall be substituted the following:
"(6) Where the Council does not notify the
applicant of its decision pursuant to sub-section
(3) within 60 days after receipt of the application or any longer period specified by the Minister the applicant may notify the Council that
he is adversely affected by the failure of the
.
Council to notify him.
(6A) Where the Council does not notify an
applicant within 14 days of the receipt of a
notice under sub-section (6) or any longer
period specified by the Minister it shall be
deemed to have granted a permit in respect
of the application.".
GG. The Principal Act shall be amended as
follows:
(a) In. section 29 for the words "the Minister shall appoint the chief chairman of the
Planning Appeals Board to" there shall be substituted the words "the Minister may if he
thinks fit refer the matter to a special division
of the Planning Appeals Board which shall";
(b) In section 30 for the words "the person
furnishing that report" there shall be substituted the words "the special division of the
Planning Appeals Board";
(c) In section 31 (1) for the words "the
Chief Chairman of the Planning Appeals Board
for further consideration there shall be substituted the words "the special division of the
~lanning Appeals Boa~d for furt~er consideration or to the Council for conSideration and
report""
34. Insert the foJlowing new clause to follow
clause 25:
'HH. After section 17 of the Planning Appeals
Board Act 1980 there shall be inserted the
following:
"17A. Notwithstanding anything in this Act
the jurisdiction powers and duties conferred
imposed on the Board by sections 29 to 31 of
the Historic Buildings Act 1981 shall be exercised or performed by a specially constituted
division of the Board consisting of( a) a senior member;
(b) an architect practising in the area of
building restoration or conservation; and
(c) one other person appointed by the Chief
Chairman ,!ho is suitably qualified and experienced to discharge the duty imposed on him
as a member of the division having regard to
the matter being considered by the division.".'
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35. Title, after the expression "(Amendment)
Act 1981" there shall be inserted the expression ", the Planning Appeals Board Act 1980".

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That amendments Nos. 1 to 7 be agreed to.

Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-When this
matter was before the House for the
first time in June, the Opposition forewarned that problems would arise and
that not enough consultation had taken
place. The Opposition is interested in
Act. It relates to examination of appliamendment No. 7 which will add new
sub-section (lA) to section 18 of the
cations. It is not just any person who
may require an examination. The council may require an applicant, other than
the National Trust of Australia (Vic.)
or the owner of the relevant building,
to submit further information relevant
to his application. The Opposition is
pleased to support that amendment.
Proposed new section (lB) relates to
cases where there are auctions. The
Opposition said that cases where there
are auctions would be difficult if there
were applications for designation. The
consideration of economic factors is
also included where the council is satisfied that the owner of the building
subject to auction under sub-section (1)
is to be added to the register and intends
to demolish the building. Some advances
have been made, although there is a difference in view between the Government
and the Opposition on economic factors.
The motion was agreed to.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That amendment No. 8 be disagreed with.

The amendment would permit the
matters regarding economic considerations on the declaration of a building
as an historic building to be introduced
when the first consideration takes place.
The Government's policy on this matter
is well known. It believes the two processes should be separated and that the
declaration of buildings that should be
preserved and are of historic and/or
architectural merit should be decisions
taken separately and distinctly from the
issue of whether economic considerations are to be taken into account.
The Government considers the second
considerations on economic aspects and
consequences ought to be taken into
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account at the second stage of the process. Normally, if an application is made
to use the land or building, as the case
may be, is when economic considerations should be introduced, but not
before. Accordingly, the Government is
not prepared to accept the amendment.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-The Opposition considers that economic factors
ought to be taken into consideration
initially when the designation is first
mooted. It is often seen as creating a
burden on the owner of the building to
·be designated. The obligation to preserve that building can cause economic
hardship. The Opposition firmly believes
that economic factors ought to be considered. The Opposition appreciates that
when there is a designation, together
with a demolition or application to
renovate or alter, economic factors become even more relevant.
The Opposition adheres to the view
that when a designation is to take place
it places an obligation on the owner
to preserve and maintain the property;
it may also affect the commercial value
of the property. It may not be as readily
saleable as people would expect if the
building is designated. Some people will
shy off from buying it because it means
they will be under an obligation not to
alter the building in a way in which
they see fit. They will be subject to scrutiny on alterations and demolition. A
balance must be achieved somewhere.
The whole problem of historic buildings
is that everyone wants them to be preserved, but no money is available to
compensate the people concerned. At
some stage Parliament will have to come
to grips with the problem. The former
Government did not. When a ,building
is to be designated, economic factors
should be taken into account in the
first instance.
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-Section 18
of the Historic Buildings. Act allows
certain matters to be considered by the
council when it is examining a property
that may be included on the Register
of Historic Buildings. The National
Party considers that the present provision in the Act should apply. Although
the Bill omits that section and makes

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

it possible for the council not to consider the economic factors at that stage,
it is important to consider a person
who is placed in the position of having
to have a building placed on the register
and meet the requirements of keeping it
in repair and in the same state, even
though it may be a number of years
before any further action is taken on the
building, because a burden is 'certainly
placed on that person. It appears that
if there is a possibility that the build··
ing is to be demolished, then, under the
provisions of the Bill, the council can
take those factors into account. The
National Party is concerned that this is
not the stage at which this provision
should apply.
I have suggested to the Minister concerned that the Act remain as it is until
the autumn sessional sitting of Parliament hecause at that stage very few
cases will have come before the Historic
Buildings Council and, by that time,
further discussions will have taken place
and hopefully a compromise reached
among the Opposition, the National
Party, the Government, the Building
Owners and Managers, Association and
other people interested.
If the Government is prepared to
leave the Act as it is and debate this
Bill during the autumn sessional period,
then everybody will be in a much better
position to find a suitable compromise
that will cater for all the problems that
have arisen already under this provision
in the Act.
I ask the Premier to consider allowing
that to happen. It is important that he
do so, because the more discussion that
takes place the better the Bill will be.
I hope the matter will be held over until
the autumn sessional period when the
House will be in a better position to
make a decision than at present, after
two late sittings, and no one is in a position to give reasonable consideration to
a vexed question' so far as that Historic
Buildings Council is concerned.
The House divided on the motion
(the Hon. C. T. Edmunds in the
chair) .

Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill

Ayes..
Noes. .

25

Majority for the motion . .

17

42
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The motion was agreed to.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS DUTY
BILL

This Bill was returned from the CounMr Cain
Miss Callister
Or Coghill
Mr Crabb
Mr Culpin
Mr Emst
Mr Fogarty
Mr Fordham
Mr Gavin
Mr Gray
Mr flarro~eld
Mr flassett
Mrflill
Mr flockley
Mr Ihlein
Mr Kennedy
Mr King
Mr Kirkwood
Mr McCutcheon
Mr McOonald
Mr Mathews
Mr Miller
Mr Newton

AYES
Mrs Ray
Mr Remington
Mr Roper
Mr Rowe
Mr Seitz
Mrs Setches
Mr Sheehan

(Ivcmhoe)

Mr Sheehan

(Ballarat South)

Mr Shell
Mr Sidiropoulos
Mr Simmonds
Mr Simpson
Mr Spyker
Mr Stirling
Mrs Toner
Dr Vaughan
Mr Walsh
Tellers:

Mr Norris
Mr Pope
NOES
Mr Maclel1an
Mr Austin
Mrs Patrick
Mr Brown
Mr Reynolds
Mr Burgin
Mr Richardson
Mr Dickinson
Mr Ross-Edwards
Mr Ebery
Mrs Sibree
Mr Evans
Mr Tanner
(Gippsland East)
Mr Templeton
Mr flann
Mr Whiting
Mr Jona
Mr Williams
Mr Leigh
Mr Lieberman
Tellers:
Mr McGrath
Mr Oelzoppo
Mr McKellar
Mr Wall ace
Mr NcNamara
PAIRS
Mr Cathie
Mr Smith
Mrs flilI
Mr Austin
Mr Jolly
Mr Kennett

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That amendment Nos. 9 to 35 be agreed to.

Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-As I said
earlier, in June the Opposition pointed
out a number of difficulties in the Bill.
U is pleased that consultation has now
taken place and that the churches, the
National Trust of Australia and the
Building Owners and Managers Association are happy for this Bill to go ahead.
No doubt these organizations will be
watching closely to see how the measure
works and I am sure that now the Government will see fit to continually con.ult with these groups on the Bill and
its provisions.
Session 1982-109

cil with a message intimating that on

consideration of the Bill in Committee
they suggested that the Assembly
should make certain amendments in the
Bill.
Council's suggested amendments:
1. Clause 7, page 11, line 3, omit U$I00 000"
and insert U$50 000".
2. Clause 7, page 11, line 13, omit U$100 000"
and insert U$50 000".
3. Clause 7, page 12, line 10, omit "$100000"
and insert U$50 000".
4. Clause 7, page 12, line 23, omit "$100 000"
and insert "$50 000".
5. Clause 25, page 29, after line 10 insert:
"(7) An amount shall not be paid to the

credit of a special account kept by a bank
in the name of the Law Institute of Victoria
unless the amount(a) is an amount deposited with the Law
Institute of Victoria under section 40 (2A) of
the Legal Profession Practice Act 1958; or
(b) forms part of the Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund under that Act.
(8) An amount shall not be paid to the
credit of a special account kept by a bank
in the name of a charitable institution unless
the amount is an amount received by the
charitable institution wholly and exclusively
in furtherance of its objects."
6. Clause 25, page 29, line 13, omit "(10)"
and insert "(12)".
7. Clause 25, page 29, line 20, omit "or".
8. Clause 25, page 29, after line 20 insert:
"( ) there has been a contravention of subsection (7) by reason of the payment of an
amount to the credit of a special account kept
in the name of the Law Institute of VictOria;
( ) there has been a contravention of subsection (8) by reason of the payment of an
amount to the credit of a special account kept
in the name of a charitable institution; or".
9. Clause 25, page 29, line 21, omit "(7)"
and insert "(9)".
10. Clause 25, page 29, line 26, omit "(9)"
and insert "( 11)".
11. Clause 25, page 30, after line 2 insert:
'( ) the Law Institute of Victoria;
( ) a charitable institution, that is to say(i) a public benevolent or a religious institution;
(ii) a public hospital or a hospital that is
carried on by an association or other body of
persons otherwise than for purposes of profit
or gain to the individual members of that
association or other body; or
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(ill) a primary or secondary school or
secondary college that is carried on by an
association or other body of persons otherwise
than for the purposes of profit or gain to the
individual members of that association or other
body;'.
12. Clause 32, page 34, after line 26 insert:
Cl ( ) a special account kept in the name
of the Law Institute of Victoria;
( ) a special account kept in the name
of a charitable institution within the meaning
of section 25;".
13. Clause 97, page 69, lines 24 to 26, omit
all words and expressions on these lines.
14. Clause 99, page 70, omit "2. 50" and insert "2.45".
15. Clause 99, page 70, omit "2.75" and
insert "2. 70".
16. Clause 99, page 70, omit «C3. 00 and insert
«C2.95".
17. Clause 9, sub-clause (1), page 71, omit
"3.50" and insert «C3. 45".
18. Clause 99, sub-clause (1), page 71, omit
"3 . 75" and insert "3. 70".
19. Clause 99, sub-clause (1), page 71, omit
"4.25" and insert "4.20".
20. Clause 99, sub-clause (1), page 71, omit
"4.50" and insert ."4.45".
21. Clause 99, sub-clause (2), page 71, omit
Cl2 . 50" and insert "2.45".
. 22. Clause 99, sub-clause (2), page 71, omit
"2 . 75" and insert '2.70".
23. Clause 9, sub-clause (2), page 71, omit
Cl3 .00" and insert "2.95".
24. Clause 9, sub-clause (2), page 71, omit
"3 . 50" and insert "3.45".
25. Clause 99, sub-clause (2), page 71, omit
"3 . 75" and insert "3. 70".
26. Clause 99, sub-clause '(2), page 72, omit
Cl4.25" and Insert "4.20".
27. Clause 99, sub-clause (2), page 72, omit
Cl4.50" and insert "4.45".
28. Clause 99, page 72, after sub-clause (2)
Insert:
.( ) In the Third Schedule to the Stamps
Act 1958 under the heading ·'VI.-CONVEY~
ANCE OF REAL PROPERTY AND LAND
TRANSFER"(a) for the expresion "1.50" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the ex~
pression "1.45";
(b) for the expression 111.75" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the expression Cll.70";
(c) for the expression 112.00" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the ex~
pression "1.95";
(d) for the expression "2.25" (where twice
occurring) there shall be substituted the ex~
pression "~. 20".'
29. Clause 99, page 72, lines 1 and 2, omit
"and (2)" and insert ", (2) and (3)".

Financial Institutions Duty Bill

Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)I move:
That this House make the amendments suggested by the Council.

Discussions have been undertaken during the course of the day and in another place during the course of the
night on the Bill. The first four suggested amendments concern the minimum figure which applies to the definition that was discussed at some length
yesterday and does not really need
further debate. Suggested amendment
No. 5 concerns two specific accounts,
one a special account in the name of
the Law Institute of Victoria as defined
and the other the Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund and, further, as the matter relates
to charitable institutions. Suggested
amendments Nos. 6 and 7 are consequential.
Suggested amendment No. 8 tidies up
a potential loophole. Suggested amendment No. 11 is a definition of a charitable institution-that is, those institutions that are exempt. Suggested amendment No. 12 pursues the' same line. Suggested amendments Nos. 14 to 29 are
intended to achieve a reduction in the
conveyancing duty which ameliorate the
effects of the Bill on people purchasing
homes.
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-The Opposition is glad that the suggested amendments have come before the Assembly
even at this particularly late hour. They
reflect many of the propositions that
were put to the House during the second-reading debate and when the Bill
was before the Committee, at which
stage the Government had g·reat difficulty in accepting them. It is encouraging to note that, after more mature consideration and a proper analysis of the
arguments that were put to tbe Government, there has been a change of mind
by the Government.
The suggested amendments relating
to the short~term money market will
far more adequately meet the needs of
that market and enable it to operate
efficiently and effectively in the best interests of the Victorian economy.
The exemptions that have been extended both to the accounts concerning
the Law Institute of Victoria and the

Financial Institutions Duty Bill

Solicitors' Guarantee Fund, accounts
kept by charities, schools and by public hospitals are very appropriate. The
Government's decision not to exempt
the trust funds of solicitors and estate
agents is disappointing to the Opposition but at least the Government has
agreed to some offsetting of the situation on the triple accounting of conveyancing transactions by removing the
demands of stamp duty on conveyancing. It is encouraging to note that
the Government has taken that step.
These suggested amendments do go
some way down the track of improving
the Bill.
The community, particularly financial
institutions in the community, still face
the enormous problem of the speed at
which the measure has been brought
in and the fact that its operating date
is retrospective to 1 December, only one
day after the Bill had been introduced
into this place as late as 9.20 p.m.
Grave concern was still,being expressed
by telex by the Australian Bankers Association, which was pleading with the
Government to recognize the enormous
pressures banks are being put under and
the impossible situation that the Bill will
put them in, even with the amendments.
It will be completely impossible for
institutions to comply with the Bill in
the short space of time. I hope that, in
the course of discussion of the amendments, the Government will acknowledge this difficult situation that has
been created for many financial institutions. Banks with many branches are
obliged to put in place procedures to
calculate their liability to duty. It is
probable that most of those who are
concerned are sensibly asleep in bed
while we are discussing these propositions, but tomorrow they will be faced
with the problem of calculating the
duty as it applies to them on 16 December. It is an impossible situation.
I cannot believe that the Bill, even
with the amendments, is in a suitable
and workable form. I hope the Minister
will indicate to the House the Government's intention to study closely the
submissions which will continue to come
and I should like an undertaking from
him that the' Bill will not be enacted and
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left to go its way without a proper
check being kept on it, and an undertaking that, if necessary, he will be
back with amendments, as I anticipate
that he is bound to be in the near future.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
National Party) -The National Party
welcomes the various amendments
that have been introduced and I
thank the Government for the cooperation that it has shown. At about
this time yesterday morning, I suggested that a conference should occur
,between the three parties. A conference
went on throughout many hours of _yesterday and, as a result, some rough
justice has been ironed out.
The National Party is not happy with
the Bill, but it is in a much better form
than the Bill with which we started off.
It is interesting that New South Wales
did not have the benefit of the conference and the amendments which have
taken place in Victoria. It is fortunate
that, as a result of representations in
another place, these amendments became possible.
The Government should give serious
consideration to reviewing the Bill in
the autumn sessional period. I congratlilate the Treasury officials on the work
they have done; it has not been easy.
They have been working in an entirely
new field and, obviously, many weaknesses will show up in the Bill in the
weeks and months ahead. I should like
a review of the Bill to take place in the
autumn sessional period, even if the
principles are not altered. The Bill will
need to be revised, and I believe improvements can be made.
One important injustice in the Bill
when it was previously considered was
that duty was payable, generally speaking, three times on conveyancing transactions. However, the Government
recognized the inequity of that and, as
a result of representations, it has reduced stamp duty at all levels of conveyancing, regardless of the value of the
property.
I pay special tribute to the Minister
of Transport, who had to take charge
of the Bill because of the illness of the
Treasurer. I think it is fair to say that
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no other member of the Government
could have taken over the task and
done it competently, but the Minister
has done it most competently and has
been co-operative in the talks that we
have had. Although I am not happy
with the Bill in its final form, I pay tribute to the Minister for the manner in
which he has debated it, and for the
competence and co-operation that he
showed during the discussions that have
taken place during the day.
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)Unaccustomed as I am to the praise that
has been heaped upon me by the Leader
of the Nati()nal Party, nevertheless, I
regard as desirable the spirit of consensus with which we are finishing
the
debate
on
the
Bill.
The
discussions that occurred between
the Government and the two Opposition parties have produced consensus and that is desirable. Regardless
of how the numbers stack up, the
amendments appear to have the support
of all concerned, and I c()mmend them
to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
It was ordered that the Bill be
returned to the Council with a message
intimating the decision of the House.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-I thank the House for its cooperation in the manner in which these
amendments have been handled.
The sitting was suspended at 3.7 a.m.
until 3.47 a.m.
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL
This Bill was returned from the Council with a message relating to amendments.
Council's amendments:
1. Clause 22, line 35, at the end of this line
insert:
n( ) A charge shall be waived if the applicant is a member of the Legislative
Council or of the Legislative Assembly
of Victoria; and".
2. Clause 34, lines 38 and 39, omit "in improved competition or".
3. Clause 58, page 34, line 11, after "58:'
insert u(l) Subject to sub-section (2),".
4. Clause 58, page 34, after line 12 insert:
"(2) The Court may order that the costs
incurred by an applicant in the proceedings shall be bome by the defendant. u

Freedom

of

Information Bill

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

Four amendments were ·made by the
Legislative Council and they relate to
matters of consequence. The first amendment is that a charge for supply of documents should be waived in the case of
members of this Parliament, and the
second important amendment is that parties who are applicants in respect of
appeals against decisions made in regard
to any furnishing of documents may, in
appropriate cases, receive costs. In the
spirit of compromise, those two amendments should be proceeded with at this
stage and honourable members will see
how these matters and other matters
contained in the Bill work out in the
early months of its operation.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)--I seek
your guidance, Mr Speaker. I take it that
the Premier has moved the four amendments and that what he is arguing is
that the four amendments should be
agreed to. In the circumstances, the
Opposition welcomes the amendments.
Two of them make great improvements
to the Bill. One amendment was previously discussed in the Legislative
Assembly, and one, somewhat surprisingly, was brought to this place from the
Legislative Council. That amendment
relates to costs. It is a welcome amendment and one that will greatly
strengthen the Bill and, therefore, the
Opposition supports the amendments.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-The National
Party is also happy to support the
amendments. The Premier seems to have
forgotten the earlier argument in which
he said that there would be two classes
of persons. Members of Parliament
should have the right to be supplied
with that information and should not
have to pay for it, because they are not
doing it for their own personal interest,
but on behalf of constituents.
My colleague in another place, one of
the honourable members for the North
Eastern Province, was responsible for
moving the second amendment, which is
the withdrawal of a number of words relating to the question of competition for
private business and the discretion of
the Minister to release that information.
The National Party welcomes the
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amendments and the question of costs
that was directed to our attention seems
to be fairly important in that the court
ought to have discretion on the order
of costs.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-On a
point of order, Mr Speaker. To preserve
the future workings of the House I raise
a point of order on the fact that copies
of the Bill were not made available.
The matter was directed to the attention of the House with the previous Bill.
I do not know whether it was because
no more copies of the Bill have been
left to be circulated or that no copies
of the Bill were coming from the Legislative Council canvassing the amendment. In the circumstances, one can
understand that it is possible that copies
will not be coming from the Legislative
Council when the end of sessional
periods are held simultaneously, as they
have been on the past two occasions.
It is unacceptable for the Opposition to
have to discuss the amendments without
copies of the Bill. I cannot understand
why copies have not been circulated. A
procedure should be instituted to deal
with this matter.
I ask you, Mr Speaker, to consider
the point of order and reply at another
time. I do not expect a ruling on the
matter now. It will be a nonsense situation if it becomes a pattern for honourable members to discuss amendments
without even copies of the original Bill.
I suggest that you reserve your decision
for another time, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)--Order! I do not need time
to consider the matter. I uphold the
point of order.
The motion was agreed to.

All honourable members are well
aware that this has been a long and
tiring sessional period. I pay tribute to
all those associated with this important
year of a new Government. The House
has sat for 51 days since the April election and, as of last night, about 118
Bills have been passed. I do not regard
an assessment of the session as a
measure of the number of Bills passed,
but rather as being a measure of the
number of significant Bills that have
been passed that have shown the way
for this Government's poliCies and programmes for Parliament over the next
two and a half years.
I thank all those who have contributed
to the work of this place, ensuring that
business is conducted as expeditiously
and harmoniously as is possible, particularly in the past week or so. I pay
tribute to all associated with the difficulties that have been endured to ensure that the work of the House was
finished in a reasonable time. I extend
my thanks to the officers of the House.
I extend thanks to you, Mr Speaker, as
a new Speaker who has adapted to the
role, if I may so, with considerable
skill and tolerance, as the Leader of the
National Party has said. You have displayed a form of tolerance for the
foibles and idiosyncrasies of all honourable members.
I extend thanks also to the Deputy
Speaker and Chairman of Committees,
the honourable member for Broadmeadows, and the various temporary
chairmen. I thank the Clerk, Mr Campbell, Mr McCarron, Mr Boyes, and the
Sergeant-at-Arms, the Reader, Neville
Holt, the Clerk of the Papers, Peter
Bramley and Enid Chandler, who holds
the office of assistant clerk and is leaving after about ten years of service.
As honourable members know, the
Hansard staff do not receive all the
breaks that honourable members enjoy
in the long sittings. I extend thanks
to Bob Darby and his staff for their
contribution. The Government Printer
should not be forgotten either. I thank
Frank Atkinson. I also thank the diningroom manager, Hank Van Heuten and
the chef, Henry Reeif, the housekeeper
Colin Howarth and the attendants.

ADJOURNMENT
Christmas feUcitations-Balcombe military camp--Proeeed education programme-Answers to questions on
notice
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That the House, at its rising, adjourn until
a day and hour to be fixed by Mr Speaker,
which time of meeting shall be notified to
each member of the House by telegram or
letter.
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On a personal note, 1 thank Ted
Horne, who has looked after me for the
past eight months. 1 thank Bob Duguid
and those associated with him for the
conduct of the House, not forgetting the
gardeners, who make this place so
attractive throughout the year. I thank
all people associated with the conduct
and management of this place. Members
of the press gallery are not present in
large numbers at present. They report on
what happens in this place and I extend
thanks to them for the courtesy extended
to members of this House during the
past twelve months.
1 thank the leaders of the House,
who 1 believe face a difficul~ task in
their contribution to making this place
work as well as it may. 1 extend
thanks to my colleague, the Deputy
Premier, the Deputy Leaders of the
National Party and the Opposition for
their contrihution to the running of this
place. Lastly, I mention honourable
members, many of whom are new members, who have coped with a difficult session. They have all made their contributions to this place and will continue to
do so. 1 extend my personal thanks and
best wishes for the Christmas season to
all. The message we wish each other is
for a safe Christmas break on the road,
as elsewhere, and I extend the season's
greetings on behalf of myself and the
Government to all associated with this
place.
Mr KENNETI (Leader of the Opposition) - I join the Premier in recognizing the services of 90 many people who
have made this place so much easier to
work in. To you, Mr Speaker, it is correct that 1 thank you. A few words have
been exchanged between us over the
past eight or nine months and my thanks
are extended to you for the way in which
you have deliberated over the House. It
is not an easy job, as previous Speakers
have found, and at times the enthusiasm
and other actions of honourable members must test your patience, but there
is no doubt that, on balance, this House
has run well, which is a tribute to your
chairmanship.
The Opposition extends sincere thanks
to the officers of Parliament. The Clerks
havf~ had to bear with us, particularly
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in recent weeks with long hours, which
are unfortunately no different from the
hours of the former Government,
although promises were made to change
the situation. The Clerks have had to
bear with us as we have lumbered away
with 'legislation. In particular, I thank
the Librarian and Library staff, particularly this year, because I understand
Bernice is leaving the service of the
Library on 24 December. I extend sincere
thanks to Miss Mc Govern and her team.
We thank Bernice for her service in
Parliament over many years and wish
her the very best of good fourtune.
I extend thanks to Parliamentary
Counsel, the doormen, and, as the
Premier has said, the staff who work
outdoors. Parliament operates with a
type of club atmosphere and could not
survive unless it were well serviced. Not
only is consideration given to honourable members but, more importantly,
genuine consideration and affection is
given back to those who tend to our
needs. I thank the doormen and the
people in the dining room. The staff
there have never been anything else but
highly professional and efficient and so
1 think all honourable members will
agree, particularly those new honourable members, that it is easy to establish a good and genuine relationship
with those who tend to our needs.
I offer our thanks to Bob Duguid
and the House Committee, the Parliamentary Counsel and the police who,
along with the firemen, have attended
this place hour after hour looking after
the rest of us to ensure our security and
the security of the place in which we
work. As did the Premier, I extend my
wishes to all honourable members, in
particular to the new members a
great many of whom have been introduced since 3 April .. I hope they have
come to learn and appreciate that within the Chamber there is quite obviously
roles that politics as 'such must play
but, more importantly, once we leave
the Chamber, regardless of our political
persuasions, we exchange views and
thoughts, which in some way or another
bind us together because of our common service to the constituents we
serve.
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There is no better highlight of that
than the Crabb choir that has been in
existence tonight. Good fellowship
exists in this place and all honourable
members must realize that, in a life
span, the term of a member of Parliament is short. Although we involve ourselves in different philosophies, when
all is said and done we have only a
limited life span as such and must
recognize that we need to work
together.
1 wish all honourable members, the
officers and the staff the very best for
Christmas and the New Year. I wish
them safety over that period and also
point out that there are many in the
community, who, unfortunately, will not
probably enjoy the family communication that many of us will enjoy over
Christmas. I hope that in the New Year
we can return to this place with one
basic resolve: That as a Parliament we
work together in the interests of the
community, and extend the sort of community service and friendship opportunities that we have had to the rest
of the community.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the
National Party) - I join with the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition
in the Christmas felicitations but, before
doing so, 1 would like to pass on a New
Year's message to the Premier and the
Deputy Premier to do a better job with
the hours of sittings next year. The
situation is just not good enough from
a team that said how weII it could
organize this place. The House easily
could have risen at midnight and sat
again tomorrow morning to finish off
business. But, through sheer stubborness or for reasons hest known to the
Government, it decided not to do so.
Having got that off my chest on behalf
of all honourable members I endorse the
Christmas and New Year greetings of
the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition. I do not wish to keep honourable
members and perhaps honourable members would be happier if 1 were brief because it is long past their bed times. So
to the Speaker and all honourable members, members of staff and their respective families, I extend every good wish
for Christmas and good health during
the New Year.

Like other honourable members, 1
look forward to returning and tackling
the serious problems that face the State.
Let us hope that we are refreshed by
the Christmas break which is necessary
for honourable members because the
past twelve months have been extremely
hectic for all of us.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T.
Edmunds)-Order! I join with speakers
who have spoken on the motion and
compliment the staff who manage this
place on their ability to provide the
services for the Parliament to operate.
1 thank the various speakers who have
complimented me and thank honourable members for their patience and
tolerance with my efforts to provide
impartiality and to ensure that the place
is run according to the precedents of
the Standing Orders and the rules associated with the place.
I compliment the Clerk, the Clerk
Assistants and the Serjeant for the assistance they have provided me. I compliment Mr Darby and his skilful team
in Hansard on the way in which they
turn out what occurs in this place into
manageable and readable material. 1
thank the Librarian, Miss Mc Govern, for
her obliging assistance and, in particular
I wish Bernice well in her new venture.
I compliment the Secretary of the
House Committee, Mr Bob Duguid, and
Hank and his dining room staff for their
efforts on our beha'lf. I also thank Col
Howarth and the doorkeepers, particularly my orderly, Max Beckman, whom
I find to be a real treasure and of invaluable help to me. I also compliment the
technical service people led by Alan
Beatson, and also the post office staff,
the gardeners and the typing pool, and
particularly Margaret Moy, my secretary, who assists me.
To the Chairman of Committees, who
had the good fortune to be somewhere
else this week and the temporary chairmen of committees who assisted and
who have been able to manage the
House quite successfully, I express my
thanks. For the new members it has
been a demanding initiation to the proceedings of the House and I am sure
they will benefit from the experience
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even though it may take some time to
recover from it. On behalf of the House
I would like to pass on Christmas greetings to the honourable member for Swan
Hill who has not been with us for some
time and offer him best wishes to recuperate from the malady that he is
suffering. I offer seasons greetings and a
happy New Year to all honourable
members.
The motion was agreed to.
MR CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I
raise a matter for the attention of the
Minister of Consumer Affairs which is
causing grave concern to a constituent
of mine. It is a matter in which I have
a keen interest and I am pleased that
the honourable member for Springvale
also shares an interest in the matter. Mrs
Iannolo of East Burwood was involved
in a competition at the Myer Emporium.
The prize was given to the lucky winner of a key in a packet of stockings,
and if the key fitted the lock of the car
that was on display and it unlocked
the car, the undertaking was that the
car then became the property of the
person who was able to open the car.
Mrs Iannolo purchased a packet of
stockings which contained a key and
when the key was fitted into the lock,
it opened the car door. An announcement was made that the car had been
won. There were congratulations all
around and, not surprisingly, Mrs lannolo had reason to believe that she was
the owner of the car because that was
the promise that was made.
The promoters of this advertising campaign have since refused to honour that
obligation to provide the car to Mrs
lannolo and I understand there have
been a number of other instances which
involve people who bought pairs -of
stockings in good faith, found a key inside and were able to open the door of
the car that was on display at the
shopping centre where the promotion
was taking place. This matter has been
previously brought to the attention of
the Minister of Consumer Affairs.
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The honourable member for Springvale
has taken a keen interest in the matter
and it would appear that in spite of the
pursuit of the matter through the normal
channels, it remains unsolved.
The company responsible for the
promotion has, as I understand, refused
to co-operate in any way and has even
refused to respond to letters. The
matter has now reached the point where
further and much stronger action must
be taken. I appeal to the Minister of
Consumer Affairs and, in his absence,
the Premier, as Attorney-General, to look
into this matter because it is getting to
the point where it is almost becoming
a legal matter and action must be taken
to protect the interests of a Victorian
citizen who, by all appearances, has
been duped out of a prize which it
would appear is properly hers.
Mr BROWN (Westemport)-I raise
a matter f'Or the attention of the Minister
of Housing and, in his absence, the
Premier. It relates to the Balcombe
military camp at Mount Martha which
the Premier will be aware has been
recently vacated by the Army. This large
area housed the Army apprentice school.
That school is moving to its new $40
million centre at Bonegilla and a number
of residences in the area win be freed as
a result of that move. I understand that,
in total, 266 residences on the Frankston Pines estate and 68 homes at
Momington are leased to the Department of Defence. I am unsure how many
of those homes will become vacant but
I am informed that it will be a considerable number. Those homes will be
available for purchase. It is also my
information that, under the terms of the
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement, the facilities exist for the State
to decide whether it wishes to purchase
the houses that wiH be available. As
a large number of houses will be available in an area of extremely high need
that has large Housing Commission
waiting lists, will the Premier consider
the fact that these houses are available
for purchase, bearing in mind that the
Government has acknowledged that the
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Westernport region is the area of the
greatest need in Victoria on a regional
basis?
M:r DELZOPPO (Narracan)-I raise
for the attention of the Minister of
Education the matter of the Proceed
continuing education programme at
Warragul. I understand that, because of
a lack of funds and certain Government
decisions, there is every chance that the
Proceed courses will be curtailed and
that certain people will not be able to
avail themselves of the courses that
have been held in the past. I wonder
whether the Minister can give me an
assurance that the people of Warragul
will not be jeopardized tby any Government decision and that, in these days
when people wish to seek additional
training and experience, these Proceed
educational and vocational courses will
be available to all who live in the area.
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Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I seek
an assurance from the Premier, further
to our recent conversation, that he and
his Ministers and their staff will assist
me to clear the Notice Paper of the
number of questions I have asked on
notice. That can be done with goodwill
on both sides.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The matters
raised by the honourable members for
Forest Hill, Westemport and Narracan
I will ensure are taken up with the
appropriate Ministers. As far as the
questions by the honourable member for
Doncaster are concerned, I know that
all Ministers wish to dispose of them as
quickly as possible and I believe that
will occur.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 4.16 a.m.
(Thursday) .

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
The following answers to questions
on notice were circulated-

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 153)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Education:
What is the total amount at constant prices
allocated for each category of major expenditure in eech Education Department region
in each year since regionalization was introduced, Indicating the percentage increase or
decrease and any instances where the categories are not comparable from year to year?

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education) -The answer is:
The question asked by Mr Williams is identical to that asked by Mr Mathews two years
ago and answered for him on 18 November
1980. The answer given then related to regional
Works and Services Budgets because it was
assumed that was the thrust of the question.
With the exception of minor running expenses, the recurrent budget of the Education Department is not allocated to regions.

It is therefore not possible to make a state-

ment reflecting each of the major categories
of expenditure, for example teachers' salaries.
within regions.
Major categories of capital expenditure such
as fire re-instatement, purchase of sites, computer service development, subsidy schemes,
community education and activities, special
education schools and T AFE (State and Commonwealth are also not allocating to regions).
Information can be provided on regional
Works and Services Budget expenditure. Table
1, see attached, provides information for the
years 1976-77 through to 1980-81. This information is printed in Hansard, page 4027, 2
December 1980.
Table 2 shows the breakup of expenditure
1981-82. It is presented in a different form because the budget structure was changed that
year. It is not possible to divide the expenditure into the categories of expenditure previously presented.
Table 3 relates to the regional allocation for
1982-83 as it currently stands. The information is presented in a separate table to reflect
the fact that there are now twelve, not eleven
regions. For this reason regional comparisons
with previous yeers are not possible.
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MetropolitanMajor Works
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Furniture
GippslandMajor Works
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Council
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Relocatables
Furniture
BenallaMajor Works
Minor Works
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Benalla-continued
School
Council
Contracts
Relocatables
Furniture
BendigoMajor Works
Minor Works
School
Council
Contracts
Relocatables
Furniture
GeelongMajor Works
Minor Works
Council
School
Contracts
Relocatables
Furnjture
BallaratMajor Works
Minor Works
School
Council
Contracts
Relocatables
Furniture
HorshamMajor Work'
Minor Works
School
Council
Contracts
Relocatables
Furniture
Code 11Minor Works
Council
School
Contracts
Relocatables

TOTALS-

Major Worb
Minor Works
Council
School
Contracts
Relocatables
Furniture

0'003

0·005

0·010

0·009

80·0

0'085

0·073

711·1

0·210
0-4.55
0-311

0·133
0-366
0'230

112-3

0-190
0-421
0'241

0-127
0'281
0'161

-18·1
-16-4
-30-0
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0·986

3'820
0·986

3·349
1·072

3 ·161
1·012

-17'3
2·6

3·377
0'980

2·883
0·837
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3·257
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0-687
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0-170
0-944
0'2.50

120·8

0-250
O'SOO
0·241

0-167
0·333
0-161

-1-8
-64·8
-37·8

.5'730
0·876

3·730
0·876

5'023
0·976

4·741
0·921

-17,3
5·1

4'828
0'930

4-121
0-794

-13'1
-13'8

3-581
1-278

2-646
0·944

-35,8
18·9

2·934
1·240

1-936
0-827

-26,1
-12-4

0'005

0·005

0·010

0·009

80'0

0-070

0·060

366-7

0-240
0-898
0-344

0-177
0-663
0'254

195-0

0'200
0-656
0·325

0-133
0·437
0'217

-24-9
-34,1
-14·6

2'390
0·6.58

2-390
0·6.58

2'093
0'710

1·975
0·670

-17-4
1-8

2-138
0-.580

1-82.5
0-49.5

-7'6
-26-1

1'067
0·711

0·788
0'52.5

-56'8
6'1

1-812
0-660

1·208
0-440

53·3
-16,2

0·005

0·005

0·010

0-009

80'0

0-030

0·043

377-8

0-310
1-030
0-231

0-229
0-761
0-171

432'6

0·22.5
1'268
0-1.51

0'150
0-84.5
0-101

-34'5
11-0
-40-9

1-.500
0·438

1·.500
0-438

1·316
0'490

1-242
0·462

-17'2
.5-.5

1·282
0-6OS

1·094
0·.516

-11-9
11-7

0-876
0-.582

0·647
0·430

-40-9
-16·7

1-021
0-665

0-681
0-443

5-3
3-0

0·003

0·005

0'010

0·009

80·0

0·045

0-038

322-2

0-100
0'630
0'1.54

0-074
0-46.5
0'114

94-7

0-15.5
0-272
0'118

0-103
0·181
0-079

39·2
-61-1
-30,7

0'418

0·418

0·418

0·394

-S'7

0·365

0·312

-20,8

0·300

0·222

-28-8

'-0

5'
(\)

CJ1

0

('t)
(1
('t)

3

0-

0-3.50

0-233

0-300
0·376

0-200
0'251

68-120
11-800

68·220
11'800

59 ·796
12·800

56·433
12·078

-17,3
2·4

.58-680
12'000

.50·084
10-244

-11,3
-15-2

41-700
1!1-3.53

30·788
11-343

-38-.5
10-7

38-890
1S·33.5

2!1-932
10-190

-1!I-8
-10·2

0-0.55

0·055

0·110

0·099

80-0

1·000

0-855

763-6

2·600

1'920
11-1.54
2-9.55

124-6

3-165
14-600
3-670

2'110
9·73.5
2·448

9·9
-12-7
-17,2

1S'099

4-000

('t)
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TABLE 2

~

1981-82 WORKS AND SERVICES PROGRAM

>
en
en

REGIONAL ALLOCATIONS
MainteTlDnce
Urgent Worb

Afinor Maintenance

Major Maintenance

Region

P.W.D.

Educ.

P.W.D.

P.W.D.

Educ.

Western Metropolitan
Northern Metropolitan
Central Metropolitan ..
Eastern Metropolitan
South-Eastern Metropolitan
Gippsland '.
Benalla
Bendigo
Geelong
Ballarat
Horsham
Code 11

S
600 000
607000
420000
.518000
475000
200000
230000
250000
2.52000
160 000
127000
20000

S
50000

S
1 150000
812500
580000
123.5 500
1484000
469000
670000
469800
.594000
306 700
425000
24.5 400

S
318000 1802200
554000 1303900
175000 1489500
450000
800 000
651000 1 13.5 000
143000
384900
141000
606 300
240 000
466400
127000 1490000
125000
208400
133000
274500
380000

S
100 000

188000 8441900

3437000 9961 100

3939000

20000
10000
20000
15000
30000
43000

Educ.

102000
30000
47000
172 000
175000

626000

Additional FacilitieJ
Deferred
Payments

591800
888500
246300
764500
1 159500
234400
156000
281200
289500
284200
145700
133600

Replacemmt FacilitieJ
Total
RegiOTIDI
Budget

18000
22000
40000
9000

S
18.5 300
246600
145000
315700
310600
122.500
118800
119000
1.53800
72700
60000

S
.5 433 300
8130300
3634800
54.50200
6.582600
34.52800
3484400
4579900
4392.500
1429000
2.538200
88.5 000

410000

1850 000

49993000

P.W.D.

Educ.

P.W.D.

Educ.

S
305000
757200
142000
1 106 500
742500
632000
355300
101500
841 800
177 000
114000

S

S
295000
2810600
335000
100000
430000
1200 000
1020000
2590000
447400
12000
1200 000

S
36000

.5 17.5 200 .5 274800

70000
10000

14000
50000
106 000
2.50000

10440000

tTl

School
Budget
Furniture

100 000
185000

~
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TABLI! 3
REGIONAL ALLOCATION 1982
Urgent Worb
Regio"

P.W.D.

South Central
Eastern Metropolitan
Northern Metropolitan
Tullamarine Metropolitan
Western Metropolitan
Westemport Metropolitan
Maroondah Metropolitan
Barwon South-Western
Central Highlands-Wimmera
Loddon Campaspe-Mallee
Goulburn North-Eastern
Gippsland
General

650000
410000
400000
284000
600 000
400000
450000
300000
2.50000
2.50000
27.5 000
185000

TOTAL

44.54000

Minor Maintenance

Major MainteTlDnce

£duc.

P.W.D.

£duc.

P.W.D.

S

S
807400
380000
500 000
291000
900000
6.50000
62.5 000
350000
620000
446400
620000
324400
437.500

S
350000
196200
23.5 400
135000
220000
930000
485000
250000
3.54.500
280000
183000
168000
370100

S
1894700
600 400
1300 800
500000
1917100
1467700
8.52400
1726400
47.5 000
670000
890.500
1299300

267800 69.51700 41.57200 13.594300

10000
49800
50000
10000
.50000
.50000
20000
28000

Additional FacilitieJ
Deferred
Paymenu

Replacement FacilitleJ
Furniture

P.W.D.

£duc.

P.W.D.

S

195000
95000

S
S
28100
300000
86600 1201000
223100
229.500
100 000
133400
193600 1063000
61900 1200 800
160900 1 116500
89400
9.52000
46200
.580200
27000
6.50000
36000
1.50000
475000
15800

S
300 100
80000
1.599 600
1.567000
240000
320000
2.54300
247300
.532000
1642700
1463000
404 000

107.5 000

1102000 8018000

EdMc.

21.5 000

70000
.500000

72000
40000

18000

130000

8650000

and

Total
Allocation

S
268000
240000
463000
323000
389000
267000
3.58000
301 000
176000
239000
203000
223000
.50000

S
4819200
3204200
.5 02.5 000
3373400
.5 659.500
.5 847400
437.5 300
4216100
3103900
4264400
413.5 .500
3217.500
857600

200000 3 SOO 000

52100000

Educ. Equipment
S
.5900

2600
17000
63200
2000
9300
100000

to
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Questions on Notice
LENDING OR HIRING OF WORKS OF
ART
(Question No. 274)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for the Arts:
How many works of art from collections
under the control of the State have been lent
or hired t~(a) Victorian Government departments and instrumentalities; (b) Commonwealth
Government departments and instrumentalities;
(c) other State departments and instrumentalities; (d) municipal councils; (e) private individuals and corporations; and (f) overseas borrowers?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)
-The answer is:
The number of works of art and museum
artefacts from collections under the control of
the State, which have been loaned or hired, is
as follows:
Works hired: Nil.
Works loaned:
Loaned to:
Number
(a) Victorian
Government depart337
ments and instrumentalities
(b) Commonwealth Government departments and instrtimentalities
104
(c) Other State departments and
instmmentalities
383
(d) Municipal councils
307
(e) Private individuals and corporations
155
(f) Overseas borrowers
23

MIMSTRY FOR THE ARTS
ENTERTAINMENT EXPENDITURE
(Question No. 639)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for the Arts:
1. What was the actual expenditure on entertainment and hospitality of departments, authorities and agencies within his administration
in 1981-82 and what is the estimate for
1982-83?
2. What positions are held by the persons

authorizing such expenditure?

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)
-The answer is:
(1) The actual expenditure in 1981-82 and
that estimated for 1982-83, on entertainment
and hospitality of departments, authorities and
agencies within my administration is as follows:
Actual expenditure 1981-82
$58 222
Estimated expenditure 1982-83 $82430
The estimated expenditure for 1982-83 includes the hospitality costs associated with the
opening of the Victorian Arts Centre Concert
Hall.
(2) Expenditure in this area is authorized
by the permanent head and branch heads of
institutions.

15 December 1982
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LUCKY ENVELOPE MACHINES
(Question No. 1086)

Mrs SIBREE (Kew)
Attorney-General:

asked

the

1. How many licences have been issued by
the Raffles and Bingo Board in respect of the
operation of lucky envelope machines?
2. What companies, firms or persons have
been awarded licences?
3. What is the registered address or place of
business of each such company, firm or person?
4. What wa-s the date of the issuing of each
such licence?
5. Whether any applicants for such licences
have been rejected; if so, why?
6. What charities are to benefit from these
licences?

Mr CAIN
answer is:

(Attomey-General)-The

1. 1560 permits to sell lucky envelopes by
means of lucky envelope vending machines had
been issued to 25 October 1982.
2. Permits are not issued to companies or
firms. The permits are issued to a person to
sell the lucky envelopes on behalf of organizations that come within· the definition of "community purpose" in the Act.
The names of the persons who have received
permits can only be ascertained by referring
to each individual file. The time and effort
involved would place an· unjustifiable strain on
the limited -staff resources of the Raffles and
Bingo Permits Board.
However, the board does maintain a list of
"community purpose" organizations which may
be of assistance to the honourable member.
That List is contained in, the schedule provided
in part 6 of this question.
3. For the reasons mentioned in part 2 the
information sought by the honourable member
in relation. to registered place of business of
each person applying for a permit is not provided.
4. For the reasons mentioned in part 2 the
information on the date of jssuing of each licence sought by the honourable member is not
provided. However, the period during which
each permit will be in force is set out on the
schedule of permits provided in part 6.
5. Up to 17 November 1982 no permit applications have been totally rejected although the
board has sought further information concerning about 200 applications.
When the applicants have provided the information sought, the applications will receive
further consideration.
6. The charities, or more precisely the "community purpose" organizations to benefit from
the sale of lucky envelopes, are set out on the
attached schedule of permits. The schedule includes permits issued up to and on 25 October
1982.
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SCHEDULE OF LUCKY ENVELOPE VENDING MACHINE PERMITS
IssuED BY RAFFLES AND BlNoo PaMrrs BoARD UP TO 2S .10.82

Permit
No.
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IS
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
26
27
28
33
34
35
36
37
38
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
57
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66 '
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76

Fund to Benefit

Period

Templestowe Footballers Social Club
Templestowe Footballers Social Slub
Templestowe Footballers Social Club
Bendigo Golf Club Ltd ..
Bendigo Golf Club Ltd ..
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
..
Collingwood Football Club
Collingwood Football Club
..
..
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Carlton Cricket and Football Social Club
Rosebud Country Club ..
Rosebud Country Club ..
..
..
Waverley Golf Club
..
..
..
Vjctorian Club and Amateur Sport Club Ltd
Eaglehawk Cricket Club ..
Box Hill Golf Club
Box Hill Golf Club
Yarravil1e Club
Yarraville Club
Yarravil1e R S L
Yarraville R S L
..
..
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute· for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983

"

.
"
"
"
"

"

"
"
"
.""
"
"
It

..

..
".

"
""
"
"

..

"

It

"
"

......

It

..
..
..

It

.
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"

.."
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY ENVELOPE VENDING MACHINE PEJtMrrs.-continued

Permit
No.
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
8S
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
9S
96
97

98
99

100
101
102
103
104
10S
106
107
108
109

110
111
112
113
114

11S

116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
115
126
127
128
129
131
156
160
161
163
164
166
167
181
184
185
186
187
188

Fund to Benefit

Period

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
It
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Imtitute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
"
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
.,
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
"
.,
Royal Victorian Imtjtute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
.,
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd ..
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
.,
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
It
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Lld
.,
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
It
"
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
"
"
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
Robinvale Oub
It
"
.,
Robinvale Club
..
..
..
It
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Club ..
".,
"
.,
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Oub ..
It
,.
Flemington rind Kensington Cricket Oub ..
It
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Oub ..
It
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Oub ..
"
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Oub ..
It
,.
Flemington and Kensington Cricket Club ..
Rossdale Golf Oub
Caulfield R S L
"
South Colac Football Club
Heyfield Apex Oub
Churchill District Apex Oub
Richmond Cricket and Football Social Oub
.,
Churchill Park Golf Club
"
Warrnambool Returned Services Club
Charlton Golf Oub
Lalor Bowling Oub
Marist Football Oub
"
Collingwood Lions Club
It
"
St Albans Special School
"
Horsham R S L Building Patriotic Fund
"
City of St Kilda Elderly Persons Assistance Society ..

,.
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Permit
No.

189

190

191

192

193

194
196
199
200

201

202

203

204

353
354
358
359
360
361
363
365
366
368

369
380
381
402
407
408

409
410
412
416
417
420
421
426
427
429
431
433
436
440

459

460
463

464
465
467

470
S03
511

512
513

542
543

544
584

585
586
587

588
589

590

591
592

PERMlTS-Continued

Fund to Benefit

Period

City of St Kilda Elderly Persons Assistance Society
Dandenong Club
Dandenong Club
..
..
South Warrnambool Football Club
South Warrnambool Football Club
Winchelsea Lions Club ..
Wonthaggi Bowls Club ..
Sunshine United Cricket Club
Sunshine United Cricket Club
Warrnambool City Memorial Bowls Club
Wycheproof-Narraport Football Club
Wycheproof-Narraport Football Club
Sunbury Bowling Club ..
Lonsdale Golf Club
..
..
Eaglehawk and Bendigo Table Tennis Association
Altona Workingmen's Club
Altona Workingmen's Club
Tarrawingee Football Club
Lake Charm-Mystic Park Lions Club
Mildura Club
Stratford Lions Club
Stratford Lions Club
Portarlington-Drysdale Lions Club
Mentone R S L Services Club
St Mary's Football Club, Geelong
St Mary's Football Club, Geelortg
Torquay Golf Club
..
Rotary Club of Hoppers Crossing
Rotary Club of Hoppc:rs Crossing
A P I (Victorian DiVision) Angling Club
A P I (Victorian Division) Angling Club
Mildura Golf Club
Rochcstcr Football Club
Rochcster Football Club
Yalloum /Newborough R S L
Newport Bowling Club ..
Woodend Apex Club
Donald Urban Fire Brigade
Comets Basketball Club ..
..
Traralgon R S L Building Patriotic Fund
Northcote Sub-branch R S L
Warmambool Golf Club ..
Charlton Apex Club
Bamawn Football Club ..
Cobdcn Sports and Social Club Co-op Ltd ..
Bendigo Apex Clubs
Sale City Football Club ..
Sale City Football Club ..
Tarnagulla Urban Fire Brigade
Cobden Football Club ..
Woolsthorpe Cricket Club
St Mary's Football Club, Ararat
St Mary's Football Club, Ararat
Templcstowe Footballers Social Club
Murrayville and District Lions Club
Bendigo Club ..
Bendigo Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983

"

..

"
"

..
....
..

...
.."

...
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PmtMrrs-continued

Permit
No.

593
594
595
596
597
598
617

627
635

40

130
155
356
443

444
537
538
533
678
680
692
697
698
386
534
689
713

714

717

729

730
731

732
733

742
760

761
762

763
683

684

685
29

39
44

157
158
159
162

165
168
169
170

171
172

173

179

377

378
382
384

395
394
395
401

Fund to Benefit

Period

Geelong Football Club
September 1982 to 28 February 1983
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club
Geelong Football Club ..
"
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Ballarat North Bowling Club
Geelong Football Club ..
CheItenham-Moorabbin R S L Patriotic Funds
Koroit Lions Oub
Balwyn Football Club ..
Colac Imperial Football Club
Nhill and District Football Club
Nhill and District Football Club
Girgarre Football Oub ..
Girgarre Football Club ..
Redan Football Club
..
..
..
Spotswood-Kingsville R S L Bowling Club ..
Portland R.S.L. Memorial Bowling Club
..
Warragul Lions Club
Reservoir Returned Services Club
..
Reservoir Returned Services Club
Coburg Sub-branch R S L Welfare Patriotic Fund
Redan Football Club
..
..
..
"
Italian-Australian Sporting and Social Club of Gippsland
Kilmore Cricket Club
..
..
..
..
Churinga Special School, Greensborough ..
Coburg R S L Welfare and Building Patriotic Funds
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
Koroit Football Club
..
..
Keilor East R S L Club Welfare Patriotic Fund
East Malvern R S L Recreation Club
"
"
Geelong Basketball Club ..
"
Geelong Basketball Club ..
27 SePt~mber i982 to 26"March 1983
Lemnos-Shepparton Football Club
Lemnos-Shepparton Football Club
Lemnos-Shepparton Football Club
1 September 1982 to 28 F~bruary 1983
Ocean Grove Bowling Oub
Waverley R S L Building Patriotic Fund
..
Chelsea R S L ..
Tullamarine Football Club
Tullamarine Football Club
Tullamarine Football Club
"
Warrnambool Football Club Social Club
Webbcona Bowls Club
"
"
Seymour Football Club
Seymour Football Club
Seymour Football Club
Seymour Football Club
Seymour Football Club
Seymour Football Club
St Albans Football Club
"
"
Noble Park Football Social Club
"
Noble Park Football Social Club
St Albans Football Club
"
,.
Derrinallum Football Oub
Epping Returned Services Club
"
Yalloum Golf Club
..
Yalloum Golf Club
Fifeshire Hotel Social Club

..
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No.

411
423
441
442
448

449
455
461
466
504
505
507
508
S09
510
462
540
519
529
539
626
694
696
737
738
739
740
757
758
759
769
771
774
775
776
779
786
794
796
824
837
841
843
845
860
866
867
881
882
883
884
885
886
896
898
906

912
928
930
931
932
933
934
938
957
959

Fund to Benefit
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MACHINE PERMlTS-ConIinwd

Period

Footscray City Bowling Club
..
1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983
Woomelang Lascelles Football Club
"
Violet Town Football Oub
"
Violet Town Football Oub
"
Hawthorn Football Oub
Hawthorn Football Oub
".,
Mosquito Creek Rural Fire Brigade
West Coburg Football Club
..
"
"
Montmorency R S L
Alvie Football Oub
Yalloum North Bowling Club
..
..
..
Aspendale-Edithvale R S L Building Patriotic Fund ..
Aspendale-Edithvale R S L Building Patriotic Fund ..
North Ballarat Football Club
North Ballarat Football Club
"
"
"
Williamstown R S L Building Patriotic Fund
North Ballarat Football Club
Beulah Football Club
Bendigo Rowing Club
.,"
Shepparton Football Club
.,
Yalloum Bowling Club ..
Reservoir Bowling Club ..
"
Tallygaroopna Football Club
East Brighton Football Club
East Brighton Football Club
"
East Brighton Football Club
"n
East Brighton Football Club
Sunshine Y C W Sports Club
"n
Sunshine Y C W Sports Club
.,
Sunshine Y C W Sports Club
"
Broadmeadows Club
Kiata Gerang Football Club
..
"n
.,
Surf life Saving Association of Australia.
.,
Surf life Saving Association of Australia
"
Surf Life Saving Association of Australia
.,
,.
Footscray Football Club
"
Footscray Football Club
"
"
Kooringal Golf Oub
",.
"
".,
Tatong Football Club ..
"
Flinden District Lions Club
"
"
.,"
Seymour Lions Club
"
.,
.,"
Geelong R S L Club
n
.,
Warragul Lions Club
"
Daylesford Football Club
".,
"
Caulfield Park Bowling Club
"
Lalor Cricket Club
"
"
.,"
Loch Football Club
"
Doutta Stars Football Club
"
"
Doutta Stars Football Club
"
"
Doutta Stars Football Club
"
"
"
Doutta Stars Football Club
"
"
.,"
Doutta Stars Football Club
"
"
Mentone Bowling Oub ..
"
.,"
City of Croydon Bowling Club
"
"
Cranbourne Lions Club ..
"
"
Footscray Football Club ..
"
"
"
Swirts Football Club, Stawell
"
"••
"
Shepparton R S L Patriotic Fund 2782
"n
"
Epping Lions Club
"
Epping Lions Oub
"
"
"
Epping lions Club
It
"
Rochester Apex Club
"
Rochester Apex Club
..
••
"
"
Werribee R S L Patriotic Fund 2134
"
"
".,
Skipton Golf Club
..
..
"
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind

..

..
t.

..
"

"

.t

..
..
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY ENVELOPE VENDING MACHINE

Permit
No.
2S

41
175
176
177
183

195
197
198

205

206

367
387
397

351
352
404
405
406

413
415
425
428

430
445

446

447

453
454
456
457
458
501
502
506

514
515

516
518
520
521

523
527
528

535
536
545
623
624
629

630
638

639
640
645
647
648

652
658
659

661
664
665
666
674
675

Fund to Benefit
Northern United Football Club ..
Cheltenham-Moorabbin R S L Patriotic Fund
Australia Portland Cement Recreation Club
Shepparton Golf Club ..
Warmambool and District Anglers Club
St Albans Football and Cricket Club
Karramomus Cricket Club
Alexandra Football Club ..
Alexandra Football Club ..
Kilmore Cricket Club
Kilmore Cricket Club
Trafalgar Lions Club
Eastern Suburbs Football Club
Eaglehaw~ Golf Club
Prahran Football Club ..
Prahran Football Club ..
Kilmore Football Club ..
Kilmore Football Club ..
Echuca Workingmens Club
Timboon Golf Club
St James Glen Iris Cricket Club
Victoria Bowling Oub ..
..
..
Tarrawingee and Wangaratta Rovers Football Club ..
Neerim District Lions Oub
Neerim District Lions Club
Benalla Racing Club
Ringwood R S L Patriotic Fund 2033
Lions Oub of Rosedale ..
Lions Club of Rosedale ..
Heyfield Football Club ..
Heyfield Football Club
Shepparton East Football Club
West Coburg Football Oub
Hampton R S L Oub
Gellibrand Cricket Club
St Amaud Football Oub
St Arnaud Football Club
St Amaud Football Oub
Prahnm Club
Avenel Football Oub
Latrobe Golf Club
Caramut Football Club
Berwick Football Club
Berwick Football Oub
Abbotsford-Collingwood Youth Club
Abbotsford-Collingwood Youth Club
Latrobe Golf Club
Royal Brighton Yacht Club
Merrigum Football Club
Sumner Colts Cricket Club
Shepparton Football Club
Irrewarra Football Club
Morwell R S L Patriotic Fund 2072
Morwell R-S L Patriotic Fund 2m2
Sea Lake Bowls Oub
Port Fairy Surf Life Saving Club
South Barwon Cricket Club
Seymour Golf Club
Port Fairy Surf Life Saving Club
Port Fairy Surf Life Saving Club
Bendigo Bowling Club
Traraigon Football Club
Traraigon Football Oub
Traralgon Football Oub
Pakenham Football Club
Pakenham Football Club

ASSEM'BLY
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'PERMffS-continued

Period
1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983
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"
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"
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY
Permit
No.

677
693
709
710
711
715
735
756
768
772
773
842
844
861
865
892
893
894
895
897
899
900

936
937
956
973
974
1064
1083
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221

222

223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139

Questions on Notice

15 December 1982
ENVELOPE

VENDING MACHINE PEitMrI'S-Continued

Fund to Benefit

Period

Altona North Cricket Club
Cressy Football Club
South Bendigo Football Club
South Bendigo Football Club
South Bendigo Football Club
..
..
Preston R S L Patriotic Funds 2340 and W335
Lions Club of Nhill
Brunswick Bowling Club
White Hills Football Club
Marong Municipal (Hop!!toun) Band
Marong Municipal (Hopetoun) Band
Tatura Urban Fire Brigade
..
Ringwood R S L Patriotic Fund 2033
West Preston Football Club
..
Newtown Club ..
Alfred Hospital ..
Alfred Hospital ..
Alfred Hospital ..
Alfred Hospital ..
Port Fairy R S L Patriotic Fund 2748
Camgham-Linton Football Club
Camgham-Linton Football Club
Carrum R S L Club Patriotic Fund 2400
Carrum R S L Club Patriotic Fund 2400
Maribymong-Maidstone R S L ..
Medway Golf Club
Medway Golf Club
..
..
..
Yachting World Diamond Association (Vie.)
North Ballarat Football Club
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted ChDdren
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria

I September 1982 to 28 February 1983

"
"
"
"

"
"
"

"
"
"
"

"

..
"
"
"
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."
"
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PERMITS-Continued

Permit
No.

140

141
142
143
144

145

146

147
148
149

150
151
152
153
154

437
438

439
636
637
840

669
237

238
239

240

241
242
243

244

245

246

247
248

249
250
251

252
253

254

255
256
257
258
259
260
261

262
263

264

265
266
267
268

269
270
271
272

273
274
275
276
277
278
435
667

Fund to Benefit

Period

Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
..
..
Spastic Society of Victoria
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Associ;I:ion for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association f",r Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983

"

""
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.,.,
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"
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.
"
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"
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"
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Permit
No.

668
182
779

780

781
782
783
784

785
786
906
448

449
450
451
452
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999

1000
1001
1002
1003
1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010

loll

1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018
1019
1020
1021
1022
1023
1024

1025

1026
1027
1028
1029
1030
1031
1032
1033
1034
1035
1036
1037
1038
1039
1040

Fund to Benefit

Period

Victorian Association for Deserted Chlldren
St. Albans Football and Cricket Clubs
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Footscray Football Club
Hawthorn Football Club
Hawthorn Football Club
Hawthorn Football Club
Hawthorn Football Club
Hawthorn Football Club
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
DoXa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Fouqdation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Yoath Welfare Foundation ..

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983

"

.,
"

.

"

00
00
00

00
00
00
00
00

....

00

..

00

..
....
..
..

,0

00

,0

00

"

00

....
..
..
....
00
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY ENvELOPE VENDING MACHINE PBltMrrs-contlnued

Permit
No.

1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046

1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
207
625
1094
1095
1104
1115
1126
1128

1130
651
622
631
1135
1136
1137
1131

1119
1120
1121

650
848
849
743

744
632

633
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291

292
293
294
295

Fund to Benefit

Period

Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation .,
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation .,
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
Doxa Youth Welfare Foundation ..
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Cluldren
Watchem Corack Football Club ..
The Smith Family Victoria
..
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Bendigo and District Servicemens Oub
Eaglehawk Urban Fire Brigade ..
Bendigo Golden City Football League
Footscray Park Bowling Club
Portarlington Football Club
Moorabbin Rugby League Club ..
Melbourne University Hockey Club
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Spastic Society of Victoria
Norwood Football Club . .
..
Kennington Strathdale Football Oub
Kennington Strathdale Football Oub
Kenningtun Strathdale Football Club
Derwent Hotel Tug-O-War Oub ..
Hawthorn Football Club Social Club
Hawthorn Football Club Social Club
Merrivale Football Club ..
Merrivale Football Club . .
..
Victorian State Emergency Service, Warrnambool
Victorian State Emergency Service, Warrnambool
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital

1 September 1982 to 28 February 1983

.

"

"

,.

"
"

6 September 1982'to 5 MarCh 1983

.,
"

...
,.

"

"

"

9 September 1982'to 8 Ma~h 1983

,.

.,

"

6 September 198i'to 5 M~h 1983

..

"
"

,.

..

,.

..

',.

.
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Permit
No.

296
297
298
299
300
301
302

303
304
30S
306

307

308
309

310
311
312
313
314
31S

316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338
339
340

341
342
343
344
345
346
347
348

349
350
599
600

601

602

603

604
60S
606
(IJ7

608
609

PEItMlTS-continued

Fund to Benefit

Period

Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospi tal
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital

6 September 1982 to 5 March 1983
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Permit
No.

{;1O
612
-613
614
615
808
809
810
811
812
813
814
815
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
986
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071
1072
1073
1150
1162
1169
655
859
734
736
770
858

907
908
688
765
628
676

873

434
1110
1111
1166
1102
1074
1075

1099

1100
1140
681
682
958
902

903
904
901
746

747

ASSEM'BL Y
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PEltMm-contlnued

Fund to Benefit

Period

Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Victorian Motor Yacht Club
St Vincent's Boys' Home
Royal Victorian Institute for Blind
"For Those Who Have Less"
Lions Club of Toora
Lions Club of Toora
..
North Bendigo Football Club
Kyneton Bowling Club ..
Rosanna Golf Club
..
Kerang Town Cricket Club
Colts United Soccer Club
..
Bushfield Football Club--Warrnambool
Tower Hill Football Club
Lismore Football Club ..
camperdown Bowling Club
Lakes Entrance Football Club
8th District Board of RSSAILA
Moe Bowling Club
Moe Bowling Club
City of Frankston Bowling Club
Otway Districts Football Club
..
Mildura Working Mans Club Benevolent Fund
Mildura Working Mans Club Benevolent Fund
Patterson River Country Club
Patterson River Country Club
Lilydale Bowling Club
Lakes Entrance Football Club
Lakes Entrance Football Club
Albion Football Club Sports Club
Welshpool Recreation Reserve
Welshpool Recreation Reserve
Welshpool Recreation Reserve
Warriors Football Club ..
Shakespeare Hotel Sports Association
Shakespeare Hotel Sports Association

6 September 1982 to S March 1983

"

..

..

10 Septe.;)ber 1982 to 9 Ma~h 1983

4 September 1982'to 3 Marclt 1983
23 September 1982 to 22 March 1983
1 Octobei-' 1982 to 31 March 1983
20 October 1982 to 19 April 1983
1 October 1982 to 31 March 1983

30 ~bcr 1982 to 29 M~ 1983
l31cpt.er:ber 1982 to 12 March 1983
1~ Scl*mber 1982 to IS March 1983
tt
tt

13 iep~ber 1982 to 12 M~ 1983
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Permit
No.

422
3~5

468
469

616
390

391
1179
1172
946
945
944
943
690
836
1156
877
876
875
728
703

653

1202
1196
1148
178
574

575

576
~77

578
579
580
581

5112
583
670

(;71
(;72

673
878
926
879
880
988

921

1152
1209
1112
1113
1214
IllS
~26

362

1111
874

923

1163
802

1205

1153
1154
llSS
1096
1088
963

PERMITS--Continued

Fund to Benefit

Period

Nirranda Football Oub ..
Donald Football Oub . .
..
Yarragon Cricket and Football Oubs
Yarragon Cricket and Football Oubs
Donald Football Oub . .
..
..
Oayton RSL Bowling Patriotic Fund 1351 ..
Oayton RSL Bowling Patriotic Fund 23S2 ..
Wallan Bowls Oub
..
Healesville Football Oub
Tatura Football Oub
Tatura Football Oub
Tatura Football Oub
Tatura Football Club
..
Old Collegians Football Oub
Birregurra Football Oub ..
Werribee Apex Oub
Western Sports Oub
Western Sports Oub
..
Western Sports Oub
..
Lions Oub of Phillip Island
Footscray City Cricket Oub
Celtic Oub
..
Rainbow Golf Oub
..
..
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Bendigo Athletic Oub . .
..
..
West Footscray Recreational League Youth Centre
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
..
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide- Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dop for the Blind Auociation
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Auociation
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
..
Warragu) Football Oub ..
WarraguI Football Oub ..
..
Rushworth and District Lions Oub
Mooroopna Golf Oub ..
Strathdale Cricket Oub ..
Spastic Society of Victoria Ltd.
Lindenow South Football Oub
Lindenow South Football Oub
Lindenow South Football Oub
Cobram-Barooga Apex Oub
Ballaraf Football Oub ..
Morwell Golf Oub
Bssendon Rowing Oub ..
Millbrook Black Hill Cricket Oub
Millbrook Black Hill Cricket Oub
Prahran Junior Football Oub
Rye RSL Patriotic Fund 1734
Sandhurst Football Oub
North BaIlarat Cricket Oub
North Ballarat Cricket Oub
North BaIlarat Cricket Oub
Bu1n BuIn Football Oub
Springvale RSL Oub
Reefton Darts Oub

13 September 1982 to 12 March 1983
14 September 1982 to 13
·.

M8rch 1983

13 SePteUiber 1982 to 11 MUch 1983
tt

tt

18 Septem~r 1982 to 17 M~ 1983

"

tt

20 SePteUiber 1982 to 19 MUch 1983
13 September 1981 to 11 March 1983

·.

14 Septeri:ber 1982 to 13 MUch 1983

·.
·.

1 Octo~O 1982 31 to March 1983
14 September 1981 to 13 March 1983
1 October 1982 to 31 March 1983
14 September 1981 to 13 March 1983
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16 September 1982 to 15 March 1983
1 October 1982 to 31 March 1983
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P'ERMlfS-Contlnued

Permit
No.

Fund to Benefit

935
816
789
787
788
1171
751
752
1125
925
953

Melbourne R S L Welfare Patriotic Fund
Lions Club of Kerang . .
..
Yarraville and Seddon Bowling Club
North Footscray Football Club ..
North Footscray Football Club ..
Sidecar Racing Club of Victoria ..
Lord Nelson Tavern Sports Association
Lord Nelson Tavern Sports Association
Campbells Creek Colts Cricket Club
Pinsent Cricket Club
Pinsent Cricket Club
..
..
Rosebud R S L Clubrooms Patriotic Fund ..
Rosebud R S L Clubrooms Patriotic Fund ..
Cranbourne R S L Club ..
Petrel Hotel Sporting Club
Petrel Hotel Sporting Club
A1tona R S L Club
Donald Football Club ..
Learmonth Football Club
South Oakleigh Club
South Oakleigh Club
Eastern Golf Club
..
..
Old Carey Grammarians Football Club
Sidecar Racing Club of Victoria ..
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
..
Lions Club of Drouin
Churchill District Apex Club
Hamilton Golf Club
..
..
Wangaratta Rovers Football Club ..
Pimpinio Cricket Club ..
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Fairfield Hospital
Fairfield Hospital
Fairfield Hospital
Fairfield Hospital
..
..
Fawkner Returned Servicemens Club
Numurkah Fire Brigade ..
BaJlarat Football Club ..
BaJlarat Football Club ..
Bendigo Umpires Association
MoeRSLClub
..
Carisbrook Football Club
Altona City Soccer Club ..
Kinglake Rural Fire Brigade
Shell Club (Geelong Refinery)
Bundalaguah Cricket Club
Bundali\guah Cricket Club
North Suburban Club
Yarragon Lions Club
..
Bancoora Surf Life Saving Club ..
Bancoora Surf Life Saving Club ..
North City Hotel Sports Club
North City Hotel Sports Club
Seddon Football Club
Seddon Football Club
Seddon Football Club ..
..
..
Servicemens Memorial Bowling Club, Ballarat
Rupanyup Football Club
Daylesford Bowling Club
Richmond Union Bowling Club ..
Bendigo Basketball Club
Fountain Gate Cricket Club
Yarroweyah Football Club
Prestige Football Club ..

721

722

432
969
970
1204
1149
1138
1132
1133
1238
1244
1248
1249
1253
1254
1257
1265
1271
1273
1274
1275
888
889
890

891

806
1189

1246
1247
679
1109
524

180

1092
847
951
952
24
968
1106
1107
913
914

870
871

872
357
656
657

850

855
1129
1118
1113

Period
·.

16 September 1982 to IS March 1983

.,
.,

·.

.,

13 Se~ber 1982 to 12 M8rch 1983
16 Septer::ber 1982 to IS M8rch 1983

·.

17 SePte~ber 1982 to 16 M~h 1983

·.
·.

1 Octobe;'1982 t~' 31 March' 1983
17 September 1982 to 16 March 1983
1 October 1982 to 31 March 1983
17 September 1982 to 16 March 1983

·.

20 SePte~ber 1982 to 19 M;rch 1983

..

24 SePt~ber 1982 to 23 M~h 1983
20 September 1982 to 19 March 1983
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Permit
No.

1157
1168
1174
1206
972
846
830
695
803
853
852
1267
922
1281
1282
1283
1103
1218
767
371
372
373
1286
1289
1288
1298
1305
1306
1307
1308
1324
1326
618
619
620
621
654
646
662
663
1207
795
1161
1280
42

43

1114
1334
1335
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1302
1351
1352
1285
887
1093
1188
1251
1332
1333

741
1331

Fund to Benefit

Longwarry Bowls Club .,
Numurkah Football Club
Hamilton Football Club ..
Woorinen Football Club
Anglesea Golf Club
..
..
..
Meeniyan-Dumbalk United Football Club ..
Dunolly Football Club ..
St Leonards Cricket Club
Panmure Football Club ..
Nagambie Football Club
..
Nagambie Football Club
Morwell East Sporting and Social Club
George Hotel Sporting Club
..
..
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association of Victoria
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association of Victoria
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association of Victoria
Macarthur Footbal1 Club
..
Horsham Golf Club
East Geelong Golf Club .,
Trinity Football Club
Trinity Football Club
..
Trinity Football Club
Grovedale Football Club ..
Orbost Lions Club
Orbost Lions Club
Whittlesea Lions Club
..
Heidelberg Golf Club
North Brunswick Youth Club
North Brunswick Youth Club
East Malvern Football Qub
City Oval Bowling Club .,
Gunbower Lions Club ..
Lions Club of Werribee ..
Lions Club of Werribee ...
Lions Club of Werribee
Lions Club of Werribee
Bairnsdale Golf Club
Drouin Golf Club
St Peters Football Club ..
St Peters Football Qub ..
Bacchus Marsh Cricket Qub
..
Lexton Football and Cricket Clubs
Melton Cricket Qub
Prahran Services Qub
Horsham Lions Qub
Horsham Lions Club
..
Upper Yarra Sub-branch R S L ..
Heathmere Football Qub
Heathmere Football Qub
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Child~'s Hospital
Hawthorn Football Club Ltd.
Paynesville Lions Qub ..
Paynesville Lions Qub ..
North Bendigo Cricket Club
..
Royal Park Football Club, Maryborough ..
Yarram Football Club ..
Light Car Club of Austra1ia
..
Elwood Sub-branch R S L Patriotic FWld ..
Victorian Association for Deserted Chlldren
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Napmbie Football Oub
Bendigo United Cricket Club

Period

..

20 September 1982 to 19 March 1983

"
"
21 Septen;ber 1982 to 20 Mmh 1983

"

.,

1 Octobe~' 1982 to' 31 March'1983
21 September 1982 to 20 March 1983

..

..

22 SePteriiber 1982 to 21 M~ch 1983

..

20 Septeriiber 1982 to 19 M;rch 1983

.

"
"

"

"
"
"

23 Septeriiber 1982 to 22 M;rch 1983

"

"
"

"

3 Octo~' 1982 to' 2 April 1983
1 October 1982 to 31 March 1983
6 Octo~' 1982 to' 5 April 1983
24 September 1982 to 23 March 1983

"
"

"
"
"
"

"

1 Octo~ 1982 t;; 31 March'1983
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Permit
No.
I06S

82S
826
827
828
829
120
424
11 S9
1117
712
1236
869
868
1354
13S5
1181
1182
915
916
917
918
949
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
929
1147
1146
948
964
862
863
748
749
750
660
30
31
32
687
1237
1086
1112
1297
919
1195
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1315
1377
975
950
857
854
718
719
838
1451
1452
1453
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Fund to Benefit

Period

Yachting World Diamond Association
North Eastern Handicapped Persons Association
North Eastern Handicapped Persons Association
North Eastern Handicapped Persons Association
North Eastern Handicapped Persons Association
North Eastern Handicapped Persons Association
Sorrento Lions Club
St Arnaud Lions Gub ..
Elaine Sports and Social Club
Horsham City Bowling Club
..
..
Nestle's Ladies Bowling Club, Dennington ..
Maffra Football Club
Morwell Bowling Club ..
Morwell Bowling Gub ..
Lancaster Football Club ..
Lancaster Football Club ..
Victoria Police Association
Victoria Police Association
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
..
Deer Park Cricket Club Social Club
Port Melbourne Football Club
Port Melbourne Football Club
Port Melbourne Football Club
Port Melbourne Football Club
Port Melbourne Football Club
Wangaratta Club
Echuca Football Club
Echuca Football Club
Y C W Football Club, Bendigo
Axedale Golf Club
Newtown and Chilwell Football Club
Newtown and Chilwell Football Club
Mansfield Football Club ..
Mansfield Football Club ..
Mansfield Football Club ..
Geelong West Bowls Club
Chelsea Football Club
Chelsea Football Club ..
Chelsea FootbWl Club ..
Strathdale Soccer Club ..
Wonthaggi Club
St Joseph's Cricket Club
Castlemaine Bowling Club
..
Union Hotel Darts Gub, Ballarat
..
Colac and District Early Intervention Play-Group
West Newport Football Club
Mildura Working Man's Club
Mildura Working Man's Club
Mildura Working Man's Club
Mildura Working Man's Club
Mildura Working Man's Club
Mildura Working Man's Gub
Croydon District Golf Club Ltd.
Peter MacCallum Hospital
Southern Peninsula Hospital
Snowy Rovers Football Gub
Amstel Golf Gub
St. Kilda-Fitzroy Sports Club
Southern Cross Homes Incorporated
Southern Cross Homes Incorporated
Sunbury Lions Gub
..
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria

27 September 1982 to 26 March 1983

..

1 Octobe;'1982 t~' 31 March' 1983

..

28 SePte~ber 1982 to 27 M:rch 1983

..

29 SePte~ber 1982 to 28 M:rch 1983

..
..

1 Octore'; 1982 to 31 Ma~h 1983

..

10 Octo";r 1982"to 9 April 1983
29 September 1982 to 28 March 1983

27 Septe';;ber 1982 to 26 March 1983
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY ENVELOPE VENDING MACIUNE PER.Mrrs-contin~d

Permit
No.

1454

145S

1456
1457

14S8

1459
1460
1461
1462
1463
1464
1465
1466
1141
547
1216
804
807
727
987
1376
726
1164
1165

S46

S48
549

5S0
SSI

552

SS3
SS4
5SS
SS6
SS7
S58

559

560
S61

562
563
564
566

S67

568
469
570
571

572
573
471
472
473
474

47S

476
477
478
479

480
481
482
483
484
485
486

Fund to Benefit

Period

Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Y ooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Y ooralla Society of Victoria
Y ooralla Society of Victoria
Drouin Lions Oub
National Heart Foundation
. Swan HiJI R S L Club ..
Leongatha Golf Oub
Melton Rotary Oub
St Amaud Urban Fire Brigade
West Heidelberg R S L Oub
Peter MacCallurn Hospital
Goroke Lions Oub
..
Yooralla Society of Victoria
Yooralla Society of Victoria
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
National Heart Foundation
..
..
National Heart Foundation
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer'Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCaIlum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCalIum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital

27 September 1982 to 26 March 1983

"

1 Octobe~ 1982 i~ 1 Marc'h 1983
28 September 1982 to 27 March 1983
J October 1982 to 1 March 1983

27 SePte~ber 1982 to 26 March 1983
28 SePte~ber 1982 to 27 March 1983

"

"

"

"

"
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Permit
No.

487
488
489
490

491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
699
700

701
702
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
819
820
821
822
823
1259
1279
1219
764
1190

1498
1499
1330
1160

1101
1127
1278
1329
1167
1098
1408
990

364
910
1242
1243
839
1173
1345
1158
1319
1450
1445
1421
1419
1412
1413
1483
1328
1344

1420
1487

Fund to Benefit
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital
St Vincent's Hospital
Nilma Darnum Football Club
Nilma Darnum Football Club
Tallarook Cricket Club
Southcombe Park Sports Complex Committee of
Management
Seymour Soccer Club ..
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Guide Dogs for the Blind Association
Sandhurst Enterprises ..
Lakes Entrance Surf Life Saving Club
Whorouly Football Club
Muckleford Cricket Club
Lakes Entrance Golf Gub
Brighton Bowling and 'tennis Gub
Imperial-Wonwondah Football Club
West Coburg Bowling Gub
Sunshine Golf Club
..
Raywood and Districts Community Social Club
The Bairnsdale Gub
Portland Golf Club
Plastic Eleven Cricket Gub
Plastic Eleven Cricket Club
Newport R S L Club
Warragul Industrial Football Club
Castlemaine Football Club
Jeparit Fire Brigade
St Mary's Cricket Club, Geelong
Brunswick Football Social Gub
Panton Hill Football Club
Nagambie Football Club
Noradjuha Football Club
Mildura Base Hospital
Mildura Base Hospital
Narre Warren Rotary Club
Moonee Ponds Bowling Club
Garvoc Cricket Club
..
Boolarra Footballers Cricket Club
Doutta Stars Cricket Gub
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Period
. 28 September 1982 to 27 March 1983

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..

"

4 Octobe'; 1982 i~ 3 April" 1983

6 Octobe': 1982 i~ 5 April" 1983

13 Oct~r 1982"to 12 April 1983

..

7 Octobe'; 1982 t~ 6 April" 1983

15 Octo';r 1982"to 14 April 1983
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PERMITS-COntinued

No.

Fund to Benefit

Period

989
1489
1492
1491
1496
1409
1470
1391
1390
1486
1506
1505
1497
1277
1276
1336
1142
1241
389
1431
1437
1442
1318
1317
1187
1186
1185
1184
1183
1369
1388
1387
1386
1385
1384
1389
1364
818
817
1436
1393
1392
1514
1469
1512
1509

Doutta Stars Cricket Club
Grangebum Bowling Club
Lome Lions Club
Lome Lions Oub
Meeniyan-Dumbalk United Football Club ..
Timboon Football Oub "
Victoria Hotel Tug of War Club ..
Ocean Grove Football Club
Ocean Grove Football Club
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
South District Football Club
South District Football Club
Creswick Lions Club
Glenroy R S L Club
Glenroy R S L Club
Mallacoota Golf and Country Club
East Warrnambool Football Club
Moreland Bowls Oub
Thomson Sports Club
Yarram Football Club
Orbost and Dist. Hostel Society
Seymour Cricket Club
Kerang Lawn Tennis Club
Kerang Lawn Tennis Club
Moreland Soccer Club
Moreland Soccer Club
Moreland Soccer Club
Moreland Soccer Club
Moreland Soccer Club ..
Kiwi Rugby Union Football Club
South Port Community Nursing Home
South Port Community Nursing Home
South Port Community Nursing Home
South Port Community Nursing Home
South Port Community Nursing Home
Smith Family Victoria Ltd.
Merbein and District Judo Club ..
Victorian School for Deaf Children
Victorian School for Deaf Children
Brunswick Returned Services Club
Greensborough Returned Servicemen's Club
Bannockburn Football Oub
Sacred Heart College, Seymour
..
Oakleigh Oub ..
Devenish Football Club ..
Peninsula
Helicopter
Ambulance
Committee
- Westernport Branch ..
Merino-Digby Football Club
Carltonians Club
Jeparit Lions Qub
Jeparit Lions Qub
..
Burden Park Bowling Club
Cranboume Golf Club ..
Kilmore Football Club ..
Inverloch Bowling Club ..
GIenroy Bowls Club
..
..
..
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Karkana Day Training Centre for Intellectually Handicapped Persons
..
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
Royal Children's Hospital
..
Royal Children's Hospital
Newcomb and District Sports Oub
Little River Social Qub' ..

19 October 1982 to 18 April 1983
28 October 1982 to 27 April 1983
16 October 1982 to 15 April 1983

1507
1230
1430
1429
1477
1145
1536
1532
1530
1535
1527
1528
1526
1525
1524
1523
1522
1143
1304

12 Octo~r 1982 i~ 11 Aprll'1983
21 October 1982 to 20 April 1983
8 October 1982 to 7 April 1983

11 Octo~r 1982 t~ 10 Aprll'1983

"

14 Octo~r 1982

"
i~ 13 Aprd '1983
It

21 October 1982 to 20 April 1983
12 Octo~r 1982 i~ 11 Aprii'1983

..

.."
"

It

It

It

It

..
..
If

II
11
11

11
11

..
..
....
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379

Fund to Benefit
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Period

St Mary's Football Club, Geelong and Eastern 12 October 1982 to 11 April 1983
Suburbs Football Club. .
..
I SOO
Wangaratta and District Cricket Association
1501
Tullarnarine Football Club
1510
Kerang Football Club
1516
Warragu) Bowling Club
1517
The Smith Family
1520
Williamstown Hospital
1519
Williamstown Hospital
)s18
Williamstown Hospital
1600
Rosanna Cricket Club
1151
Creswick Football Club
1178
Williamstown C Y M S
1177
Williamstown C Y MS ..
1538
Lome Golf Club
..
28 Octo~r 1982 i;' 27 Apni'1983
1537
Dennington Football Club
1 November 1982 to 30 April 1983
1544
Warrnambool Football Club
12 October 1982 to 11 April 1983
1250
Lions Club of Maryborough
1266
Sale Football Club
834
South Bendigo Bowling Club
396
Caledonian Football Club
1322
Caulfield Cricket Club ..
691
Marong and District Football Club
905
Warrion Football Club ..
20 Octo";; 1982 i;' 19 Apni'1983
1488
Melton Club
1221
Beechworth R S L
..
12 October 1982 to 11 April 1983
370
Murrumbeena Park Bowling Club ..
1321
Pimpinio Football Club ..
..
704
Essendon Football Club Social Club
705
Essendon Football Club Social Club
706
Essendon Football Club Social Club
707
Essendon Football Club Social Club
708
Essendon Football Club Social Club
1 November 1982'to 30 April 1983
1482
Ford Recreation Club
12 October 1982 to 11 April 1983
531
Barwon Heads Football Club
532
Barwon Heads Football Club
..
I 191
South Coast Sporting and Recreation Club
1192
South Coast Sporting and Recreation Club
1175
Kew Park Rangers Soccer Club ..
I 176
Kew Park Rangers Soccer Club ..
790
Wembley Park Football and Cricket Club ..
797
Nhill Motor Sports Club
1556
Uncle Bobs Club
1557
Uncle Bobs Club
1558
Uncle Bobs Club
1559
Uncle Bobs Club
1560
Uncle Bobs Club
1561
Uncle Bobs Club
1562
Uncle Bobs Club
1563
Uncle Bobs Club
1564
Uncle Bobs Club
1565
Uncle Bobs Club
..
1577
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
1580
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd. ..
1581
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd.
1582
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd. . .
1583
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd. . .
1584
Bendigo Golf Club Limited
13 Octo~r 1982 i;' 12 April'1983
540
Spring Valley Golf Club ..
541
Spring Valley Golf Club ..
1090
Shepparton United Soccer Club ..
1139
Donald Golf Club
1200
Benalla Football Club
1201
Benalla Football Club
1479
Rosedale Football Club ..
..
1472
Commercial Traveller's Association, Victoria
Session 1982-110
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Permit
No.

Fund to Benefit

1587
1593

Frankston R S L Building 2274
13 October 1982 to 12 April 1983
United Cricket Oub, Rochester
Yambuk Football Oub ..
Eureka Athletic Club
..
Maddingley Bacchus Marsh Football Oub ..
Yarraville Football Oub ..
Mirboo North Football Club
Rye R S L Building Fund 2734
Hamilton United Soccer Oub
Lions Oub of Bendigo ..
Echuca South Football Club
Lions Oub of Melton
Petrel Hotel Sporting Club
Petrel Hotel Sporting Club
Kaniva District Football Oub
Kaniva District Football Oub
WilIiamstown Bowling Oub
14 Octo~r 1982
13 A pru"1983
Kingsville Football Oub ..
Kingsville Football Oub . .
..
Victorian Vocational Rehabilitation Association
Victorian Vocational Rehabilitation Association
Victorian Vocational Rehabilitation Association
Poowong Football Club and Poowong Recreation Reserve
Kilkenny Inn Darts Cub
Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
North Castlemaine Cricket Club ..
South Melbourne Life Saving Oub
Casterton Football Club ..
Casteron Football Club ..
Myrtleford Football Oub
Myrtleford Football Cub
..
H M A Naval Dockyard WilIiamstown Social Oub
H M A Naval Dockyard WiIliamstown Social Cub
H M A Naval Dockyard WiIliamstown Social Cub
1 November 1982'to 30 April 1983
Blackburn Football Club ..
28 October 1982 to 27 April 1983
Y C W Football Cub, Bendigo
27 October 1982 to 26 April 1983
Bannockburn Football Oub
15 October 1982 to 14 Aprll1983
Williamstown Baseballers Cricket Club
Lions Club of Frankston
Lions Club of Frankston
Lions Cub of Frankston
..
Lions Cub of Frankston
Royal Victorian Institute for Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for Blind
1 November 1982'to 30 April 1983
..
Hexham Football Club ..
15 October 1982 to 14 Aprll 1983
Hill End and Grove Rovers Football Oub ..
Frankston R S L Building Fund 2274
Sale Bowls Club
..
South Melbourne Community Chest
St Joseph's Catholic Parish, Omeo
19 Octo":; 1982 i~ 18 Aprii" 1983
Maffra Football Club
..
Maffra' Football Club
East Camberwell Y C W Football Cub
Victoria Bowling Oub ..
Northern United Football Club
1 November 1982'to 30 April 1983
Drouin Football Oub
19 October 1982 to 18 April 1983
Kyneton Golf Cub
Nhill Bowling Club
..
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority

399
1484
942

525
1264
1361
1303
1543

1543
1444
969

970
1262
1263
1370
1474
1475
723
724
725
1091
1383
1376
1122
1481
1299
1300
1398
1399
1371
1372
1373
1511
1639
1640
1197
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1615
1616
1617
1618
1630
1631
1632
1644
1647
1648
1650
1653
1655
1656
1657
1658
1659
1660
1661
1662

Period

to

.

.

.
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No.

1663
1664
1665
641
864

1082
1116
1193
1194
1203
1356
1357
1358
1359
1360
1374
1397
1503
924
1585
766
1591
1545
1546
1504
1539
1432
832
833
1423
1493
1424
1425
1473
1349
1309
1407
1533
1435
1422
960
961
1576
1494
1495
1410
1346
1540
1087
1208
1089
1589
1707
1710
1717
1701
1702
1703
1705
1704
1699
1696
1697
1676
1680
1681
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Fund to Benefit

Period

Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Authority
Coburg Football Club
Corio Sporting Club
Little River Cricket Club ..
Beeac Rovers Football Club
Merbein Citizens Club
Merbein Citizens Club
Braybrook Sporting Club
Golden Square Football Club
Golden Square Football Club
Golden Square Football Club
Golden Square Football Club
Golden Square Football Club
Hawthorn Sharks Basketball Club ..
Patchewollock Cricket Club
Coburg Football Club
Rossmore Social Golf Club
Carnegie Football Club ..
Drysdale Football Club ..
Apollo Bay Surf Lifesaving Club
Heywood Football Club ..
Heywood Football Club ..
Port Fairy Cricket Club ..
Kyabram Football Club "
Dimboola Cricket Club ..
Sea Lake Football Club ..
Sea Lake Football Club ..
..
Churchill and. District Lions Club ..
Goorambat Football Club
Meltonians
Meltonians
Keilor Hotel Sports Club
Netherby-Lorquon Football Club ..
Doutta Galla Sports and Social Club
Sarsfield Cricket Club
Moorabbin Bowling Club
Strathfieldsaye Cricket Club
Lions Club of Manangatang
Avoca Sporting and Recreation Club
Avoca Sporting and Recreation Club
St Mary's Dandenong Youth Centre
Warragul Club ..
Warragul Club ..
Penshurst Football Club ..
Appin Football Club
Upper Kiewa Valley Lions Club
Traralgon Bowling Club ..
Kalkee Football Club
Horsham Football Club Tigers
Heytesbury Football Club
Casterton Golf Cub
Winton-Moly-A P I Cricket Club ..
Moorabbin Rugby League Club
Middle Park Football Club
Middle Park Football Club
Middle Park Football Club
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
Russell's Creek Football Club
..
..
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Victorian Association for Deserted Children
Wangaratta Football Club
Uncle Bobs Club
Uncle Bobs Club

19 October 1982 to 18 April 1983

30 Octo~r 1982 i~ 29 Aprll'1983
20 October, 1982 to 19 April 1983
21 October 1982 to 20 April 1983
1 November 1982'to 30 Aprll1983
21 Octo~r 1982 t~ 20 Aprll'1983

30 Octo';r 1982 t'o 29 Aprii' 1983
10 November 1982 to 9 Mar 1983
22 October 1982 to 21 Apri 1983

"

"

:l028
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Permit
No.

1690
1691
1692
1693
1695
1573
1673
1674
1675
1713
1714
1720
1723
1724
1725
1726
1727
1728
1731
1313
1314
1719
1380
1633
1700
1199
1619
1337
1623
1443
1180
1338
1508
1434
1124
1123
1252
1641
1231
1515
1666

1569
1625
1627
1651
1645
1198
971
1548
976
1570
174
1245
1621
1296
1396
418
419
1235
1234
1362
1367
1366
1529
1628
1521

PERMrrs-continued

Fund to Benefit

Period

Smith Family Victoria . .
..
..
..
Melbourne High School Old Boys Water Polo Club ..
Warmambool Bowls Club
Macedon Ranges Lions Club
Royal Children's Hospital
St Kilda Army and Navy Club . .
..
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
South Bendigo Football Club
South Bendigo Football Club
Merino-Digby Football Club
..
..
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum Hospital
Telegraph Golf Club
Old Geelong Football Club
Old Geelong Football Club
Bundoora Bowling Club ..
Oub Tivoli
..
Eastwood Golf Club
..
..
Eaglehawk and Bendigo Table Tennis Association
Yarraville Cricket Club ..
Wendouree Football Club
Orbost Football Club
The Brunswick Club
..
Waurn Ponds Hotel Social and Recreation Club
Newport Football Club ..
Mansfield Golf Club
Briagolong and District Lions Club
Lions Club of Craigieburn
Kangaroo Flat Football Oub
Kangaroo Flat Football Club
Minyip Cricket Oub
Club 700 Social Club
Traralgon Golf Oub
..
Otway District Cricket Club
Hepburn Cricket Club
West Warrnambool Cricket Club ..
Mildura R S L Sub-Branch
Mornington Football Club
Keilor Football Club
Bendigo Club Golden City Pipe Band
Natimuk Lake Water Ski Club
Malmsbury Hotel Social Club
Sorrento Sportsmeri's Club
Tootgarook Cricket Club
Chelsea R S L Patriotic Building Fund
Warragul Cricket Club ..
St Leo's Wattle Park United Football Club ..
Cattle Yard Inn Social Club
Footscray Hotel Social Club
Traralgon Golf Club
Birchip Football Club
Birchip Football Club
Hepburn Football Club
Hepburn Football Club
Sunbury Football Club
Tyntynder Football Club ..
Tyntynder Football Club ..
Glenthompson Football Club
Port Campbell Football Oub
..
Footscray Rugby Union Football Qub

22 October 1982 to 21 April 1983

15 Nove~ber 1982 to 14 May 1983
25 October 1982 to 24 April 1983
8 November 1982'to 7 Maytt1983
25 Octo";;r 1982 i~ 24 Aprii'1983

26 Octo";;r 1982 to 25 April'1983
25 October 1982 to 24 April 1983
5 November 1982 to 4 May 1983
28 October 1982 to 27 April 1983
29 October 1982 to 28 April 1983
26 October 1982 to 25 April 1983

27 Octo";;r 1982 i~ 26 April'1983
26 October 1982 to 25 April 1983
tt
27 Octo~r 1982 i~ 26 Aprif 1983
28 Octo~r 1982 i~ 27 Aprii'1983

1 November 1982'to 30 April 1983
28 October 1982 to 27 April 1983
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ScHEDULE OF LUCKY ENVELOPE VENDING MACHINE

Permit
No.

Fund to Benefit

1261
1270
778
1134
1365
1629
1679
1379
1709
1586
1739
1740
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1751
1752
1753
1754
1755
1756
1757
1758
1759
1762
1764
1765
1772
1773
1774
1775
1776
1272
1574

Underbool Cricket Club ..
Lockington Football Club
Goulbum Valley Uncles Club
Primrose Football Club ..
Crossroads Squash Club ..
Lake Bolac Football Qub
Rushworth Sporting Qub
Portsea Surf Life Saving Club
South Camberwell Cricket Club
Uncle Bobs Club
Dimboola Golf Club
..
Seville Football Club
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd.
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd.
Uncle Bobs Club
Gembrook Football Club
Lake 'Boga Lions Club ..
Royal Victorian Institute for the Blind
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCalIwn
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
The Cancer Institute-Peter MacCallum
Bamawm Extension Cricket Club ..
Cranboume RSL
..
Lions aub of Neerim District
Euroa Football Club
..
Euroa Football Club
Sunshine RSL Building Pat. Fund 1973
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd. . .
The Smith Family Victoria Ltd.
Glengarry Football Club
Langwarrin Sports Club ..

METROPOLITAN CRIME RATE
(Question No. 1686)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
1. Which-Ca) five western metropOlitan
municipalities and (b) five eastern metropolitan
municipalities, experienced the highest crime
rate in 1981?
2. In respect of these municipalities and the
City of Doncaster and Templestowe what are
the respective details of reports to police stations involving-( a) larceny; (b) house-breaking and stEJaling; (c) shop-breaking and stealing; ( d) other breaking and stealing; (e) car
stealing; (t) vandalism of property; (g) crimes
involving false pretences, (h) other "victimless"
crimes; (j) other social misbehaviour such as
-(i) drunk and disorderly: (ii) possession,
supply and use of drugs; and (iii) sex crimes;
and ( k) all other crimes against persons?
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PERMITs-continued

Period

. . 28 October J982 to 27 April 1983

25 Octo";r 1982 i~ 24 Aprll 1983
29 October 1982 to 28 April 1983
t

.
" 1982
" to 11 May
" 1983
12 November
29 October 1982 to 28 April 1983

"
"
"

"

.

"

....
..

"
.t

"

.,

1 November 1982 to 30 April 1983

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police
and Emergency Services) -The answer
is:
Although reported criminal offences are
recorded in the Criminal Investigation divisions
in which they occur, the information requested
is not readily available as the boundaries of
Criminal Investigation Bureau divisions do not
necessarily coincide with those municipalities.
To provide the details requested would
require an examination of approximately
280 000 criminal offences and modus operandi
reports to determine in which municipality
each offence occurred.
The following table, however, indicates the
highest crime rate for 1981 in respect to Sunshine, the busiest western Criminal Investigation Bureau division, and Ferntree Gully, the
busiest eastern Criminal Investigation Bureau
division, and compares those divisions with the
Criminal Investigation Bureau Doncaster division.
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C.I.B. DISTRICT
Offence

Larceny

..

..

House-breaking and Stealing
Shop-breaking and Stealing
Other Breaking and Stealing
Car Stealing
..
..
Vandalism of Property ..
Crimes Involving False Pretences
Other ''victimless'' Crimes
Drunk and Disorderly
..
Possession, Supply and Use of Drugs
Sex Crimes
..
..
All other Crimes against Persons

Sunshine

Ferntree Gully

Doncaster

2205
765

1824
846
205
416
327
398
167
202

1112
553
55

96
24

2S

190
390

475
624
958

130

..

Total Reported Crime for 1981

Not recorded by C.lB.
41
95
210

6083

99

174
267
139
97

183

17
121

4688

2659

NOTE: These Criminal Investigation Bureau divisions encompass the following municipalities or parts of
municipalities :
C. I. B. Division

Municipality or Part Thereof

Doncaster ..
Ferntree Gully

..

Sunshine

..

City of Doncaster and Templestowe
City of Knox, City of Berwic}Q, Shire of Pakenham. Shire of LiIlydale, Shire of
Sherbrooke
City of Sunshine

FLYING OF STATE FLAG BY
MINISTRY FOR CONSERVATION

MIGRANT UNEMPLOYMENT

(Question No. 1753)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Immigration and Ethnic
Affairs:

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister of Housing, for the Minister
for Conservation:
1. What steps have been taken to ensure
that State flags are flown each day on all
flag poles on Government buildings within his
administration?
2. If no steps have been taken, why?

(Question No. 1877)

l. How many and what percentage of-Ca)
English speaking; and (b) non-English speaking migrants who arrived in Victoria in the past
two years are presently unemployed?
2. If this information is not available whether
he will ascertain the cost of making it available?

Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)The answer supplied by the Minister
for Conservation is:

Mr SPYKER (Minister of Immigration and Ethnic Affairs) -The answer
is:

The question should be directed to the
Premier because this is a matter within his
admin·istration.

The only figures available pertaining to this
question are those from the 30 June 1981
Census. They are as follows:

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics 1981-Census of Population and Housing-State
of Victoria.
Overseas Born Labour Force--Period of Residence: 2 years.
(a) Total Labour Force
Birthplace: Main English-speaking countries: (i.e. U.K. and Ireland. Canada,
..
..
.. 4033 or 38 per cent. of total
U.S.A.• RepUblic of South Africa, New Zealand)
Birthplace: Other than main-English speaking countries: . .
.. 6582 or 62 per cent. of total
Total..
..
..
..
..
..
.. 10619.
(b) Unemployed
Main English-speaking countries:
..
Other than main English-speaking countries:
. Total

.. 265 or 24 per cent. of tota1
. . 848 or 76 per cent. of total
. . 1114·

• Totals may be slightly greater or less than the sum of their components, as non zero
cells in the Census table (including totals) have been randomly adjusted to avoid the
release of confidential data.
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( c) Rate of unemployment
Main English speaking countries: 6·6 per
cent.
Other than main English speaking countries:
12·9 per cent.
As an element of comparison. it can be noted
that the Victorian rate of unemployment in
June 1981-based on the Labour Force Survey and not on the 1981 Census-was 5'3 per
cent.

ASSEMIBL Y

ADS 1981 Census of Population and Housing
State of Victoria
TABLE 27
OVERSEAS BORN LABOUR FORCE-BIRTHPLACE BY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE BY
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS BY SEX (CONT)
VlC: TOTAL STATE. PERSONS.
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS:
UNEMPLOYED

Period 0/
Residence
2 years

Birthplace

ADS 1981 Census of Population and Housing
State of Victoria
TABLE

27

OVERSEAS BORN LABOUR FORCE-BIRTHPLACE BY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE BY
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS BY SEX (CONT)
VIC: TOTAL STATE. PERSONS.
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS:
TOTAL LABOUR FORCE

Birthplace

Period 0/
bsldence
2 years

Europe·United Kingdom and Ireland ..
Austria
..
Czechoslovakia
..
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Finland
France
Germany (b) ..
Greece
Hungary
Italy ..
Malta
Netherlands ..
Poland
Spain
Ukraine
U.S.S.R. Nei ..
Yugoslavia
Europe Nei ..
Total Europe ..

1654
17
44
7
9

43
136
138

39
183
127
97
166
34
12

439
359

242
3748

AsiaChina
Cyprus
India
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Lebanon
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Turkey
Vietnam
Asia Nei
Total Asia

156
72

167
35
30
71

107
345
193
59
95
218
1 855

523

3923

3031

America·Canada
"
·United States of America
America Nei ..
Total America ..
AfricaArab Republic of Egypt
·Republic of South Africa
..
Africa Nei
Total Africa ..
Oceania·New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Oceania Nei ..
Total Oceania
..
At Sea .,
Total Overseas Born
Grand Total

3
2
28

36

1
6

8

15
161

5
164
1112

1114

ADS 1981 Census of Population and Housing
State of Victoria
TABLE 27
OVERSEAS BORN LABOUR FORCE-BIRTHPLACE BY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE BY
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS BY SEX (CONT)
VIe: TOTAL STATE. PERSONS.
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS:
UNEMPLOYED

Period 0/
Residence
2 years

Birthplace

Europe·United Kingdom and Ireland
Austria
..
Czechoslovakia
..
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania
Finland
France
Germany (b)
Greece
Hungary
Italy ..
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Spain
Ukraine
U.S.S.R. Nei
Yugoslavia
Europe Nei
Total Europe ..

..

93
1
7
2
1

5
18
7

26

5

4

10
10
6

83
35

24

341
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Birthplace

PeriO!I of
Residence
2 years

Asia45
14
14
8
5
2
21
27
20
8
7
32
309
49
S57

China
Cyprus

India ..
Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Lebanon
Malaysia
Philippines
Singapore
Sri Lanka
Turkey
Vietnam
Asia Nei
Total Asia

ABS 1981 Census of Population and Housing
State of Victoria
TABLE 27
OVERSEAS BORN LABOUR FORCE-BIRTHPLACE BY PERIOD OF RESIDENCE BY
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS BY SEX (CONT)
VIC: TOTAL STATE. PERSONS.
OCCUPATIONAL STATUS:
TOTAL LABOUR FORCE

Birthplace

America·Canada
.,
·United States of America
America Nei ..
Total America
AfricaArab Republic of Egypt
·Republic of South Africa
Africa Nei
..
Total Africa ..
Oceania·New Zealand
Papua New Guinea
Oceania Nei ..
Total Oceania
At Sea
Total Overseas Born
Grand Total

Period of
Residence
2 years
76
147
290
512
51

249
139
437

(Question No. 2045)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for the
Minister for Planning:
Whether a corporate plan has been prepared
for all departments, agencies and authorities
within his administration showing-( a) overall objectives; (b) objectives of divisions and
sections; (c) strategies to be used for meeting
objectives; (d) priority and timing of strategies
used; ( e) persons responsible for directing
strategies; (t) criteria for judging effectiveness; and (g) the system for monitoring level
of effectiveness; if so-(i) where such plan may
be inspected; and (H) whether he would cause
such plan to be incorporated in Hansard; if
not, when it is anticipated that such plan will
be available for the information of the member
for Doncaster?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Planning is:
A corporate plan is currently being prepared
by. the department's corporate management
unit and when completed a copy wiJI be made
available to the honourable member for Doncaster.

USE OF VISUAL DISPLAY UNITS IN
MINISTRY FOR PLANNING
(Question No. 2113)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for the
Minister for Planning:
1. How many visual display units are in use
in departments, agencies and authorities within
his administration?
2. What plans there are to increase this number, indicating the size of any increase?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Planning is:

10619
10 619

1. The department has three word processors
and each has a visual display unit.
2. The department's word processing requirements are currently being reviewed and it is
therefore possible that when the review has
been completed additional visual display units
may be required.

Republic and German Federal Republic.
• Includes Migratory.

NOTE:

2.

MINISTRY FOR PLANNING
CORPORATE PLANS

1907
6
83
1995

(h) Germany-Includes The German Democratic

1.
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Non Zero cells in this table (including totals)
have been randomly adjusted to avoid the
release of Confidential Data; However, totals
may be slightly greater or less than the sum
of their components. This introduced error,
in addition to possible respondent and
processing errors, means that no significance
can be attached to cells of five or less.
If this table counts persons then they are
counted at the place where they spent the
night of 30 June 1981.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE DIRECTED
TO MINISTRY FOR PLANNING
(Question No. 2114)

Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster) asked the
Minister for Local Government, for the
Minister for Planning:
1. What are the details of arrangements for
the answering of questions on notice directed to
him with respect to responsible officers on his

Questions on Notice
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personal staff and/or within departments,
agencies or authorities within his administration
charged with the duty of-Ca) examining the
question asked; and ( b) preparing the
the answer?
2. Whether he has sought any reports on the
large number of questions on the notice paper
addressed to him which remain unanswered; if
not, why?
3. Whether he has instigated any measures
to facilitate the answering of questions on
notice; if not, why?

2. What qualifications are required by the
Supreme Court for referees or assessors appOinted under the Arbitration Act 1958 and how
they are selected?
3. What are the names of referees, assessors
or arbitrators appointed by the Supreme Court
since 1975, who were (a) the plaintiffs; and
(b) the defendants, indicating their respective
solicitors, and what was the outcome?
4. What was the shareholding of the Master
Builders' Association of Victoria and New South
Wales in Palmdale Insurance Ltd at the time
of liquidation and what losses, if any, the
Master Builders' Housing Fund Ltd incurred as
a result of the collapse of Palmdale?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The answer supplied by the
Minister for Planning is:
1. The assistant secretary for planning and
his staff examine each Notice Paper and then
seek the required information from within the
department or the agencies or authorities under
my jurisdiction. After evalutation of the information provided a draft answer is prepared for
consideration by the permanent head and if
satisfactory it is submitted for my approval.
2. No, not considered necessary.
3. No, the present arrangements are satisfactory.

CORPORATE AFFAIRS OFFICE
INVESTIGATIONS INTO INSURANCE
COMPANIES
(Question No. 2159)

Mr BROWN (Westemport) asked the
Attorney-General:
What are the details of any investigations
undertaken by the Corporate Affairs Office into
the affairs of Associated General Contractors
Insurance Ltd, Palmdale-A.G.C.I. Ltd, and
Palmdale Insurance on behalf of itself or on
behalf of interstate Corporate Affairs offices?

Mr CAIN
answer is:

(Attorney-Genera l)-...Th e

No investigations have been undertaken by
the Corporate Affairs Office on behalf of itself
or on behalf of interstate Corporate Affairs
Offices in respect of the companies referred to
by the honourable member. It is not envisaged
that any investigations will be undertaken
unless adverse reports are received from the
liquidator.

REFEREES, ASSESSORS AND
ARBITRATORS: PALM DALE
INSURANCE LTD
(Question No. 2174)

Mr BROWN (Western port) asked the
Attorney-General:
1. In what circumstances and from what
source referees and assessors are appointed by
the Supreme Court pursuant to the provisions
of the Arbitration Act 1958?

Mr CAIN
answer is:
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(Attorney-Genera1)-The

1. Sections 6 and 14 of the Arbitration Act
1958 set out the circumstances in which referees
may be appointed by the Supreme Court. The
sources generally used by the Supreme Court
are an arbitrator nominated by the parties or a
person nominated by the President of a particular body such as the Institute of Arbitrators
Australia.
2. The Arbitration Act 1958 does not specify
particular qualifications for referees or assessors appointed by the court.
3. It is not possible to provide the information
requested by the honourable member without
diverting substantial resources to ascertain the
information he requests. Perhaps the honourable
member could make his own inquiries of both
the Prothonotary's Office, Supreme Court, and
the Institute of Arbitrators Australia.
4. I am unable to answer this part of the honourable member's question, because Palmdale
Insurance Ltd was incorporated in New South
Wales and was, pursuent to section 160 of the
Companies Act 1961, exempted from supplying
details of its shareholders to the Corporate
Affairs Office, Victoria.

LAW DEPARTMENT
DISCRETIONARY FUNDS
(Question No. 2176)

Mr BROWN (Westernport) asked the
Attorney-General:
1. Whether any moneys were allocated by the
Law Department in the State Budget announced
on 22 September 1982, which would be available
for distribution at his discretion; if so, what
amount has been so allocated?
2. Whether such discretionary funds were
available within the 1981-82 State Budget?

Mr CAIN
answer is:

(Attomey-General)-The

1. No funds were allocated in the 1982-83
State Budget for distribution at the discretion
of the Attorney-General.

15 December 1982
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2. No such discretionary funds were available
in the 1981-82 State Budget.

SUBMISSIONS TO STUDY GROUP OF
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD

MINISTRY FOR PLANNING
DISCRETIONARY FUNDS

(Question No. 2228)
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(Question No. 2202)

Mr BROWN (Westernport) asked
the Minister for Local Government, for
the Minister for Planning:
1. Whether any moneys were allocated by the
Ministry for Planning in the State Budget
announced on 22 September 1982, which would
be available for distribution at his discretion; if
so, what amount has been so allocated?

2. Whether such discretionary funds were
available within the 1981-82 State Budget?

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local
Government)-The answer supplied by
the Minister for Planning is:
1. No.

2. No.

Mr A. T. EVANS (Ballarat North)
asked the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services:
Whether he will make available for inspection
by Members of Parliament, Executive Members
of the Rural Fire Brigades Association, and the
Urban Fire Brigades Association all written submissions presented to the Study Group of the
P'll'blic Service Board of Victoria which is seeking ways to integrate the Country Fire
Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board.

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police
and Emergency Services)-The answer
is:
As submissions to the study group were made
in conference, it would be inappropriate to make
them available as requested by the honourable
member. A report on options for integration,
prepared by the study group following examination of the submissions, has been made available
for public comment.

Death ofMr Kevin Francis King

Tuesday, IS March 1983
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took
the chair at 2.5 p.m. and read the prayer.

DEATH OF MR KEVIN FRANCIS KING

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That this House expresses its sincere sorrow at the
death of Kevin Francis King, Esquire, and places on
record its acknowledgment of the valuable services
rendered by him to the Parliament and the people of
Victoria as a member of the Legislative Assembly for
the electoral district ofSpringvale from 1979 to 1983.

It is with regret that I indicate to the House that
this is the third occasion within a very few short
months on which I have moved such a motion
for either a sitting member of Parliament or an
honourable member elected at the last State election to this place.

Kevin King was aged 57 years and, after a brief
illness, died on 28 January 1983. He was well
known to all honourable members as the sitting
member for the electorate of Springvale. He was
first elected in May 1979. He served on two Parliamentary committees, the Library Committee
and the Legal and Constitutional Committee betweeh 1982 and 1983.
Kevin King was born in the country, at Yarram, and grew up in the Gippsland area. He
attended schools at both Sale and Rosedale. His
early working life was that of a battler around
the bush. He worked in a variety of jobs. He was
a timber worker, he was an apprentice motor
mechanic, he worked on a dredge at Morwell
and, as well, he drove cattle. Soon after his working life started, he enlisted in the armed services
and became an instructor to motor mechanics in
the service and later was a courier travelling between the various States.
After the second world war, he was discharged
in Brisbane and remained in Brisbane for some
time where he undertook a course in wool classing. It was in Brisbane that he met his future
wife, Rosalie, who was Hungarian-born. Kevin
worked there as a wool classer and travelled
throughout the States as the job required. In 1961
he became a wool store manager. He later worked
for a brief time as an employment officer with
the Commonwealth Employment Service.
Philo~phically, Kevin King was a person who,
I believe, was drawn to the Labor Party because
of his background and his firmly-held beliefs. He
was of working people and he always saw the
Labor Party movement as being the voice which
Session 1983-112
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spoke for the common or working man. He was
involved on a large number of community organizations in Springvale, where he served as a
member of Parliament. I guess it was a logical
progression that, with his long membership in
the party, he sought preselection for his party
and successfully won the seat of Springvale in
1979, after having been defeated in an election
for the same seat three years earlier by Mr Norm
Billing, who was then the sitting member. Kevin
held the seat in the 1982 election and increased
his majority.
Kevin King was a local member who saw the
concerns and the matters his constituents brought
to him as being his most important mission in
Parliament. I do not think he would mind my
saying that he was not a big-issues politicianhis electorate work and what he perceived to be
the needs of his electorate received his prime
attention.
His priorities were such that he regarded his
attendance at caucus meetings as of less conseQuence than attending to the needs of his constituents and, as a result, he was frequently late for
party meetings. His reason for doing so was that
the needs of the people who wanted to see him
had to be met and as the local de facto social
worker of some consequence, he decided that
was where his priorities should be directed. He
revelled in that role and found work for jobless
youths. The records indicate that in the past year
fourteen youths came to his office and he found
work for thirteen of them.
He was closely identified with many diverse
migrant groups in the electorate such as Greek,
Yugoslavs and Spanish migrants, together with
some 26 other ethnic minorities in the Springvale electorate. He always tried to help migrant
communities to reunite. Being something of a
social worker, he counselled his constituents on
a wide range of personal problems concerning
marriage, finance, pensions, housing or whatever
matter was brought to his attention. He considered that their problems were his and he excelled
in that role.
A genuine deep affection remains for him
among the residents of Springvale. There are legions of stories about his attention and devotion
to the needs of the electorate. One of the stories
concerns a young couple who bought a house
and found that it had many faults. Difficulties
ensued with the builder when seeking rectification of the faults and difficulties. Kevin lobbied
the Housing Industry Association and ultimately
negotiated a settlement for about $12 ()()() to
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compensate for the work that was required to be
carried out on the home.
Anyone who attended, walked or drove past
the electorate office would know that it was always busy with constituents seeking assistance.
Somebody said that Mondays and Fridays were
absolute bedlam with people sitting for two or
.three hours waiting their turn to see Kevin about
matters of concern to them. On Christmas Day
1981 Kevin received a telephone call at 7.30 a.m.
from a distressed man whose former wife had
left the children with a couple of friends denying
him access over the Christmas period. As so often
is the case with divorce or separation, custody or
access over Christmas may cause distress to former husbands or wives. Kevin spent half of
Christmas Day finding the couple who were
looking after the children and endeavouring to
arrange some means of access for the distressed
father.
It is also reported that he paid bills for people
in financial difficulty when power or gas supplies
were being cut of[ Nothing was too much trouble for him and he considered his role was to
meet the needs and requirements of his constituents, whatever they might be or however inconvenient it might have been to him in his daily
schedule. The people of Springvale reciprocated
and he received calls for assistance, not just from
the people of Springvale, but also from people
outside his electorate because of what their
friends had told them.
I suppose his epitaph might be that he identified with the struggle of the people in his electorate-the common man and woman-and that
he gave support to the battlers in that community whom he so assiduously represented during
that time. He will be missed by all members of
this House and I speak on behalf of all my Parliamentary colleagues when I say that the sympathy
of the Government and members of the Government party is extended to Kevin's wife, Rose,
and his son, George.
Mr KENNETf (Leader of the Opposition)I join the Premier in paying my respects and
those of the Liberal Party to the late Kevin King.
As the Premier has said, he was a quiet and tireless worker.
He also brought to this place many attributes
to which we should all aspire. He did not see
himself as a high flyer in terms of his contributions either in the House or in the electorate.he
represented, and I am sure his achievements were
much greater than many of us may attempt to
make of them from time to time.

Death ofMr Kevin Francis King
When Kevin King entered Parliament stories
were told about where he was when the first caucus meeting was called! No doubt exists that he
was not unduly self-opinionated. He came here
, once or twice and had difficulty locating the right
venue, yet he brought a great deal to this place,
as was also stated by the Premier, through his
experience and contributions to debates. Regardless of his politics, Kevin King had a tremendous commitment to his beliefs, which he
never took to the extreme. He was never anything more than pleasant to talk to and he took
his politics extremely seriously. He did what he
could to use his influence, but without antagonizing people or going to the extreme in his relationships with others in the Parliament or in his
own party.
I shall never forget Kevin King; he was rarely
seen around this place without a book or two.
He was a prolific reader and made a tremendous
contribution to the Library Committee. That says
a lot about the man when one considers his background. Those who attended his funeral service
at Springvale-many of whom were from this
place and from the community at large, which
again attests to the character of Kevin Kingwill remember the eulogy given, which described
the active person he was and the fact that he was
an avid reader.
He found his recreation in reading, and this
helped to advance his knowledge and education.
No wonder he was well equipped to carry out the
work both in his electorate and elsewhere on
behalf of the man in the street, endeavouring to
increase his opportunities.
I do not agree totally with the Premier when
he said that Kevin King was never a big issues
man; he fought hard for the people he represented in Springvale. No one was more surprised
than Kevin King when it was decided not to
continue work on the extension of the SouthEastern Freeway link. This was also stated in the
eulogy given at his funeral, and the Minister of
Transport said that it was the one thing that
Kevin wanted more than anything else. I held
discussions with Kevin King, and he was deeply
perturbed that that announcement had not been
made before the last election. In representations
that followed, he said that he thought things that
were important to the people were not being
achieved by the Government of which he was a
member.
Kevin King wiU always be remembered with
good grace by all honourable members in this

Death ofMr Kevin Francis King
Chamber, and certainly by the people of Springvale. Kevin King was a battler and did not differentiate between big and small issues. He did not
seek advances for himself, and obviously, he
must have seen this walk of life as extremely
honourable.
He did everything he could for the people he
represented and he fought the issues whether they
were big or small. Members on the Opposition
side of the House join with the Premier in offering their condolences to his wife and son. Parliament has had removed from its presence
someone who was better equipped than most
honourable members to handle its demands and
the needs of the community.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-I join with the Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition in paying tribute to the
memory of Kevin Francis King, the honourable
member for Springvale from 1979 to 1983. During that time he was a member of both the Library Committee and the Legal and
Constitutional Committee.
I felt I knew him well. I felt I knew him better
than most of his contemporaries on the Government side, those who were elected to Parliament
at roughly the same time. We always seemed to
have things in common when, for a variety of
reasons, we stopped and passed the time of day.
At his funeral at Springvale I was most interested to hear the story of the earlier years of his
life, particularly of those years he spent in
Queensland and Tasmania.
During his lifetime Kevin King tackled a multitude of jobs and over the years had many occupations; but he always had the will, the
determination and the ability to have a job. He
had a job during the most difficult years and was
prepared to tackle virtually any task. As the Premier said, during the war he was an instructor in
the Australian Army for two years when he was
eighteen years of age.
Kevin King was a dignified man, always courteous to his fellow man and possessed a natural
good manner. Kevin King was only here for a
short period. One of the things that surprised
him when he came to this place was the good
relationship that he established with honourable
members from the other side of the house.
Kevin King was a supporter of the sporting
shooters and was justly proud of his gun collection. He was a humble man of good common
sense who, it is regretted, was not spared the time
to make the contribution to this place of which
he was capable.
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I extend my deepest sympathy, and that of my
Parliamentary colleagues, to his wife, Rosalie and
his son, George.
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer Affairs)-I wish to add a few words to those of the
previous speakers. It upsets me immensely to
have to stand here for the third time in less than
twelve months and pay tribute to one of my
colleagues-Jack Ginifer, Tony Van Vliet and
now, Kevin King.
I knew Kevin for many years in the political
arena. The Premier and previous speakers have
outlined his background. Kevin came into the
political scene in the 1970s in Springvale when
the sand belt was notoriously a Liberal dominated area and, so far as the Labor Party was
concerned, there was somewhat of a drought.
Members of the Labor Party did not rush to seek
preselection or help in that area, because it was
regarded as a lost cause. Kevin regarded that
attitude as nonsense and when he came in contact with people, he won on the issues.
There is no doubt that Kevin was working
class. He identified with working-class people
who he considered needed the most help. He
made it clear that the people who knew how to
make the system work did not need the help of a
member of Parliament but that he needed to
help the people who did not know which doors
to open when they were in desperate trouble.
That was Kevin's greatest strength. Ifone walked
down the shopping centre in Springvale Road
everybody knew Kevin. Everybody knew that
regardless of his office hours they could go and
talk to him, even on Saturday or Sunday.
His family also paid a heavy price. They played
an enormous supporting role. Both his wife, Rose,
and his son, George, were politically active. They
worked as de facto members of Parliament in
assisting the community.
Another of Kevin's greatest strengths in the
electorate of Springvale was the enormous respect and support he received from the ethnic
community. There are about 46 major ethnic
groups in the City ofSpringvale and surrounding
areas. He had their total support. They could call
in at his office and their problems would be
resolved.
Previous speakers have indicated the large
amount of work that Kevin did for the electorate
he represented. Kevin and I shared adjoining
electorates, and I assure the House that it was
difficult to keep up with his activities. Kevin
would think nothing of ringing up at 11 or 12
o'clock at night and saying, "We have a problem
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in our joint electorate, are you able to meet me
at 9 o'clock in the morning to solve it?" He was
a hard taskmaster in ensuring that problems were
solved as quickly as possible.
As has been indicated, Kevin was well read.
He was self-taught in many of the topics that he
raised in this House. He believed it was in the
interests of the people he represented to have a
wide knowledge of many topics. His latest project was to become heavily involved in trolley
buses. He believed strongly that resources of
petroleum products were wasted by the running
of bus services and he made a strong commitment to examine the feasibility of trolley buses
in the metropolitan area. He even went to the
trouble of writing to New Zealand and other
overseas countries to obtain information on the
subject.
Kevin will be greatly missed by the people of
Springvale. The new member will have a very
difficult act to follow. At election time, some
other members of Parliament may have been
struggling to have people stand at the polling
booths. Kevin was always in the embarrassing
position of having 20 or 30 people standing at
the polling booth to help out and to make sure
that he was re-elected. He could identify with
people of all nationalities; people who believed
their problems were normally ignored.
Kevin King was elated at being a sand-belt
representative. In 1979, I walked up the steps of
Parliament House with him after he had been
elected and he could not believe it. He deemed it
a great honour to be able to serve the people of
Springvale in this Parliament. He told me that
he hoped that the votes had been counted correctly because he would be embarrassed ifhe was
not supposed to be here. In the 1979 election, he
relied on preferences to win the seat ofSpringvale.
He was delighted with the results of the 1982 .
election and said to me, "Do you know that the
sand belt is all Labor; there is not one Liberal
left." I am sure he slept soundly that night knowing that fact.
His wife, Rose, and son, George, have been a
tower of strength to Kevin both before he was
elected to Parliament in 1979 and since that time.
I hope the work in contact with the community
in Springvale will continue. It is most essential
that that type of contact and the understanding
that Kevin built up are retained in the electorate.
I do not believe there would be another person
who, in such a relatively short time, could build
up such enormous CQDtact and community support. On behalf of my wife, Dianne, and myself,
I pass on condolences to Rose and George.

Death olMr Kevin Francis King
Mr WHITING (Mildura)-I add my comments as chairman of the Legal and Constitutional Committee to those already expressed.
Kevin King was one of the members who attended more regularly meetings of the committee. Although the committee had been in
operation for only a comparatively short time,
members of the committee valued his services
because he was a practical man. In a situation
where legal problems were discussed, he was of
great benefit.
He was the type of person who could relate to
all members of Parliament and with almost every
part of the community. On one occasion he was
in Mildura with one of his colleagues representing the Government at the local show. He would
have made himself known to as many people
then as perhaps I would know.

That is a mark of his character and indicates
the type of person he was. We offer his widow
and family our condolences and are sorry that he
was not able to continue the work with the Legal
and Constitutional Committee of the Parliament.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-I was deeply saddened
to hear of the sudden death of the late Kevin
King. Like many other honourable members I
had many long discussions with Kevin about his
experiences in rural Australia. He possessed a
unique knowledge of rural Australia from his
employment, particularly that as a wool classer.
From those discussions, I gained the distinct
impression that Kevin had been a highly qualified and competent wool classer.
On one occasion, he told a story of a hard boss
who had tested him out in the wool shed. Apparently Kevin came through with flying colours
because, much to Kevin's surprise, at the end of
the session in the shearing shed, this particularly
bard boss indicated that he wanted Kevin to class
his wool each year.
Kevin mixed freely with all members of the
Parliament, including those from other parties.
Within twelve or eighteen months of Kevin's
election to Parliament, I had the privilege of being
invited to visit his electorate with the current
Minister of Consumer Affairs and an honourable
member in another place. We were invited to
view the Datsun factory, particularly the robots
in operation there. I gained the impression that
Kevin had a close affinity with his people and a
strong dedication to the electorate he represented.
I am saddened particularly because the last
discussion I had with Kevin prior to Christmas
concerned a bad heart condition which he had
apparently carried with him in recent years.

Death ofMr Kevin Francis King
When one remembers the remarks made by the
Premier and considers the amount of work Kevin
embarked upon on behalf of the people of
Springvale since 1979, one realizes that he
showed tremendous courage, despite a serious
illness about which he seldom spoke.
Kevin will be sadly missed in the Parliament
and I extend my deepest sympathy to his widow,
and particularly to his son.
Dr VAUGHAN (Glenhuntly)-My wife, Teresa, and I were saddened to learn of the untimely
death ofKevin King. Teresa had known him and
his family since she was a girl of sixteen years
when she joined the Springvale branch of the
Australian Labor Party. She had an extremely
warm affection for him.
I first met Kevin when we were candidatesalbeit unsuccessful-at the 1976 State elections.
We were both successful in 1979 and, from that
time onwards, I got to know Kevin quite well.
Teresa had always spoken warmly of him and
regarded him as having an overriding concern
for mankind, not in a general way, but rather, in
a personal way. I quickly learnt that her description of that man was a true one.
Kevin had his basic training in the university
of life, but he was also a self-educated man in
many areas of human endeavour. He was extremely widely read, as anyone who saw him
around the House would know; Kevin never had
the same book in his hand twice. He read his
way through a fair proportion of the Victorian
Parliamentary Library in his all-too-brieftime as
a member of this place.
In conclusion, to his family, may I say, on
behalf of Teresa and myself, that when the grief
eases, may the memory of a life well lived bring
some comfort.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I add my
message of sympathy to the motion so ably proposed and supported by other honourable members. I probably knew Kevin King longer than
anyone else in this place because I met him in
1953 at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology when he learnt the profession of wool
classing. That conflicts with the statement made
by the Premier; perhaps he learnt a little in
Queensland, and a little more in Victoria.
The attributes that have been ascribed to Kevin
King by previous speakers were with him in those
days when I knew him. At that time he was in
his late twenties, a senior man, and the rest of
the class were teenagers who were not permitted
to smoke and they always knew that they could
cadge a cigarette offKevin. That is probably why
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we thOUght his generosity was so great. That generosity continued throughout his life.
When I came into Parliament with him in
1979, I had not seen him for twenty years and it
took me some time to recall who he was and
where I had met him.
Kevin King was a quiet, determined and assiduous worker and I know from the reports that
I have had from my friends in the Springvale
electorate that they thought highly of him. I met
a Tasmanian woolgrower two weeks ago at a
sheep sale and he was sorry to hear of Kevin's
untimely death. Kevin had classed at his shed
for many years in Tasmania and he had many
interesting stories to tell about him.
Kevin King was a great conversationalist and
that probably stemmed from the fact that he was
an avid reader. I often spoke to him about old
times, having worked in a similar occupation.
My work was not as easy as his because he did
his work standing up, I did mine bending over.
I had a lot in common with Kevin King and I
was impressed with his sincerity, his genuineness and dedication. I extend my sympathy to
his widow and to his son.
Mr CULPIN (Glenroy)-I agree with the tributes paid here today to Kevin King concerning
his life as a man, a politician and a friend. The
news of his death was a great shock. Kevin King
used to sit beside me in the Parliament and I
shared an office with him. He was a wonderful
person.
It is true that Kevin King worked hard in his
electorate and that he worked for people. It was
amazing the amount of work that he would do.
He was a self-educated man. He gained great
knowledge from the books that he read and he
had a real understanding of his fellow human
beings. He is a tremendous loss to this Parliament, to the Springvale electorate and to the
Australian Labor Party, as he understood what
the Labor Party was about. As the Minister of
Consumer Affairs said, it will be difficult for the
new member of Springvale to live up to the
standard set by Kevin King.
Kevin King and I once went to the Mildura
show as representatives of the Australian Labor
Party and it was a pleasure to be in his company.
He also persuaded me to go to a gun club meeting and it was an education to me to see how the
people in the club conducted themselves. I saw
how much knowledge Kevin King had and how
involved he was with this club. As the deputy
leader of the National Party said, regretfully
Kevin King had a heart condition. I knew that
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very well because often after dinner we would go
for a walk and he would have to stop because he
had run out of breath and had to take tablets. He
was not a well man and, in trying to do too
much, like so many of us try to do, he was stricken
down at a time when the Parliament was reaping
the benefits of what he was doing at Springvale.
I pass on my deepest sympathy to his wife
Rose, and to his son, George, because, to me,
Kevin King was a king of kings.

Death ofMr Kevin Francis King

when he was in a talking mood would bear witness to his love of talking! He never said much
in this place; however, the silver-tongued oracles
in this august Chamber do not necessarily add
up to much if that is their only contribution. It is
the contribution one makes in the real world,
and the electorate of Springvale is the real world
and that is where Kevin shone.
The love demonstrated by those people he
represented stands in his memory and honour. I
Mr NORRIS (Noble Park)-I support the extend my deepest sympathy on behalf of the
condolence motion as the honourable member constituents of Noble Park to his widow, Rose,
who represents the electorate of Noble Park that and his son, George.
Mr SHELL (Geelong West)-It is with regret
adjoins the electorate ofSpringvale that was represented by Kevin King. Kevin and I shared, that I speak to the motion paying tribute to Kevin
cheek by jowl, many community problems and King. I did not know Kevin King prior to my
saw a lot of one another. Being a newcomer to election to the House but it was due to the almost
this place I always admired his unbounding en- determined attitude demonstrated by Kevin that
thusiasm and optimism. His enthusiasm and op- made my transition to the House so much easier
timism were qualities for which I had the utmost and happier.
admiration.
The constituents of Springvale have described
It has been only since his death and my assum- Kevin as "A little man who cares; a little man
ing responsibility for some of his more pressing who was prepared to do something for me".
cases that I have realized the extent of that opti- Other honourable members have referred to
mism and unbounded enthusiasm in dealing with Kevin's preference for reading. I often watched
the problems of his constituents. They are cases Kevin reading the books he loved. Many of those
that possibly many honourable members could books were about Australia, and indeed, one of
have given up as lost causes, but Kevin did not the last books that he read was the new book
do that. Once he took on the problems of a con- entitled The Shearers. In a quiet way, Kevin King
stituent he really went in to bat for that constit- has left a sound memory here with me.
uent and he never gave up.
Mr GRAY (Syndal)-Mr Speaker, I lost a perHaving gone through those cases that I now sonal friend through the death of Kevin King. I
have on my desk, my admiration for Kevin has had known K.evin since I first joined the Austragrown tremendously. My first meeting with lian Labor Party in 1974 and I assisted in a marKevin was on the day that I was preselected. I ginal way with his various election campaigns
well remember that I had just been given the nod until the 1979 election, when he was elected as
by the preselection panel. I stepped down into
the honourable member for Springvale.
the body of the hall to receive the congratulaI should like to emphasize several qualities
tions of all and sundry and I was confronted by
Kevin, whom I had never seen before, and in a possessed by Kevin, some of which have already
torrent of words he immediately informed me of been alluded to. Kevin had a heart of gold. He
his views on how I should publish the "How to was loved by all of his constituents for his genuVote" cards and his solution to the ills of the ine and caring approach to their problems and
Victorian public transport system, which, as the his complete dedication to the resolution of those
Minister of Consumer Affairs has said, was the problems. K.evin was also a humorous man. I do
not believe that his humour has been alluded to
introduction of trolley buses.
by
other honourable members. Kevin bad a lively
Kevin's enthusiasm endeared him to many
of humour. One of my lasting memories of
sense
migrant groups in the Springvale electorate. The
migrant groups truly loved him, and Kevin had him will be the tears that ran down his cheeks
a tremendous empathy with them. The large rep- whenever he told a particularly humorous story.
Prior to the 1982 election, I well remember
resentation of ethnic groups that were at hi~ funeral would certainly have given Kevin an one occasion when K.evin had a crowd of school
enormous feeling of pride. Many honourable teachers in absolute fits of hysterics as he demembers who have been confronted by Kevin scribed how a constituent had wanted to know
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what to do with a pet cat that had died in the
backyard.
Kevin's description of how he told this constituent over the telephone to get a shovel from
the garage and dig a hole in her vegetable patch
in the backyard was extremely entertaining. It
was typical of a man who had a real compassion
and genuine concern for people.
Kevin King was also extremely concerned
about unemployment, particularly youth unemployment. Although it is true that Kevin was
very much a politician who cared about what
might be called the parish-pump issues of his
electorate, it should not be overlooked that he
had a much broader perspective of his role as a
politician than simply looking after parish-pump
issues.
Kevin would have relished the announcements that were made on the day of his funeral
which were ultimately to lead to the change of
Federal Government. Kevin was extremely concerned about the unemployment problem. Probably one of the contributing factors to his illness
and his subsequent death was that he cared deeply
about these issues. I should like to convey formally my condolences to his wife, Rose, and his
son, George.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Before ·putting the motion I want to add a remark. I came to know Kevin King extremely
well. He was a man of diverse interests, with a
compassion for his fellow men. He was a very
successful politician, as has already been said,
and a very successful Parliamentarian. He did
not need to use the ability to speak in this place
to be a successful local member. He had a sincere
understanding of the electorate he represented
and his constituents, and he will certainly be
sadly missed within this sphere. To his widow
and son I convey my own sympathy and that of
the House.
The motion was agreed to in silence, honourable members signifying their unanimous agreement by standing in their places.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
That, as a further mark of respect to the memory of
the late Kevin Francis King, Esquire, the House do
now adjourn until 8 o'clock this day.

The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 2.49 p.m.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took
the Chair at 8.5 p.m.
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ABSENCE OF CLERK ASSISTANT
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)-I
inform the House that during the continued
absence of the Derk Assistant, Mr McCarron,
owing to illness, the following temporary arrangements and appointments have been made
to assist the efficient working of the Chamber:
Mr R. K. Boyes will act as Derk Assistant; Mr J.
G. Little will act as Second Derk Assistant and
Clerk of Committees, and Mr P. J. Mithen will
act as Serjeant-at-Arms.
REPRESENTATION OF MINISTRIES
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I advise the House of
the arrangements for Ministerial responsibility
in this House of Ministers of the Upper House.
The Minister of Housing, Mr Cathie, will accept
responsibility on matters dealing with conservation; the Treasurer, Mr Jolly, will be responsible
for the Ministry for Industrial Affairs and the
Ministry of Labour and Industry; the Minister
for the Arts, Mr Mathews, will accept responsibility for the Ministry of Minerals and Energy;
Mr Simpson, Minister of Public Works, will accept responsibility for the Ministries of Water
Supply, Forests and Lands; and Mr Wilkes, Minister for Local Government, will accept responsibility for the Ministry of Agriculture and the
Ministry for Planning.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)Following the announcement of the Government that Mr Neil Smith and five others will be
appointed to act on behalf of the Government in
allocating moneys donated to the bush-fire appeal, I ask the Premier whether these persons
will be acting as trustees and whether they will
be helping to administer and account for the
money donated by the public.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-It is the desire of the
Government that those moneys which the public
has contributed so generously over the past three
weeks should be treated as being held in trust by
the Government and the State on behalf of those
for whom it was intended, will be the beneficiaries-those affected by the bush fires. A separate trust account has been established by the
Treasurer and the Government believes it is desirable to seek the guidance and assistance of a
committee of seven people who have agreed to
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Questions without Notice

act to assist the Government on the appropriation and disbursement of those funds in accordance with what I believe would be the express
wish of the donors.

economies of this country and this State moving
again, restoring some economic activity to this
country and this State, and getting people back
to work.

REGIONAL TOURIST AUTHORITIES

BUSH-FIRE APPEAL

Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)-I refer to
the answer given earlier by the Premier to the
question asked by the Leader of the Opposition.
Can the Premier describe the role that will be
played by Mr Smith and his five colleagues, and
will they be subject to Government direction?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The group of which Mr
Smith is the chairman met for the first time today. Its members were asked to consider a number of guidelines and principles suggested by the
Government as the principles and guidelines that
should be followed to disburse the moneys in the
most appropriate way and in accordance with
what I indicated in answer to an earlier question.
They will have discussions with the Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, with whom
they are directly concerned, to ascertain their
responses, advice and guidance, which the GovFEDERAL-STATE RELATIONSHIPS
ernment seeks in respect of the administration
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-As a result of and disbursement of this large fund.
the resounding mandate given to the new FedMr HANN (Rodney)-I ask the Premier: Is it
eral Labor Party Government by the people of
a fact that there is no representative of country
Australia, I ask the Premier: What effect will this
Victoria on the panel appointed to administer
have on Federal-State relationships?
the bush-fire appeal fund? In view of the fact that
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I acknowledge what is significant areas of country Victoria were burnt
implicit in the honourable member's question. out in the Ash Wednesday fires, will the Premier
It was a resounding victory-a massive vic- give consideration to appointing a representatory-and the electorate could not have spoken tive of country Victoria to that panel?
more clearly than it did. Victoria was magnifiMr CAIN (Premier)-I do not believe anyone
cent and responded to a State Government that in this State will believe for a moment that the
has restored some respect to government in this interests of persons in country Victoria will be
State after 27 long years.
prejudiced in any way by the committee. I unThe new Federal Government has a clear derstand that a number of the persons on that
mandate from the people to pursue its policy of committee are and have in the past been conreconstruction and reconciliation after seven cerned with country areas.
years of division by the previous Federal GovIn addition, the Government has set up four
ernment, and the electorate welcomes that. My regional groups that will be concerned with offerGovernment will be working with the new Fed- ing proposals to meet specific needs of people in
eral Government to do what it can to contribute those four country areas. In contrast to the spirit
to the restoration of a spirit of reconciliation and of carping and disharmony that seems to come
of the desire to achieve something in this country from the Leader of the Opposition today, at all
by conciliation and talking with people, not by times people in the areas directly affected have
constant confrontation.
had nothing but praise for the Government and
At the same time I emphasize that we will for the persons associated with the administraalways be vigilant and concerned to protect the tion of bush-fire relief over the past three weeks.
rights and interests of the people of this State In my travels and discussions with people I have
that were neglected for so long by our predeces- heard, as I said, nothing but praise from them
sors. It will be a very happy partnership of two for what has been decided, introduced and
.
Governments with a common aim of getting the implemented.

Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National Party)-Will the Minister for Economic
Development, who is responsible for Tourism
also, inform the House whether the Government
intends to reduce the number of regional tourist
authorities, including Melbourne, from twelve
to a lesser number? lf so, what will be the number in the future and what will be the boundaries
of those regions?
Mr CATHIE (Minister for Economic Development)-The Government has not made a decision to reduce the number of regional tourist
authorities. The Director of Tourism, Mr Don
Dunstan, is undertaking a review. When the review is complete, he will report to me and that
will be the basis for consideration of whatever
recommendations he may put forward.

Questions without Notice
I do not suggest that there are not occasions
when some person or group may be dissatisfied
about a particular aspect of administration. Such
occurrences will always take place in a task of
the magnitude of this one, and I do not suggest
they will not, but in respect of the total administration, both from the time the fires occurred and
since, there has been the strongest approbation
and praise for all those associated with the bushfire relief operation.
I regret to note the disharmony that has crept
in over the past few hours from the Leader of the
Opposition, because such disharmony does not
reflect the feelings in the community at large.
What is more, it does not reflect the attitudes
and the responses of his own back-bench members. Right across the Parliament, there has been
an acknowledgment by this Government that all
those associated with relief have done remarkably well in very difficult circumstances. Never
in the history of the State has there been two
disasters of the magnitude that this State has
faced over the past seven months.
I pay tribute to all those members associated
with the administration of the bush-fire relief
and their contacts and what they have done in
respect of all persons affected by the bush fires as
well as the drought. I believe they have all responded above the call of their normal duties.
That applies in respect of both professionals and
volunteers. I regret the attitude of disharmony
that has been introduced in a discordant, acrimonious and harping way by the Opposition.

EFFECT OF BUDGET ON ECONOMY
Or COGHILL (Werribee)-Can the Treasurer inform the House of the impact on the Victorian economy of the 1982-83 Budget that he
introduced last September?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-As honourable
members would be aware, the Victorian Budget
for 1982-83 was designed to maximize ec0nomic activity and employment opportunities
in Victoria. The emphasis that was placed on
capital works expenditure and housing expenditure is already starting to show benefits for Victoria. That emphasis has been recognized in the
private sector of the economy. The Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures recently undertook a
survey-the VCM survey-which indicated that
Victoria was doing better than other States. In
fact the report indicated that there is a significant
improvement in outlook in areas affected by capital expenditure and housing programmes. They
are the areas that were given priority in the
1982-83 Budget.
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It is clear that there is a new sense of confidence in Victoria as a result of our economic
strategy and the Government's attempt to restore financial order to the State. As a reflection
of this, I indicate that that has occurred despite
the fact that it has not been possible to completely offset the negative effects of the previous
Federal Government's strategy on the economy.
The Opposition will be there for a long timethat is clear from its groans! The facts are that
although there has been a very serious recession
right across Australia, and a decline in employment in every State in Australia, the decline in
Victoria, in percentage terms, has been less than
in the rest of Australia. This fact clearly indicates
that the Government has been effective in offsetting the effects of the policies of the Federal Government in the past. The Government will
endeavour to continue to maximize employment and economic activities in the State because it believes the 1982-83 Budget is already
bearing fruit in this State.

BUSH-FIRE APPEAL

Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I direct a
question to the Premier. On 9 March the Minister for Police and Emergency Services issued a
press release relating to the distribution of bushfire trust fund money. I ask: Who holds the trust
fund; how much is currently held; how much has
been disbursed; are the trust funds invested, and
who will account for them in the Parliament?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I indicated in an earlier
answer to a question that the money was held in
a separate trust account by the Treasurer. I understand that the total amount presently received, on the latest information as of a day or
so back, was $7 million. If the honourable member desires further information in respect of the
day-to-day accounting of the receipt and disbursal of money, I suggest he put the question on
notice.
I will do the best I can to answer. I find some
difficulty in understanding what motivates
members of the Opposition in respect of these
matters. If they have any concern about the
money and where it is, I suggest that they should
go across to Treasury tomorrow and full information will be supplied by the Treasurer as to
what has been received and what has been paid
out.
I can only assume that members of the Opposition are searching desperately for some sort of
issue which will raise their heads above the mire
and the filth in which they want to squander
themselves on this resumption of Parliament.
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They are slipping and sliding in their own vomit
at the moment. The public of this State has been
prepared generously--

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Eclmunds)Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition
asked a detailed Question and the Premier is
answering it, but he cannot answer, and I cannot
hear if the Opposition continues with a barrage
of interjections. I ask the House to come to order.
Mr CAIN-I am not concerned about the
Government. Its members are all aware of the
capacity of the Opposition and the way that it
has to behave, but I am concerned with the implied insult that is being delivered to every person who donated funds to this appeal on the
basis that they would be distributed according to
their wishes. That has been the Government's
intention and desire.
That is the reason the Government has been
so concerned about this money, and it has made
it clear on every occasion that the money will
not be used for purposes other than those for
which persons-donated it. It will not be concerned with areas where the Government is involved, insurance is involved, or with legal
proceedings. We very carefully drew the guidelines and the criteria that we believe should apply. We have put those to the advisory committee
and I understand that that committee has
adopted them as being highly desirable and
guidelines that should be followed by the
Government.
Everybody in this community is in harmony,
supports, and is enthusiastic about what this
Government has done, except those opposite.
That speaks for itself.
DEVALUATION OF mE DOLLAR

Mr CULPIN (Glenroy)-Will the Treasurer
indicate to the House the impact that the recent
devaluation of the Australian dollar has had on
the Victorian economy?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The devaluation of
the Australian dollar was welcomed by the Victorian Government because, clearly, it is going
to provide significant assistance to the ailing
manufacturing industry in this State. Firstly as
honourable members will be aware, the devaluation of the Australian dollar will cause a switch
of demand from imported goods to goods produced locally and because Victoria is the centre
of the manufacturing industry in Australia, and
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because there are many import competing producers operating in this State, the switch to locally produced goods will boost economic activity
in the manufacturing area and will boost jobs in
the State. There is no doubt such stimulation is
desperately needed at this time.
Secondly, as members of the Opposition
should be aware, the devaluation of the dollar
will be of considerable assistance to exporters,
particularly in the primary area of production,
so that is a second benefit that will come to Australia. Thirdly, honourable members on all sides
of the House will appreciate that there was massive capital outflow occurring prior to the Federal election. Devaluation has stemmed the
capital outflow and there are now signs of a capital inflow occurring. That has reduced the pressure on interest rates in Victoria and around
Australia, so the devaluation will lead to a reduction in pressures to increase interest rates, which
is generally favourable to the economic
circumstances.
Overall, the devaluation will considerably assist the manufacturing industry in this State. It
will boost the export of primary products and,
finally, it will add economic stability to the
nation.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-Will the Premier ensure that no Minister commits any of the
publicly-donated funds for any purpose independently ofMr Smith and his colleagues on the
trustee committee?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I have already indicated that it is the intention of the Government
that the money should be disbursed in accordance with the suggested guidelines that have now
been approved and endorsed by the advisory
committee. The process of dealing with individual applications is a matter for the committee to
discuss with the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, which I have no doubt will be
done.

PENSIONER RATE CONCESSIONS
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-Has the
attention of the Treasurer been drawn to the fact
that the New South Wales Labor Government,
in an effort to resolve some of its severe financial
problems, has required local authorities and
local government to bear half the cost of pensioner rate concessions granted in that State, a
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requirement which will cost those authorities approximately $30 million a year? Can the Treasurer give the House an assurance that no similar
action will be taken in this State?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I believe it is a
matter of policy, but, Mr Speaker, I have no
hesitation in pointing out that the Victorian
Government determines its own economic policies according to the needs of the economy and
the needs of pensioners in this State. The Government has indicated that it has established a
sub-committee of Cabinet to examine the whole
area of pensioner concessions with the view of
injecting more equity into the system because
this was an area that was completely neglected
by the former Government in this State. The
former Government preferred to allow the system to develop in an ad hoc manner. The Government will continue to develop its own
approach and will take no notice of the position
adopted by the New South Wales Government.
HEALTH INSURANCE FUNDS
Mr ERNST-(Geelong East)-Can the Minister of Health inform the House what effect the
change of Government in Canberra will have
upon the funding of health services in Victoria
and, in particular, the out-patient levy?
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-This is an
absolutely vital question, Mr Speaker, as
honourable members would be aware, because
now, for the first time in seven years, there is a
Government in Canberra that is determined to
have a health scheme in Australia that will serve
the ordinary Australian and not necessarily serve
either the health funds or other vested interest
groups. From 1 January next year there will be a
scheme that will ensure that everyone in Australia is insured against ill health and pays according to either his or her means. It means that
this State will be able to renegotiate the arrangements imposed upon it by the former Fraser
Government.
Although the Leader of the Opposition-for
the time being-may not be aware, that agreement, which was imposed upon this State, was
condemned by every State Health Minister because each one clearly saw that the aim of the
exercise was to reduce Commonwealth commitment, increase State commitment and place more
pressure on health services. Arrangements with
the Commonwealth Government are under way
and the Victorian Government looks forward to
co-operation with the Commonwealth Government over the next few months in developing a
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long-term arrangement for the health of
Victorians.
In relation to the out-patient levy, the Commonwealth Government has made it clear that
the direction to the health fund organizations
issued by the former Commonwealth Minister
for Health on New Year's eve last year will be
withdrawn and that the organizations will be expected to pay the levy. That will ensure that there
is a continued availability of funds to this State
and to New South Wales in order that health
services can be provided.
It is significant that all hospitals supported the
provision of the out-patient levy and that very
few persons or groups in the community, apart
from the Liberal Party, opposed the levy. It is
also significant that on 1 January next year, the
Government will be able to replace the levy with
a reasonable and decent system of hospital
financing.
That will not result in a situation where the
poor pay more and the rich pay less.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr SMITH (Warmambool)-My question to
the Premier relates to bush-fire aid. Will the Premier advise the House whether the $600 000 that
has been committed by the Minister for Community Welfare Services is money from the
Treasury or money donated by the people of
Victoria?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The sum for disbursement in the regions indicated is from the funds
donated to the public appeal.

HOUSING COMMISSION ESTATES
Mr GAVIN (Coburg)-The Minister of Housing is no doubt aware of recent newspaper reports concerning violence on public housing
estates. Can the honourable gentleman outline
the security measures his Ministry is taking to
improve the situation?
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-The
Government has taken a number of measures to
improve security, especially on high-rise and
walk-up flats. In particular, arrangements have
been made for the secondment of Detective Senior Constable Paul Ingle from the Crime Prevention Bureau, who has undertaken a study on the
implementation of a number of soft and hard
options for better security, particularly on highrise estates. Already, a pilot programme implemented at Collingwood has involved the enclosure of balconies, the reconstruction oflift foyers
and lift entrances on each floor and the use of
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electronic equipment, such as closed circuit tele- available from Government departments and
vision and communication between individual agencies to the fire victims.
flats and the entrance to each tower. Many of
Mr KENNETI (Leader of the Opposition)those aspects can now be proceeded with and I raise a point of order. The Premier is now
developed on other estates.
reading a document which he circulated today
In addition, a working party has been estab- and which will take some time to read. It does
lished between the Ministry of Housing, the not answer the question asked, a question that
Minister for Police and Emergency Services and the public wants answered. To save time, I will
the Mini3ter for Community Welfare Services to accept that the document be incorporated in
determine what more can be done, especially in Hansard so that the Premier can get on with the
consultation with tenants on the estates. The answer to the question.
Government believes it should proceed only in
The SPEAKER (the HOD. C. T. Edmunds)consultation with the tenants, showing them the Order! There is no point of order. The Premier
sorts of options and possibilities that are avail- is answering the question in the manner he sees
able to solve the problems they face and allowing fit.
them to determine the options that ought to be
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The second of the
undertaken.
guidelines is: The funds will not be used to reThe former Government completely neglected lieve private sector organizations such as insurthe area of estate improvement on old Housing ance companies of their financial obligations to
Commission estates. It allocated only a little more the fire victims.
than $4 million to its estate improvement proThirdly, the funds will not be used to relieve
gramme. My Government has committed $13
any
person or organization of its financial oblimillion in this year's Budget, more than three
times the amount that the former Government gations arising from legal action for negligence
was prepared to put into this area. As a result of about the cause of the fires.
Fourthly, recipients should ultimately not rethat commitment, the Government is obtaining
from the tenants a response which indicates that ceive both full compensation by way of legal acthey appreciate that commitment and are willing tion, and appeal funds.
to work with the Government to improve the
Fifthly, the appeal funds should be used to
quality oflife on Housing Commission estates.
provide, on a needs basis, financial payments(a) direct to the victims of the fires;
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
(b) to overcome some short to medium term
Mr KENNE'IT (Leader of the Opposition)I direct my question without notice to the Pre- social difficulties; and
(c) to replace lost community resources that
mier and ask him not to be too sensitive in replying. Will he inform the House how much more are not encompassed within the present Natural
of the public's generously donated funds were Disaster Relief Agreement between the Comdistributed before the guidelines were estab- monwealth and Victoria.
lished and approved? I understand that that acSixthly, funds should be made available to area
tion occurred only today. Can the Premier committees in the fire areas as trustees for use to
account to Parliament for the amount of money overcome some of the shorter term problems on
that has been spent from the public fund?
the understanding that there will be full consulMr CAIN (Premier)-As the Opposition ap- tation, prior to the use of these funds, with representatives of the affected communities.
pears to have some difficulty in understanding,
Those are the clear guidelines and clear critefirstly, what the guidelines are and, secondly, the
application that has been made in respect of the ria that have been laid down and will be obmoney so far disbursed in accordance with the served. It is the intention of the Government to
guidelines, it might help if I indicate to the House continue applying those guidelines and princiin some detail what those guidelines are. ples in the disbursement of those moneys in acHonourable members can then make up their cordance with the wishes of the people who
minds about whether the moneys have been dis- donated the money.
bursed properly. These are the guidelines that
COUNTRY RACING CLUBS
have been established and approved and in reMr McGRATH (Lowan)-Has the Minister
spect of which the moneys have been disbursed.
Thirdly, the funds will not be used to offset the for Youth, Sport and Recreation received recnormal programmes or processes or payments ommendations from the Racecourses Licences
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Board in relation to the operation of racing in
country Victoria and can the honourable gentleman inform the House regarding the recommendation for delicensing of country clubs and
varying of the meetings of country clubs as contained in the report and whether the Minister
supports the recommendations from the Racecourses Licences Board?
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation)-The two clubs recommended by
the Racecourses Licences Board for relicensing
from 1 August this year are Chiltern and Kaniva.
I understand that the dates for the clubs' future
meetings have not yet been publicized but that
some clubs will lose dates on last year and other
clubs will gain dates.
As far as the district boundaries are concerned,
in the past, when the clubs had a certain number
of meetings in the districts they could not be
transferred across the boundaries. A decision will
probably be made to allow them to remove this
transfer restriction which has operated since 1928
and which I support.
I point out that the Chairman of the Racecourses Licences Board, Mr Keddie, has a member of one of the country clubs to sit on the board
alongside one or two members of the city clubs.
That is a fair decision and takes the matter out
of the political arena. I support it.
SHOP TRADING HOURS
Mr HARROWFIELD (Mitcham)-Will the
Premier inform the House of the Government's
attitude to the proposal that shopping hours be
totally unrestricted?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government has
made its decision clear, both before the election
and since the election. There will be no extension
of shop trading hours in the lifetime of this Parliament. The legislation that was passed last
year-as I recall, it was passed unanimously in
this Parliament-has caused some contention to
arise. The Government has an obligation to enforce the law as Parliament has laid it down.
How the courts deal with those who choose not
to pay fines and penalties that courts impose is a
matter to be dealt with by the courts.
I notice that there has been a change in attitude, if I can use that euphemism, in the Liberal
Party's present policy on shop trading hours. I
refer to the much vaunted policy announcement
which for all the world looked like a lift from last
year's "big four" proposition. It was nothing more
and nothing less. It has not changed this Government's attitude on this issue. The Liberal Party
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reversal is typical of its bandwagon approach to
politics. I am reminded that the present Leader
of the Opposition, the honourable member for
Burwood, expressed quite different views a short
while ago. In September 1981 he said:
I strongly support small business traders and shopkeepers in the fight against extended trading hours.
Most shopkeepers don't wish to open for longer hours
because they have little enough time to spend with
their families as it is.

The next statement is a classic remark:
This aspect of longer hours for traders can't be
overstated. The health and wealth of our society depends on the success of the family unit.

Honourable members should note the silence
from the Opposition benches. The honourable
member for Ballarat North has not even murmured. What is the Opposition's policy? Nobody knows. Opposition members do not know
whether to laugh, stay silent or stab the Leader
of the Opposition in the back again on this issue.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. C. T. EdmUDds)Order! I do not know what attitude to adopt
myself. I ask members on the Government
benches to remain silent while the Premier answers the question.
Mr CAIN-This matter highlights the sort of
Opposition Victoria has. It is in stark contrast to
the stony silence and lack of any concern for
what happened when Waltons Ltd closed its
doors. Is not the closure of Waltons in itself
enough to justify early attention by Parliament
to the legislation that the Government wanted to
introduce last year on retrenchments, to assist
when businesses are closing and people are losing their jobs? However, the Opposition remains
silent on that matter as well. What a miserable
lot Opposition members are!
PRICES AND INCOMES ACCORD
Mr KENNETf (Leader of the Opposition)I direct a question to the Premier after the performance he has just concluded. He is obviously
not prepared to give simple answers to allay the
fears of the community about the Government's
mismanagement of the funds raised for bush-fire
relief. In the public interest, I ask whether the
Premier is able to state whether he fully and
unconditionally supports the prices and incomes
accord reached between the ACTU and the Federal ALP. I ask for a "Yes" or "No" answer.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government fully
supports all of the announced economic initiatives and policies of the Hawke Labor Government: It supports the prices and incomes policy
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that was forged between the unions and the Federal Labor Government, and it supports a wide
range of initiatives that have been introduced by
the Federal Labor Government to get this country
moving again. Most importantly, it supports
those policies because they offer a way forward;
that was the difference between the policies enunciated by the discredited Liberal Party-the
discredited Federal coalition-and the Hawke
Labor Party. That was the difference the electorate so clearly understood, and it was not satisfied to return a Government after seven long
years of economic wind-doWD. The electorate
foresaw more of the same when the coalition
stood up and said, "We will have a wage pause
but give no indication of how we will exit from
that pause." We support all 'of the policies of the
Hawke Government because we regard them as
showing the way forward for this State and this
country.
TECHNICAL AND FURTHER
ECUCATION
Mr HASSETf (Dromana}-Has the Minister
of Education received a report on financial
arrangements for the technical and further education system? If so, what recommendations does
the report contain?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister ofEducation}-For
some time there has been disquiet expressed in
many quarters, by persons involved in technical
and further education, over the apparent laxity
and inadequacies of the financial control mechanisms within our TAPE structures in Victoria.
Late last year I appointed a firm of accountants-Coopers & Lybrand Services-to undertake a study of that system and to investigate
and report upon any proposed changes they
would recommend. As has been in common with
many other areas of the inherited machinery the
Government received from the previous Government, the Coopers & Lybrand Services study
was, I believe, nothing less than an indictment
of the former Government and outlined maladministration throughout this very important
area of education.
The accountants recommended a complete revamping of the system. I am pleased to indicate
that the Government has adopted the recommendations of that study. Accordingly, I am
consulting with the Treasurer to determine the
terms of that new administration. The report illustrates that the previous Government was tired
and out of touch with the community. It is a
matter of great regret that a year later the Opposition is still performing in exactly the same way!

Questions without Notice
EXTENSION OF WAGE PAUSE
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn}-The Premier has indicated the support of his Government for the
general policies of the Federal Labor Government. Will he specifically indicate his support
for Prime Minister Hawke and his call for an
extension of the wage pause beyond 30 June in
accordance with Liberal Party policy?
Mr CAIN (Premier}-I believe the honourable member for Balwyn should quote the Prime
Minister of this country in context if he wishes
to premise a question upon a statement he
alleges the Prime Minister made. I do not believe
Mr Hawke has ever said that. I believe it was a
much more guarded comment which he made in
respect of a matter that should be considered at
the national economic conference. That is the
place where decisions in respect ofthat and other
matters should be made. That is certainly the
attitude of this Government.
At the last Premiers Conference on 7 December, we put forward a package of proposals on
the pause as it was then contemplated and what
we said should occur if that pause were to work.
That is now history. It would be my expectation
that those who attend the conference on 11
April-those from the States and the other participating organizations-will put forward a
series of proposals which will no doubt canvass
that as being part of a package to be considered
by the conference.
I do not believe Mr Hawke has said that, but
it is one of the matters that have to be considered. A large number of matters would have to
be discussed and some real endeavour will be
made, for the first time that I can recall in the
context of our present economic difficulties, to
find a solution supported by all States.
LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSION
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley}-I direct my
question to the Minister for Economic Development in his capacity as the Minister responsible
for tourism. Will he indicate who is now responsible or which Ministry is responsible for the
operation of the Liquor Control Act and the
Liquor Control Commission, who constitutes the
interim advisory committee on liquor control
matters, when will a report be tabled and what
changes will be made?
Mr CATIDE (Minister for Economic Development}-I am the Minister responsible for those
matters. An advisory committee reports to me
as Minister from time to time on a whole range
of issues which I refer to it. The question of
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changes is currently under review and, when I
have satisfied myself, I will report to the House.

PETmONS
The Clerk-I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:
Anti-discrimination legislation
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY OF VICTORIA IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Australia, Victoria respectfully showeth that we support and affirm the purpose of the family unit as created by God and recorded in Genesis chapter 1 verses
27 and 28. 'And God created man in His own image,
in the image of God He created him. Male and Female
He created them. And God blessed them. And God
said to them "be fruitful and multiply and fill the
earth",'.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable House will reject proposals that are contrary to the well being and not supportive of family
life, and at variance with God's law and purpose.
We consider that "anti-discrimination" on the basis
of sexual preference will be legislation that is detrimental to the well being of the family,· will open the door to
teaching in our schools that will threaten the dignity
and virtue of our children, and will give credence to
what God called an abomination (Leviticus 18 v 22
and20v 13).
Your petitioners therefore humble pray that your
honourable House will reject such proposals.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Maclellan (11 signatures), Mr Hann
(77 signatures), Mr Hockley (61 signatures), Mrs
Patrick (17 signatures), Mr McGrath (24 signatures), Mr Whiting (23 signatures), Mr Noms
(23 signatures), Mr 8uqin (20 signatures) and
Mr Ihlein (24 signatures)
Health and human relations courses
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria respectfully sheweth that education is being
grossly perverted in the State of Victoria.
Therefore, pending an independent and unbiased
enquiry (with regard to the undesirable short and long
term effects) we require the immediate withdrawal of
all health and human relations and similar courses, in
which the fundamental and inseparable issue of morality is deliberately removed from courses on human
sexual behaviour.
We view the continued use of the book Make it
Happy in our schools as an obvious indication of the
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very poor standard of moral guidance which has resulted from wrong Government policies in this area of
education.
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable House will act without delay in the interests of the protection of the children of this State.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Hann (376 signatures) and Mr McGrath (14 signatures)

School Dental Service
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria shows our concern that changes
announced to the School Dental Service will result in
poorer dental health for the children of Victoria.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the House take
action to revoke the announced changes and to ensure
the implementation of the original aims and philosophy of the Australian school dental scheme, namely, to
provide a universal free, and comprehensive service to
all pre-school, primary school and secondary school
children in Victoria.
And your petitioners, in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Lieberman (722 signatures).
It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the
table.

PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on
the table by the Oerk:
Building Industry Long Service Leave Board-Report
for the year 1981-82.
Casinos-Order in Council authorizing maximum expenditure for the Board ofInquiry into Casinos.
Chiropractors and Osteopaths Registration BoardReport for the year 1981.
Education Act 1958-Resumption of Land at Hampton Park and Lakes Entrance-Certificates of the
Minister of Education (two papers).
Educational Administration-Report of the Institute
of Educational Administration for the period ended
30 June 1982.
Government Buildings Advisory Council-Report for
the year 1981-82.
Greyhound Racing Control Board-Report for the year
ended 31 July 1982.
Hairdressers Registration Board-Report for the year
1982.
Land Conservation Act 1970Final recommendations of the Land Conservation
Council for the Crippsland Lakes Hinterland Area.
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Final recommendations of the Land Conservation
Council for the Special Investigation of the Melbourne Area Hill End
Latrobe Valley Water and Sewerage Board-Report
and statement of accounts for the year 1981-82.
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958-Rules of the
Council of Legal Education (Amendment No. 2)
1982.
M~mbers of Parliament (Register of Interests) Act
1978-Summary of Returns, March 1983-Ordered
to be printed.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation BoardReport for the year 1981-82.
National Parks Advisory Council-Report for the year
1981-82.
Police Regulation Act 1958-Determination Nos. 381
to 383 inclusive of the Police Service Board (three
papers).
Port of Melbourne Authority-Statement of Accounts
for the year 1981-82.
Port of Portland Authority-Statement of Accounts
for the year 1981-82.
Richmond Council Elections-Order in Council authorizing maximum expenditure for the Board of
Inquiry into Voting at the City of Richmond Councillors Elections.
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Business Franchise (Tobacco) Act 1974-No. 4881982.
Companies (Application of Laws) Act 1981-Nos.
459,460-1982.
Country Fire Authority Act 1958-No. 491-1982.
Country Roads Act 1958-No. 448-1982.
Education Act 1958-No. 467-1982.
Education Service Act 1981-Nos. 495-1982, 111983.
Energy Consumption Levy Act 1982-No. 4921982.
Environment Protection Act 1970-No. 470-1982.
Financial Institutions Duty Act 1982-Nos. 14,281983.
Fisheries Act 1968-No. 23-1983.
Forests Act 1958-No. 22-1983.
Health Act 1958-Nos. 1, 2, 4-1983.
Historic Shipwrecks Act 1981-No. 451-1982.
Industrial Training Act 1975-Nos. 20, 21-1983.
Land Tax Act 1958-No. 485-1982.
Legal Profession Practice Act 1958-Nos. 461, 4811982, 10-1983.
Local Government Act 1958-Nos. 449, 450, 4931982.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting Act 1966-No. 4541982.
Marine Act 1958-Nos.471 to 475-1982, 7-1983.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958-Nos. 434 (in lieu of Statutory Rule tabled
14 December 1982), 463, 494-1982, 12,31-1983.
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market
Trust Act 1977-No. 5-1983.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Act 1958-No. 4901982.
Mines Act 1958-No. 457-1982.
Motor Boating Act 1961-Nos. 455, 464, 468-1982,
3-1983.

Papers

Motor Car Act 1958-Recreation Vehicles Act
1973-No.8-1983.
MotorCar Act 1958-No. 9-1983.
Nurses Act 1958-Nos. 477 to 479-1982.
Pay-roll Tax Act 1971-No. 487-1982.
Physiotherapists Act 1978-No. 484-1982.
Police Regulation Act 1958-Nos. 466-1982, 15,
29-1983.
Port of Portland Authority Act 1958-No. 4621982.
Protection of Animals Act 1966-No. 465-1982.
Public Service Act 1974-Nos. 476-1982, 191983-PSD Nos. 213, 219 to 221, 224 to 237,239
to 242, 244, 245-1982, 2, 3-1983.
Racing Act 1958-Nos. 486-1982, 25, 27-1983.
Railways Act 1958-No. 30-1983.
Second-hand Dealers Act 1958-Nos. 453-1982,
26-1983.
Stamps Act 1958-No. 489-1982.
State Bank Act 1958-Nos. 482-1982,17-1983.
State Electricity Commission Act 1958-No. 181983.
Stock Medicines Act 1958-No. 24-1983.
Supreme Court Act 1958-Nos. 377 (in lieu of Statutory Rule tabled 4 November 1982),480-1982.
Surveyors Act 1978-No. 16-1983.
Tattersall Consultations Act 1958-No. 6-1983.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-No. 4691982.
Vegetation and Vine Diseases Act 1958-No. 131983.
Water Act 1958-No. 456-1982.
Wildlife Act 1975-No. 458-1982.
Workers Compensation Act 1958-Nos. 452, 4831982.
Third Party Insurance-Report of the Premiums
Committee for the year 1981-82.
Town and Country Planning Act 1961:
Ballaarat-City of Ballaarat Planning Scheme,
Amendment No. 68.
Bulla-Shire of Bulla Planning Scheme 1958,
Amendment Nos. 85 (Part 1), 86 (1981) (two
papers).
Cobram-Shire of Cobram Planning Scheme 1979,
Amendment No. 3 (1982).
Croydon-City of Croydon Planning Scheme 1961Amendment Nos. 112, 115 (two papers).
Flinders-Shire of Flinden Planning Scheme 1962,
Amendment Nos. 144 (1981), 149 (1982) (two
papers).
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme (two papers).
Geelong Regional Planning Scheme, Amendment
Nos. 30 (1982), 42 (Part A), 46 (1982), 55, 57, 59,
64 (seven papers).
Gisbome Shire Planning Scheme, Amendment No.
3.
Hastings-Shire of Hastings Planning Scheme,
Amendment No. 10.
Horsham-City of Horsham Planning Scheme
1973-Amendment Nos. 68 (1981), 69 (1982), 72
(1982) (three papers).
Knox-City of Knox Planning Scheme 1965,
Amendment Nos. 230 (1980), 250 (1982) (two
papers).

Constitutional Convention
Korumburra-Shire of Korumburra Planning
Scheme, Amendment Nos. 18 (Part B), 19 (1982).
Lake Bellfield Planning Scheme (1968), Amendment
No. 12.
Lillydale-Shire ofLillydale Planning Scheme 1958,
Amendment Nos. 138, 153, 154, 155 (four papers).
Lorne Planning Scheme, Amendment Nos. 3, 6.
Melbourne Metropolitan Planning Scheme, Amendment Nos. 115 (Part lC), 120 (Part 3B), 130, 157
(Part 3A), 170 (Part 2A), 173 (Part 2), 182 (Part
2), 183 (Part 1), 186 (Part 1), 223, 238, 240, 241,
242 (fourteen papers).
Mildura-City of Mildura Planning Scheme,
Amendment Nos. 47, 51, 53, 55 (1982) (four
papers).
Mornington-Shire ofMornington Planning Scheme
1959, Amendment Nos. 129A, 148 (1982) (two
papers).
Myrtleford-Shire of Myrtleford (Myrtleford Township) Planning Scheme, Amendment No. 8.
Newham and Woodend-Shire of Newham and
Woodend Planning Scheme, Amendment Nos. 5
and 12A (two papers).
Pakenham-Shire of Pakenham Planning Scheme
(Part 1), Amendment Nos. 2 and 11 (two papers).
Port Fairy Planning Scheme 1959, Amendment No.
22 (1982).
Rosedale-Shire of Rosedale Planning Scheme,
Amendment Nos. 21, 26, 27 (1981) (three papers).
Sebastopol-Borough of Sebastopol Planning
Scheme, Amendment Nos. 26, 28 (two papers).
Seymour Planning Scheme, Amendment Nos. 60,
71, 73 (three papers).
Shepparton---City of Shepparton Planning Scheme
1953-Amendment Nos. 37, 66 (1982), 71 (three
papers).
Sherbrooke-Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme
1965, Amendment Nos. 144 (1981), 147 (1982)
(two papers).
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme 1979 (Urban
Areas), Amendment Nos. 4, 9 (1982) (two papers).
Shire of Sherbrooke Planning Scheme 1979 (Rural
Areas), Amendment Nos. 1 (1981), 9, 10 (1982)
(three papers).
Waratah Bay Planning Scheme, Amendment No. 13
(Shire of South Gippsland).
Warragul Planning Scheme 1954, Amendment No.
45 (1982).
Werribee-Shire ofWerribee Planning Scheme 1963,
Amendment No. 75 (1982).
Victorian Arts Centre Trust-Report for the year
1981-82.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Report for the
year 1980-81.
Victorian Institute of Secondary Education-Report
for the year 1981.

SOCIAL DEVEWPMENT COMMITI'EE
Mr ERNST (Geelong East) presented an interim report from the Social Development Committee on the Medical Practitioners (Private
Hospitals) Bill.
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It was ordered that the report be laid on the
table and be printed.

MINERALS AND ENERGY FEES BILL
This Bill was returned from the Council with
a message relating to amendments.
It was ordered that the message be taken into
consideration next day.
CORRECflON OF BILLS
Mr FORDHAM (Minister ofEducation)-By
leave, I move:
That the Oerk of the Parliaments be empowered to
correct the short titles in Bills which may hereafter pass
both Houses during the current session, by omitting
"1982" where occurring and inserting" 1983".

I believe it would be understood by all honourable members that numerous Bills appear on the
Notice Paper before the House bearing short
titles containing the term "1982". Although the
Joint Standing Orders provide for the correction
oferrors in Bills to be presented for Royal assent,
those arrangements deal only with "literal typ0graphical" and "clerical" errors. The proposed
resolution of both Houses will remove the need
to commit the Bill merely to correct the short
title. The pow~r proposed to be delegated to the
Clerk of the Parliaments is analagous to the power
given him by Joint Standing Order No. 20 to
correct literal typographical errors.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I support the
motion moved by the Deputy Premier but I am
taken by surprise because I had not been told
that he intended to move such a motion. However, I would suggest that the Standing Orders
Committee might consider the adoption of an
appropriate Standing Order so that it would not
be necessary to move this sort of motion each
year. In that way, it would be covered by a
Standing Order and the Clerk would be empowered in this fashion on a regular and continuing
basis.
The motion was agreed to.

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION
Mr FORDHAM (Minister ofEducation)-By
leave, I move:
That the joint resolution of the Legislative Council
and Legislative Assembly concerning the Constitutional Convention adopted on 3 May 1972 be amended
as follows:
In paragraph 1 (c), omit "L. H. S. Thompson,
CM.G." and insert "J. G. Kennett".
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In paragraph 3, omit "L. H. S. Thompson, C.M.G."
and insert "1. G. Kennett".

The Constitutional Convention is expected to
take place in April and the last resolution provided for representation from each of the parties
on nomination from the parties. Reference was
made to the former Leader of the Liberal Party,
Mr Thompson, but there has since been a change
in the leadership of that party and Mr Kennett
has now been named by the Liberal Party to take
Mr Thompson's place.
The motion was agreed to.
MEDICAL PRACI'ITIONERS (PRIVATE
HOSPITAlS) BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-By leave, I
move:
That the joint resolution of the Legislative Council
and the Legislative Assembly referring the proposals
contained in the Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill to the Social·Development.Committee be
amended as follows:
Omit "I March 1983" and insert "13 May 1983".

Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-It would assist me on the question of leave if I understood
what the Minister is attempting to achieve. Also,
an explanation might be of assistance to the
House.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health) (By leave)An additional period will be provided for the
Social Development Committee to conclude its
investigations into this matter and to report to
Parliament.
The motion was agreed to.
APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
The SPEAKER'(the Hon. C. T: Edmunds) announced that he had received messages from His
Excellency the Governor recommending that appropriations be made from the Consolidated
Fund for the purposes of the following BillsHealth (Radiation Safety) Bill
Food Bill
ORDER OF BUSINESS
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
move:
That the consideration of Orders of the Day, Government Business, Nos. 1 and 2, be postponed.

I point out that negotiations are continuing between the interested parties on the Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, particularly the
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employer groups and the Trades Hall Council,
and they have jointly requested more time for
the consideration of that very important measure.
A similar situation applies with the Constitution (Council Powers) Bill. As is well known,
discussions involving each oTthe parties represented in the Chamber are taking place and more
time has been requested. It is expected that another week or so will see.the completion of those
discussions and the resumption of the debate in
the House.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I support the
motion moved by the Leader of the House but I
put on the record, in view of the outburst of the
Premier during question time in relation to the
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill and the
view he expressed in question time that it was
somehow the Opposition that was holding up
the debate, that the request for an adjournment,
by way of postponing the debate, comes from the
Government.
Apparently, the Premier is either not aware
that the negotiations are continuing or, if he is
aware, he made remarks during question time
that would have misled the House. He was apparently unaware that the Leader of the House
was about to seek the postponement of the debate and that it was agreed by the parties that the
item should be left on the Notice Paper for an
additional week.
Mr Mathews-That was after Christmas.
Mr MACLELLAN-This is right now, in
March 1983. The Minister for Police and Emergency Services should understand that if it had
been done before Christmas the negotiations to
which the Leader of the House has just referred
could not possibly be continuing now. Either the
Government wants additional time and to have
the negotiations take place or it wants the Bill
debated. It is the Government's request that is
leading to the delay of a week in the resumption
of the debate, so we should not have any claim
from the Premier that it is the Opposition that is
causing the delay. It is the Government that is
holding up the Bill because it wants additional
time for negotiation. The Opposition supports
the motion for the additional time to allow the
negotiations to proceed and looks forward with
great interest to the resumption of the debate in
approximately one week.
The motion was agreed to.
MOTOR CAR (LEARNER DRIVERS) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 2,
1982) on the motion ofMr Fordham (Minister

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill
of Education) for the second reading of this Bill
was resumed.
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-The Bill
amends the Motor Car Act 1958 and attempts to
reduce the high casualty rates of motor bike riders, especially those riding under the learner
permit holder scheme. The second-reading
speech referred to statistics that outlined the horrific risk of young motor bike riders, riding under
the learner permit scheme. A Road Safety and
Traffic Authority booklet, Road Accident Facts,
adds weight to those points and states:
Motor cyclist learner permit holden are the most
over-involved group in casualty accidents. While their
involvement per rider is only slightly higher than that
for probationary motor cyclists, it is nearly 1·4 times
that for probationary car drivers; over twice that for
standard motor cycle licence holden and more than
three times that for standard car licence holders.

Under the present system, a young person who
wants to obtain a permit to ride a motor cycle
has to pass a written and an eye sight test. Without much difficulty, he is able to ride with "L"
plates for twelve months, then he moves to "P"
plates that he must display for twelve months
and, after two years, he shifts from being a probationary licence holder to a full licence holder
to ride a motor cycle.
The Bill proposes that a learner motor cyclist
is required to pass a basic rider skill test and a
written road craft test. It is proposed that these
tests would be carried out in various centres listed
in the second-reading speech. The Bill proposes
three stages for the introduction of these testing
centres: Firstly, at three existing centres at technical and further education colleges at Moorabbin, Preston and Shepparton as well as three new
centres in the metropolian area which will cater
for the large part of the Transport Regulation
Board licensing zones of Maidstone, West
Brunswick, Greensborough, Blackburn, South
Oakleigh, Central, Fishermants Bend and
Mooroopna.
As a country member of Parliamen~ I was a
little perturbed to note that there were not a few
more country zones included in the first stage of
setting up the testing centres. The latrobe Valley
would have been an ideal centre to have been
included in the list. The second-reading notes
state that the first stage of the testing centres
proposal would be completed by 31 March 1983.
In view of the deferment of the start of the 1983
sessional period of Parliamen~ I hope the Minister of Transport will be able to give an assurance that this target date can be met or that he
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will state what other date has been substituted.
The second stage of implementation of the programme involves the rest of the metropolitan
area and several major country centres, which is
to be achieved by 1984 or as resources permit.
The final stage will cover most other areas of the
State.
In the first instance, until all testing centres are
established, learner permit applicants living 40
kilometres distance or more from a testing centre
will be exempt from the riding test and will not
have to undergo it. The provision in the Bill for
certified training centres is a new innovation on
which I compliment the Government. These
centres will issue certificates of competence which
will be recognized by the Transport Regulation
Board so that a young rider can undergo training
at any of these various centres to qualify for the
certificate of competency; he will then get a
licence.
Training at a centre is not compulsory and I
can understand why when it is estimated that
each year there are 26 ()()() applicants for new
motor cycle licences. I doubt whether the Government could devise a scheme to deal with so
many applicants. However, the Government
should aim towards enabling all motor cycle riders to have the benefit of being taught to ride
correctly and thus the terrible carnage that occurs with learner motor cycle riders at present
will be reduced.
While the Bill provides that applicants may
apply directly and undergo written and road tests
at a Transport Regulation Board or some other
similar centre, one unusual departure from the
present system is that there will not be a single
motor cycle licence as such. Rather, the Bill requires the motor cycle learner'S permit to be an
endorsement of a motor car driver's learner permit or a motor car driver's licence. For that endorsemen~ a fee of$30 will be charged or, where
the 40 kilometre exemption applys, the charge
will be $20. I question the Minister of Transport
on why the Government has departed from the
usual practice of having a separate motor cycle
licence and why this is to be bonded to either a
motor car learner's permit or a motor car driver's licence. I have received several letters from
registered motor cycle riders associations complainingabout this measure. One letter, from the
Gippsland Register Motorcycle Riders' Association states:
The section requiring a person who wishes to obtain
a motor cycle learners permit as an endorsement on a
leaper drivers permit or licence is unnecessary as the
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motor cycle licence should remain separate as it is now
but the road craft and skill tests should be included.

interesting point was raised in the letter where it
was stated:

The association is saying that, while it recognizes
that there ought to be a test for road craft and
riding skills and a written examination of the
road law, it is at a loss to understand why the
Government should bond the motor cycle licence to a motor car driver's licence. The letter
also states that young people should have the
freedom of choice of the transport that suits them
best and the association does not understand the
need for allying the motor cycle licence with that
of a motor car driver's. It makes the point that
the cost of obtaining the licence will be higher in
Victoria than in other States. The Minister of
Transport may wish to comment on that point.
Often, criticisms are made of motor cycle riders
and I was impressed by the paragraph in the
letter from which I am quoting which states:

However, such an intensive test is useless unless we
can also place a certain amount of responsibility on car
drivers.
The only campaign in which car drivers were told of
motorcyclists being a part of our transport system was
run by the Motorcycle Riders' Association-"Be Motorcycle Aware".
The MRA is a good group, but we need more genuine campaigning to make car drivers aware of our
presence.
If the Government is as concerned as it sounds, why
doesn't it do something about car drivers failing to
look before changing lanes?
Having car drivers aware that we are on the road
would probably gain drivers a bit more respect from
bike riders.

The exemption for people living more than forty
kms from a testing facility will put these people's lives
at risk because they will still not be required to demonstrate their skills on a motor cycle before they obtain
learners permits.

The Minister of Transport and the Government
should be working towards a situation whereby
all applicants for motor cycle licences must demonstrate their skills before licences are granted.
I mentioned the cost of $30 for the endorsement of a learner driver's permit or a motor car
licence. The same clause also makes provision
for a maximum fee of $ 100, and I wonder why
the maximum was included. Is it the intention
of the Government that at some time the fee will
be increased to $ lOO? Perhaps the Minister will
answer that question in his reply.
A further complication in allying a motor cycle
licence to a motor car licence is that if a motor
car licence holder with an endorsement to ride a
motor cycle loses his motor car licence as a result
of an infringement of the law, I understand he
would automatically lose his motor cycle licence
at the same time. That is another matter that the
Minister could clear up in his reply. It is a source
of irritation to the Motor Cycle Riders
Association.
Earlier I stated that the Bill would go a long
way towards improving the skills of young motor cycle riders, and honourable members on both
sides of the House would support that notion. I
was interested to read a letter in the Herald recently complimenting the Government on its initiatives in introducing this Bill. Another

Apart from the few points I have raised to which
I would like the Minister to reply, I compliment
the Government on this proposed legislation and
trust, as do other members on this side of the
House, that as a consequence of it the tremendous carnage on the roads amongst young motor
cycle learner drivers will be reduced.
Mr McGRATH (Lowan)-This measure is a
significant piece of proposed legislation, especially when one considers the statistic mentioned in the second-reading speech, that motor
cyclists with learner permits account for more
than 30 per cent of rider casualties, while the
comparable figure for car drivers with learner
permits is less than 1 per cent. That underlines
the need for learner motor cyclists to undertake
skill training before they obtain learner permits
and are allowed on the open road. One has only
to visit hospitals in major centres and see the
casualties there resulting from motor cycle and
other traffic accidents to realize the extent of the
tragedy that we must try to prevent. In many
cases the accidents involve young people, and if
they could obtain some basic driving skills before being allowed on the open road, perhaps
they may not end up as physical wrecks in
hospitals.
One could be critical of previous governments
for not having introduced this proposed legislation earlier, because in 1976-77 the Joint Select
Committee on Road Safety stated in its 18th
Progress Report, under the heading of "Practical
off-road experience for prospective motor cycle
riders":
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The Need
2 . O. 1. Experienced witnesses in most fields of motorcycle riding were firmly of the opinion that all prospective motorcycle riders should be required to attain
a reasonable level of efficiency in motorcycle control
before being permitted to ride on the highway.
2 . 0 . 2. The present system of permitting a learner
rider, who has had no previous training, to ride a motorcycle on the highway was described as the worst
possible way of teaching a person to ride a motorcycle.
The learner's permit system was also described as quite
futile, not working and dangerous.
2 . 0 . 3. The Committee has been advised that it is
not unusual for a person purchasing a motorcycle to
receive very little instruction in riding the machine of
his choice.
It has taken a long time for that report to be

taken up by the State Government and for legislation to be introduced. Itis pleasing to note that
on 31 March 1983 technical and further education courses will be offered at Moorabbin, Preston and Shepparton. Additional courses will be
provided in other metropolitan areas and at
Mooroopna. In the final stage, it is expected that
most other areas that are covered by the Transport Regulation Board will also be able to provide courses in motor cycle riding skills. Quite a
few country high schools have done so, including
Warracknabeal, where through community activities a very good learner driver course has been
established to teach young people how to handle
cars. If these opportunities were provided at
country high schools, people with expertise in
the area could also provide training in motor
cycle riding. The Minister might consider, if possible, providing opportunities for skilled training
not only in areas where Transport Regulation
Board offices are situated, but also in other places
where it can be provided by the school administration, especially at high schools, to enable them
to provide basic education in motorcycle management and operation.
Many sons of farmers receive the opportunity
oflearning the basic principles of handling a motor cycle by the use of a farm motor cycle. In
most cases these motor cycles are of some 90cc
to 12Occ-they are not high speed or heavy machines. The young people can operate these
around the farm paddocks and pick up the skill
of handling the machine. It is fairly easy to ride
a cycle down a road, until one is faced suddenly
with an emergency, and if the rider does not
have the basic expertise in the management of
the machine, that is when he gets into trouble.
If a young motor cyclist undertakes a licence
test conducted by the police the police are placed
in a difficult situation because, in the case of a
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test for a motor car licence, a licensed driver sits
in the front seat and the policeman sits in the
back. It is possible for them to drive for two or
three miles either through a city or down a
country road in order to test the expertise of the
driver before he is issued with a learner's permit
or his "P" plates. The same is not possible on a
motor bike. The policeman cannot ride on the
back or be taken as a pillion passenger because
the young driver is not licensed to carry passengers. All the young motor cyclist can do is drive
down a street and back to demonstrate his
expertise.
Certainly that has proved, as did the statistics
given by the Minister during his second-reading
speech, that that particular test for the learner
motor cyclist has not been satisfactory. The National Party hopes the new system that is proposed to be established will reduce the number
of motor cycle accidents.
It is only fair and correct, when new measures
are being introduced by the Government, that
all honourable members are given the opportunity in the House of providing suggestions to the
Minister in the hope that he will recognize and
act on those suggestions. This system is better
for the administration of the State as a whole.
The suggestion I make to the Minister of Transport was given to me by the honourable member
for Mildura. He pointed out that interstate motorists who have been issued with a probationary
licence in, say, either South Australia or New
South Wales are confronted with difficulties when
they come to Victoria because no date of issue is
printed on the licence they hold which makes it
necessary for them to return to the State of issue
to secure that information. The same difficulties
are confronted by Victorian motorists who travel
interstate.
If a probationary licence holder seeks the date
of issue of his licence from New South Wales,
the cost of obtaining that information is $4; in
South Australian the cost is $2. I am not aware
of the cost in Victoria. Western Australia is the
only State that provides that information on the
licence when it is issued.
I ask the Minister to consider that matter because it would eliminate the inconvenience suffered by many people who travel interstate on a
probationary licence. The proposed legislation
provides motor cyclists with the opportunity of
undertaking skilled training. The National Party
whole-heartedly supports that provision and sincerely hopes the measure is able to reduce the
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number of road accidents involving learner permit holders and probationary licensed drivers in
the motor cycle bracket.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-I congratulate
the Government for having the initiative to go
on with this measure. The statistics sliow that
the proportion of seriously injured people and
casualties that often end in death is significantly
higher for those accidents involving motor cyclists on highways. Something must be done to
protect some of those people from themselves;
regretfully in the main they are young people,
which is a tragedy.
A number of areas cause grave concern to the
Opposition. One is that many people in many
areas in Victoria initially will not be able to pass
the prescribed test whereas some will if they reside in the metropolitan area. The honourable
member for Narracan touched on this aspect
when he mentioned the Latrobe Valley where
there is a large population, a large proportion of
which are young people.
The Minister indicated that the Government
cannot do all areas at once. I am sure other measures can be undertaken because there are many
things the Government seems able to do at once.
The Government has a number of high-flying
Ministers and when I saw a picture of the Minister of Transport in the Country Roads Board
News wearing a safety helmet it brought home to
me the need for some tests. It made me aware of
the fact that anyone in Victoria could hop on a
high-powered motor cycle and drive it away.
The Opposition is concerned about the rights
and privileges of all people, not only of those in
the metropolitan area-the stronghold of the
Government-but because the provision will not
be available to the community at large. That is
not acceptable to me, it is not acceptable to the
Opposition, and it should not be acceptable to
the Government.
It is unfair that people living in metropolitan
areas will be able to undergo certain tests to ensure a degree of confidence in motor vehicle
driving, which will result in saving lives. The
same facility should be available to all people
throughout the length and breadth of the State.
The Minister should not say that he cannot do it
all at once. Why is a life in Melbourne worth
more than a life in the Latrobe Valley?
One matter I wish the Minister to address tonight involves a statement that the new motor
cycle learner's permit will be an endorsement on
a learner driver's permit. At present in Victoria
if one wishes to obtain a motor cycle learner's
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permit one can obtain it singly. Many people,
both young and old, never plan to advance past
the point of just driving a motor cycle, which in
some cases are known as mopeds-simply small
push bikes with a small motor capable of self
propulsion. I agree that the vehicle must be registered and that the rider of that moped must be
licensed. The Opposition does not argue that
point and the law at present prescribes that they
shall be licensed.
If those drivers are not licensed prior to driving on a highway, they must at least obtain their
learner's permit. As the Bill stands, the proposal
is that one no longer just obtains a motor cycle
learner's permit, one first must obtain a learner
driver's permit for a motor car. It is incomprehensible to me why any Government would consider such a measure. Why does it intend to force
people to obtain a learner driver's permit to drive
a motor vehicle if those persons wish to operate
only a moped or a motor cycle?
Many people never propose to drive a motor
vehicle; they simply wish to be able to drive a
moped or a similar vehicle. I know of one gentleman in the electorate I represent who was 63
years of age when he first obtained his learner's
permit to drive a moped. I am proud to say that
he is still alive and it was six years ago when he
first obtained the permit. To my knowledge he
has not been involved in any accidents and he
does not propose to eventually buy a car. He,
like many others, would have been forced under
the proposal put by the Government to go
through the formality of obtaining a learner's
permit to drive a motor car. That is totally unreasonable and I ask the Minister of Transport
tonight to answer specifically whether it is necessary, before obtaining a motor cycle learner's
permit, to obtain a learner driver's permit to
drive a motor vehicle. If I am wrong, I would be
pleased to hear it. During the second-reading
speech which was delivered by the Deputy Premier on behalf of the Minister of Transport in
the last sessional period, he clearly spelt out that
proposal.
From time to time, the Motor Cycle Riders
Association cops a lot of flak. I am pleased to see
that, in recent years that has not come from the
Government or the Opposition. Indeed, the public is now starting to wake up to the fact that
motor cyclists are, in the main, communityminded citizens who value their licence to ride a
motor cycle in this State. They value the fact that
they must abide by the laws of the land to keep
that licence. Every year the association has a
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whip around to obtain toys for the Royal Children's Hospital at Christmas. This shows the level
of community spirit that the association has and
this should be encouraged.
Learners are restricted to driving a motor cycle
of no greater horsepower than 250 cc. Again, that
is an initiative of recent years, but one which all
honourable members support. The situation
should not arise where any person can get a piece
of paper without having proven his or her competence and purchase a motor cycle of many
hundreds of cubic centimetres for $2000 or
$3000. One is able to purchase a motor cycle
with power in excess of 1000 ccs. It should be
remembered that a motor in a Mini Minor is
smaller than the motor on the frame of a motor
cycle in some instances. It is obvious that vehicles of such propensity to inflict grevious injury
upon the user should have careful restraints
placed upon their use. It was an initiative of the
Liberal Government that 250 cc. be the maximum powered motor bike that a learner could
get and that initiative has been continued.
Members of the Liberal Party cannot see the
necessity to first get a driver's learner's permit to
drive a motor cycle. I am the holder of a full
motor cycle licence, a car licence, and I am endorsed to drive heavy vehicles on the highway.
That is simply an endorsement on the back of
one's licence. It is only fair and reasonable that
one must obtain a driver's licence as a prerequisite to drive a heavy, articulated vehicle, such as
a semi-trailer, on the roads in Victoria and, prior
to that, a driver's learner's permit. However,
there is no reason why a person who simply wants
to get a motor cycle learner's permit to drive a
moped or small-engined motor bike should be
forced to get a learner's permit that would permit
him to drive a car or truck. I commend the Government for the initiative shown in what will
help in saving the lives of young people. It is a
commendable initiative and an area which the
Opposition applauds.
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-I commend
the Government for bringing forward this proposed legislation. If one visits a number of hospitals and rehabilitation centres, it becomes clear
that there are large numbers of young people
who have paid an enormous price for the use of
a motor cycle on Victoria's roads. It is a sad fact
that so many legs have been cut off at the approximate height at where the bumper bar of cars
strikes the legs of a motor cycle rider. It is a
vicious form of amputation that occurs on the
road too often. The cost that is incurred through
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the enormous health and rehabilitation problems is small compared with the loss of life.
Therefore, it is worthy to support the Government in this measure to encourage better skill
development for motor cyclists.
Recently, my son gained a licence to drive a
motor cycle and when we sought information
about where he could gain skills to manage the
motor cycle, we found that the only source was
that operated by the Motor Cycle Riders Association. That is an organization that needs to be
highly commended for its responsible work in
teaching young motor cycle riders certain ~kills.
If it had not been for the careful teaching and
demonstration of skills by members of the association, I am sure, by this stage, my son would
have been quite seriously injured.
Drivers of cars and trucks must be educated
about the needs for safety for motor cyclists. Only
a few weeks after gaining his licence, a truck
driver pulled out from the left lane without any
signals and forced my son into the centre of the
road onto a tram track and he was then dislodged
from his bike. Fortunately, he had received a
number of skilled instruction lessons and was
able to escape injury; his bike did not.
The point comes home powerfully that a great
problem is faced on the roads due to careless
disinterested car and truck drivers. The Ministe;
of Transport would do well to focus attention on
a campaign to highlight the need for car and
truck drivers to give more courtesy and attention
to motor cycle riders.
The other point I raise with the Minister is the
possibility of having a separate test or licence for
motor cyclists who wish to carry passengers on
their pillion seat. This is an area for skilled development. I am aware that some overseas countries require a motor cyclist to have an
endorsement on his licence in order to carry a
pillion passenger. This would be an important
step forward in Victoria, because it is a great
responsibility for a motor cyclist to carry a passenger. On behalf of these passengers, it should
be required that certain skills have been acquired
and recognized in the form of an endorsement
on the licence. Perhaps additional areas of skill
development could be made through technical
and further education courses and other programmes. I commend the Minister for bringing
this proposed legislation forward and I trust, as
a result of its passage, greater safety will be possible for motor cyclists on our roads.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I raise a few
points of concern about the proposed legislation,
as well as congratulating the Government on its
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action. We have come a long way in granting
motor cycle licences from the time when many
honourable members received their licences. I
remember getting mine; it was a wet day and the
policeman stood on the verandah and said, "How
far can Y9U goT' I went a few hundred yards and
was out of his sight. When I got back he said,
"You are still on it, you have not lost any skin,
therefore you have a licence."
The road safety problem has been with us for
a long time and will continue to be. The public
showed more concern over the Vietnam war than
for road safety. Many of our numbers sat on the
tram tracks of Melbourne and brought the city
to a halt. I do not say ~at they should not have
shown that concern, but more people are killed
in one year on the roads than the number of
Australians killed in the entire Australian campaign in the Vietnam war. If people showed the
same concern for road safety that they did over
the Vietnam war, that would have more effect
on the road toll.
Another point that concerns me is that this
measure is accentuated greatly by the increasing
number of motor leisure cycles available within
the community. It seems that every young teenager is demanding a motor leisure cycle from his
father if he does not have one by the age of ten
or twelve years. I would like the Government to
use initiative in setting up motor-cross tracks,
particularly in disused quarries, in country areas,
and around the outer suburbs of Melbourne,
where children and young people can ride these
leisure cycles. The Government should assist also
with the relevant permits. I am particularly interested in a permit for the Bulla area and also
for a go-cart track in the Werribee area that is
running into problems. With the advent of more
of these types of vehicles the Government should
direct more of its energies to finding places for
them to function. Parents do not think of this
when they buy these machines for their children.
The Allan Jones Driving School, managed by
Mr Jim Murcott, deserves praise. It is a worthwhile exercise, and a similar driving school
should be set up for motor cyclists to learn advanced driver training, because there is little protection for the rider between the motor cycle and
the road.
One of the worst enemies of the motor cyclist
is the motorist. He shows scant regard for the
safety of the motor cyclist by passing within a
few inches of a motor cycle travelling in the same
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direction, and he rarely gives way to motor cyclists at intersections. The Government could assist in this area by educating the public and
making them aware of motor cyclists. Not enough
motor cyclists ride in the centre of their side of
the road, as they should.
As a member of the Road Safety Committee
during the last Parliament, it appears to me that
there are few ways of responsibly solving the
road problem and positively helping it other than
through an educational programme in the
schools. I commend, as did the honourable
member for Lowan, those secondary schools that
have instituted driver training programmes. They
are particularly relevant to the modem day and
they are doing an excellent job.
Fines for traffic violation work for a while and
deter motorists and motor cyclists from breaching the law, but they do not abate the road problem. The public is apathetic, and familiarity with
a vehicle breeds contempt. It must be continually pointed out to the user of a motor cycle
how dangerous the machine is and how one mistake is fatal.
I commend the Minister for introducing this
Bill. It is a step in the right direction. I take up
the point of the honourable member for Westemport: I also would like to see leamer permits
graded because there is a tremendous difference
between a 50 cc moped that will travel at only 50
kilometres an hour and a 250 cc motor cycle that
will travel at 150 kilometres an hour. There
should be more emphasis placed on the learning
stages in this area because more mopeds are
available now than in previous years.
I trust that the Minister of Transport will have
this measure passed through the Parliament, and
proclaimed and enacted in sixteen days as stipulated in the Bill. If the Minister believes he can
do that, he has more faith in the system than I
have.
I commend the steps that the Government has
taken in this matter and trust that they will have
some effect on the ever increasing road toll, particularly on motor cyclists with learner permits,
who are the most dangerous drivers on the road
per thousand kilometres of travel.
Mr CRASB (Minister ofTransport)-I thank
the honourable members for Narracan, Lowan,
Westemport, Wantirna and Gisborne for their
contributions to the debate. A number of issues
were raised in the debate, but generally all
honourable members support the principles involved in the Bill, and for that I thank them. I
will try to deal with the issues raised one by one.

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill
A number of honourable members mentioned
the need for centres in country Victoria to be
opened as early as possible, in addition to the
very excellent centre at Shepparton, which is part
of the initial stages to start next month. At present plans are to open some centres in the second
stage of the process between now and the middle
of next year, and they include the Latrobe Valley, Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo, Wangaratta and
Mildura, with the other centres of the Transport
Regulation Board's operations in the twelve
months after that. One would prefer to open them
all at once, but these things cannot be done as
quickly as that and it is necessary to develop new
off-road training areas to train the people who
do the driver training. That would be considered
by the House to be a reasonable speed to introduce something as complex as this.
The issue of the motor cycle learner permit
being an endorsement on the motor car learner
driver's permit was raised by a number of
honourable members. The intention of the Bill
is to make life easier for people who get a learner
permit. It is necessary to carry out a written road
law test and that is related to the very basic road
laws-green meaning go, red meaning stop. If
one wants to have a motor cycle learner permit,
one gets a learner's permit for driving a car
thrown in as well. One has to get the learner
permit first before being trained to drive a motor
cycle. The view is that there is no point in going
into the practical stage of driving a motor cycle
until one can answer the basic road law test that
is currently prescribed for motor car drivers. One
has to know that red means stop and green means
go and on which side of the road to travel. The
written test that is required for a motor cyclist is
identical to what is required before one can put
a learner plate on a car.
This scheme will only show a benefit to the
community in terms of what is paid as opposed
to what it costs. If there is a reduction in the
accident rate, the benefits to the community will
come through the third-party system and other
community costs. .
I am sure that the Opposition would agree
with that general view. The honourable member
for Narracan also referred to the prescribed fee
not exceeding $100 as contained in the Bill. I
assure the honourable member that it is not the
intention of the Government to apply the $100
limit. It is a common type of mechanism that is
used to apply a limit for Executive Government,
so that the amount offees charged can be changed
by regulation but only within well-defined limits.
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A number of honourable members referred to
car driver behaviour and the need to improve
that behaviour. The Government endorses the
need for that improvement. There is a 'need to
make car drivers more aware of motor cyclists
and the difficulties that they face. There is also a
need to make motor cyclists aware of the lack of
concern demonstrated by some car drivers. The
real issue is one of driver education and the general attitudes of drivers. Under the present road
system the drivers of large vehicles have a tendency not to give way to the drivers of smaller
vehicles and motor cyclists are at the bottom end
of that driver hierarchy.
The honourable member for Lowan raised the
possibility of using schools, like the Warracknabeal High School, as driver-training centres. Under stage three of the driver-training process,
Horsham High School will be one of the country
centres used for driver training. It is worth considering whether some off-road driver training
can be conducted in country areas like Warracknabeal. Although inspectors from the Transport
Regulation Board will need to conduct testing
procedures at centres like Warracknabeal, I will
pursue the matter further as part of the stage
three process and examine whether the training
can be extended to cover those areas where young
persons may encounter difficulties in obtaining
driver training.
It is planned that Swan Hill, Horsham and
Mildura will be used as driver-training centres.
Although those centres are a long way from the
area represented by the honourable member for
Lowan, his point is well taken and the matter
will be further examined. Other driver-training
centres will be located at Warmambool, Portland, Hamilton and Colac. It is in only the northwest of the State that there is a problem in providing driver-training centres.
The honourable member for Lowan also raised
the matter of interstate "P" plate drivers. That
matter is somewhat complex for me to respond
to now. However, the comments of the honourable member indicate that it is not an administrative provision that is subject to the proposed
legislation, but I will pursue the matter.
The honourable member for Westernport and
the honourable member for Gisborne raised the
issue of mopeds and how they fitted into the
scheme of things. Mopeds are a separate issue.
They are bicycles with a SO cc engine and they
could not be described as motor cycles. There is
a need to examine the entire legislative framework surrounding mopeds. There could be a need
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to encourage driver training and registration
connected with mopeds.
Mr Reynolds-My point was that there is no
difference between a motor cycle and a moped.
Mr CRABB-There is a need to review that
matter. The issue has been examined on a number of occasions, and I expect the Road Safety
and Traffic Authority to maintain that issue under review. The matter should be addressed in
conjunction with other States, and I will examine what can be done in that regard.
The honourable member for Wantirna spoke
of the need for a separate licence for motor cyclists who wish to carry pillion passengers. A pillion passenger cannot be carried by a motor
cyclist qualified on only a "P" plate. At present
only experienced motor cyclists can carry pillion
passenges. I do not believe that an extra licence
capacity is needed.
The honourable member for Gisborne raised
the issue of off-road motor cycles, that is, trail
bikes, which have nothing to do with the Bill.
However, it is a matter that is of continuing concern to the Government and the Opposition. I
assure the honourable member that the matter is
being addressed by my colleague, the Minister
for Youth, Sport and Recreation.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and
committed.
Clause 1 was verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 6325, section 3

(1»

Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-I am puzzled why
clause 2 speaks of a "driver's licence", a "motor
car driver's licence", a "motor cycle driver's licence", a "motor tractor driver's licence" or any
other licence issued under section 22 of the Motor Car Act. Can the Minister of Transport explain why the interpretation of the "motor tractor
driver's licence" is set apart from a "motor cycle
driver's licence"? I should have thought that the
additional questions for motor tractor driver's
licences would need to have been asked of a primary producer who drives a tractor on the road.
I am merely seeking information on why it is
not included in the same way as it is possible to
have a motor bike drivers licence endorsed on a
tractor driver's licence.
Mr ~RABB (Minister of Transport)-To the
best of
knowledge, the reason is that a separate licence is issued for a motor tJ'actor driver

m"

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill
who wants to drive occasionally on a highway.
The Bill contains two separate definitions.
Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-That still does not
answer my question. I take it that, to obtain a
motor tractor driver's licence, an applicant would
need to answer the road rules questions. To obtain a motor car driver's licence, an applicant for
a learner's permit would need to answer the road
rules questions. To obtain a motor bike driver's
learner's licence an applicant has to answer those
same questions. Why does the Bill differentiate
between the questions asked of an applicant for
a motor car driver's licence and an applicant for
a motor tractor driver's licence? Surely the same
questions would have to be answered, and the
same questions should suffice for a motor bike
driver's permit.
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)-The Bill
attempts to implement a new form of testing for
aspiring motor cycle riders. The Motor Car Act
is the most appalling piece of legislation I have
ever had to deal with. The matter raised by the
honourable member for Polwarth goes to the
complexity of the Act, which has had more bits
added to it over the years than one cares to
contemplate.
Currently, a motor tractor driver's licence is
separate and distinct from a motor car driver's
licence, and it is not within the confines of the
Bill to merge the two; nor ought it to be. As I
understand it, the definition question raised by
the honourable member goes to that issue.
If the matter he is raising refers to learners'
permits, I am not sure that it is valid, and the
honourable member ought to read the rest of the
clause and he will find the definition concerned
is of "Driver's licence" and it does not relate to
a learner's permit. A learner's permit may well
be dealt with separately, but I have been trying
to listen to the honourable member on this matter. The essence of it is that the two licences are
different and perhaps ought to be endorsements
to a motor car driver's licence, but that is not the
issue in the Bill. Perhaps that is the way it will be
one day.
The clause was agreed to.
Qause 3 (Amendment of No. 6325 s. 22)
Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-I am unable to find
in the second-reading notes any reference to the
amendment of section 22 (1) proposed in clause
3 (a) which provides:
(a) in sub-section (1) for the words "licence to drive
a motor tractor" there shall be substituted the expression ','motor tractor driver's licence";

I do not understand the amendment. That is why
I asked my earlier question. There is apparently

Adjournment
to be an alteration concerning the licence to drive
a tractor and I want to know what the clause
means.

Mr CHARR (Minister of Transport)-I asked
the same Question and the answer I received was
that the amendment was to simplify the language. That statement is contained in the notes
on the clauses that are attached to the Bill. The
notes state:
Clause 3 simplifies the language used in certain provisions of the Principal Act.

The simplification is, believe it or not, that the
words "motor tractor driver's licence" are to be
inserted in lieu of the words "licence to drive a
motor tractor" .
The clause was' agreed to, as were clauses 4
and 5.
Clause 6 (Amendment of No. 6325 s. 22c)
Mr CHARR (Minister ofTransport)-1 move:
Clause 6, page 5, line 14, omit "in the circumstances" and insert "upon a highway".
Clause 6, page 5, lines 16 to 21, omit all the words
and expressions on these lines.
Clause 6, page 5, after line 32 insert the following"(2) A person who is the holder of a motor tractor
driver's licence who drives a motor tractor upon a
highway otherwise than as authorized by that licence
or another licence or permit held by him shall be guilty
of an offence and liable to a penalty of not more than 5
penalty units or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than one month."

The purpose of the first substantive amendment
is to remove an ambiguity which Parliamentary
Counsel discovered a few days ago. The ambiguity concerns the use in the Bill of the phrase
"in the circumstances". On reflection, Parliamentary Counsel considered that that would
leave open an ambiguity, so the amendment does
not change the Bill but merely alters the words
that are used in the clause. In place of the words
"in the circumstances", it inserts the words "upon
a highway". As a result it is necessary to change
the numbering of the following sub-paragraphs
and a further amendment corrects a typographical error.
I apologize to my colleagues opposite, the
spokesmen for the other parties on transportthe honourable members for Narracan and Lowan-for not providing them with copies of the
final amendment to clause 6 some days in advance. I would have done so had that been within
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my power. I have followed that practice in the
past and intend to do so in the future.
Mr DELZOPPO (Narracan)-The final
amendment to clause 6 proposes to insert the
following sub-section:
(2) A person who is the holder of a motor tractor
driver's licence who drives a motor tractor upon a
highway otherwise than as authorized by that licence
or another licence or permit held by him shall be guilty
of an offence and liable to a penalty of not more than 5
penalty units or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than one month.

Clause 6 as drafted amends section 22c of the
principal Act and inserts a provision containing
similar words. I should like to know why it inserts an extra sub-section when a similar provision exists in section 22c (a).
Mr CRABR (Minister of Transport)-The intention is to delete paragraph (a) of section 22c
and to insert a similar provision, namely, subsection (2), which reads:
(2) A person who is the holder of a motor tractor
driver's licence who drives a motor tractor upon a
highway otherwise than as authorized by that licence
or another licence or permit held by him shall be guilty
of an offence and liable to a penalty of not more than S
penalty units or to imprisonment for a term of not
more than one month.

I shall provide the honourable member with a
copy of the amended section in due course.
The amendments were agreed to, as were verbal and consequential amendments, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as were clauses
7 to 12.
Oause 13 was verbally amended, and, as
amended, was adopted, as were the remaining
clauses.
The Bill was reported to the House .wiih
amendments, and passed through its remaining
stages.

ADJOURNMENT
Richmond City COUDcD report-MoUDt Evelya
water supply-Security at Jib Jib high security uuit-Liquor Control Commission-Interest rates-PoHce award-GeeloDl woolstore
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I draw to the
attention of the Attorney-General an article in
the Richmond Clarion of 24 November last under the heading "Richmond Council Inquiry: 6
charged", which reads:
A former Richmond Mayor (now elderly) is one of
six people recently charged on offences arising from
findings of the Nicholson Report.
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The former Mayor, one of the longest serving members in the council chamber, has been issued with a
summons for receiving a bribe.

That was a secret commission for which a gentleman is now residing in Pentridge Prison, and
rightly so. The article continues:
The six people also include another ex-councillor
and former council employee.
It is believed the offences range from conspiracy to
perjury.

The SPEAKER (the HOD. C. T. Edmunds)Order! Will the honourable member inform me
whether the matter that he is canvassing is subjudice? I am unable to arrive at that conclusion
yet.
Mr WILLIAMS-With respect, I am seeking
the advice of the Attorney-General as to whether
summonses have been issued against any persons named in the Nicholson report and, if so,
when these gentlemen are likely to come to trial.
The SPEAKER-Order! The honourable
member is in order.
Mr WILLIAMS-I ask the Attorney-General
whether prosecutions are to be lodged as a result
of the commission of inquiry into the Richmond
City Council because, if I can refresh the memory of the House, that report made it clear that
the Town Clerk of the Richmond City Council
was corrupt. It made it clear that a ruling group
in the council had used a substantial number of
council staff for its own purposes; in other words
those in control of the staff received benefits. It
referred to an attitude of Australian Labor Party
councillors that the end of obtaining power justifies turning a blind eye to the means by which
it is obtained. The report was specific that at the
council and in its staff there was lack of integrity.
It is a most important aspect of our democracy
that the rule of law shall prevail. I believe the
taking of secret commissions-The SPEAKER-Order! I advise the honourable member that he is in order asking questions
of the Attorney-General as to whether the summonses have been issued. However, if he expands his remarks to a general debate in respect
of the matter that is already on the Notice Paper
underitem No. 18, he is out of order.
Mr WILLIAMS-I round off with the categoric request to the Attorney-General that, in
view of the seriousness of this matter, he should
make a statement whether prosecutions are to be
laid as a result of the Nicholson inquiry.

Adjournment

Mr POPE (Monbulk)-I raise a matter of
concern with the Minister representing the Minister of Water Supply in another place. It relates
to the lack of a Melbourne Metropolitan Board
of Works reticulated water supply to the township of Mount Evelyn. For a number of decades
Mount Evelyn has had an open aqueduct and a
number of channels through the township, without a Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works water supply to the township. Those water
supplies-open aqueduct and channels through
the town-have serviced most of the eastern
suburbs, and the residents of the town have
looked with envy at the rest of the east of Melbourne because Mount Evelyn has not had a
mains water supply. At present the Mount Evelyn township is being sewered by the Lilydale
Sewerage Authority, and within the next year or
two 2432 properties will receive sewerage installation. Of these, 1902 properties have water supply through private mains with varying water
pressure capacities.
Within that township 530 properties have no
mains water. The Lilydale Sewerage Authority is
progressing with the installation of sewerage systems. My predecessor, the Honourable Bill
Borthwick, attempted to procure a water supply
system to Mount Evelyn on many occasions
without any result. The matter was neglected by
the former Government after many deputations,
including deputations from myself.
Mount Evelyn has in excess of a 25 per cent
growth rate based on the 1981 census data and
has a population of approximately 10 000. It is
certainly quite urbanized. My predecessor raised
the matter with Ministers of the former Government on so many occasions without result that I
believe the people of Mount Eveyn became disgusted with the former Government and the bureaucratic bungling which was perpetrated by the
former Liberal Government. Although Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works water
supply is basically for domestic use, the disaster
of Ash Wednesday has brought home to many
people the added advantage of having a water
supply that can be used as a fire-fighting tool.
The people of Mount Evelyn do not need Ash
Wednesday to. remind them of the high fire risk
in the township and in the whole area of the
Dandenongs. In the past twelve months Mount
Evelyn has suffered about 21 deliberately lit fires
and the residents of the area are well aware of
bush.;;fire risk.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. EdmuDds)Order! The member has only one minute.
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Mr POPE-It is only through the good offices
of the fire brigade and its captain, Ken Read, that
tragic losses have not occurred in that area. Only
two houses have been lost in those bush fires at
Mount Evelyn.
I consider that a mains water supply would
immeasurably assist the local fire brigade in
maintaining the safe record that presently exists.
The people of Mount Evelyn have patiently
waited for a Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works water supply for many years and have
made many deputations to the former Government without result. I trust that the Minister
under the present Labor Government will assist
in making the mains water supply to the Mount
Evelyn area a reality in the future.
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Community Welfare Services relates to security in
prisons. Honourable members are well aware of
the extraordinary amount ofleave that has been
taken from prisons, with or without permission,
and that a Mr Henderson, an overseas consultant, has been appointed to carry out a certain
range of inquiries on security at prisons. He will
be considering the adequacy of perimeter security in Victoria's walled prisons. He will examine
internal security arrangements, procedures and
facilities towards ways of maximizing the use of
modern technology in security and so on.
The question I ask is whether this expert will
inquire into the use of sheep and the problems
sheep are causing to modern technology in the
Jika Jika maximum security prison. In this maximum security unit, a vast amount of high technology has been employed and installed. This
has been affected by pieces of grass as tall as 6
inches high in the exercise yard. The grass has
grown to about 12 to 14 inches high and the
present authorities requested the Minister for a
special mower to cut the lawn so that the grass
would not trigger the television monitors and so
that officers monitoring the equipment would
not set alarms for security groups to be mobilized. The security at Jika Jika is seriously at risk
because of tall grass. When the Minister was
asked to supply a special mower, she, or her departmental people, supplied two damned sheep!
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! I ask the honourable member to colour
his language more appropriately to the House.
Mr SALTMARSH-The sheep only exacerbated the problem of security as they moved
around the exercise yards supposedly nibbling
grass, most of which is still as tall as ever because
they have eaten only small blades of grass. The
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sheep are setting off the alarms in the security
system. I ask whether the expensive expert, Henderson, is being brought from the United States
of America to investigate and report on the use
of sheep and their ability to upset modern technology in the maximum security prison of Jika
Jika.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Economic Development relates to a matter I raised
at question time which I understand concerns
his added responsibility of tourism. It is interesting to note that the former Minister for Economic Development who was also the Minister
for Tourism, had control over the Liquor Control Act, which in turn related to the control of
the Liquor Control Commission. With the demise of the Ministry for Tourism, it is difficult
to determine who is now in charge of the Liquor
Control Act and the Liquor Control Commission. I understand from the reply of the Minister
at question time, that it comes within his
responsibility.
One can understand the concern of people who
are involved in the liquor industry that the Liquor Control Act has been shifted from a number
of Ministries and a number of Ministers in the
past four of five years. It is difficult for the industry to receive continued representation on problems and changes that are taking place. Last year
the former Minister set up an interim advisory
panel on liquor control matters. He apparently
invited people involved in the industry to make
submissions to the Ministry for Tourism and
through it to the advisory panel.
I am informed by the vignerons in north-eastem Victoria that they made an extensive submission to the Minister on problems relating to
the industry with the Liquor Control Act. They
wanted a reply, but to date they have not received any response from the Minister or the
advisory panel on what result has been achieved
by the submission. I wrote to the Minister earlier
this year seeking advice on who was involved in
the committee.
I shall indicate in part the response I received
from the new Minister for Economic Development in trying to indicate who comprises the
committee. It stated that the committee consists
of experienced liquor industry executives and
other selected experts, none appointed through
the panel representing industry groups, organizations or companies engaged in the industry,
but rather as practical individuals with many
years of relevant experience. I suggest that that
tells me nothing of who constitutes the panel. If
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Victoria is to have open government, as has been
suggested by the Government since it came to
office, surely a response can be given indicating
who constitutes the panel, when they will prepare a report and when it will be available. Surely
responses can also be given to representations
that have been made by responsible industry
bodies throughout Victoria.
I hope the Minister will be able to inform the
House who constitutes the committee and provide other relevant details relating to the investigations of the committee inquiring into the
Liquor Control Act.

Mr BROWN (Westernport)-I raise with the
Minister of Housing a very important matter. I
was contacted by a constituent of mine on
Thursday last with respect to the fact that as the
Government has placed great credence on the
fact that it controls interest rates which permanent building societies charge in Victoria, the
lady wanted me to explain how it could be that
despite the fact the Government had just reduced interest rates by 1 per cent, her quarterly
repayments had risen by 25 cents. My obvious
reply was that the permanent building society
must surely have reduced the term of the loan.
The lady informed me that I was wrong, that the
term of the loan had not been reduced; that the
interest rate had gone down by 1 per cent as a
result of the Government's edict but that her
quarterly repayments had gone up. I told her that
was not possible and asked her to bring the information to me and I would check it out.
The lady subsequently came to see me and
told me that she had been to one of the major
daily newspapers which, like myself, had an
amount of disbelief in her claim because obviously it was not possible. If the Government
gives an edict that reduces interest rates by 1 per
cent and the term of the loan remains the same,
the repayments should not go up.
I telephoned the building society involved. It
was somewhat apologetic but said that there had
been a change of policy concurrent with the reduction in interest rates whereby the monthly
rests on which it calculates the interest had been
changed to annual rests and that, indeed, although the interest rate had been reduced by 1
per cent per annum as a result of the action of
the Government which supposedly controls interest rates in this State, it was sorry to say that
the repayments had increased. I said that was
not acceptable to the Opposition and the matter
would be raised in the House. To its credit the
building society indicated that the policy was to
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be further looked at the following day and it was
possible it would be reviewed. I was delighted to
learn the next day that the Hotham Permanent
Building Society had overturned its decision and,
to its credit, would no longer increase its costs to
the consumer as a result of the reduction in interest rates.
My question is: As the Government controls
interest rates in this State, can the Minister give
the House an absolute assurance that this has
not happened with other building societies in
this State and that he will make certain it never
happens in relation to any other building societies whereby the interest rate is reduced but the
repayments of the borrower increase?
I point out that in the case of the Hotham
Permanent Building Society not only 300 people
were adversely affected to the degree that their
repayments were to be increased to more than
the previous quarter, but also all of the customers of the building society were going to face
increased charges under the proposed change in
policy.
I ask the Minister to give an absolute and categorical undertaking that as his Government
controls interest rates in this State, whenever interest rates are reduced it will not be possible for
any building society, permanent or otherwise, to
increase its charges concurrent with the reduction.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-I raise a matter
with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. It concerns a retired policeman who
lives in my area. He retired from the force on 15
December 1979 after twenty two and a half years
of service. According to a report from the Ombudsman, who dealt with the problem, Malcolm
Clive Grant became eligible for consideration
for an award on 8 February 1979 on completion
of22 years service, but was forced to resign from
the force in December of that year, 10 months
later, following a deterioration in his health. At
that time the practice was to manually compile a
list of those eligible for an award and when a
sufficient number of members of the Police Force
became eligible they would be submitted for recognition. It appears that a list was compiled on
271une 1979 and MrGrant's name was included
but when the medals were awarded, for some
inexplicable reason his name was not included.
In February 1979 the Australian National
Medal was introduced for 15 years of diligent
service within an Australian Police Force, but
that meant that to qualify for both medals a p0liceman had to have 37 years of service. The
periods of qualification were not to run concurrently, they were to be separate.
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Mr Grant opted for the Police Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal and had set his sights
on that all of his police life. According to the
report of the Ombudsman, the error is due to
administrative failure within the force. No one
is putting the blame on any particular person
within the Police Force.
Although I realize it is a change of Government policy, I ask the Minister, because of extenuating circumstances, and as Mr Grant does not
enjoy the best of health and is still a reasonably
young man, a special case might be made out for
him so that he could receive his Long Service
and Good Conduct Medal which has been overlooked purely and simply because of an administrative error through no fault of his or the
Government.
Mr DICKINSON (South Barwon)-I raise a
matter with the Minister of Housing in relation
to the appointment of Professor Kevin Borland
ofDeakin University-Deakin School of Architecture-who has recently been chosen as consultant project designer to the Ministry of
Housing to recycle a Geelong wool store for public housing. Can the Minister confirm whether
this is correct and what other committees and
appointments Professor Borland ofDeakin University may have been appointed to by the
Government?
With regard to the wool store conversion in
Geelong, can the Minister advise the House how
many families are likely to be accommodated in
the conversion project and at what cost for each
family unit including the value of the site? When
will this conversion be completed?
Mr CAIN (Attomey-General)-The honourable member for Doncaster raised the question
of the proposed or recommended prosecutions
arising out of the Nicholson inquiry into the
Richmond City Council. My understanding was
that that report was considered at the request of
the Minister for Local Government and the L0cal Government Department by the Crown solicitor who more recently referred it to the
Solicitor-General who currently has those matters under consideration.
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public Works)At the outset, in answer to the honourable member for Monbulk, I must congratulate him for the
concise manner in which he put the case concerning the people in the township ofMt Evelyn.
I am sure those people can be well satisfied with
the representation that they are receiving from
the honourable member for Monbulk. I must
confess that I was not aware of the situation which
he mentioned, where some 2432 properties were
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to be sewered when in fact 530 of those properties had no mains water system connected, and
it is hoped that water supplies will be connected
to those areas.
I am aware that the Minister has received several representations about the matter from the
honourable member for Monbulk. I understand
that this represents further evidence on the submissions already made and I will direct the matter to the attention of the Minister following on
from previous representations made.
.Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-The honourable member for
Wantirna mentioned prison security in Victoria
and the study undertaken by the American expert, Mr James Henderson. The honourable
member asked whether the study extended to
grass, which is apparently interfering with the
security at the Jika Jika high security unit by
setting off an alarm bell.
Apparently the honourable member does not
subscribe to the notion that drought-affected
sheep should be allowed to graze in Jika Jika and
has indicated that the prison officers have voiced
a preference for a lawn mower. I will check up
the matter with the department and discuss it
with members of the National Party to ascertain
their preferred option. I will reply to the honourable member tomorrow.
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-The
honourable member for Murray Valley mentioned the Liquor Control Act and the Liquor
Control Commission and suggested that certain
people within the industry had expressed concern that this Act is administered through the
area of tourism. I have not met that concern and
I am not quite sure precisely what the honourable member means by it.
The honourable member went on to question
the interim advisory panel set up by my predecessor. That advisory panel continues to exist
and its role is to provide advice to me as Minister. The panel comprises experienced experts.
Mr Jasper-Who are they?
Mr CATHIE-If the honourable member
shows patience, I will come to that. We have
received representations from groups who considered that they should form part of the advisory panel to impart their wisdom and experience
in that industry on specific questions that have
been raised as issues of particular importance.
The role of the panel is to provide advice to me
as Minister and it is my job and the job of the
Government to determine policy on a whole
range of issues. If the honourable member wants
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specific names, I will be prepared to provide those in the recycled building. There will probably be
to him. The honourable member indicated that a mixture of family accommodation and elderly
a submission from north-eastem vignerons had person accommodation.
not received a reply. I will make sure a reply to
I cannot provide specific information at this
the representations is made.
stage about when the project will be completed
The honourable member for Westernport re- because the detailed brief is now being drawn up
ferred to the interest rates of permanent building and it may be in that area. that the services of
societies. This matter was raised by the honour- Professor Borland are being used. Once the brief
able member for Morwell and, as a result of her is prepared, which will take some months, the
strong representations, was taken up with the project will go out to tender. I do not expect the
Hotham Permanent Building Society. I am project to be completed within eighteen months.
pleased to say that that organization has taken It is an exciting project and represents the first
time in Australia where an old wool store has
steps to overcome the problem.
been recycled for public housing.
Apparently when computerizing the recent reMr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
duction in home loan interest rates, that building
Emergency Services)-The honourable member
society also converted interest from monthly to
for Gisborne raised the predicament of a former
annual adjustments. That meant that a number policeman who missed out on a long-service
of people lost the benefit of monthly reductions medal as a result of a series of administrative
during the course of twelve months. It would oversights within the Police Force. The matter
appear that those borrowers had five-year loans was subsequently taken up with the Ombudswith the Hotham Permanent Building Society man who, while recognizing the injustice which
and they would have been in the position of had been done to this former member of the
paying more than they were before the reduction force, also recognized that there was no solution,
in interest rates.
given the Government's decision to move away
Approximately 300 people were affected by that from the system of Imperial honours of which
decision. I assure the honourable member for the police long-service medal was a part.
Westernport that the matter has been rectified.
For some time the Government has been enAt this stage I am not aware of any other building , deavouring to establish an indigenous Austrasociety implementing the same policy as the lian system of honours for police and members
Hotham Permanent Building Society. If the of the fire services. While under the original prohonourable member has any such information posals, long service in either case would be reche should inform me immediately and similar ognized through the award of the national medal,
action will be taken as that taken with the it is recognized that that award does not necessarily have the significance for either police or
Hotham Permanent Building Society.
The honourable member for South Barwon fire services which the national Government had
mentioned the exciting Ministry of Housing hoped to see it acquire.
It may be that now we have a Government in
project involving the recycling of a wool store in
Geelong on an excellent site overlooking Corio Canberra sympathetic towards the ideal of an
Bay. The wool store is relatively close to the indigenous honours system, we may be able to
major shopping centre in Geelong. I am not sure have both matters addressed and perhaps a satwho is employed as consultant on the project. isfactory solution to the problem raised by the
The honourable member mentioned Professor honourable member.
The motion was agreed to.
Borland and I will check the matter and inform
The House adjourned at 10.59 p.m.
him. From memory, 60 families will be housed
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Wednesday, 16 March 1983
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds) took
the chair at 11.8 a.m. and read the prayer.
NOTICE PAPER
The SPEAKER (the Hon C. T. Edmunds)-I
have to advise the House that, regrettably, there
has been some delay in the Government Printer
providing honourable members with the normal
Notice Paper. With the ingenuity of the officers
of the Parliament it has been possible to produce
the material that has now been made available
to honourable members.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)Will the Premier give an unequivocal assurance
that he will account publicly on a monthly basis
for all moneys publicly donated for the bush-fire
appeal and all moneys expended by the State
Government on bush-fire relief, as well as all
Commonwealth Government moneys expended
through the State Government?
Mr. CAIN (Premier)-The House would be
well aware that there will be a total and full accounting of all public moneys in the appeal fund.
There will be accounting in respect of that fund.
The way I believe it should be done is that it be
determined by the advisory committee, which is
responsible for the proper allocation of those
funds.
I spoke with the chairman this morning and
he believes that the work of the committee is
progressing well. I met with him yesterday and
will meet with him again next week. I am sure he
will be perfectly willing to discuss with the Government ways in which regular accounting should
occur and how that should take place.
I shall ensure that the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, who is responsible for the
distribution of the funds, takes up with the chairman of the committee the method of regular accounting both of what is received and what is
disbursed.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of the National PaI1Y)-Can the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services inform honourable members how much money has been donated to the
Government's bush-fire appeal fund-that is,
how much has been received at this stage-and
Session 1983-113
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how much money was promised but has not yet
been received? Can the Minister also inform the
House how much money is held by other organizations such as the Salvation Army, the Red
Cross, service clubs and so on? Is he able to give
an undertaking that he will endeavour to ensure
that the best co-operation between those funds
takes place so that duplication in distribution
does not occur?
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-I am happy to give the
Leader of the National Party and the House, and
through the House all the donors to bush-fire
relief in this State the assurance that is sought.
Action has already been taken to identify the
various appeals outside the ambit of the central
appeal, and a great number of those appeals exist.
Approaches have been made by many of them
to merge with the central appeal the amounts
they have been able to raise, and those approaches have been well received.
With regard to the first part of the question, as
of yesterday, the total amount of funds received
for the appeal was $9 856 333 and it is anticipated that the total sum to be received and money
pledged to the central appeal will be in the vicinity of$17·5 million.
SUNDAY FOOTBALL
Mrs HILL (Frankston)-Can the Premier inform the House whether there has been any
change in Government policy on Sunday
football?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government's attitude to Victorian Football League Sunday football has not changed. It was made perfectly clear,
when permission was sought to hold the match
that took place on 27 February to aid the bushfire appeal, that that was not to be considered to
be a precedent or in any way a qualification of
the Government's clearly expressed view on Victorian Football League Sunday football.
That was the spirit in which the matter was
dealt with by the Victorian Football League,
which understood the Government's position.
There has been no change in the Government's
attitude. That was made perfectly clear to the
community and I welcome the opportunity of
making that clear to the House.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-No doubt, the
Premier would be aware that there' have been
several smaller fires in Victoria this year, two of
which were the Greendale fire of8 and 9 January
1983 and the Mount Macedon fire of 1 and 2
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February. Although those fires were not as large
and not as extensive as the more recent ones that
have t>een discussed, can the Premier publicly
sanction statements from some of his Ministers
that the victims of those fires will qualify for the
core relief and the upgraded relief measures that
are now applicable to the fires that occurred between 16 and 20 February?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-It is the Government's
view that all victims of bush fires in Victoria
should be treated equally. My Government suggested to the former Federal Government that,
in making a determination in regard to core
measures, all of those involved in the February
bush fires should be treated as a common group.
I have not received a response indicating the
Commonwealth's attitude to that suggestion. I
understand that Federal Cabinet will today consider a number of those measures and perhaps
that matter will be considered at that time. The
Victorian Government's attitude is that there
should be no distinction on the ground of the
time at which the fire occurred between those
who have been affected by the bush fires.
Mr HANN (Rodney)-In view of the fact that
some 2 million bales of hay were lost in the recent Victorian fires and in view of the desperate
need for fodder, can the Premier advise the House
why the Government did not take up the offer I
made to him on 22 February drawing his attention to the availability of more than 100 000 bales
of rice hay in New South Wales that could have
been used in the fire areas?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The matter to which the
honourable member refers was drawn to the attention of the appropriate persons concerned with
ensuring that there was adequate fodder in the
Western District. I asked that they: get in touch
with the local Department of Agriculture officer
to ascertain what was available and how quickly
it could be transported to the affected areas, and
I understand that that was done. My understanding is that other available alternatives were seen
to be more attractive and more appropriate in
the circumstances.
GRANTSTOSCHOOLCOUNCllS

Mr HILL (Warrandyte)-Will the Minister of
Education inform the House whether the Government has given a grant of $10 per student to
schools and councils and, if so, for what purpose?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
thank the honourable member for his continuing

Questions without Notice
interest in the welfare of Victorian school councils. There was widespread criticism of the record of the former Government and its
inadequate grants to school councils to undertake their important tasks. From comments made
by members on both sides of the House, it was
clear that there was a significant backlog of work
for school councils but, due to the shortcomings
and the attitudes of the former Government, the
necessary funds were not available.
Having been a member of a school council for
many years prior to being appointed as Minister,
I was aware of those shortcomings and the need
for a special injection of funds to overcome that
backlog of work, so I was pleased to be able recently to inform every school council in Victoria
that a special grant of $10 for each student in
their sChools had been made available to school
councils to allow those councils to attack the
backlog of work they wished to undertake.
That action indicates the Government's concern to ensure that it gets the best value for the
dollar; school councils have an outstanding record for getting good value from the money made
available to them. It also indicates the importance that the Government attaches to school
councils and individual schools in its approach
to meeting the educational needs of Victorian
students.
I am delighted with the response not only from
school councils but also from parents, students
and teachers throughout Victoria. Again, that indicates that the Government is very much in
touch with the needs of schools and students.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-Can the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services advise the House what has happened to donations,
other than cash donations, given during the recent bush-fire tragedy? Who holds these donations? Where are they stored? Who has control
over them? Who will account to the public for
them? What will happen to the goods that are
not used for bush-fire relief!

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-One of the characteristics
of the aftermath of the Ash Wednesday bush
fires was the immense expression of public generosity in the form of donations of goods. The
volume of relief goods which were received in
the immediate aftermath of the fire, both from
within Victoria and interstate, was of such overwhelming magnitude that the various relief
agencies were obliged literally to beg for mercy

Questions without Notice
because they were being inundated beneath an
avalanche of food, clothing, furniture, toys and
every conceivable human requirement.
I highlight the example of one wholesaler who,
moved by the predicament of children who had
lost their toys, donated no less than $30 000worth of electronic games to the State Relief
Committee, which now is in the process of distributing them to the many children who are
among the victims of the fires.
On the Saturday following the fires the Royal
Agricultural Society of Victoria was good enough
to make available to the Government its director, Mr Brian Parry, who worked in conjunction
with Mr Frank Honan of the Public Service Board
and Mr Brian Hardiman of the Ministry for Police and Emergency Services in conducting a survey of all the agencies that were receiving those
goods and also the many depots that had been
set up in the fire areas to receive goods which
had ~n sent directly there by the donors.
The three-man working party was successful
in quantifying the mass of material and has prepared a detailed report covering the matters that
the honourable member now raises. I shall release that report today and it will provide the
honourable member with the detailed proposals
for the immediate sorting of those goods that are
still unsorted, the storage of them and their ultimate disposal, with, of course, the fire victims
holding the No. 1 priority in their allocation.
VICRAIL TICKET VENDING MACHINES

Mr HOCKLEY (Bentleigh)-I ask the Minister of Transport what action the Government
has taken concerning VicRail ticket vending machines. Will the Minister tell the House the reasons for the decisions taken?
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)-VicRail
is the proud possessor of 140 ticket vending machines that do not sell the tickets VicRail sells.
In 197fj the then Minister of Transport, who was
my predecessor's predecessor, made a decision
to purchase those ticket vending machines which,
in the course of events, were not delivered until
1981, by which time my predecessor was implementing a new-I might say extremely popular-ticketing system which was not compatible
with those machines.
This was largely due to the ticketing system
being based on colour coding; therefore, it is necessary to have different coloured cardboard. The
various ticket machines do not accommodate
the different coloured cardboard; one must use
only one colour. They are capable of being
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moulded and adjusted but they cost $3000 each
and it would amount to $500 000 to convert them
into some measure of use in the present ticketing
system. It would take nine months to do this in
any case.
It is not only in Victoria that we are re-examining the ticket system to move towards a multimodal fare system in the metropolitan area but,
indeed, most transport systems around the world
are in the process of re-examining and re-assessing the ticketing system. Therefore, we do not
wish to amend them if likely changes are to be
made in future.
Consequently, advertisements have been inserted in international transport magazines in
the hope that another system around the world
may well have use for those machines because
the present storage and electricity supply of the
machines amounts to $400 a week and has been
so since October 1981. If no buyer can be found
at a reasonable price the Government will seek
ways to have those machines adapted to contribute in some small way towards the future improvement of the system.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL

Mr TANNER (Caulfield)-I direct my question to the Premier and refer to the bush-fire
relief money held by the Government. Does the
money include money subscribed to appeals
conducted by 3AW and television station GTV
Channel 9, ifnot, wby not?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The information I have
is that the total to which the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services referred includes all of
the moneys received by GTV Channel 9, but not
any ofthe moneys received by radio station 3AW.
The Leader of the Opposition asks by interjection, "Why is that?" I am not going to seek to
offer reasons for somebody else. My understanding from a conversation this morning with Mr
Smith, the chairman of the advisory committee,
was that what remains of the 3AW funds-I am
not sure what that amount is-will be paid into
the general fund to be administered by the committee together with the rest of the public donations. That is the position that the chairman
understood to be prevailing as at 10.40 this
morning.
WATER CONSERVATION

Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-I ask the
Treasurer whether in view of the very serious_
water supply problems confronting many rural
communities, the Government now recognizes
the need for a greater allocation of funds towards
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water conservation in this State, or does the the Minister intend to enforce the "~o strike"
honourable gentleman hold with the view.that provision, and if there is no such "no strike"
only those communities that can afford it are provision, will the Minister withdraw the letter
entitled to an adequate water supply?--- from the schools in accordance with the demand
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-Ofcourse the Gov-~ m~de .by the Technical Teachers Union of
ernment recognizes the importance of the var- Vlctona?
ious water authorities outside the scope of the
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works believe members of the community and the
and will certainly be considering any demand for teachers of Victoria are able to interpret the
additional resources in this area in the context of letters and statements, but I can appreciate the
the next Budget, and also the economic circum- difficulty that the honourable member for Hawstances that will prevail throughout the course of thorn has because of his limited understanding
this financial year.
of these matters and his general lack of capacity.
If the honourable member has taken the opporJOB SHOP
tunity of reading the agreement, he will know
Mrs RAY (Box Hill)-Is the Minister for Em- that there is a clear and unequivocal commitployment and Training aware of the existence of ment on the part of the Technical Teachers
an organization called Job Shop which actually Union of Victoria that there will be no industrial
exploits the unemployed? Can the honourable action taken on matters dealt with by the workgentleman confirm a report on Nationwide that ing party under the agreement and I reiterate
urgent legislation is planned to deal with such that point in loud terms.
organizations?
It is part of this Government's commitment
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment to provide a much-improved industrial climate
and Training)-Job Shop is one of the organiza- in Victoria's schools. The Government has suctions which has grown up with rising unemploy- ceeded where the previous Government failed
ment. Job Shop charges $50 for services which year after year. The honourable member for
basically involved the compiling of information Hawthorn does not like that fact because the
which is already provided in the newspapers, but previous Government attempted to thrive on inJ obforce offers those services to job seekers at dustrial strife between the Education Depart$50 a time. The Ministry for Employment and ment and the teacher unions. Members of the
Training was alerted to this dishonest practice Opposition squirm and worry as to how a Govby Job Watch, an organization funded by the ernment in Victoria can reach accord.
Ministry for Employment and Training to exMr Jona-Wait until Sunday's meeting!
pose such practices. In addition the Government
Mr FORDHAM-I take up the interjection
has a legislative remedy to this position and is
currently considering legislative and other meas- from the honourable member for Hawthorn and
ures that wiU stamp out these practices. When ask whether it is a threat. I assure the House that
developing these proposals the Government anyone who attends Sunday's meeting will get
consulted with employers and responsible job the message from the honourable member for
agencies who are supporting the proposition of a Hawthorn as to his attitude. Quite clearly, as his
remedy which is well known in other States and previous press releases indicate, he is trying to
which will probably be operating in Victoria soon. encourage industrial strife much to the detriment of Victorian school children. It is a shame
LOG OF CLAIMS AGREEMENT
that a so-called shadow Minister should be preMr JONA (Hawthorn)-I refer to the "eleven- pared to stoop to such a level.
The Government has reached accord with the
point" log of claims agreement between the State
Government and the Technical Teachers Union three teacher unions in terms of the industrial
of Victoria, the details of which were advised by agreement. I have circulated a copy ofthat agreethe Minister of Education in a letter to all tech- ment to every technical teacher in Victoria, and
nical schools dated 9 March. Will the Minister the Government looks forward to an industrialof Education inform the House in "Yes" or "No" free year in accordance with the agreement.
terms, that honourable members, teachers and RADIO COVERAGE OF RACING EVENTS
the people of Victoria can understand, whether
Mr KENNEDY (Bendigo)-Is the Minister for
that agreement embodies a "no strike" provision
for the remainder of the 1983 year? If the agree- Youth, Sport and Recreation aware that there
ment does embody such a provision, how does has been a drastic reduction in radio coverage of
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racing events, particularly harness racing and
greyhound events; is he aware that this is having
a severe effect on Totalizator Agency Board
turnovers at these meetings; and, if so, what
action does the honourable gentleman propose
to take?
Mr TREZISE (Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation)-I am aware of the serious situation
that has occurred since the decision last year by
radio station 3UZ to discontinue broadcasting
more than one race meeting of a day and night.
That means when harness racing is broadcast at
night, greyhound racing is not broadcast and
when galloping racing is broadcast during the
afternoon, harness racing broadcasting is cut out.
This has created a serious situation as trends
have shown that when the meeting is not broadcast, the downturn in the Totalizator Agency
Board investment is something like 40 per cent
of what should be the normal turnover. Consequently, this will have a severe effect on the viability of those sports and the Totalizator Agency
Board, which provides revenue for hospitals in
this State.
In January last, I convened a special meeting
of the Totalizator Agency Board and asked it to
act immediately. The board convened a special
sub-committee to report back to a full meeting
as to what could be done. Interviews are being
held with radio station 3UZ and another radio
station that is showing interest in broadcasting
all Totalizator Agency Board events, namely,
galloping, harness racing and greyhound racing.
A meeting will be convened next Tuesday and
an option will, I expect, be put to the Government as to what can be done to rescue those
racing industries affected. By this time next week,
I hope that there will be a more definite answer.
WAGE PAUSE
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn>-Can the Treasurer
indicate how much money Treasury has saved
to date as a result of the wage pause and what
has the Treasurer done with that money?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The honourable
member for Balwyn should be aware that the
Government has taken a number of decisions to
freeze particular charges, which has had a cost to
revenue and an effect on the Budget. However,
the over-all strategy of the Government is to
maximize employment in this State. The Government will ensure that resources will continue
to be used in that way and that is why the Government has introduced capital works expenditure programmes along the lines announced in
the Budget; through the boost to the housing
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industry and so on. Therefore, any money that is
saved above the amount that has been lost because of the freeze in Government charges will
be used to generate jobs in Victoria.
EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES
PROGRAMME
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I refer the
Minister for Employment and Training to the
employment initiatives programme through
which funds are provided to education regions
throughout the State. I refer specifically to the
$302 ()()() that has been provided to the Benalla
region. Is the Minister aware that since the commencement of the scheme many schools have
had to curtail the programme because funds have
not been forthcoming to pay the wages of the
persons employed in the programme? Will the
Minister act to ensure that the funds are provided immediately so that the programme can
continue?
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment
and Training)-I will take up the matter with
the Minister of Education because the funds for
the programme have been disbursed through the
Education Department. Under the programme
approximately $9·3 million has been allocated
for 71 projects involving the creation of 900 jobs
in the public works sector of Government departments. If problems are involved in the Education Department with the distribution of the
money, I will discuss the matter with the Minister and advise the honourable member for Murray Valley on the outcome of that discussion.
STAMP DUTY FOR FIRST HOME
BUYERS
Mr KIRKWOOD (Preston)-Can the Treasurer inform the House of the response to the
Government's exemption from stamp duty on
mortgages for eligible first home buyers?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The Government
places high priority on boosting the Victorian
housing industry and on providing assistance to
lower and middle income earners who are purchasing their first house. As a consequence of
this policy the Government has exempted eligible income earners from the mortgage stamp duty
and the conveyancing duty.
In implementing this policy honourable members should note that the Stamp Duties Office
receives 30 to 40 telephone calls daily on the
benefits outlined by the Government in the
Budget and the consequent measures following
the introduction of the Budget. The Stamp
Duties Office has made arrangements with the
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Federal Department of Social Security to ensure
that application forms for exemption from the
mortgage stamp duty and the conveyancing duty
are sent out with the applications for the deposit
assistance scheme. This facilitates applications
and minimizes the time which Victorian homeowners have to wait to receive the benefit of
Government policy.
With respect to eligible income earners, in the
case of a house valued at $50 000, there is a
saving of $1125 on the conveyancing duty exemption and, in the case of mortgage stamp duty,
the average saving to the eligible first house buyer
is $100. Through the major Government lending
institution, the State Bank, the Government has
acted to ensure that any reductions in mortgage
interest rates result in a reduction in the quarterly repayments.
PETROL PRICES

Mr SMITH (Warmambool)-Does the Premier recall that a year ago he said that the price
of petrol, which was then approximately 32 to 34
cents a litre, was too high and he would reduce
it? Does the Premier also recall that the Federal
shadow Minister for Employment and Industrial
Relations-the new Prime Minister-said that,
if elected to office, he would act to reduce petrol
prices by 3 cents a litre? Has the Premier calculated the effect of what is now an 8 per cent
devaluation in the Australian dollar against the
effect of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries reduction in the price of oil by 15
per cent will have on the price of petroleum
products?
Is the Premier aware that this allows the Prime
Minister, Mr Hawke, to keep his promise to reduce petrol prices, which are a great impost particularly on country people? I am coming to the
point of my question, Mr Speaker.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The honourable member may be coming
to the point but he is not arriving at it quickly
enough. The honourable member should conclude his remarks on the Premier's awaren:ess.
Mr SMITH-Is the Premier aware of those
factors and will the Premier use his price control
powers to keep the Prime Minister to his
promises?
Mr CAIN (Premier)-The Government will
use its price control powers to protect the motorists of Victoria so far as it is able. That is in
marked contrast to what occurred under the former Government. Honourable members should
recall that it was not until this Government came

Ministerial Statement
to office that there was any real attempt to effect
any control at State level on petrol prices. That
is what happened-those are the facts.
The situation now is that a number of factors
will affect the pricing of petrol to the Victorian
motorist in the future. This Government moved
to prevent any immediate increase at the
national level being passed on to Victorian motorists until the world price had settled. The
Government was criticized by the Opposition
and the Opposition gave the Government no
support. The Opposition was prepared to allow
the increase sought in February to be passed on
to Victorian motorists, regardless of the effect
that it would have had on them.
I cannot and I will not say what the national
Government will do; it is considering the matter
today. I will say.that the Victorian Government
will continue to act to protect Victorian motorists. It has done so in the past and will continue
to do so. It appears likely that the consequence
of devaluation and the reduction in the OPEC
price will cancel one another out. Whatever occurs internationally and nationally, I assure the
House that the Government will continue to use
the powers and expertise of its advisory committee to ensure that Victorian motorists get the best
possible deal on petrol prices as they have in the
recent past.
All the ranting and raving of the Opposition
does not for one moment take away one fact: For
the first time, as long as anyone can remember,
there is a stable price in this State. It is stable as
a result of the determination and the resolution
by the present State Government, which Victoria did not have under the former Government.
MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
Ash Weclnesday bush fires

Mr CAIN (Premier)-I desire to make a Ministerial statement.
Exactly one month ago today, Victoria experienced a series of tragic events as some of the
worst bush fires in our history left a trail of death
and destruction in a number of areas around the
State. The fires first broke out on 16 FebruaryAsh Wednesday-and raged for several days. The
last fires were not contained until Sunday 20
February. The Government believes the Parliament should take the opportunity to consider the
fires and their consequences for this State. We
propose that honourable members should be in
a position to consider all aspects of what has
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occurred. This statement, then, has three
objectives:
(i) to set out the background of these events;
(ii) to give an account of what occurred and
what measures have so far been taken; and
(iii) to indicate what lessons may be drawn,
so that we may benefit from this tragic experience.
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS:
These bush fires came after a period of prolonged drought, made worse by extreme weather
conditions of near record high temperatures and
very strong winds.
The background of climatic conditions against
which the bush fires took place has few parallels
in the State's experience. For more than twelve
months, much of the State had been devastated
by severe drought. One hundred and thirty-two
shires, representing some 95 per cent of the land
area of the State had been declared drought-affected as the seasonal rains failed.
The water storages of many rural areas were
quite depleted and the water supplies in many
provincial cities were close to exhausted. Water
storages supplying Melbourne and its environs
were 55 per cent below capacity and level 6 restrictions on domestic water usage were in force.
In fifteen rural areas even higher level water restrictions applied and the cartage of water for
stock and domestic use was widespread. As a
consequence ofthese drought conditions and with
prolonged low relative humidities, bushland and
forest areas around the State were tinder-dry.
The severity of the drought situation was
graphically brought home to city dwellers when
dust storms twice reached Melbourne enveloping the city in a pall of thick red dust. These dust
storms, which occurred only one week before
Ash Wednesday, had originated in the remoter
parts of the State when extreme winds had lifted
tens of thousands of tonnes of unprotected topsoil.
Inevitably, the drought produced a situation
of extreme hazard for bush fires. The combination ofbushland fuel supply and exceedingly dry
summer conditions made the State especially
vulnerable. In a typical year, Victoria experiences several thousand outbreaks of fire in rural
areas. In any year when the rainfall deficit exceeds 30 per cent, there is a very serious fire risk.
In the past year, however, most of Victoria has
had a deficit of over 50 per cent against the average rainfall, and in some areas a deficit as high
as 80 per cent.
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That situation was severely aggravated by prolonged high summer temperatures. In the fourweek period prior to the Ash Wednesday fires,
Victoria had experienced temperatures above 35
degrees celsius on no less than eight occasions.
Since the beginning of February, the temperature had reached 40 degrees celsius three times.
The temperature in Melbourne and its environs
on Ash Wednesday itself was 43 degrees celsius.
This extreme temperature was fanned by high
winds, a 37 knot north-easterly early in the day,
shifting to a 48 knot south-easterly in the evening.
These, then, were the conditions which existed
in Victoria prior to and on Ash Wednesday. Once
again, our State suffered from the vagaries of the
Australian climate and experienced the disastrous effects which prolonged drought can have
in creating conditions conducive to the outbreak
and rapid spread of bush and forest fires.

BUSH-FIRE READINESS:
In advance of the fires, the responsible professional and volunteer agencies involved in disaster assistance were in a high state of readiness.
Preparations for bush-fire contingencies had been
reviewed and confirmed prior to the summer
season.
During November 1982, the Minister for Police and Emergency Services convened, for the
first time, a meeting of the State Disaster Executive Committee which is the body charged, under the State Disaster Plan, with the role of
overseeing preparations for dealing with emergencies and disasters. Its membership includes:
The Minister for Police and Emergency
Services
The Secretary, Department ofthe Premier and
Cabinet
The Chief Commissioner of Police
The Chairman, Country Fire Authority
The President, Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board
The Chairman, Forests Commission
The Director, Victoria State Emergency Service
The Secretary, Ministry for Police and Emergency Services
The Director of Finance, Department of Management and Budget
The Director-General, Community Welfare
Services
The Chairman, Health Commission ofVictoria
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The meeting was convened in order to address
one primary question-the readiness of combatting agencies to deal with fires which might be
expected to occur in Victoria in a situation of
extreme drought and harsh summer conditions.
After a thorough review, the conclusion of the
meeting was that the combating agencies-the
Country Fire Authority and the Forests Commission-were adequately prepared, as were the
co-ordinating and supporting agencies. I refer
here, particularly, to the Victoria Police Force
and the Victoria State Emergency Service.
It is arguable that, at the time that meeting was
held no person present could have anticipated
the full extent of the disaster which was to befall
us. None the less, when faced with the disaster,
the~ agencies responded magnificently and,
whIlst they experienced severe operational difficulties, they did their job well. Victoria owes a
very substantial debt of gratitude to all those
personnel who rendered such outstanding service and, particularly, to the volunteer members
of the Country Fire Authority and the State
Emergency Service who again displayed their
dedication and selflessness.
As I have indicated, all the responsible agencies were adequately prepared.
In particular, the Forests Commission and the
Country Fire Authority made the following
preparations:
Fire restrictions were introduced by the Forests Commission and the Country Fire
Authority six to eight weeks earlier than
usual because of the weather conditions and
the drought.
Arrangements were made between various
Ministries whereby personnel from Government agencies, such as the Lands Department, would be available as required.
The Government approved the employment
by the Forests Commission of an additional
600 men in tarly December to be trained as
fire fighters.
The Government· arranged for the Modular
Airborne Fire Fighting System-MAFFSto be· brought out from America and for a
Royal Australian Air Force Hercules to be
available to carry the Modular Airborne Fire
Fighting System.
The Forests Commission arranged for agricultural aircraft to be on stand-by to drop fire
retardants as required.
.
The Forests Commission made arrangements
that other agricultural aircraft be available
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for hire and placed two helicopters and a
fixed wing aircraft under contract for fire
surveillance and reconnaissance and personnel movement.
Arrangements were also made prior to the fire
season with owners of equipment such as
bulldozers to be available should the situation require.
It needs to be said, too, that Forests Commission personnel have been involved fighting fires
since the beginning of November and with the
Cann River fire still burning, they are still on the
job.

STATE DISASTER OPERATIONS:
Between 16 and 18 February there were eighteen major fires in various parts of the State. The
first fires on Ash Wednesday, broke out in the
mid-afternoon near the small township of Deans
Marsh in the Otway Ranges. Before nightfall,
fires were raging in several separate areas across
the State-in the Dandenong Hills at Belgrave
Heights, Cockatoo and Upper Beaconsfield; in
the Otways at Aireys Inlet, Anglesea, Fairhaven,
Lome and Deans Marsh; at Framlingham in the
Western District; at East Trentham and Macedon; at Warburton and elsewhere. They were
followed on later days by fires in other areas. The
last major fire, at Warburton, was contained on
Sunday 20 February. In all, parts of some 30
municipalities were affected by fire in the period
from Ash Wednesday 16 February, to Sunday 20
February 1983.
With the extent of the bush fires known on the
afternoon of Ash Wednesday, the State Disaster
Plan-Displan-was brought into operation.
Displan is a relatively new structure of emergencyarrangements, having been introduced in
March 1982 by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services in the previous Government. Although there had been a number of situations under which the provisions of the Plan
had been brought into play, Ash Wednesday
would prove its first major test.
The plan simply provides a basis for the various agencies to relate to each other in any given
degree of crisis. It allows for three distinct stages
of development, starting at the local incident
which can be contained at the local level, through
to the secondary stage, at which time regional
resources may be required. At the level of stage
three, it has become obvious that the crisis calls
for State level resources and, ultimately, under
existing arrangements, for Commonwealth assistance. The plan makes no provision for the
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declaration or proclamation of a stage of disaster. Each stage comes into operation automatically, as the successive changes in resource
allocation and management occur.
Certainly, that process was operationallyeffective. Local units were engaged directly and without delay, and where necessary, further resources
were activated and brought to bear. In each area,
a chain of command consistent with the provisions of Displan was established.
The resources of agencies combating the fires
were impressively extensive and well deployed.
Twelve hundred Forests Commission personnel
and 15 000 Country Fire Authority volunteers in
400 units fought the fires. They were assisted by
500 Defence Department personnel from all three
services, 33 officers of the National Parks Service, and 9 officers from the Lands Department.
The equipment they employed was similarly
extensive. It involved the use of 400 tankers and
bulldozers-drawn from the Defence Department and private owners-14 aircraft, 11 helicopters-including Royal Australian Air Force,
National Safety Council and Westpac rescue helicopters-and the Hercules aircraft used by the
Forests Commission.
While the Country Fire Authority, Forests
Commission and police were dealing with the
crisis at the local level with the support of State
emergency personnel, steps were underway to
move into the next "Post-impact" phase of a
disaster which involved the registration, relief
and provision of sustenance and accommodation to evacuees.
By 7.30 p.m. on Ash Wednesday, the Victoria
State Emergency Service had activated the full
resources of its headquarters and by 9.00 p.m. it
was fully manned and operating, supported by
liaison stafffrom the Red Cross, Salvation Army,
the Seventh Day Adventist Church and the Department of Community Welfare Services.
While the fires were at their height, the secondary processes of relief and registration of evacuees were moved into place in accordance with
the provisions of Displan. Not least of the challenges facing the over-all relief operation was the
acceptance and deployment of the myriad offers
of assistance from all over Victoria and interstate.
In the week following the crisis, the Royal Agricultural Society made available the special skills
of Mr Brian Parry. He was able to establish an
inventory of the 143 000 cubic feet of clothing,
food, furniture, toys and the like that had been
donated by the public, and which was stored in
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nineteen temporary warehouses around Melbourne. His report will form the basis of its sorting, storage and distribution.
Overall, the State Disaster Plan has stood the
test. The learning involved over the past weeks
will prove invaluable in advancing operational
effectiveness but overall, those involved directly
at the local level, with a few exceptions, were
clear in their relationships to other agencies
working alongside. The plan itself provides a
ready reference for how the various agencies
ought to relate to each other and the crisis at
hand. One clear message that has emerged is the
need to redefine the role of local government as
a key factor in any disaster planning. Perhaps the
contribution of my Government towards the formulation of a better State Disaster Plan will be
to write in a larger role for local government in
consequence of the major part played by those
councils affected and the many others who become involved at the height of the emergency.
No doubt, the fires of 1939 represented the
worst disaster experienced in Victoria to that
time. But one is tempted to say that the fires of
1983 represented an even greater disaster, remembering how much better prepared we were
to deal with their outbreak than 44 years ago.
There have been many graphic accounts of the
fires by persons who suffered from their effects,
by the media, and by fire fighters who fought to
contain them. In all these accounts there is a
common theme-the unimaginable ferocity of
the fires. They spread so quickly that in some
instances they could not be fought and all efforts
had to be directed to saving lives rather than
property, stock and the land, itself.
There have been many accounts, also, of the
drama associated with the fires-the many incidents of heroism; the horrific examples of the
destruction wrought by the fires; and the courage
of the victims, the fire fighters and those who
assisted them.
THE LOSSES:
Tragically, 47 Victorians died in the Ash
Wednesday fires including thirteen volunteer
members of the Country Fire Authority. Only
one month earlier, two Forests Commission employees were killed fighting fires on 8 and 9 January at Greendale. I am sure that all honourable
members join with me in mourning the loss of
all these lives, and our sympathy goes out to all
those people who have lost loved ones.
Particular mention must be made, too, of those
brave fire fighters who gave their lives in the
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defence of others. Theirs is a grievous loss that
we all mourn.
Inquests into all 47 of the deaths reported in
respect of the Ash Wednesday bush fires are to
be conducted by the City Coroner, Mr A. R.
Ellis, S.M. These inquests will be located at
Warmambool, Kyneton, Melbourne, and Geelong, with respect to each of the particular fire
locations.
Specifically, the arrangements are that the
Warmambool hearing will inquire into the
Framlingharn fire in which nine people were
killed; the Kyneton hearing will inquire into the
Macedon Ranges fires where seven people died;
the Melbourne hearing will be in respect of the
Beaconsfield and Cockatoo fires in which 28 pe0ple died; and the Geelong inquest will have responsibility for the coastal fires involving the
Otways and Airey's Inlet, where three people lost
their lives. Counsel has been appointed to assist
the Coroner, and Mr Ellis is expected to open
the inquests taking specialist evidence at Melbourne within the next week.
In the economic sense, the losses have not yet
been finally counted, but as of today the cost of
the Ash Wednesday fires alone stands at $190
million. This figure comprises $16 million in asset losses to State agencies, $10 million in the
other public sector losses-principally to local
government-and $164 million in the lost assets
of the private sector. As well, there is an additional $5 million in operating costs by State
agencies. There is little doubt that when the final
accounting is done these losses will be higher.
In relation to property, the fires destroyed 1719
houses and 82 commercial properties, including
hotels, restaurants, sawmills, stores and milk bars.
They damaged 1238 farms, destroyed 23 dairies,
burnt out 85 000 hectares of public land and destroyed 5900 kilometres of fencing. They killed
some 7000 cattle and 18 000 sheep.
It needs to be borne in mind that these losses
refer only to the fires between 16 and 18 February. Since the first outbreaks this fire season in
November, 854 bush fires have been reported, in
which a total of 515 231 hectares of Victorian
land has been burnt out. This figure comprises
360 000 hectares of State forests, 87 000 hectares
of national park and 68000 hectares of protected
public land and private property.
The total cost in monetary terms, as at present
calculated, of all bush fires since the first outbreak in November 1982 is $228 million. This
cost includes $166-1 million to the private sector, $40-9 million in the lost assets of the public
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sector and $2()'8 million, of which $4 million has
been budgeted for, expended by State agencies in
combating the fires and in measures undertaken
in the aftermath of the fires. Suffice to say, the
losses in the public sector will create additional
pressure on our Budget both in the remaining
months of 1982-83, in 1983-84 and for some
time thereafter.
Immediate economic losses are one thing.
Longer term losses are another and, here, I speak
mainly of the environmental losses of the fires.
In some areas of Victoria we are still recovering
from the effects of the 1939 fires. We will go on
recovering from the environmental losses of the
1983 fires for many many years to come.
THE RELIEF AND WELFARE RESPONSE:
The bush fires have called for an enormous
response from welfare organizations, both within
and outside the bush-fire affected areas.
In the immediate aftermath of the fires, relief
operations were conducted by the State emergency services, co-ordinating the various voluntary relief agencies, such as Red Cross, the
Salvation Army, the Victorian Council of
Churches and the State Relief Committee. These
agencies, and many others, deserve very special
thanks for their willingness to assist, as always,
in meeting the needs of persons in distress. The
agencies and their volunteer helpers worked long
and very hard in coping with the flood of food,
clothing and equipment donated by the community and in getting goods to people in need.
Immediate relief measures taken on the night
ofAsh Wednesday worked quite well, despite the
problems caused by the rapid spread of the fires
and the consequent difficulties in communication. To meet some of the difficulties, officers of
my own department operated a communication
centre for 12 hours each day, including weekends.
The Department of Community Welfare Services has made a most significant contribution.
Five days after Ash Wednesday the Department
of Community Welfare Services took over c0ordination of welfare relief and post-disaster recovery services from State emergency services,
and in the subsequent weeks convened four
meetings of the Disaster Welfare Executive to
ensure adequate oversight of relief operations.
Representatives from Red Cross, Salvation
Army, Victorian Council of Churches, the Insurance Council of Victoria" the Department of Social Security, the Department of the Premier and
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Cabinet, State emergency services, the Department of Police and Emergency Services and the
Health Commission have attended.
Members of the Red Cross, the Salvation Army
and the Victorian Council of Churches have
worked in continuous co-operation with departmental officers, manning welfare contact centres
and ensuring the immediate needs of the affected
persons for food, clothing, bedding, household
goods and money have been met.
Four departmental regional superintendents
have been working full-time on bush-fire relief
since the day after the bush fires. Senior staff
have been appointed as welfare relief co-ordinators for two months to operate welfare contact
centres. The department's local offices have acted
as information points for all relief measures.
These offices were opened from 8 a.m. till 8 p.m.,
seven days a week, for the first ten days. The
regional superintendents, regional secretaries and
regional stenographers have been provided full
time to assist affected area committees charged
with reporting on the needs of devastated
communities.
There have been over 100 community welfare
services field staff involved in welfare contact
centres and in arranging the ordering and delivery of relief supplies. They have had over 8000
contacts with fire-affected individuals and families across the State. In addition to providing
information and emotional support, they have
provided over $500 000 in family supportive
grants and more than $650 000 in personal hardship grants. They have done a magnificent job
under great pressure.
A Central Disaster Unit has been operating
within the head office of the department to c0ordinate welfare measures. The department has
convened four meetings of the Disaster Welfare
Executive since the bush fires in order to maintain a consistent approach by all welfare agencies.
Although the department's role has been substantial and staff deserve considerable praise, it
must be recognized that it has been only one of
many organizations and individuals providing
direct assistance to bush-fire victims.
Despite isolated criticisms, there have been
excellent working relationships between Government departments and Red Cross, the Salvation Army, the Victorian Council of Churches
and the State Relief Committee. All of these organizations have provided an enormous amount
of paid and unpaid labour with people working
to the limits of human endurance. Each of these
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organizations has complemented the role of the
others.
The local people in the bush-fire areas have
been a wonderful example to all of us. The dedication, sacrifice and imagination of local people
has kept local communities together and provided direct aid such as manning relief centres,
clearing blocks, providing accommodation and
setting up child-care and drop-in facilities. There
is not space here to adequately applaud the individual examples of heroism and self-sacrifice that
have characterized the actions of people in bushfire devastated areas. Everybody who has been
in the bush-fire areas can only admire the work
of the people there.
Affected area committees have been set up in
the four bush-fire areas, namely, the Dandenongs, the Warrnambool area, the Otway Ranges
area and the Mount Macedon Ranges area. They
consist oflocal government representatives, representatives of relevant Government departments and local organizations important in the
bush-fire reconstruction period. These committees have responsibility for identifying the needs
of their area, reporting on the impact of bush-fire
recovery and reconstruction activities and recommending on expenditure for some appeal
funds for community projects which are immediately needed. Community projects such as local child care have been requested by the bushfire victims and will be of direct assistance to
them in freeing the parents of young children to
concentrate on restoring their property and livelihoods. This is an important adjunct to cash
payments direct to individual bush-fire victims.
There will be a continuing need for welfare
assistance beyond this early phase. Many people
have been dispossessed and now have to re-establish their homes. Many social relationships
have been disrupted with deaths and injuries,
and with some people not returning to their previous residences. The emotional effect on people
has been extensive; there will need to be continuing support for many of them for months to
come.
THE PUBLIC RESPONSE:
In the days immediately following the bushfires, the Australian tradition of "mateship"
manifested itself as the community responded
magnificently to the needs of victims for food
and clothing and for money. Indeed, the response was overwhelming and not all ofthe many
hundreds of tonnes of goods donated could be
used in assisting the victims. But no item of the
goods will be wasted. All of the goods are being
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carefully sorted and classified and they will be
safely stored for use in emergency relief.
The response by the public in Victoria and
elsewhere around the country was nothing short
of staggering. Appeals for donations of money
seemed to mushroom within hours of the disaster. It is invidious to single out from the very
extensive list of appeal contributions, but mention must be made of several:
GTV Channel 9 raised about $1·5 million,
which has been paid into the State appeal
fund.
Radio 3AW held an appeal which raised $1·6
million, and they received $720000 from
their sister station 2GB in Sydney. They have
already distributed $400 000, and at the moment they are administering the balance
themselves. That will change and the balance of the fund will be paid into the State
appeal fund.
The Salvation Army held a TV-radio appeal
in Canberra which raised $920 000. They
are administering it themselves, through a
committee headed by Sir John Knott.
The Lord Mayor's Fund, Perth, has raised
around $2·5 million. This is to be split up
between Victoria and South Australia, and
our part sent to the State's fund.
A Queensland Government sponsored appeal
has raised $1 million, which was sent to us
last week.
Radio 3GL Lord Mayor's Appeal, Geelong,
has raised $220 000, which is also going to
the State's appeal.
The Northern Territory Lord Mayor's Appeal
had raised $150 000. A cheque for this
amount was presented to the Government
last week.
The Westpac Bank and Employees Appeal has
raised $1·17 million.
And these are only some of the very many
generous appeal donations that we have received
Of course, the response of the community went
further than the donation of money, or food and
goods. Many people have donated th~ir labour
and equipment in clean-up operations in the fireaffected areas and in the work of restoration. In
particular, mention must be made of the work
carried out by fire devastated local communities
and local government authorities. The people on
the spot, whether or not they lost houses, have
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been the ones who have carried the brunt of consoling the bereft, clearing the debris and maintaining and strengthening a sense of community
in the midst of a devastated landscape.
The work of the Victorian Council of Churches
deserves mention. Under the guidance of the
Reverend John Hill and the Department of
Community Welfare Services, local members of
the church have gone out on a specially designed
programme to contact every individual and family who have suffered to assess their needs and
provide support and assistance.
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMMES
Let me now turn to the range of Government
assistance programmes underway to meet the
needs of fire victims. The two main sources of
financial assistance are State and Federal Revenue, from which most assistance is paid and funds
raised through the public appeal, formally known
as the State Disaster Appeal Bushfires 1983, and
any other privately sponsored appeal funds. The
Natural Disaster Relief Agreement (NDRA) between the Commonwealth and the State Governments provides for approved or core measures
of disaster relief to be funded by the Commonwealth and State Governments with the Commonwealth providing a subsidy for State
expenditure of over $7 million. However, the
categories in the NDRA are currently subject to
negotiation and the Victorian Government is
seeking to have the Commonwealth Government extend the categories, because of the scale
and unusual circumstances of the bush-fires.
The NDRA provides a detailed list of categories for assistance to disaster victims, such as
grants for relief of hardship, restoration of public
assets, concessionalloans to small business and
primary producers, loans to people to rebuild
their homes, replacement offences, and so on. It
is hoped that these measures will be extended to
include payment of health costs, rental subsidies,
extraordinary costs incurred by emergency agencies, and compensation to casual volunteers.
These are currently being negotiated with the
Commonwealth. A statement detailing all of the
financial assistance now available to bush fire
victims has been distributed recently by my department. For the benefit of honourable members, I now table that statement and I seek leave
of the House to have it incorporated in Hansard.

Leave was granted, and the document was as
follows:
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DEPARTMENT OF THE PREMIER AND
CABINET

The following assistance is available under NORA:

SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
AVAILABLE TO BUSR·FIRE VICTIMS AS AT 15
MARCH 1983

Personal Hardship Grants

The attached list summarises all of the major fmancial measures of Government assistance available to
bush-fire victims as at 15 March 1983.
It should be noted that the list may be varied as
circumstances change. The two major sources of funding for disaster relief measures are:
(a) The Commonwealth-State Natural Disaster Relief Agreement (NORA).
(b) The State Disaster Appeal-Bushfires 1983 (mainly
public donations).
In the case of the NORA, the existing agreement
provides for approved or core measures of disaster
relief, funded by the Commonwealth and State Governments. However, these categories are subject to negotiation and it is hoped that the Commonwealth
Government can be persuaded to extend the categories, because of the scale and unusual circumstances
of the bushfires.
In the case of the public appeal fund, donations are
continuing, and it is conceivable that the Fund could
be considerably increased within the next month.
The Government will apply the entire amount of the
appeal fund to meet the needs of the people and communities affected by the bushfires, in accordance with
the wishes··.of th9~ .who donated. An Appeal Fund
Committee has been serup to help meet this objective.
A. COMMONWEALTH-STATE NATURAL
DISASTER RELIEF AGREEMENT
Under the Commonwealth-State Natural Disaster
Relief Agreement (re-negotiated in 1978-79), expenditure on approved measures of disaster relief is funded
as follows:
Up to a base level in anyone year, by the State. (The
base level varies between States, being currently
$7 million for Victoria);
when eligible expenditure exceeds the base level, the
Commonwealth provides $3 for each $1 from the
State on subsequent expenditure;
for any disaster to qualify under the funding formula, expenditure has to exceed 10 per cent of the
State's base level (i.e. $700 000 for Victoria);
in certain circumstances the Commonwealth pays
$1 for $1 in respect to expenditure on relief for
personal hardship and distress.
It should be noted that Victorian expenditure on
drought relief in 1982-83 has already exceeded the $7
million base level and it is anticipated that it will again
exceed the base level in 1983-84.
Attached as Appendix 1 are the Standard Measures
under the Commonwealth-State Natural Disaster Relief Agreement and special additional measures which
are fully funded by the Commonwealth Government.
There is a number of outstanding items of assistance
for further discussion with the Commonwealth Government. (See Appendix 2). The list of assistance measures outlined in this report may be modified as these
issues are resolved.

IMMEOIA TE RELIEF
Personal hardship grants up to a limited sum are
available to householders who have lost their
principal residence on the basis of assessed needs
forrepair and for replacement of essential household
items, food and clothing (up to $4000);
emergency accommodation and/or for essential
repairs to the applicant's principal dwelling (up
to $4000).
The administration of the personal hardship grants
scheme includes the following:
Emergency Cash Payments: Immediate personal hardship grants of up to $1000 per household are available to victims of the fires who complete the
Natural Disaster Relief application form and register at a Regional Disaster Welfare Centre.
The amount of subsequent compensation paid by State
Government departments or ~encies will not be
reduced by the amount of this emergency cash
payment.
Short-term Accommodation

Caravan Accommodation: Payments of rental and

insurance for an initial period of three months. Extensions of this period will be considered individually.
This provision is administered by local councils.

Housing Commission and private houses and flats:
Subsidies for rental of Housing Commission and private houses and flats are available from the Natural
Disasters Relief Committee.
After the payment of the emergency cash payment,
the Natural Disasters Relief Committee arranges for
an assessment for further payments.
LONG TERM ACCOMMOOATION ANO
HOUSING REPLACEMENT

Housing replacement loans: Loans of up to $22000*
at concessional rates of interest are available from the
Rural Finance Commission to owner occupiers to meet
the difference between insurance payment and the cost
of replacing their principal residence or to buy another
residence within Victoria. This assistance would be
granted on the basis of need and would include the
replacement of power lines where the cost of replacement is the responsibility of private property owners.
• Maximum figures, may be increased following negotiation with the Commonwealth.
SMALLBUSINES~LOANS

Owners of small businesses who do not have ready
access to finance from normal sources on reasonable terms and who require special assistance as a
result of the fire can also be considered for loans
of up to $50 000 at concessional rates of interest
from the Rural Finance Commission. The form of
these loans will depend largely on the circumstances ofthe particular business and details oflending
will be finalised after each application has been
examined. The concessional loans will also be
available to replace power lines where the cost of
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replacement is the responsibility of private property owners.
The Small Business Development Corporation will
provide counselling services for small business
owners affected by the fires.
PRIMARY PRODUCERS-WANS
Farmers who do not have ready access to finance
from normal sources on reasonable terms may
seek loans of up to $50 000 at concessional rates
of interest to replace lost structures, livestock, fodder and for carry on purposes. These will be administered by the Rural Finance Commission.
The concessionalloans will also be available to replace power lines where the cost of replacement is
the responsibility of private property owners.
WATER SUPPLY
For emergency domestic water supplies, householders and small land holders should approach their
shire council.
The Rural Finance Commission will liaise with shires
to subsidise the cost of water cartage.
The cost of providing emergency water storage for
groups will be considered.
Drought relief subsidies will apply for the transport
of water for domestic and stock use.
TRANSPORT OF STOCK AND FODDER
Various drought relief measures administered by the
Rural Finance Commission have been extended
to all bush-fire affected farmers in non-drought
declared areas.
The usual Transport Regulation Board permit fee
for the movement of bulk grain over 60 km has
been waived where such grain is being moved into
a bush-fire area.
Free road and rail transport ofgift fodder is available
for fodder donated through a central pool operated by the Department orAgriculture.
The cost of transport by road of purchased hay and
wheat for feeding to sheep and cattle will be subsidized at the rate of 75 per cent of the reasonable
cost from the point ofloading to the point of delivery. The normal requirement that the farmer meet
the cost of the first 60 km of a journey has been
waived until 16 April 1983.
Purchased fodder moved by rail will attract a subsidy of 75 per cent of rail freight costs.
The transport of stock for agistment will also be
subsidized to 75 per cent of reasonable cost of
road transport. The normal requirement that the
farmer meet the cost of the first 60 km has been
waived until 16 April 1983.
SUBSIDY ON COST OF AGISTMENT
Farmers in drought declared areas may seek from
the Rural Finance Commission a subsidy on agistment within Victoria of up to $1 . 25 per head per
week for cattle excluding sucker calves and up to
12·5 cents per head per week for sheep excluding
sucker lambs.
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DISPOSAL OF DEAD AND MAIMED STOCK
The State Government will reimburse the full cost
of disposal of dead and maimed stock where disposal
is made under the supervision of the Department of
Agriculture.
FENCING
The timber royalty has been waived in respect of
cutting logs for fencing for eight weeks from 23 February 1983, as a prelude to the introduction of the boundary fencing grants scheme.
Landowners will be subsidized in respect of the cost
of materials for boundary fencing to a maximum of
$1200 per km for boundary fencing which abuts roads,
railways, water frontages, game reserves, Forest Commission and unalienated Crown land. Details of this
scheme are with shire engineers.
MUNICIPAL AND COMMUNITY
aearing debris on private landFollowing insurance assessment and searches for insurance policy documents, owners should authorize
municipality to clear debris. Net Cost after any insurance settlement met by Personal Hardship Grants.
aearing debris on public land and emergency
worksState Government will reimburse local government
where these works are either ordered by the SES or
authorized by the Municipal Engineer to:
Reactivate council buildings, equipment and essentiallocal government services
aear roadways or public places
Remove hazards to health or safety.
Restoration of public and community owned assets.
Municipality meets first $10 000 of expenditure plus
quarter of next $100 000. Expenditure in excess of
$110000 fully funded by Victoria and Commonwealth.
Concessional loans to churches, sporting organizations and other non-profit o~tions for re-establishment of community facilities such as recreation
camps.
B. ASSISTANCE FROM STATE DISASTER
APPEAL BUSHFIRES 1983
On 18 February 1983, the State Government announced that a trust fund had been created which would
be reserved exclusively for fire relief funds. This fundState Disaster Appeal Bush Fires Fund 1983-would
be administered by the Natural Disasters Relief Committee. The Government has requested Professor John
Power, University of Melbourne, to advise on the
management and distribution of Appeal funds.
The following assistance is available from this fund:
FUNERALS

The cost of the funerals of bush-fire victims will be
met from donations to the State Disaster Appeal
Bush Fire 1983. The Australian Funeral Directors
Association members have offered to help substantially in reducing normal charges; the balance
of the cost will be met by donations to the relief
appeal.
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Where funerals have already been held the Government has asked the funeral directors to send the
accounts to the Natural Disasters Relief Committee rather than to the family or relatives.
APPEAL GRANT
In addition to emergency cash payments already distributed under the personal hardship grants, a SI 000
grant will be disbursed from the appeal funds by the
Natural Disasters Relief Committee to all registered
householders who have lost their principal residence.
INCOME MAINTENANCE
Two schemes are being investigated to supplement
the income of families from the State Disaster Appeal
Bush Fires Fund 1983:
Where the sole breadwinner has been killed or seriously incapacitated as a direct result of the bush
fires;
where children are educationally disadvantaged by
serious injury or death of a parent as a direct result
of the bush fires.
TOOLS OF TRADE
A grant is available to cover replacement of tools for
trades people.
C. ASSISTANCE FROM OTHER SOURCFS
INSURANCE (Private)-I]le Insurance Council of
Australia has given the State Government an undertaking that companies will readily accept new policies
and effect renewals in fire affected areas.
SUBSIDY FOR PURCHASE OF FODDER (Commonwealth Funds)-A fodder subsidy for the maintenanceofmeepandcaweR~~~theRural

Finance Commission under the drought relief arrangements. The subsidy will not exceed So per cent of the
cost of the fodder with an upper limit of a maximum
of 80 cents per sheep per month and $8 per caWe beast
per month. Farmers not in dro~t areas affected by
bush fires may also seek this subsidy.
TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SCHEMES
(Commonwealth Direct Funding)-Commonwealth
migrant hostels: Emergency Accommodation for three
weeks from 17 February has been arranged for persons
made homeless by bush-fires. (Contact: State Emergency Service).
LONG-TERM ACCOMMODA TION AND
HOUSING REPLACEMENT (Victorian Government)-Spot purchase houses: Up to one hundred
houses are to be built in bush-fire areas by the Ministry
ofHousi~ These will be available to bush-fire victims
who qualitY under normal rental guidelines.
15 March, 1983.

JOHN CAIN, Premier
APPENDIX 1

CORE MEASURES UNDER THE
COMMONWEALTHfVlCTORIA NATURAL
DISASTER RELIEF AGREEMENT
Grants for relief of personal hardship and distress.
Grants for restoration of public assets and emergency protection and repair works by State, local and
semi-government authorities.
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Concessional loans to primary producers for carryon, restocking and restoration purposes.
Freight subsidies for primary producers.
Assistance to State, local and semi-government authorities for the disposal of helpless and unsaleable
stock.
SPECIAL ADDITIONAL MEASURES FULLY
FUNDED BY THE COMMONWEALTH
Two-week special benefit by Department of Social
Security has been extended to those not already receiving Commonwealth benefits from that Department.
Fodder purchase subsidy scheme for declared drought
areas has been extended to areas affected by bush-fires.
Free postage on the sending of donations to "State
Disaster Appeal Bushfires 1983, 1 Treasury Place, Melbourne, 3000".
APPENDIX 2
STA TUS OF FIRST LIST OF PROPOSALS
CURRENTLY BEING NEGOTIATED WITH THE
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT
PROPOSAL: That expenditure on all standard and
special measures of assistance for these fires continues
to attract the three-for-one subsidy from 1 July 1983
without Victoria having to spend $7 million on these
measures in 1983-84 financial year.
COMMENT: Prime Minister to consider. Victoria
to prepare a case.
The following proposals request special additional
assistance measures under the existins arrangements
whereby Commonwealth would pay $3 for each $1
spent by Victoria in 1982-83 financial year.
PROPOSAL: That current guidelines for personal
hardship grants be extended to include payment of
emergency health costs.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That consideration be given by Canberra to raising the $22 000 limit on concessionalloans
for replacement of principle dwelling.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That extraordinary costs incurred by
emergency agencies (e.g. overtime and associated abnormal overhead costs) be included in Commonwealth-State agreement.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That consideration be given by Canberra to raising the $50 000 limit on concessionalloans
to small businesses and primary producers.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That compensation payments to casual volunteers killed or injured in the fires be made
comparable to payments for registered volunteers.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That Commonwealth provide lumpsum compensation payments to people (other than fire
fighters) who were unjured or killed by the fires, or die
as a direct result of the fires; this should be consistent
with that available to CFA registered volunteers.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
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. PROPOSAL: That additional cost of overcoming
deficiencies in the quantity and quality of water supplies should be recognized within the existing measures for the restoration of public and community-owned
assets.
COMMENT: Awaiting reply from Commonwealth.
PROPOSAL: That Department of Social security
immediately pay four weeks of the Special Benefit for
those rendered unemployed by the fires (including selfemployed who have suffered loss of their livelihood).
COMMENT: Commonwealth will pay Special Benefit for 2 weeks only, with special consideration in
individual cases. This payment will not be available to
persons already receiving Commonwealth benefits (e.g.
unemployment benefit, pension/widow benefits or
similar).

Mr CAIN-I should add that, together with
the Treasurer, I am meeting with the Prime Minister in Canberra on Friday to make further submissions on our requests for additional
assistance.
In the case of the public appeal funds, the
Government has decided to make payments out
of this fund in four particular categories(i) to meet the cost of the funerals of bush-fire
victims;
(ii) to provide a grant of$l000 to each family
which has lost its principal residence. This includes tenants. (Last Friday, 11 March, 397 cheques were sent in this category);
(iii) to make a grant of up to $5000 for the
replacement of tools of trade;
(iv) to provide four grants of$150 000 each to
the affected area committees in each of the following fire-affected regions: the Dandenong
Ranges, Warrnambool, the Macedon Ranges, and
the Otway Ranges. That amount is being distributed this week.
General principles for the use of all appeal
funds have been settled by Cabinet over the past
two weeks. Guidelines for the $150 000 grants to
affected areas committees have also been established. I now table the document setting out those
guidelines, and I seek leave of the House to have
it incorporated in Hansard.
Leave was granted, and the document was as

follows:
ESTABLISHMENT AND FUNDING OF AREA
COMMITTEES
FOR BUSH FIRE AFFEcrED COMMUNITIES
The Victorian Government has decided to establish
area committees in each of the following fire affected
regions:
Dandenong Ranges
Warmambool
Macedon Ranges

Ministerial Statement
Otway Ranges
The Victorian Government has decided to allocate
$150 ()()() to each area committee to facilitate its work.
This grant is primarily to finance agreed community
projects to alleviate problems encountered by fire victims over the next six to nine months. Further funds
may be provided to assist with the identification of
longer term measures designed to restore lost community assets not covered by inter-governmental financial
arrangements.

Terms ofReference:
To identify and advise the Ministerial sub-committee on the economic, physical and social needs
of disaster affected areas arising from the recent
bush-fires;
To assist in effective social and community redevelopment identifying and advising the Ministerial
sub-committee on delays/duplication and report on impact of disaster recovery operations;
To recommend to the Ministerial sub-committee on
appropriate expenditure of some appeal funds
on social and community projects on human
services;
To act as a forum for exchange of information and
planning expertise between local government
areas engaged in disaster recovery and reconstruction operations.

Membership:
Local government representatives (up to 3 per

L.G.A.)
One Government nominee for area committee to be
chosen by Minister for Local Government.
Representatives from Government departments as
appropriate.
Local organizations or individuals invited to join at
the discretion of the committee.

Chairperson:
As arranged by the committee.
Convened by-Executive Officer provided by Department of Community Welfare Services.
GUIDELINES ON EXPENDITURE OF APPEAL
FUNDS ON COMMUNITY PROJEcrs

Principle:
To provide an immediate source of funds for projects judged to be important in promoting a sense
of community spirit and the provision of essential
and urgent support services to help individuals
and families in the immediate crisis situation.

Process:
I. The grants are to be held in a separate trustaccount to be operated on behalf of the area committee
by one of the municipalities in the fire a1fected area.
, 2. Each area committee will be allocated an amount
of $150 ()()() immediately to be lodged in nominated
Local Government Account.
3. Applications to be lodged with the area committee and received by the Executive Officer.
4. Applications placed in priority order by area
committee.
5. If the area committee aarees to a project which
costs no more than $1000 then that project can proceed

Ministerial Statement
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without a prior approval by the Ministerial subcommittee.
6. Priority lists for projects in excess of $1 ()()() to be
forwarded to the Ministerial sub-committee on assistance to bush-fire victims.
7. Ministerial sub-committee approves and announces grants.
8. Once Ministerial approval has been received
grants are paid to applicants from a nominated Local
Government Account and a statement of accounts on
the use of all funds to be independently auditored.
9. The Executive Officer of each area committee
should send every two months a written report to the
Ministerial sub-committee on the committee's activities including projects underway, projects being investigated and a statement of expenditure.

(3) The funds will not be used to relieve any
person or organization of their financial obligations arising from legal action for negligence
about the cause of the fires.
(4) Recipients should ultimately not receive
both full compensation by way of legal action,
and appeal funds.
(5) The appeal funds should be used to provide, on a needs basis, financial payments-

PROJECTS TO BE FUNDED TO MEET THE
FOLLOWING CRITERIA:
Which involve local community groups and individuals in the planning management and delivery of local service;
Which provide services to fire affected families and
individuals with priority to services to needy
groups:

that are not encompassed within the
present Natural Disaster Relief Agreement between the Commonwealth and
Victoria.

(a) single parent families
(b) low income families
(c) severely traumatized families

Which do not duplicate grants available to individual fire victims or their families;
Projects should not be capable of being funded from
a Government source. (If a project can only attract partial Government funding, appeal money
can be used to top up);
Where Government funds will be available after a
period of time but a service is needed immediately, a grant can be made on the understanding
that the area committee will be reimbursed from
the appropriate Government source;
Any projects which involve the employment of a
person or persons, that employment should be
in accordance with the appropriate salary award;
Where an individual or group is given a grant for
purchase of equipment, such grant is returnable
when he/she receives insurance or other compensation equal to the amount of the grant;
No grants to be made on a recurrent basis.
11 March 1983
Ministerial Sub-committee

Mr CAIN-The general principles agreed to
by Cabinet are as follows:
(1) The funds will not be used to offset the
normal programmes or processes or payments
available from Government departments and
agencies to the fire victims.
(2) The funds will not be used to relieve private sector organizations such as insurance companies of their financial obligations to the fire
victims.

(a) direct to the victims of the fires
(b) to overcome some short-term or medium-

term social difficulties
(c) and to replace lost community resources

(6) Funds should be made available to area
committees in the fire areas as trustees for use to
overcome some of the shorter-term problems,
on the understanding that there will be full consultation, prior to the use of these funds, with
representatives of the affected communities.
The total in the State Disaster Appeal Fund
now stands at over $9·8 million and the total
amount promised is over $17·5 million. I hope
all promised donations will be received quickly.
The Government is very conscious of the trust
which it now holds on behalf of the Victorian
community and those who contributed so generously from elsewhere in Australia, from New
Zealand and from other countries. We will be
very careful to ensure that the money is used for
the purposes for which it was contributed-to
provide assistance to the victims of the fires and
to aid the communities which suffered so
severely.
Distribution of the appeal funds will be supervised by a committee under the chairmanship of
Mr Neil Smith, Chairman of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. Other members of the committee
are:
Canon Peter Hollingworth, Executive Director of the Brotherhood of St. Laurence.
Sir Keith Macpherson, Chairman of the Herald and Weekly Times Ltd.
Mr David Moye, Chairman of the Victoria
Grants Commission.
Mrs Shirley Home, President of the National
Council of Women.
Mr David Evans, Managing Director ofGTV9.
Mr Brian White, General Manager of 3AW.
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rebuild homes and lives elsewhere, the same assistance will be available to them as is available
The process of reconstruction will be long and to those who have chosen to rebuild in the same
difficult, and short and long-term assistance is place.
being extended by the Government to facilitate
The Government will also give sympathetic
that reconstruction.
consideration to any "burnt out" owners who
Short-term housing accommodation has been wish to sell their land and move elsewhere but
made available by the Ministry of Housing, sup- who are finding it difficult, for obvious reasons,
plementing the many private offers to the State to find a buyer for their old home sites.
Emergency Service. About 50 applications have
The Department of Planning has sent officers
been received for movable granny flats for use into the field not only to assist local municipaliwhile people rebuild. A handful of people have ties with the arduous task of damage assessment
been housed in recently acquired houses that were but also to help to speed up the process of reconin the process of being repaired. Some people struction by expediting all necessary planning
have needed long-term rental accommodation as permits.
a result of the bush-fires. So far four families
In addition Department of Planning staff will
have been given Ministry housing on a priority be operating from offices within the fire-affected
basis. Contracts for the construction of 20 extra areas to help and advise rebuilding owners on
houses in affected areas have already been let planning and design matters related to improvand a further 80 will be considered on a priority ing the fire resistance of their properties for the
basis in the next fortnight.
future. Guidelines for the design and siting of
Through its regional offices network the Min- buildings in bush-fire risk areas were first pubistry for Economic Development was involved lished by the Department of Planning in 1980
in assessing damage to commercial operations, and these have been reprinted and widely distriand likely economic impacts. The three offices buted via the affected municipalities.
involved were Ballarat, Bendigo and Portland.
The Soil Conservation Authority has begun
In addition, the Small Business Development the task of protecting our rural water supply
Corporation has been involved in monitoring catchments. Thirty men will be employed on
impacts, both direct and indirect, on small busi- emergency control works at a cost of $200 000
ness. The corporation has already provided mainly in the Macedon catchments. These emercounselling and other business advice to more gency control works consist of establishing a prothan 60 of the 140 small businesses identified as tective mulch over susceptible areas and the
directly affected by the fires. Another level of construction of silt traps in drainage lines to coninquiry is now emerging-indirect effects on trol the movement of ash and debris.
business. The Small Business Development CorThe Forests Commission has begun the task
poration has had several inquiries already, and of salvaging fire-damaged timber to ensure that
expects that to increase substantially.
sawlogs are available to all sawmills and that
As I have already said, the process of recon- employment is not jeopardized. This prompt acstruction will be a lengthy one. There is So much tion will ensure recovery of economic stands of
to be done not only in replacing and restoring timber, particularly softwoods, which deterioproperty of all types but in countering other dan- rate very quickly after fire.
gers created by the fires, such as soil erosion. The
The commission will begin the important task
Government has established a task force repre- of regenerating areas which carried regrowth
sentative of all concerned agencies to advise on timber too young to seed naturally. These areas
reconstruction measures under the direction of a are the forests of the future both for economic
Ministerial committee comprising the Minister and environmental reasons.
for Police and Emergency Services as Chairman,
the Treasurer, the Minister for Community Wel- THE LESSONS OF ASH WEDNESDA Y
fare Services, the Minister for Planning and the
I have already expressed the view that we were
Minister for Local Government.
far better protected on Ash Wednesday than in
It is the Government's policy that all those 1939. I think it fair to say that we were also better
who suffered the loss of their homes in the fires protected than was the case in the fires which
should be given every assistance to rebuild on occurred in January and February of 1977 and
their own land without any delay. However, which were the subject of a report by the Board
where any owners wish to leave the area and of Inquiry into the Occurrence of Bush and Grass
RECONSTRUCTION
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Fires in Victoria. In other words, lessons have
been learnt on each occasion and steps have been
taken to improve fire-prevention techniques, firefighting methods and relief procedures.
There is no doubt, however, that in retrospect
mistakes were made; that must be freelyacknowledged. There is no doubt, too, that further lessons will be learnt from the experience of this
fire season and of Ash Wednesday, in particular.
In the aftermath of the fires, many hundreds of
suggestions have been received about how we
might guard against a re-occurrence of the disaster and deal with future outbreaks offire. All will
be carefully considered.
Each of the Government agencies involved in
combating the fires, in providing assistance to
combating agencies and in undertaking relief
measures is examining its experiences to ascertain whether any things might have been done
better. This week the Chief Commissioner of
Police will hold a de-briefing of all agencies involved and the results will be examined by the
State Disaster Executive Committee. The Department of Community Welfare Services and
the State Emergency Service will also hold a debriefing for all welfare agencies involved. The
matters which will be examined in the coming
months are numerous, but I would mention, as
examples:
Whether there is need to re-draft the State Disaster Plan in particular aspects and, also, the
State Disaster Welfare Plan.
The adequacy offield communication systems
in situations such as Ash Wednesday.
The need to improve systems to warn residents of fire affected areas of approaching
danger.
The adequacy of evacuation procedures.
The practicability of taking additional measures in the area of fire prevention and
protection.
The adequacy of the resources of the combating agencies and of those agencies which assist them.
The adequacy of co-ordination techniques in
situations of high stress and demand.
All of these investigations will take time to
complete and this is appropriate because we need
to research proposals thoroughly and to come to
balanced and practical solutions.
Whilst evidence is difficult to obtain, it is highly
likely that certain of the fires which have 0ccurred in the 1982-83 fire season have been deliberately lit. The Forests Commission advises
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that 93 fires in areas under its control were known
or suspected to have been deliberately lit in the
period to 13 January 1983.
The reasons why persons deliberately light fires
are complex. It is difficult to combat their activities, but the Government is engaged in a review
of action which might be taken. Specifically, we
have been concerned to strengthen those provisions of the law dealing with the prosecution of
firebugs. In particular, the Country Fire Authority Act will be amended to provide for a new
summary offence and new indictable offences in
the control and prosecution of fire bugs.
In addition, the Director of Public Prosecutions or the police prosecutor, as the case may
be, is to be requested to issue instructions seeking early hearings of cases involving the alleged
deliberate lighting of fires. At the same time, the
Police Force has established a unit which is systematically eXamining the causes of fires in the
1982-83 fire season and the possibility of detecting persons who may have caused certain of those
fires. The unit will be assisted by the provision
of information by the Country Fire Authority
and the Forests Commission.
There have been criticisms and I would mention claims, that there were untoward delays in
calling for assistance from the armed services
and that there was a failure to make adequate
use of the resources of the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade.
The need for aid from the armed services was
continuously assessed by the combatting agencies and by the Victoria Police Force in its c0ordinating role under the State Disaster Plan.
When the situation so demanded, a request was
made for assistance and 500 members of the
armed forces were provided. As to the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, it did, in fact, station units at
Gembrook, Selby and Warburton. This. was
within the context of a contingency plan which
provided that the brigade would "fill the gap" if
the Country Fire Authority had need to remove
its resources from stations in the outer metropolitan and surrounding areas. It is important to
note that at no time were the resources of the
authority seriously depleted.
Finally, I want to reflect for a minute on the
impact of these bush fires on our State and its
people. None of us has been left untouched by
this tragedy.
No one watching the graphic television film of
these events could have been unmoved by the
horror of it all. This tragedy will leave its mark
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upon this State and upon particular families and
communities for many years to come.
Thus, every one of us has, in some way, experienced the bush fires, and, as a community, we
must be concerned to learn from that experience
and to build upon it. Our primary task must be
to restore our shattered communities-for the
fires devastated more than just individual lives.
There are whole towns to be rebuilt; towns which
have been devastated by the loss of their ec0nomic base and their social networks. To rebuild
them will take more than bricks and mortar.
This is a huge task, but I feel sure we have the
will and the strength to carry it out. As a nation
we have our shortcomings; but I believe that the
failure to work together, to respond generously
and co-operatively in a crisis, is not one of them.
The spirit of co-operation and compassion
which sprang up spontaneously and immediately last month has been a powerful and inspiring force. I am sure that members on both sides
ofthe House have seen it and will agree with me.
A tragedy such as this is both sobering and
humbling. The only positive consolation, and
the only real legacy, can be a new sense of purpose that gives us the heart to rebuild and a sense
of unity and compassion that makes us all focus
on what we have in common, not what divides
us.
I suggest at this stage of the proceedings it is
appropriate that the House should signify its
sympathy for the recent bush-fire victims. I
therefore seek the indulgence of the House for
honourable members to now stand for one minute's silence in remembrance of those who lost
their lives.
The SPEAKER (the HOD. C. T. Edmonds)Ifit is the wish of the House, I will so indulge the
House.
Honourable members signified their unanimous agreement by standing in their places in
silence.
Mr CAIN (Premier)-By leave, I move:
That the House takes note of the Ministerial
statement.

Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)I personally wish to join with the Premier, in
representing the Government, in expressing the
condolences and sympathy of the Opposition to
those who suffered in the bush fires earlier this
year and, at the same time, on behalfofthe·Liberal Party in this Parliament, as Her Majesty's
Opposition, to support the comments made by
the Premier and by the community towards the
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many volunteer organizations who, as always,
gave so freely of their time and of their efforts
and equipment to do what otherwise could not
be done by any other particular service as such.
It is to the volunteer organizations throughout
this State that so many of those who escaped the
fires will remain forever indebted, and I want to
place it on the record that the Opposition, while
recognizing that natural disasters will occur from
time to time in the future, regrets very deeply the
result of the recent bush-fires. Members of the
Opposition also recognize and pay tribute to
those who rose to the occasion, to those who
were not so intimately involved, and, who, in
the path of the fires, took up the cudgel on behalf
of the rest of the community.
I make it clear at the outset that it is not the
desire, nor has it been the desire of the Opposition, in any way to make the bush-fires or the
ramifications of the bush-fires a political issue,
nor does it wish to make it an issue in terms of
the compassion and the generosity that has
emerged from the Ash Wednesday fires. We do
not wish to pursue this matter as a political issue
and will cease to do so and to ask questions in
this House when we believe the questions that
are being put to us by the public are fully
answered. It is the responsibility of an Opposition to ensure that it represents and brings into
this Parliament the views of the community as
those views are expressed to it. The Premier was
correct when he implied yesterday, in his nonanswers to our questions, that some of our members support his activities, because immediately
after the bush-fires we supported the Government and the Ministers involved for the way
they quickly responded to the bush-fire events.
The questions that we asked related to the last
three weeks of activity.
The ball is very much in the Premier's court
as to how this issue is to be debated or how we
will quickly draw a conclusion to the involvement of Parliament and Government bodies in
this issue. If the Premier continues to dodge and
evade questions that have been put to him, genuinely and simply, then the doubts that have
been raised with us, and the non-answers that
have been given to us, will lead to further questioning. I do not believe, nor does the Opposition believe, that that is in the long-term interest
of the community. We, like the rest of the community, were disappointed yesterday with the
way in which the Premier replied to our questions by evading answering reasonable questions
that need to be answered.

Ministerial Statement
It is interesting that this morning Dame
Phyllis Frost, the Chairman of the Disaster ReliefCommittee, said that the Opposition did have
a job to do in this regard in the public interest
and it did have a job to ensure that the Government, or any Government department, administered all the moneys raised on this occasion for
distribution in a responsible manner, and that is
exactly what the Opposition is trying to ensure.
She also pointed out that there are difficulties in
allocating and distributing large amounts of public donations, and the point has been made that
in previous disasters it sometimes has been the
quick and the clever rather than the deserving
and the needy who have benefited from the lion's
share of the public's generosity.
I make it clear that the involvement of the
Opposition over the past few weeks in this issue
has been as the result of the approaches by the
community for it to seek answers, and if the
Government cannot provide those answers then
it must accept responsibility for the doubt and
the confusion which could otherwise remain.
I wish to refer to the Premier's Ministerial
statement this morning and also to three or four
aspects of the debate as such. The first is the need
for an inquiry. The Premier referred to that at
pages 28 and 29 of the Ministerial statement and
he also referred to the preparedness of the State
to handle any natural disaster. The first thing
that he indicated was that the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services first met with the State
emergency personnel in November 1982. That
was some time after the Minister assumed office
and one might well ask why it took the Minister
so long before he reassessed and educated himself fully on what was occurring in this area. Regardless of the time that it may have taken, and
regardless of the explanation that the Minister
may give, it is important to realize that what the
Premier has stated is not what he has allowed for
in his budgetary procedures this year.

Therefore, I believe many of the claims by the
Government concerning better preparedness
have not been backed up by the Premier's commitment through the Budget. For example, despite a statement in the 1982-83 Budget Papers
"that the State may experience severe forest fires
next summer", the fire protection allocation was
reduced from $988 000 to $900 000. The fire
suppression allocation was reduced from $4·17
million to $3 million. Those are moneys made
available to the Forests Commission. The claim
that the State was better prepared and the Gov.ernment was fully aware of what was happening
is not borne out by the facts, particularly when,
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the funds made available for those preparations
were reduced in the period immediately before
the disaster.
It is not as though the Government were not
aware of the high risk facing the State this summer. The Minister received advice from his department and the various statutory authorities
and he also received advice from concerned
members of this Parliament. There is no doubt
that we were all aware that this would be a summer of great risk, although we kept our fingers
crossed in the hope that the disaster would not
occur.
The Premier's statement claims in many areas
that the State was better prepared, but in my
opinion that is not proved. To suggest that our
volunteer organizations are adequately equipped
is just not accurate. Given the risk, there was no
substantial effort in the Budget brought down in
September-which means that the work was
done from April-to ensure that the volunteer
organizations were given sufficient equipment. I
am not suggesting that they should have been reequipped; I am suggesting that there is no specific move that can be isolated that would indicate that the statements made in the Budget
Papers can be backed up by facts. It is easy to say
the words but it is a different matter to make a
financial commitment.
I now turn to the need for inquiry. The Opposition first called for an inquiry on 18 February
1983 and it said then, and I say again now, that
an inquiry is needed, not to apportion blame for
what mayor may not have happened, but to
achieve a better understanding for the future.
Any inquiry must have two major thrusts. The
Premier addressed himself to these areas on pages
28 and 29 of his statement but he did not go into
any detail. The first of those thrusts is: How can
we, as a community and as individuals, better
prepare ourselves to minimize the risk of a fire
or any other natural disaster? There are many
things that can be done in this field.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services refers, by interjection, to the Streatham inquiry and that may be relevant, but whether there
was action taken or not taken by this or any
previous Government following that inquiry has
nothing to do with the fact that these fires have
been terribly severe. Unless the Government of
the day uses every occasion to properly educate
the community and to learn from experience, the
Ministers of the day will be found to be wanting.
I reiterate that the first thrust of an inquiry
must lead to a system that will bring about better
preventive methods being adopted both by the
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community and by individuals to minimize the
risk. The second point that must be addressed in
an inquiry of this nature is how, when a disaster
of this kind occurs, do the various authorities
and bodies, both Governmental and private,
come together and how can they best come together to ensure that the disaster can be dealt
with as quickly as possible in the best interests of
the community.
The Opposition is aware that the Government
has instigated several inquiries into the matter. I
understand there isa police inquiry and three
other departmental inquiries, all independent of
each other. Without trying to apportion blame,
this exercise must be seen as a learning process.
There is no doubt that an inquiry by a department or statutory authority into its own activities will not provide the totally frank review and
assessment that the community requires and,
more importantly, it will not provide the answer
to the question of how the relationship and the
working together of the statutory authorities and
the community can best be made effective. That
result can be achieved only by an independent
inquiry carried out by one person who is appointed by the Government to inquire into the
matter in the interests of the public.
There is no doubt that on the night of the fires
there was considerable confusion and one can
well understand a certain amount of confusion
occurring. Even the Minister who was responsible at the time added to the confusion, not deliberately but simply through a lack of
understanding of what was occurring and perhaps a lack of knowledge. On the television
channel I was viewing he indicated that a stage 3
emergency had been declared but, in fact, a stage
3 emergency had never been declared.
Mr Mathews-It cannot be.
Mr KENNETI-I know it cannot be, I am
just saying that the comments made created confusion because the way in which the Minister
expressed it gave the public the impression that
it had been declared. As the Premier indicated in
his statement, it is a matter of evolution and it is
the decision of the Chief Commissioner of Police
to call for Federal aid. That was called for. I am
merely saying that there was a considerable
amount of confusion both in the Government's
administration and its understanding ofwhat was
occurring at the time. There was confusion about
the way in which some of the bodies involved
came together.
As did other honourable members, I visited
the bush fire area and I found there had been a
considerable loss of faith in the communication
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system, which appeared to break down to some
degree. Obviously, communication is a vital ingredient at a time of disaster. I have no doubt
that, in the main, the system stood up but the
Government must ensure that those who are
doing the job on a voluntary basis on behalf of
the community are properly serviced and
equipped.
Mr Ross-Edwards-We have the best fire
communication service in Australia.
Mr KENNETI-That may be so, but it did
break down. One cannot put one's head in the
sand and say that Victoria has the best system in
Australia because that is to walk away and excuse the breakdown. All I am saying is that, in
the interests of the community, issues like this
must be examined so that we can be better prepared in the future. The Premier referred to the
costs in his statement but, surely, if it costs, for
example, $1 million to have an inquiry in an
effort to learn, it would be a good investment on
behalf of the people of Victoria. That is all the
Opposition is seeking. Like the staff of the Premier, members of the staff of the Opposition
voluntarily gave up their time to try to assist in
areas where there were overloads.
There must also be an examination of the
guidelines covering the legal responsibilities of
the State Electricity Commission and municipal
electrical undertakings. There must also be a review of the environmental issues as they affect
municipal planning schemes.
Again, that was slightly referred to by the Premier. The other points to be considered are
building regulations and the way in which harsher
penalties should be applied for arsonists to which
the Premier referred, and whether that is better·
than the method we have suggested, that there
should be a standina reward so that people could
be prevented early from setting fires in an area
where they may destroy much property and risk
many lives.
I acknowledge that I received a letter from the
Premier yesterday, which suggested the Government's bent on the issue and that it had attached
to it a press release. It referred to harsher penalties. Harsher penalties are not of much value
after the event. The suggestion that the Opposition puts to the Premier, is that there be a standing reward, which I understand, has not been
accepted by the Government, however, the Opposition believes the proposition should be
examined.
Education is extremely important in the whole
area of self-preservation and these issues should
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all be the subject of an inquiry. I do not, for one
moment, believe or accept that preceding Governments have necessarily done all they could or
taken all the advice from reports that have been
commissioned following natural disasters. I accept that as a criticism, as the Minister referred
to that matter earlier. I also say that the failure
of previous Governments should not necessarily
be the standard by which this Government
should operate and that, if there have been past
failings, this Government should recognize that
this natural disaster deserves a proper and full
inquiry into both prevention and our ability to
fight in the future.
Most of the representations received by the
Opposition have related to funding. That has
certainly been the case in recent weeks. The inquiries and complaints have been received not
only from donors but also from potential recipients. During question time yesterday, the Premier said that he had heard of no complaints, or
that none had come to him.
Mr Cain-None from you.
Mr KENNETT-The Premier says that he has
received no complaints from me. That was not
the way in which he answered the question yesterday. Yesterday, he said he had received no
complaints. What he is saying now is that he has
not received complaints from me. I should like
to know how many complaints have been received because people have been in touch with
me saying that they had written to the Premier
or tried to telephone him; some got through to
him and some did not. I could not believe for a
moment that the answer the Premier gave yesterday was factually accurate.
In one instance, a company, the Beneficial Finance Corporation, from South Australia, was
involved. The company had donated $2500 to
the Victorian bush-fire appeal and the same
amount to the South Australian bush-fire appeal.
The company sent the money to the Victorian
appeal, care of the Premier, Treasury Place, on
22 February. To date it has received no receipt
nor has the cheque been cashed or passed through
a bank. The company rang up on Friday of last
week, simply because it is a finance company
and because it realizes that money lying idle could
be invested and used in the interests of the victims themselves. The company was told by the
staff of the Premier's office, uWe do not have the
staff. We have dozens and dozens of these cheques. We will get this all solved as quickly as
possible". In effect, the Premier was saying that
he has dozens of these sorts of complaints, but
that is in stark contrast to what is happening in
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South Australia, where the cheque from the same
company was banked on 23 February. As ofFriday, the Victorian Government has not yet
banked its cheque.
All I am saying is that the Premier cannot
blame the Opposition for raising the questions
and queries that are coming to it from concerned
citizens, both the donors and the victims of the
fire, who are now looking forward to the relief. I
do not intend to stress the point any further by
referring to the numerous complaints that I have
received, of which there are dozens, except for
one more. I shall not name the author, but I
make it available to the Premier, to indicate that
the complaint is authentic, and not something
devised by the Opposition. The letter, addressed
to me, states:
Dear Sir,
I read with interest your reference to the appalling
state of the State Natural Disaster Relief Fund.
My experience may be of some interest.
Expressly to avoid giving to this fund, which I feared
would be strangled with red tape and worse, on 23
February I handed over my cheque for $400 to the
Geelong Advertiser, which was acting on behalf of the
Mayor of Geelong's Bushfire Appeal, having been assured that this was a local appeal and that moneys
would be dealt with expeditiously by a local committee.
You can imagine my chagrin when I read the very
next day that, presumably under strong pressure from
the relevant Minister in Melbourne, all the donations
to the Mayor's appeal were being diverted to the State
Fund.
So, my cheque finished up in some unknown trust
account where it still resides, whilst dithering bureaucrats decide what to do with it.
Next time I'll 10 along and hand out the money
myself.

This sort of concern and fear is genuine. It is not
something conducted by the Opposition and,
therefore, the comments we are making are very
realistic. The Minister for Police and Emergency
Services says, by interjection, that the matter is
amplified and exaggerated by the Opposition. It
may be that the Opposition has to take upon
itself the responsibilities given to it by the community to try to get into the whole situation some
cohesive administration by this Government.
The Government has had four weeks in which
to establish the guidelines.
One of the reasons why the community is concerned is that different Ministers have made conflicting comments. Perhaps one ofthe comments
causing most concern and perhaps the secondlargest area in which we have received complaints and expressions of concern was a statement made by the Minister for Police and
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Emergency Services. On 24 February, the Min- and done the best job that they could to assist
ister was Quoted in the Age as saying that the those in need. However, the public were and are
appeal fund would make up the difference in concerned at reading on 9 March that the Vicfamily income before the fires-he was talking torian Government provided $600 000 from
about those of the Country Fire Authority who bush-fire appeal moneys for distribution to four
had lost their lives and welfare entitlements after local committees in affected areas to meet imthem. He went on to say that their families would mediate needs. Given that to date the Governcontinue to receive those benefits until their nat- ment has received only $9·8 million, $600 000
ural retirement age could be presumed to have represents 6 or 7 per cent of the total moneys
been reached. The Opposition believes there collected, and the Minister for Community Welshould be a weighting of funds towards the fam- fare Services seems to think that she has the
ilies of those who lost their lives. We support right, on behalf of the Government, to distribute
that, but what the Minister said, does not make moneys donated by the public for bush-fire resense. Let us assume that thirteen Country Fire lief. The Minister committed this money before
Authority people lost their lives-I believe that the guidelines were established. The Premier said
was the actual number-and that they were all only yesterday that guidelines had been apearning privately $10000, which is a very low proved by the board of administrators yesterday.
income; let us further assume that they were all The Minister says, "No". That indicates that
of the average age of 25 or 30 years. In anyone something further untoward needs examination
year, the cost of meeting the commitment, which in terms of the efficient management of these
was not forced upon the Government or asked funds.
of the Government by the Opposition-it was
The Opposition is most concerned about this
volunteered by the Minister who is now criticiz- type of approach. Yesterday the Deputy Leader
ing the Opposition for representing the public- of the Opposition asked a Question without nowould be $130 000. The fund has obligations, tice as to how much money had been expended.
commitments and pledges of approximately $20 Honourable members received the reply today
million, and yet the Minister has said that the that the actual disbursement of appeal funds tofund money should be used to look after the talled $434 000 by way of grants to individuals.
interests of those people for the rest of their lives I am not sure whether those grants are $1000
at a cost of $130 000. All the Opposition is say- grants to families and individuals or whether they
ing is that one cannot blame the public for being are some other type of grant. In the four weeks
concerned and confused when such statements that have elapsed, only $434 000 has been alloare made. The Minister could well address him- cated to those who desperately need immediate
self and the Government to that matter and put relief.
that situation right.
I point out to the Minister for Police and
The sitting was suspended at 12.59 p.m. until Emergency Services, who interjects, that I said
2.4p.m.
yesterday that the Opposition would be happy to
Mr KENNETT-Prior to the suspension of wait for the guidelines to be established so that it
the sitting, I was addressing myself to the accu- could be ascertained that the money was being
sation by the Minister for Police and Emergency distributed responsibly. However only $434 000
Services that the Opposition was hysterically of the fund has been distributed, yet before the
making a political issue of this matter, and I was guidelines were even established the Minister for
indicating that, far from the Opposition making Community Welfare Services allocated $600 000.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Seran issue if it, the Government and its Ministers
had independently made public comments that vices says that this is not true. If it is not true,
had given rise to representations from the public who is lying-he or the Premier? Yesterday the
to the Opposition. I had referred to the fact that Premier said in this House that the guidelines
it was the Minister for Police and Emergency were approved only yesterday by the board of
Services who had started the ball rolling by giv- administrators set up by the Government; so who
ing an undertaking to the families of those who is telling the truth? Is it any wonder there is
had lost their lives during the bush-fires.
confusion?
The area in respect of which the Opposition
The Minister for Police and Emergency Servreceived the most concern was that of the deal- ices will be answerable in this House for the exings of the Minister for Community Welfare penditure of the funds. If the Minister for
Services and her department. I accept that many Community Welfare Services is correct, the Prepeople within that department have worked hard mier is not telling the truth; or else the Premier
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is telling the truth and the Minister for Community Welfare Services and the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services are not telling the truth,
yet the latter asks me to justify why the Opposition is bringing this matter before Parliament for
simple answers to clarify areas about which the
public is concerned. What a joke! It was the Minister for Community Welfare Services who allocated the sum of of $600 000.
Mr Mathews-Not true.
Mr KENNETT-It may be that the Government did it.
Mr Mathews-Not true.
Mr KENNETT-Or perhaps it was the Cabinet. I do not care who it was. Nevertheless,
$600 000 was committed before the committee
was established.
MrMathews-So?
Mr KENNETT-"So", says the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. "So what", is
what he implies-so what that the people of this
State have a genuine concern? It happens to be
their money with which the Minister is playing,
money which the public is asking him to administer, money that they have donated. Whether it
be the Cabinet or the Government that is allocating it, the biggest proportion of the money so
far spent in one lump sum is $600 000, which is
broken down into four lots of$150 000, and that
was committed before the committee that is responsible for the distribution of these funds was
established, before the guidelines were approved
by that committee and before anyone knew who
would be on the committees that would distribute the money.
One must consider the areas in which the
money is being directed, such as Warrnambool,
Geelong, Gisborne and Dandenong. What area
is Dandenong servicing? The Parliament and the
people of Victoria deserve to know more about
the committees being established.
Mr Mathews-They will be told.
Mr KEN NETT-When will they be toldonly after the money has been committed. There
certainly has not been the basis of a press release
or any communication to the people of Victoria
regarding this.
Mrs Toner-Go down and find out.
Mr KENNETT-The Minister should find out
for herself because she is the one who sought the
publicity. The Opposition would like to know
who is on the committee and asks the Minister
for Community Welfare Services who is represented on the committee. There is no answer and
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yet people wonder why the Opposition shows
concern.
Unfortunately, the activities of the Minister
for Community Welfare Services have not been
applauded by the community and those who are
involved in the fire-stricken areas are extremely
critical of her performance and that of some
members of the Department of Community
Welfare Services. There is no doubt that Dame
Phyllis Frost considers the interference of the
Department of Community Welfare Services to
be nothing more than, in her words, "the arrogant bureaucracy of the people of the Department of Community Welfare Services".
It is the first time the department has sought
to impose itself and override the grand efforts of
people involved in relief organizations. At one
stage people were told that if they wanted some
assistance from the Department of Community
Welfare Services they could apply only during
the hours of 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. That is the sort
of service this Government and the Minister are
providing to Victorians.
The handling of the fund is now of paramount
importance. The Opposition cannot understand
why the Government has not recognized the need
to establish the board of administrators that has
been set up as the board of trustees. The people
on the board have incredible experience in
administration of both private and public funds.
They are not tied to the bureaucratic arm of
Government or the political flavour of that
Government.
Mr Mathews-Do you want the Government
to abrogate its responsibility?
Mr KENNETT-It is not the Government's
money in the first place to decide whether or not
it should abrogate. If it takes the insurance companies three and a half to four weeks to distribute
approximately $115 million, why has it taken
the Government four weeks to respond to demands and applications and to distribute only
$434000? In toto there is only $10 million to
distribute to date.
There is no doubt that the board should be
recognized for its capabilities and its strengths.
It could not have a better chairman than Mr Neil
Smith and all the people on the board have similar experience and yet the Government is virtually inferring that those members have no
ability to carry out the work necessary and they
will not be totally answerable for the decisions
they make. They must return to the Government
and the Treasury for their permission.
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If one examines the guideines put out by the
Premier on work to be carried out by some of the
local groups, one sees that the Minister has generously allocated $600 000 for the establishment
and funding of area committees for bush-fire affected communities. Under the guidelines on expenditure of appeal money, guideline No. 7 states
that, "Ministerial sub-committee approves and
announces grants". What does that mean?
Mr Mathews-It means consultation.
Mr KENNETf-Does that mean a board of
administrators has been established but they do
not have any authority to administer? What does
the Government mean by area committees? It
will only be another means by which the Government can put its finger on more funds to distribute through the Minister for Community
Welfare Services, the funds that the committee
could not administer.
Mr Mathews-They are two different things.
Mr KENNETf-There is only one pool of
money that the Government is administering and
the Opposition is beginning to have doubts about
that after hearing the inane interjections of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
There should be only one board of administrators and they cannot be trustees because the
Government does not have the confidence in
them to call them trustees.
Because of the activities of the Minister for
Community Welfare Services there are now
committees set up under the control of the board
of administrators but under the guidelines for
the community committees the approval of any
expenditure of more than $1 ()()() will be subject
to the Ministerial sub-committee and a Ministerial press announcement, which means that the
Government is bypassing the board of administrators altogether.
The Minister for Community Welfare Services may shake her head but I would not wish to
be one of the members of the board. No doubt
they will be given the blame for everything that
may go wrong with the administration of the
money by the Government. All the Opposition
wishes to see is the establishment of a simple
system. Who will accept responsibility? Will the
board of administrators? Will the Ministerial subcommittee which must approve and announce
grants accept the responsibility or will it be the
responsibility of the local community? The Opposition asks the Government to address itself
to providing the community with a clear set of
guidelines so that claims of mismanagement can
be avoided.
.
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Mr Mathews-We have.
Mr KENNETI-That has not been done; the
Government has only issued guidelines to the
bush-fire disaster appeal and the administration
ofthat money is turning into an absolute bureaucatic disaster. That is not something the Opposition, the donors or the recipients of the money
wish to see. There is also conflict in the guidelines.
Mr Mathews-There are none whatsoever.
Mr KENNETI-Obviously the Minister cannot read. Obviously he did not understand the
rules and regulations of the Acts under which he
was working and obviously does not see the clear
distinctions between the powers and authority
vested in those Acts. Separate guidelines were
given to the committee.
The management of the appeal money must
be sorted out and unless answers are given as to
who is on the committee, what the guidelines
mean and conflict is avoided with the board of
administrators, I assure the Government that the
community will become increasingly concerned,
not because of the work being done but because
of the inability of the Government to distribute
the money .
The Opposition will have to ask questions of
the Government that is supposed to believe in
open government and which was supposedly
willing to supply answers when it was asked of
it. What a fine example yesterday was of an open
Government! The Government had intended
providing straight answers, which the community was requesting! It wishes clear and simple
guidelines to be laid down so that people can see
the generous donations that they made are used
by the Government administrators as they were
intended to be used.
To date there has been no indication of that.
The Treasurer has supposedly now established a
separate trust fund for those moneys.
Mr Jolly-He has not "supposedly", he has.
Mr KENNETI-I am sorry, he has. Obviously claims have been made that the money
has not been placed in the trust fund. I ask the
Treasurer to investigate those allegations as
quickly as possible. Where is the money currently invested?
Mr Jolly-In the Cash Management Account
of the Victorian Development Fund.
Mr KENNETf-Again the money is tied up
in Government accounting procedures; what the
Opposition feared more than anything else.

The money generously donated by the public
has now been invested in the Cash Management
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Account. It is now part of Government accounts
and can be used to make up the shortfall of the
deficit that this Government has rendered upon
the State. These moneys should be taken out of
the Cash Management Account immediately and
invested independently of Government accounts through a separate trust fund.
The present situation is not acceptable. The
public will learn that the Government is using
public moneys to make up its deficit. The Government should be concerned that the community wonders why it has given out only $434 000
when it has a deficit. The Treasurer provided the
answer when he said that the money is in the
Cash Management Account.
The Treasurer indicates to the House that the
moneys have been invested in the Cash Management Account. That is all we want to know. The
money was donated for one reason-what is the
interest rate?
Mr Jolly-The overnight interest rate is the
maximum available.
Mr KENNETI-It is locked into the Government funding and accounting system. That is an
absolute disgrace. The Opposition will let the
Treasurer explain to the people of Victoria how
the Government is using the money donated by
the people to reduce the Government deficit. The
Treasurer should tell the people how the Government is using their donated money to reduce
the deficit.
The SPEAKER (the Hoo. C. T. Edmuods)Order! The honourable member will address the
Chair.
Mr KENNETI-I now wish to discuss the
different statements made by the Treasurer about
the cost to the people of Victoria of the bushfires. The first statement put out by the Treasurer
indicated that the cost was in the range of $54
million to $55 million. A week and a half later
the Treasurer revised that statement and indicated a cost of $35 million in an article which
appeared on 4 March. The Parliament deserves
an explanation of how that $35 million is made
up.
The Parliament and the people of Victoria also
deserve an explanation on how the $64 million
that the Premier is going to seek from the Federal Government on Friday is made up. It is
certainly a combination of funds for drought relief and for bush-fires. That is how I understood
the position. The Treasurer indicates by interjection that I am correct. I thank him for making
that indication. It is reported that $22·7 million
is for salaries and wages for men and women
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fighting the fires over a period of three weeks.
That is how it is reported. I am not saying that is
necessarily right.
.
The Opposition is asking the Treasurer how
he can claim that $22·7 million has been spent
by the State Government on wages and salaries
to fight the fires when the majority of the people
who fought the fires were volunteers. The Opposition is prepared to give the Treasurer the benefit of the doubt. The Treasurer has already made
one admission today. He is obviously not going
to say too much without checking with the experts. The Opposition is asking the Treasurer to
provide it with a breakdown of the $23 million
loss of railway revenue, the $22·7 million for
fighting fires and the $17 million as Victoria's
share in the $3 for $1 arrangement.
The $64 million the Premier is goins to seek
from the Federal Government is made up of
drought and bush-fire relief money. The Opposition wants to know how that total is made up.
It has a feeling that the Government is straining
the lines of credibility in being able to push those
sorts of figures!
Whether one likes it or not, a lot of answers
have not been provided. Answers have been
provided that do not satisfy the Opposition and
that will not satisfy the community. An answer
has now been given by the Treasurer that must
absolutely horrify the community with respect
to where these moneys are invested.
The Opposition welcomes the opportunity
given to it today by the Premier to debate the
issue. I once again stress, as I did at the beginning
of my contribution, that the moment the situation is completely and clearly explained to the
Opposition and as soon as a committee of inquiry is set up that has a term of reference that
allows it to seek information from Government
departments and Ministers and the public that is
independent of the Parliament and the Government, and as soon as the Government properly
structures the relief fund, the Parliament and the
people of Victoria will hear no more on this matter from the Opposition. It is not the wish of the
Opposition to have this seen as a political exercise. The Minister who tried to get press coverage for personal betterment gave rise to fears and
concerns in the community.
The Government has a commitment to the
people of Victoria to provide satisfactory answers to these questi'ons. Once these questions
are answered satisfactorily, the Opposition is
prepared to allow the matter lie. However, if the
Government will not supply answers as part of
its open government policy and will not give the
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power of trustees to the administrators of the
fund, then the Opposition will continue to raise
matters in the Parliament on behalf of the people
of Victoria. Both the generous donors and the
potential recipients of this money deserve to be
treated a lot better and should be taken much
more seriously than the Government is currently
doing.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS (Leader of National
Party)-I join with the Premier and the Leader
of the Opposition-and on my own behalf and
on behalf of the members of the National Party
in this place and the people we represent-in
expressing our sympathy to the relatives of those
who died. I pay special tribute to those volunteers who died in the service of their country. It
can truly be said that they died on active service.
They deserve the same respect and admiration
as their forebears who died in defence of their
country.
I adopted a policy on the day of the fires not
to make a public issue of them and I have religiously stuck to that policy over the ensuing
period.
For almost a fortnight I spoke daily with the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I
pay tribute to the honourable gentleman. He was
always available, so far as I was concerned, either
day or night, Saturdays and Sundays. His office
was manned during the crisis week-end period. I
also contacted the wife of the Minister on the
telephone and thanked her for her courtesy in
helping me to contact the Minister. I may have
been of help to the Minister on a couple of occasions, but he certainly was of assistance to me.
Up to now, I have no criticism of the way in
which the Minister conducted himself or of the
way he worked. The debate today has been initiated by the Government and I think it right
and proper that we should have a public debate.
It is my obligation and duty to discuss the matter
and where I see fit, to be critical of things that I
and my party believe could have been done
better.
The first thing that should be done is to put
one's mind to the relief of those who suffered
during the fires and to consider the relief offered
from both the Government and private sources.
At the same time, we should try to re-establish
those areas of the State that suffered so badly.
We must also seriously consider what lessons
can be learnt from the fires. As the Premier said,
there are always lessons to be learnt. Let us hope
that we do learn some more on this occasion.
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Hopefully, better precautions against bush-fires
can be taken in the future because whatever precautions are taken, Victoria will always be a fire
hazard because of its geographical makeup. Victoria and Tasmania are the two States most prone
to fires and better precautions must be taken for
the future. However, we must be prepared for
the fact that Victoria will suffer from disastrous
bush fires, whether they occur from natural causes
or are caused by firebugs.
During the fires, I heard a story in Warrnambool that is worth repeating. An old farmer said,
"If it is hot enough and the wind is blowing
fiercely enough, the ground itself will bum." That
is true because in the Warrnambool area there
was not much feed on the ground and the fire
skipped across what appeared to be bare paddocks and kept moving. The fire found enough
in the roots of the grass to keep it going,. That
story is something I shall remember always.
I join with the Premier and the Leader of the
Opposition in thanking the distinguished people
who have agreed to be administrators of the relieffund. Frankly, if I had been a member of the
Government I would have done it a little differently. I would have appointed the administrators as trustees and placed the money under their
control. I would have appointed the Minister as
a trustee and would have had the money invested-not in the Cash Management Account-because I feel it would have been a lot
simpler for the public to understand and members of the public would have felt happier about
it.
Mr Wilkes-It has accrued $40 000 in interest.

Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-I appreciate that the
interest payable in each case should be exactly
the same. I accept that fact and I do not criticize
the Government or suggest that any short-changing is occurring. However it would have been
more tactful and sensible if the money had been
put in a separate trust account and the administrators were made trustees as well as the Minister, who could have kept Cabinet informed.
The people appointed as administrators are
first-class citizens and most of them are well
known to me. I am delighted that they have seen
fit to act. Mr Neil Smith is known to all honourable members; he is a most capable person, and
will do his utmost to cut red tape. He has certaiiuy done that with the Gas and Fuel Corporation, and will, no doubt, do it here. It should be
remembered that the administrators are acting
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in an honorary capacity. They have heavy responsibilities in their own businesses and professions and we are fortunate to have them make
themselves available for this task.
The administrators will need the wisdom of
Solomon to do the job properly. They do not
have that wisdom as they are, after all, human.
They will inevitably be subject to criticism before they finish the job. Honourable members
must accept that the administrators have been
given an almost impossible task to carry out perfectly. However, I am sure they will do it with
great competence.
I put to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services the need for him to bring about closer
co-operation between the various funds that exist in Victoria. The Minister made a statement
earlier in the piece that there would be one fund.
That was a desirable statement to make, but he
cannot enforce it. I assisted him in one particular
appeal that has gone into the central fund. I had
several telephone conversations with the Minister one Saturday that brought that about. Other
funds are not included in the central fund, for
example, the Red Cross, Salvation Army and the
funds raised by radio station 3A W. Although the
funds raised by 3A Ware now in the central fund,
$400 000 had already been distributed. The Minister should ascertain where that money went as
it may not have been equitably distributed. It is
the Minister's responsibility to co-ordinate the
activities of the outside funds with the fund controlled by the committee of management, and I
ask him to do so.
I believe the Government has made a tactical
mistake in the allocation of the $600 000. I have
no criticism of $150 ()()() being allocated to the
four areas for immediate relief, on the assumption that it is well distributed. What did horrify
me, however, was a statement that I read in the
paper made by the Minister for Community
Welfare Services that expenditure of some appeal funds would go to local community projects. Those who gave to the fund did not give it
for local community projects. The money was
given to help those who had suffered because of
the fire to re-establish themselves as individuals-either privately in their homes or in their
businesses-and not to build a meeting place.
The Government should have been specific
with that $600 000. Frankly, that has done the
appeal more harm than anything else. As soon
as the Minister for Community Welfare Services
made that statement, harm was done to the cause.
My reaction was to telephone the Department of
the Premier and speak to a senior official and get
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an explanation. I was given an explanation, but
I still believe that what the Minister and Cabinet
did was wrong; it was tactless, stupid and it was
an unfortunate happening.
I pay tribute to the variety of organizations
that were involved in the fighting of the fires and
in the reconstruction work. I made out a list of
those organizations but as they are so numerous
and there is no way in which I could be accurate,
I have decided not to name them. Some workers
were paid in their jobs, others were volunteers.
It does not matter much in those two or three
crucial days whether one was paid or not. They
operated in most dangerous circumstances, they
worked extremely long hours and this State owes
them a great tribute.
As I said before, there are lessons to be learnt
from the bush-fires and there are two organizations that I make special mention of. The first is
the Country Fire Authority and the second is the
Forests Commission. So far as bush-fires are
concerned, those two organizations should be
given special consideration in the future by this
Parliament and, in particular, by the Government of the day. The Country Fire Authority is
a unique organization. It is the envy of the other
rural fire brigades in Australia as it is by far the
best. It has the most personnel, the best equipment, the best training, the best discipline, it has
a first-class communications system, and the
members have a comradeship that must be experienced to be understood.
I regret that there are some members of the
Government who are not close enough to this to
understand what a delicate organization the
authority is and how it must be fostered and
looked after. A report has been before the Government for some months now as to the future
of the authority and possible changes that may
occur in its structure. I sound a note of warning
to the Government-and I want to make it quite
clear-it should not make any alterations to the
structure of the Country Fire Authority.
However, if the Government pursues that
course of action it could destroy both the Country
Fire Authority and itself.
The Country Fire Authority is a voluntary organization that has provided outstanding service
with a minimum amount of financial overheads.
The chairman and deputy chairman of the
authority are the two key figures who travel
country Victoria in search of solutions to the
problems that inevitably arise. The headquarters
of the authority are situated in Malvern where
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Country Fire Authority personnel meet the various officers concerned to help sort out the firefighting problems. However, the Government
cannot have it both ways. If the Government
attempts to integrate the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board with the Country Fire Authority, it
will set the Country Fire Authority back 40 or 50
years. Before the establishment of the authority,
local fanners formed themselves into fire-fighting brigades to look after themselves. Since the
formation of the Country Fire Authority, its
equipment has been updated, the training of its
members has been upgraded and a co-ordination
of services has been achieved.
Honourable members should realize that a
Country Fire Authority fire truck from either
Shepparton or Cobram could be found at Warrnambool fghting a bush-fire. A Country Fire
Authority fire truck from Bendigo could be found
in Gippsland when there is a bush-fire crisis.
These Country Fire Authority fire trucks are
manned by volunteers, who provide a remarkable service whenever bush-fires occur. In most
provincial cities and large country towns it is
quite common for either two or three permanent
officers of the Country Fire Authority to c0ordinate bush-fire protection for 25 ()()() to 30 ()()()
people. The towns of Shepparton and Wodonga
are but two examples of the unique service provided by the Country Fire Authority.
The Minister for Employment and Training
intetjects that the Country Fire Authority is under-equipped. All honourable members know the
political views of that Minister. I have had discussions with the Country Fire Authority since
the bush-fires and I have been told that the
authority is looking for the allocation of more
equipment. The Country Fire Authority provides the best bush-fire fighting service, but the
Government has not taken up the challenge to
provide the authority with more equipment and
increased training facilities. Naturally some of
the fire trucks used by the authority are twenty
years old, but they are being constantly upgraded. One should not underestimate the service provided by the authority, which has never
heard of the word "strike". Its members have
never refused to answer a call.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr StirUng)Order! The Leader of the National Party should
address the Chair and ignore intetjections.
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS-I should be delighted to do that, Mr Acting Speaker, because I
am sure you would agree with the sentiments I
am expressing.
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A thin line exists when dealing with the
Country Fire Authority as a successful organization and the proposed integration with the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, which could lead
to the disintegration of the Country Fire Authority. Many tens of thousands of people have put
a great deal of hard work into building up this
voluntary organization. The Minister for Police
and Emergency Services has learnt to understand the Country Fire Authority. However, the
honourable gentleman is not his own master because he is only one member of the Cabinet, but
he knows that the authority provides an efficient
service, of which this State can be rightly proud.
Based on the service that the authority provided
in the recent bush-fires, no Government could
require any greater performance. The Government should provide due consideration for the
service provided by the authority.
The Government has had a report on the proposed integration, but it has placed that report in
the too-hard basket. I have often heard it said
that in its first twelve months in office the Government has devoted far too much time to
"Mickey Mouse" issues. A good example is the
"white line" at Flemington racecourse. Another
example of the Government placing something
in the too-hard basket is the State Rivers and
Water Supply Commission. The chairman of that
commission resigned on 30 September last. The
obvious appointment of his successor was made
on 27 February this year, in the middle of the
worst drought on record. That appointment was
made five months after the resignation, but it
was made for a period of only twelve months.
No third commissioner has been appointed, and
yet the Government, when in Opposition, accused the former Government of procrastination. This Government is unequalled in its
procrastination. The Government has waited five
and a half months to appoint a third commissioner to the State Rivers and Water Supply
Commission. One should try to imagine what
has happened to the morale of the commission
without a chairman. No wonder the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services is embarrassed.
Although the appointment has nothing to do with
that Minister, he must be embarrassed by what
his colleague in another place has not done.
The Forests Commission is the second authority that is vitally concerned with bush-fires and
with the future management of bush-fire prone
areas in Victoria. In a number of statements I
have made in recent times, I have wanted to
make it clear that the Forests Commission should
be the legal and practical management authority
of all forest areas in Victoria. That authority
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should be exercised free of Government
interference.
The Forests Commission is an efficient and
respected organization, but in recent years it has
been neglected and downgraded. The Forests
Commission should determine the trees that are
to be milled, the thinning that should occur,
where wood chipping should take place and
where access roads should be built. The commission should be responsible for the control of
burning and general administration of forest
areas.
Unfortunately there are some misguided conservationists on the Government benches. I urge
those honourable members to take a trip in an
aeroplane over Victoria's forest areas. If those
honourable members did so they would see the
hundreds of thousands of acres of timber that
have been destroyed. Much of the timber is no
longer of any economic value. That timber has
been denied to the wood chip industry and it has
been denied to the timber mill industry. The
present situation is ridiculous.
In many instances the conservationists adopt
impractical attitudes, but nevertheless, although
they are idealists and well meaning, they have
had an undue influence not only on the Government but also on previous Governments. These
conservationists are locked into a "lock up the
forests" syndrome. Anyone who has taken the
trouble to go into Victorian forests would have
noted that a tree has only a certain life span. If a
forest is locked up, the trees eventually fall over
and are of no value to anyone. The trees merely
survive to provide fire hazards, and the timber
is wasted where, in some areas, it could be used
for wood chipping.
Wood chipping is a dirty word in the Australian Labor Party, but wood chipping is needed
in some rural areas. It is economic and worth a
great deal of money in a country that is short of
timber. The wood chip industry provides many
jobs. The Minister for Employment and Training is trying hard to find jobs around Victoria. I
urge the Minister to examine the forest areas and
give consideration to the wood chip industries in
the right areas. I urge the Minister to travel
through the national forests and examine the
timber areas because this country badly needs a
good timber industry.
The people in the bush-fire areas suffered in
varying degrees and major tragedies resulted.
Some people lost not only their homes but also
their means ·of livelihood. They were the small
businessmen, mostly in the retail and service
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areas, and the farmers. It is one thing to lose
one's home, but it is another at the same time to
lose one's means of livelihood and therefore the
small businessmen and those in service industries and farmers must be treated individually
on the circumstances of their cases. Farmers must
be treated sympathetically and generously. A
farmer has had burnt out his land, his home, his
fencing, his sheds, and in most cases his stock,
and unless he is treated generously and sympathetically he will face an impossible task of being
able to come back from the fire disaster.
Mr McKellar-1t is likely that he won't.
Mr ROSS-EDWARDS-That is likely but he
must be treated generously and given the chance
of coming back. The bush fires occurred at a time
when the country is experiencing its worst
drought and when stock feed is at a premiumit is scarce and it is expensive. It will be almost
impossible for a farmer to re-establish himself
just by being lent money, even without interest
payments. It is a desperate situation.
I suggest to the administrators of the bush-fire
disaster fund that, when considering the principles involved in the distribution of funds and
how they should treat farmers, they should call
in outside advice because it is a specialist area.
The people concerned in the administration are
not of the farming community and I do not criticize them because of that. However, they should
call on such people as the President of the Victorian Farmers and Graziers Association or other
farmer organizations before any guidelines are
set for distribution of bush-fire relief moneys and
determinations made on how moneys should be
distributed so that real consideration is given to
how to treat farmers and how to set them up so
that they can carry on in their businesses.
I regret that the Premier is not present now. I
ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to take special note of my remarks. A meeting should be held by the chairman of the
administrative committee, Mr Smith, the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and me. I
believe further consultation will be needed so
that we can be kept up to date with the views of
the committee. That meeting should take place
shortly and further meetings should take place in
the weeks ahead. Questions have been put to all
members of Parliament by the public. Other
questions arise. How will the committee decide
on relief for the person who is insured or not
insured; what will happen if a person's main residence in Melbourne still exists but a holiday
home is lost? There are numerous difficult questions and guidelines need to be set.
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It would be practical for a weekly meeting to
be held with the Leader of the Opposition and
myself or our representatives and the Premier
and Mr Smith to discuss these matters. During
those consultative meetings, the ideas ofParliamentarians can be put. All honourable members
can go to Mr Smith individually to give him
their views. He is a patient man and would no
doubt put up with all members of Parliament
coming to him but that would be an unfair burden on him. I suggest that the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services conveys this suggestion
of mine to the Premier. Up to now I have endeavoured to clear up queries and misunderstandings and to seek information from both the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services and
the Premier. Through personal discussions, I
have tried the best I can to continue with that
method of tackling the problem and I seek the
co-operation of the Government to assist me in
this role.
Consideration must be given to the questions
of reports and an inquiry. I suggest to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services that the
most obvious reports from the Police Force, the
Country Fire Authority, the Forests Commission and from the State emergency services a
little later should be made available urgently.
The Government should have those reports and
should have them distributed and tabled in this
place so that they become public document~. If
those reports are obtained quickly, they will help
all honourable members to make up their minds
as to whether an inquiry should be held. I am
sceptical of inquiries because of the length of
time they take and because of their cost. However, I would be very interested in those reports
and in being able to evaluate them early. Those
organizations would have the information needed
and would be putting their reports together
quickly.
Everyone must be united in learning the lessons of this disaster so that it is hoped the same
mistakes will not be made in future and that we
will be able to take better precautions. Victoria
has suffered a very grievous tragedy and the losses
are not yet over. They will continue to be borne
by an unfortunate ~ion of the community for
many years into the future.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-The House can seldom
have compared more instructively the contrast
between two contributions in a major debate.
The Leader of the National Party-at least so
long as he addressed himself on the subject of
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bush fires-gave the House a speech of a statesman. He was a man who brought to bear on his
contribution experience gained over a long time
in the significance of bush fires in country Victoria, the vital importance of there being adequate means available to the community for the
suppression of those bush fires and the awful
consequences that bush fires can have for all those
people who are represented in this place by
members of his party.
By contrast, the Leader of the Opposition gave
a speech of a man who was determined to prostitute for the purposes of party political point
scoring all the pain and the suffering and the
losses through which this State has had the misfortune to pass in recent weeks. I believe that
was a shameful and an appalling performance.
The Leader of the Opposition set out yesterday
and again today to destroy the fragile consensus
of unity and co-operation that has grown up in
Victoria in the aftermath of Ash Wednesday.
Yesterday and again today the Leader of the
Opposition did his best to create suspicion where
up until now there has been trust. He set out to
create antagonism where up until now there has
been friendship. He set out to create division
where until now there has been accord. That was
a disservice of enormous proportion to all the
people of this State, but most of all to the fire
victims. The Leader of the Opposition was reported in last night's Herald as having said:
The community no longer has confidence in the
Government to administer the appeal properly.

The effect of that is to choke off donations which
would otherwise have become available for the
relief of the suffering and losses caused by these
fires. It has the effect of inciting people who currently have custody of funds other than the central State fund to withhold those funds from the
common pool through which the greatest possible advantage can be taken of them. The Leader
of the Opposition was the more to be condemned because he did not believe for one moment that the criticisms he was levelling against
the management of bush-fire relief in this State
were well based. It was a speech of cynical opportunism the like of which in the circumstances
in which Victoria is now placed can seldom have
been heard in this House before. The honourable
member for Carrum interjects and says, "The
speech of a desperate man". So it was, but in
trying too hard to avoid becoming a second John
Dowd, the Leader of the Opposition comes dangerously close to becoming a second Malcolm
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Fraser and that is a principle that has been solidly rejected in recent weeks in this State.
I was fortunate enough to be able to visit
Cockatoo with the Premier on the morning after
Ash Wednesday-early on Thursday morning. I
was able to travel through the Otways, through
Deans Marsh, Lorne, Aireys Inlet and Anglesea
on the Saturday after the fires. I was able to go
back to Cockatoo and then to Macedon and Gisbourne on the Sunday and to visit the Warmambool area on the following week-end. I do not
believe anyone can speak too highly of the way
in which the representatives of the Department
of Community Welfare Services, the representatives of the Commonwealth Department of Social Security, the members of the wide variety of
voluntary agencies and the individual citizens of
those communities had risen to the enormous
demands that were being placed on them in the
immediate aftermath of the fires. I refute at the
outset any suggestion that this Government has
done less than it ought to have done or acted less
promptly than it ought to have done in respect
of any of those areas. On the Thursday morning
in Cockatoo, Red Cross workers were already
out on the job within the ambit of the disaster
plan, registering the victims at the kindergarten.
On Saturday morning officers of the Department
of Community Welfare Services were handing
out upon application to the bush-fire victims
amounts of up to $1 ()()() on a personal hardship
basis. Next to them, at another table, were representatives of the Department of Social Security
who were making available a week's advance
payment of special benefits to all people who had
lost not only their homes and their belongings
but also their money in the fires of the previous
day.
At the same time, by Saturday morning in
Cockatoo, as in all the other centres that I visited, an enormous network of voluntary workers
had grown up who were ensuring that meals were
provided and who were dispersing an enormous
supply of goods that had come in as relief, in the
form of food, clothing, toys, household equipment and all the other things that a burnt-out
family might require. Over that same first weekend, here, within the Department of the Premier,
the first of the series of advertisements that have
subsequently appeared were being drafted.
I do not believe there has ever before in a
disaster situatioJ) in this State been so systematic
an attempt to get across to disaster victims the
precise nature of their entitlements under the
relief arrangements. On 21 February the fire disaster report set out the entitlements and gave
Session 1983-114
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people the precise points of contact which they
should evoke in obtaining aid. On 24 February
there was a letter of thanks from the Premier,
again setting out the information, and more, for
the victims, and finally, on 11 March there was
yet another publication in the series, recording
the thanks of this State and its people for the $18
million that have been pledged, and again reinforcing the information about the forms of aid
available under the plan.
Those forms of assistance are in many respects
comprehensive. For example, a family that has
lost its principal home and carried some insurance but not the full reinstatement value is able
to apply for and gain a loan of up to $22 ()()() at 4
per cent interest to bridge the gap between the
insurance payout and the cost of reinstatement.
Where the home is not insured and where therefore there can be no reinstatement without assistance under these arrangements, the Rural
Finance Commission will negotiate on behalf of
that family to ensure that priority is given in the
assignment of a housing loan and again the
$22 000 concessional interest loan at 4 per cent
applies to bridge the difference between the normal housing loan available through a bank or
other financial intermediary and the amount actually needed to reinstate the home.
These are clear, obvious and essential arrangments set out under the disaster relief arrangements, of which great advantage is now being
taken. However, clearly they are not in themselves enough, so it has been necessary for provision to be made for concessionalloans of up to
$50 000 for the reinstatement of primary producers and small business people to allow them
to get back to being able to support themselves
again with livelihoods of their own.
It was realized by the Government very early
in the piece that there were some areas which
were not covered adequately by the disaster relief arrangements in their then current form and
which would have to be covered by the appeal
fund. Let me give only one example. When I was
in Warmambool on the second week-end after
the fires-the Minister of Forests was there with
me at a public meeting to which some 500 burntout farmers came-it become clear that the restriction on fencing cost reimbursement for fences
of 1 kilometre or more in length was inappropriate in the circumstances prevailing throughout the bush-fire areas and that tl1e restriction
should be waived.
It was possible to bring that matter back to the
Cabinet the following Monday and talk it through
with the then responsible Federal Minister Mr
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Street, and immediately reach agreement that Therefore, again, a recommendation went forthe restriction should be waived and that the ward to Cabinet and was endorsed by Cabinet
assistance under the disaster relief arrangements that up to $5000 should be made available for
should apply across the board. Similarly, there reinstatement of tools of trade. The Public Works
was a recognition that perhaps the $22 000 Department drew up a set of guidelines covering
bridging finance available under the disaster re- each of the various trades recognized by the Delief arrangements was not enough in the circum- partment of Labour and Industry and those reinstances in which we found ourselves.
statement of tools of trade grants began to flow.
Mr Burgin-You did not tell me you made
The third area of immediate need that was
the decision in Warrnambool.
apparent was the follow-up of initial disburseMr MATHEWS-I had to come back to Cab- ment of up to $1000 in personal hardship grants
inet for a decision. We learned at the meeting under the disaster relief arrangements by making
which we attended in Warrnambool that that available another $1000 for which no provision
restriction, which has always previously applied was made under the disaster relief arrangements
to disaster relief situations, was not appropriate. to all households that had lost their principal
That was the meeting at Terang, near Warrnam- residence. The pay-out of that amount is curboot We are still waiting for an answer from the rently in hand. Again, that went forward as a
Commonwealth Government about an increase recommendation to the Cabinet, which enin the level ofloans from $22 000 to $25 000, as dorsed the recommendation, and as a result the
we have suggested.
pay-out got under way. That is the $432000 to
But there were some other needs that had to which reference was made earlier today, and that
be met, and clearly they could not be encom- will increase to about $1 million in round figures
passed within those disaster relief arrangements. when all the families whose principal residences
Therefore, a series of recommendations was were destroyed receive their entitlements.
The fourth area where immediate need is rectaken to Cabinet on an initial disbursement of
bush-fire appeal moneys. The first and most ob- ognized was right at the grass roots in the bush
vious need that had to be met in that respect was fire-affected areas for various forms of commuthat of those people who were obliged to arrange nity service and facility which are needed and
funerals. The funeral directors' association was which would not otherwise have been provided
very good; its representatives came to us and for those communities, and, indeed, for which
said, "We do not want to make any money out there may well not have been a call in those
of the misfortunes in which these people find communities if the bush fires had not occurred.
themselves caught up. We will be carrying out The crystal clear example is the need in the
these funerals at the lowest possible cost so far as Cockatoo area for an after-school programme to
our affiliates are concerned."
which children can go while their parents get on
There was a residual cost that ran into with the business of reinstating homes on their
hundreds of dollars which many of those fami- blocks, or to relieve parents of the pressures to
lies would not have available to them, and there- which they would otherwise be exposed if chilfore Cabinet took the decision that the first pay- dren came home directly from school to the
out from the appeal funds should be on the basis cramped caravans and canvas annexes and tents
that any family with the necessity for a funeral in which the families are currently housed.
It was to monitor those sorts of needs that the
for one of its members should have that Bill sent
to the Government to be met from the appeal area committees were set up. They will also make
fund, because no provision was made for that recommendations to the Ministerial committee
purpose in the national disaster relief on amounts of expenditure in excess of $1000.
arrangements.
- --so far $600 000 of appeal funds has been made
The second area of need that became apparent available to the area committees to meet comand for which there was no provision within the munity needs and to provide facilities that do
disaster relief arrangements was in respect to not come under the heading of reinstatement
skilled craftspeople-plumbers, carpenters and within the terms of reference of the disaster relief
people from a dozen other trades-whose avail- arrangements, or for which funding would not
ability was very much needed if the disaster- be available from some other Government
stricken areas were to be got back onto their feet source. However, where at some later date fundand if the reconstruction process was to get un- ing from a Government source is identifiable,
der way, but who were unable to get back to work there can be a replenishment of the appeal funds
because their tools of trade had been destroyed. from that source. I should say to the Deputy
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Leader of the Opposition, who is interjecting,
that at least in the case of the primary school to
which my children go, the after-school programme is funded by the parents of children attending that school and not by the Education
Department, and I am under the impression that
that is the general rule.
I make the point at this stage that there were a
number of pressing areas of need to which no
response could be made within the terms of reference of the disaster relief fund and for which,
instead, provision had to be made on an urgency
basis from the funds provided through the public
appeal. At the same time the Government laid
down detailed guidelines to regulate the disbursal of appeal funds. The fundamental principle
enshrined in those guidelines is that appeal funds
should not be used in any way that will relieve a
Government department or private body, such
as an insurance company, of an obligation that
it would be expected to meet if appeal funds had
not been available.
At the outset, the Government established a
separate trust fund for the appeal funds into
which every cent received from donations is being
paid, which has earned interest in excess of
$40 000 and is continuing to earn more every
day. The disbursement is now entrusted to the
seven-person committee headed by Mr Neil
Smith of the Gas and Fuel Corporation. The
Government clearly recognizes the difficulty that
it will be experiencing in distributing equitably
what seems to be a large sum of$18 million, but
compared with the total losses and devastation
of the lives of thousands of Victorians this is
only a small sum. Matters of concern include
people who have lost their principal bread-winner and people who have lost their means of
livelihood irrespective of whether it is through
the destruction of farming stock and machinery
or the destruction of a small business, such as
the garage at Cockatoo, or termination in the
demand for services of small businesses as in the
case of estate agents throughout the Dandenongs
who have been forced to lay off staff because the
demand for houses and properties has vanished.
Therefore, the Government has made available to the management committee of the appeal
fund, Mr Smith and his colleagues, the services
of a consultant actuary of the firm E. S. Knight
& Co., who will help the committee members
deal with problems of equity and distribution.
The Government has made available to the
management committee, Mr Smith and his colleagues, the services of Professor John Power of
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the University of Melbourne, who wrote extensively about the aftermath of the Tasmanian bush
fires and analysed the problems of the relief and
recovery programmes and who, since the first
week-end after Ash Wednesday, has been out in
the field consulting with local government and
community bodies. I have the assurance of the
appeal committee that it will now be possible to
move forward to ensure that the wish of the
Government, the donors to the appeal funds and
all Victorians, that the funds are disbursed
quickly into the hands of people for whom the
money was intended, will be respected and
implemented.
The Leader of the Opposition, in his contribution to the debate, called for an inquiry into
the experience just passed. The Leader of the
National Party was not of the same mind and at
this stage saw no justification for an inquiry being
held. The man best placed to judge whether an
inquiry is necessary is the man who co-ordinated
the responses to the disaster within the ambit of
the disaster plan. He is the Chief Commissioner
of Police, Mr Miller. Yesterday he held his disaster plan debriefing when the heads of the various agencies with roles assigned under the plan
came together to compare notes and experiences.
His conclusion arising from the debriefing process is that there is no justification for an inquiry
being held into the fires and their aftermath. If
the Leader of the Opposition considers that recommendations are needed, he could refer to the
recommendations that were produced in 1977
by the inquiry into the Streatham fires and ask
why the Government of which he was a member
never saw fit to ensure that the recommendations arising from those fires were properly implemented . The Leader of the Opposition should
consider the record of the Country Fire Authority with loan fund allocations and the amount
by which the allocations provided by the Government of which he was a Minister fell short
regularly of the amount for which the Government was asked. In 1978-79, $11 million was
sought and $3 million was granted. In 1979-80,
$9 million was sought and $3 million was granted.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The honourable gentleman's time has
expired.
Mr REYNOLDS (Gisborne)-Ijoin the Premier, the Leader of the Opposition, the Leader
of the National Party and the Minister fOr Police
and Emergency Services in expressing sincere
sympathy to the families of those who lost their
lives, to the injured and to those who lost property and other goods. I have experienced my share
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of fires in the past few months. About 85 per cent
of the Greendale fire occurred in the Gisbome
electorate. About fifteen homes were lost in that
fire. In the Macedon fire of 1 and 2 February, 25
homes were lost and in excess of 400 homes were
lost in the Macedon area in the fires of 16 to 20
February. Honourable members from city areas
may not have experienced a queue of 20 or 30
people visiting their electorate offices, stunned
and mesmerized and not knowing what to do.
They have no possessions, not even a pen or a
piece of paper on which to write" a telephone
number. It is frightening for me as a local member of Parliament to have had of people visiting
my office over the past six weeks seeking assistance. I thank the Premier for his statement as he
has fairly well summed up the problem in many
areas.
During his press conference yesterday, the
Premier apparently castigated the Leader of the
Opposition for calling for an inquiry. The Premier suggested that two members of the Opposition back bench had told him that they thought
the Government was doing a good job. The Premier quoted me as one of those back-benchers. I
am sorry the Premier is not in the House at present. I remember speaking with the Premier at a
church service in Gisborne when he asked me
how things were going. I said that politics should
have gone out the window the Thursday after
the fires on Wednesday. That is the way in which
I handled the bush-fire situation in the area I
represent. Up until that stage the Government
had done a good job and I praised the Premier
for that. I suggested there were one or two ways
in which improvements could be made, because
we had never passed that way before.
I wrote down the commitment the Premier
gave to the congregation of that church service.
The Premier said, "We are committed to providing all the resources and money to get the job
done". What has he done about it? As yet he has
not done much. The people of Victoria are demanding that something be done.
I will quote an example of the way in which
disasters can cross State and party political barriers. A few weeks ago I received a telephone call
from Mr JOhn.tA. urray, the Australian Labor
Party member tPr Drummoyne in New South
Wales. Apparentl¥ two groups in the electorate
he represents has raised money for bush-fire relief purposes. A Catholic girls' school raised $400
and that donation was directed towards the pupils of a similar school, the Sacred Heart Convent
in Kyneton. The funds were used to replace books
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and schoolbags burnt when homes were
destroyed.
The staff of four theatre restaurants in the
Drummoyne electorate raised more than $3700
for bush-fire relief. Both the organizations I mentioned requested that the donation go directly to
like organizations to minimize loss in the web of
government, rather than towards the fund administered by the Government. The donation
from the theatre restaurants was channelled to
an amateur theatre group, the Macedon Players,
which lost the hall it rented and all its props.
Although the theatre group rented the hall it had
furnished the hall itself. This example illustrates
how Labor and Liberal politicians from some
States can come together and cross all barriers.
There are many people to thank. The Premier,
the Leader of the Opposition and the Leader of
the National Party thanked the major services,
including the Country Fire Authority, the State
Emergency Service, the Red Cross, the Salvation
Army, church groups, the Department of Community Welfare Services and so on. I do not wish
to name anyone in particular or to individualize.
I spent fifteen days-day in day out, including
Saturdays and Sundays-visiting the devastated
areas, speaking with people who were administering the services "as well as the recipients of
those services. Everyone is to be congratulated.
Goods, services, clothing and every conceivable
commodity were donated to those who were· unfortunate enough to lose their possessions. Donations were given in cash and in kind.
One of the areas of assistance often overlooked was that provided by people restoring
services to homes. One must thank the people
who went out of their way to restore water and
telephone services to the few houses that remained standing. The people involved often
worked 18 or 20 hours a day. At 6 o'clock on the
Sunday night after the fires, I met up with the
turncock of the Mount Macedon water trust. He
had not been home for two days because he did
not have a house or any tools any more. However, he wanted to restore the water supply to
those houses which were still standing. That sort
of service was supplied time and again. Residents in neighbouring townships fed and housed
evacuees and subsequently assisted those people
who had lost their homes. They fed the fire fighters free of charge out of their own housekeeping
funds.
One must not forget the group of people who
paid the wages of the fire fighters for days on end.
Businessmen allowed their employees to fight
the fires and assist with mopping-up operations
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and restoration work in the days that followed.
People donated caravans so that those who had
lost their houses in the fires could have a roof
over their heads while their houses were re-built
or permanent accommodation elsewhere was
found.
I prai~ the councillors and officers of the Shire
of Gisborne for the magnificent task they performed. The shire offices acted as the centre of
operations and were open from daylight to dark.
Officers were subject to some abuse in different
areas, but they achieved much good work for
which they must be thanked.
In some ways the debate is a little too early;
perhaps it should take place in a month's time
when the de-briefing has occurred and when
everyone has sat down and thought about how
some aspects could have been better handled.
We have come a long way in recent years and
this is the first time Victoria has suffered fires of
this magnitude. We must determine how disasters like this can be better handled in the future.
I doubt whether anyone would argue that certain
aspects could be improved upon.
It is difficult to establish an organization such
as Displan when its resources are not likely to be
tested for many years. People tend to lose interest after a number of years. I know of disaster
plans in small country towns where some of the
townspeople do not even know they exist. The
reason is that many of the disaster plans were
established ten or fifteen years ago. It is time we
applied logic and common sense. I agree with
the Leader of the Opposition that we need an
inquiry to establish how the disaster plan could
have been improved. We should not become
bogged down in what went wrong, but rather find
out where we can do better.
Having experienced three bush fires, I have
several thoughts about how improvements could
be made. Perhaps we could have a co-ordinator
in charge of all the services following a fire. I am
not referring to what happens during a fire. There
is no doubt that the Country Fire Authority puts
out a fire as efficiently as possible. The State
Emergency Service is on the scene and performs
an excellent function. The Police Force also performs an excellent service. Fortunately, the Australian Counter Disaster College at Mount
Macedon was saved from destruction. That college teaches people from all over the world how
to deal with disaster situations. It could teach
three or four officers from within the Police Force
how to co-ordinate an entire disaster plan so that
they could come in and take over the whole operation after a fire has passed through. Those
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trained specialists could co-ordinate the activities of the police, the Red Cross, forestry and
agricultural officers, local government departments, social welfare workers, insurance companies and so on. Their role would not be to
hamper relief work, but rather to link their
activities together to establish a common bond
to discuss what should be achieved.
A further pressing concern to many fire victims in the area I represent is the ability of the
insurance companies to meet what the victim
believes to be the obligations of the insurance
company.
I am sure honourable members have had the
experience oftelephoning an insurance company
and saying that they will insure their house for
"X" amount of dollars. The insurance companies do not inspect the house but they accept
the money and one thinks that one is insured for
that amount. If a person is not insured for the
replacement value of the house, and is only insured for half its value, that is all he will receive.
Insurance companies have a moral obligation to
inspect the risks that they are insuring and to
make sure that the people are getting what they
are paying for. I am afraid that the words "moral
obligations" are something that insurance companies do not know too much about.
The Government should enforce planning
controls on the people who want to live amongst
the trees and commune with nature. To achieve
their desires, these people live in very inaccessable areas. One of the things that should be insisted upon is that they have a petrol driven
generator, because the first thing that happens
when a fire occurs is that the power goes off; it is
smoky and visibility is virtually nil. There are
no lights and it leaves people floundering in the
dark. The people who live amongst the trees
should also have a petrol driven 240 volt generator, a petrol driven pump that can be used as a
fire operating unit. They also should have a tank
with a couple of thousand gallons of water.
People should be educated, firstly, on how to
save their lives in a bush fire, and secondly, how
to save their homes. It appears that in many
instances where people left their homes in the
Mount Macedon areas many of those homes were
burnt, and where people stayed near their homes
their homes were saved. There may be a lessor!
to be learnt there. However, some of us are heroes and some of us are not, and we may not wish
to stay and face the risk of the fire.
I have also learnt from talking to people that
many people were ordered to leave their homes
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by the C~)Untry Fire Authority officials and by
policemen. What authority and what knowledge
do these people have to order residents from
their homes? Some people did not want to leave
their homes and, had they fought for their rights,
they may have found that no one had the authority to order them to leave. I have heard that
some people who were ordered to leave their
homes doubled back around another road and,
through their efforts, their homes are still
standing.
Several shires in Victoria have planning controls whereby people have to obtain a permit to
cut a bough off a tree. I am sure things will change
after these bush fires. People should be allowed
to do what they like in this regard.
Mr WiJkes-Your Government gave them the
power; what are you talking about?
Mr REYNOLDS- The Government may
have given the councils the power, but the councils enforced it. Another thing that concerns me
is the dissemination of information to the media. During the Mount Macedon fire I was driving home to Romsey, where I live, and, on a
radio station, which shall remain nameless, I
heard that Romsey and Monegeeta had been
evacuated. I was driving past Monegeeta when I
heard that on the radio and the people had not
been evacuated from that town. There were radio reports that Trentham had been evacuated.
The fire was not within three kilometres of the
town and the town had never been evacuated.
This misleading information causes heartfelt
concern to relatives in distant areas who are
waiting on radio reports. It causes an 'overloading of an already overloaded telephone system,
and there should be an examination of the dissemination of factual information that can be
broadcast by the radio and television.
Another concern is that the smarties and the
greedies are receiving a lot of the services and
the handouts, I wish there was a way to control
these people. It is the needy that should be helped,
not the smarties or the greedies. The distribution
of all the welfare should be done by shires, because the officers at the shires, would know on a
personal basis the amount of damage that was
done; they would know who were the needy and
the greedy. That is one way of overcoming this
problem but the system will always be abused by
some people.
A person who lost his home in the fires was ·to
receive $1000 from the fund straight away. Ifhe
banks that money it will cost him 30 cents in
financial institutions duty. When he receives a
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$40 000 insurance payout on the home, he will
have to pay $12 in financial institutions duty.
The Government can materially help those people who had been unfortunately disadvantaged.
Another area in which the Government could
help is by waiving the stamp duty on homes that
are to be rebuilt. The stamp duty on a renegotiated loan is $1 . 95 for every $100 from $15 000
to $40 000, and $2. 20 for every $100 from
$40 000 to $100 000. With 2000 homes to be
rebuilt the Government could waive the stamp
duty on those homes. They are loans that would
not have to be negotiated but for the unfortunate
happenings of Ash Wednesday. The Government would not have to give anything away that
it would have received normally, but it would be
gaining from people's sad losses.
Another thing that follows a question I asked
today concerns the Government making a firm
decision that all victims of the fires since November oflast year should receive the same benefits. There is no difference in the loss of a house
if it bums down on 1 February as against 16
February, but there is a lot of difference under
the relief measures.
The Government should make that decision.
I heard a Minister say at Gisborne that that would
be done but nothing official has been done about
it. I hope it will soon happen.
The situation for some farmers has been made
extremely difficult because of the way in which
assistance to replaced lost fencing has been operating. There has been a marked difference in
the relief being granted to farmers in different
areas. Immediately after the Greendale fire there
was no assistance for lost fencing, but following
pressure from local members and the Victorian
Farmell and Graziers Association the Government agreed to provide up to $500 for fencing
material between a farmer's property and a road
or railway line, provided at least a kilometre of
fencing had been lost and provided the property
owner was a full-time primary producer. Following the Mount Macedon fires, the criteria were
changed and it was no longer necessary to be a
full-time primary producer, one had only to be a
primary producer.
Since 20 February, the situation has changed
about four times. There is no longer any requirement for a certain number of metres of fencing
to have been lost and it is possible to obtain up
to $1200, not merely $500. It no longer matters
which Government authority owns the land adjacent to the farming property. The adjacent land
can be owned by the Forests Commission, it can
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be a road or rail reserve, it can be a game reserve

or almost anything else. That has led to a situation in which a farmer who lost fencing adjacent
to Forests Commission land in the fire at Greendale gets nothing but a farmer who lost fencing
five weeks later on land adjacent to Forests
Commission land can receive up to $1200 for
the purchase of materials to replace that fencing.
It is time the Government decided to allow that
relief to apply to all areas damaged by fire over
recent months.
Another problem that is difficult to solve is the
dissemination of information for victims and
advising and informing them of their entitlements. It may be something that the inquiry suggested by the Leader of the Opposition could
examine. The people who have been burnt out
do not have telephones or post office boxes any
more. Those things have all been burnt.
I should like the Minister at the table, the Minister for Community Welfare Services, to take
on board a suggestion made in the Macedon area.
It has been suggested that a communal laundry
should be provided, which could perhaps include toilet and bathing facilities. People whose
homes have been burnt are relying on their
neighbours and several families are using the one
house in a small area that was not burnt. It might
be possible to use relocatable units, such as those
used in schools around the State, to provide toilet and showering facilities as well as laundry
facilities. Most people have caravans on their
land but they do not have any facilities for washing clothes.
As the Leader of the National Party said earlier, these fires will finally put to rest the suggestion of an integration of the Country Fire
Authority and the Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Board. During the Greendale fire, workers from
the Forests Commission were working alongside
Country Fire Authority volunteers and they were
rubbing their hands together and crowing about
the double time. On the following day they said,
"Well, 5 o'clock, time we knocked off and went
home." There was great dissension between the
volunteers and the Government employees.
Having volunteers and paid employees working
alongside one another just cannot work to any
greatoc extent than the present situation. The
regional officers of the Country Fire Authority
are the paid personnel.
Another area in which the Government could
help would be for the Ministry for Planning to
offer advice and assistance with the replanning
and redesigning of townships that have been
completely burnt out. I received a letter from
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Mrs Helen Gibson, a former President of the
Shire of Gisborne, who said:
If the Government could provide architectural and
planning assistance to people on an individual basis I
am sure that the character and diversity of Macedon
and Mount Macedon can be restored.
A proper design for the streetscape for the main street
ofMacedon would also be desirable. It would be a pity
if the lovely old shops and dwellings with their verandahs were to be replaced by a row of mundane brick
shop fronts. Again the people involved should not be
told what to do and not to do. but offered advice and
assistance as to the various options available to them.

Mrs Gibson believes the Government is committed to helping the victims of the bush-fire
tragedy and her suggestions would be a practical
way of assisting those victims.
There are several other areas about which I
am sure other honourable members will speak,
such as proper advance warnings concerning the
evacuation of residents or warnings that a fire is
approaching. The Macedon fire travelled 15 miles
in about 12 minutes, which is more than 60 mph,
so it is obvious that a good warning system is
needed. The Soil Conservation Authority will
also have to overcome great problems as soon as
there is a heavy rainfall because mud and ash
will fill up the water storages. There is no doubt
that the Government will face many problems
that will cost a lot of money to solve.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-I found the remarks of the
honourable member for Gisborne most informative. They illustrated the immediacy of his involvement and clearly understood the problems
of the affected people. A number ofthe points he
made were important. The question of the
authority of the police and the right of the individual to risk his own life to protect his home is
an important moral point. The honourable
member's comments no doubt arose from the
sorts of discussions he had heard amongst the
people of Gisborne when they were reflecting on
the situation.
The bush fires that devastated Victoria were a
terrible experience for everybody, as the honourble member for Gisborne so clearly indicated. At
the same time, as the Premier pointed out in his
Ministerial statement, they revealed extraordinary heroism, self-sacrifice and creativity in the
people who were under great stress. It is difficult
for people outside the bush-fire affected areas to
truly appreciate the consequences in human
terms. For a person who is city born and bred to
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stand and moralize about the orderly management of a disaster at the time of the crisis indicates a failure to understand what happens at
such a time. The Leader of the National Party
clearly illustrated what does happen when a disaster hits. We have all seen photographs and film
clips of blackened landscapes and burnt out shells
of buildings and we know how many buildings
have been lost. We know that people have been
left without household items, clothes and other
possessions.
Some thousands of people have been directly
affected by the bush fires and a considerable
number of older people may have second
thoughts about rebuilding their homes or moving into a new life or environment at this stage
of their lives. Some of those people would feel
that way, particularly those who live in the Mount
Macedon area. Some of them would have been
in fairly comfortable financial situations, others
may have been supporting parents on Government pensions or other welfare payments, and
soon.
There is no single picture of a bush-fire victim
because the individuals concerned are so varied.
Nevertheless, it is worth considering the situation of the most typical fire-affected family in the
Gisborne area, a family the profile of which the
honourable member for Gisborne would know
well. The family would consist of the husband
and wife who have three children between the
ages of five and fifteen years. Those families often
have relatives living in the same area and both
or one of the parents who would have been in
the work force before the fires, have now returned to work. This would place further strains
on the family to have to rebuild the home and
gain access to certain services. The family would
probably be living in a caravan on their burntout block of land, and this places severe strains
on a family that has young children who feel
confined. It also places a strain on the family
relationship. The family would generally be
under-insured and, as a result, it would face uncertainty about being able to rebuild and replace
its household contents.
Most fire-affected families would face stress
reactions from their children, as the honourable
member for Gisborne would also be aware. They
face behaviour problems; their children are
probably acting up at school and presenting difficulties. The children are frightened, especially
at being left alone at night. Most families are
generally appreciative of immediate community
support, but they are now becoming concerned
at the magnitude of rebuilding and do not wish
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to remain dependent. They are generally confused and sometimes angry about some of the
relief measures provided through the voluntary
agencies. Therefore, they face difficulties at this
stage and it is important that we, as members of
the community and as members of Parliament,
work together to overcome those uncertainies.
Bush-fire-affected families have had their immediate basic needs met and, initially, they were
just glad to be alive and to have the essentials.
However, the reality of rebuilding their homes
and relationships is, in the medium and long
term, very worrying and unclear to them.
A similar picture is emerging in the Warmambool area. The affected families in the area are
working long hours to re-establish their properties. They are experiencing problems associated
with over-crowding in caravans and the children
must cope with the loss of their normal play
areas and playthings. Some concern has been
expressed about the continuous diet of canned
food. There is a consequent need to establish a
continuing supply of perishable foods for families that normally had a vegetable garden on their
properties.
The stresses and strains of households resulting from being without the necessities such as
refrigerators, washing machines and stoves, and
the associated problems of finding the time and
the materials to build temporary shelters to house
those items, have been enormous. That has been
a major priority for those families for the time
being. There is a possible need for bam-type
structures and portable semi-permanent units
rather than caravans to be provided for such
families.
Fire-affected families are aware of an urgent
need to get ready for the winter months and establish themselves comfortably for the cold
weather. After experiencing an extremely hot
summer, it is difficult to imagine that the winter
cold is not so far away. In areas such as Mount
Macedon and Cockatoo, the nights can be extremely cold, especially in a caravan.
The emotional effects on families in bush-fire
areas are varied, and not only do people face
enormous grief at losing their possessions and,
in some cases, even their loved ones, but there is
also a considerable anxiety about their futures.
The staff of my department have noticed that,
when people first visited the regional offices, they
came to discuss practical financial matters. They
are now back again looking for long-term assistance for the complex, emotional and financial
problems-problems which they will face for
sometime.
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It is also important to realize that not every
bush-fire victim has lost everything. In many
affected areas, there are people who have lost
parts of their houses, sections of their farms, their
outbuildings and so on. Some people received
minor burns that required short periods of hospitalization or out-patient services. They have
been traumatized by the fires by having to share
with the local community the effects of these
fires. It is impossible to ignore the important
social networks that exist between people in small
country areas. Local people use the local shops
and, in some cases, those shops are no longer
standing and need to be rebuilt. Some residents
were evacuated from the area and have decided
not to return. The friends and relatives of many
of these people are recovering from bush fires
and need each other for support. Often meeting
places in which they assembled have disappeared along with the tangible evidence of the
great heritage and history relating to their areas.
The occasions on which people mix in those
areas have radically changed because people are
pre-occupied with re-establishing their lives. At
this stage, they have little time for normal recreational activity. It is extremely important that
we do everything in our power to assist the affected communities so that they can regain and
strengthen their community ties. The common
danger during the bush-fire emergency has produced an enormous feeling of solidarity between
people, as has been referred to by the previous
speakers. The victims now face a new period in
which they must reconstruct their lives, and different forms of assistance are now required.
Previous speakers referred to the moneys that
were allocated to each affected area-that amount
being $150 000 for each region. The Government made the decision and it certainly does not
pre-empt Government responsibility for all those
matters which are normally eligible for public
funds nor does it pre-empt Government responsibility with regard to core funding for certain
programmes. There are programmes which
would not normally be needed in a particular
area, but which are now vital. We have had advice from local government and local committees of affected areas that it is necessary to
establish programmes such as community bus
services and the after school programme-this
was referred to by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services-which will require considerably more support than the usual after-school
programme, normally funded through State
Government and which also receives Federal
Government funds.
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Some appeal moneys have been used as quickly
as possible to alleviate the immediate concerns
of individuals and to give communities the capacity to help those individuals with services.
Where the services are eligible for Government
funding, that funding will be provided. However, if it is later discovered that the Federal
Government is willing to fund child-care programmes and other programmes, the appeal fund
will later be reimbursed from Government funds.
Let it be clear that these programmes will be
rather different, more supportive and more labour intensive than the programmes that established communities normally need. As the
Premier announced last night, the appeal fund
guidelines specify that no funds will be used to
offset normal Government action.
I turn now to the effects of the bush fires on
my own department and its dedicated staff who,
for the past three weeks, have provided services
to affected families. My department's role in respect of the fires has changed with time. It has
some responsibility under Displan and some
specific responsibilities for personal services. Put
simply, in the immediate impact stage of a disaster, the police have the main responsibility for
co-ordinating disaster activities. In the post impact stage, the State Emergency Service takes
over, and I commend that service for the marvellous job it did as a co-ordinating authority
and the smooth way it worked with officers of
my department as the recovery phase began when
my department assumed the co-ordinating role.
Five days after Ash Wednesday, my department
took over responsibility from the State Emergency Service to co-ordinate the recovery phase.
Since that time, it has carried the task of ensuring
the ordering and delivery of supplies of all kinds
to disaster affected areas and the oversight of all
relief activities.
It would be impossible for my department to
carry out those responsibilities without the active support of voluntary organizations and other
Government departments. Sufficient has already
been said by the Premier for honourable members to be aware that support has come freely
and generously to the point of extraordinary personal hardship and dedication, but I reiterate
that it has been the people on the spot, the communities themselves, who have been the keystone of all that has happened. The honourable
member for Gisborne expressed that most articulately in his contribution to the debate.
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Members of staff of my department have
worked 10 to 12 hours each day with little opportunity for breaks, and they have interviewed between 20 and 25 people each day, taking
applications for disaster relief grants, discussing
problems, giving information and advice, comforting people in distress, making referrals to
other services and accepting the responsibility of
making cash payments. In the Gisborne area, the
staff from the north-western suburbs regional
centre of my department have been present since
the first Macedon fire on 1 February.
In all of the affected areas, staff are facing continuing pressure with people waiting to be seen,
and additional staff have been provided to deal
with bush fire victims. There is still enormous
pressure on the staff to cope with people in crisis,
people with whom they identify when the victims of bush-fire tragedies come to see them.
These people have been under considerable stress
and are easily frustrated, and I commend my
stafffor the patience with which they have worked
with individuals in affected communities.
I should like to give several examples of the
work load of my staff. One member worked
eleven straight days for 10 hours each day and
was responsible for providing financial assistance to families and organizing financial services
from three other points in the Dandenong area.
At the end of each day she had to reconcile the
moneys paid out and provide statutory declarations, witness application forms completed by
bush-fire victims, collate those forms and forward them to head office. It was not untypical
for staff members to work ten or eleven days in
a row, working long hours each day with no relief
during the day, handling stressed clients. They
worked alongside community volunteers who
also worked very long hours. I do not want to
diminish in any sense the marvellous role and
the dedication of the volunteers.
One letter I received from a bush-fire victim
in the Gisborne area states it all:
The Minister for Community Welfare Services,
55 Swanston Street, Melbourne,
The Hon. P. T. Toner
Dear Minister,
As a bushfire victim, albeit one whose losses were
minimal when compared to many others, I would like
to commend you and your officers who worked in the
Gisbome-Macedon-Mt Macedon area.
As a journalist I worked disaster areas including
Darwin, and in these bushfires covered the Dandenongs fires and helped with my publishing company
(Leader Newspapers) and the Salvation Army and 3AW
raise money. But for once I saw the work from the
other side, as one whose family home was lost and
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whose 13-year-old son suffered deep depression over
this loss, and I have nothing but good words for your
work in Macedon.
The team headed by Tony Adami and Doug Dalton
was superb. I saw them work very long hours, make
b% responsible decisions in moments, and discussed
WIth many neighbours whose losses were far greater
than mine how much brighter the day seemed for them
and the future in general because of the help. There
were many other groups there, too, but I think your
department stood out.
With your help I was able to place a builder's hut on
my property close to my former house. The men working there and I can now repay some of the help given
us by materials and services donations back into the
Macedon community (via your Macedon newsletter);
we could not have done this, nor would we feel perhaps
as responsible, had the vanous bodies including your
own department been tardy or inefficient.
sincerely,
F.Palmos

The dedication of volunteers, of people in the
community and of the staff of my department
has been matched by that of the Salvation Army,
the Red Cross, the State Emergency Service volunteers, Dame Phyllis Frost and the State Relief
Committee, the Victorian Council of Churches
and many otper groups that have toiled to help
in the recovery operations. I regret that I do not
have time today to elaborate on the magnificence of those organizations and individuals in
helping out after the bush fires. Their services
will be remembered for many years.
Finally, I stress that bush-fire recovery will go
on for a long time. It will be many months before
all ofthe houses and all of the community facilities are rebuilt, and it will be many months if not
years before the emotional scars with which people are left heal. The Government is aware of
this and I believe that awareness is shared by all
members of this House. The Government will
ensure that the necessary services continue while
the need remains.
Additional staff are being employed within my
department to permit continued assistance to
bush-fire victims in addition to the normal departmental services. The additional staff have
come from other Government departments and
others were willingly co-opted from local government. Extra staff have been recruited from
those areas rather than diminishing the services
that my department normally provides to its important clients. It has been a moving and tragic
experience for all of us, but one in which the cooperation of Australians and Victorians has been
demonstrated.
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)-At the
outset, I express my deep sympathy for the families, the friends and the communities of those
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who lost their lives in the recent bush fires. No
doubt this aspect is the hardest to bear, and one
that draws the whole community together. While
words are inadequate to express the degree of
sympathy one feels, I dare say that many would
feel particular sympathy for the families of those
firemen who lost their lives in service to other
people.
The voluntary fire fighters were not necessarily
in charge of an area that was under the responsibility of their brigade or their first line of duty.
Many of them had moved into areas to help
other people. The relatives and friends of those
people are deserving of the greatest sympathy
from the community. No one can express in
words the horror of the bush fires and I doubt
that anyone who has not experienced the threat
of a bush fire racing towards everything one owns
and loves can ever understand that horror.
With the advent of television one can realize
the devastation that can be wrought but it does
not display the intense heat, the choking smoke
or the absolut~ fear one confronts when a bush
fire is approaching. I have every sympathy for
people passing comments on organizations and
authorities about what should be done to better
protect the community against such disasters in
future. It is not really possible to reach a stage
where these emergencies can be catered for in a
rational and logical way. Decisions must be made
instantly and sometimes they are right and
sometimes they are wrong.
It is all important that organizations charged
with the responsibility of fire protection do
everything they can in good faith, that is the
most important aspect. If people do what they
believe is right under the circumstances with
which they are confronted, then no one can ask
or expect more of them.
I make the same comment in regard to the
relief programme, which is receiving tremendous criticism during the debate tonight. It is too
early to pass judgment on the relief measures
being offered. It is rather unfortunate that during
a time of disaster heads of Government, Premiers, Ministers and so on, understa\ldably so in
the emotionally charged atmosphere-make such
comments as, "00 not worry; total compensation will be paid." The reality is that total compensation can never be paid to people who lose
homes and properties in disas~rs of that type.
Unfortunately, comments made in times of
floods, bush fires and similar disasters are often
rash and not well thought out. My colleague, the
honourable member for Gisborne, will spend the
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next couple of years trying to explain to his constituents that total compensation cannot and
never will be paid.
At present, the main bone of contention involves the funds that were donated by people
during an outflow of sympathy. It is too early for
the Government to be able to make a clear decision on exactly how those funds will be distributed. The evidence is clearly before the House
that if the Government had made the allocations
on the basis of promised donations, it would find
itself in difficulty because it appears that there
will be a substantial shortfall in the actual cash
to be received.
If the donations are made to victims based on
a conservative estimate of the funds that will be
received, one will still be confronted with the
problem of some applicants claiming that applicants who received funds earlier received a better deal. From earlier experience with relief
schemes for bush fires, drought and flood, one
realizes that it is a thankless task trying to assess
the assistance that should be fairly provided to
everyone who has suffered in the community.
I suggest that no two honourable members in
the House could equally assess two cases of people who have lost their homes and property in
bush fires. It is very difficult to come to an agreement of what is absolutely fair to both parties
when so many factors must be taken into account when trying to determine assistance to be
given to victims of disasters. It is not humanly
possible for anyone to be above criticism when
the final decision is made. So long as the final
decision is made in good faith, there is nothing
more a community can ask.
Principally, my remarks shall be related to a
particular fire which has not been the centre of
much discussion in the debate and was only
briefly mentioned by the Premier. I refer
honourable members to the Cann River fire
which was in the electorate I represent. Fortunately, there was no loss of life in this fire and
very little private property was damaged but the
damage to property belonging to the State was
immense. When one considers that the first and
second Cann River fires burnt out an area of
approximately 287 ()()() hectares, one realizes the
extent of the fire. That area may not mean much
to most honourable members but it represents
approximately 90 per cent of the area east of
Cann River, which probably still does not mean
much to honourable members.
I wonder if honourable members would be
better advised if, instead of sitting in the Chamber, they were taken to examine the effect of the
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bush fires, because I am afraid, to many honourable members, the ravaged areas of the State are
just something they have read about in the newspapers or seen on television. Most honourable
members would not appreciate what a bush fire
is really like.
In the east Gippsland fires many of the State's
national parks were substantially destroyed. Any
honourable member familiar with the area would
recognize that it is one of the most attractive
areas in Victoria. The sub-tropical rain forest in
Alfred National Park has been virtually destroyed as has the beautiful Wingan Inlet, which
has been incorporated in the Croajingalong National Park.
On Monday last I flew in a Forests Commission helicopter around the second outbreak at
Cann River which threatened Mallacoota. When
one flies around such an area one realizes the
devastation.
One of the sad aftermaths of the fire at Cann
River was the extraordinarily large number of
animals that had been killed on the roads. It is
terrible to realize that those small animals survived those terrible bush fires only to die under
the wheels of cars as they foraged for food, which
had often been deposited by passers-by, on the
roadside.

Ministerial Statement

I suggest that the Government give serious
consideration to paying rural fire brigades the
equivalent wages paid to metropolitan and urban fire brigade crews. I am not suggesting the
Country Fire Authority be paid, but rather that
when they are called on to protect public areas,
the rural brigade should be paid. After all, these
fire brigades are established to protect private
properties and not Government properties. In
areas where there are large areas of public land
these brigades are called upon to help the Forests
Commission to control fires. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect that the rural brigade should
be paid the equivalent wages that would be payable if the men were paid firemen. That would
enable the regions to equip themselves better in
order to meet the situations with which they are
confronted from time to time.
This matter was referred to by an earlier
speaker. Often in situations like this, although
the rural fire brigades are established to protect
the local communities, they travel 1()() miles to
fight a fire, leaving their own home base unprotected or with a reduced degree of protection. If
rural fire brigades were paid for the time they
spend protecting Government land that money
could be used to buy equipment to meet the
demands placed on them from time to time. I
put forward the suggestion as one means of increasing
fire services.
It is suggested by interjection that some people
I commend the members of the State Emerput food alongside the road. I do not know if that
is true but I am pleased to advise the house that gency Service in the Cann River area. I refer
the Minister for Conservation has given instruc- particularly to the women who for six weekstions to the National Parks Service to provide that is a long time-provided meals for up to
food for small animals in the hope that some of 500 people day and night. When fire fighters came
them may survive and regenerate in this vast off duty those women were there with a meal, a
cheery greeting and provided a place where exarea of countryside.
I refer to some of the organizations that gave hausted firemen could rest. I made two visits to
tremendous service in the area. First and fore- the centre at Cann River over three or four weeks
most, in my mind, was the Country Fire Autho- and could not help but be impressed by seeing
rity which provided volunteer firemen for a the same women with the same cheery greeting
considerable period of time. Living in east and willingness to help. They deserve a medal.
It is a pity the Government will not allow due
Gippsland as I do, and knowing so many of the
volunteer firemen it disturbed me to hear of so recognition of the outstanding service given by
many of them being called upon to help put out some people by granting honours of some kind.
fires on public land. Honourable members have This is one occasion that would be appropriate
heard Government Ministers say that this land for such recognition.
belongs to all of the people of the State and that
Another group lwish to mention is the Forests
the local people have no right to say what is to Commission officers who faced an awe-inspiring
be done with the land. The Government has task in trying to deal with the massive forest fires
completely ignored the wishes of these people on in east Gippsland. Although weather conditions
how the land should be managed but yet the have a big influence on the development of forest
Government expects those same people to flock fires the remarkable thing about the fire in east
out in times of crisis and give hours of their time Gippsland in the past weeks was that on one
trying to put out the fires. Something has to be day-an almost calm day with very little windthe fire burnt a massive 38 ()()() acres of land.
done·about the situation.

Ministerial Statement

There was so much rubbish on the floor of the
forest, with too little protective burning having
been done over the years, the material was so dry
that it provided the ingredients to allow the fire
to develop. The community can thank the people from the Forests Commission who, helped
by a very large team of workers from New South
Wales who came in with bulldozers and other
equipment, prepared the tracks from which the
bum back was used to control the fire and thereby
save the town of Mallacoota from being completely destroyed. Fortunately, the fire fighters
were able to stop the fire several kilometres from
Mallacoota and that attractive area remains
unscathed.
Having inspected the forest on Monday, one
must sincerely hope that when the drought does
break it will break with gentle rain because the
potential for erosion is only too evident. One of
the results of inadequate fire-protective measures being carried out during periods when it is
possible to do so is the danger of erosion. I am
speaking abou~ fire protection and not fire
suppression-one of the important aspects of this
is the provision of adequate tracks through forests and national parks. The aspect is substantially responsible for the inability of those willing
people to bring the fires under control more
readily. The result is that the tracks that have
been made by necessity to control the fires are
not along properly surveyed lines but along the
fire front. If the fire front went straight down a
slope that is where the track goes. Those tracks
are feet deep in pure dust and if the drought
breaks with heavy rain I am afraid we will be
confronted with very serious erosion problems.
There will also be problems involving the pollution of the water supply for towns in that area.
I note that there are only three Government
supporters present. Obviously they know all the
answers! I know the Minister is listening intently.
As I was surveying the forest the other day, I
could not help thinking to myself that these forests were the victims of "democracy". That may
seem a strange comment to make, but they are
the victims of "democracy" because under the
democratic system-and the Premier has said it
in as many words-the only thing that matters
is people. The Premier has said that time and
again. It is time the community realized that the
land on which it lives is also important. Members of the community should get back to the
realization that we cannot exist as a State unless
we look after the land on which we prosper.
Governments in the past have ignored the need
to provide adequate finance for proper forest
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management. They have listened to two-bit doctors of philosophy who have come into this
country in recent years and have no background
of the Australian environment. There is no doubt
in my mind that Or Mosley has had far more
influence on policies controlling forests in the
past 20 years than has the Forests Commission.
Who are the experts? The Government should
wake up to itself and answer the question as to
who are the experts on forest management in
Australia. Is it the Forests Commission after 100
years of experience, is it someone with a Ph.D.
from an overseas university who has been in the
country for less than 20 years, or is it the American, Doctor Sanders, who has been in the country
for less than 10 years? They are the people the
Government is listening to. They are the people
who have advocated the control. measures that
the honourable member for Gisborne mentioned earlier regarding the prosecution of people who cut down trees in their back yard. They
are the people influencing councils, such as the
Shire of Sherbrooke. Thank God the fire in that
area did not start in Ferntree Gully or the bill
would have been infinitely higher.
That is the problem that the Government and
the Victorian people must come to terms with.
We speak about learning lessons from the past.
After the 1939 fires, a Royal Commission was
conducted and one of the conclusions was to
move all the sawmills out of the forests because
the majority of people who lost their lives in
those fires were sawmill employees or forest
workers living in the midst of the forest. Succes- .
sive Governments obliged every sawmill to be
constructed away from the forests, ~ut they let
people go back into the forest and live in that
setting.
Did we learn anything from the experience of
1939? It seems ridiculous to push the sawmills
out of the forest and then allow people to move
back in and live in a forest situation. It must be
realized that a bushland setting is not a safe place
to live. One may get away for 10, 20, 50, or even
100 years, but sooner or later nature will have its
own way and will burn down the forests.
I have stated in this House time and again that
we must learn to live with fires. Fires cannot be
prevented from occurring. I hope that someone
will examine what measures can be adopted to
enable people who wish to live in forest settings
to protect themselves. Perhaps it could be a requirement that if a person wishes to build a house
in a forest setting, he must build a swimming
pool so that at least members of the family could
jump into that. However, should the rest of the
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community have to help out these people for
living in such a dangerous situation?
After'the fires in 1965, which principally affected the electorate of Gippsland East, I chaired
a committee of the National Party that made
several recommendations, some of which were
adopted by the Government of the day. However, I believe a few of them should be reconsidered. I have long held the opinion that the
restraints on the burning of fire breaks are too
restrictive. I know from personal experience that
when an evening is calm and there is a slight
drizzle of rain it is a perfect opportunity to bum
off to protect one's own house and the property
of one's neighboUrs. However, if one does not
have a permit, nothing can be done. Many pe0ple will find themselves in that situation simply
because they must go to the trouble of getting a
permit and they cannot anticipate the weather
conditions.
Restrictions applying to burning off should be
fairly reasonable so that people can bum off
wherever it is possible to do so. There should be
changes made to relieve people who are trying to
do the right thing, so far as burning off is concerned, from responsibility if anything goes
wrong. I fall back on my earlier comment about
doing things in good faith . One may do everything right, but if nature takes u hand something
can go wrong. That situation must be taken into
account. Presently, a situation can exist where a
neighbour can sit on the side knowing that his
neighbour wants to bum off and say, "If you
bum that fence down, you can go to the expense
of putting it up again". He is able to sit back and
let the person trying to do the right thing take all
the responsibility. If that situation were changed,
the neighbour would be obliged to lend a hand
and not be able to sit back ready to take legal
action.
This same principle should apply to Government authorities. If the Forests Commission is
burning fences along adjoining private property,
the owner of that property should have some
responsibility to assist with the protection of his
own assets. These things should be considered
when looking at how we can better live with the
conditions in this country.
The conditions in this country are almost
unique around the world. Fire is an important
part of the environment of Australia and the
sooner we learn to live with it, the better off we
will be.
Mr BURGIN (Polwarth)-I offer my sympathies to the families of those who lost their lives

Ministerial Statement
in these disastrous fires, particularly to the families of the volunteer fire fighters. Because they
were doing their duty for the community, they
need an extra piece of consideration and sympathy. I also wish to compliment the work that was
done throughout that difficult period by the volunteers in the community: The Country Fire
Authority, the State Emergency Service, the Red
Cross, and the Salvation Army, to mention a
few.
I should also mention the excellent work performed by both the army and air force personnel
during the fire periQd. The work performed by
the Country Fire Authority volunteers could not
be surpassed by any community effort.
I was either fortunate or unfortunate to be able
to leave Melbourne a little after midday on Ash
Wednesday, so that in a small way I was involved in the fire area as I travelled home. On
the Thursday I also had the opportunity of travelling by helicopter over the coastal and western
areas ~ected by the fires. I-was-aoIe-tOobserve
people who were still fighting the fires, and I refer
to the firemen, some of whom had lost their
homes but who were still fighting the fires and
trying to save other properties. I was able to observe ladies, many of whom had lost their homes,
helping in the relief centres. Anybody who witnessed that assistance would realize the dedication displayed by people who faced adversity.
Two other organizations should be mentioned
for the wonderful work performed after the bush
fires. I refer to the State Electricity Commission
and to Telecom. When I witnessed the full extent
of the devastation the bush fires had caused in
the areas that I know, I believed there was no
way that the power and telephone facilities could
be made operational within two to three weeks.
It looked an impossible task. However when I
visited the areas three days later, most of the
trunk telephone lines and power lines were reconnected and many of the farms had been reconnected to State Electricity Commission power
and communications had progressed at a tremendous rate. The State and Commonwealth
instrumentalities employ a wonderful body of
dedicated men.
I also wish to touch briefly, although not briefly
on purpose, on the assistance that I received from
various Ministers during the early days and immediately after the bush fires. I put forward a
number of proposals and, in many cases, I received quick and adequate answers. I am appreciative of the assistance provided by those

Ministerial Statement

Ministers, who made themselves readily available. I was on the spot and I felt that I had something to contribute through the proposals I made
and the Ministers accepted those proposals in
the manner in which they were offered.
However, I do offer some criticism. I do not
refer to the Ministers directly, but to the system
under which they operate whereby they are not
allowed to issue press releases referring to decisions that have been made. Those press releases
have to be issued either through the Department
of the Premier or through the press group that
handles these affairs. I am speaking particularly
of two instances. I happened to be in a position
where I spent a deal of time with the Federal
Minister who was placed in charge of making
decisions on the fire-affected areas of Victoria.
At that time the Federal Minister made a decision on the spot that the Commonwealth Government would accept no limitation on
replacement of the first kilometre of fencing and
that decision was communicated by the Federal
Minister in charge and in my presence to the
responsible State Minister.
State Cabinet considered that matter on the
following Monday and came to the right decision. I was informed by the State Minister responsible that the decision had been made, but
the honourable gentleman could not make the
announcement. Therefore, during the following
week, as the local member on the spot trying to
provide advice to people who came to see me, I
spent much time trying to determine exactly what
the decision was. To make matters worse, another two Ministers, including the Minister for
Local Government, visited the area which I represent and announced to the local council that
that decision had been made, but yet I could not
obtain an official response through a press release until a group of State Ministers got together
on the Thursday morning and started to
straighten out a few matters. These issues should
be raised because the Government should not
operate in this manner.
Responsible Ministers have been doing an excellentjob, but they have been handcuffed by the
system so that they cannot carry out their duties
effectively. It is a lesson that should be leamed.
Even in a crisis like the recent bush fires, the
Government did not issue its press releases to
local members of Parliament even though the
local members were deeply involved and needed
that information. One often reads of the press
releases in the newspapers. Indeed, less than a
week after the fires had occurred, I noticed articles appearing in my local newspaper emanating
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from the Minister of Agriculture. I believed those
articles were misleading because they did not
give the full story of the assistance that was available. Those articles gave the impression that the
assistance mentioned would be provided automatically to everybody who had been affected by
the bush fires. From experience, I knew that was
wrong.
IfI had been issued with a press release I could
have assisted in the situation. On the strength of
that article, I was reported in The Colac Herald
as stating that statements made by some State
Ministers had given the impression that certain
forms of relief were virtually "automatic" but
they had not explained that there were specific
provisions involved. I obtained a response to
that comment from a spokesman for the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, who is
reported in The Colac Herald of 4 March as
saying:
OfMr Burgin's criticisms the spokesman said: "There
are a wide range of relief measures available and Mr
Burgin would be doing people a favor if he drew their
attention to these measures rather than distracting attention on administrative details".

Damn it all, what is the argument all about? I
was trying to obtain authentic information, but I
could not get it. If the situation was not so serious it would be humourous. I received the latest
bible of information from the Premier today
which contains two statements, one of which
states:
Purchased fodder moved by rail will attract a subsidy of 75 per cent of rail freight costs.

That is a false statement, which is indicative of
many statements issued by the Government.
That applies only depending from where the
fodder comes. It applies only to certain areas. It
would not take much more to give that information in this bible.
One goes a little further to the next item-the
transport of stock for agistment will also be subsidized to 75 per cent of reasonable costs of road
transport and the normal requirement of rail
freight has been waived. That again is false. The
transport subsidy on agistment is available only
in Victoria and very small areas outside Victoria, yet there is a bald statement in this information which is false and which is still being
printed. While there has been goodwill by Ministers during the disaster, these anomalies are
occurring. This false information should not be
given to people who are under stress from fires
and who have lost their homes, their stock, their
buildings, their fencing and their properties. That
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is all that I am trying to say. These matters should
be cleared up quickly.
I have been dealing with a case where, on the
strength of this information, a fire victim telephoned the hot line of the Rural Finance Commission as he was advised to do. He required
information on whether he could have a rail
freight subsidy from Fremantle to Birregurra. He
was told that he would. He went to the railways
and inquired of the freight cost and was told that
the freight cost was $39.40 a tonne for hay and
cattle fodder and, on the strength of that, he
bought the hay. He became suspicious of the
information and went back again and contacted
another person who told him that the subsidy
was not available. This information says that it
was available when it was not. Free hay coming
from Western Australia-donated hay-was
available free of freight charges, but that was not
the case in this instance. The man had been given
false information by the person with whom he
spoke when telephoning on the hot line.
Further, when he came to load the hay, the
railways found out that one cannot put 30 tonne
of fodder or 30 tonne of hay on a 30-tonne railway truck and so the bill for the hay was $50 a
tonne, and not $30 a tonne. How would this
person feel? Thank goodness, the Minister of
Transport is a considerate man. I hope he will
do something about this anomaly. The Rural
Finance Commission has sympathetic officers
and I hope that they will correct the anomaly
also.
The fencing subsidy created difficulties, too.
The Federal Minister gave authority that the
fencing subsidy would be back-dated to the
Thursday before the Cabinet sub-committee
made its decision, yet it took until the following
Thursday night to get a release from the Premier.
I have received tremendous support from individual Ministers but I am not happy with the
way in which this system operates under the Premier. It is a disaster. There are too many cockups throughout the system.
While a vast area of Victoria has been burnt,
each fire was of a different type. There were grass
fires, fires in semi-built up areas, and fires in
forest areas and they all had to be treated differently. Victoria has a magnificent band of people
who are trained in fire fighting and who are able
to deal with all those special categories. I believe
very truly-and I cannot stress this more
strongly-it is unfair of the community to require volunteer fire fighters to go into some areas
which are deathtraps in order to fight fires.

Ministerial Statement
People should not be living with vegetation
right up to their homes in forest areas where
there is no chance of fighting a fire and, if they
do, they should stand the consequences. However, encouragement has been given to this type
of living and we have not been allowing people
to clear out vegetation around their homes. We
have been stopping them clearing through planning and other methods.
It is time, with the experience in fire areas, that
we started to take some action-action that has
been advocated in every fire inquiry that has
ever been conducted over many years; action
that has never been taken because groups of people in the community, who probably have not
been involved in fires, press for this kind of living. That kind of living is a disaster in a State
hlce Victoria.
When one sees the devastation in national
parks and remembers back to debates and arguments in the past of what preventative burning
should occur in national parks and how national
parks should be looked after, it makes one
wonder where sanity starts and finishes. Now,
thousands and thousands of acres of national
parks have been burnt out and it is very lucky
that there are not many more acres. The Otways
were fortunate in not having the national park in
that area burnt out. I wonder in these national
parks whether the Government will waive its
"no timber getting" or whether it will let the
waste of those fires just sit in those parks forever
more without obtaining any commercial value
from the burnt timber, because it can be handled, but Government policy is "no logging in
national parks".
Will the Government give serious consideration to this? Will it give any consideration to
retrieving some of the waste that has been created in some of the catchment areas because it
will not do the water that comes from those
catchment areas any good to have all this timber
wasted and rotting in those areas in the future,
let alone the loss of economic value that is needed
to keep the State going.
Mr McNamara-You must join the National
Party in order to express those ideas!
Mr BURGIN-I have always had my own
views on this and I do not have to join the National Party in order to express them. I have seen
the Otway Ranges and I have been involved in
the controversy over the chipping of waste in
those areas. After twelve months of education,
the Minister of Forests has now agreed that waste
should be used. Of course it should be used!

Ministerial Statement
Mr Maclellan-It will be burnt out otherwise.
Mr BURGIN-It has to be used. The waste
sitting on the forest floor is creating more and
more traction for fire to go through the forest
and imposes greater difficulties in trying to fight
a fire in the forest.

In many parts of our forests the timber is past
maturity but people are not allowed to touch it.
It has dead heads which cause a tremendous
problem when lightning strikes. These dead heads
fall to the forest floor over a period of time and
when lightning strikes, there is an immediate fire.
In a well managed mountain ash or woolly butt
forest where there is a clean forest floor and the
timber is in good condition, there is less chance
of fire in a lightning strike.
We must begin learning lessons from the fire.
These lessons seem to be learnt once every generation. When the old generation dies out, the
new generation knows it all. If any good can
come out of this fire it will be that some common
sense is used in the management of forest areas
of this State.
I also mention the magnificent work being carried out in the Warrnambool area by two of the
volunteer groups who are predominantly working on their own to rehabilitate and reorganize
the fire burnt out areas. I was interested to hear
the Minister for Community Welfare Services
talking about what her department was doing. I
do not wish to take away one thing from what
she said. Those officers are doing a magnificent
job. In the Warrnambool area their headquarters
are at Panmure. There is a base at Tiniboon and
one at Terang. The service is in a triangle around
the fire area.
Although I am not saying that the bureaucracy
in the Panmure area is not working long hours
and doing a good job, from my observation the
voluntary groups are doing a much better job
and achieving better results. For instance, this
morning I was surprised to learn that in the Timboon area 85 per cent of the burnt out fences
have already been replaced. The bureaucracy is
now coming to the volunteer groups and asking
how they have managed to get the posts and wire
because the authorities are having trouble getting it through. A lesson is to be learnt from this.
Although I am all in favour of social workers and
people going in to help, in these situations if the
right man for the job is found, somebody who
knows the business of obtaining the wires, posts
and the materials needed he will be the best person to organize the matter, with the support of
local government officers and the Department of
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Community Welfare Services. I hope this lesson
is learnt from what has occurred.
This fire has taught us many things. I hope
sincerely that the funds that have been given so
generously by the public will be used with wisdom. That will not be an easy task because there
will be tremendous problems in the distribution
of the money. Three categories must be considered, even in relation to people who have lost
their homes. Somebody who has lost a complete
farm or complete business must be given additional consideration over somebody who has lost
a home but who still has a salary or a business in
some other place. The person who has lost a
home and who still has an income is much better
off than the other categories. I should be interested to hear, and perhaps the Minister for Local
Govemment can tell me this when he speaks,
what is meant by community assets that are to
come out of this fund. Although in country areas
recreation centres, little halls and dressing sheds
are all very important to the community, I do
not think the trust money that has been donated
should be spent on those types of buildings and
facilities. After all, the taxpayer put a lot of money
into those facilities originally, with the help of
local contributions. I should be disappointed if
the money donated by people so willingly goes
to those facilities rather than to the fire victims.
I shall be watching that matter closely.
In conclusion I hope the assistance that has
been granted will continue. I have no complaint
about the amount of assistance that has been
provided. I should like a few of these minor matters cleaned up so that people are not given the
wrong information. I hope that from these fires
lessons will be learnt and that in the future there
will be more common sense in the management
of our country and urban areas.
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-The intention of the Government in introducing the Ministerial statement was to allow
the House to debate, as it has done, the issues
concerned with the tragedy that befell this State
on Ash Wednesday. The Government was prepared, in spite of the Leader of the Opposition,
to put its record on the line in respect of the
distribution of funds, the assistance that has been
rendered and the organizations that have been
set up to this date. If one were to summarize the
debate at this stage one could not help but agree
that the criticisms that have been levelled at the
Government have been very minor and, with
the exception of the Leader of the Opposition
who did not seem to understand fully the implication of the past that the Government faced in
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the distribution of these funds and who still does
not understand, members of the Opposition were
prepared to concede that there are problems associated with the distribution of, in round figures, $20 million, particularly when it is not
possible to determine clearly the exact amount
of money that the Government will have at its
disposal to distribute on behalf of the generous
people who contributed the funds.
Those problems were acknowledged by the
honourable members for Gippsland East and
Polwarth. It does not matter which Government
is in power. When faced with a tragedy of the
dimension of the Ash Wednesday tragedy and
since, any Government would have problems
with the distribution of funds.

Ministerial Statement

3AW raised the massive amount of$2·4 million
which it has distributed on a needs basis as the
station's board of directors saw the necessity on
the first day. The station has distributed a portion of the amount that was collected, but its
general manager on the committee of management has also indicated 3AW's willingness to
operate through a central fund for convenience
and to ensure the proper administration of that
money.
When one looks at some of the amounts that
have been contributed and confirmed, one sees
that $450 000 was contributed by country stations; $220 000 by the Lord Mayor's appeal in
Geelong; $6062 by the Greater Melbourne
Building Society; $16 000 from the Statewide
Building Society; $1·2 million from the Westpac
group and so on. Some amounts are yet to be
confirmed, but one could bet London to a brick
that they will be collected by the committee of

What is a Government expected to do? Is it
expected to ignore the immediate plight of peapIe? Is it expected to say, "We will not issue $1
until we have got guidelines agreed to by all concerned, including the Opposition"? Of course it management.
Of course there will be exceptional cases of
cannot do that, and of course a significant need
was established for immediate assistance to many hardship that do not precisely fit into the guidefamilies on the first day, and that is precisely lines or parameters set down by the Government
how the Minister for Community Welfare Ser- and the committee-:that ~s patently obvious._
vices acted. I compliment her and the Minister Some of the_ coJnplaints-1isted-- by-bonoutabfe
for Police and Emergency Services for the w~in-_~ln-~e det;-te today ~tare outside the
which they acted expeditiously in attending to guIdelines will be given attention by the managethose problems that emerged from the outset. ment committee and the area committees.
The problems that have emerged since then can
Some criticism was made by the Leader of the
be ov~rcome under the ~idelines that ~ve been Opposition of the area committees, again beestablished by the CablDet sub-commlttee and cause of his lack of understanding. The area
subsequently accepted and adopted by the committees are the closest committees that can
Government.
be formed to local government bodies in those
I am confident that the committee of manage- areas. For instance, the four area committees
ment that has been established by the Govern- will be headed up by the Town Oerk of Berwick,
ment, and the expertise that has been Mr Northeast; the Town Oerk of Geelong, Mr
demonstrated by its members should leave no Neal; the Shire Oerk ofWarrnambool, Mr Robdoubt in the minds of members of the Opposi- son, and the Shire Secretary of Gisborne, Mr
tion and the people of Victoria that the funds Larkins, who has been involved in the distributhat have been publicly subscribed will be distri- tion of aid to needy families from the night of
buted on a needs basis with the care and the Ash Wednesday. Gisborne has been the,focal
proper administration that is necessary to ensure point of that distribution. The meetings we ataccountability and creditability of that fund. We tended were also attended by representatives
can ask nothing more of that management com- from Pakenham, Sherbrooke and other areas afmittee. Obviously the funds that are already es- fected by the fires. There has to be a central point
tablished have caused some minor problems in I have acknowledged that the fact that fortuthe total accounting of the money that is avail- nately only six houses were burnt in the City of
able. If one looks at those problems and at the Berwick did not mean that the City of Berwick
amounts that have already been collected, one could not play a leading role, as it did, in the
sees that there are differences, because several organization of the distribution of clothing and
funds are operating.
foodstuffs to people in the Dandenong Ranges
For instance, the day before yesterday, who were affected. That is precisely what was
$925 ()()() was handed over to the Salvation Army done by the City of Berwick.
in Canberra from the national fund. A distribuI was elected to the Cabinet sub-committee,
tion of that amount must be made. Radio station and the Treasurer and I, although we have not
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visited the fire-devastated areas, have visited
those areas where the focal point has been established for the distritiqtion of funds and goods
and the dissemination of information that people needed. The City of Berwick was one of these;
the others included Gisborne, Warrnambool and
Barrabool.
The problem with the honourable member for
Warrnambool, who is interjecting, is that he is
so keen to get up to Canberra that he is overlooking that there was-a need to contact people who
knew something about it, and the people who
were in the best position and knew most about
the situation were those who were contacted by
members of the Government, and that has
proved to be successful.
Until now there has been a lack of senior Opposition members taking part in the debate. After
all the squealing done by the Leader of the Opposition in the media, he was the only one to
contribute, and his contribution was confused,
but there has been no other contribution from a
senior member of the Opposition when one attempts to enlighten the Opposition about what
the Government has achieved. As I said before,
there has been no indication by any members
from the Opposition or the National Party who
have spoken that the Government has not acted
properly in this matter. No criticism has been
made of the over-all administration of the
Government.
Mr Smith-There could be.
Mr WILKES-I am glad to hear that we have
now encouraged someone who could be deemed
to be a senior member of the Opposition to take
part in the debate. It is a pity the honourable
member did not take part earlier so we would
have had the opportunity of examining his complaints and seeing if they fitted in with the guidelines set down by the Government.
The Government has taken great pains over
this matter, and that has been demonstrated today because the criticism has been minor. The
Government acted quickly; where a need arose
money was handed out so people could use it for
whatever they needed. The only criticism that
was made resulted from the inexperience of the
Leader of the Opposition when he asked why the
Minister for Community Welfare Services was
prepared to allow $600 000 to be handed out
before the guidelines were set down.
Does he suggest for one minute that the Government should not have posted out the cheques
of $1000 to people who lost their family homes
or principal places of residence? The amount of
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$1000 was infinitesimal compared with the

problems those people faced, but it was a help.
They had to give account of the first $1000. Some
people recieved $200, others $800 and others
received the full $1000. The next $1000 was
without question. People who lost homes had
cheques posted out to them. The cheques have
been posted and have been received in most
cases. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
interjecting and I would be delighted to hear if
he has evidence to support what he is saying.
Mr Maclellan-I am in possession of evidence that the fund has spent $434 000.
Mr WILKES-He should be in possession of
evidence that the cheques have been posted and
received by people. He should make allowance
for those who have not yet received their cheques.
As I said, the Government stands on its record
for the way in which it has attempted to administer the needs of people affected by the disaster.
I am certain that the area committees that have
been established, because of their expertise, will
act in accordance with the directions of the management committee, which is the over-all body
that will ensure that the problems that do not fall
strictly within the guidelines are at least attended
to. The Government does not deny that some
major decisions must be made. Those decisions
involve lost earnings, cosmetic injuries and how
to determine the extent of loss. I admire the
honourable member for Gippsland East for saying that it would not matter who was administering the fund because the dimensions of the
disaster will cause isolated problems in different
areas. The Government will identify those
problems.
I shall comment briefly on the role played by
local government, because little has been said
about its place in this disaster. Local government
went into action on Ash Wednesday night in
many places. Berwick, which is represented in
this place by the Deputy Leader of the Opposition, and Gisborne, were two focal points from
the first day. Thirty separate municipalities were
on fire on Ash Wednesday.
One can imagine the enormous task of local
government in assisting people. I shall expand
on the details of the fires. In the summer of
1982-83 the municipalities that have been affected by bush fires are Bacchus Marsh, Ballan,
Barrabool, Buln Buln, Bright, Daylesford and
Glenlyon, Gisborne, Glenelg, Hampden, Heytesbury, Kyneton, Lilydaie, Melton, Mortlake,
Mount
Rouse,
Myrtleford,
Narracan,
Newham and Woodend, Omeo, Orbost, Otway,
Pakenham, Portland, Romsey, Sherbrooke,
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Tambo, Upper Yarra, Wannon, Warrnambool,
Wimmera, Winchelsea and the City of Berwick.
In the Shire of Ballan, as a result of the Greendale fires, the total cost of emergency measures
taken, damage to municipality assets and loss of
rates have amounted to more than $93 000. In
most of the shires affected, enormous sums of
money have been lost. Most of the loss of property and damage to property will be met by core
measures. Other damage must also be considered. The committee of management will view
some of these areas in the not-too-distant future.
For instance, the City of Berwick has tendered a
list totalling about $52 000. The Shire of Bright
has claimed a loss of $22 000 and the Shire of
Gisborne has claimed that the loss of municipal
assets, rates and construction costs alone will be
in the order of$770 000. However, those figures
do not take into account all the devastation of
municipal property.
Figures are available on the cost of damages to
municipalities, but those figures bear no resemblance to the loss experienced by people in other
shires. Obviously, the Government is concerned
that there needs are met before the needs of the
shires. The honourable member for Polwarth has
asked what will happen when a hall has to be
rebuilt or a facility that existed before the fires
needs to be rebuilt quickly, particularly for pe0ple living in caravans in those areas at present.
A municipal building that existed before the fires
will be considered a core matter. The Government and the committee of management will
have to address themselves to other matters, such
as the provision of toilets in shire blocks in areas
where people are living in caravans at present
because in some areas the facilities are
inadequate.
Mr MacleUan-That is a core measure!
Mr WILKES-It is not precisely determined
as a core measure in every place. If the facility
existed before the fires it is regarded as a core
measure. If it is a new addition it may not be a
core measure. Those matters will be subject to
determination by the Premier and the Treasurer
when they visit Canberra on Friday. As the Minister for Police and Emergency Services pointed
out to the House, it is their expressed intention
to learn how far the new Federal Labor Government is prepared to go in acknowledging the need
for more assistance to Victoria. One must acknOWledge that $22 000 was the off-the-head figure given by the former Prime Minister and the
Government hopes that will be increased. I have
every confidence that it will be increased.
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The honourable member for Ripon is interjecting and I point out to him that when his
Government was in power it had a record of not
doing very much at all. The former Government's response to the needs of the Country Fire
Authority in the years it was in office was nothing more than a disgrace. The Opposition is full
of praise for the Country Fire Authority, as is the
Government.The Country Fire Authority has
done a magnificent job and yet the former Government ignored its needs completely. I do not
want to bore the House with the figures on that
point. It is no good belly-aching about what the
Government is doing or what the new Federal
Government is doing. The Opposition has a bad
record that does not stand scrutiny at present.
The Government is concerned to demonstrate
that at least it has put in the organization. That
is the big question. Organization has to be the
question. This has been praised by honourable
members on the other side of the House and that
organization over the next few weeks will clearly
be able to demonstrate the ability of the Government to disburse the funds in the best possible
way.

Mr Austin-I hope it will.
Mr WILKES-I hope it will, and I am confident it will. It is not a question of how quickly
this can be done. Even the Leader of the Opposition, in his interview with Mark Day on 3AW,
stated that he did not mind· if it took twelve
months to disburse the funds; so long as it was
done accountably. In some cases it may take
longer than we would desire. In most cases where
a deliberate or direct need is established, the
management committee has the power, and will
have the power, to make the necessary allocation
of funds. If the honourable member is suggesting
any holdup, he is not fully conversant with what
is happening. The Government has expressed a
desire to reduce red tape. That is as it should be,
because red tape should be reduced wherever
possible.
I am satisfied that the Government has demonstrated its willingness to allow its record since
Ash Wednesday to be debated in Parliament. I
am delighted-no doubt the Premier and the
Government will also be delighted-to know that
little criticism has been made. The reason for
that is that there has been no room for criticism
because of the structure the Government has established. That is it should be.
The Government must be accountable for the
money which has been contributed by the people
of Victoria for distribution to needy people who
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have suffered property and other losses in the be future victims of fires in this fire-prone State
fire disaster. That is precisely what the Govern- of Victoria.
ment has done and will continue to do.
I can quote a personal experience involving
I thank honourable members opposite who the people in the electorate I represent who sufcontributed to the debate and made sensible sug- fered losses from earlier fires, particularly those
gestions. The Government will certainly take on in the Streatham, Joel Joel and Cressy areas.
board those sensible suggestions. They will be Their contribution to the fire victims was in the
considered by the sub-committee and I hope, form of posts, strainers and stays which they cut
and carted. The people involved asked me to
where possible, they will be acted upon.
I conclude by stating that local government ascertain whether the Forests Commission would
has played a tremendous role in this disaster. waive the royalty normally payable on logs. I
Without local government as a focal point, I telephoned the office of the Minister and, within
doubt very much whether we could have the hour, I received an answer stating that the
achieved the grass roots assistance which has been royalty would be waived. I thank the Minister
achieved up until now. I commend local govern- for that.
Victoria suffered bush fires in 1939 and 1944
ment across the board. The local government
units came quickly to the fore contributing man- as well as the severe fires of 1977. As bad as those
power; metropolitan municipalities sent trucks fires were, I do not think they measured up to
and men to the fire-affected areas without any the force of the Ash Wednesday fires in terms of .
consideration whatsoever. They were ordered the loss of houses, buildings, stock, and, more
there and away they went. That is the way local importantly, the terrible loss of life. Immediately
after the fires I spent most of my .time in the
government operates in this State.
I do not want to go into detail about what this Warrnambool, Timboon and Framlingham
Government thinks about local government; I areas, where a tremendous number of farmers
will do so on another occasion. Suffice to say I virtually lost everything. That is one of the big
am proud-as the Government is proud---ofthe differences between the latest fires and the fires
quick reaction of local government in carrying in the Streatham, Joel Joel and Cressy areas,
out the necessary aid to fire victims. I compli- where some farmers lost everything. There was
ment the Government for allowing the debate to also loss of life. In the more recent fires many
farmers lost the whole dairy herd, the dairy,
continue at the level it has.
fences, feed, hay and outbuildings, as well as their
Mr AUSTIN (Ripon)-The debate has con- houses.
tinued during the whole afternoon which demIf the victims in this case are to re-establish
onstrates the importance of the matters under
themselves, the Government must come to the
discussion. The delivery of a 33-page Ministerial
party and provide real assistance. We will watch
statement was justified because of the gravity of
with interest whether the foreshadowed assistthe issues involved. I do not intend to canvass
ance will be forthcoming. In cases where busiall the issues or even many of the issues relating
nessmen have lost their entire businesses and
to the disastrous fires because, for a start, that
where farmers have lost their dairy herds, as well
would be impossible and many of the important as their buildings, it will be many years before
issues have already been dealt with.
they can re-establish themselves to the lives they
I do not desire to be political or make political had achieved before the fires struck. It is imporcapital out of what I am about to say because I tant to provide the kind of assistance which will
agree with those speakers who pointed out that allow the victims to obtain an income in the near
the Government-particularly in the early future.
stages-acted sensibly, quickly and responsibly.
We saw the amazing characteristics of AustraI accept-as the Deputy Leader of the Opposi- lian men and women, not only in the courage
tion stated-that the Government acted in the and desire to rebuild on the part of those who
interests of all the people who suffered from the were burnt out, but also in the qualities of the
tragedy throughout a wide part of Victoria.
people who offered assistance and aid. WhenThe object of the debate should be for con- ever the authorities indicated that they required
structive comments to be made and to point out a specific item or line of items, it was not long
where mistakes might have been made so that before a cancellation message was broadcast bewe can learn from them and, I hope, set in train cause the response had been so enormous. At
changes or policies which will assist not only the one stage the authorities were inundated with
victims of these fires but also what will certainly tinned foods and immediately there was a call
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the sort of role it ought to play in the future was
understood. It is not long since there were similar fires that devastated the forest and it will not
be so long before there are more fires. Today the
ash out of the regrowtb from the 1932 fires is
being utilized and it will be a few years before
the regrowtb from the 1939 fires can be utilized.
The importance of the scarce resources of hardwoods in the forests ought to be understood and
realized. Already much of that resource has been
He kept those sheep in first-class order, and
removed from the hardwood operation and many
every single one was burnt in the fire with the
change of the wind. He and his two assistants sawmills throughout Victoria are under threat
were lucky to survive but there was not a sheep and will be closed down because of an insuffileft. For several days he stayed in the area assist- cient log supply.
Throughout Gippsland, where the fires have
ing those who had been burnt out and, when I
saw him four days after the fire, he was on his been so severe, a large amount of mountain ash
way back to Maroona where he lived, to collect can be logged, but so much of it has been burnt
the few hundred bales of hay that had been left that it will be impossible to handle it in the varfor when the sheep returned. That hay was to ious sawmills in the short time. Fire affected
feed the nucleus of his flock, but he brought the mountain ash has a limited life if it is not harhay down to the victims who, he said, were worse vested in the near future. It will be unaffected for
off than he was.
up to a year from now, but after that it will
The Country Fire Authority once again de- deteriorate very quickly and it is necessary that
monstrated what a tremendous organization it everything possible is done to ensure that those
is. All of us who have been involved in it and trees are harvested and, by one means or anknow what a great authority it is, were in no way other, put under water so that they can be used
surprised. The Country Fire Authority once again at a later stage. I hope the Government will give
showed the skill, the courage, the ability and the that matter a high priority.
dedication to duty which that volunteer force
One of the things that was noticeable in the
has always shown in the past. The State EmerWarrnambool-Timboon
fire area is what has
gency Service and the various service clubs also
did a tremendous job in the area as did everyone happened because of the pressures that have been
else involved. Because of the recent inquiry into brought to bear by radical conservationists in
the Country Fire Authority and the threat of their desire to see that nothing is destroyed, cut
amalgamation, that authority feels itself under down or burnt; they believe that blackberries
threat and I say to the Minister that it is time oUght not to be cleared because they feed the
that he made a statement which hopefully will birds. Houses and properties were burnt because
clear the air and remove the threat that has been of that policy which disallowed the clearing of
lying over the Country Fire Authority for so long. fire-prone areas, in particular on the fire-prone
Whether or not the Minister sees it that way is side of various properties. Farmers broke the law
not for me to say, but that is the way the Country in some areas, cleared the roadside, got rid of the
rubbish, and their houses and other houses
Fire Authority feels about it.
alongside
were saved. I do not think anybody
The Minister said today that he is proud of the
way the Country Fire Authority operated and he can contradict that very clear evidence.
In many of the fire areas, trees line narrow
paid a sincere tribute to the people of that authority. I hope he follows that through with a clari- roads, and the fuel build up under the trees has
fication of where its future lies. When one thinks gone on for years. That fuel is a fire menace and
that there were 15 000 Country Fire Authority it means that, if the fires go through those roadvolunteers in 400 units involved in the recent sides, people cannot get through, and if a tree
fire, one gets some idea of the value of a purely falls across a road many lives can be lost. One
volunteer service.
could imagine the tragedy if a school bus was
The Forests Commission did a terrific job in caught in that situation. I ask the Government
the fires, as the honourable member for Gipps- to change its policy to fuel burning and allow
land East said earlier. It is time that what gOes farmers to use their practical common sense in
on in the forest, what role the forest plays and the clearing up of those hazards.

for can openers. As one would expect, the response was marvellous.
One incident which demonstrated the spirit
permeating throughout the Victorian community at that time occurred in Warrnambool and
involved a constituent of mine from Ararat who,
for many months, had been droving 3000 sheep.
This is a difficult, time consuming and particularly hard life to be leading.
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The last thing I want to say, because I know
there are time constraints, is that there are lessons to be learned from the recent fires. There
have been many fires before and one would have
expected the story to have been already written,
but there were many different characteristics this
time and I am sure that they will come out to the
benefit of all.
One of the things that people have always said
is that if a person stays with his house in a bush
fire, the house is unlikely to be burnt. In the past,
people who have been through several bush fires,
have stayed with their houses and saved them. I
know of one case where a woman had had her
house burnt out three times and she would not
have saved the house on any occasion if she had
been evacuated. However, I also believe that
many more lives would have been lost if people
had stayed with their houses. That instnJction
has to be examined closely because the heat that
was generated on that day meant that in some
cases houses exploded when they had never
caught fire.
There is a need to ascertain what kind of protection should be around a house. It is known
that undergrowth and trees under the eaves
should be removed and that the spouting should
be cleared, but there were interesting exercises in
this fire. Cypress hedges close to the fire side of a
house are considered a fire hazard, and in recent
times many people have removed those hedges.
However, in this case, because of the strength
of the wind and the heat of the fire, the hedge
caused the fire to lift and go over the house.
Provided there was somebody there to put out
the fire in the hedge later, the house was saved.
I join with those who criticized the Minister
for Community Welfare Services in connection
with the allocation of the $600 000 on the basis
of $150 ()()() for each of the fire-affected areas. If
the people who so generously donated that money
had thought that part of it would go into community projects of any kind, they would not necessarily-and in some cases would certainly
not-have made those donations. Governments
have to be very careful in the way in which they
utilize voluntary gifts of money which the donors hope will go directly to the people most
affected by the disaster and not to community
projects, which they would consider to be the
responsibility of the Government.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Firstly, I pay
tribute to the fire fighters and the other voluntary
agencies who rallied so quickly to assist in every
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possible way and I congratulate them on the tremendous work that was done in trying to alleviate the problems. We must all have been struck
by the generosity of the community and the way
in which people rallied so quickly, not only in
Victoria but all over Australia. Messages of condolence came from all around the world expressing sympathy for those who suffered because of
the fires. Cash and other materials that were of
real and immediate benefit were donated. The
response restored our faith in human nature. It
was wonderful to see the way in which the Australian community rallied to the aid of the people who suffered in the fires in South Australia
and Victoria.
I express my condolences, as have other
honourable members, to the families who lost
relatives in the fires. In the conditions that existed on Ash Wednesday there was very little
that could be done to stop the fires. The extremely high temperatures, the gale force windsin some areas more than 100 kilometres an
hour-and the low humidity all combined to
create a fire that was completely uncontrollable.
Most honourable members who represent
country areas would have had experience in
fighting fires and many of them have been members of Country Fire Authority brigades. The
conditions that existed with these fires would
probably have surpassed anything any honourable member had previously experienced with a
local brigade. Fire is a most frightening aspect of
nature. There are many precautions one can take
but, with the climatic conditions at the time,
nothing could be done to alleviate the situation.
We were all horrified at the extent of the fires.
The first thing we must do is to learn the lessons from those fires. That is why this debate is
so important. Many honourable members from
different parts of the State have spoken of their
experiences and if we put all that information
together, we should surely be able to learn something that will allow us to ensure that the severity
of fires that might take place in the future when
the same climatic conditions exist is minimized
as much as possible.
In speaking about the education aspect of this
matter, I should like to relate the experience of a
member of the local brigade near Nagambie. The
brigade went to fight a fire in the eastern residential area of Melbourne. The members of the brigade were horrified at the lack of precautions
taken by some householders in the area. Gum
trees were overhanging eaves and leaves filled
gutterings. One member of the brigade was severely cut. He was on top of the roof of a house
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trying to put out fires. The roof was completely
covered by about 6 inches of leaves and twigs.
As he ran across the roof he stood on a skylight.
He could not see it at all. In fact, the roof itself
was not visible. He fell through the skylight and
was cut quite severely. People who live in those
areas and who allow the roofs of their houses to
get into that sort of state are doing everything
they can to encourage the destruction of their
houses. As the honourable member for Lowan
says by interjection, they are creating their own
incinerators.
The suggestion put forward by the Leader of
the National Party, that the Leaders of all the
parties should now get together and oversee the
management and distribution of the funds that
were raised, is very worth while. I hope the Government will give it serious consideration. We
have to look at this disaster in a non-political
fashion and ensure that the assistance that is
provided is of real benefit to the people who
should be getting it.
One matter that has· not been raised in the
debate so far is the present method of fire insurance. Under the existing system, it is a voluntary
thing. People determine whether they wish to
insure against fire and those who do insure-the
great majority-pay a fire levy which provides
funds for the rural and urban brigades. The new
trucks with which the CFA is so well equipped
cost approximately $40 ()()() each and more than
half of that amount comes from people who pay
insurance levies. Those who do not take out insurance not only run the risk of their houses
being destroyed, leaving them with nothing, but
also receive the benefit of a fire service that is
provided at no cost to them. It is their neighbours who pay their insurance levies who subsidize them.
Mr MacleUan-The rest of the money comes
from driving licence fees.
Mr McNAMARA-As the honourable member for Berwick points out, the money comes
from either driving licence fees or the insurance
levy, but the bulk of it comes from the fire insurance levy. The Government makes no contribution. In my view, we could be reaching the stage
where it would be worth while examining a compulsory fire insurance levy, which should only
apply to residences. People in rural areas who
want to cover fences, stock and outbuildings must
make that decision themselves and insure themselves against those risks, but serious consideration ought to be given to making the insurance
of all residences compulsory. The assessment
should be made on just the improved value of
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the residence without outbuildings. I ask all
honourable members to consider that suggestion
in their examination of future alternatives.
Another matter that struck me concerns the
fact that assistance became available only in those
areas that were declared disaster areas. The house
of a young couple at the northern end of the
Benalla electorate was completely gutted by fire
on Ash Wednesday. That was a disaster to them
but, because the area had not been declared a
disaster area, no assistance was available to them.
I rather wonder what number is needed before it
becomes a disaster. Is it a disaster if one house is
burnt? Obviously, that is not so for this or previous Governments. It is a disaster when ten
houses are destroyed or is it a disaster only when
several hundred houses are destroyed and assistance is then provided?
Mrs Toner-Was it a bush fire or just a fire?
Mr McNAMARA-It was just a fire, but it is
the same thing, is it not? They have lost everything. They had pay packets from the previous
day burnt in the house. They had two motor
bikes on the front verandah, which were lost. All
their clothes are gone and so on. Therefore, they
have lost everything. However, there is absolutely no compensation whatsoever for those
losses. Many people who have gone through a
fire in these areas have lost a lot less and are
getting some assistance. Therefore, perhaps the
definition of a disaster should be re-examined.
I pay tribute to the Country Fire Authority.
All that was said about it during the previous
sessional period was probably confirmed during
the fire period because all members of the authority did a splendid job. Victoria is fortunate that
so many people are prepared to risk life and limb,
on a voluntary basis, to protect their neighbours.
Many of the engaged volunteers travel hundreds
of miles to tend fire areas. An enormous amount
of goodwill was demonstrated by them. Any proposal that leads to the integration or amalgamation of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and
the Country Fire Authority runs the enormous
risk of losing the goodwill that exists. I hope the
Government will shy away from any proposal of
that kind.
A large amount of timber was lost in the alpine
areas, which underlines the need for a complete
reappraisal of alpine parks and alpine areas.
Many of these areas are closed off entirely. The
fire raged completely uncontrolled. If timber cutting had been allowed to take place in those areas,
some breaks would have been provided. The
Government needs to completely re-examine its
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policy on national parks. National parks are like
any other resource: If it is farmed, part of it is
used and then closed off, and then another area
is used. Declaring an area a national park and
simply closing it off might not actually lead to
fires, but it encourages and fosters them.
The other point concerns the need for a distinct chain of command. In the Alexandra area
of the Benalla electorate, a message was received
that the ten schools in that area were to close for
one week. Of course, the parents were perturbed
about that and, when investigations were made
into the matter, no one on a local level, the
Country Fire Authority, the police, the State
Emergency Service, or the Forests Commission,
knew anything about the decision.
When the heads of those bodies were telephoned in Melbourne, no one knew anything
there either. It seems to have come from a couple
of bureaucrats who panicked somewhere along
the way and made the decision. Ironically, the
two schools in Healesville and Narbethong,
which were also in the danger area, were not
closed. Fortunately, with a little bit of running
around, we were able to get the schools open.
The parents were pleased about that although I
do not know whether the students would vote
for me. The point that needs to be clear cut is
where the chain of command lies in future. I ask
the Government and all honourable members to
address themselves to these points and hope that,
through this debate, the many matters that have
been raised will be taken into account and that
some system can be devised to ensure that Victoria is not at the hands of such a devastating fire
in future.
Mr HILL (Warrandyte)-On behalf of the
Warrandyte electorate, I join other honourable
members in this place who have expressed their
sympathy to the people who have lost their loved
ones and their homes. I also take the opportunity
of expressing my admiration for the many
people who assisted both in the fire fighting and
the relief operations that took place.
Certainly, all the Country Fire Authority units,
the State Emergency Service, and the police from
the electorate I represent were involved in that
fire-fighting effort. They did a magnificent job, as
has been said by other honourable members. So
far, Warrandyte has been fortunate in that there
has been no major fire outbreak this year. However, it is still tinder dry and it would take only
another windy hot day and one flame to cause a
disaster in the area.
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It is an area that has houses hidden in the
bush. Some have described Warrandyte as a suburb in the bush. Therefore, one can understand
why, on witnessing the recent disaster, the people of Warrandyte were somewhat anxious and
concerned about the danger they might be in.
They were particularly concerned about knowing what to do if a similar fire occurred in that
area. The residents of Warrandyte who experienced the fires of the 1960s knew something of
what to do. However, a number of new people
have come to the area who find themselves
somewhat ignorant or lacking in information. Of
course, the Country Fire Authority in the local
area has, every year, over the years distributed
information and advice to people but, apparently, more is required than information being
handed out by the authority. A motivation by
local people themselves is required. They need
to take notice of the information and do something about it.
There needs to be an ongoing fire plan or programme based in the community.
It was in response to that need that regional
officers of region 13, of which Warrandyte is a
part, acted quickly. On my invitation, they met
with the local government and local community
representatives to discuss the needs of the Warrandyte area. The regional officers and captains
ofthe Country Fire Authority, a regional officer,
local men from the State Emergency Service, the
local police, local government and local representatives, met on my invitation almost immediately after they came out of the field of fighting
those disastrous fires. I thank them very much
for acting so quickly and coming forward after
having had very little sleep during the previous
week.
At that meeting, they decided immediately to
distribute an information leaflet which advises
people on how to best protect themselves in the
event of a fire occurring. A group of community
and Country Fire Authority representatives wrote
and within a few days, distributed the leaflet
throughout the Warrandyte and Park Orchards
areas. Further action must be taken to continue
to educate people and to encourage them to take
preventive measures.
If one lives in the bush and wants to enjoy its
amenities, one should say not "If the fire comes"
but "When the fire comes, we will be prepared to
protect our homes, our lives and our
community."
I wish to address myself to the subject of fire
protection. Some honourable members have
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made suggestions such as having pumps and
water tanks available, clearing debris from the
forest floor or the bush floor near houses. As I
understand it, according to the experts in fire
prevention, the Country Fire Authority and
members of experience, it is not trees that cause
the danger so much as the debris and litter that
builds up on the ground under the trees and can .
fuel crown fires. It is nonsense to say that simply
chopping down trees will prevent fires. It is a
matter of forest management or bush management, and that is what conservation is all about.
True conservation includes fire protection and
fire prevention. True conservationists understand fires and their potentially disastrous effects. It is significant that conservationists whom
I know have refined and integrated fire-fighting
systems around their homes, keep the litter
cleared off the ground under the trees and cut
back trees that grow over their homes. No trees
or branches should overhang a house; houses in
bush areas should have an integrated fire fighting
system of pumps, tanks and hoses, and occupants need an understanding of what to do if a
fire occurs.
Much of this has been said before this disaster,
although perhaps not so loudly, so obviously or
so publicly, and perhaps not in this place. Encouragement and motivation are needed to organize local fire prevention and protection
programmes. While people are motivated-especially now-their concern and goodwill can be
drawn on to come to an understanding of how to
cope locally. Thus, in Warrandyte, further meetings and discussions will be held in the near future to create a network of information and a
local community organization that can act
quickly. It is not only the State Disaster Plan that
we need to examine and consider, but also local
disaster plans, and local community understanding should be developed so that action can be
taken that is complementary to stages 1, 2, and 3
of the State Disaster Plan.
I urge honourable members who live in fireprone areas to take a lead in encouraging that
type of local plan, local community recognition
of dangers and of what can be done by individuals and communities so that they will know what
to do if a fire occurs. In the meantime, they will
have peace of mind in the knowledge of how to
prevent fires around their homes and how to
protect themselves, their families and their community if there is a fire.
Mr DICKlNSON (South Barwon)-During
the Ash Wednesday fires, in the South Barwon
electorate there was the tragic loss of 3 lives and
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720 homes at a cost of $32 million. The people
of South Barwon express their deepest sympathy
to all of those who lost loved ones during the
fires.
South Barwon was not the only electorate that
was adversely affected. Thousands of hectares of
forests and grasslands were destroyed in one of
Victoria's most valuable coastal districts. A lesson is there to be learned from this national disaster, because it requires joint party action from
all sides if the matters at hand are to be dealt
with expeditiously. Unfortunately, the Premier
did not tap the great minds of Opposition members who are always willing to help. I am pleased
that both Federal and State Government members were quick to tour the devastated areas and
to offer assistance. The Prime Minister, the Minister for Foreign Affairs and the State Ministers
were seen in the electorate of South Barwon visiting the devastated areas. The Minister for
Local Government, Mr Wilkes, was actually in
Winchelsea on Ash Wednesday when the temperature reached 112 degrees Fahrenheit.
We are determining today whether the emergency needs are being met, and the criticisms
that were levelled today by the Leader of the
Opposition are honestly levelled and not illfounded. Those wonderful people who have given
money to the cause have every right to know
where their funds are going and where they are
being helped. Today honourable members heard
the Treasurer admit that those funds have been
put into the Cash Management Account.
At a meeting of the Barrabool Shire Council, I
directed the attention of the Minister to the need
for quick clarification on that issue. It was unfortunate that, on that very day, the Premier made
a statement at Cockatoo which was misinterpreted by viewers of television channel ATV 10.
I raise these matters because there is always room
for improvement. The shire presidents and municipal workers from the Barrabool shire and the
Winchelsea council, together with assistance from
the councillors of the City of Geelong and residents of the South Barwon electorate, have done
much to lessen the pain felt by those who have
lost so much.
It is hard for a man who has given 50 years of
his life to farming to suddenly find that his cattle,
sheep, fences, home and everything have been
destroyed and to look at the site of his home
where he and his family have grown up and find
that all that remains is a chimney and a fire-place
in which a fire is still set-the fire has not touched
it-and on the mantlepiece is a porcelain kangaroo. All that man could say was, "If this happens
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in Australia, perhaps the country should have
been left for the kangaroos." That happened to a
man in the Deans Marsh area where 40 farms
were devastated on Ash Wednesday. Although
the coast is 20 kilometres away, the fire took only
half an hour to rage from Deans Marsh to Aireys
Inlet and only 3 or 4 hours to travel from the
extremities ofLome to the outskirts of Anglesea.
Honourable members are all aware of the
wonderful contribution made by volunteers,
whether from the Country Fire Authority, other
voluntary organizations such as the Red Cross,
Rotoract, the Salvation Army or the Masonic
task force, which sent bus loads of active volunteers into this area on three consecutive weekends. I have written to the heads of Government
departments, the police, the State Emergency
Service and others who did excellent work during this time of trouble.
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Since my election to Parliament I have endeavoured to speak up for those people and
groups within the electorate I represent, especially those who have needed assistance. On 23
June last year members of the Winchelsea Rural
Fire Brigade and the Winchelsea Shire Council
came to Parliament requesting the assistance of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
to upgrade their fire equipment. The Hansard
record for 8 June 1982 at page 859, and again in
December 1982 at page 2521, emphasized the
need in that area as outlined by me.
The Minister has already acknowledged the
importance of the inquiry held by Sir Esler Barber following the Streatham fires. Blind Freddie
and his dog could have told the Minister what
would happen.
It is unfortunate that the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services erred in not listening to
the men on the land who visited this place. Instead, the honourable gentleman heeded too
dearly the words of public servants who sometimes lose touch with what is happening in the
field. Let us learn from our mistakes and not
shirk grasping the nettle. The Australian Labor
Party does not have a monopoly on compassion
because the community is a united group when
it comes to dealing with such emergencies.
I am concerned that some of the committees
that have now been set up have been established
too late; that the real action has already taken
place in many areas. In the case of Lome, within
the first few days the Lorne Lions Club collected
money and distributed SI 00 to everybody who
had lost their house. Similarly, in the Anglesea
area two radio stations-3AW and 3MP-went
and met the people who had lost property and
gave on-the-spot payments. These are delightful
contributions made by the people of Melbourne
for which the community is grateful.
I bring to the attention of the House a statement I made in this House on 8 June 1982, recorded at page 859 of Hansard, regarding the
Esler Barber report where Mr Justice Barber
stated:

I am aware of instances where people in society are prepared to fudge and take things which
are not theirs. Those people are willing to queue
up to receive a cash handout from radio stations
or free handouts of clothing. They will also remove property from houses which have been
destroyed in the fires and when they are confronted by the owner they say that they were first
on the scene.
The sitting was suspended at 6.31 p.m. until
8.9p.m.
Mr DICKINSON-Before the suspension of
the sitting I was stressing to the House an area of
grave concern to society which involved people
who are prepared to fudge on the aids and benefits being provided for people who have suffered
in the bush fires. It is disturbing that some people
may be claiming that they had a home that was
their principal house of residence before the bush
fire and yet the same people are not registered on
the electoral roll in the South Barwon electorate.
This inconsistency will pose problems for the
local authorities who will have to ascertain what
assistance may be required. .
People have also reported situations to me
where volunteers have been been working to clear
The lesson of 1977 is that the financing of fire prea block and are suddenly faced with the owners
vention should be among the very highest priorities.
of a holiday home who have turned up on a To
save money on fire prevention is, of course, being
Saturday or a Sunday in their Mercedes Benz penny wise and pound foolish.
motor car inquiring when their block will be
One day of bad fires costs millions measured only in
cleared.
money, to say nothing of death, injury and heartbreak.
One can imagine the dismay of the volunteers
who have given up their week-ends for this activity. I am sure honourable members all sing the
praises of the volunteers who have done so much.

The report also indicates that it is necessary for volunteer units to be kept up to a proper standard of
efficiency. The report also states:
Again, this is a matter of finance, but the provision
of suitable vehicles is a fundamental necessity and
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should be at the top of any scale of priorities considered by the authorities.

$2000 to buy this equipment but in many cases
it is too late.

As things turned out, in South Barwon a firefighting unit of the T orquay Fire Brigade worth
$30 000 was destroyed. I am pleased to say that
the unit was replaced. However, the request made
by the Winchelsea Rural Fire Brigade has still
not been heeded.

I believe the Minister for Police and Emergency Services was adequately chastised in the .
Sunday Observer on 27 February, when it was
stated that he had ignored remarks made in this
House in all good conscience.
Ifwe had a Minister who was conversant with
fire-fighting equipment and the rural situation he
would be much more alert to the dangers. Unfortunately he listened too much to public servants.
I know the Minister is a speech therapist and
speaks very well but the Government must listen
and resolve the many problem areas that are
before it. I wish to mention a few of these problem areas. It has now been reported in the Colac
and Coastal Telegraph that:

I put on record the comment that volunteer
fire fighters should not have to put their lives at
risk because offaulty or inadequate Country Fire
Authority vehicles. The vehicle in question has
broken down and been repaired fifteen times.
The fuel in the fuel line can easily vaporize, but
due to the ingenuity of the farmers they put diesel in the fuel to stop the vehicle having hiccups.
In December last year I told the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services that on 6 November a serious fire occurred at Sheoaks in the
Steiglitz Ranges, when a house and an old school
building were destroyed. The local fire captain
was pressing to have pumps provided for fanners in the area. This programme was introduced
by the previous Government but unfortunately
was discontinued. It is vital that farmers be
provided with adequate pumps and equipment
to fight fires.
I told the Minister that if 150 units costing
$1000 were given to farmers that would be
equivalent to an outlay of $5 million to fit out
Country Fire Authority trucks at $35 000 each
and would be a worth-while investment. Country
Fire Authority units put out big fires but hundreds
of miles of fences smoulder and burn. These small
units could be handled by retired men and fanners. During the Otway Ranges fires these small
units performed a tremendous service. I again
urge the Government to look at this suggestion
and reintroduce the programme.
On 7 December 1982 when I addressed the
House regarding these pumps, I also stated:
There have each year been serious fires in the South
Barwon electorate-for instance, at Aireys Inlet last
Christmas and at Anglesea where a caravan park was
destroyed and many people's lives were in danger. The
Minister should examine the question because this
summer in a drought season there will be a shortage of
water. If disaster strikes, those additional fire units
should not be ignored. I request the Minister to obtain
a review of the matter urgently. It needs only a big fire
with an insufficient back-up of water supplies then life
and limb will be at risk.

One did not have to be Nostradamus to predict
what would happen. I am dismayed at the lack
of foresight. Farmers are only now being given

The coast holocaust could have been minimized if
fire brigades had their way with strategic fuel reduction
bums.
Brigades also meet with stubborn resistance from
land-owners who refuse to clear fire hazards, but expect their properties to be saved by volunteers when a
fire occurs.
This situation is incomprehensible in an area with
the highest fire risk in Australia.
Unless narrow minded thinking changes, the coast
will bum again.
It must not be allowed to happen.
The basis offuel reduction burning is simple.
Reduce the fuel, which reduces the heat, which reduces the risk.
It is also not good enough to expect local volunteer
brigades to continue to carry the burden of major fire
prevention work on Crown Land.

I stress that point. Many volunteers are farmers
who have their own work to attend to. There are
20 000 hectares of land where this reduction
burning must take place. The report continued:
The coast between Anglesea and Lorne, and through
to beyond Wye River, is unique because it is totally
bounded by Crown Land.
Following last Wednesday's disastrous coast fires
there are many obvious examples of where fuel reduction bums and previous wild fires have saved property
Oassic examples of the benefit of reduction bums
were at Bellbrae West, Paraparap and Ocean Road
'mad mile' area
The International Harvester proving ground on Gum
Aat Road did not need a fire truck to protect it.
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Although covered in trees and surrounded in bush,
consistent reduction burning kept it safe.

The fire was contained at Forest Road without
further loss of property in the Anglesea area.
People in our community owe a lot to the volunteers of the Country Fire Authority, the State
Emergency Service, the State Electricity Commission, Telecom and many other voluntary organizations. I can only repeat the thanks of the
community to all the people involved. Many of
the Country Fire Authority volunteers have now
addressed their minds to the commitment to
safety in the future.
Appropriate authorities should have power to
address the situation where trees and hazardous
materials are allowed to collect on private property. Volunteer fire services are committed to the
effective implementation of this plan, but it requires funds to do it. Private landholders, particularly developers oflarge holdings of scrub, must
co-operate. Even if the current law is not adequate, no property owner has the moral right to
endanger his neighbour, district or town through
his own stupidity. I believe municipal councillors are prepared to insist on the extension of
sections 41 and 50 of the Country Fire Authority
Act to enforce fuel reduction measures, but are
honourable members on both sides of the House
prepared to give these authorities the power to
continue this good work to ensure that such a
catastrophe does not occur again?
I am dismayed at the inadequate provision
made by the Minister of Forests to commit the
additional funds necessary for reforestation of
this region. The allocation of $20 000 is laughable. It would require at least $500 000 and the
employment of many young people to implement this work.
The Soil Conservation Authority is the appropriate authority to advise, and I trust that it will
be given every assistance in its work. When the
rains come, the bare hillsides surrounding Lorne
will become rivulets of black water that will pollute the water supply ofthat town. It will be quite
some time before the grasses and natural habitat
return to their former glory.
There has been some adverse criticism of the
conservation group ANGAIR, that for many
years has drawn attention to the beauty of this
area. The President, Mr Dick Vasey, said that
ANGAIR had never opposed the Anglesea or
Aireys Inlet brigade's plans for fuel control. The
group has never been obstructive in respect of
the fire brigade's activities in protecting the area.
ANGAIR has an excellent relationship with the
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Country Fire Authority, and two years ago, the
group gave both brigades $1000 to purchase
equipment and assisted in the burning of fire
breaks in the Anglesea area. Mr Vasey said that
relations with Barrabool Shire were also good,
and the group had always supported the council
in their requirements for the protection of property. Every aspect of the safety of the area should
be considered in conjunction with preserving the
natural beauty.
Unfortunately, there are many people who do
not live in that area, but who are active in conservation groups and create mischief when this
recovery work is about to take place. The Geelong Environment Council is keeping a low profile in the wake of the coast holocaust. The council
has previously opposed fuel reduction bums by
the Country Fire Authority and Forests Commission. It has also dabbled in opposing wood
chipping and many of the people active in this
group have never availed themselves of the opportunity of visiting the forests with a trained
forester and listening to what he has to tell them.
Finally, I refer to a letter I received from one
of the local Country Fire Authority units in the
electorate I represent-the Grovedale Fire Brigade. That brigade has requested me to state in
this House that the officers and members of the
brigade wish to express their objection to any
proposal of an amalgamation of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and Country Fire
Authority administrations. The brigade asked me
to support its objections because it believes the
proposal is not required and is directed at the
wrong organization. The brigade stated that if
there is to be a cost-saving procedure, it should
be directed towards the Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board and that the Country Fire Authority
could hardly be considered a financial burden to
the State because of its clear cost-efficient service. I am sure all honourable members agree
that without these volunteers, the job on Ash
Wednesday would never have been done.
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-The
House has been debating the comprehensive and
far-reaching Ministerial statement presented by
the Premier on the Ash Wednesday bush fires.
Members on both sides of the House have expressed their concern and have commended the
quiet heroism and courage of many volunteers
and individuals. All have made constructive suggestions with one exception; that exception being
the Leader of the Opposition.
In his response, the Leader of the Opposition,
as the key spokesman for the Liberal Party,
claimed that the party would not make political
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capital out of the misery and suffering caused by
the devastation of the bush fires. He then immediately proceeded to do just that. Not only has
he done that in this House, but he has gone outside of this Chamber and conducted interviews
on television and made statements in the press
seeking to make political capital from what occurred on Ash Wednesday.
The honourable member for Wantirna interjects and says, "Rubbish". The Leader of the
Opposition has repeated his despicable allegations that appeal funds are being used to fund
the Government's deficit. If the honourable
member for Wantirna wants to say that it is rubbish, I will read what was said in a press statement made by the Leader of the Opposition dated
16 March. The press release is headed, "Fire
Money in Slush Fund!" The irresponsible statements made by the Leader of the Opposition are
causing much division and concern in the community. That is the sort of leadership that the
Liberal Party has degenerated into in this State.
The Leader of the Opposition stated:
The people's money generously donated for bush fire
victims has ended up in the Cash Management Account which the State Government uses as a slush fund
to prop up its huge deficit.

It is despicable to allege that money contributed
in this way is to be used by the Government to
prop up its deficit. It is simply not true. It is
completely irresponsible for the Leader of the
Opposition to continually reiterate these allegations after he has been told that they are not true.
The Leader of the Opposition is aware that the
interest rate earned by that money will, in fact,
add to the contributions already donated to the
appeal funds, yet he continues to produce that
sort of rubbish in press releases. It is quite clear
from press statements of that nature that the
Leader of the Opposition is more concerned in
creating division, antagonism and suspicion in
the community. The Leader of the Opposition is
a de~.perate man as his recent press statements
contradict the ones made earlier. He did, however, take a much more responsible position
earlier.
On 17 February he stated in a similar type of
media release that:
The State Opposition today offered its full support
to the Government in coping with the bush-fire disaster.

There is no hint of the irresponsible and negative
attitudes that he has shown since that time. There
is no hint of the nit-picking criticism that has
come forward today in the course of this debate.
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On 18 February, the Leader of the Opposition
said:
In fact, I fully support everything the Victorian and
Federal Governments did in coping with the bush-fire
disaster.

That is an unqualified statement, yet he comes
into the House today with a whole load of criticisms which have very little substance behind
them. Indeed, it was most noticeable that the
Leader of the National Party adopted a more
responsible, responsive and constructive approach during the debate this afternoon.
I have complimented those honourable members from both sides of the House who took a
constructive attitude. It appears that the honourable member for Wantirna, who is inteIjecting,
does not understand that it is his Leader alone
who has been the sole exception to taking a responsible and constructive position on the devastation that has been inflicted on many
Victorians.
The Government was faced with the massive
task of providing immediate emergency relief and
the long-term task of reconstruction and restoration of the devastated areas. The Government
was faced with the massive task of providing
support for those persons suffering immense
hardship and loss.
What did the Leader of the Opposition have
to say in reply to the performance of the Government in coping with those tasks? The Leader of
the Opposition said nothing that was positive,
constructive or useful to anybody. The Leader of
the Opposition provided no case of substance in
his lengthy speech.
There have been no holdups in providing relief. The Government has provided an immediate and responsible co-ordination of all relief
measures. The Opposition would have performed much better by having praised the good
efforts of the Government rather than simply
nitpicking and criticizing, as the Leader of the
Opposition has done.
Other Government Ministers have demonstrated how quickly and efficiently organized was
the response of the Government to help the
overwhelming support of many voluntary agencies. That response was recognized by Dame
Phyllis Frost when she was recently interviewed
on the radio programme AM. She specifically
praised the efforts of the Government and refused to join with the carping criticism of the
Opposition and indicated what a good job the
Victorian Government had done.
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I refer to a number of areas that come within
my immediate responsibility, especially those
areas connected with long-term reconstruction,
as well as the immediate provision of basic facilities like shelter.
The Ministry of Housing offered a range of
immediate relief to meet the emergencies of providing housing for those persons affected by the
bush fires. For example, the Ministry offered 100
units for rental. The Ministry has a strong commitment to a spot-purchase programme and because the Ministry continued to operate over the
holiday period, it had acquired 100 houses
through the spot-purchase programme, which was
still facing a maintenance programme and,
therefore, had not had families allocated to the
houses. Therefore, the Ministry made available
immediately 100 houses for emergency accommodation in the community.
The Ministry offered the use of what has
proven to be a successful programme, and that
is the provision of granny flats on the blocks of
land of people who wish to rebuild but desire to
remain on their own land in the meantime.
The granny flat is a suitable unit in many ways
because it is more substantial than a caravan for
the purpose of temporary accommodation,while
. a family is rebuilding its home. There are no
delays in this offer. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is inteJjecting. I will indicate how
successful this programme has been.
The granny flat is a demountable unit of approximately fourteen square metres in floor
space. It consists of a living room, kitchen, one
bedroom with en suite bathroom, complete with
heater, stove, hot water service and is fully insulated. It is certainly suitable for either a couple
or a family with children. A number of these
units have a second bedroom, which makes them
more suitable for family accommodation. It is a
successful programme.
The Ministry made the services of the Home
Advisory Service available' t<rthe bush-fire victims. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
inteJjecting. It appears that he is anxious to know
of the success of these measures. I will inform
the Deputy Leader of the Opposition on the success of these measures.
The Ministry expanded the role of the Home
Advisory Service to provide specially resourced
technical services for those persons seeking immediate advice on rebuilding. This service was
expanded with the help of the Royal Australian
Institute of Architects, which made copies of
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standard house plans available at substantially
reduced rates.
The Ministry offered loans for rebuilding
through the Rural Finance Commission for people whose principal residence had been destroyed by bush fires and who wished either to
rebuild or to relocate in Victoria at an affordable
loan of up to $22 000.
In an effort to assist employment and reconstruction in the devastated areas, the Ministry
made available a special offer of 100 additional
house and land packages. That programme will
go a long way towards assisting those communities to gain confidence, to get the economy of
those areas moving again and to provide immediate assistance to those persons who wish to
rebuild.
Many other programmes were offered as well,
but one of the more significant actions the Ministry of Housing took was to establish a joint
inter-departmental committee which dealt with
many of the issues involved, especially holdups,
that may have occurred in the planning processes of obtaining permits to rebuild. I chaired
one of those meetings.
Those meetings involved the following organizations: The Ministry of Housing, the Royal
Australian Institute of Architects, both the inspection services and the housing services of that
organization of architects; the Ministry for Planning; the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works; the Master Builders Association; the
Housing Industry Association; the director of
building control from the Local Government
Department; the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization and other experts from the Ministry of Housing. Those meetings resulted in agreement throughout the
planning process on the best way in which to
proceed with reconstruction in the bush-fire areas.
By inteIjection, the Deputy Leader of the Opposition appears to be cynical about a comprehensive programme of assistance being offered.
Approximately 50 applications have been received for portable granny flats for use by people
who are rebuilding. That is a good take-up offer.
I signed the agreement for those granny flats and
there are 50 on the list.
A handful of people have already been housed
in recently acquired houses that were in the process of being repaired. As a result of the bush
fires, some persons have needed long-term rental
accommodation.
Mr Maclellan-Has anyone got a granny flat?
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Mr CATHIE-They will as soon as somebody applies for one and the application is processed. We are well advanced in processing the
applications. The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is intetjecting. If he does not accept that as
an honest response, he does not understand the
processes of the law.
Mr Maclellan-Why don't you tell the truth?
Mr CATHIE-I am telling the truth. It is interesting to note how the Opposition squirms so
often and then tries to throw in personal abuse
when it does not want to hear of the success of
the Government in mounting a comprehensive
programme of reconstruction.
Some people have needed long-term rental accommodation as a result of the bush fires. So far,
four families have been provided with Ministry
of Housing accommodation on a priority basis.
Mr Smith-Four!
Mr CATHIE-That intetjection is indicative
of the scornful attitude of the Opposition. Most
families have preferred to find their own accommodation. Therefore, the demand for short and
long-term accommodation from the Ministry
may well vary. I should expect the demand to
increase in the future when people have either
become tired of living with relatives or in temporary or shared accommodation that they were
prepared to find for themselves.
I

The Government will ~ ready for those people. Contracts for the construction of twenty
houses in the affected bush-fire areas have already been let. These houses are being pr~ed
with for construction under the housing and land
package and a further 80 will be given priority in
the next fortnight. Oearly, the Opposition does
not want to believe the programmes that the
Government has defined to meet the needs of
the people will be successful and are the programmes the people require.
I refer to small business. Already, the Government has identified 140 small businesses and
would have contacted and had discussions with
more than 60 of those 140 small businesses. The
next biggest contact from the Government is with
businesses that have not suffered direct loss from
the bush fires but have suffered indirectly. That
contact is continuirig and already 15 of those
businesses have been identified and are being
given counselling, advice and support.
There is a great deal that the Government has
to do and it is a challenging task. I have great
confidence in the programme to which the Government is committed. I have great confidence
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in the achievements that the Government has
made and in the support and assistance the Government has given to devastated communities
which have been greatly welcomed by those
communities.
In attacking many of the Government proposals and schemes, the Leader of the Opposition
has misread the mood of the Victorian community. That mood is one of getting on with the job,
getting on with reconstruction and seeing that
the spirit of the Dandenongs and other devastated areas rises once again. This Government is
committed to giving full support to that spirit.
Mr SMITH (Warmambool)-On behalf of the
people in the electorate ofWarmambool, I would
say firstly how sorry I am for those who have lost
people close to them in the fire, particularly those
in the electorate. The electorate was unlucky
enough to lose nine people and ofthat nine, seven
were involved in some way in trying to muster
their livestock in order to protect their livelihood. The other losses were a journalist and his
father who, in searching for reporting instances,
were unfortunately trapped by the fire.
The benefit of the debate is that it is flushing
out a few facts that have not been available to
date. The House has just listened to a fascinating
address on the bush-fires by the Minister of
Housing and the Minister for Economic Development and other portfolios. He has said that
four people can look forward to obtaining granny
flats.
Mr Cathie-I did not refer to them as granny
flats.
.
Mr SMITH-I have made a mistake. Four
have reptal accom~odation, none have granny
flats-the position is even worse than I thought.
The Ash Wednesday fires and this debate ought
to lead to a rethinking of priorities of assistance
and actioil~ be ~n in potential natural disasters. The electorate that I represent, Warmam..
bool, and the neighbouring electorate ofPolwarth
were by far the worst hit of the disasters, the least
reported by the media and the least understood
by city people. Not only have they affected the
dwellings of approximately 500 families but also
they have been responsible for people losing both
their homes and their jobs. It is not that those
jobs will not be there when the grass grows again,
a few cows have calved, and so on. The consequences of the fires will be felt by these people
for many years. Many will never recover and will
be ruined.
The disaster should be examined so that constructive ideas emerge. It is not beyond the wit
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of the Government and the Parliament to nut
out that on days of extreme wind coupled with
extreme temperatures and very low humidity in
a general fire danger period there is an abnormal
alert not only because of a total fire ban. Ash
Wednesday was one such day. It was perhaps a
day that one would probably not see more than
once or twice in a lifetime and there should be
special arrangements made for that type of day.
On such a day, the authorities-in this case
the Country Fire Authority and the Police
Force-ought to be able to command in each
area an aeroplane or perhaps a couple of aeroplanes to be on stand-by so that on the very
minute there is a report offire to the authority or
the Police Force, that aeroplane could get into
the air carrying a person who fully understood
the distances over which the aeroplane would be
operative. One of the great problems in the Terang-Timboon-Nullawarre triangle fire area was
that the aeroplane got into the air too late and,
having got into the air, there was not quite the
experience that was desired for being able to convey messages.
From that command aeroplane or aeroplanes,
there ought to be a system worked out so that
local radio stations have messages only from that
aeroplane or aeroplanes and that they do not
relay to the listening public any unauthorized
message~ ..on where that fire might or might not
be. All the local radio stations wanted to be helpful and they relayed messages to people which
tended to be slightly inaccurate. A command
aeroplane is in the best possible position-provided it is well staffed-to be able to know what
the fire is doing, where it is threatening, and so
on, and then through a radio link it oUght to be
able to contact local radio stations with that
information.
On a day of those extreme conditions, the
command aeroplane oUght to have links with
local radio stations-in the electorate of Warrnambool, with stations 3YB, 3CS and 3HAwhich should be open on a low volume so that
the minute advice is given on the fires the radio
stations will have an accurate description of what
the fire is doing, received from an authorized
individual and not an unauthorized individual.
That then allows people affected to make a judgment on whether to stay and do something about
the threat or whether they should get out immediately. That then is an individual situation where
only the individual can make his best judgment
at that time. So often in the electorate of Warrnambool, people were warned by their neighbours, one, two or three kilometres away to get
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out quickly because the fire was threatening and
there was not sufficient time for them to take
anything with them. They were lucky to save
their lives. There were incredible stories of how
people managed to escape those fires.
A system ought to be in operation to cope with
those extreme conditions and to signal to people
just what they ought to do. Having got the aeroplane in the air and having signalled to the people, the next obvious step is that the command
aeroplane ought to have a radio link with the
people who are in command on the ground. The
Country Fire Authority has an excellent communication system, a two-way radio, but that
does not link up with either the Police Force, the
State disaster organization or anyone else.
Surely, in this day of microchips and so forth
we could have a communication system whereby
a Country Fire Authority officer could push a
button and immediately be in contact with p0lice headquarters in the area, or whereby the p0lice could press a button and speak to the Country
Fire Authority or the emergency services people.
Such a basic communication requirement should
be provided at the first possible opportunity by
the Government. It is not necessary for a major
disaster to occur for that sort of system to pay
for itself. Again the command planes could play
an important role.
I ask honourable members to consider the
other functions of an aircraft. Not long ago in
this House I questioned the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services about the capacity of
the Government to carry on the experimentation
on a Bullthrush aircraft which is widely used in
America for fire bomb exercises. In a given
period of time this aircraft has a greater capacity
to drop retardant on a fire than has the Hercules
aircraft which is fifteen times more expensive.
The Minister said that whilst there was the recomendation for further expenditure, he considered it a very low priority, and therefore funds
were not made available. In the over-all scene,
to refuse SI 00 ()()() worth of experimentation to
conclude whether this aircraft which is useful in
other parts of the world was useful here-being
a practical person I believe it would be the single
most useful tool fire fighters could have-was
incorrect, because the expenditure was warranted. The experimentation should take place
between now and this time next year so that the
Bullthrush aircraft is at least given a fair trial as
the Hercules aircraft was given.
Another idea which seems sound and which
may have been mentioned before is that in each
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country exchange Telecom ought to have allo- Victoria State Emergency Service, the Departcated two or three numbers to be used only in ment of Agriculture and so forth were visiting
disasters so that the disaster organizations could each farm two days after the fires. If one visited
be plugged in immediately by Telecom say, for a farm and said that one was from the Governargument's sake, at Panmure where, quite incor- ment the farmer would say, "No, not another
rectly, the disaster relief was headquartered. one". The farmers were not as exhausted from
Immediately a decision is made to situate the fighting the fires and counting their losses as they
headquarters in a locality, two, three or four lines were from providing information, often of a pershould be available with a known number so that sonal nature, to a large number of bureaucrats.
all persons wanting to contact the area need to Surely it is not beyond our wit to organize a
know is the prefix. In Warrnambool that number system whereby somebody allocates the responwas 662. The number could be, say, 95000 or sibilities when a disaster occurs. A grid map could
95 111. There should be a State-wide or nation- be consulted and each organ of Government
wide plug-in telephone system so that people could be given a section of that grid map so that
wanting to contact the disaster organizations once the people concerned would be visited only once.
a disaster had occurred or was occurring would There could be a common form instead of sepaknow the routine set of numbers available on rate forms for people to fill in. Often the inforeach telephone exchange.
mation requested is unnecessarily personal and
The problem that occurred in the fire districts the victim of the disaster is badly affected when
that I have mentioned was that too many people asked at an early stage to divulge personal details.
were in charge. Every well-meaning Minister and
Those are some constructive suggestions. On
departmental head from Melbourne said to his the whole, in the first week, when honourable
officers in the area, "You are in charge" of some- members rang Ministers who were directly inthing. The parameters were wide because the volved with the disaster, the response was excelMinister and so forth were in Melbourne and the lent. If one asked for decisions, one got decisions,
local people were deemed to know what they and one could not ask for more. However, that
were in charge of, but there were enormous over- ended after the first week. Obviously the preslaps and even greater potential overlaps of re- sures of Government and the difficulties of fursponsibility. In the disaster area that I am ther and more detailed decision-making processes
contemplating and discussing, within the para- started to take their toll. Other things had to be
meters of responsibility-not after the fire was attended to and conflicts and unnecessary diffiput out but while it was occurring-there was a culties were created. For example, the Minister
conflict of responsibility to a degree. If there had for Community Welfare Services came into the
been better communication and less interference . electorate that I represent. I did not know that
from Melbourne, I have no doubt that there she was there because no one had advised me
would have been less confusion. I would not go that she was coming. One could say that that
so far as to say that the fire would have been put does not mean much, but when she was there,
out more quickly or that fewer lives would have the Minister said to Michael Oancy, who is in
been lost but there would have been less trauma charge of the Community Welfare Services in
amongst those who were trying to do the best Warmambool, "You are in charge of the entire
they could with the resources they had. The plea social and economic reconstruction of the whole
for the next disaster is that the people in Mel- area". Michael is a nice person and will work his
bourne try much harder to keep out of it. They guts out to provide work for people, but he would
should let the local people cope more and should
not know the front end of a cow from the rear
give them the guidelines and responsibilities beend. Farming is basically the livelihood of the
forehand so that they can make their judgments
people who are there, but the decision that the
at the scene.
Minister made was taken without consultation
I now refer to the day after the fires. Every with the local people.
Minister and bureaucrat from Melbourne was
I am happy to accept that the Minister should
ringing asking for reports on the extent of the
disaster and on what help was required. The most ignore me. The fact that I established the Minisvaluable people in the area were tied up for at try of Social Welfare and have some knowledge
least 24 hours servicing their superiors in Mel- of it does not matter to me, but she did not
bourne. That is a fairly necessary process, but it contact the local people other than personnel
ought to be confined to one organ of govern- employed by the Department of Community
ment, not the whole lot. Officers of the Depart- Welfare Services, who are not basically local
ment of Community Welfare Services, the people; they come and go.
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Had it been a mini fire of London that had were burnt out in the school communities, I was
swept through the City ofWarrnambool it might speaking only of the area that I represent, which
have been a different cup of tea, but it was not; it I think is not unreasonable, and there are three
was a fire that swept through rural communities houses to be replaced.
without destroying any townships. No houses
We approached the Victorian Government
were wiped out other than a school house in Employees Housing Authority, which used to be
Garvoc, which is not a township but a hamlet- the Teacher Housing Authority, and pointed out
the people ofGarvoc might be insulted ifI call it the need for the replacement of those houses,
a hamlet-but the fires did not affect any town- and that was conceded. However, the land is
ships. What the people of the devastated areas in owned by the Education Department and not the
the electorate I represent need is not the drop-in Victorian Government Employees Housing
centres suggested by the Minister for Commu- Authority, so a legislative process is involved.
nity Welfare Services.
The people do not want to know about that; it is
An Honourable Member-Don't be so Crown land and the Government has the mandate to make the decisions, so what the heck is it
negative.
Mr SMITH-I am trying to make helpful sug- doing? If the Government produced three schools
gestions. There is no hope of the honourable within a week, why can it not produce three
member who is interjecting winning the seat of houses? After all, if the Government neglected
Warrnambool, but at least he should listen to the to insure the houses, surely some money can be
viewpoints of people who can contribute pro- found from somewhere to provide housing for
ductive wealth, and not mistletoe wealth to this teachers. The Government found $350 million
sort of society. Once the Government recognizes extra to pay their salaries, so why can it not find
the need for productive wealth instead of the three houses into which to put teachers? Their
mistletoe wealth it is promoting in phoney job fellow teachers would agree that it is much more
schemes it will be better off. Members of the important to house some of the teachers whose
Government party should listen to a little advice accommodation was burnt to the ground in the
like this and be condescending enough to take fires.
account of it.
I notice that the Minister of Education has
now returned to the Chamber, and his colleague
Mr C~thie-We are going well.
will advise him of the housing difficulties I have
Mr SMITH-"Going well", says the Minister
of Housing, and he has obtained accommoda- mentioned. One cannot get reliable, competent
tion for only four families out of the 1700 whose teachers to come to relatively remote country
homes were burnt to the ground. I assure the areas unless housing is provided for them. To
Minister that the other 1696 people would not complete the Government's coup of excellent
want a bar of the sorts of efforts that the Minister performance, it should provide three houses for
has made in the housing area. It is obvious why these teachers.
Let us look now at members of the farming
the Minister has not had too many applications.
I mentioned the visit of the Minister for Com- community who lost everything. Unlike unformunity Welfare Services and that, although it tunate people in other areas who lost their relawas well meaning, it completely lacked the nec- . tives or friends as well as houses, the constituents
essary consultation with local people. Let us deal that I represent lost not only their houses, in the
with the Minister of Education, who is not in the case of about 80 families, but also their shedding,
Chamber at the moment. The Minister had to livestock and fences as well as income for percontemplate what he was going to do about the haps three to six months. When that income starts
three schools in the area that were burnt out, at coming in again it will be greatly reduced beGarvoc, Naringal and Nirranda. I must confess cause of the loss of livestock. What are those
that within a week three new schools had been farmers to look forward to? How do they plan
provided, and they were probably better than the for the future? Let me deal with what has ocschools that were there before. The local com- curred so far.
munities were very impressed by that, but the
Through the auspices of David Colbeck, who
Minister would realize, if he thought about it, did a very good job administering the State
that what attracts a reasonable teacher into a Emergency Service effort from Panmw;e, 1000
country area is the provision of a house along- service club members were organized to come
side the school. That is a very important ingre- into the district on one week-end. With the help
dient in a country area remote from a main urban of people from local municipalities and unafcentre. When I referred to the three houses that fected surro~nding municipalities, they cleaned
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up most of the fencing, shedding and housing, so
that cleaning up has been done basically by volunteers assisted by the municipalities, but it has
been done most effectively.
The initial confusion about boundary fencing
for properties abutting Crown land was resolved
as a result of a meeting that we organized which
was attended by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, for which I am thankful.
The overwhelming request of the 1000 people
who attended the meeting was that they not be
unfairly treated in their community vis-a-vis other
communities in relation to boundary fencing.
I congratulate the Government on having
made a quick decision, albeit that it came in two
confusing steps. One was when the Treasurer
and the Minister for Local Government, unannounced attended a meeting of the Heytesbury
Shire C~uncil, and the other was following a
Cabinet meeting when a decision was announced. Now people whose land abuts Crown
land can look forward to receiving $1200 recompense for their boundary fencing, and they are
satisfied about that aspect, but now they are continually asking how much money the Government received from voluntary contributions. The
answer must be that it received perhaps $18 million or $19 million in pledges, but has only $9·8
million in hand. We flushed that figure out today. To all those people $9·8 million is a hell of
a lot of money-there are no two ways about
it-and if they look at the number of people who
lost their only dwelling and livelihood, as did
many people in the electorate that I represent,
and divide that number of people into the
amount pledged to the Government, they may
have reasonable expectations of receiving a pretty
big lick of money. However, I seriously doubt
that they will receive that amount of money.
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should let the local people know they are coming.

A lesson is also to be learnt in the amount of
forest reduction that oUght to take place. People
who are conservation orientated ought to sit back
while those who understand something of fires
and forests get on with the job. I appeal to the
Government to involve local people far more in
this matter. It has swamped committees with
bureaucrats. The committees ought to be dominated by local people with a degree of common
sense, not necessarily municipal representatives,
but local people who know what life is about and
know what is required in that area.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Wilton)-Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
Mr POPE (Monbulk)-The honourable
member for Warrnambool has actually contributed some constructive comments to this debate. It is unfortunate that he has decided to be
negative in a number of aspects. I hope that any
other speakers from the Opposition benches will
try to contribute some constructive comments,
which I believe the honourable member has done,
albeit as his swan song in this Chamber. I rise in
this debate as the honourable member for an
electorate that was not directly affected by the
bush-fires on Ash Wednesday. However, the
Monbulk electorate has been affected by bushfires in the past and experienced small bush-fires
in the current season, but was not affected on
Ash Wednesday. The Shire ofSherbrooke comprises half of my electorate with the other half
being represented by the honourable member for
Berwick and half of that area was very much
affected by the Ash Wednesday fires. As honourable members will appreciate, the Dandenongs
are situated mostly in the electorate I represent
and are a high fire risk area. Considerable emoJudging by the debate today, the tendency must tion and concern has been expressed since the
be to consider community centres and facilities. Ash Wednesday fires concerning what could ocThe Minister of Education is interjecting. I am cur in the Dandenongs at present due to the
about to offer a constructive suggestion follow- drought and the high fire risk. I was able to ~et
ing the praise I gave him. The overwhelmingly an insight into the fires because of my close Inimportant factor for people in the electorate I volvement with the Shire of Sherbrooke and the
represent is to have cash in hand quickly. The various areas that constitute the boundary of the
amount that has been so far committed by the Berwick electorate. I spent considerable time in
Government is $434 000. An improvement must areas that have been devastated around Belgrave
be made on that amount. The Minister of Edu- Heights, Belgrave South and Lysterfield.
cation is referring to a Herald article. The Herald
The Premier's Ministerial statement today
team has not been to that area and would not outlined the fact that the State was well prepared
understand the problems of the people there. If for bush-fires because of the State Disaster Plan
they had contacted the local people involved in and the executive committee meeting. However,
the twelve community centres they would have as pointed out by the Premier, no one imagined
had a far better perspective. If anyone wishes to that the bush-fire that occurred on Ash Wednesvisit the area, they need not consult me, but day would be so extreme and so devastating. The
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Premier pointed out that in November last year
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
for the first time called a meeting of the State
disaster executive committee. The fact that that
had not occurred before is an indictment on the
former Government. The State Disaster Plan,
which .I recognize was drafted by the former
Government with various authorities, was examined at the meeting in November and it was
decided that the various authorities were well
prepared for bush-fires to be combated in
Victoria.
The Country Fire Authority units certainly in
the Shire of Sherbrooke, were well equipped for
a fire situation. The local shire was also extremely well prepared for any disaster. Fire restrictions were imposed in the Dandenong area,
which comprises most of my electorate, six to
eight weeks earlier than is normally the case. All
the preparations were made, but no one expected
what occurred on 16 February. The fires that
occurred were beyond belief and I hope I never
again in my lifetime see the devastation that I
witnessed then. The Premier stated in his Ministerial statement that the State disaster plan
stood the test, with a certain qualification. The
qualification was that the Government does not
believe that all matters are necessarily covered
by the State Disaster Plan and the Government
will be considering improvements to the plan.
The debate on the Ministerial statement has
provided an avenue through which people can
put forward constructive criticisms of the State
Disaster Plan. Unfortunately, this has not occurred from the Opposition benches. Shortly I
shall have some caustic comments to make about
the remarks of the honourable member for
Warrnambool. From reports I have received, I
believe the State Disaster Plan was well put into
effect. As I mentioned, I have been close to a fire
situation. The State Disaster Welfare Plan also
stood the test and it was quite fortuitous that the
State Emergency Service, in conjunction with the
Red Cross and other authorities, actually conducted workshops in a number of areas throughout the State. Unfortunately, that has only started
since the Labor Party took Government in Victoria. Workshops were conducted at Cockatoo.
The local community benefited by having a
township disaster plan that was well formulated
prior to Ash Wednesday and well put into effect
on that day and on the Thursday thereafter.
The Country Fire Authority in the Shire of
Sherbrooke made a magnificent effort. I cannot
pay a high enough tribute to the volunteers for
their efforts. The same can be said for the officers
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of the Forests Commission in the area. They
were extremely involved in the bush-fire areas,
not only in the Belgrave area, but also in the
Upper Yarra region and no doubt in other areas
of Victoria.
I do not wish to be negative in this debate but
one must put the record straight about the problems that occurred following the fires. A number
of honourable members on the other side of the
House provided constructive comments. The
honourable member for Berwick was extremely
constructive in the aftermath of the bush-fires in
examining the long-term aspect of fire risks. I
pay tribute to the way in which he conducted
himself. I do not know if he has spoken in the
debate today, but ifhe does I hope he will introduce a similar constructive element into the
Parliament.
However, there were negative forces within
the Opposition benches who tried to gain political points within the Shire of Sherbrooke. I publicly state that the honourable member for
Wantirna and the honourable member for Boronia Province in another place were totally negative when dealing with the fires. They were
involved at the invitation of a person living in
the Bayswater area, which is many miles away
from the fire area. I want to put the record straight
about the negative attitude, the disharmony and
the divisiveness that occurred within the Shire
of Sherbrooke and was perpetuated by those
honourable members.
On Sunday afternoon the honourable member
for Wantirna and one of the honourable members representing Boronia Province attended a
meeting of 50 people held in a garage.
Mr Maclellan-Where?
Mr POPE-The meeting was held at Belgrave
South. I take it that the honourable member for
Berwick was not invited. The meeting arranged
at that time did not reach any constructive decisions, and divided the community. That division still exists today. That divisiveness was again
perpetuated by the Leader of the Opposition, a
Leader whom the honourable member for Wantirna and one of the members for Boronia Province in another place seem to fully support. They
supported his action by their actions in that devastated area shortly after the bush-fires went
through.
The Shire of Sherbrooke called a formal meeting at the Upwey High School which was attended by the honourable member for Berwick,
the Federal member and me, amongst others.
Because that meeting was formal, it came up
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with constructive criticism and comment about
the ways in which bush-fires could be handled in
future. The meeting also examined fire prevention programmes that could be instigated within
the Shire of Sherbrooke and the other shires that
constitute the Dandenong Ranges.
A further meeting was held at the Shire of
Sherbrooke with representatives from various
authorities along with the honourable member
for Berwick, the Federal member and me, which
came up with a number of matters which were
touched on by the honourable member for Warrnambool. I commend the honourable member
for Warrnambool for the parts of his speech
which dealt with the constructive aspects of
communication. We should examine the communication aspect of the State Disaster Plan in
the Sherbrooke area.
At the meeting at the Shire of Sherbrooke, a
deputation was formed-which I led-to the
Premier and a number of matters were put forward. Because these matters were dealt with in
the Ministerial statement I will not repeat them
now. Suffice to say that if constructive input is
received from all sides, like the meetings at Sherbrooke, we can all learn something from Ash
Wednesday. Unfortunately, that has not been
the case. Some speakers for the Opposition have
been constructive, but that does not apply across
the board.
The real tragedy of Ash Wednesday, apart from
the matters already canvassed, is the nitpicking,
point-scoring, disharmony and polarization that
occurred within the Shire of Sherbrooke. Interjections from the Leader of the National Party
do nothing to enhance the debate.
I applaud those members from all sides of the
House who have made a constructive contribution to the debate. I hope the Leader of the National Party does not listen to the Leader of the
Opposition. I do not think he does on most occasions. One or two spokesmen from the Liberal
Party made constructive comments, and I applaud parts of the contribution made by the
honourable member for Warrnambool. I hope
the debate will continue constructively rather
than be reduced to political point-scoring. I do
not believe I have tried to score any points; I
have tried to relate what occurred. The honourable member for Wantirna should feel guilty as
he seeks to inteIject. If the debate continues constructively the comments of members of the National Party and the Liberal Party can be put
together to come up with a total disaster plan for
the future. The bush-fires which occurred on Ash
Wednesday will possibly occur again. I hope they
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will not be as tragic, but I also hope we can all
learn something from the debate today.
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantima)-One of the
important factors that has emerged from the
tragedy of the Ash Wednesday fires is that
throughout the community, especially during the
first few days when people felt the immediate
impact of the fire, there was magnificent community co-operation. There was immense heroism and a tremendous sense of dedication from
all sides throughout the community. One of the
impressive factors that has emerged is that, although with hindsight one might say there should
have been better lines of communication for immediate action and response, so as far as I am
concerned, the way all people threw in their lot
together and helped was simply a magnificent
response that can receive only the highest
commendation.
I am convinced that a plan cannot be ready
and waiting to be implemented with all the right
lines of authorities already established. There is
simply a response to a situation, and we saw a
magnificent response in the recent fires. No criticism can be made of people in any of those areas
in the immediate crisis period.
The Ministerial statement has provided a
valuable opportunity to debate this matter. I have
sat through the whole debate unlike the previous
speaker, and the contribution of every honourable member has been extremely positive. Because some people dared to make positive
suggestion, one or two Ministers made a thinskinned response that this is a nitpicking exercise. If we are not able to contribute and learn
together, we ought not to be in the game ofpolitics. I do not appreciate some of the inaccurate
and misleading responses that have been made.
I was surprised and disappointed that two important groups were not mentioned in the Ministerial statement. They have been mentioned by
other speakers; they are members of the State
Electricity Commission and Telecom. I am delighted that Liberal Party members are highlighting the incredibly valuable performance of these
groups. The Labor Party did not recognize or
mention them. These men worked extremely long
hours and they worked very hard. Within a couple of days of the fires, communications and
power were restored, new poles were erected and
lines put in. As a Parliament we should give our
whole-hearted commendation to all people who
worked for the State Electricity Commission and
Telecom in that period.
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A number of important suggestions have been
put forward in relation to communications in
such a disaster. I am concerned with some of the
information given to me as I went around the
fire areas. In the area, the fire destroyed the basic
communication system and for one week there
was virt.ually no communication within the area,
or from outside, other than through volunteer
CB operators. For the first couple of days following the disaster, the CB operators were working
virtually 24 hours a day. Within a short time
they returned to their employment and went back
to the fire areas to be available at night. During
the day, when the disaster plan people were
working and requiring to communicate concerning the ordering of food, first aid equipment, and
so on, relay teams had to be established to go to
the nearest telephone 5 miles away.
Communication centres should be contained
within fireproof buildings so that the community
is not held to ransom because of the inadequacies of communication. It is not beyond the realm
of possibility for police and emergency services
to have a number of radio transmitters available.
There ought to be a radio system capable of
broadcasting to people within the disaster area,
to advise them of what is happening and the
resources that are available for assistance.
A number of comments have been made about
effective fire-fighting facilities. One suggestion
made to me raises an important problem in relation to some authorities preventing people from
carrying out what they believe to be effective fire
protection services, that is, they are prevented
from cutting down trees and removing vegetation posing a fire threat. A precedent has been
set in Great Britain by the Privy Council whereby
it may be possible for people in Australia to take
legal action against authorities who have prevented property owners from protecting their
property against fire. Councillors individually,
as well as corporately, may be able to be sued for
recovery of damages caused through constrictive
council policies. If that situation arose, serious
consideration would have to be given by councils and new authorities to undesirable policies
that prevent people from protecting their properties against fire, or other dangers.
A great deal of modem technology has been
introduced into house building programmes.
Plastic spouting should be prohibited in high fire
risk areas as during the recent fires, such spouting simply melted, or caught fire, and in one
locality at least, it caused many houses to bum.
There should also be a review on how sparks
get through ventilators and other components
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within buildings and start fires. Improvements
should be made in the standards of materials and
fittings that are available for people living in fireprone areas.
I was concerned how the various relief services were brought into play during the fires. I
complimented the Minister for Police and Emergency Services privately on what was a magnificent response in the early days after the disaster.
Other Ministers also made highly commendable
responses, but that does not mean that we cannot learn from some of the mistakes that were
made. I have spoken to people in the affected
areas on the way the welfare component was
organized. Firstly, there were many volunteers.
They had various motives for being involved,
some for therapeutic reasons, others for compassionate reasons. There is a need to effectively
plan in the future to utilize the resources of volunteers in such situations and to put them into
more effective teams. Some people may know
how to collect the sort of information that will
be helpful in compiling records, more effectively
mobilize the volunteers into rehabilitation programme building.
The insurance issue has been raised. Who is
responsible for the insurance cover on volunteers -should they be injured? In some instances
volunteers can be covered through the municipal
insurance arrangements, but what about the
Lions Club members, the Rotary Club members,
and so on. How are their members covered? This
is an area that should be addressed immediately.
Within a few days of the disaster in the Dandenongs, in particular, it was decided that there
should be a scaling down of the involvement of
the volunteers and a taking over of the work,
mainly by officers from the Department of Community Welfare Services. The Minister for Community Welfare Services was invited to thank
the volunteers and to say, more or less, "Your
part is finished". Unfortunately, many of the
people involved thought this was a let down.
They did not see why their services should ~
terminated in that way and an unfortunate mlSunderstanding grew out of that situation and it
has left some unpleasant feelings in the
community.
An example of the difficulties that were experienced came to my notice on a visit to the affected areas. In one area personnel from the
Department of Community Welfare' Services
were appointed as the major co-ordinators but
four different so-called co-ordinators were on
duty on each of four consecutive days, so they
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had no awareness of what had been done or undertaken by the co-ordinator who had been in
charge on the previous day. Of course, that led
to confusion and a disruption to much of the
volunteer work and goodwill. That confusion was
certainly not healthy.
There were also problems in knowing how to
make the various orders needed to obtain vital
equipment. In one case, what was needed was a
few shovels, a few rakes and some hammers. It
was almost impossible to get them. It took almost three days for the order to be processed
through the department. The personnel from the
department seemed to be afraid of the Minister-perhaps in view of the sacking of the staff
member at Pentridge earlier, there might have
been some reason. They kept looking over their
shoulders and saying, "How will the Minister
respond to this?"
On another occasion, the need for 50 portable
toilets to be located in certain areas had been
established. The authorities working in the area
made the request, but were told on the following
day that they did not have the appropriate order
number. That is the sort of nonsense that went
on. It took three days before it was possible to
obtain an effective response to the request. Perhaps it was thought that the people did not need
the toilets. It is a shame that confusion within
the department took up so much time. Nobody
seemed to be willing to make a decision that
might upset someone else, particularly the
Minister.
A number of meetings were held and one of
them may have been chaired, perhaps, by a young
social worker from the department. The decisions of that meeting were not implemented, so,
the following day there had to be another meeting, at which everyone had to go through the
same hassles and deal with the same sort of information and come to the same conclusions. It
was not until other people in the community
said, "This is the way in which to make a decision" that some management responsibility was
taken but it was not taken by the so-called coordinators, it was taken by other people.
Other honourable members have said, concerning the implementation of welfare programmes following such a disaster, that the
resources oflocal government should be used to
a far greater extent. From what I saw, the response of local government was magnificent.
Councils all around the State sent health officers
or special by-laws officers and others to assist in
the work. They also sent equipment. I agree that
the local municipal authorities should become
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far more important in any future post-disaster
response. They have the management and
administration expertise that is needed and they
have the back-up of local resources and people.
That would then allow personnel from the Department of Community Welfare Services to act
not as key co-ordinators but as members of an
efficient team, by bringing their special expertise
and its department's resources.
It is unfortunate that, so often, action by members of the department was seen not so much in
the light of the contribution that was made but
in the light of the lack of management provided.
Many people considered that the department's
workers were too bossy and that they came in
too late. All too often, they gave the appearance
of being anti-volunteer. It is imperative that there
should be a better understanding of the role of
volunteers and the role of the professionals, who
should be acting as resource providers, not as
bossy individuals.
However, we can learn from the experience
and can prepare a method for a much more humanitarian and humane response as we learn
from the mistakes that were made. We can improve. The point of the comments I have made
is that we can improve. Most of the honourable
members to whom I have listened during this
debate have been extraordinarily positive and
have made many valuable suggestions which
should be taken on board by the Government
and the community, so that together, as a society, we can make better plans for dealing with
any future disaster that may befall this State.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-Firstly, I express my personal commiserations and condolences to the families of the citizens of Victoria
who died in the fires, both volunteer firemen and
the ordinary citizens who were involved.
Honourable members should spare a thOUght for
the fact that some families are still in a desperate
situation with relatives in hospital burns units
and they are suffering every day as they are not
yet sure whether those patients will fully recover
and what their future will be.
I have the privilege of representing in this Parliament the communities of PowelltoWD, Cockatoo, Beaconsfield Upper, Guys Hill, Belgrave
Heights, Belgrave South, Harkaway, Selby and
Lysterfield.On behalf of those communities I express their gratitude to the people of Australia
and beyond, who responded so magnificently in
providing cash, goods, other help and volunteer
work in the restoration of those communities.
One of the key elements was the municipal
councils. Officers of the shires of Pakenham and
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Sherbrooke and the City of Berwick responded
immediately and worked hours far above and
beyond the call of duty. That was also true of
others who were in the fire areas fighting the fires
as volunteers.
Certain statements were made at a very angry
meeting in Cockatoo at a time when people were
under tremendous strain. We have to realize that
people who have gone through the hell of bush
fire and destruction in their area are not always
careful in their choice oflanguage and their criticisms and comments as they settle down to a
different life after the event.
We need to be patient and understanding.
Honourable members of this House need to be
patient and understanding with those honourable members who have to struggle to represent
the views of people in the areas that have been
affected and who try to communicate concern,
worry and criticism to other members who seem
to be too thin-skinned-it sometimes seems-to
accept criticism that is honest and straightforward, directed to' a good end rather than being
negative or nitpicking or wanting to blame
someone. I have not found the desire to blame
people, but I have found anger, annoyance and a
sense of desertion.
It was the Country Fire Authority that was
really in charge of the situation when the fires
raged and it was its members and the local community that sprang into action to provide the
immediate resources needed to fight the fire and
the immediate resources needed for the victims
of the fire. It was not until two days later that the
State Emergency Service came into the area to
establish a formal Governmental presence. Up
until then it was the Country Fire Authority personnel, the local community and the police who
were there.
We have not heard sufficient praise for the
wonderful work done by the police, both local
and those who were brought into the affected
areas. It is not easy to throw people out of their
homes and forbid them the opportunity of going
back; it is not easy to separate families or to deal
with inquiries and the avalanche of worries of
people who left members oftheir families at home
and were unable to establish contact. As honourable members have said, the State Electricity
Commission and Telecom people were magnificent in the work of restoring contact to the area.
The State Electricity Commission managed to
restore power to the area in two days. That was
important to enable people in those areas to
pump water, restore service, get back onto the
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house block and go through the ashes and know
there is a future ahead.
Those two organizations rendered immensely
important service to those communities. As the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services
would know, I spent several hours on Ash
Wednesday night at Country Fire Authority
headquarters-and I saw the Minister on at least
two occasions visiting the headquarters alsoanswering calls in the operations room. It provided a great insight into some of the difficulties
under which the Country Fire Authority works.
It was good to be able to help them with some
detailed knowledge of the area of the fires. It was
rather surprising to find that the best maps to
work from were not army survey maps with difficult and unfamiliar co-ordinates, but that the
Melways map was the basic instrument at
Country Fire Authority headquarters for answering public inquiries.
We ought to praise the media for what it tried
to do and for the information it tried to give, and
for a sense of sharing it tried to promote through
radio and television. However, every time a piece
of misinformation slipped past into the media
there was another avalanche of telephone calls
from worried people wanting to know about relatives and friends, remembering that electricity
was probably one of the first services to go out.
In some of the areas electricity went out at 5 p.m.
on Ash Wednesday. People had no electricity.
They might have had a torch, but that is all.
Under those circumstances they could not watch
television and, therefore it was no instrument of
communication for them. It was radio, in the
sense of a transistor radio, or telephone, if the
telephones still worked, that was their source of
communication.
One might receive a telephone call from a person who believed it would be the last call they
would be able to make. They may have been
dialling for half an hour trying to get information
about whether they should leave. Such a call came
from a mother with three chi14ren, saying that
she had packed the car and asking whether she
should get out of Emerald. It was difficult trying
to reassure that person that there had been no
reports of a fire threatening the Emerald community, and that, in any event, she should not
attempt to go' in certain directions because to
join evacuation traffic from other areas might
only lead to accidents and confusion. I received
calls from people who had been told to get out of
their houses, by way of an evacuation message,
but who were not told where to go. They just
picked themselves up and went in any direction.
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In many cases, people have commented that
Victoria is lucky that it has not had a worse
disaster on its hands as a result of not. having
clearly identified evacuation points. They are not
on the maps and there is no identification symbol on the maps. There is no identification of
where one should go when being evacuated by
the police. Of course, that would be done at the
request of the Country Fire Authority.
Mr B. J. Evans-There are not many places
to go to from Cockatoo.
Mr MACLELLAN-There was one example
in the Gembrook area where people were diverted to the Gembrook football ground. The
other thing that happened-and it is a difficulty
which we have to learn from in the future-was
that it was then decided by the police to move
people from the Gembrook football ground
across to the Monbulk area. The only problem
was that it was proposed to move them through
Cockatoo. A Country Fire Authority officer
moved his truck across the gateway and tried to
explain to the young policeman, who apparently
did not fully understand the geography of the
area, that there was no hope of evacuating people'
through Cockatoo which had been devastated by
the fire. Therefore, he tried to force or persuade
the evacuees to go south. It was not until next
morning that those people arrived at the Berwick
leisure centre to be accommodated. At 4 a.m. or
5 a.m. we were expecting 300 people to be evacuated to the leisure centre.
Of course, the traditional agencies sprang into
action and it was then that blankets, mattresses,
pillows and clothing arrived, through the Salvation Army and the Red Cross, at the leisure centre
ready for people who had been evacuated. The
senior officers of the Berwick area did a wonderful job. They knew that the people would be
moved back into the fire-affected areas later on,
but that was a few days away. These are the
things that happened in an area during a disaster.
The disaster is an unplanned-for thing, but, if
we are going to make a memorial to the volunteer fire fighters from Panton Hill, Narre Warren
and Nar Nar Goon who died, we must learn a
lesson and not ever again have an Ash Wednesday without learning more from the experience
of the last event. The only lasting memorial we
can make to those whose lives were lost in these
areas is to ensure that we learn the lessons, put
the lessons into effect and do better in the future.
That is the atmosphere this debate has had,
should have and certainly will have, with pride
for the future and those generations which might
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be interested in the remarks of honourable members on this day. That is the lesson we have to
learn. We have to be thick-skinned enough to
accept some criticism where things could have
been done better and to accept some harsh comments from people who have gone through hell
and been burnt out, and still survived. I am reminded of one woman from Catani who lives
down in the flattest area of the electorate I represent who had six people evacuated to her house.
When they left the next morning and expressed
their gratitude to her, her comment, which was
probably a rough country comment, was, "When
the drought breaks and we get flooded, we will
be up to see you". It was the interrelationship of
people that was established and the glory lent to
the situation that helped people to discover a
mutual interest in helping each other and learning together.
The process that Parliament needs to undertake is very much based on that. We need to try
to bribe or persuade or do whatever it takes on
the part of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services or his colleague, the Minister of
Transport, to get Melways to put better information on their maps, because their maps are
just the best we have. They are the best-distributed-and I am not giving a commercial for
them because the co-ordinates are familiar and
the use of the map is familiar. The identified
evacuation points need to be placed on the maps,
indicating where there is water, where there are
cleared areas and quick road access. We have to
take over, during a state of emergency, the radio
stations of the Australian Broadcasting Commission, whether regional stations in Warrnambool
or metropolitan stations, and allow only authorized messages to be broadcast at that stage.
People who want to know what to do and
where to go ought to be able to receive an authorized radio message. I do not mean that other
radio stations should be banned, but one station
should be relied upon to issue authorized statements. Confusion exists, for instance, between
Beaconsfield and Upper Beaconsfield. If a radio
station puts out a message that Beaconsfield is
burning or a fire is approaching Beaconsfield,
another alarm is set off as people seek to ring to
establish contact with families. Perhaps someone's 90-year-old mother is in a wheel chair in a
house alone and people cannot get through the
road blocks, and there may be no answer to the
telephone. Unless one has experienced the voice
on the telephone, one will not know how terrified
people are when they are trying to find out
whether their mother is all right, whether she has
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been evacuated or whether anyone knows that
she is there.
That telephone call is, of course, intermingled
with calls such as that from the woman who is
concerned about her horses. One has to restrain
oneself and tell oneself that people all have their
own priorities in emergencies, and one must respond as evenly and calmly to the woman who
is upset about her horses as to the young man
who is ringing about his grandmother or his
mother who is not answering the telephone and
about whom he is worried.
It must be understood that people in a disaster
emergency cannot be planned out of it; they cannot be programmed out of it, but they can be
assisted. We need an authorized radio station
because that is about all that the person in the
disaster area has left. He may have a transistor
radio, perhaps a torch, perhaps a car and he may
have an opportunity of moving out or of standing and fighting. Underground shelters must be
considered. One must not ignore the fact that
certain people will stand and fight. We cannot
have policemen arresting people and throwing
them out of their houses, so we must accept the
position. As yet, it is not known whether it is
better to stand and fight and run the risk of staying with one's house or to get out, but we must
come up with answers from the Ash Wednesday
fires so that we know for the future whether
houses exploded, whether people who stayed behind would have been killed and whether certain
houses survived simply because of quirks in wind
movement. As yet, those things are not known.
Extracting information from the Government
is like extracting teeth. Yesterday, the Opposition asked a series of questions and the Government had the opportunity of answering those
questions and of putting at rest a dozen concerns
that have been raised, perhaps with members on
all sides of the House, but certainly with Opposition members and particularly with those Opposition members who represent areas that have
been devastated by the fires.
A simple question that has been raised was to
determine the amount that is held by the Government in the public appeal fund. We have now
obtained the answer but we do not know the
answer because it was not given in the House.
We know the answer from a piece of paper I got
this morning from the Treasurer. I remind
honourable members of the Premier'S rather regrettable comments yesterday when he invited
me to go over to Treasury and get the answer. I
sought the information from Treasury and it is
now clear that, of the $9·8 million which is held
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from the public appeal, the Government has so
far disbursed $434 000.
Honourable members should understand that
the $1000 that fire victims first received came
from the Department of Community Welfare
Services. It was State Government money that
will ultimately be joined with some Commonwealth money under the Commonwealth-State
disaster plan. Apparently the rule is that if an
applicant receives more than $1000, the Commonwealth will not contribute.
The Minister for Local Government, together
with the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services, provided the information that it is now
proposed that a further $1000 be distributed to
those families that lost their homes, and that is a
worth-while decision. I do not really care whether
the Commonwealth joins in funding that money
or not; I hope it will. The families need that
assistance. In the electorate of Berwick there are
families that have received $1000 from the Department of Community Welfare Services, $250
from the Red Cross, $250 from the appeal
launched by radio station 3AW and $200 or $250
from the the Salvation Army. I am not prepared
to be held to the precise amount that they have
received from the Salvation Army. I do not know
whether those agencies know of the assistance
that has been given by the others.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has been made the fall guy in this Parliament in regard to this fund. I do not know why
that is so. It sounds to me like a job for the
Attorney-General, but I will not argue about
which Minister should be responsible; the Minister for Police and Emergency Services is to be
responsible. I call on him to get the Red Cross,
the Salvation Army, those concerned with the
appeal launched by radio station 3AW, Mr Neil
Smith and his committee together quickly to ensure that these' facts are put together and
understood.
Honourable members discovered today that if
all the pledges are honoured-that is, $17 million-there will be enough to give $10000 to
every household that has been burnt out. One
can deduct a few as holiday homes or second
residences and perhaps one can deduct a number
that would have been fully insured so that certain families may not be deserving of $10 000. I
assure honourable members that there are many
people in the electorate of Berwick who would
like help and they would like to have that help
not yesterday but the day before; they would like
to get going quickly.
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It is disgraceful that the Government has managed to disburse only $434 000 out of a fund
which already has $9·8 million cash in hand. Of
course, the cash in hand has been invested and
interest is being paid on it, and I will be delighted
if the Government is obtaining a higher rate of
interest than it would receive at commercial rates,
because that would boost the fund further, but I
warn the Government that this fund will be the
Government's undoing if it fails to attend to the
matter.
The Opposition believes the people who have
been chosen to administer the fund are first-class
people. However, they should be trustees and
they should have the actual administration of
the money. The Government should forget its
arrogance about the Minister making an announcement cOncerning the community plan. It
should forget that rubbish and make the Neil
Smith committee the trustees of the fund, give
them a few executive officers and let them start
making the difficult decisions about how much
should be given to a person who is uninsured
and how much should go to a person who is
insured.
Honourable members may be confused about
the matter, so I point out that persons whose
homes have been burned out and who go to the
Rural Finance Commission seeking a housing
loan will not get money from the public appeal,
irrespective of whether they are insured or uninsured. They will be lent money which is Commonwealth and State money, not the public
appeal money.
I said that there is enough money in the public
appeal to pay every household whose home was
burnt out $5000 now or $10 000 if all of the
pledges are honoured. I am not referring to loans
to build houses, because loans to build houses
will be coped with by the Rural Finance Commission under the Commonwealth-State disaster arrangements. I am not referring to the $1000
cash in hand that was made available by the
Department of Community Welfare Services,
because that is money made available under the
Commonwealth-State disaster arrangements. I
am talking about the opportunity being there today. It was there yesterday and presumably it
was there the day before for the trustees of the
fund, the Government or the Minister to give as
much as $5000 cash in addition to the $1000
cash that has already been received from the Department of Community Welfare Services to
every family whose home was burnt out.
Honourable members can start adding to that
for every hC'liday house that was burned, for every
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fully-insured house that was burned and for every
opportunity to discount it in terms of equity, so
that some will not receive more than is reasonable at the expense of others who may need more.
I do not quibble with the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services paying the funeral expenses of bush-fire victims out of the public fund.
Nor do I quibble with him about providing tools
of trade to tradesmen who lost their tools of trade
in the fires. There was a carpenter at Cockatoo
who had no tools-the worst thing in the world,
as one can imagine. The man wanted to help his
local community and he did not even have a saw
or hammer with which he could help to restore
the area. However, I am worried about the difficult area. The Minister for Community Welfare
Services announced the allocation of $600 000
to four communities. I presume that allocation
was based on a Cabinet decision.
The Government will start going off the rails
ifit continues with this sort of policy. The efforts
of its Ministers during the first days or weeks of
the bush-fires was magnificent. The Ministerial
staff were also magnificent but I must put on
record why I chided the Minister of Housing for
the disorderly interjection about granny flats. The
honourable gentleman announced that granny
flats were available but the Minister did not know
that the forms one must fill in to apply for a
granny flat were in Melbourne until the member
for Berwick, at the request of the local municipal
council, rang the Ministry of Housing and asked
the officers to supply the forms for the granny
flats to Beaconsfield and Cockatoo so that these
people who wanted to apply for a granny flat
could fill in the application forms. The council
would then send them back to Melbourne.
Thankfully an officer for the Ministry of Housing sent a car from Melbourne to Beaconsfield
and Cockatoo with the forms so that the people
who wished could apply for the granny flats that
were available. I expressed my gratitude to this
officer. I know and the Minister knows that there
was a star on the application which pointed to
the fact that the granny flats would not be available for a couple of months.
I do not quarrel with that but trying to get the
Minister to agree with that in the House was like
trying to pull an eye tooth. He would not agree
to it and I would like to know why he is so thinskinned. I do not expect him to have hundreds
of granny flats stored up waiting for a disaster to
occur; I expect him to say to the people in the
affected areas that he is making an offer for granny
flats but they would not be ready for such and
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such a time so the people can make a choice as
to whether they will apply for a granny flat.
Some people may prefer to remain in a caravan or a tent but 1 agree with the Minister that
when it starts to rain and the nights grow colder,
people may begin to see a granny flat as a palace
when compared with a caravan or a tent. People
do not expect the Minister to say that there are
plenty of granny flats, they just would like to
receive honest answers.
I must say to the Minister for Community
Welfare Services and the czars of the Department of Community Welfare Services who told
the volunteers in the relief centres to get out
because they were taking over, that they were
dealing with exhausted volunteers who had been
working day and night. Can one imagine how
they were greeted when those officers said, "We
are in charge now!" The first announcement that
was made was that telephone orders for permission to buy things could only be made between
10 a.m. and 3 p.m. whether they were from the
municipality, th~ caravan sites which were providing instant service or whatever.
I rang the Minister's office and highlighted that
the very first decision that was made by the Department of Community Welfare Services was
that one could not obtain help unless one telephoned between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. 1 pointed
out that some people were coming in at 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m. and that all they wanted to do was
order something. 1 suggested that people in those
agencies who working day and night from caravans wanted the authority to order certain things.
Again, 1 am grateful to the Minister's
office that the department overruled a silly executive decision that would have produced tremendous hardship and confusion.
Clearly the Ministers have carried out their
work, but it is getting harder day by day because
the problems are also becoming harder and they
will continue to do so unless the Government
withdraws $9 million from the Cash Management Account and places it in the hands of the
victims of the fires. They are the ones who should
receive the money. They do not want to receive
it in dribs and drabs of $1000 here and $259
there. They do not wish to have to apply to different agencies here and there for small $250
handouts and then possibly have to return to the
Department of Community Welfare Services to
receive a further grant of$l000 from the fund.
People do not want the money distributed in
dribble after dribble after dribble; they wish to
know where they stand. They want the offer of
help adjusted to their level of income, assets and
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insurance. 1 do not disagree that a lot of processing is involved in distributing the money, but
the Opposition is aware that the disaster forms
have been sent from the caravans, where they
were filled in, to the Department of the Premier
and the Cabinet. At last-I say at last because it
is weeks after the events-some of those forms
have trickled into the Rural Finance
Commission.
How much money have the people received in
housing loan offers of assistance? They are still
being processed by banks and one could still argue whether the victims need to fill out another
form or whether it is to come from the State
Disaster Fund.
I contacted the Minister of Health about
someone I knew with a health problem. 1 was
not considerate because 1 inconveniently rang
him at home but his response was magnificent.
For once 1 could say that "Snappy Tom" came
up trumps. 1 will forgive him much for this.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The honourable member has 2 minutes.
Mr MACLELLAN-Thank you, Mr Speaker.
1 shall use the 2 minutes to praise the Minister
of Health because he deserves it. 1 rang him about
someone who had a personal crisis and he helped
sort out the problem. This person's life is probably still hanging in the balance because of the
bush fires. When we walk away from the fires
and the areas that have been devastated, we grow
thin-skinned and sensitive of one another but we
must remember there are people in those areas
and in the bums units in the hospitals who are
still not able to mourn the dead. Those mourning the dead know the situation but there are
others in hospitals whose lives are still hanging
by a thread.
Let us withdraw the money from the Cash
Management Account and put it in the hands of
the trustees and then take it out of the hands of
the trustees and put it into the hands of the bushfire victims. 1 have established the fact that there
is enough money for every person who was burnt
out to receive $5000. This money is in the Cash
Management Account tonight. It should be withdrawn quickly and put in the hands of the
Minister.
He is charged with the responsibility and ifhe
can discharge the responsibility, 1 would say that
he would be the best Minister in the Government. The best Minister and most competent
Minister needs help from all sides. The best help
that could be given is to establish a committee,
which the Government has placed under the
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leadership of Mr Neil Smith, and the trustees of
the fund I suggest be established. They should be
given adequate executive officers so that the
money can be withdrawn from the Cash Management Account and put into the hands of the
victims of the fire.
On the motion of Mr FORDHAM (Minister
of Education), the debat~ was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until next day.

PETmONS
The Clerk-I have received the following petitions for presentation to Parliament:
Administrator for Bendigo
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGIS'LATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
the State of Victoria sheweth at a public meeting held
at Bendigo 9 December 1982.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:1. An administrator be appointed to (a) Assess the
financial situation of the City of Bendigo and report to
the citizens of Bendigo on completion of such assessment; and (b) Take over the operations of the City of
Bendigo.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray

By Mr Kennedy (1767 signatures)
Shop trading hours
THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER. MR C. T. EDMUNDS.
M.P., AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY
IN THE PARLIAMENT OF VICTORIA ASSEMBLED:

The petition of the undersigned citizens of Australia
respectfully showeth the concern of the members of
the Bairnsdale Chamber of Commerce and residents
of Victoria, at the exploitation of the shops provisions
of the Labour and Industry Act 1958 by certain giant
supermarket chains, department stores and others
openly trading 7 days a week, and at the exploitation
of "Sunday Markets" by itinerant traders selling new
goods and goods of doubtful origin at week-ends when
legitimate traders are required to be closed by the requirements of the Act, and at the abuse of the Fifth
and Sixth Schedules and the Holiday Resort provisions of the Act by supermarkets and others not complying with the intent of the l~slation, as these actions
discriminate against law abiding businesses observing
the purpose and intent of the Act particularly disadvantaging labour intensive small firms employing fulltime skilled employees in favour of giant self service
retail chains mainly employing junior staff at casual
rates which we believe is not in the best interests of the
community.
We respectfully submit that these activities have been
initiated and encouraged by businesses and individuals anxious to obtain deregulated shop trading hours,
which would seriously impact the "quality o(life" of
the owner managers of small and medium businesses,

their families and their employees, and result in a loss
of full-time employment in retailing due to higher operating costs, and a demand for a review of services
provided by banks, post offices, councils and public
bodies in business districts, and cause higher costs for
consumers and aggravate inflation.
We respectfully request that the Victorian Government's policies supporting small business and the nonextension of shop trading hours be strengthened and
that penalties for breaches of the Act be enforced, and
that anomalies and conflicting provisions be eliminated as matters of urgency.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr B. J. Evans (69 signatures)
Anti-cliscrimination legislation
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE AssEMBLY, VICTORIA, IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Australia, Victoria respectfully showeth that we support and affirm the purpose of the family unit as
created by God and recorded in Genesis chapter 1
verses 27 and 28. "And created man in His own
image, in the image of God He created him. Male
and Female He created them. And God blessed them.
And God said to them 'be fruitful and multiply and
fill the earth' " .
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable house will reject proposals that are contrary to the well bein. and not supportive of family
life, and at variance WIth God's law and purpose. We
consider that anti-discrimination on the basis of sexual preference will be If::~tion that is detrimental
to the well being of the
. y, will open the door to
teaching in our schools that will threaten the dignity
and virtue of our children, and will give credence to
what God called an abomination (Leviticus 18 v 22

&20v 13).
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable House will reject such proposals.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr Templeton (24 signatures), Mr Ebery
(24 signatures) and Mr Norris (90 signatures)
Gippsland Lakes trawling
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the under-signed citizens of the
State of Victoria sheweth that trawlers are entering
into the Gippsland Lakes system, usinl nets, and
fishing the lakes out, making it impoSSible for the
amateur fisherman to enjoy his recreation.
Your petitioners therefore pray that, you will pass legislation preventing the said trawlers from netting the
Gippsland Lakes system.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr WalIace (6700 signatures)

It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the
table.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill
CONSTITUTION (LOCAL
GOVERNMENT) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council and,
on the motion of Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government), was read a first time.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (MUNICIPAL
COUNCIL ELECTIONS) BILL
This Bill was received from the Council and,
on the motion of Mr WILKES (Minister for L0cal Government), was read a first time.
COMPANIES (ADMINISTRATION)
(AMENDMENT) BILL

The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Eclmunds) announced the presentation of a message from His
Excellency the Governor recommending that an
appropriation be made from the Consolidated
Fund for the purposes of the Companies
(Administration) (Amendment) Bill.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General), pursuant
Standing Order No. 169, moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to amend the Companies (Administration) Act 1981 and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
Council of La Trobe University
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Eclmunds)-I
have received the following communication,
dated 17 February 1983, from the Minister of
Education:
Dear Mr. Speaker,
Section 7 of the La Trobe University Act 1964 provides that three members of the Council shall be members of the Parliament of Victoria who have been
recommended for appointment by a joint sitting of
members of the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly and conducted in accordance with rules
adopted for the purpose by the members present at the
sitting.
The three members of Council currently appointed
pursuant to this provision are Carl William Kirkwood,
Esquire, M.P., Milton Stanley Whiting, Esquire, M.P.,
and Donald Neville Saltmarsh, Esquire., M.P. The term
of office which they have served expired on 18 December,1982.
I should be grateful if you could arrange for a joint
sitting of the members of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly to recommend three members for appointment to the Council of the La Trobe
University for a four year term of office.
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I have addressed a similar letter to the President of
the Legislative Council.
Yours truly
ROBERT C. FORDHAM, M.P.,
Minister of Education

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
move:
That this House meet the Legislative Council for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose three
members of the Parliament of Victoria to be recommended for appointment to the Council of La Trobe
University, and proposes that the place and time of
such meeting be the Legislative Assembly Chamber on
Wednesday next at six o'clock.

The motion was agreed to.
ABORIGINAL LAND CLAIMS BILL
Mr CAIN (Premier) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to make provision with respect to Crown
grants ofland to Aboriginals, to establish an Aboriginal Land Qaims Tribunal and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
JURIES (AMENDMENT) BILL

Mr CAIN (Attorney-General) moved for leave
to bring in a Bill to amend the Juries Act 1967,
to entitle the Ombudsman to be excused as of
right from serving as a juror, to render officers of
the Ombudsman ineligible to serve as jurors and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
SCOUT ASSOCIATION BILL
Mr CAIN (Premier) moved for leave to bring
in a Bill to provide for the change of name of the
Boy Scouts Association (Incorporated by Royal
Charter) Victorian Branch (Australia) and of the
governing body of that association, to amend the
Boy Scouts Association Act 1932 and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
CHIROPODISTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health) moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Chiropodists
Act 1968.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
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Health (Consultative Council) Bill

HEALTH (CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL)
BILL

LAND SETTLEMENT (AMENDMENT)
BILL

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health) moved for
leave to bring in a Bill to amend the Health Act
1958 to reconstitute the Consultative Council on
Maternal and Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity
as the Consultative Council on Obstetric and
Paediatric Mortality and Morbidity and for other
purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government) moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend
the Land Settlement Act 1959, to increase the
amount which may be issued and applied for the
purposes of that Act and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

MOTOR BOATING (AMENDMENT) BILL

Fairfield Hospital-Accident at West Richmond-Malvern Central Primary SchoolSchool cooling programme-Social planner for
Greek community-Nude bathing-Police
services in Gippsland area-Unemployment
agencies-Replies to Questions on NoticeStaffing of Brentwood High School

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) moved for leave to bring in
a Bill to amend the Motor Boating Act 1961 to
make provision for the registration of certain
motorized sailing vessels and air cushion vehicles operating over water, and for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The time appointed under Sessional
Orders for me to interrupt the business of the
House has now arrived.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
move:
That the sitting be continued.

This will enable the House to complete the
remaining items of Government business.
The motion was agreed to.
PRISONERS (INTERSTATE TRANSFER)
BILL

Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
relating to the transfer interstate of prisoners and
for other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.
COMMUNITY WELFARE SERVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services) moved for leave to bring in a Bill
to amend the Community Welfare Services Act
1970, the Children's Court Act 1973 and the
Community Welfare Services Act 1978, and for
other purposes.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was brought in and read a first time.

ADJOURNMENT

Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)-I
move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-The matter
I raise as a matter of urgency is addressed to the
Minister of Health. It has come to my notice that
the polio section of the Fairfield Hospital is likely
to be closed in the very near future.
I understand that there are about 7000 people
in this State who are still alive and who have
suffered the ravages of the epidemics of poliomyelitis which used to visit our community with
frightening regularity many years ago. I believe
that many of these 7000 people who lived in
Victoria are now 40 years of age and over and
getting towards the so-called grey area of our
population.
Mr Speaker, as you would well know, in some
cases these people suffer from very severe physical disabilities such as wasted muscles and the
other disabilities associated with that dreadful
disease which, thank goodness, is now a memory
in our community because of the advances of
science.
My concern is that the Minister of Health may
well be able to put at rest the fear-I hope he can
tonight-that if the polio section of the Fairfield
hospital is closed that will mark the end of an
area of care and administration for people who
were affected by the disease and also destroy the
valuable expertise and resource that has been
built up at Fairfield for the care of these very
special people in our community.

Adjournment
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I understand that what is proposed-and I
The problem is that both the school and I have
hope that the Minister will put paid to it to- written to the Minister of Education but have
night-is that the people who suffer the disabil- got nowhere. On three occasions I have spoken
ity of poliomyelitis and who require regular with Mr Ian Wykes, the Minister's private secmedical treatment and physiotherapy by special- retary, and on two occasions he said he would
ized people will be able to attend for this treat- return my call but did not. I received a letter
ment at regional centres throughout Victoria. from the Minister stating "Yes, we will look into
Whilst the bureaucrats and academics might it." That is what happened when I wrote to the
think that is a sensible solution to the problem, Treasurer on 13 February. I am still waiting for
it is my understanding that is both naive and a reply.
inappropriate.
It is a disgraceful situation. The Ministers are
The people who suffer from this disease and supposedly responsible for what is going on in
the disabilities associated with it require special- the State. Someone has already been injured, and
ized care and it is obvious from the care that has it will cost $750 000 to renovate the building. If
been given to them for many years in the polio a child is killed, the authorities will have to pay
section at Fairfield Hospital that that is the ob- at least that sum again. At page 1083 of Hansard
vious place for them to go. Many of these people of 14 October 1982, the Minister is reported as
reside in country Victoria and despite the disad- having said:
vantages and difficulties of travelling-some in
When good housekeeping and timely maintenance
wheelchairs and some more mobilized-they do
to be deferred owing to lack of funds, school
not mind travelling to the Fairfield Hospital once have
buildings deteriorate at a rapid rate, and the cost of
or twice a year for the essential treatment of restorinJ them to a satisfactory condition becomes disphysiotherapy. The matter I raise is for the Min- proportionately more expensive.
ister of Health. It is obviously a matter of grave
concern to the 7000 people in Victoria who are The Minister made the same comments when he
affected. The Minister should immediately put was the Opposition spokesman on education. He
paid to speculation about Fairfield Hospital. It is was correct in stating that then, just as he was
hoped it will continue to serve these people as it correct in his statement in 1982. The Minister is
has in the past. I ask the Minister to instruct the neglectful of his duties because someone could
Health Commission and any other bureaucrats be seriously injured. I promise the Minister that
involved to abandon their plan to achieve re- if anyone else is injured I will personally chase
gionalization of a service that is not in this case him around the State armed with that statement.
suitable to be a regional service.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-I raise for the
Mr GAVIN (Coburg)-I direct my remarks to attention of the Minister of Education the need
the Minister of Transport. This is a very serious for an accelerated cooling programme for schools
matter that concerns an unfortunate accident that in northern Victoria. The Minister will be aware
occurred this morning and resulted in the death of the extremely high temperatures experienced
of an elderly man who fell off the train on which in northern Victoria and elsewhere during the
he was travelling, at West Richmond at 10.30 summer period. This created impossible condithis morning. The accident has been reported in tions for students and teachers alike in many
today's media-the Herald and radio stations schools in northern Victoria, and within the elecand presumably on television. I raise this matter torate ofMurray Valley. Conditions were particwith the Minister and ask the honourable gentle- ularly difficult in the trade blocks in technical
man to inform the House of the circumstances schools and in those high schools with technical
of this matter and what steps he and VicRail will departments located in the older, light timber
take to assure honourable members that this sort constructed buildings.
of tragic accident will not occur again.
In 1979 a report was produced by the BenaIla
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)-I draw to the atten- region of the Education Department about the
tion of the Minister of Education a matter con- cooling of schools in northern Victoria. The recerning the Malvern Central Primary School port gave priorities to various schools and emwhich is located in Spring Road. On 4 February phasized the need for a cooling system. In the
this year the cleaner was knocked unconscious 1980-81 financial year, $100 000 was provided
by masonry falling off the building. A piece of to the Benalla region for the cooling programme.
masonry 200 cm x 100 cm x 25 mm fell 3·5 In the 1981-82 financial year a further $ 100 000
metres and he was knocked unconscious, spent was provided for the continuance of the cooling
four days offwork and required X-rays.
programme. Unfortunately, funds have not been
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provided from the centrally tagged funds within
the Education Department for the cooling programme. Consequently, the cooling programme
in the Benalla region has come to a standstill this
financial year.
The extremely high temperatures experienced
this summer have highlighted the schools where
the need for cooling arises, not only for air-conditioning but also for other forms of cooling systems. During the past weeks I have received
numerous representations from schools in the
electorate for an acceleration of the cooling programme. Not only do the schools require money
from head office, but also they require the centrally tagged funds from the Minister's office so
that the cooling system can be continued. The
declining value of money means that more funds
will be required. It was estimated that it would
take approximately fifteen years to effectively
supply cooling to the schools in the Benalla region. I ask the Minister to investigate the matter
and indicate whether funds will be provided from
the Minister's office to continue the programme
and whether the Minister will further examine
the programme to increase the funding generally.
Mr NORRIS (Noble Park)-I direct a matter
to the attention of the Minister for Community
Welfare Services. Before doing so, Mr Speaker, I
congratulate the Minister because today happens
to be her birthday.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! I ask the honourable member for Noble
Park to confine his remarks to the motion for the
adjournment of the sitting.
Mr NORRIS-I draw the attention of the
Minister to a problem confronting the Greek
community in the electorates of Noble Park and
Springvale. The Greek orthodox community is
concerned to ensure the continued employment
ofa social planner. The electorates of Noble Park
and Springvale have a large Greek community.
Mr Spyker-20 000.
Mr NORRIS-I am proud to represent so
many of them. I am sure you will agree, Mr
Speaker, that the Greek migrants have made a
magnificent contribution to the whole fabric of
our society. The Greek community provides a
shining example to many of us when it comes to
its view on the family unit. Many of us should
follow its example. It used to be said that Melbourne has the largest Greek community outside
Athens, and I believe that is still the case.
The Greek community is particularly anxious
that money be made available for the continuance of the employment of a social planner to

Adjournment
assist in the integration of Greek services and
the co-ordination of services to cater for the rights
and needs of the Greek community. Therefore,
on behalf of the Greek people within the electorate of Noble Park, I ask the Minister to continue
the employment of a social planner for the Greek
community of Melbourne.
Mr DICKINSON (South Barwon)-I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services. I refer to comments in
the Geelong Advertiser of 18 November 1982 and
the Bellarine Echo of 19 January 1983 which
suggest that the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the Minister of Lands and the
Premier are pressing towards an early decision
on free beaches and nude bathing areas in the
south coastal area of the electorate I represent.
I remind the Minister of petitions which have
been lodged with his department in the past
bearing 3000 signatures from people in the Ocean
Grove area opposing any beaches being set aside
in the Point Lonsdale to Ocean Grove area.
I remind the Minister of opposition expressed
in the Torquay area by the Torquay foreshore
committee. The Minister may recall a conversation he had with an elderly gentleman on the day
he flew by helicopter to Barwon Heads. Councillor Laurie Dean, who is an active member of the
foreshore committee, spoke to the Minister expressing dismay at the possible use of areas at
Point Impossible, Jan Juc and Point Adis.
The Minister will also be aware that following
the Ash Wednesday fires in the electorate of South
Barwon, other areas around Lorne such as Cathedral Rock and Cinema Rock are now exposed
and unsuitable for public free beaches.
I ask the Minister to report to the House on
the activities of his inter-departmental committee which visited the electorate of South Barwon
on 26 October last. The committee did not announce its presence to the local community. Will
the Minister also advise with certainty whether
the Bellarine councillors, who from time to time
purport to voice some preference for certain
areas, are actively engaged in examining the sites?
Last year a book launch took place in the area.
The Minister was invited to attend, but declined
to do so.
The book is written by a Deakin University
academic. I believe the book that advocates nudism in Australia should not be taken on its face
value.
Might I suggest that if the Minister is keen on
meeting the needs of these groups in society who
want a free beach, he might direct them to the
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electorate of Geelong North because the Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation has a health
farm in the area, which he and the Minister of
Forests attended the opening.
Mr BROWN (Westernport)-I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services. Undoubtedly, one of the
reasons why the Labor Party is in power in Victoria is the promises it made as to what it could
do for the Victoria Police Force when it came to
Government. It was promised that 1()()() extra
police would be provided within one year. That
was amended to 1()()() additional police in the
first term. The matter I raise tonight is a cutback
of police services in the Gippsland area.
There are thirteen country towns throughout
the Gippsland area, including Cowes, Leongatha, and Korumburra. Those towns and other
similar centres have lost the availability of a night
call police officer. That is an absolute disgrace.
There has been no cutback of police services in
the metropolitan area and if one examines the
record, any cutbacks that the Government is initiating-and they are now starting to come to
light-are all occurring in country districts. It is
time this stopped.
The situation now exists that a telephone
answering service requests one to call a neighbouring police station up to 50 kilometres away
where the police are on duty 24 hours a day. The
scene of the disturbance may be at the front of
the local police station and the local policeman
may be a resident 100 metres away, but he is not
allowed to be called out at night because of the
edict of the Labor Government that he will not
be paid if called out at night.
I ask the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services to issue a directive that funds will be
made available so that residents in Gippsland
country areas will not be disadvantaged and will
be returned to the status they had under the Liberal regime.
I have indicated that the public and the police
themselves are alarmed at this cutback. The p0lice do not look with glee at having to be called
out after hours, but they live in these local communities and are well known as personal identities, and they are being barred from turning out
when a request is made for assistance. That is
not reasonable especially when one views that
against the promises of the Labor Government
as to what it would do when it came to power.
It is totally unacceptable that the Government
now cuts back the services in country Victoria.
Therefore, my plea is for the Minister to give
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honourable members an assurance tonight that
there will be a directive issued tomorrow that the
staffing for police after hours availability will be
returned to what it was before the Labor Party
came to power.
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-I address my
comments to the Minister for Employment and
Training. With 172 ()()() unemployed people in
Victoria, a large number of people are in a vulnerable situation. Honourable members heard a
question in the House today which drew attention to an employment agency that was ripping
off unemployed people by way of making charges
for what amounted to dubious services.
Late last year, it was reported that schemes of
many varieties were springing up to offer services to the unemployed. It was reported that
ingenious methods such as franchising, and trial
work without pay were occurring. I received a
letter from a concerned mother about a job her
daughter had gone for as a waitress and had
worked for one night on a job trial. She was not
advised that she had the job and considered that
she had done one night's work but did not feel
confident enough to ask for her payment. When
I looked into the matter, it transpired that there
had been a misunderstanding. However, this illustrates how easy it would be for some people,
who are not so ethical, to exploit the situation of
young people who do not have experience in the
work force, and who are desperate for work.
This is a situation in which it is possible for
people to be taken advantage of and, under those
circumstances, job agencies should be subject to
licensing. I understand that in Western Australia, licensing has been in force for many years
and that has been most successful in protecting
the professional reputations of reputable agencies and keeping other not so reputable agencies
out of it.
I also draw the attention of the Minister to the
area of exploitation which has been illustrated
by examples of job trialing without payment
being made for the hours worked on the basis
that people are trying out for a job and, after
having done the work, they find out they will not
be paid for it.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I draw a matter to the attention of the Minister for the Arts
representing the Minister for Minerals and Energy in another place. I am most concerned that
the Minister for Minerals and Energy has been
extremely reluctant to answer questions on notice by members of the Opposition. The honourable member for Balwyn has a question· on the
Notice Paper dated 9 June, 1982 and there are a
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number of questions dating back to 7 September
that were asked by myself. They are matters of
urgency to the people of Victoria.
I asked whether the Minister's attention could
be drawn to the projections of the Australian
Atomic Energy Commission published in Atomic
Energy in Australia that by the year 2000 there
will be 900 megawatts of nuclear power installed
in Australia. I wanted the Minister to ascertain
whether those estimates included Victoria and
request a downward revision. I asked the Minister whether he would ascertain and inform the
House how many breakdowns, accidents and resulting deaths had occurred in nuclear power
plants in the United States, Canada, United
Kingdom, the USSR, and Japan. I asked the
Minister how the cost of nuclear generated power
in the United States compared with electricity
charges in Victoria.
I also asked a number of other questions, which
practically every other Minister has answered,
relating to the administration of his department;
questions that I was justified in putting on the
Notice Paper. Someone with intelligence and energy in the Department of the Premier drafted
model answers that most Ministers had used in
relation to their own departments, and which I
regarded as satisfactory answers.
I do not believe the Minister for Minerals and
Energy should ignore the Opposition, and I ask
the Minister for the Arts to remind his colleague
that he owes something to the people of Victoria,
and to Her Majesty's Opposition. We should be
given information so that we will be able to make
reasonable, intelligent contributions in this place
when Orders of the Day are listed on the Notice
Paper.
I do not believe the Minister does not have
adequate backing. His own staff are competent
to answer these questions and he has a backup
from the State Electricity Commission, which is
one of the largest instrumentalities in this State.
I regard it as an insult to the Parliament of Victoria that the Minister has not seen fit to answer
these questions on notice.

The SPEAKER (the

HOD.

C. T. Edmunds)-

The honourable member for Wantirna has half a
minute.
Mr SALTMARSH (Wantima)-I raise a
matter with the Minister of Education concerning the right of disabled children to the same
kind of education as other children in order to
develop their capacity to the fullest. The Brentwood High School, as a result of the doubling of
enrolments of handicapped children this year,

Adjournment
has had its staff entitlement for teaching these
children reduced by three-quarters. There is now
7·5 hours availability of teaching time for these
children.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)The honourable member's time has expired. I
wish to advise the House in respect of the use of
Hansard and quoting from H ansard. Standing
Order No. 93 reads as follows:
No member shall allude to any debate of the same
Session upon a question or Bill not being then under
discussion except, by the indulgence of the House, for
personal explanations.

The interpretation of the Standing Order has been
that honourable members should not quote from
Hansard of the current session.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)The honourable member for Malvern raised with
me the shortcomings concerning capital works
and maintenance required at the Malvern Central Primary School. I am conscious of those
shortcomings. They have been brought to my
attention not only by the member but also from
some other quarters. As a result, I have sought
the immediate response of the regional director,
as is appropriate in the circumstances, and the
regional director has indicated that these works
certainly would be desirable, like thousands of
others in Victoria.
There is a huge backlog of capital works that
resulted from the previous Government's neglect. For seven years in a row, the Liberal Government failed with maintenance works. Who
was the Premier at the time? Who was the Minister at the time? The honourable member for
Malvern. To try to make this Government responsible for years and years of neglect by our
predecessors is absolutely outrageous.
We have demonstrated in our very first Budget
a massive increase for capital works and maintenance in Victoria-the only State in Australia
to do so-but still we get this sort of carping
abuse from this new member. We have made a
commitment that we will attempt during our first
three years in office to redress as much as we can
of that backlog, which was criticized by the Australian Schools Commission concerning the performance of the Liberal Government in Victoria.
Qearly we do not have the money to meet every
request in our first three years.
The Regional Priority Committee, which covers that particular region, has examined this
project, and of course the ceiling has been attended to. There is a whole host of other works,
which the honourable member would like to have
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undertaken, as would the school council. The
Regional Priority Committee and this Government is committed to works being undertaken in
accordance with priorities determined by local
committees, and representatives of people from
those regions. They have determined other
priorities.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)The honourable member for Malvern should
cease interjecting.
Mr FORDHAM-I hope one of the more
senior members of his party can give the honourable member some advice on how to behave
during the adjournment debate.
The question of when funds are provided for
these major works will be determined by the Regional Priority Committee, and I will ensure that
funds are provided to that region over the next
few years in an attempt to overcome that backlog. Any urgent works that are now required in
terms of danger to the children or staff will be
undertaken immediately, and that has already
been organized.
The honourable member for Murray Valley
raised the question of a cooling programme in
schools in Victoria and he referred to the fact
that, over recent weeks, a number of children in
schools in his electorate have had some difficulties due to the heat wave that has crossed not
only his electorate but Victoria as a whole. It
should not come as a surprise to the honourable
member to know that I have had similar requests
from members of all parties, not only in country
areas but also in Melbourne, suggesting that the
conditions in our schools have been excessive
during the summer temperatures and that consideration ought to be given to the provision of
cooling programmes in schools.
I would love to be able to provide sufficient
money immediately to meet cooling requirements as requested by honourable members or
school councils. I can only repeat that we have
significantly increased funds for school buildings
and maintenance works in our first year of office.
I am confident that, with the support of the
Treasurer, we can maintain a first-rate effort in
the remaining years of this Parliament. What we
have said is that the allocation of those funds
will be determined by a regional priority committee. So what we have disbursed those centrally determined programmes into the regional
pool, and that regional committee will decide
whether those moneys will be spent on cooling
works in individual schools, or on other works.
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Those regional committees have determined
those priorities within their areas and they have
determined that there are more urgent works than
those cooling works, not only in the electorate of
Murray Valley but in my own electorate as well.
That again is a reflection of that huge backlog of
works because of the failure of the previous Government to maintain a reasonable school building and maintenance programme.
I will consider further the matter raised by the
honourable member for Murray Valley in framing the capital works programme for the coming
financial year and I will advise him if any change
develops.
The honourable member for Wantirna briefly
raised the staffing needs of the Brentwood High
School and, in particular, his concern at the impact of staffing arrangements on disabled children currently enrolled at that school. I invite
the honourable member to forward to me a submission and I will be pleased to ensure that this
is dealt with immediately.
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-The
honourable member for Benambra raised the
question of services for polio victims. Anyone
who has seen the situation at the Fairfield Hospital, as I have-there are still victims of the
19508 polio epidemic living their lives in iron
lungs-will be aware of the special needs of those
people.
Consideration has been given, in a number of
areas in the Health Commission, to ways in which
services can be updated and improved in areas
like tuberculosis and polio, which are areas in
which services were put in place many years ago.
An analysis is being undertaken of how well
those services meet modem conditions. It is our
intention to ensure that services are available for
those people who have suffered from polio in the
past and to ensure that we minimize the instances of polio in the community through an
immunization programme. Services will be
available for those people. The site of those services is under consideration so that the best possible service is provided in 1983 for those people
who have suffered from polio for many years.
Mr CRABB (Minister of Transport)-The
honourable member for Coburg raised the matter of a tragic accident that occurred this morning at West Richmond station. I extend the
sympathies of the Government and myself to the
family of the gentleman who died in that tragic: '
accident. The gentleman involved was a person
of 79 years of age.
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Although little can be done to redress the p0sition of the family, the accident does serve as
an object lesson to everyone who travels by train.
The circumstances appear to be that this rather
elderly gentleman discovered somewhat late that
he had not got off at the station he intended and
he tried to alight from the train after the train
had started to move and after the power-operated doors had started to close. It appears that
he endeavoured to force the doors apart and leap
onto the platform. In the process of so doing his
arm was caught in the doors and, although the
alarm was raised and the train was called to a
halt, it was some 50 metres down the track before it halted and, in the process, the gentleman
was killed.
It was a tragic accident and a peculiar one, in
that, so far as I am aware, there have been no
similar accidents in the seven years or so that the
silver trains with power-operated doors have been
operating in the suburban system. However, it
does serve as a warning to all train passengers
that no one should ever try to alight from a train
when it is moving and when the doors have
started to close.
So far as this specific accident is concerned, in
due course there will be an investigation by the
Police Force and a Coroners Court inquest. I
shall have to wait until then for the definitive
reasons for the accident. In the meantime, the
Government offers its sympathies to the bereaved family.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-I thank the honourable member
for Noble Park for his felicitations and I assure
the honourable member in respect of the matter
he raised that the Government intends to provide $19 250 to the Greek Orthodox community
ofMelboume and of Victoria for social and community welfare planning. The money will be used
in the continuation of the employment of a s0cial planner.
The Greek community thinks highly of this
service and it has stated that the work of the
social planner has been of invaluable importance
both in providing directives to the organization
and in the direct provision of services to the
community. The Greek community has indicated that, without a social planner, it would not
be able to contribute to Government inquiries
or to respond to issues that have been of crucial
significance to Greek Australians.
The social planner I referred to has been involved with Greek people throughout Melbourne, including the development of a
community centre at Northcote, and activities
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with Greek people in Collingwood and in many
other areas with Greek residents, including
Springvale. I recollect that on many occasions
the former honourable member for Springvale,
the late Kevin King, spoke highly of the services
of the social planner and her importance to the
Greek community.
Her duties include the development of specialist services to assist the Greek people; the integration of Greek services with mainstream
welfare services; the co-ordination of services for
the Greek community and public education on
the rights and the needs of Greek people.
This grant is an increase of 10 per cent on the
money allocated last year and it reflects the commitment of the Government to the welfare of the
Greek people.
The Government believes community welfare
services should cater for the needs of Greek
people wherever possible and that separate Greek
services should also be supported by some specialist services for those people to advise on how
the facilities can best meet the needs of the Greek
people who have made an important contribution to the community.
I thank the honourable member for Noble Park
for raising the matter on behalf of his constituents and all Greek people of Victoria.
Mr MATHEWS (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services)-The honourable member
for Barwon South raised the matter of free
beaches. Government policy on this matter is
well known. The Government is giving continuing consideration to the matter and the location,
the timing and the implementation will be determined by the Government in due course. '
The honourable member for Westernport
raised the matter of thirteen Police Force centres
in Gippsland. There has been no Government
edict on this matter and nor will there be any
Government directive on it. The operational
control of the Police Force is the legislative prerogative of the Chief Commissioner of Police.
There will be either no edicts or directives given
by the Government while that remains the case.
The honourable member for Doncaster raised
what he described as an insult to the Parliament
in that he has been kept waiting a number of
months for answers to questions on notice, which
he has addressed to the Minister for Minerals
and Energy in another place. The honourable
member is a novice when it comes to waiting for
answers to questions on notice. There are
honourable members on the Government side
of the House who have waited two and more
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years for answers to questions that they put on
notice to Ministers of the former Government of
which the honourable member for Doncaster was
a supporter.
I do not recall the honourable member for
Doncaster referring to insults to the Parliament
at that time in defence of the rights of honourable members who are now on the Government
benches. Nevertheless I believe now, as I believed then, that there is an obligation on the
part of Government to provide as promptly as
resources permit answers to questions on notice.
I will draw the matter to the attention of my
colleague.
Mr SIMMONDS (Minister for Employment
and Training)-The honourable member for
Morwell raised the question of the 172 ()()() unemployed in Victoria and the growing exploitation of unemployed by persons who offer
employment opportunities by advertisements
and the use of employment agencies.
One of those agencies has been referred to as
Job Shop, which has been referred to the Ministry by Job Watch, an organization that was
funded by the former Government and which
this Government has continued to fund to enable it to make recommendations to the Government in respect of this type of practice.
Job Watch has been most helpful in the development of a draft Cabinet proposal on misleading employment advertising and the regulation
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of private employment agencies in Victoria. Together with the Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
we have been framing proposed legislation.
The ABC programme Nationwide carried a report last night on the proposed legislation to deal
with the type of organization referred to by the
honourable member for Morwell. The areas the
honourable member expressed concern about are
of concern to the Government. The Government is concerned about the use of agencies that
employ models and offer training programmes
to people where there are no opportunities. The
Government is also concerned about other areas
of job exploitation.
We believe the licensing system now operating
in Western Australia probably offers the best s0lution. It benefits the legitimate employment
agencies and has the support of those bodies.
In addition to this, we have recently funded a
trade union coalition to the extent of$67 000 to
enable it to service unemployed trade unionists
in Melbourne and to provide assistance and.
guidance concerning their rights and warning!
about the exploitation that has developed. I reiterate that for an agency like Job Shop to charge
$50 for what is virtually a compilation of advertisements that are freely available in the newspapers is nothing more than rank exploitation.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 11.21 p. m.
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Management Account is an effective investing
organization and that is why such a large number
of public bodies are investing in it today.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)
took the chair at 10.37 a.m. and read the
prayer.
QUESTION PAPER
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)-I
advise the House of changes in the method of
publication of the question paper. Honourable
members will be aware that the question paper
containing the text of all unanswered questions is
published each Tuesday and that only those new
questions handed in on the previous day are
listed on the Wednesday and the Thursday of
each week. The size of the weekly consolidated
question paper has posed difficulty in meeting
publication deadlines-apart from costs.
Accordingly, it is intended that the full list of
questions unanswered will be printed only periodically, that is, approximately once in every
four weeks. To assist honourable members, the
Tuesday issue will list by number those questions which remain unanswered,thus providing a
weekly reference to questions awaiting answer.
QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-Will the Treasurer
advise the House who authorized the placement
of publicly-donated funds in the Cash Management Account and what rates of interest were
actually paid on those moneys in order to
increase the funds available for bush-fire relief?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The authorization
came from me, as Treasurer, on the condition
that commercial rates of interest were earned.
The Cash Management Account operates completely independently from the Consolidated
Fund. The Government is employing professional experts, who were appointed from the private sector, to manage that.
The bush-fire appeal trust fund is earning a
maximum rate of interest achieved on any given
day. So far, $47 690 has accrued to that trust fund
as a result of the investment. That is not a bad
record when one examines the amount in the
trust fund. I also indicate that on one day, part of
the fund invested by the Cash Management
Account on behalf of the trust fund attracted a
return of 100 per cent per annum. That is not a
bad interest rate. The Government is achieving
the maximum interest rate possible. The Cash

GRANNY FLATS FOR FIRE VICTIMS
Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the
National Party)-Can the Minister of Housing
advise the House whether there is any delay in
the supply of granny fiats to either the Housing
Commission or the victims of bush fires? If there
is a delay, why has that occurred?
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-I am
aware of the allegations made by the Opposition
last night about the delay in supplying granny
fiats. As I said during the debate yesterday, there
is no delay. In fact, 35 orders are currently placed
with three contractors for granny fiats. One of
those contractors is a Country Fire Authority
captain, who was involved in the bush fires and
who is committed to the programme of providing granny fiats as emergency and temporary
accommodation to be placed on blocks for families who are rebuilding their homes. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, who is interjecting, is
still repeating the allegations that there is a twomonth delay, which can only add to the concern
in the community.
The work of those three contractors is starting
immediately, and they will begin to deliver on
site within two weeks, depending on their ability
to obtain the necessary permits and to complete
the connection of the services to those blocks.
There are some requirements for immediate
relief and assistance before those two weeks will
be up. The Government is meeting those
requirements by providing five emergency furnished units-the mobile home units that the
previous Government placed at Morwell. They
will be shifted as from today to meet the most
urgent cases. I assure the House and the Leader
of the National Party that there is no delay in the
programme, and I give that assurance to the people of Victoria.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr ROWE (Essendon)-Can the Premier
indicate to the House the likely effect of statements made by the Leader of the Opposition
with respect to the bush-fire appeal funds?
Mr CAIN (Premier)- The office of the Leader
of the Opposition is an office of considerable
prestige and consequence. It ought to command
the respect of this community. The Leader of the
Opposition in this House has abused his office.
Yesterday, he said he would not use the bush
fires as a political issue and then, as usual, he
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immediately
contradicted
himself and
attempted to make political capital out of it on
every possible occasion. He made two quite
irresponsible and untrue statements, which
everyone knows are irresponsible and untrue. He
said that the appeal funds were being used on
Government projects and that the Government
would appropriate interest on the appeal funds
for its own purposes. He asserted that the fund
would be used to prop up the Government's deficit from the slush fund. That is the sort of Leader
of the Opposition that we have in this place.
Members of the Opposition are silent because
they know the sort of Leader they have. Unfortunately, the consequence of this sort of statement
from the person holding that office is to reduce
public confidence in the appeal fund and in the
members of the committee charged with the responsibility of administering the fund. It may
mean less money for the appeal. Is that what the
Leader of the Opposition wants? His statements
may have that consequence.
The irony and the humbug of this is that those
who are led by the Leader of the Opposition suggest that they are good financial managers. The
most decisive verdicts ever recorded in this
country were passed on the capacity of members
of the Liberal Party as economic managers by the
people of this State last April and again by this
nation two weeks ago. That is a great irony. I
hope the people of Victoria will see this abuse for
what it is and will not reduce their contributions
to the fund.
Mr JONA (Hawthorn)-I refer the Premier to
his answer in the House yesterday to a: question
without notice in which he indicated that the
unexpended funds collected by radio station
3AW would be handed over to the fund controlled by the Government. I ask the Premier:
Was this decision made after consultation with
the management of the 3AW committee; if so, is
the Premier aware of the current attitude of the
management on this matter, and will he inform
the House of that attitude and other relevant
details?
Mr CAIN (Premier)- The chairman of the
bush-fire committee rang me yesterday morning
and indicated that the arrangement reached at
the 3AW committee meeting was that the general
fund should administer the unexpended portion
of the funds collected by 3AW. That information
was conveyed to me and I conveyed it to the
House. My understanding is that that will occur.
I spoke to Mr White of radio station 3AW early
yesterday afternoon, and my understanding is
that the 3AW committee intends that that should
occur. That committee wishes that the unex-
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pended portion of the moneys collected by 3AW
should be expended in conformity with the decisions made by the committee. As I understand it,
that is Mr White's intention as conveyed to me,
and is the desire of the 3AW committee.
ST ATE SCHOOL COMMITTEE
Mr HANN (Rodney)-In view of the fact that
the Budget contained no reference to the $10 per
student grant that has now been made to State
school councils in Victoria, will the Minister of
Education advise the House of the source of
those funds?
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)The allocation came from that line in the Budget
entitled "Grants to Schools". It was not specifically referred to in the Budget speech. It was
awaiting further discussions between the Government and the Education Department, and the
announcement was made at the time I felt was
appropriate, but the funds were there from the
outset.
CASH MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT
Mr MILLER (Prahran)-In the light of the
irresponsible statements made by the Leader of
the Opposition concerning the bush-fire appeal,
will the Treasurer inform the House of the current situation of the Cash Management Account
and the benefits that it has provided to the State
of Victoria?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-The Leader of the
Opposition has displayed gross ignorance about
financial matters and financial irresponsibility.
The Cash Management Account operates separately from the Consolidated Fund and consists
of voluntary investments from declared public
bodies. More than 30 public bodies have been so
declared and major organizations in the State
also invest in the Cash Management Account on
a voluntary basis. Organizations such as the Gas
and Fuel Corporation, the State Electricity Commission and various superannuation funds operating in the State invest at commercial rates of
return because they recognize that the interest
payable is the best they can receive at present.
More than $200 million is currently invested
in the Cash Management Account, which is professionally managed by Mr Ray Clarke, formerly
from Australian United Corporation Ltd, who is
one of the leading developers of the short-term
money market, and Mr Geoff Ballard, who also
operated in the private sector. These persons
have professional expertise and ensure that the
Government receives the best rates of interest for
its overnight and short-term investments.
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In view of the ignorance displayed by the
Opposition on these matters, I will gladly make
Mr Ray Clarke available to the Leader of the
Opposition or his cohorts to help them understand how the Cash Management Account operates. They will receive a briefing session from Mr
Clarke, who will explain the principles of the
Cash Management Account. I hope that at least
the Leader of the Opposition will achieve some
understanding of the basics but, if that fails, I will
approach the Minister of Education about the
Leader of the Opposition attending a year 11
economics class.
BUSH-FIRE APPEAL
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-I refer the
Minister for Local Government to remarks he
made yesterday during the debate on the bushfire relieffund. He indicated that it was the intention of the Government-in fact, that the operation was under way-to send out cheques for a
further $1000 from the bush-fire relief fund to
those people who have been burnt out. How
many cheques have been sent and is it intended
to send $1000 to everyone who qualified for the
$1000 received through the Department of Co mmunity Welfare Services from State Government money to be matched by the Commonwealth Government? In other words, will every
bush-fire victim who already has received $1000
from the Department of Community Welfare
Services now receive a further $1000 from the
bush-fire relief fund?
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)- Until 16 March, 397 cheques had been
sent to bush-fire victims whose principal place of
residence had been destroyed by the fires. That
hand-out was in addition to any money that they
may have received from the Department of
Community Welfare Services. The first cheque
for $1000 was assessed on a needs basis, therefore, some of the victims may have received only
$200, $500, $800 or $1000. The cheques that are
being sent out for $1000 are in addition to that,
so some people may receive $2000, $1800, or
whatever and, up until yesterday, 397 cheques
for $1000 had been posted to those victims.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
Mr McCUTCHEON (St Kilda)-Can the
Minister for Local Government inform the
House of discussions he has been having with
local government over local government legislation and administration?
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)- I have had discussions with approximately 40 municipalities since the beginning of
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the year and those discussions were centred
around promises this Government made to the
electors prior to April 1982 regarding its intention to reform and democratize local government.
Clearly that amounted to the extension of the
antiquated property franchise that exists in Victoria which inhibited taxpayers in voting at local
government elections. The amount of taxation
revenue paid to local government today is
increasing on a yearly basis, to the extent where
eight of the eleven municipalities I visited in the
Western District have received more in taxation
revenue than they did in rate revenue, which
indicated clearly to the Government that taxpayers were entitled to have some say in local
government elections because of their contribution in that area. As I explained to these shires,
boroughs and municipalities, the Government
proposes to involve people in local government
in Victoria by giving them a vote through the
application of universal franchise and to allow
people who are non-British subjects and taxpayers to vote in local government elections and
to stand for elections in local government.
I also informed the shires that it was the Government's intention to make the first Saturday in
August a local government election day in Victoria. The Government hopes that will lift the
status of local government to some extent and
allow more involvement of people in local government. As I explained to about 40 municipalities, the Government also intends to introduce
compulsory voting, as is the case in State and
Federal elections. The reforms proposed have
been generally accepted across the board by the
municipalities that have received an explanation
of the Government's intentions over the past two
months.
I assure Parliament that people actively
involved in local government and officers and
councillors of shire councils welcome the change
proposed by the Government. Indications are
that that is not the view of the OppositionThe SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! I hope the honourable gentleman is not
going to anticipateMr WILKES- Indeed not! I take this opportunity of pointing out that the views I have
expressed to the municipalities on behalf of the
Government may now not be the views of the
Opposition parties. I assure Parliament that that
loss will be a loss to local government in this
State, not to the Opposition parties.
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WORKING HOURS FOR HOSPITAL
EMPLOYEES
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I refer the
Treasurer to the reports indicating that the Minister of Health and the Health Commission have
agreed to a shorter working hours deal for workers in the health field, particularly in hospitals in
Victoria, that will be effective from 1 July this
year at a conservative estimated cost of$20 million in a full year. In view of the serious financial
situation this State faces, which is dramatized by
the much vaunted trip to Canberra by the Premier and the Treasurer this week pleading for more
money for losses caused by the fires, will the
Treasurer give a categoric statement on where
the extra money will come from? Will it come
from extra taxes and charges, such as the 50 per
cent rise in hospital charges which has occurred
since the Cain Government was elected last
year?
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The honourable member shall ask his
question without embellishing it.
Mr LIEBERMAN - I conclude my question
by asking whether the money will come from the
closure of valuable essential services, such as the
Fairfield Hospital polio ward. The Minister of
Health last night refused to confirm that he
would act to stop that ward being closed.
The SPEAKER-Order! The latter part of the
question is out of order.
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other honourable members who represent country electorates have been contacted by farmers in
their areas who are most concerned about the
downgrading of the primary industry portfolio.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! Will the honourable member ask the
question?
Mr McNAMARA - I ask the Premier whether
he could use his alleged good relations with the
Prime Minister to immediately contact him and
advise him that it is the first time in living
memory that the primary industry portfolio is
outside the inner Cabinet and that farmers
around AustraliaHonourable members interjecting.

The SPEAKER-Order! I cannot hear the
honourable member for Benalla because of the
barrage of interjections, and to this stage I am on
the verge of ruling his question out of order. If the
honourable member will get to the point I will
hear him.
Mr McNAMARA - I ask the Premier to
immediately contact the Prime Minister and
express this concern that has been brought to our
attention and ensure that a Ministry of Primary
Industry is included in the inner Cabinet.
The SPEAKER-Order! The question is out
of order.
PETROL PRICES

Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-As the honourable
member should be aware, the public sector
employees referred to are the last employees to
be involved in the introduction of a shorter
working week, which was a policy introduced by
the former Government. That point should be
clearly understood.

Mr REMINGTON (Melbourne)-I ask the
Minister of Consumer Affairs: What has been the
saving to Victorian motorists as a result of the
Cain Government exercising its powers under
petrol pricing control?

So far as the introduction of the shorter working week is concerned, the Government has
taken steps to ensure that any introduction will
result in negligible cost increases and when the
Government considers the impact of the shorter
working week it will be dealt with in the over-all
context of Budget considerations.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! Does the honourable member for Western port desire to answer the question? Well, he
can go outside!

NET FARM INCOME
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Is the Premier
aware that the average net farm income of Australian farmers has dropped to $2090, being a
paltry $41 a week which compares unfavourably
with dole payments? As the severity of the current drought extends I advise the Premier that

Honourable members interjecting.

Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
Affairs)-I am delighted with the question. I am
also delighted that the Government took action
to protect consumers in Victoria. I remind the
House that the previous Government passed the
Fuel Prices Regulation Bill but failed to act
because it did not have the guts to implement the
legislation.
This Government made it very clear that ifthe
price of fuel got out of hand it would take action.
Since 1 September, when the Government set the
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maximum price of petrol, the saving for consumers in Victoria has been $67 million. The makeup of the $67 million includes $50 million
because the Government discounted the Petroleum Products Pricing Authority decision by 2·4
cents a litre. Since 1 January when the Government urged the previous Federal Government
not to pass on the increase of 1· 6 cents a litre,
which the then Federal Government refused, the
additional savings represented $17 million for
Victorian motorists. That makes it very clear.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER-Order! The House will come
to order. I cannot hear the answer to the question
and I am sure the reporter from Hansard cannot
hear either. I call the Minister of Consumer
Affairs without the barrage of interjections.
Mr SPYKER-I can understand that my
answer hurts the Opposition because it demonstrates that it has not woken up to the reality that
its Federal colleagues were defeated on the same
issue a fortnight ago.
If honourable members opposite compare
Victorian petrol prices with petrol prices in other
States, they will realize that this Government has
taken a proper course of action since September.
Victoria has some of the lowest petrol prices in
Australia. The Victorian Government discounted the Petroleum Products Pricing Authority increase by up to 2·4 cents a litre, which represented an enormous saving for Victorian consumers. I reiterate that Victorian consumers
have benefited by $67 million.
EMPLOYMENT INITIATIVES PROGRAMME
Mr RAMSAY (Balwyn)-In the absence of
the Minister for Employment and Training, I
direct my question to the Treasurer. Is the honourable gentleman aware that the employment
initiatives programme in the ethnic community
introduced by the Minister for Employment and
Training has cost $19500 ajob a year? This is in
excess of average weekly earnings, even for 1982.
Will the Treasurer have urgent discussions with
the Minister for Employment and Training to
ensure that the employment initiatives programmes is implemented with maximum efficiency as far as the spending of public money is
concerned?
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-Once again the
Opposition indicates its incompetence on economic matters. The honourable member is
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obviously trying to refer to the direct employment creation effects; one needs to consider the
indirect effects as well. The question of the honourable member for Balwyn has totally ignored
that aspect.
The employment initiatives programme is
designed to ensure maximum labour intensity.
That is the approach adopted by the Government and that approach will be continued in the
future.
HEALTH UNION NEGOTIATIONS
Mr NORRIS (Noble Park)- Will the Minister
of Health report to the House on the impact of
negotiations with health unions?
Mr ROPER (Minister ofHealth)- The former
Liberal Government commenced a procedure of
negotiating for a 38-hour week with all public
employees. When the Labor Party achieved
office the negotiations were well advanced. The
Labor Government decided that negotiations
would continue with health employees both in
the Public Service, through the mental health
and mental retardation divisions and with the
hospital employees.
During the past twelve months negotiations
have proceeded and a significant fact is that this
substantial group of State-funded employees are
the last group to negotiate a 38-hour week. I
emphasize that this process was begun by the
former Government.
Following the discussions, we surveyed hospitals to ascertain the potential cost of the move
and to organize offsets. Last week I formally conveyed to the Minister for Industrial Affairs an
offer to the health employees which was also conveyed to the Victorian Hospitals Association.
The offer explained that we would agree to a 38hour week subject to satisfactory negotiations of
cost offsets. The trade union movement, which
includes unions such as the Australian Medical
Association and the Hospitals Employees Federation of Australia No. 1 Branch, is considering
the proposal and will report back to us.
The funding of the increased costs will be on
the same basis as all other cost increases as set
out by the decision made by the former Government to offer a 38-hour week to public
employees. One may say that in the area of cost
offsets there are substantial over-award payments that were built up during the period of the
Liberal Party Government, and these will be
negotiated with the trade union movement.
There are a number of administrative oddities
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that have also grown up during the 27 years of
Liberal misrule in Victoria that will also be part
of the offsets package. The Government is looking very closely at the offsets in the health field
and the date of 1 July depends upon the unions
coming back to the Government with proper
negotiations on offsets.
PETITIONS
The Clerk-I have received the following petitions for presentation to Parliament:
Firearm registration
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

3159

Anti-discrimination legislation
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF VIcrORIA, IN PARLIAMENT ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Australia, Victoria respectfully showeth: that we support and affirm the purpose of the family unit as
created by God and recorded in Genesis chapter I
verses 27 and 28. "And God created man in His own
image, in the image of God He created him. Male and
Female He created them. And God blessed them. And
God said to them "be fruitful and mUltiply and fill the
earth".
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
hOilourable House will reject proposals that are contrary to the well being and not supportive offamily life,
and at variance with god's law and purpose.

This, the humble petition ofthe undersigned citizens
of the State of Victoria, shows our concern that the
Government has indicated its intention to legislate
compelling the registration of privately owned firearms
and abrogating the terms of its claimed mandate by
failing to consult with representatives of shooting
organizations and by imposing charges and restrictions
contrary to its specific election promises and, accordingly, we respectfully ask Parliament to deny passage of
firearm registration legislation or alternatively to restrict the passage of firearms registration legislation to
the terms of the Government's claimed mandate
obtained in response to specific public election promises that firearm registration would be notational only
that it would be implemented at no extra cost to shooters in view of the recent 150 per cent increase in shooters licence fees and that representatives of shooting
organizations would be consulted prior to legislating.

We consider that 'anti-discrimination on the basis of
sexual preference will be legislation that is detrimental
to the well being of the family, will open the door to
teaching in our schools that will threaten the dignity
and virtue of our children, and will give credence to
what God called an abomination (Leviticus 18 v 22 and
20 v 13)'.

And your humble petitioners, as in duty bound, will
ever pray.

Shop trading hours

By Mr McDonald (54 signatures) and Mr B. J.
Evans (11 signatures)
Latrobe Valley Ambulance Helicopter Service
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of residents of the Latrobe Valley showeth that in view of the fact that the Latrobe
Valley Ambulance Helicopter Service is due to terminate on the 28th February, 1983, unless a new contract
for the service is let and in view ofthe concern that we,
the undersigned, have in regard to the provision of
emergency service for ourselves, our dependants and
members of our community.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Government
take urgent immediate steps to ensure that the Latrobe
Valley Ambulance Helicopter Service continues.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Miss Callister (74 signatures) and Mr Delzoppo (263 signatures)

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable House will reject such proposals.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr McDonald (37 signatures)

To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER, MR EDMUNDS.
M.P., AND MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
IN THE PARLIAMENT OF VIcrORIA ASSEMBLED:

The petition of the undersigned citizens of Australia
respectfully showeth: The concern of the me~bers of
the Lilydale Chamber of Commerce and reSidents of
Victoria, at the exploitation of the shops provi.sion,s of
the Labour and Industry Act 1958 by certaID giant
supermarket chains, department stores an~ <?thers
openly trading 7 days a week, and at the explOitatIOn of
"Sunday Markets" by itinerant traders selling new
goods and goods of doubtful origin at week-ends when
legitimate traders are required to be closed by ,the
requirements of the Act, and at,the abuse ofthe,~lfth
and Sixth Schedules and the Hohday Resort provIsions
of the Act by supermarkets and others not complying
with the intent of the legislation, as these actions discriminate against law abiding businesses observing the
purpose and intent ofthe Act particularly disadvantaging labour intensi~e small firm~ employing rull-tim~
skilled employees ID favour of giant self service retad
chains mainly employing junior staff at casual rates
which we believe is not in the best interests of the community.
We respectfully submit that these activities have
been initiated and encouraged by businesses and individuals anxious to obtain deregulated shop trading
hours, which would seriously impact the "quality of
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life" of the owner managers of small and medium businesses, their families and their employees, and result in
a loss of full-time employment in retailing due to
higher operating costs, and a demand for a review of
services provided by banks, post offices, councils and
public bodies in business districts, and cause higher
costs for consumers and aggravate inflation.
We respectfully request that the Victorian Government's policies supporting small business and the nonextension of shop trading hours be strengthened and
that penalties for breaches of the Act be enforced, and
that anomalies and conflicting provisions be eliminated as matters of urgency.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr McDonald (30 signatures)
Marine park
To THE HONOURABLE THE SPEAKER AND MEMBERS OF
THE LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY IN PARLIAMENT
ASSEMBLED:

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of
Victoria, Australia, respectfully showeth:
That the recommendations of the Land Conservation Council in relation to the creation of a Marine
Park over much of Corner and Shallow Inlets is not in
the best interests of the people utilizing the Inlets commercially and recreationally;
Both Inlets have been utilized for commercial and
recreational purposes quite compatibly with the ecosystem for 100 years;
Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that your
honourable House will reject this recommendation of
the Land Conservation Council of Victoria.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever
pray.

By Mr Wallace (2508 signatures)
It was ordered that the petitions be laid on the

table.
PAPERS
The following papers, pursuant to the directions of several Acts of Parliament, were laid on
the table by the Clerk:
Exhibition Trustees-Report for the year 1981-82
Town and Country Planning Act 1961-Melbourne
Metropolitan Planning Scheme, Amendment No.
247.

UNEMPWYMENT
Mr KEN NETT (Leader of the Opposition)-I
move:
That this House expresses its grave concern at the
continued increase in the levels of unemployment in
Victoria and calls on the Victorian Government to
urgently implement policies which recognize-fa) that
economic growth and job cr~ation can best be achieved
through effective encouragement and stimulus of the
private sector which is Victoria's main area of employment; (b) the need to encourage employment in the private sector; (e) the need for innovative measures to
seize every opportunity to create new jobs as well as to
preserve existing jobs; and (d) that deregulation of shop
trading hours caters for the substantial changes that
have occurred in the social and economic environment
and addresses needs and the creation of genuine jobs.

Unemployment

The motion listed on the Notice Paper in my
name is contained in four parts. The first part
examines the situation of employment in this
State. Before proceeding with the three other
parts of the motion, it is necessary for honourable members to be clear as to what is happening
in Victoria, and the facts are quite contrary to the
views expressed by the Treasurer.
Initially, I shall review recent developments in
the labour markets in Victoria and develop a
programme for activity in the future. The statistics published by the Australian Bureau ofStatistics confirm that the recorded unemployment
rate in Victoria is lower than the national average. That is something that all members of this
House would support. The recorded unemployment in Victoria has increased less rapidly than
the national average. Again, that is a good trend
and one which members of the Opposition hope
will continue in the future. However, that trend
is nothing new in Victoria. For the Government
and the Treasurer to believe that this is a result of
their policies would be an inaccuracy. Victoria
has had a lower unemployment rate than the
national average for many years and one of the
reasons for that is basically because Victoria has
never been subjected to the peaks and depressions of the extremes in the market-place as has
happened on a national level and as has occurred
in other States. In brief, the manufacturing base
and the style of Government that we have had in
this State for many years has well positioned this
State to recover the unemployment rate per se.
It is also important that any Government be
concerned not only in trying to preserve existing
jobs but it should be looking at ways and means
of creating new jobs. There are increasing numbers of Australian youth on the labour market
and they are looking for more jobs to be
created.

I shall now examine what has happened since
the Cain Government came to power in April
1982. Full-time employment has fallen by 3·6 per
cent. That compares with a fall of only 2·8 per
cent for Australia as a whole. In other words, fulltime employment in Victoria, in the ten months
the Cain Government has been in office, has
fallen at a faster rate than in any other State or
Territory. This is in total contradiction to an
assertion by the Treasurer, Mr Jolly, in answer to
a question from the honourable member for
Werribee on 16 March 1983.
One 'will find from statistics issued by the Australian Bureau of Statistics "Labour Force Australia Preliminary Estimates", that Victoria
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is well ahead of any other State in terms of the
percentage fall in full-time employment. If that
trend continues, then it will be a particularly disturbing trend, especially for Victorian youth. In
New South Wales the percentage fall for full-time
employment between April 1982 and February
1983 has been 3·1 per cent; in Victoria, 3·6 per
cent; Queensland, 2·1 per cent; South Australia
2·9 per cent: Western Australia, 0·2 per cent;
Tasmania, 2·8 per cent; Northern Territory, 0·6
per cent; Australian Capital Territory, 1·9 per
cent; and Australia as a whole 2·8 per cent. In
other words, Victoria presently is creating less
opportunities in full-time employment than any
other State and, unfortunately, it is leading the
decline, quite substantially, over any other
State.
The Treasurer says that that is not correct, but
there is no doubt that Victoria has had a decline
in the generation of full-time employment and
that decline has been greater than anywhere else.
It is a problem that the Government, the Treasurer and the Minister for. Economic Development will have to address.
There are two factors that have presented this
decline in full-time employment in Victoria
being reflected in the Victorian statistics. Those
two factors have been the degree of switching
from full-time employment to part-time
employment, which has been much greater in
Victoria than for the nation as a whole. The
Opposition says that jobs have to be created, and
the Government is not lifting its horizons at all.
The second ingredient is hidden unemployment,
which has increased more rapidly in Victoria
than in the nation as a whole. This is confirmed
by figures supplied by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, which show that since the Cain Government took office the number of people not in
the labour force in Victoria has grown at double
the national average. Any similar comparisons
between either the unemployment rate in Victoria and that in other States or in the nation as a
whole are therefore entirely superficial and conceal the serious deterioration in the Victorian
labour market which has occurred since the Cain
Government came to office.
There is no doubt that the Premier and his
officers have moved to create a tremendous
expansion in the Public Service. There is no
reflection in the policies of the Government to
set out where genuine growth will be stimulated
in the private sector. Although the Minister of
Housing might refer to the housing area as one
area where there has been growth, he should be
the first one to admit that the housing policy is
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not the policy of the present Cain Government
alone but the result of the policies of the former
Federal and State Governments, which led to
housing being given a higher priority than any
other area.
There is no doubt that the expenditure, which
the Minister of Housing claims in this State for
housing at present, is a combination of State and
Federal moneys as a result of the movements
made by the former State Government to give
housing the priority it deserves.
Mr Cathie- That is nonsense.
Mr KENNETT - It is not nonsense and the
Minister of Housing knows that, even though the
State Government is missing the opportunity to
stimulate growth in the private sector. In terms
of policy initiatives this Government has done
nothing to stimulate growth in the private sector.
Unfortunately, the deterioration in the Victorian labour market is starkly illustrated for the
Victorian manufacturing sector by the Victorian
Chamber of Manufactures most recent pulse survey, which found that there had been "a further
significant weakening in the position of Victorian manufacturing industry during the three
months to the end of January".
Some interesting factors emerge from that
pulse survey. Some commentators have suggested that the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures pulse survey of Victorian manufacturers for
February 1983 paints an optimistic picture of the
Victorian manufacturing sector. However, what
does the survey really say? The basic conclusion
on page 1 of the survey states:
There has been a further significant weakening in the
position of Victorian manufacturing during the three
months to the end of January. Industries reporting the
most severe downturns continue to be the metal and
heavy industry-both most reliant on investment and
private and public sector capital projects.

That comment contradicts what many commentators have been saying of this pulse survey.
There are some significant highlights of that
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures pulse survey which should be taken up and considered by
the Government in terms of trying to generate
policies and programmes that recognize the
changes that have taken place in the community.
The Government should try to address itself not
only to reacting to change but also to working in
advance of change.
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Only 10· 2 per cent of respondents to the survey
reported an increase in production-the lowest
proportion of any of the past five surveys. Only
7·6 per cent of respondents reported an increase
in employment-the lowest proportion of any of
the past five surveys.
Indeed, 48·2 per cent reported a decrease in
employment compared with the 51·9 per cent,
who reported a decrease in employment in the
November survey. Only 16·2 per cent reported
an increase in sales, which is again the lowest of
the five most recent surveys.
Importantly, only 9·1 per cent reported an
increase in new capital expenditure, which is
again the lowest of the five most recent surveys.
Only 36 per cent of respondents reported capacity utilization of less than 70 per cent, which is
the highest response in the five most recent surveys.The number of respondents reporting
higher than 80 per cent capacity utilization was
the lowest in the five most recent surveys. There
is no doubt that that sort of change needs to be
addressed and there is no doubt that the Victorian Government will have to review its programmes. Not one respondent in the clothing,
footwear, wood and wood products, basic chemical, basic iron and steel, non-ferrous metals,
sheet metal products, motor vehicles, motor
vehicle instruments and parts, other transport
equipment or leather and rubber products industry groups reported an increase in any of production, employment, overtime worked, new capital
expenditure or capacity utilization. That is a
pretty sickening situation for this State.

Mr Jolly-It is because of your Government.
Mr KENNETI - It is a situation this Government is not addressing. It is very easy for honourable members on the Government side of the
House to try to continue to blame former Governments.
Mr Kennedy-It was the Liberal Government.
Mr KENNETI - It is the Labor Government
that now has a responsibility for action in this
State. The honourable member for Bendigo
should be the last person to try to apportion
blame. The policies of the Government are not
creative. Its continual blaming of previous Governments, Federal or State, will not create one
job. I suggest the Government should direct its
attention to that.

Unemployment

What is the impact of the Government's policies? In its 1982-83 Budget, the Cain Government claimed that its policies would lead to an
increase in employment of 23000 by June 1983.
The Treasurer said, at page 3 of his Budget
speech:
The measures contained in the present Budget
should lead to a direct and indirect increase of employment of 23000 by the end of June 1983.

However, in contrast to that statement, the Government's senior economic adviser, Dr Sheehan,
subsequently admitted that his projection
assumed there would be no reduction in private
sector employment as a result of increased taxation. Dr Sheehan, in an address to the Victorian
branch of the Economics Society on 10 October
last year, said that the projection of 23 000 extra
jobs "assumed that there was no offsetting reduction of private sector employment as a result of
increased taxation". What an extraordinary
assumption! On the one hand, claims are being
made by the Treasurer to lift the expectations of
and mislead the community while, on the other
hand, this new whizz kid, Dr Sheehan, is saying
quite openly that it is only an offer made to the
Victorian community on the basis of the
assumption that there would be no offsetting
reduction in private sector employment due to
increased taxation.
There can be no doubt that the 1982-83 Budget
imposed on Victorians an increase in State taxes
of 27 per cent. That compares with a rate of
increase in total State collections in States other
than Victoria of 16 per cent. Furthermore, the
figure of27 per cent understates the impact of the
most recent Victorian Budget on the businessthat is, the employment generating-sector
because many of the tax increases were concentrated on the business sector. lihere can be no
doubt that, if the dbvernment continues to
impose taxes in the way it is imposing them at
present, the very sector on which the Government must rely and to which it must turn to provide genuine growth and long-term employment
will be destroyed.
In its State Budget editorial on 23 September
1982, the Age stated that the pay-roll tax on big
employers has been retained at a cost to them of
$130 million and who knows how many jobs.
"How many jobs" is quite correct. Increases in
State taxation have had a heavy impact on the
private employment sector. According to the
Buteau of Statistics, taxes and charges on the private sector have increased by more than 27 per
cent. Electricity charges to large users have
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increased by 37 per cent and the gigajoule levy on
large gas users has also had a discriminatory
impact on the employment generating sector.
Quite simply, the Government has set in train
policies that are designed to allow for growth and
an increase of salaries in the public sector but in
no way recognizes and creates employment
opportunities in the private sector. It is only
through the private sector that genuine jobs will
be created.
The inescapable conclusions of the policies
being followed by the Government are, firstly,
that the Government has increased State taxes
and charges at a much faster rate than has occurred in any other State.
Victoria, quite proudly, can claim that, per
head of population, Victorians are paying $140 a
year more in taxation than they did last year. The
differential between Victoria and New South
Wales is $43 a head and, unfortunately, is
increasing. Secondly, full-time employment in
Victoria has fallen at a faster rate than in any
other State. Together, those trends must concern
all Victorians.
On the one hand, the Government is imposing
higher and higher taxation on individuals and on
the State and on the other hand the State is suffering a greater reduction in full-time employment than in any other State. The time has
arrived when the Victorian Government must
start to accept responsibility for the deterioration
of the labour market in Victoria relative to that
of other States. That is a major point in the
motion that I have moved.
I said earlier that any Government must
accept responsibility for what occurs within its
boundaries. As the Premier said before the last
election, there is no doubt that Victoria does
have its own economic autonomy. Regardless of
what happens either nationally or internationally, Victoria can develop its own opportunities
for Victorians. There is no doubt that the creativity of Government is terribly important in generating opportunities for employment and
confidence among employers to provide that
employment.
Many Government party supporters, in travelling around the schools and universities ofVictoria today, would discover that the common
opinion expressed by students is not a degree of
radicalism or support for any political party but a
genuine fear of what lies ahead for them and
what sort of employment they will be able to pursue. The Government must address these questions on behalf of the many thousands of
Session 1983-116
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young Victorians who look to the Government
for leadership, which they are not getting from
the Government. The Government has not
introduced one new policy that is directed
towards returning incentive to the priv~te sector
of the State.
Mr Jolly-Is that why you want to deregulate
shopping hours?
Mr KENNETT - It is interesting that the
Treasurer has interjected on the Liberal Party
policy for the deregulation of trading hours.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The Treasurer's comment was out of
order.
Mr KENNETT - Yes- in more ways than one
and certainly in the interests of long-term job
developments in this State. The Opposition is
calling for innovative measures and for the Government to seize every opportunity of creating
new jobs as well as preserving existing jobs. Deregulation of trading hours correlates with the
substantial changes that have occurred within
the social and economic environment of today
and will effectively create both full-time and permanent part-time jobs at no cost to either the
Government or employers.
The proportion of private final consumption
expenditure in Victoria that is devoted to food,
clothing and household durables has dropped
from 36·4 per cent in 1969-70 to 33·1 per cent in
1980-81. If the 1969-70 percentages had been
maintained, an extra $662 million would have
been spent in 1980-81 alone, yet opponents of
deregulation of trading hours always use the
argument that there is only a certain amount of
money to go round. On these figures, if there is
only a certain amount of money to go round, that
has been decreasing over the past ten years
because fewer and fewer people have any confidence in the economy. The percentage of savings
in banks and building societies is increasing at a
greater rate than the consumer price index.
If the argument that has been used over the
past ten years that there is only a certain amount
of money to go round were sound, then why
would people use that argument to oppose any
extension of retail trading hours? Obviously, if
there is only a certain amount of money to go
round, the last thing needed is an increase in the
number of retail shops in which to spend that
presumed stagnant amount of money whereas in
fact it is in the small retail industry particularly
that entrepreneurs can so very quickly enter into
business and, depending on trade, it is also an
industry that they can leave quickly.
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One reason for the drop in expenditure in the
retail industry is that more women are going out
to work. In 1980, women comprised 37 per cent
of the work force. Working women have increasingly little time in which to shop, as do single
working people who live alone and whose numbers are increasing. Almost 1·4 million people in
Victoria work full time. They have reduced time
in which to shop.
More importantly, given the changes in the
social and economic structure, while society has
changed, shopping hours have not changed. No
one is forcing shops to be open. By extending and
changing retail hours, consumer demand will be
created as will new markets. As well, there would
not be the crazy situation of Ministers of the
Crown doing deals with shop traders whereby
fines that have been imposed on those traders are
removed if the traders agree to cease trading on
Saturday afternoons and Sundays.
There is no doubt that the way in which the
Government has addressed itself hypocritically
to this problem has to be considered by many
people as nothing but a farce. Some members of
the Government party did appreciate the opportunities that could be created through the extension of shop trading hours. The only trouble was
that the person who was given that responsibility, the only person who had some understanding
of industry in this State, was demoted from the
area that is most likely to generate activity. In
fact, he was not demoted; he was sacked. It is a
tragedy that the former Minister for Economic
Development, Mr Landeryou, who was dealing
with these traders and who recognized what an
ass the law was-and he did the deals well before
he lost that job and since-was demoted or
sacked, as I call it.
What I am saying is that the actions of any
Government which, on the one hand, has an Act
in which it has no confidence and which, on the
other hand, calls in shop traders and makes deals
with them behind the backs of the public to force
them to stop trading in exchange for the removal
ofthe warrants, need to be questioned in terms of
the seriousness of the deregulation issue. With
deregulation, people would have more time to
shop at leisure, to spend and to devote to their
families if they choose to shop together. Just as
there has been an increase in the areas such as the
service industries, tourism industries and the
craft industries, this should also apply to shopping hours.
There is no doubt that Victoria is losing population to other States, and that affects retailers.
Victoria must be made a more con-

genial and convenient place to live. If a person
arrived here from overseas on a Saturday or Sunday, that person could be forgiven for believing
that he or she was walking into a dead State. The
current laws simply do not address themselves to
change. There is no doubt that the current Government's policy is very much a head-in-sand
sort of approach to change and genuine creation
of new jobs.
If this suggestion is adopted by the Government, there is no doubt that employment will be
created-and it will be created at no cost-in this
State by creating expansive policies. It is interesting to note that, in country areas, 31 of the 62
municipalities that have extended trading hours
are represented by members of the National
Party. It will be interesting to see what position
the National Party will take on this matter
because, on the one hand, it is happy to see that
our community needs-and that it has
requested-extended shop trading hours. It has
requested that the community should derive the
benefits from extended hours in terms of freedom of choice and employment opportunities.
Therefore, I should find it difficult if the
National Party were now to tell the municipalities that it will not support this motion. If the
National Party does not support the motion, it
will have to support the converse, which is that
shops in all those municipalities operating on
extended trading hours should close at lunchtime on a Saturday. Those municipalities would
certainly not want that to lUWpen.
The motion addresses itself to two basic areas.
It reviews the employment situation in this State

in which the reduction in employment opportunities is much greater than in any other State in
this nation. The Opposition asks itself, on behalf
of the people of Victoria, what the Government
is doing to generate and put into place policies
that will create new jobs.

Mr Cathie-Read the Budget.
Mr KENNETT - The Minister advises me to
read the Budget. The Opposition has read the
Budget, and there seems to be a conflict between
what the Treasurer says and what his economic
adviser says. From the Budget, it is evident that
the only new jobs that are genuinely being
created are Ministerial changes resulting from
growth and the cost of salaries in the public sector, and that is not really creating any new jobs
whatsoever. Some of the employment schemes
introduced by the Minister and the Government
are creating short-term employment opportunities, at great cost, for six months,
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after which time the people who have been
employed will get thrown back into the unemployment list.
The Opposition says that that is not good
enough in the long-term interests of this community. The Government must begin to create
an environment in which the private sector can
grow-and the Government is not doing that.
Mr Cathie- That is exactly what the Budget
sets out to do.
Mr KENNETT -If that is so, why is it that
since this Government came to office, full-time
employment in this State is being reduced at a
faster rate than in any other State. The Opposition has simply taken the figures from April 1982
to February 1983, and compared them with those
of every other State which also has feasible
adjustment. In any other terms, it is still very
bad.
Mr Jolly-It is better than Australia.
Mr KENNETT -It is not better. If the Treasurer would look at all the figures, he would realize that. The Opposition thought that it would
not blame the Government for the record of the
previous Government and thought that it would
be fair to take out only the figures for the period
during which this Government has been in
office. The Government's policies are leading to
the greatest fall in full-time employment of any
State in Australia.
The motion addresses itself to the trends that
are occurring and calls on the Government to
accept that it is now time for it to be prepared to
be realistic about the changes that are currently
taking place in Victoria and, more importantly,
that it should try responsibly to anticipate
further changes that will occur in future through
advances in technology and so on. The Government should prepare policies that create an
environment for industry to grow. There is no
doubt that this community desperately needs
genuine growth in the private sector and a return
of incentives for the private sector to grow.
It is incumbent upon the Government of the
day, regardless of its political flavour, to be prepared to make the break from those vested interest groups in the community that are tying the
hands of the Government. There is no doubt that
the trade union movement is tying the Government's hands on this issue. If that is not the case,
why did the now Federal Minister for Tourism,
before the election describe penalty rates in the
tourism area as outrageous? Why was it that,
only after he had been approached as the Federal
by
the
Liquor
and
Allied
leader
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Employees Union, with a threat that the funding
of that union to the Australian Labor Party
would be withheld unless he changed the view,
he had to change his view?
The Government would have to recognize that
it would have to govern for all Victorians and
that it would, at times, have to work against the
interests of those vested interest groups which,
from time to time, are its major supporters. Victoria can no longer afford a Government that is
prepared to give weighting to certain vested
interest groups against the long-term interests of
the majority. I commend the motion to the
House.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-It has been appalling
to listen to the Leader of the Opposition talking
about creative measures, when not one of his
proposals would result in any new jobs in Victoria. As the Leader of the Opposition recognized, with its Budget strategy, the Government
has created an additional 23 000 new jobs. In the
absence of that Budget strategy, 23000 fewer
people would have been employed in Victoria in
1982-83. The thrust of the Budget strategy has
been to maximize employment opportunities in
Victoria and to minimize the unemployment
rate in this State. The Government indicated
that with respect to its economic strategy, the
maximum expenditure would take place on capital works. An increase of 35 per cent in capital
expenditure was planned during the course of
1982-83. Of course, that is expenditure that is
directly carried out by the private sector. By his
remarks the Leader of the Opposition has once
again demonstrated his confusion; he does not
realize the distinction between capital works
expenditure in the public sector and the employment of public servants.
The Government has concentrated on capital
works expenditure. The largest increases in
expenditure recorded in the Budget relate to
capital expenditure. A total increase of 35 per
cent in capital works expenditure is planned for
under the current Budget.
Secondly, the Government has taken the initiative in the housing programme. That will be
elaborated upon by the Minister for Economic
Development and of Housing. The increase in
housing expenditure during 1982-83 will be 84
per cent. Even the Leader of the Opposition,
who, for a time, was a notorious Minister of
Housing, would recognize the importance of
housing to the Victorian economy. The Government has concentrated on boosting housing
expenditure because of the mUltiplier effects on
other industries in this State.
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I invite honourable members to consider the
test of performance. The first point made by the
Leader of the Opposition on his motion concerned the unemployment rate. He conceded
that Victoria has the lowest unemployment rate
in Australia but then he waffled on because he
did not recognize that, during the course of his
reign in Victoria, this State did not consistently
have the lowest unemployment rate in the country. Currently, the differential is extraordinary.
The unemployment rate in Victoria in February
1983 was 9· 7 per cent as compared with 11·6 per
cent for the rest of Australia-a differential of
nearly 2 per cent. That is an extraordinary performance, but the Leader of the Opposition likes
to ignore history. His Government in the past
placed the economy in a position where the
employment rate was on a number of occasions
higher than in New South Wales and Queensland. Victoria now leads the field in that respect-an exceptionally good performance of
which the Government is proud.
The second point made by the Leader of the
Opposition was that growth can best be achieved
by stimulating the private sector. The Government has indicated that there is interdependence
between public sector capital works expenditure
and the private sector. For that reason, I will
move an amendment to the motion put by the
Leader of the Opposition and I ask that it be distributed.
I move:
That all the words after "Government" be omitted
with the view of inserting in place thereof "to work
together with the Commonwealth Government and to
maintain its own efforts to assist economic growth and
job creation by stimulating both the public and private
sectors."

Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)-On a point of
order, Mr Acting Speaker, I am not sure whether
you or your advisers have examined the amendment to determine whether it is in order or is a
negative of the motion before the House. The
motion is before the House and was being
debated. The Treasurer indicated that he wished
to move an amendment, and I have no quarrel
with that. He then said that it would be distributed. He had said nothing about it at that stage.
I now have the amendment in my hand and I
raise the point that the amendment may not be in
order. I ask whether you, Sir, have had advice
and whether you will rule that it is in order or is a
negative of the motion moved by the Leader of
the Opposition. If the Government wishes not to
support the motion moved by the Leader of the
Opposition it should vote against that motion,
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but I suggest that it is not in order for the Government to move the amendment now in the
hands of honourable members.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Hockley)-I
will hear argument on the point of order.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-Clearly the amendment is not a direct negative of the motion
moved by the Leader of the Opposition. It is
designed to improve the motion and to emphasize the efforts that need to be made by the Commonwealth Government working with the State
Government to maximize job creation.
Mr KENNETT (Leader of the Opposition)On the point of order, obviously the amendment
puts at risk the rest of the motion as originally
moved. If the Government wishes to ignore the
issues that are raised in the motion it should
move an amendment, but the amendment
moved by the Treasurer totally redirects the
thrust ofthe motion and negates the thrust of the
Opposition's concern for economic growth in
this State as a responsibility of the Victorian
Government. I suggest that the amendment is
not in order.
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-On the
point of order, Mr Acting Speaker, the motion is
multi-pronged and in no way does the amendment moved by the Treasurer negate the motion;
in fact, it includes and strengthens the thrust of
what the Government-and, incidentally, the
motion itself-is about. It goes on to deal with
the need for economic growth and job creation
and how those ends can best be achieved. The
amendment takes up the point of how those aims
can best be achieved by suggesting ways in which
the State Government can work constructively
with the Commonwealth Government and
maintain its own efforts to assist economic
growth and job creation. It runs along the lines of
the existing motion and cannot in any way be
interpreted as a negative or total contradiction of
the motion.
The ACTING SPEAKER -Order! There is no
point of order. The amendment is not a direct
negative. It provides an alternative.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I will now examine
the performance of the private sector in the economy. It should be clearly understood that it is
necessary to examine the indicators of demand
in the private sector before making any judgment
on the performance of the private sector, yet the
Leader of the Opposition made no comment
whatever about demand indicators, the reason
being that he is blessed with economic
ignorance.

Unemployment

The major indicator of private sector activity
is consumer demand. The statistics provided by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics for the period
from December 1981 to December 1982 reveal an
increase of 13· 7 per cent in Victorian retail sales
as compared with an increase oflO·4 per cent for
the rest of Australia. In other words, the growth
rate over the past twelve months was 3 per cent
higher in Victoria than in the other Australian
States. That is a significant achievement.
Another major component of consumer
demand is motor vehicle registrations. Again
taking the latest figures available from the Australian Statistician, one finds an increase ofl3 per
cent in motor vehicle registrations in Victoria
whereas the figures reveal a decline of 4·6 per
cent for the whole of Australia.
If one examines the position of consumer
demand in the State, one finds that the performance indicator in the private sector shows that
Victoria is doing much better than Australia as a
whole. In building activity, which is another
major area in the private sector, one will again
notice that Victoria is performing better than
Australia in the area of dwelling approvals. Victoria increased its number of dwelling approvals
by 2 per cent in the past twelve months compared with the decline for Australia generally of
25·7 per cent. Although the figure for Victoria is
increasing by 2 per cent, there is a huge decline in
other areas in Australia.
One recognizes a similar trend in the number
of loans approved for construction of new dwellings and the total number ofloans approved for
dwellings in Australia.
The Leader of the Opposition needs some
economic tuition but still he continues to interject. Basically the leading economic indicators
are the demand indicators; one must increase
demand before there is an increase in employment opportunities. The signs are there. There
have been increases in demand in Victoria in the
major areas of activity-retail sales, motor vehicle registrations and house buildings.
Those are the three major ingredients of private sector demand and the Leader of the Opposition completely ignored that aspect during his
speech. Overall the signs are promising in Victoria. Obviously, the Government is concerned
that employment figures are not increasing in
Victoria, in fact, they are falling. If one examines
the employment situation over the past twelve
months, one will discover that the position of
Victoria was in line with that of the rest of Australia. In the past month, there have
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been signs that employment is beginning to
improve in Victoria relative to other parts of
Australia.
Since February 1982, there has been a decline
of 2 per cent in employment in Victoria compared with 2·3 per cent for Australia. When
examining the over-all employment picture, one
must consider the effect of Federal Government
economic policies. The Government has never
said that it can completely offset the disastrous
effects of the economic policies ofa conservative
coalition Federal Government, which has
plunged the nation into the deepest recession
since the 1930s.
The signs are there that Victoria's performance is improving relative to Australia as a
whole. The Leader of the Opposition completely
ignored the fact that from 1979 to 1982, Victoria's
employment performance has been far worse
than the rest of Australia; it is only in the past
twelve months to February 1983 that there has
been a relative improvement in the employment
position.
I draw the attention of honourable members to
the fact that the Leader ofthe Opposition did not
attempt to quote anyone in the private sector to
demonstrate his point because he could not find
anyone to support him. He had no support whatsoever. He has no policy.
The Director of the Victorian Chamber of
Manufactures indicated in a report in the Herald
of 14 March 1983 that:
They feel the Victorian manufacturing industry may
be showing the first signs of recovery.
The Director of the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures, Mr Brian Powell, said there had been "encouraging signs" throughout the manufacturing sector during
the past few months.
"The signs of recovery are there," he said.
One survey shows an increase of one third in the
number of vacancies.
He also said further in the report:
Mr Powell said he was "certainly pleased" with the
results.
"We have bottomed out in the worst parts of the
recession," he said.
That is a clear statement from the Director of the
Victorian Chamber of Manufactures indicating
that there are signs of economic recovery in Victoria.
If one examines page 2 of the Pulse Survey of
Victorian Manufacturing for February 1983, one
recognizes an indication that the Victorian Government was assisting economic activity in the
private sector. The survey states:
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Manufacturers of cement, cement and clay products,
glass and glass products and other non-metallic
mineral products continue to be adversely affected by
low levels of activity in the housing and commercial
and industrial construction industries.
However, under the influence of encouraging trends
in interest rates, changes in government assistance to
home buyers and an expansion in State expenditure on
public housing, these adverse trends appear to be moderating.

Clearly the signs are there that Victoria is heading for economic recovery and, as has been indicated, in areas where the Government has
bOQsted economic expenditure-capital works
and housing-there are signs of improvement.
I have also indicated to the Leader of the
Opposition that he should examine the demand
indicators because they are the forerunners of
economic recovery and improvement in the
employment situation. Yet the Leader of the
Opposition totally ignored what the Director of
the Victorian Chamber of Manufactures said
about the Victorian economy. There is no doubt
that when one speaks to those who know best the
performance of the Victorian economy, about
the economic indicators in the private sector,
they immediately acknowledge that there is an
unambiguous improvement in the performance
of the Victorian economy.
In his motion, the Leader of the Opposition
indicated that the Government should introduce
innovative measures to boost economic activity.
All he came up with was deregulation of retail
trading hours which will be ajob destruction programme, as I will indicate later in the speech.
Deregulation will not create new jobs.
The Government has been extremely innovative with its application of modern financial
management techniques with which we were
able to boost expenditure on public housing by
$104 million. The Government has introduced
creative measures to begin the State development programme and has allocated $130 million
in that area. The Government has again stimulated activity undertaken by the private sector.
To aid the long-term unemployed, the Government introduced employment initiatives, which
provide valuable job experience for the longterm unemployed in Victoria. More than 200
projects have been approved and expenditure on
these projects has meant additional mUltiplier
effects on the economy in Victoria.
If one examines the 1982-83 Budget, one will
recognize that it was an extremely creative document and, within the limited resources of the
State, it has done the most to reduce unemployment figures and maximize job opportunities.

Unemployment

The final point made by the Leader of the
Opposition was on shop trading hours, which he
wishes to deregulate. In his blissful ignorance of
economic management, the Leader of the Opposition says that deregulation' will lead to an
increase in employment; that is absolute rubbish!
It is a job destruction programme. The people in
Springvale will have the opportunity of judging
his policies on Saturday in the by-election, but
already those who are intimately involved in
retailing and commercial activities in Springvale
have made up their minds. They recognize that
the Leader of the Opposition is committing
economic hara-kiri.
A full page advertisement was inserted in The
Journal by the Springvale Chamber of Commerce under the heading, "Count the cost of
extended shopping hours". One of the sub-headings referred to the "Loss of jobs". It states:
Small business will be forced to close, due to the
extra running costs, and therefore creating more unemployment.

That is the policy of the Leader of the Opposition
and they are the views of those in industry and
small business in this State. The Leader of the
Opposition is completely out of tune with economic realities. It is about time he lifted himself
out of the quagmire and recognized that it is the
Victorian Government, more than any other
Government in Australia, that has taken the
economic lead and introduced initiatives to
boost employment and economic activity in this
State. I assure him that it will be one of the responsibilities of this Government to work closely
with the Commonwealth Government to obtain
a national policy of reconstruction and reconciliation to boost economic activity. That is a top
priority because unless Governments work
together to generate jobs in Victoria and across
the nation, the economic outlook will be
extremely gloomy.
It is about time the Leader of the Opposition
lent his weight to this policy initiative. The economic summit to take place in April will be critical, not only for the performance of the State, but
also for the national economy. That is why the
Government is working in a constructive way
towards creating more jobs· and boosting economic activity to restore growth and prosperity.
The Victorian Government has led the way and
it is about time the Leader of the Opposition
recognized that point, rather than continuing to
be negative and carping in the name of reducing
jobs in this State, rather than increasing them.

Unemployment
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)-

Order! Before calling the next speaker, I advise
the House that in view of the scope of the amendment, speakers to the debate will be able to speak
both to the motion and to the amendment.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley)-The motion
moved by the Leader of the Opposition is certainly the most important motion to come before
Parliament. Like most honourable members, I
have listened to the contributions of the Leader
of the Opposition and the Treasurer with considerable interest. The Leader of the Opposition
made a statistical revelation and brought forward many· facts and figures of what has happened in the past and what may happen in the
future. I would have liked more information to
be provided on what he believes could be done to
stimulate the economy. He gave the House information on why it should be stimulated and the
necessity to stimulate private enterprise as the
key to the successful development of Victoria.
The National Party supports the thrust of what is
contained in the motion moved by the Leader of
the Opposition. There is no doubt that unemployment and the state of the economy in Victoria is one of the most significant problems facing this State.
It is interesting to note the way in which this
factor has been attacked by the Government
since it came to office early last year. The Treasurer gave a polished performance and presented
facts and figures and positive information on
what the Government is doing to overcome the
problem. It must be remembered that in dealing
with statistics and the state of the economy the
Treasurer placed more weight on the fact that
Victoria has a lower unemployment level than
any other State in Australia. I am not denying the
facts that have been presented by the Treasurer,
but I suggest that the facts need to be taken in the
context of what the unemployment levels have
been in the past. The level of unemployment last
year, as presented by the Australian Bureau of
Statistics, was 6 per cent and in the years 19771981 the unemployment level ranged between 5
per cent and 6 per cent. The Treasurer's suggested figure for 1983 is an unemployment rate in
Victoria of 9· 7 per cent, and the figure I have
received from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
indicates an unemployment level of9· 3 per cent.
The fact is that Victoria will have a much higher
level of unemployment in 1983 than the unemployment level in 1982.

The Government can take little heart from the
fact that the unemployment level is much higher
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than it has been in the past, particularly last year.
The Government must address itself to that
problem. Australia faces the inconvenience
today of high unemployment and high inflation.
The National Party supported the thrust of the
Victorian Budget last year, which took the Keynesian approach in expanding expenditure of the
Government in an effort to stimulate the economy. A stimulus to the economy has been provided by the actions of the Government in the
Budget. One must consider where the funds will
be raised. I consider that it will be easier in 1983
to understand the changes that have been made
by the Government and where it will raise funds
to pay for its expanded expenditure on public
works housing and other developments. That
aspect may need to be examined more closely
later in the year to determine where the funds
have been raised.
There is no doubt that the Government has
changed the thrust of fund raising from private
individuals to companies, to businesses and to
statutory authorities. Victorians would be
deluded in thinking that will not result in higher
costs and charges to all Victorians. Charges and
costs will definitely increase and the National
Party will observe with considerable interest how
the Government handles the situation. Productivity is the key to economic success and development in the economy. As the Leader of the
Opposition suggested, that success will be developed by stimulating private enterprise. Productivity and employment will be created in private
enterprise, which is where the actual development of the State will finally be determined. The
major problem that the Government will need to
recognize is the wage explosion experienced in
Australia, particularly what will happen over the
next ten years. I also suggest that the control of
militant unionism in Victoria and Australia is a
major factor. I would like the new Minister for
Industrial Relations to come to grips with those
two issues-the wage explosion and containment
of wages in the coming twelve months and the
containment of the actions of militant unionists.
They will be major factors in the development
and stimulation of business in Victoria. Many
manufacturers and people operating businesses
in Victoria have shifted their bases of operations
from this State because of the actions of militant
unionists. If the Government does not correct
that situation, it will be to the detriment of Victoria in the future.
The National Party is not opposed to unions as
such, but is totally opposed to the actions of what
it regards as militant unionists in Victoria. The
Leader of the Opposition clearly believes
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that economic growth and job creation can best
be achieved through encouragement and stimulation of the private sector. The National Party
certainly supports the thrust of that statement.
There is a need to encourage employment in
the private sector and to employ innovative
measures to seize every opportun.ty to create
new jobs.
During the time the Government has been in
power it has tried to stimulate the Victorian
economy. There has been a stimulation in the
housing area. It is hoped that the expansion that
has occurred in the housing area will continue
into the area of public works programmes.
I must express my concern, and that of the
National Party, regarding the employment initiatives programme that has been developed by
the Government as part of the package to stimulate employment in Victoria. The $30 million
allocated by the Government to provide employment opportunities and development in Victoria
has not been allocated or spent at the pace it
should. That money should have been distributed throughout Victoria at a much faster rate.
It is also interesting to examine the programme presented by the Ministry of Employment and Training because that Ministry has
been restrictive in the programmes that it has put
forward to the Government. The Ministry has
tried to be innovative and imaginative in its programming rather than putting the money to use
quickly to stimulate the economy. More money
should have been distributed to the municipalities quickly.
Within the electorate of Murray Valley the
Shire of Cobra m put forward six programmes for
employment initiatives as set down by the Ministry of Employment and Training. The employment committee at Cobram also put forward
four programmes. To date, not one of those programmes has been accepted. The one programme that may be accepted-on information I
have received from the department-is a canoe
hire programme. I suggest that, had that programme been accepted prior to the Christmas
break, the Shire of Cobram and the employment
committee could have utilized the holiday period and the programme might have been of some
benefit. Whilst that programme was put forward
in good faith and may be of some assistance to
the unemployed in the Shire of Cobram, there
are other programmes that have been put forward by the municipality that could have spent
money much more quickly and achieved more
stimulation in the municipality.
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The department not only has ignored some of
the programmes put forward by the municipality, but also has accepted programmes that will
not be of direct stimulus to private enterprise,
but which are rather programmes of an investigatory nature. I suggest that if we are to get the
best development and best employment opportunities from the $30 million the department will
need to change its attitude to how the funds are to
be spent.
The Leader of the Opposition spent a lot of
time dealing with shop trading hours. The last
part of the motion states:
(d) that deregulation of shop trading hours caters for
the substantial changes that have occurred in the social
and economic environment and addresses needs and
the creation of genuine jobs.

I wish to make it clear that the National Party is
still opposed to an extension of shop trading
hours. The National Party has examined this
problem and considered the policy put forward
by the Liberal Party. It is worthwhile to comment on the material contained in the policy. At
page 2 the policy document states:
The Policy
I. Removal of barriers to weekend shopping.
2. Retention of overtime rates, combined with
removal of week-end penalty rates in the retail
trade.

It appears that the removal of barriers to week-

end trading and the deregulation of week-end
trading would be consequent on the removal of
week-end penalty rates. Although the National
Party believes consideration should be given to
the removal of penalty rates, particularly within
various industries, it appears that under the
Liberal Party policy if it deregulates week-end
trading it must be consequent on the removal of
penalty rates. The policy goes on to state:
3. Guaranteed safeguards for employees and shopkeepers alike.

There are no details to back up that statement.
Finally:
4. Stimulation of increased economic activity and
development.

Statements are made but there is not much to
back them up. On page 8, when one reads the
policy and examines the facts and figures presented, one sees one or two. inaccuracies. It
makes me wonder how closely the policy has
been looked at and how closely the detail has
been investigated in putting the policy together.
When referring to changes that took place in the
1960s, the policy document states at page 8:

Unemployment
... petrol retailers (allowed to open every day except
Good Friday-when they were required to remain
closed until 2.00 pm from 1966).

The document does not state the current situation concerning petrol retailers. Petrol retailers
can remain open all day on Good Friday and
Anzac Day and on Christmas Day they are not
allowed to open until 2.00 p.m. When one reads
the policy statement one would believe that service stations could open on Christmas Day and
Anzac Day but only from 2.00 p.m. on Good Friday. The policy statement is wrong.
The policy document states that the 1971 provisions relating to shop trading hours:
. . . at the time represented the most liberal trading
hours laws in Australia.

That sums up the situation in Victoria today.
The National Party believes that the hours for
trading in Victoria are the most liberal in Australia and the current situation should be maintained.
Honourable members interjecting.

Mr JASPER-I will be dealing with the point
raised by the Leader of the Opposition in due
course. I hope that the honourable member for
Balwyn, who is interjecting, will remain in the
House to hear the remainder of my comments on
this matter. The Minister for Employment and
Training should listen to my comments and be
prepared to take part in the debate. Page 16 of the
new Liberal policy on retail trading hours
states:
By the simple legislation process of de-regulating
shop trading hours ...

The next point is important.
together with the removal of week-end penalty
rates ....

Once again the statement is made that extended
trading hours are consequent upon the removal
of penalty rates. That aspect should be made
quite clear. The document continues:
it is estimated a further 25 000 full-time jobs, 17 000 in
retail and 8000 in suppliers, could be created in Victoria-a 16 per cent decrease from our current unemployment of 155 000.

The new Liberal policy document does not contain any facts to back up how 25 000 full-time
jobs will be created. It makes a bald statement
without any evidence of how that will be
achieved. The policy document further states:
A survey of retailers has drawn from them an estimate that, provided de-regulation is accompanied by
elimination of penalty rates, they would expect to
employ-averaged out-an additional 10 per cent
staff.
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If the Liberal Party is so concerned about penalty
rates, why did it not do something about them
when it was in Government? It is only twelve
months since the Liberal Party was in Government; the Liberal Party was in Government for
27 years. What did the former Liberal Government do about removing penalty rates, particularly as they apply in the travel and accommodation industries?
Over the years cries have been heard from people involved in the travel and accommodation
industries that the largest bite on them is penalty
rates which act to the detriment of the economic
development of Victoria.
The National Party supports the thrust of the
removal of penalty rates. It is clear that when the
Liberal Party was in government it was certainly
not prepared to attack this issue. The National
Party is pleased that the Liberal Party is prepared
to talk about the issue now that it is in opposition.
The National Party is opposed to the general
extension of shop trading hours in Victoria. I
hope the honourable member for Balwyn-who
seeks to interject-stays in the House because I
will return to the point he made about country
members. There is no reason to change the shop
trading hours in Victoria. They are the most
liberal trading hours in Australia and the current
restrictions on the extension of trading hours to
week-ends should not be removed.
Victorian shops generally can open between 12
midnight on Sunday and 1 p.m. on Saturday. Not
many of the large retailers open on Monday,
Tuesday or Wednesday nights. The honourable
member for Balwyn interjects to state that they
would not have customers. What would be the
difference between opening on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights and opening on
Saturday and Sunday?
Have the honourable members who seek to
interject visited the Myer Melbourne store on a
Sunday afternoon? I have visited that store on a
Sunday afternoon and it appears that there are
more shop assistants than customers in the store.
It is hardly of any worth to the Myer store to be
open. Honourable members should examine the
situation for themselves.
The National Party cannot understand why
there is a general push for extended trading
hours. The National Party wants to maintain the
family unit because it is crucial to the whole Victorian scene. Under section 80 of the Labour and
Industry Act municipalities in country areas
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can apply for extended trading hours. Under section 80A of the Act the municipalities are
required to establish that the shops concerned
are within tourist areas. I am informed that sixteen municipalities have examined the situation
over the full year and decided which hours will
best suit those particular tourist areas.
Another 49 municipalities have extended their
trading hours at times when tourists are in the
area. Most of the retailers in the area wish only to
open during the tourist season. The Leader of the
Opposition gave the impression that in 31 of the
61 municipalities in National Party held seats
trading occurs 24 hours a day seven days a week.
Most of the municipalities have restricted opening times. Shops do not open throughout the
whole year, they open only during tourist seasons.
Within the electorate of Murray Valley, the
Shire of Yarrawonga, under section 80A of the
Labour and Industry Act, is able to allow retailers to extend trading hours on fifteen week-ends.
The township ofYarrawonga has a population of
4000 people but during the holiday period the
population expands to approximately 20 000
people. The Shire ofNumurkah is able to extend
trading hours on six weeks in the year. Because of
the tourist potential, there is a limitation on the
extension of trading hours.
The National Party supports the thrust of the
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition
because the economic prosperity of Victoria will
be created by encouraging and stimulating private enterprise. The real development will take
place in the area of private enterprise. The Government can stimulate the Victorian economy by
public works expenditure and expenditure in
housing and other areas. The National Party
does not support the motion of the Leader of the
Opposition dealing with the deregulation of shop
trading hours.
If it comes to the vote, the National Party will
support the amendment moved by the Treasurer
that the Victorian and Commonwealth Governments should work together to assist economic
growth and job creation by stimulating both the
public and private sectors. In the final analysis
the promotion of the private sector will ensure
the future prosperity of Victoria.
Mr TANNER (Caulfield)- I support the
motion of the Leader of the Opposition that the
House express concern to the Government that
its employment policies are not working and that
the employment situation is drastically worse
than it was a year ago. I was astounded to hear

Unemployment

the Treasurer attempt to justify the Government's employment record. It is an astounding
claim by the Treasurer that employment in Victoria is in a satisfactory condition. His additional
statement that the State Government cannot be
held responsible for any increase in unemployment owing to the actions of the Federal Government is equally astounding.
If one examines the Treasurer's Budget speech,
one finds a statement at page 3 asserting that the
rate of employment in Victoria should be higher
this year, in spite of any action taken by the Federal Government. The Treasurer stated today
that the rate of unemployment is higher than it
was last year, but that the State Government cannot take any responsibility for that because it has
had to put up with the wicked coalition Government. Last year, the Treasurer proudly proclaimed that State Government action would
lead to an increase in employment and actions by
the Federal Government would have no effect on
that.
Honourable members know that unemployment in Victoria is almost 50 per cent worse than
it was before the Labor Party came into office in
April, 1982; in less than one year, unemployment
has risen by 50 per cent.
The current unemployment rate in Victoria is
considerably higher than the unemployment rate
under the former Liberal Government.
Throughout its many years in office, the
Liberal Party gave its first priority to employment, and its record is a proud one. Victoria consistently had the lowest unemployment rate in
the country. Under a Labor Government, unemployment in this State has risen by 50 per cent,
and it is not hard to find the reasons why if one
looks at the action taken by the Government. In
the Budget for this financial year, an extra $1 billion has been taken from the private sector
through taxation. Taxation of the private sector
has been increased from $2400 million to $3400
million. One does not need to be a genius to
understand that ifan extra $1000 million is to be
paid in taxation, employers will have that much
less to invest in their businesses to generate
employment.
The increase in taxation is the largest increase
that has ever been borne by the private sector in
Victoria. It is an increase in taxation of 27 per
cent, and it may be the largest increase in taxation in one year imposed by any State Government.
The Treasurer rightly pointed out that the
Government's policy was to inject an extra $740

Unemployment
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date has been a succession of the old Socialist
techniques that have been tried in the wonderful
Socialist societies and have been so unsuccessful;
for example, Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia,
East Germany and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics. To an exaggerated extent, all these
Socialist slums have followed similar philosophies to those held by the State Government.
The actions of the Labor Government cannot
Members of the Government would remembe
compared with those of the Governments of
ber the proud words that were repeatedly spoken
by the Treasurer and other Ministers when intro- the countries just mentioned, but they go some
ducing the Budget for this financial year. The way down the same philosophical path. As can
Treasurer claimed that 23 000 new jobs would be be seen in the amendment to the motion put forcreated despite any action taken by the Federal ward by the Treasurer, members of the GovernGovernment. Honourable members well know ment cannot accept that the private sector is the
that claim will not be met and that unemploy- main generator of employment in Victoria.
ment is presently substantially worse compared Wealth in this society is created by private enterwith the situation at the beginning of this finan- prise and wherever wealth generation by the
cial year. The Government has had to raise its Government sector has been tried elsewhere in
taxation on the private sector by $1 billion this the world, it has been nowhere near as successfinancial year. This is despite the fact that the ful.
Government, when it was the Opposition,
The Leader of the Opposition pointed out one
claimed that there was $3 billion lying idle in initiative the Opposition proposes to increase
Government coffers in Victoria.
employment in our society-the deregulation of
shop trading hours. This would lead to an
Before the April election, the then Leader of
increase in employment and convenience for the
the Opposition made the unqualified statement
public. If this were not the case, one would wonto the news media that an incoming Labor Gov- der why the Treasurer, when Minister of Labour
ernment would not increase taxation. However,
and Industry, allowed Mildura to be declared a
when Labor came to office the $3 billion lying
tourist area. According to his logic, surely such
idle in Government coffers could not be found,
an action would lead to a decrease in conveand to implement its promises worth $2·1 billion
nience for the public and also decreased employthe Government suddenly had to find various ment in Mildura. However, the Treasurer, when
forms of raising revenue. It obtained $1 billion Minister of Labour and Industry, agreed to Milfrom the private sector in the form of taxation.
dura being declared a tourist area.
The ruinous results to the employment situation
One also wonders why the comrade at arms of
can now be seen.
the Victorian Labor Government, the Premier of
In his motion, the Leader of the Opposition New South Wales, Neville Wran, is so far further
attempted to point out to the House that employ- down the track with regard to deregulating shop
ment in Victoria is generated by the private sec- trading hours. Government members would be
tor. The private sector not only provides the bulk aware that deregulated shopping hours are
of employment in the community, but it also allowed for small retailers in New South Wales.
generates the wealth to enable the Government
This matter has been given further considerato carry out projects. However, this Government
has decided to go its own ideological way and tion by the New South Wales Government, with
instead of concentrating on the creation of the Premier of the State setting up a judicial
wealth, it has concentrated on the redistribution inquiry into whether retail trading hours in New
of wealth. That is the reason why this Parliament South Wales should be totally deregulated. What
has witnessed a succession of Government taxa- is it that the Premier of New South Wales has
tion measures that presumably will tax the rich come across that the Premier of Victoria has not?
or, as the honourable member for Melbourne so I suggest it is the fact that deregulation of retail
shopping hours will increase employment. This
elegantly pointed out, slug the rich.
is because it will increase sales in the retail sector
The Leader of the Opposition stated there was area. Experience everywhere in the world, where
a need for innovative measures to create and pre- there is greater deregulation of shop trading
serve employment, but all that honourable hours, leads to the result that there is an increase
members have seen from the Government to in retail sales.

million into capital works programmes to stimulate employment. The current rate of unemployment is higher than 9 per cent, compared with
approximately 6·5 per cent when the Labor Party
first came into office. The policy of the Government has not worked; the injection of funds has
not generated the employment the Government
claimed it would.
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I move away from the situation in the United
States of America and the United Kingdom, and
come to Australia. The comparison with tourist
areas, such as the Gold Coast in Queensland, or
the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria, are
claimed by some as not a reasonable one. But one
can go to Whyalla, or Port Pirie in South Australia, or Darwin in the Northern Territory,
where there is a greater deregulation of trading
hours, and one will see that the result in those
areas has been an increase in retail trading sales.
Economic studies have been undertaken by people in this State and in New South Wales and
they indicate that this would be the result of deregulation of shop trading hours.
I listened with interest and concern to the honourable member for Murray Valley, the spokesman for the National Party. It is obvious that I,
and other members of the Liberal Party, will
have to speak to members of the National Party
to convince them that this is the situation. The
claims by the Treasurer that there would be an
increase in unemployment as a consequence of
deregulation are totally invalid.
The South Australian Royal Commission,
which was an independent inquiry into shop
trading hours, unequivocally stated that there
would be no increase in unemployment as a
result of deregulation of trading hours in South
Australia.
I suggest that there has been no increase in
unemployment in Mildura as a result ofthe area
being declared a tourist area and there has been
no increase in unemployment in Sydney as a
result of small retailers being allowed to trade
when they wish. One wonders, therefore, why the
Government is opposed to deregulation of shop
trading hours. It can only be that there are some
other pressures being exerted upon the Government. Has the Shop, Distributive and Allied
Employees Association got to the Government?
As the honourable member for Coburg points
out, that union is not affiliated with the Australian Labor Party, but presumably if the Government keeps up its stand on retail trading
hours, the pay-off will be another 38 000 members. We are now getting to the nub of why the
Government is prepared, like an ostrich, to put
its head in the sand, and to disregard its colleagues in New South Wales, to disregard investigations into this matter, to disregard experience in
the United States of America and the United
Kingdom, to disregard experience in other Australian States, such as Sydney, the Gold Coast,
. Darwin, Port Pirie and Whyalla, and to disregard
experience in a great number of towns
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and centres in this State. The evidence is irrefutable. Deregulation of shop trading hours leads to
an increase in retail sales and to an increase in
employment.
The Treasurer has moved an amendment to
the motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition. It is obvious that the Treasurer does not
realize the importance of the private sector in
stimulating employment in our society. He pays
lip service to it, but if the Government supports
the amendment moved by the Treasurer, it is
obviously turning its back on the thrust of the
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition.
It is an irrefutable fact that it is the private sector
that generates employment and provides the
wealth to enable the Government to carry out its
programme.
I now refer in detail to the motion moved by
the Leader of the Opposition. Part (a) reads:
that economic growth and job creation can best be
achieved through effective encouragement and stimulus of the private sector which is Victoria's main area of
employment.

There are two points there; one is the irrefutable
fact that the private sector is Victoria's main area
of employment and, secondly, it creates economic growth. The Government's economic policy this year has turned its back on that line
because, in its Budget documents, it intends
through taxation to create revenues for the public
sector and this, through the public sector, indirectly affect the private sector.
The policy of the Government has failed and,
this year, unemployment is up 50 per cent in this
State compared with what it used to be when
there was a Liberal Party Government in office.
The second part of the motion moved by the
Leader of the Opposition refers to the need to
encourage employment in the private sector.
That has been expanded on already.
The third part of the motion refers to the need
for innovative measures to seize every opportunity to create new jobs as well as to preserve existingjobs. As I have pointed out, the Government
has gone back to its old Socialist path of failure,
of concentrating on the public sector and ignoring the private sector. It has taken more than
$1000 million out of the private sector this financial year and that has led to that sector not being
able to increase employment opportunities in
this area.
The fourth point in the motion moved by the
Leader of the Opposition is that deregulation of
shop trading hours caters for the substantial
changes that have occurred in our society. No

Aboriginal Land Claims Bill
member of this Parliament could refute that fact.
There has been a great increase since the second
world war in the percentage of women employed
in the Victorian work force. It has risen from
approximately 24 per cent to 37 per cent. That
factor alone must indicate to Government members the inconvenience caused to many people
through the present trading hours.
Many people do not have the opportunity to
adequately shop at their convenience and to purchase what they would like, if given the opportunity.
I have heard members ofthe Australian Labor
Party claiming that voting for municipal elections should not be allowed on a Thursday, that
it should be confined to a Saturday, the reason
being that people are at work on a Thursday and
would have time to vote only on a Saturday. If
people do not have time to vote on a Thursday,
then they do not have time to shop on a Thursday, and if Saturday gives them more opportunity to vote, then Saturday would give them more
opportunity to shop and purchase an increased
number of goods. This would stimulate employment in the retail sector as well as in the manufacturing sector. That argument has not been
expanded on today at great length. There would
also be an increase in employment generated in
the manufacturing sector of Victoria if trading
hours were deregulated because increased trading hours means that there has to be increased
goods produced to enable those goods to be
sold.
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Aboriginal history has been a tragic one, which
incurred two stages of dispossession. The first
occurred after Captain Cook proclaimed possession of the land in 1768, and the second when
those areas set aside as reserves for Aboriginal
people were revoked in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
This loss of land as an economic and cultural
base placed Aboriginal people in the category of
'welfare recipients', dependent on handouts and
Governmentassistance. It is this chain of dependency which my Government's policy is determined to break.
We cannot pretend that there is one single policy measure which can transform a history of
structural dependency, but we can say with confidence that the Bill is the necessary basis for Aboriginal self-management and self-determination.
As such, it is an historical landmark in Aboriginal affairs legislation.
Land is the staple for the provision of life and
culture to all peoples. It is well documented,
however, that land occupies an even more central role in Aboriginal life and culture.
The Bill will provide the means whereby this
generation can partly regain its rights of inheritance to land in Victoria, and will provide opportunities to use the land according to Aboriginal
needs and skills.

The sitting was suspended at 1p.m. until
2.4p.m.

Fundamental to the preparation of the Bill has
been the extensive consultation with Aboriginal
people throughout Victoria as well as other sections of the Victorian community, ranging from
municipalities to mining interests.

The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! The time appointed under Sessional Orders for Government Business to take precedence
has now arrived. I advise the Leader of the
National Party that when the matter is before the
House again, he will receive the call.

Victorian Aboriginal community organizations have been consulted through a process of
meetings over the past six months. The issue of
compensation for dispossession and dispersal
has been raised by many Aboriginals in the
course of these consultations.

ABORIGINAL LAND CLAIMS BILL

This is a complex issue involving such matters
as the division of constitutional and legal responsibilities, the forms and quantities of any assistance and benefit to be offered, the criteria for
eligibility and distribution, and administrative
matters.

Mr CAIN (Premier)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The Bill is of great historical significance. It is a
Bill which acknowledges that Victoria was once
owned, occupied and used exclusively by members of the Australian Aboriginal race.
The Bill seeks to open up new opportunities
for Aboriginal advancement through self-determination and self-management by enabling
Aboriginals to regain their rights to their land.

In view of its complexity and because of the
desirability of reaching a community consensus,
the Government has decided that it should be
investigated by the Parliamentary Social Development Committee. Terms of reference have
been given to this committee and proceedings
should begin shortly on this issue.
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All municipalities have been advised and ginal industry geared towards the building of
meetings have taken place where requested. Res- houses. Other economic enterprises can be iniponses from municipalities have indicated that tiated according to Aboriginal wishes. There are
only a tiny minority oppose the principles indications that Commonwealth Aboriginal
expressed in the Bill and a much larger number Development Commission funds could be availhave indicated their positive endorsement of able to assist in the use ofland granted under this
legislation.
those principles.
Land can provide a cultural base upon which
Other organizations concerned with the issue
of justice for Aboriginal people, such as the to build cultural centres and places for social
major religious denominations, have indicated gatherings. An example of this can be found in
their strong support. The mining industry repre- the Aborigines Advancement League's cultural
sentatives and farmers and graziers associations and educational centre at Thornbury. Employwere also consulted. The Government is also ment, education and housing are basic ingrepleased to note that the Opposition has stated dients of Aboriginal needs. These can be generated in a positive way by communities that have
support for Aboriginal land rights in Victoria.
a land base.
The Bill is based upon the basic tenet of disIn a qualitative sense, the means to regain
possession outlined earlier and, as stated, the
those
areas of historical significance to AborigiBill's intent is to establish a process to enable the
granting of public land to Aboriginal groups, nals, such as former reserve lands and those areas
based on traditional rights are of utmost signifiwhilst protecting the general public interest.
cance. Aboriginal people have deep historical
I shall now turn to a brief description of the links to those areas of land which represent their
principles enshrined in the Bill, which are the identity. It is through the regaining of this land
product of the extensive consultations I have that Aboriginality and pride can be generated.
referred to. Claims will be limited to groups of
The matter of particular areas not being liable
seven or more Aboriginals; seven being the minto claim under the provisions of this Bill is likely
imum number required for incorporation under
to be considered by the Parliamentary Social
the Co-operation Act 1981. The more simple Development Committee. This dimension is of
option of incorporation under the Associations
vital importance to the more quantitative needs
Incorporation Act is expected to be available to
mentioned earlier.
these groups from about July this year. The land
Each claim, with recommendations, will be
liable to claim is limited to that under the control
transmitted
to the tribunal established by this
of the Victorian Government, including its
measure. The Aboriginal Land Claims Tribunal
instrumentalities.
will consider land claims and make its recomLand in private, municipal or Commonwealth mendations to the Government. This tribunal
ownership will not be open to claims under the will be a suitably legally qualified person knowBill. The proposed Victorian Aboriginal Author- ledgeable in Aboriginal affairs and assisted by
ity is to play a key role in the land claims process, Aboriginal assessors in his or her investigation of
in accordance with the Government's policy of claims. The tribunal will be responsible for
promoting Aboriginal self-determination ahd notifying relevant Ministers, Aboriginal
self-management. The authority will be com- organizations and all interested parties of each
prised of Aboriginals representing the Victorian claim.
Aboriginal community. Groups wishing to make
The participation of non-Aboriginal comclaims will be offered the assistance of the
munity interests in claims is facilitated by proauthority.
visions in the Bill for public hearings. Claims
All claims will be submitted through the will, therefore, be determined in accordance with
authority, which will conciliate between any full participation of all interested groups. The tricompeting groups, wherever possible. Abori- bunal will make recommendations to the Minisginal involvement in the claims process is thus ter and the Bill provides for the Governor in
established.
Council to grant the land to an incorporated
The basis for land claims reflects the historical Aboriginal body. This is fully in accordance with
reality of Aboriginal people today. Claims c~n be Aboriginal culture, which is kinship orientated
made on the basis of needs. These needs might be and involves communal rather than individual
of an economic, social or cultural kind. For control of land.
Incorporation may be according to any releexample, the successful brick manufacturing
enterprise at Lake Tyers is a prototype of Abori- vant legislation; no new form of incorporation is

Juries (Amendment) Bill

established. The Bill disallows the sale of land
granted and allows only transferral to another
Aboriginal body-again in accord with Aboriginal relations to their land and with Aboriginal
wishes that the land, once granted, should be
inalienable.
Existing leases, licences or permits will remain
until subject to renewal or extension. The Aboriginal owners will have the right to prohibit any
new mining leases or exploration on that land or
to set the terms and conditions ofa lease, licence
or permit. This provision is qualified by the right
of both Houses of Parliament to overturn a decision to limit mining activity.
Title to land will also include the ownership of
any royalties or taxes paid for mining activity,
apart from that of coal, or any leases applicable
to that land. Any royalties or rents payable are to
be equally shared by the claimant body and the
Aboriginal authority. There is power for the tribunal to alter conditions applicable to grants, or
Aboriginal groups who have obtained land in
other ways, for example, through the Aboriginal
Development Commission, to convert to the
form of tenure created by the proposed legislation. The tribunal is also empowered to act as a
conciliator upon request by any party to a dispute. This is an important provision to enable
the smooth operation of the Aboriginal land
claims process.
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the Bill will lie over for three months to provide
adequate time for consideration of this vitally
important measure. I ask the Premier to give an
undertaking that, if problems are brought to the
attention of the Opposition and the Opposition
needs further time in which to consider those
problems, additional time for the adjournment
of the debate will be granted.
Mr CAIN (Premier) (By leave)-Such an
undertaking is given. In fact, the Bill was made
public, as I indicated during the second-reading
speech, on 18 February and the proposition was
that there would be three months from that date
in which to consider the Bill. If further time is
required beyond 24 May it will be given.
The motion was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, May 24.
JURIES (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its purpose is to amend the Juries Act 1967 for
the purpose of adding officers of the Ombudsman to the list of persons ineligible to serve as
jurors and to include the Ombudsman in the list
of persons entitled as of right to be excused from
jury service.
At present, the Ombudsman and persons
empolyed in his office are eligible to be called for
jury service and, having regard to the nature of
work performed by the Office of the OmbudsThe Government intends to allow adequate man, it is not considered desirable for these pertime for consideration of the Bill and, therefore, sons to act as jurors. In the course of their work,
proposes that the second-reading debate should officers may have to interview accused persons
not resume for at least three months after 18 in prison and an exemption from jury service
February, when the Bill was released to the pub- would seem appropriate.
lic.
Schedule 3 to the Juries Act 1967 lists the perIn the interim, the Parliamentary Secretary of sons who are ineligible for jury service. They
Cabinet, the honourable member for Werribee, include, for example, persons receiving salaries
who assists me in the Aboriginal affairs area, and met by the annual appropriations of the Attorofficers of the Aboriginal Affairs Unit, will be ney-General-such persons could, in a variety of
pleased to brief the Opposition and the National ways, be involved in the work of the courts or
Party and to discuss this Bill with any other inter- matters affecting criminal trials. Clause 3 (c) of
ested persons or organizations. I commend the the Bill inserts proposed paragraph (k) to Schedule 3 to include an officer of the Ombudsman.
Bill to the House.
Schedule 4 to the Juries Act 1967 lists classes
On the motion ofMr BROWN (Westernport), of persons entitled as of right to be excused from
the debate was adjourned.
jury service and includes permanent heads of
State Government departments and chairmen,
Mr CAIN (Premier)-I move:
members and secretaries of statutory authorities.
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday, May Clause 4 (b) extends schedule 4 to include the
24.
Ombudsman and the Acting Ombudsman.
In addition, the proposed legislation will
Mr BROWN (Westernport)- The Opposition
is aware-and it supports the decision-of the repeal a number of spent provisions and correct
fact that the community at large, particularly the obsolete references contained in the Juries Act
Aboriginal community, has been advised that 1967. I commend the Bill to the House.
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On the motion of Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick), !he debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Thursday, March 31.
COMPANIES (ADMINISTRATION)
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This short Bill will rectify an oversight in the
Companies (Victoria) Code which came into
operation on 1 July last year.
Prior to the introduction of the Companies
(Victoria) Code, the Commissioner for Corporate Affairs had power to waive or reduce certain
fees due in accordance with the Companies Act
1961. This power was exercised only rarely and
where hardship had been demonstrated. With
the commencement of the new legislation last
year, the commissioner lost this power. In a
number of instances, this has given rise to hardship particularly in relation to late lodgment
fees.
As an interim measure, the Treasurer has
authorized the Commissioner for Corporate
Affairs to act on his behalf and waive or reduce
certain fees subject to the Treasurer's periodic
ratification. While this has overcome the problem in the short term, it is considered that the
commissioner's power with respect to fees
should be put on a proper statutory footing. The
Bill confers power on the Commissioner for Corporate Affairs to waive, reduce or refund fees due
to her in accordance with any Act of Parliament
subject to any direction given by the Treasurer.
The power is expressed in wide terms as the
Commissioner for Corporate Affairs is responsible for the administration of a number of Acts
under the co-operative companies and securities
scheme legislation and the Business Names Act
1962. In view of the need for flexibility in dealing
with unexpected problems arising in the administration of these Acts, it is considered that a general power to waive, reduce or refund fees is more
appropriate than a similar power in relation to
certain specified fees only.
As the Bill relates primarily to matters of revenue, the Treasurer is given power to issue directions as to how the Commissioner for Corporate
Affairs should exercise her power with respect to
fees. I commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick), the debate was adjourned.
.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Thursday, March 31.

Chiropodists (Amendment) Bill

CHIROPODISTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

This is a small Bill but, nonetheless, of some
importance to those members of the community
who are involved in the practice of chiropody or
podiatry. Accordingly, it is not my intention to
take advantage of this opportunity of making the
obvious quips about feet. I will not, therefore, be
saying that this Bill represents "one small step for
man, one giant leap for chiropody". Nor will I be
referring to "footnotes" or to the "corny" jokes of
the Opposition.
Likewise, I will avoid the temptation to suggest that honourable members either "toe" the
line or "foot" the Bill, or to describe any particular honourable member's comments as being
"call(o)us". This, rather, is a serious piece of
legislation and its "sole" purpose is to make
some urgently needed changes to the Chiropodists Act.
In fact, the Bill has three objectives. These are,
firstly, to reserve the title "podiatrist" for the use
of persons registered under the Chiropodists Act;
secondly, to give the Chiropodists Registration
Board of Victoria a capacity to adjust its registration fees, and, thirdly, to bring up to date the
penalties for offences under the Act.
I have mentioned that the first objective of the
Bill is to reserve the title "podiatrist" for the use
of persons registered under the Chiropodists Act.
Chiropody is, of course, a well recognized profession and, since 1968, Victoria has required those
practising chiropody professionally to be registered with the Chiropodists Registration Board.
The dictionary meaning of "chiropodist" is "one
who treats diseases of the hands and feet, now
usually one who treats corns and bunions". Victoria defines "chiropody" in its Chiropodists Act
as being:
the diagnosis and treatment by medical surgical electrical mechanical or manual methods or by any other proclaimed method of ailments or abnormal conditions of
the human foot.

Any person registered under the Chiropodists
Act is entitled by law to carry on the practice of
chiropody for fee or reward and to use of the title
"chiropodist". Over recent years, there has been
an increasing preference by members of the profession to use the American equivalent to "chiropodist" which is "podiatrist". This is

Health (Consultative Council) Bill
reflected, among other things, in the name of the
professional body-the Australian Podiatry
Association the fact that the Chiropody School at
the Lincoln Institute is now known officially as
the Podiatry School, and even in the use of the
word "podiatrist" rather than "chiropodist" in
the most ·recent annual report of the Chiropodists Registration Board.
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Victoria. At present, the fees which may be
charged by the board are $10 for an examination
or special examination, $15 for initial registration and $12 for renewal of registration. These, in
fact, are the maximum fees which were fixed by,
and which have remained unaltered since the
enactment of, the original Chiropodists Act in
1968.

Over the past few years, income from fees has
been inadequate to offset the costs of the board
Mr ROPER - Yes, it is a bit pedestrian, and and, in its last annual report, the board emphathat is part of the problem the Government is sized that if it was to remain a self-supporting
body an increase in fees was very necessary. A
having in naming these boards.
comparison of the fees charged by the ChiropodIt has been put to the Government by the Chi- ists Registration Board with those fixed for the
ropodists Registration Board that the name of registration of other health professionals will
the Chiropodists Act should be changed to the show that the present maximum fee for the renePodiatrists Act, and it has been suggested that wal of registration under the Chiropodists Act is
one advantage of such a change would be to now the lowest of any of the maximum fees in
avoid confusion with the title of "chiropractor". Victoria and, obviously, an upwards adjustment
At this stage, the Government is not prepared to is more than justified. The maximums to be subgo as far as completely changing the nomencla- stituted by this Bill are those proposed by the
ture of the Act as the board has proposed, but this Chiropodists Registration Board and will help
will be one of the matters to be looked at again in ensure the continuing viability of the board over
conjunction with the already announced review .the next few years.
by the Government of the various health regisThe third objective the Bill is to bring up to
tration Acts. Neverthless, the Government
date the penalties for offences under the Act. The
accepts as a fact oflife that an increasing number
penalties proposed by this Bill are consistent
of chiropodists are calling themselves "podiawith those provided for in recent changes to
trists" and believes that some legislative protecother registration Acts and, as honourable memtion should be extended regarding the use of the
bers will note, are expressed in penalty units.
name. This Bill, therefore, will reserve the title
This will avoid any future need to adjust penal"podiatrist" for the use of persons registered
ties in this Act to take account of changes in
under the Chiropodists Act. Whether a person
money values in the community. I commend the
registered under the Act wishes to call himself or
Bill
to the House.
herself a "chiropodist" or "podiatrist" will be a
matter of personal choice.
On the motion of Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra), the debate was adjourned.
The important point is that this Bill reserves
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
the title "podiatrist" for the exclusive use of persons registered under the Chiropodists Act in the until Thursday, March 31.
same way that the principal Act already reserves
the use of the title "chiropodist". The second
HEALTH (CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL)
objective of the Bill, as I have already indicated,
BILL
is to give the Chiropodists Registration Board a
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)- I move:
capacity to adjust its registration fees. The Chiropodists Registration Board is self-funding and,
That this Bill be now read a second time.
indeed, section 12 (3) of the Chiropodists Act
requires all fees and penalties paid or recovered Honourable members may recall that the Health
under the Act to be applied "to the payment of Act 1958 was amended several years ago to conexpenses connected with the examination of can- stitute a Consultative Council on Maternal and
didates and to the general expenses of the Board Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity. This new
body replaced the Consultative Council on
in carrying out the provisions of (the) Act".
Maternal Mortality which, for some 30 years,
The board is, of course, heavily dependent for undertook research and published statistical
its revenue upon annual renewal fees paid by the material on stillbirths and neo-natal deaths in
700 or so chiropodists currently registered in this State.

An Honourable Member- It is pedestrian.
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The functions of the consultative council set up
by the 1981 legislation are contained in section
162F of the Health Act. These include the carrying out of inquiries and investigations into the
conditions and circumstances of maternal and
perinatal deaths in Victoria and, particularly, the
conduct of a perinatal data collection unit.
Under the Act, proprietors of hospitals, midwives or medical practitioners, depending upon
circumstances, are required to provide the perinatal data collection unit with statistical information, on a confidential basis, on births and
stillbirths which occur in the hospital or which
are attended by the midwife or practitioner.
These returns form a vital source of basic material to enable the council to identify norms for
Victoria and to establish standards for identifying situations where there have been unusually
high rates of stillbirths and congenital malformations. It is a basic epidemiological tool for
improving the health of both the mothers and the
infants.

Health (Consultative Council) Bill

its successor, the Consultative Council on Maternal and Perinatal Mortality and Morbidity,
should be vested with this function.
This Bill gives effect to the recommendations
of the advisory council by the insertion of a new
paragraph (aa) in section 162F (i) of the Health
Act by clause 5 of the Bill. The new paragraph
will vest in the consultative council the additional function of carrying out investigations into
the conditions and circumstances of deaths of
children between 28 days and 14 years. It is
important that I make clear that it is not expected
that the council will immediately undertake
research into the deaths of all children over the
whole of this age group.

About one-third of all deaths of children aged
between 1 month and 14 years in Victoria occur
in the 1 month to 1 year age bracket. The majority of these are caused by the sudden death syndrome and congenital malformations. The sudden infant death syndrome, commonly called
"cot death", is the sudden death of any infant or
This Bill will make two major changes with child which is unexpected by history and in
regard to the consultative council. The first is to which a thorough post-mortem examination
extend its role to include inquiries and investiga- fails to demonstrate an adequate cause of death.
tions into the deaths of children from 28 days to It most commonly strikes infants between the
ages of2 and 5 months, however, it may occur at
14 years of age.
any time from birth to 1 year, and this type of
As I indicated earlier, a prime responsibility of death is the most common kind of death among
the consultative council is to investigate mater-. infants between the ages of 1 month and 1 year.
nal and perinatal deaths in Victoria. However,
Honourable members are all aware ofthe traufor some considerable time, the need has been
recognized for a similar mechanism to collect, matic effect of the loss ofa child on the parents or
analyse and interpret data on the deaths of older other family members. The Government is concerned to have the syndrome studied more thorchildren in this State.
oughly as no doubt are all honourable members.
In a report to the Health Commission on the Accordingly, the Government anticipates that
benefits of a system to monitor child mortality initial research will be carried out by the council
statistics, the Health Advisory Council pointed into deaths among these children and that, with
out, among other things, that such a system the benefit of the experience gained in such
would enable the identification and investigation research the council will progressively undertake
of preventable death. It suggested that it would investigations into the deaths of older juveniles.
assist in the discovery of the circumstances in That will be mainly in the child accident area,
which deaths had occurred outside hospitals, because most deaths of children after the age of
that, in country areas, it would have the effect of one year are related to accidents.
preventing some deaths since it would draw
The second objective of the Bill is to restrucattention to the need for early referrals of problems, and that it would improve the quality of ture the council to take account of its additional
role and to establish a body of a more workable
necropsies.
size.
The Health Advisory Council also mentioned
Under section 162c of the Health Act, the
that such a system would perform the useful task
of bringing together State-wide mortality statis- Consultative Council on Maternal and Perinatal
tics. The Government agrees with the views Mortality and Morbidity is constituted with a
expressed by the Health Advisory Council. It has minimum membership of eighteen and a maxiaccepted its advice that the Consultative Council mum of25. These include some of the foremost
on Maternal and Perinatal Mortality, or rather experts in Victoria in the field of obstetrics,

Health (Consultative Council) Bill
gynaecology and pathology, and this State is fortunate in having the benefit of their contributions to the work of the council.
However, by the same token, the Government
believes a council of such a size is far too
unwieldy and that it would assist the council if
less emphasis were placed on providing for a
large advisory body and greater recognition
given to the role of sub-committees. Indeed, the
body has worked principally through sub-committees over recent years.
Advice given to the Government is that, in
fact, the effective work of the council is actually
undertaken by sub-committees formed to consider particular issues. This has a number of
advantages. It avoids, for example, the obvious
problems which arise when matters have to be
looked at by a large body of people, and enables
the council to draw on even broader expertise
than is available from within its own membership.
With this in mind, the Bill will set up a smaller
consultative council than that provided for in the
principal Act. The restructured council is to be
known as the Consultative Council on Obstetric
and Paediatric Mortality and Morbidity, reflecting its new function as I described earlier. The
council will have a maximum of twelve members. This, as I have already indicated to the
House, will be complemented by the establishment by the council of appropriate sub-committees, including experts who are not members of
the council, to look at particular issues. The new
council constituted by this Bill will include a
midwife, an obvious omission on the membership of the present council, and one that the
Labor Party pointed out when the Bill was introduced. For the benefit of those members who
have been contacted by anaesthetists who were
concerned to be represented on the former council, I add that provision is being made for anaesthetists to be members of the relevant sub-committees that refer to their specific interface with
the birthing process.
The point should be made that the restructuring of the consultative council is not to be construed in any way as being a reflection on the
work of the existing council or any of its members. To the contrary, it should be seen as an
acknowledgment of the importance of the service
being provided by the council to the community
and designed to give the council flexibility in taking the best possible advantage of the experience
and skills to which it will need access to undertake its responsibilities.
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The other amendments to be made by the Bill
are minor or of a consequential nature, and I do
not propose to delay the business of the House by
discussing them in great detail. However, mention should be made of two of these changes.
The first, to be made by paragraph (b) of clause
5, picks up a point raised by the Labor Party
when the Bill to constitute the council was first
before the Parliament. This is to give the council
the capacity to provide information for the education and instruction in medical theory and
practice in obstetrics and paediatrics not only as
currently provided for medical practitioners, but
also for members of the nursing profession. As
the Labor Party pointed out in 1981, midwives
play a major role in this area, as do other nurses
now with the wider responsibilities of the commission, and the Government believes that role
should be broadened.
The second, to be made by paragraph (a) of
clause 6, will resolve a doubt as to whether the
word "birth" as used in section 162G (2) of the
Health Act actually includes stillbirths as was
intended by sub-section (I). Section 162G (2) of
the Act requires a hospital, midwife or medical
practitioner, depending upon the circumstances,
to provide the council with reports containing
prescribed statistical information on any births
which occur in the hospital or which are attended
by the midwife or medical practitioner, as the
case may be. The proposed amendment to subsection (I) will make clear that for the purposes
of the section the word "birth" means both a live
birth and a stillbirth.
Before commending the Bill to the House, I
again thank those people who have worked on
the consultative council both since it was legislatively provided for in 1981 and before that. The
work of the council over the years has assisted
Victoria in reducing the neo-natal and perinatal
mortality rate and has been a credit to the members who advised the Health Commission and to
the bodies that came before it and which also
acted as a focus of attention, expecially within
the medical profession, as to how methods of
treatment and practice could be improved. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mrs SIBREE (Kew), the
debate was adjourned.
I

It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Thursday, March 31.
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MOTOl{ BOATING (AMENDMENT) BILL
Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-On behalf
of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

Its principal purposes are to increase motor boat
registration fees in order to generate additional
revenue for the construction of boating facilities
and to require the registration and identification
of motorized yachts, including the class of yachts
commonly referred to as "trailer-sailers".
The original Motor Boating Act came into
operation on I February 1961 and provided for
the registration of motor boats at a fee of between
$2 and $10 depending upon the power of the
motor. Those fees, together with all fines
imposed for boating offences, were paid into the
Tourist Fund and provision was made for moneys in the fund to be expended on the construction of facilities for motor boating and on boating safety education programmes. The fund was
also required to meet the costs of collecting the
registration fees and the costs of administering
and enforcing the provisions of the Act. In practice the fund was required to make payments to
the Transport Regulation Board as the collection
agency and to the Police Department to meet the
operating and equipment costs of the Water
Police.
'The motor boat registration fees have only
once been increased since their inception when a
100 per cent increase was applied in 1975. In
1975-76, after payment of the collection and
enforcement costs, an amount of $547000 was
spent on the development of boating facilities
throughout the State. Since that year, the costs of
collection have increased by 306 per cent and the
costs of enforcement have risen by 174 per cent
whereas revenue from motor boat registration
fees has risen by only 34 per cent. This situation
has resulted in a steady fall in the amount of
funds available for facility development to such
an extent that there are no funds available from
registration fees for this purpose in the current
financial year.
Accordingly, the Bill increases registration fees
by 100 per cent, which is consistent with the rate
of inflation since the last increase, in order to
generate additional revenue of about $1 million.
With the abolition of the Tourist Fund, revenue from registration fees will be paid into the
Consolidated Fund and allocated to the Victorian Tourist Commission, the Ministry of
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Transport and the Ministry for Police and Emergency Services in the course of future Budget
appropriations for expenditure on those items
previously funded from the Tourist Fund. The
funds allocated to the Victorian Tourist Commission will be spent, as in the past, on the construction of boat launching ramps, cat-walks,
parking areas and amenities blocks in recreational boating areas throughout the State.
Specific major projects envisaged for the
future include the construction of boat launching
ramps and car and trailer parking areas at Newport to provide additional access to Port Phillip
Bay, the provision of similar facilities at Me.tung,
the construction of a jetty in the Mordlalloc
Creek and the construction ofajetty and the sealing of the car and trailer parking area at St Helens
in Corio Bay.
Recreational boating facilities are available,
not only to motor-boat owners, but also to other
boat owners and the public in general. It has long
been of concern to motor-boat owners that they
are required to bear the costs of constructing such
facilities but that other boat owners can make use
of the facilities without contributing by way of
payment of registration fees. In particular, those
facilities have been increasingly used by the owners of a class of motorized yacht commonly referred to as a "trailer-sailer". As the name suggests,
these yachts are easily transportable on trailers to
the various water venues and often compete with
ordinary motor boats for the use of launching
ramps.
The Motor Boating Act exempts from registration yachts which carry an auxiliary motor.
However, at the time this provision was included
in the Act, the "trailer-sailer" had not been
developed. Those boats, although exempt from
registration under the provisions of the Act
designed for yachts with auxiliary motors, have
motors fitted which are capable of propelling the
vessel at reasonably fast speeds and such motor
cannot be regarded as purely auxiliary motors.
Those boats are commonly used as motor boats
and present the same problems to other water
users as do ordinary motor boats. It is the view of
the Police Department that all such boats should
be registered and carry an identifying number in
order that the offence provisions of the Act can
be effectively enforced.
The Bill thus brings "trailer-sailers" within the
ambit of the registration provisions of the Act,
but retains the registration exemption for yachts
fitted with auxiliary motors by excluding those
motorized yachts which already carry an
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identifying number issued by a recognized yacht
club. Lists of such number are available to the
police for enforcement purposes so that the total
effect of the Bill is to ensure that all motorized
boats carry an identifying number and that the
owners of those motorized yachts, which make
use of recreational boating facilities, contribute
towards the cost of those facilities.
The Bill also affects several unrelated amendments to the principal Act. Firstly, hovercraft,
when used over water, are included in the definition of motor boat. At present, a motor boat is
defined as a vessel used for transportation on
water whereas it hovercraft operates over the
water without displacing the surface. In all other
respects, a hovercraft is capable of operating as a
motor boat and as such should be required to
comply with the boating laws and standards of
construction and safety equipment requirements
prescribed under the Motor Boating Act. The
amendment proposed in the Bill will achieve this
purpose and thus regulate the small number of
such craft which have been evident in recent
years.
I make this observation in passing that hovercraft may not be used on roads or in public places
in Victoria as they are incapable of meeting the
registration requirements of the Motor Car Act
or the Recreational Vehicles Act.
Secondly, the Bill abolishes the requirement
for a "dead-man's throttle" to be fitted to all
motor boats. Since its enactment in 1961, the
Motor Boating Act has contained the offence of
operating a motor boat not fitted with a "deadman's throttle" but no suitable device has been
invented in the intervening period. Opinions
obtained from the Commonwealth Department
of Transport and the New South Wales Maritime
Services Board indicate that the use of such a
device would be impracticable in many motor
boats which employ a fixed throttle. The police
are aware of only one case of injury caused by a
runaway motor boat and that occurred some
seventeen years ago. Although the intention of
this provision was admirable, the impracticality
of compliance indicates that it should be
repealed.
Finally, on the advice of Parliamentary Counsel, the Bill validates several existing provisions
in the Motor Boating Regulations, which
empower the Marine Board of Victoria to
approve of certain types of equipment to be carried on boats and which adopt, by reference, the
provisions of standards formulated by a recognized standards association. I commend the Bill
to the House.
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On the motion of Mr EBER Y (Midlands), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Thursday, March 3l.

PRISONERS (INTERSTATE TRANSFER)
BILL

Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)- I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The object of the Bill is to enable the transfer of
prisoners between States for welfare reasons or
for trial purposes. The proposed legislation will
enable judicial procedures to be expedited in
those situations where a person detained in custody in another State is required for trial purposes. It will also provide for those persons
whose major family supports are in another State
to be able to serve their sentence of imprisonment in a location which will assist them to
maintain those supports.
With the developments that have been made
in transport and communications, and the
greater mobility which exists in Australian
society today, there is a need for responsible
Governments to ensure that the values of our
modern society are reflected in legislation. To
this end, the question of transfer of prisoners for
welfare purposes and for trial purposes has been
examined by the Standing Committee of Attorneys-General.
I am pleased to be able to inform the House
that agreement has been reached between all
States and the Commonwealth to introduce uniform legislation throughout Australia to deal
with this question.
The current situation in relation to the other
States and Territories is that the legislation has
been enacted in Queensland, Tasmania, South
Australia and New South Wales and is before the
House in the Northern Territory, while appropriate proposed legislation is under consideration in Western Australia.
The Bill provides for the transfer of prisoners
to and from Victoria at their request for personai
or welfare reasons, and also the transfer of prisoners to and from Victoria in order to'face trial
on outstanding criminal charges before the expiration of their current sentence. Although the
mechanism of transfer in each case is different,
the principle behind each transfer is the same.
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The transfer scheme is aimed at maximizing
the effect of the rehabilitative aspect of imprisonment in an attempt to ensure that prisoners
do not again commit crimes in the community.
This will be achieved by allowing prisoners to be
transferred to a prison in another jurisdiction
near their homes or family so that they may avail
themselves of the strong emotional ties which
can prevent to some degree the isolation of a prisoner from the society into which he will ultimately be released.
Ifa Victorian prisoner wishes to be transferred
to another jurisdiction he will be required to submit a written request to the Minister for Community Welfare Services; Upon receipt of that
request the Minister shall determine whether it is
in the interests of the welfare of that prisoner that
he or she should be transferred.
Honourable members will note an assumption
in the second-reading notes that no woman is
ever an offender and that no woman is ever a
Minister, so I am correcting that point in the
speech.
In order to assist him or her in exercising this
discretion the Minister may inform himself or
herself as he or she see fit and, in particular, may
have regard to reports of parole and prison
authorities of Victoria or any participating
State.
Should the Minister determine that it is in the
interest of the welfare of the prisoner that he or
she be transferred, a written request will then be
made by him or her to the corresponding Minister in a participating State requesting him or her
to accept the transfer of that prisoner. In addition, reports of parole authorities may be transmitted with that request. When the Minister is
notified in writing that the participating State
will accept the transfer of the prisoner, he or she
may issue an order for transfer from Victoria.
Under the uniform legislation, Victorians who
are serving sentences of imprisonment in other
States will be allowed to transfer to Victoria and
serve out their sentences subject to consent. It is
apparent then that there will be a transfer of a
prisoner only when both Ministers are in agreement to such a course. The decision of the Minister for Community Welfare Services to issue or
not to issue an order of transfer will not be
reviewable by a court or tribunal.
In order to ensure that the Minister is not
required to consider repeated requests of a frivolous or vexatious nature by the one prisoner, the
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Minister will be required to consider only one
application for each prisoner a year. Of course,
the Minister will have the discretion to consider
a second or even third application when, because
of a change of circumstances, further consideration should be given.
At present, where a prisoner serving a sentence
in another State has a warrant of arrest issued in
Victoria, before he or she can be returned for trial
he or she must be released from custody at the
expiration of his or her sentence in that State.
In many cases this means that there is a delay
of many years between the commission of an
offence and the trial of an alleged offender. This
delay in trial is not in the interests of the community, as witnesses may not be available after such
a delay, and the accuracy of their recollection of
events will diminish with the years; nor is it in
the interest of the prisoner himself or herself, as
he or she may wait for some years before being
aware of what his or her ultimate sentence will
be.
Under the provisions of the Bill, the AttorneyGeneral will have the power to request the transfer to Victoria of an interstate prisoner from a
participating State. Where this request is agreed
to by the Attorney-General of the participating
State a court order will be sought to effect the
transfer. An interstate prisoner may also request
transfer to Victoria to face outstanding charges. I
commend the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna), the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Thursday, March 31.
LAND SETTLEMENT (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

The main purpose of the Bill is to provide for an
increase from $45 million to $48 million in the
aggregate amount which may be applied from the
Works and Services Account for the purposes of
the Land Settlement Act 1959. This amendment
is provided for in paragraph (b) of sub-clause
2 (I).
From 1977, amendments to the Land Settlement Act gave a second method for the disposal
of land. These changes made provision for the
Governor in Council to direct that land be disposed of where he is satisfied, on the certification
of the commission, that land held by it should
not be made available for settlement because of
changed conditions in primary industry.
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Under these arrangements almost 3000 hectares ofland at Pal para have been sold as well as
about 6300 hectares at Heytesbury. A balance of
about 10 000 hectares of land remains under the
control of the commission at Heytesbury, of
which 7000 hectares have been developed to pasture.
Land held by the commission at Heytesbury
has been the subject of investigation and report
by the Land Conservation Council as part of its
report on the Corangamite region. The council
recommended that land still in its virgin state be
reserved for varied purposes, including public
forests, flora and fauna reserves, bush land
reserves and reference areas. It also recommended that part of the land developed by the
commission should be utilized for softwood production.
After allowing for these provisions, a significant area of developed pasture remains for maintenance by the commission pending anticipated
sales over the next two to three years. Over this
period, the commission will continue to utilize
pastured areas under its control through a successfullivestock operation.
The maintenance of pasture, fencing and water
supplies to ensure that the land is maintained in a
satisfactory marketable state will call for further
allocations of funds over, say, three years. The
provision in this Bill for section 41 (1) of the
Land Settlement Act 1959 to be amended to
increase, from $45 million to $48 million, the
aggregate amount which may be issued and
applied from the Works and Services Account is
needed to allow for this funding requirement.
Apart from the aggregate funding provision,
other amendments in the nature of statute law
revisions have been provided for in this Bill to
bring the Land Settlement Act 1959 into line
with other legislation. Amendments some time
ago to the Public Account Act 1958 restructured
and redefined a number of funds and accounts
administered pursuant to that Act.
Changes included the replacement of the
"Loan Fund" by a "Works and Services
Account" and a "Consolidated Fund", depending on the nature of the transaction, as well as
providing for the "Consolidated Fund" to take
up funds held as "Consolidated Revenue".
Sub-clause 2 (1) (a) and sub-clauses 2 (2) and 2
(3) ofthis Bill recognize these changes by providing for the appropriate renaming of accounts and
funds referred to in the Land Settlement Act
1959. I commend the Bill to the House.
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On the motion of Mr AUSTIN (Ripon), the
debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until Tuesday, March 29.
LOCAL GOVERNMENT (INVESTMENTS)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 2,
1982) on the motion of Mr Wilkes (Minister for
Local Government) for the second reading of this
Bill was resumed.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)- The Local Government (Investments) Bill is the result of some
extensive work. In 1981 a working party was convened by the Municipal Association of Victoria
to further examine the recommendations contained in the Bains report. The working party
comprised representatives of the Melbourne
Interest Group, the Institute of Municipal
Administration, the Victoria Grants Commission, the Municipal Association of Victoria and
the Local Government Department. The working party proposed that the Municipal Association of Victoria should establish a local government co-operative investment service to more
effectively mobilize the short-term cash funds of
local councils in Victoria.
The working party was established in 1981
during the term of office of the previous Liberal
Government. The previous Liberal Government
supported, in principle, the idea ofthe Municipal
Association of Victoria setting up a local government co-operative investment service.
The first basic aim of the service is to provide a
voluntary-I stress the word "voluntary"-and
co-operative venture giving municipal councils
access to a professional short-term money service.
The second aim is to advise the municipal
officers on cash flow, and short-term money
management and usage. I trust that this aspect of
the service will be advanced and that in addition
to investing money, advice will be given to municipalities.
The third aim is to seek to exert influence on
financial institutions to provide loan funds to
local councils.
The fourth aim is to provide a nucleus which
could possibly be used in the future to borrow
funds for municipal councils. That fohows the
suggestion of establishing a central authority as
contained in the Bains report and the Campbell
report.
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A Cash Management Account is to be set up
and under clause 18 money may be invested in
any authorized investment under section 4 (1) of
the Trustee Act 1958. I draw attention to the fact
that this fund may invest in authorized trustee
investments whereas municipalities are unable
to do so.
I wish to read a letter from Mr Wright, Shire
Secretary, Shire of Strathfieldsaye in which he
points out the problem that some municipalities
face in relation to not being permitted to invest
in authorized investments under the Trustee Act.
The letter is dated 8 December 1982 and
addressed to the Minister for Local Government
and states:
The Municipal Association of Victoria has circulated the details of the abovenamed Bill, and I write to
request that the amendment to the Local Government
Act (s. 248 (2» be extended to enable municipalities to
invest in Authorized Trustee Investments.
It is noted that the Investment Service will be able to
invest in Authorized Trustee securities, however, it
appears that this ability is denied to municipalities.

Mr Wright, then directs attention to the problem
faced by the Shire of Strathfieldsaye:
This Council is in an unusual position whereby it
does not have any branch banking facilities within the
municipality, however a Building Society Branch has
been established and Council is desirous of investing
with the Society because of the confidence that it has
shown in our area. The Building Society is an Authorized Trustee Investment.
Trusting that you will amend the Bill to meet Council wishes.

Section 4 (1) of the Trustee Act was amended by
the previous Liberal Government to include
building societies. I submit that the Shire of
Strathfieldsaye has a point. I direct the attention
of the Minister to the problem faced by that
shire, and no doubt by other municipalities, and
request that the Minister give attention to this
matter.
Under clause 18 (1) (£t the association may
invest money in its proposed fund in the Cash
Management Account established under the
Public Account Act 1958. I am pleased to note
that the word used in that clause is "may" and
not "shall". I venture to suggest that no pressure
will be put on local government by the Government to invest in the Cash Management Accoupt
and I again direct attention to the fact that the
Cash Management Account, as set up by the
Government, does not generate funds and is in
fact using money which would be invested in the
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private sector. Therefore, the Opposition will be
carefully watching to see that there is no coercion
upon local government to invest in the Cash
Management Account set up under the Public
Account Act.
The Opposition supports the Bill and the principle contained therein but will be watching with
much interest the development of the investment service. It is timely that it is being introduced now because the investment service will
be able to take advantage of the funds presently
being invested by local government. The Opposition wishes the Municipal Association of Victoria success with this excellent programme.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)- The proposal
contained in the Bill will bring local government
financial operations into the twentieth century.
As the honourable member for Brighton said, it
is a programme which was undertaken by the
previous Liberal Government when the Melbourne Interest Group, the Institute of Municipal Administration and the Victoria Grants
Commission, in conjunction with the Municipal
Association of Victoria and the Local Government Department, looked at various ways of
improving the financial operations of local government.
This proposal will improve the financial activities of local councils which have not kept pace
with the extensive development in recent years
in the Australian banking system and also in
merchant banking and cash management
accounts. The proposal is for a co-operative
investment scheme. Its sole purpose is to invest
local government funds in the short-term money
market. It will improve professional staffing and
maximize returns. The staff will work within the
Municipal Association of Victoria structure on a
voluntary basis.
At the moment the cash resources of the 211
municipal councils in Victoria, plus water and
sewerage authorities, are at present invested
piecemeal and their investments in the shortterm money market lack either the direction, the
volume or trained staff to advise them on the
best area of investment. Similar schemes have
been operating in other States, notably New
South Wales. Schemes have also been operating
in various States in the United States of America,
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. The
operations in the Netherlands extend far wider
than the proposal for Victoria.
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The basic points to address are that the scheme
is a voluntary and co-operative operation. It will
give local councils access to the professional
short-term money market. It will provide advice
for municipal officers on cash flow, short-term
money market management, and usage and it
will improve their longer-term investment performance. It will also influence financial institutions to provide private loan funds for local
councils and provide a nucleus which could be
used in future for the borrowing offunds for local
councils.
This will be of tremendous benefit because
honourable members who have had previous
involvement in local government-or members
who are still involved in local government-will
realize that at times it is difficult to obtain the
large sums of money required for major local
government projects. It is a step forward to have
a resource such as this with avenues of expertise
available to advise councils.
I commend the Municipal Association ofVictoria for the thought it has put into the preparation of the proposed legislation. I also commend the Local Government Department for its
co-operation in providing added expertise. It is
interesting to note that the amount of money
available from local government sources is huge.
As at 30 June 1981, councils had $31 million on
deposit with the short-term money market and
$137 million in fixed deposits.
If these financial resources can be harnessed
under the proposed legislation, it will certainly
benefit municipal councils as well as individual
ratepayers. The advice I have received indicates
that they are looking for at least 50 per cent of
that revenue to make this an effective service.
I am sure the Municipal Association of Victoria will receive every co-operation from individual councils because the association has provided an excellent and competitive service in
other fields such as insurance. The fund will be
tailored to a specialist market with a specialist
group of people. I can only wish the operation of
thes{)heme every success. The scheme will operate similarly to the Cash Management Account
currently operated by the Treasury. It will operate at the local council level in much the same
way as the Cash Management Account operates
at the State level. There will be mutual, advantageous co-operation between the two organizations on a regular basis. The proposed legislation
will provide that funds may be deposited in that
account once it is established.
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Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)- Unlike the
previous speakers I am a reluctant supporter of
the proposed Local Government Investment
Service Fund. Perhaps I am overly suspicious,
but I have read the Labor Party policy document
on local government and have reflected upon the
purpose of the fund.
The more I read the document, the more worried I become. I agree that the Bains report,
which was based on the English experience under
a unitary rather than a tripartite system of government, saw merit in a central local government
borrowing authority.
I agree, for the information of the Minister for
Local Government, who is at the table, that the
Campbell inquiry also sought to create a free
market in investment funds. I remind the Minister that the Labor Party is concerned about
uncontrolled high interest rates.

Mr Wilkes-There is a big difference between
deregulation and this Bill.
Mr WILLIAMS- This measure will result in
deregulation and high interest rates or else it will
result in severe regulation of the money market. I
will deal with that later.
Local government in Victoria is big business.
Approximately $1000 million a year flows
through local government bank accounts. I am
intrigued at the support and interest of the Municipal Association of Victoria. That organization
will be very interested if a portion of that $1000
million can flow through its bank accounts and
provide additional work for its computer and
staff. I am intrigued at the competition the computer of the Municipal Association of Victoria is
receiving because other organizations are outsmarting that organization in technological
advances.
I am also interested in the competition it is
receiving from other sources such as insurance
brokerage and so on. I can understand why the
association wants the proposal; it wants to utilize
any surplus computer capacity and staff time.

Mr Wilkes-That is free enterprise.
Mr WILLIAMS- "Free" means "free", not
protection by the Government. I can understand
why small municipalities would require assistance in placing funds on the short-term money
market. For the life of me, I cannot understand
the advantages for a larger municipality.
The City of Doncaster and Templestowe has a
turnover of$20 million and has its own sophisticated contacts with the short-tetm money
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market, bankers and so on. It will not be interested in the proposal because its idle funds can
quickly be put to use in conjunction with bankers. That municipality is concerned to borrow
money to develop parks, gardens, road construction and so on. I am not terribly interested in
creating another cash management fund for the
Labor Party.
I am concerned about the document entitled
"A Labor Philosophy for Local Government"
which is binding upon the Minister for Local
Government and every other member of the
Labor Party with respect to local government
investment under a Labor Government. The
document states:
A Victorian Labor Government will legislate to give
to councils a general power of competency to undertake
any activity or to provide any service which that council considers appropriate ...

We will have Socialism by the back door through
the municipal councils. The document further
states that the Labor Party intends to reform the
funding of local government and greatly relieve
the dependence of councils on revenue derived
from property rates.
In other words, the Australian Labor Party will
do away with the rating system. What will
replace it? Th'e answer is: A wealth tax. The
Labor Party will tax capital accumulation not
only through the mechanism of property tax but
by an effective tax on wealth at national and
State levels. That is where the money will come
from. The new Prime Minister and his cohorts
will make sureThe DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Wilton)Order! Would the honourable member inform
me how he relates his comments to the proposed
legislation. My understanding of the Bill is that it
enables the Municipal Association of Victoria to
establish an investment fund. I fear the honourable member is straying from the central question
when he discusses a wealth tax or what action
some other Government in another Parliament
may take.
Mr WILLIAMS-On face value, on an initial
examination of the Bill, I was in favour ofit. I am
elaborating about how the more I read the Bill,
the more concerned I become. Once an investment fund is established and once the role of
local government has become more elaborate,
there is a diminution of the role of the State Government. The proposed fund will be the appropriate vehicle for greatly increasing the financial
power of local government. I am concerned
about that because the platform of the
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Labor Party is to abolish metropolitan councils
in Melbourne. The Labor Party wants to establish one metropolitan authority for Melbourne as
an administrative body.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - I cannot find anything in the Bill that deals with the alteration of
the existing municipal system. As I understand
the proposed legislation, it deals purely with the
question of the Municipal Association of Victoria having authority to establish an investment
fund. Therefore, I ask the honourable member
for Doncaster to confine his remarks to that
question.
Mr WILLIAMS- With respect, Mr Deputy
Speaker, I am trying to establish that what is presentlyan innocuous creation will become a Frankenstein monster if the policies of the Labor
Government are carried out. A metropolitan
municipal authority will become a massive
financial institution and, through the investment
fund, will become the same as the Cash Management Account and the State Development Fund
established by the Government.
There will be massive competition with the
private sector, which is the sector that will get the
economy out of the mess it is currently in. I know
the Labor Government in Canberra and the State
Government have nailed their colours to the
mast to promote growth and development as a
means of eliminating unemployment. Funds will
be taken from the private sector, and the shortterm money market has been a vehicle of the private sector.
If money is to be taken away from the private
banking system and the traditional short-term
money market, fewer funds will be available for
investment by the private sector. That is what I
am talking about. I respect your mastery of the
Standing Orders, Mr Deputy Speaker, but I am
absolutely astonished that I should be the only
person in this House to have grave misgivings as
to where this fund will ultimately finish. If a
metropolitan municipal authority is established,
this investment fund will become a massive
instrument of socialization of the means of production, distribution and exchange in Victoria. I
am bound by the rules of my party not to vote
against this measure, but I speak strongly against
it.

Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-I thank the honourable members for
Brighton and Benalla for their complete understanding of the intention of the proposed legislation. The Municipal Association of Victoria
could not, in the widest stretch of the imagina-
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tion be deemed a socialistic organization. It
wants merely to marshal its funds in the best
interests of those who have money to investlocal councils.
There is no intent contained in the proposed
legislation to do any of the things suggested by
the honourable member for Doncaster, nor
would it be within the province of this Government to do so. The fund will be controlled by the
Municipal Association of Victoria and will be
used for the benefit of local councils.
The honourable member for Benalla pointed
out that municipalities invest huge sums of
money at lesser rates of interest than would be
available under this proposal. It is in the best
interests oflocal government that the opportunity be granted to invest that money and have the
funds managed by experts. That will enhance the
prospects of local government, and I commend
the Bill to the House.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time and committed.
Clause 1 (Short title)
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-I move:
Clause 1, line 7, omit "1982" and insert "1983".

The amendment was agreed to, and the clause, as
amended, was adopted.
Clause 2 (Amendment of No. 2080)
Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)- I move:
Clause 2, page 2, line 31, after "Association" insert
"pursuant to section 18".
Clause 2, page 2, line 34, after "investments" insert
"pursuant to section 18".
Clause 2, page 3, line 14, after" Association" insert
"pursuant to section 19".

There are three proposed amendments to clause
2. They clarify the fact that the investment made
or the money borrowed by the Municipal Association of Victoria relates only to the Local Government Investment Service and not to other
investments or borrowings.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)- The proposed
amendments tighten up the Act, and they were
requested by the Municipal Association of Victoria. Members of the Opposition welcome the
fact that the Government recognizes that the
drafting should be tightened up.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-Members of the
National Party accept the Minister's explanation; it is straightforward.
The amendments were agreed to.
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Mr WILKES (Minister for Local Government)-I move:
Clause 2, page 4, lines 33 and 34, omit "of the total
borrowings" and insert "or such higher per centum as
may be determined by the Treasurer from time to time
and specified in a notice published in the Government
Gazette of the total liabilities".

Proposed section 19 provides that to make maximum use of the money in the Local Government Investment Service, the Municipal Association of Victoria may obtain temporary financial accommodation by way of overdrafts from
any bank or other institution. The temporary
financial accommodation is not expected to
exceed 20 per cent of the borrowings of the association. The proposed amendment, therefore,
has two purposes; firstly, the word, "borrowings"
is replaced by the word, "liabilities". This is for
the purpose of clarification; secondly, a new provision is proposed to be inserted to permit the
Treasurer to authorize the association to seek
temporary financial accommodation in excess of
20 per cent of the liabilities of the fund. This will
be of benefit during the initial stages of the development of the Local Government Investment
Service.
Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-The Minister has
adequately explained this proposed amendment.
To enable the cash flow in and out; th~re must be
permission for the fund to borrow on overdraft
and, in some instances, the figure of 20 per cent
would be restrictive. For instance, if one municipality had put 50 per cent into the fund, which is
feasible, and it then withdrew it, that would place
the fund in an impossible situation. The Opposi:..
tion supports the amendment.
Mr MACLELLAN - I join with the honourable member for Brighton in accepting that the
amendment is worth while. The Minister owes
the Committee an explanation. Given the intention of the Bill that municipal councils may place
money in the fund-and that is the purpose of
the fund, to accommodate investment of money
surplus to the need of municipalities-then I
cannot understand why the association, which is
referred to in clause 19 (b) (i), would wish to be
borrowing on overdraft from a banking system.
Indeed, I wonder whether it is conscionable for
the Labor Party to organize the Municipal Association of Victoria to borrow money on overdraft
from the banks at one interest rate-presumably
at an interest rate which the present Government
believes ought to be a concessional interest rate
and not the commercial interest rate. When
municipalities borrow on overdraft from banks,
they should do it at concessional interest rates
and then lend the money out on the short-term
market at the maximum rate of interest.
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The honourable member for Doncaster was
trying to say, and succeeded in saying, that those
who wish to benefit from high interest rates when
they lend money are likely to be paying high
interest rates when they borrow money; in other
words, the banking system does not consist of
such idiots that they are likely to be wanting to
lend money to the association on the basis of the
assets, or money placed in this fund at 11 per
cent, only to have it lent back to the self-same
bank at 40 per cent, 50 per cent on an overdraft
basis through the short-term money market.
Ifwe are talking about borrowing on the shortterm money market, then I cannot see why we
are talking about temporary financial accommodation from any bank by way of overdraft.
That is not an overdraft accommodation, it is
an overdraft established, and this particular
amendment moved by the Minister suggests that
that overdraft might exceed 20 per cent; it might
be up to 99·9 per cent as the Minister might like
to decide to approve.
The Minister owes an explanation to the Committee whether it is the Government's philosophy that municipalities ought to take advantage of the highest possible commercial interest
rates through this scheme, while the Government's belief is that interest rates are too high
and ought to be reduced. How can it be encouraging municipalities to lend out money at the highest possible interest rates, and facilitate this
through this amendment, when at the same time,
in this amendment it is authorizing the municipalities to borrow on overdraft while the Government stresses its belief that interest rates
ought to be controlled, limited or restricted, and
that municipalities should not have to face the
high interest rates when it borrows.
How is it that this Government says that it is
right to get the highest possible rates when one
has a few dollars to put into the system and lend
on the short-term money market, but when one
is borrowing one should get it cheap? The Government cannot have it both ways. Either the
Government is signalling to the Municipal Association of Victoria and on to the municipalities
that the Government is expecting them to manage their money in a commercial way, and get the
highest return, using this mechanism to do it,
and encouraging them although not requiring
them to do that, and at the same time signalling
to them that if they are going to be borrowers of
money at any other time during the calendar
year, that is, when they receive their rates in
April they have money to put into the system,
they will get the highest possible com-
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mercial interest; but if they are borrowers from
the system at another time of the year, then they
had better realize that they are going to be paying
the highest commercial rates of interest when
they borrow. They are not going to be able to rely
on the banking system being foolish enough to
lend them money at a cheap rate of interest only
to borrow at a high rate of interest. If that is the
situation, which the Government has not yet disclosed in Committee, or in its explanation of this
amendment, and if that is the reality behind the
amendment moved by the Minister, it is time he
gave an explanation.
At what rate of interest is it intended that the
municipalities, or the association on behalf of the
municipalities in the management of these funds,
borrow on overdraft? Is it the highest commercial rate of interest? The Treasurer was kind
enough to say, "one night" in the short-term
money market, he lent out the money from the
bush-fire relief scheme at 100 per cent. Might we
find that the Municipal Association of Victoria
will be lending this money at 100 per cent for one
night and borrowing it at 11 per cent, 12 per cent
in the banking system on overdraft? If that is the
case, then what the Government is doing in this
measure is facilitating a commercial approach to
interest on borrowing and lending.
Just as the Government takes pride in saying
that the municipalities will have an opportunity
to lend their money at the highest commercial
rates of interest, it oUght to warn the ratepayers
that, at other times of the year, those same municipalities will be paying much higher rates of
interest when they happen to be wanting to borrow.
Mr McNAMARA (Benalla)-I listened to the
remarks of the honourable member for Berwick
and I am a little concerned. The Minister should
answer the points raised by the honourable
member. My understanding of the whole purpose of this Bill is that the Municipal Association
of Victoria is going to act as an agent for local
government funds. That will enable the association to maximize the income available on any
surplus funds invested by the municipalities
rather than getting into the position of a wheeler
and dealer in the money market, borrowing
money from other sources and trading around
the place.
I ask the Minister to explain in detail the
points raised by the honourable member for Berwick. It is the responsibility of the Minister to
explain it.
Mr Wilkes- Vote against the amendment!
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Mr McNAMARA-It is not good enough for
the Minister to sit on his backside and say, "Vote
against the amendment". He should be answering the question. The Minister has a responsibility to answer the criticism that has been raised in
this House and the honourable member for Berwick has highlighted a number of points that the
National Party also is concerned about. If there is
an answer to it, it is the Minister's responsibility
to advise the House what those answers are. Ifwe
are satisfied with those answers then we will be
happy to support the amendment.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I support the
remarks of the honourable member for Benalla
and the honourable member for Berwick and I
appeal to the Minister to explain. The Minister
for Local Government sat on this side of the
Cham ber for many a day and he played politics
as tough as anyone in this place.
It is all right for the honourable member for
Melbourne to interject about the free enterprise
system. I am in favour of the free enterprise system so long as it is genuinely free, but I am not
interested in subsidizing a Government-controlled investment system. As the honourable
member for Berwick pointed out, it is wrong for
the Government to use its influence to take
money from the ratepayers. After all, councils
have no money of their own, it is the ratepayers'
money that is involved.
Mr Wilkes- The Government is not taking
any moneys from ratepayers-it is to be a fund
managed by the Municipal Association of Victoria.
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for Berwick and Benalla could be easily answered
at a future date to determine what type ofinterest
one is looking at when these moneys are borrowed.
Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)- I was hoping
the Committee might receive an explanation
from the Minister for Local Government. Perhaps the honourable member for Melbourne,
who is interjecting, might be able to assist the
Minister because all honourable members know
of his banking experience!
Mr Wilkes- You are being smart.
Mr MACLELLAN - I am not being smart, I
am saying that the honourable member for Melbourne has had banking experience. It may be
that the honourable member for Melbourne cannot assist the Committee because of some party
rule whereby he is not allowed to either contribute to the debate or to answer any point that is
raised. Perhaps the Minister for Local Government might have a look at the Bill while it is
between here and another place.
However, it appears that proposed new section
19 states that, "For the purpose of enabling the
maximum utilization of money in the Fund the
Association may-" and then various things continue on. If the fund has invested all of its money
and then one of the municipalities needs money,
the amendment, if adopted, would mean that the
total borrowing could exceed that amount as
approved by the Treasurer.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr Kirkwood)-Order! The honourable member for
Doncaster should address the Chair.

I am not saying that there is anything wrong
with that. However, I am saying that the Committee deserves a proper explanation of what it is
about to do by agreeing to the proposed amendment. The Minister should provide the Committee with a proper explanation. I will try to provide the Committee with an explanation because
the Minister will not do so.

Mr WILLIAMS- I will resume my seat, but I
appeal to the Minister for Local Government to
come clean with the Committee on what the proposed amendment is all about.

The Minister sits on his backside and will not
give the Committee an explanation. I will
attempt to provide an explanation.

Mrs PATRICK (Brighton)-Although I
thought that I understood the position and that
the Opposition supported the Bill, I still believe
that to have a cash flow one cannot expect this
fund, especially in the initial stages, to maintain a
reserve to payout possible contingent needs of
the depositor. This would be almost impossible
to do because one would not know how much
one had to leave in the fund. Therefore, the questions raised by the honourable members

Thefund gathers money from various municipalities and invests it. One of the municipalities
or one of the contributors to the fund needs the
money back for ordinary municipal purposes.
Instead of having to sell off the investments or
renegotiate one of the investments that the fund
has made, the fund goes to the banking system
and asks if it can borrow by overdraft. One is
talking of an overdraft so long as it does not
exceed the value of the assets.

Mr WILLIAMS-Ifyou are taking money at
a lower rate of interest and lending it back to the
municipalities at a higher rate of interest-
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Hence, one is talking about the fund having
perhaps put out $10 million in the market-place
at the best rate of interest it can obtain. A municipality needs $1 million back for its ordinary
municipal function. Instead of reducing its
investment in the market-place by $1 million to
give the $1 million back to the municipality that
first contributed it, the municipality goes back to
the bank and asks for an overdraft of $1 million
on the basis of the money that it put into the
system. Therefore, the bank allows the municipality to have an overdraft and it pays interest on
the overdraft, and presumably there is some
hope that the interest rate on that overdraft will
be less than the money market rate it is getting on
its original investment.
Under this Bill municipalities will have the
wonderful privilege of being able to lend money
at either the overnight interest rate or whatever
rate they can get, which would be the highest rate
ofinterest available, whilst at the same time having the innate privilege, when it needs some
money, of being able to go to the banks and
arrange an overdraft at a lower rate of interest
and use the overdraft for the purposes to which
the ratepayers have prescribed.
The Government believes in lower interest
rates. This Bill could have been fathered by John
Howard and mothered by the Campbell committee. This is the machinery by which the municipalities, collectively through a common fund,
which is an investment fund, can put money in at
the highest rate of interest and be secure in the
knowledge that they can withdraw their share of
it when they need it at a lower rate of interest,
which is going to be subsidized by the banking
system.
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-and I make a pun with that word-and honest
explanation of what it is going to be; because
what it is going to be is that, from time to time,
municipalities will borrow in competition with
other people who seek overdraft funds. They will
borrow funds while at the same time lend money
at a higher rate of interest.
One can equate that with the action of those
financial smarties who run around the banks,
negotiating overdrafts for themselves. The honourable member for Melbourne would know of
these people and the dishonour that they bring to
the whole banking system. I refer to the commercial czars who go off to the banking system with
their large cash flows and negotiate overdrafts.
They then obtain the money on overdraft at an
overdraft rate of interest, and, heaven knows,
lend it back to the same bank at a higher rate of
interest. By interjection, the honourable member
for Melbourne confirms that this happens every
day of the week, and I accept that.
Mr Remington-It is standard business practice.
Mr MACLELLAN - It is standard business
practice. That practice is getting the stamp of
approval from a State Labor Government,
namely, get it as cheap as one can from the banking system and lend it back to the banking system
at the highest rate one can possibly screw them
for. That is what this fund will mean in many of
the situations that will arise.
If the Minister f,,_ Local Government had
given that explanation when he introduced the
proposed amendment - I can understand why he
did not-the Committee could have dealt with
the proposed amendment far quicker.

All honourable members know that money
does not grow on trees. If one is going to lend
money out at high rates of interest, then when
one borrows, one can expect to pay back high
rates of interest. The hypocrisy of this Government about interest rates is perfectly illustrated
by the refusal of the Minister for Local Government to explain the position.

However, the Minister does not have the courage to explain the proposed amendment in those
terms, although the honourable member for
Melbourne has the courage to confirm, by interjection, the reality of what I say.

I can say to the Leader of the House that the
Bill would have been a 5-minute Bill if the Minister had provided the Committee with a proper
explanation of the proposed amendment. The
penalty is that the Minister sits on his backside
and the Committee takes longer to understand
the Bill.

The Bill was reported to the House with
amendments, and passed through its remaining
stages.

It is no answer for the Minister to interject and

say, "Vote against the amendment". The true
answer lies in the Committee being given a frank

The amendments were agreed to, and the
clause, as amended, was adopted, as was the
remaining clause.

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (AMENDMENT)
BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 2,
1982) on the motion ofMr Fordham (Minister of
Education) for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
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Mr MACLELLAN (Berwick)- The Opposition does not oppose the measure. However, I
feel that I have to give some warning regarding
the arrangements made from time to time by
Ministerial Councils and the fact that, where
Ministerial Councils are operating, the merits of
the proposals about which various decisions of
the Ministerial Councils are made are not really
examined in any Parliament in any part of the
Commonwealth of Australia. All of the Parliaments legislate on the basis that agreement has
been reached, but I wonder where the actual merits of a particular proposal are examined. It does
not particularly apply in this case with any great
impact but, from time to time, if Ministers are
making decisions through Ministerial councils
with all of the States, the Territories and the
Commonwealth meeting together, one has to ask
the question: In which Parliament-is it a lead
Parliament, the Federal Parliament, or the Parliament of the State that may be going to take the
running on a particular matter? - is the matter
going to be debated, not on the basis of, "We
have all reached-agreement, therefore this Parliament has to agree to it" but on the basis ofthe real
merits ofthe proposal?
I am sure the Premier will realize, as he goes to
more and more of these Ministerial Council
meetings-and his Ministers, too-that too often
the merits of the particular matter are discussed
between departmental officers before the Ministerial Council meeting itself is held. In other
words, a meeting of departmental officers is held
one or two days ahead of the Ministerial Council
meeting and the merits are really examined at the
officers' meeting, and the Ministerial Council
does not really examine the merits in detail, nor
do any of the Parliaments, because each of them
is presented with the argument that a national
consensus and national agreement has been
reached and, therefore, every Parliament must,
without a critical examination of the matter, proceed to endorse the agreement.
The particular proposal in this Bill would, in
many circumstances, be regarded as wrong but
here we are able to say that the proceedings that
are, in eifect, the determinants of the law in respect of company matters are to be taken outside
the review of administrative law in this State.
The argument is put by the Government in terms
of interstate agreements being reached and, were
the Liberal Party in Government, it would have
been introducing exactly the same Bill. I do not
question that. I do, however, signal to the Attorney-General that there is a need for vigilance
about the decisions of Ministerial Councils in
general that are translated into law.
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I reiterate that the Opposition does not oppose
the measure and, in fact, wishes it a speedy passage so that Victoria can get into a position in
which it matches up with all the other States and
the Commonwealth. There are good arguments
for that. Nonetheless, it is probable that in no
Parliament, whether Federal or State, has there
been a debate about whether it is a good thing
that no administrative review of the decisions is
possible because they are decisions of Ministers
at a national gathering. I do not know whether, as
a principle of government-and it would not
matter whether it was a Labor Government, a
Liberal Government or a National Government-all Governments believe where Ministers
are fulfilling an executive role as well as a Ministerial Council role-and this is almost unique in
the company law area - that the Ministers should
have this executive and determining role. It may
be because of the complications involved in trying to get, and the overriding necessity to get,
consistent law between all the various jurisdictions in the company area. Companies do not
operate just in Victoria or in New South Wales,
they cross boundaries and trade interstate. They
have a great tendency to operate across the boundaries rather than within one jurisdiction.
I am signalling to the Attorney-General that I
believe he will have to remain vigilant in relation
to Ministerial Councils that take to themselves
an executive role. As I said, if the Liberal Party
were in Government it would have been introducing a Bill, probably for exactly the reasons
given in the second-reading speech, but I believe we have to look at the general principle of
whether it is right for the various States, territories and Federal Parliaments to process legislation relying on the belief that its merits have been
hammered out at a Ministerial Council meeting
when the reality is that the decision was probably
reached between officers holding a meeting well
away from the public arena out of all sight of the
public, with the officers having decided that this
ought to be the approach and then recommending it to the Ministers. The Ministers have agreed
to it and it is now to become unexaminable as a
result of the Bill before us today.

Mr ROSS-EDW ARDS (Leader of the
National Party)- The National Party supports
the proposed amendment to the Administrative
Law Act 1978. I listened with great interest to the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, for whom I
have a great regard in this type of matter. To
some degree, I share his concern but, unlike his
usual style, he did not put forward a· practical
alternative. Presumably, the only alternative
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would be that it would have to go to all of the
State Governments and the Federal Government for agreement. That would give a complete
and absolute safeguard. I can think of no other
alternative.
I accept that the Attorney-General of the day
will have to be vigilant. In this case, that is all
right, because we have an Attorney-General who
understands what is happening and has a knowledge of what is happening. I presume that the
merits of the proposal will not be going before the
Federal Parliament either. I should like the
Attorney-General to advise me on that. I also
presume that what will happen is that none of the
six State Parliaments will have the merits before
them. I should be grateful for the Attorney-General's advice as to whether my understanding of
the situation is correct. If all the Parliaments had
to approve of it, the entire system of getting uniformity would break down. The National Party
wants to co-operate but I should appreciate the
Attorney-General answering the questions I
have put before him.
Mr CAIN (Attorney-General)- I understand
the reservations that have been expressed by the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition in respect of a
co-operative scheme of this kind. One of the
prices that is paid for a scheme of this nature is
the concession or the handing over, as it were, of
some of our inherent rights. This is a bold experiment in co-operative federalism and there is concern in parts of the business community that it
might be an experiment that may not succeed.
Many business people are quite daunted by the
huge mass of paper that exists at present around
which they must shape their commercial lives.
There is an enormous mass of paper relating to
matters of companies and securities and that is
recognized.
The Attorneys-General determined-and all
elected to legislate in this form-that the State
administrative tribunal will not be open to those
State resident companies that are aggrieved by a
decision of the council and the view was taken
that it would really be unworkable to have access
to the six separate State tribunals. That is perfectly obvious to everyone.
I did not view this particular measure as being
a matter that impinged very greatly on the State
rights of Victorian resident companies. It is a
concession that those concerned with the management and operation of companies would
believe should be made and that access should be
to one tribunal, the national body, so that there
can be some uniformity of decision-making and
a common understanding of the situation by one
appeal body.

Minerals and Energy Fees Bill
Mr Ross-Edwards-Does that mean that all
States will participate?
Mr CAIN-Yes-those that have access to
administrative tribunals, but they are, as it were,
waiving the rights that their resident companies
and individuals would have under State laws,
and that is the extent of it. The Attorneys-General believe it is the appropriate course to take. I
cannot add more to those remarks. I thank other
speakers who have supported the measure.
The motion was agreed to.
The Bill was read a second time, and passed
through its remaining stages.
MINERALS AND ENERGY FEES BILL
The message from the Council relating to the
amendments in this Bill was taken into consideration.

Council's amendments:
1. Clause 32, page 7, after paragraph (d) insert:

'( ) After section 45 there shall be inserted the following section:
"45A.Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so as
to enable the prescribing of fees for which no
maximum fee is specified in this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation
prescribing such a fee.".'
2. Clause 33, page 7, after paragraph (a) insert:
'( ) After section 10 there shall be inserted the following section:
"lOA. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Part is amended so as
to enable the prescribing of fees for which no
maximum fee is specified in this Part (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation
prescribing such a fee.".'
3. Clause 34, Line 27, omit "section" and insert "sections".
4. Clause 34, line 30, omit "; and" and insert:
"160. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so as to
enable the prescribing of fees for which no maximum fee is specified in this Act (as amended by the
Minerals and Energy Fees Act 1982), Parliament
may disallow any regulation prescribing such a
fee."; and.'
5. Clause 34, after paragraph (b) insert:
'( ) After section 22 there shall be inserted the following section:
"22A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so as
to enable the prescribing of fees for which no
maximum fee is specified in this Act (as
amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act
1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation
prescribing such a fee.".'
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6. Insert the following new clause to follow clause
14:
'AA. After section 93 of the Principal Act there
shall be inserted the following section:
"94. Where pursuant to the Minerals and Energy
Fees Act 1982 this Part is amended so as to enable
the prescribing of fees for which no maximum fee
is specified in this Part (as amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act 1982), Parliament may
disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee.".'
7. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 19:
'BB. After section 383 of the Principal Act there
shall be inserted the following section:
"383A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Part is amended so as to
enable the prescribing of fees for which no maximum fee is specified in this Part (as amended by
the Minerals and Energy Fees Act 1982), Parliament may disallow any regulation prescribing
such a fee.".'
8. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 30:
'cc. After section 82 of the Petroleum Act 1958
there shall be inserted the following section:
"83. Where pursuant to the Minerals and Energy
Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so as to enable
the prescribing of fees for which no maximum fee
is specified in this Act (as amended by the Minerals and Energy Fees Act 1982), Parliament may
disallow any regulation prescribing such a fee.".'
9. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 31:
'DD. After section 73 of the Explosives Act 1960
there shall be inserted the following section:
"73A. Where pursuant to the Minerals and
Energy Fees Act 1982 this Act is amended so as to
enable the prescribing of fees for which no maximum fee is specified in this Act (as amended by the
Minerals and Energy Fees Act 1982), Parliament
may disallow any regulation prescribing such a
fee.".'

Mr MATHEWS (Minister for the Arts)-I
move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-The Opposition welcomes this move by the Government. In
the dying hours of the last sessional period in
December, the amendments that are now being
adopted by the Government were put forward by
the Opposition in the Legislative Council and I
believe they were supported by the National
Party. The amendments that are now being
accepted had the effect of giving power to Parliament to disallow regulations fixing fees. That was
the principle of the amendments.
It is appropriate for members of the Legisla-

tive Assembly to recall the proceedings of the Bill
in this House. This is an example of the Legislative Council acting responsibly in the interests of
Parliament and the community to improve legislation that is put forward by the Government of
the day which has a mandate and majority in the
Legislative Assembly.
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I highlight that fact on this occasion and welcome the acceptance by the Government of the
amendments that have been put forward, even
though the Minister for Minerals and Energy, .
when these amendments were moved by the
Honourable Digby Crozier in the Legislative
Council, at that time rejected the need for the
amendments.
The Legislative Assembly now accepts the
advice ofthe Legislative Council that regulationmaking powers fixing fees- that is, taxes-on the
people of Victoria should in these circumstances
be subject to disallowance by Parliament when
Parliament considers that they oUght to be disallowed. That is important. It is important also
to note that the Legislative Council, which in
some ways is controversial at present because the
Government has not a majority, in this case
operated effectively with the Opposition and the
National Party using their members' votes responsibly in the interests of good government and
Parliament.
The motion was agreed to.
HEALTH (RADIATION SAFETY) BILL
The debate (adjourned from December 14,
1982) on the motion of Mr Roper (Minister of
Health) for the second reading of this Bill was
resumed.
Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)- The Opposition regards the Bill as a very important and
major Bill. It deals with the safety of individuals
in this State who may come into contact with the
various appliances and devices that emit radiation. I emphasize that the Opposition wants to
assist the Government in all reasonable ways to
improve and strengthen the laws or regulations
relating to this principle.
The Bill is designed to deal with the question
of radiation safety in Victoria and it is associated
by this Government with its general policy on
nuclear energy. It is unfortunate that in some respects the debate on health radiation safety in the
medical and health sphere is somewhat clouded
by the emotional arguments associated with
nuclear energy.
I suppose that is a fact oflife and that that is the
case. However, it is important for members of
Parliament, when dealing with this measure, to
ensure that their judgment is not clouded and
that they confine themselves to the practice of
medical science and associated activities that are
designed to improve the health of mankind by
using sensible appliances that emit radiation so
as to achieve a minimization of suffering and to
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help develop techniques by which mankind can
be cured of diseases. Above all, consideration
should be given to developing techniques in the
preventive care field, if that is possible.
There has been an increase in the use of
radioactive materials in modem society, particularly in the medical and health fields. The Bill
deals with ionizing and non-ionizing of radiation
apparatus in use in our society. I am sure the
Minister of Health would agree that it is difficult,
as a layperson, to fully understand and appreciate all the technical differences and implications associated with this high technology apparatus. Nevertheless, honourable members must
try to understand them and must rely heavily on
the advice of professionals, the Health Commission and various advisory committees and councils. Honourable members will need to rely on
the advice of practitioners in our State who are
eminent in the field of radiology and radiography, and the professors of universities who teach
the art.
It is my understanding that, since the Minister
introduced this measure, major submissions
have been received from organizations such as
the Royal Australasian College of Radiologists,
the Australian Medical Association and radiologists in other fields. At the start of this sessional
period, on Tuesday last, I expressed concern on
behalf of the Opposition that, in view of the nature of the submissions received, it might be
desirable if the debate on this measure were
deferred for some time to enable dialogue to take
place about the various submissions that have
been put forward and so that advice from the
Health Commission, particularly to the Opposition, about the technical nature of this Bill can be
received. The Minister was kind in saying that he
was anxious to have the second-reading debate
held as soon as possible, and I can understand
that. That is a good decision, but I suggest that
the Minister give consideration to the Committee stage of the Bill being deferred for a reasonable period after the second-reading debate to
enable an assessment of the measure to be made
by all honourable members and to give them an
opportunity of deciding where they stand on the
matter.
I also understand that during the Committee
stage the Minister will propose a number of
amendments. Therefore, my position as the
Opposition spokesman on health is to say to
honourable members that the Opposition supports the principles of the measure with respect
to safety and would like to assist in having it
passed speedily so that the new regulations and
laws regarding safety can be put into
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place quickly. However, the Opposition's final
judgment will have to wait until the fine detail of
the Bill has been explained and until it has had
the benefit of the response of the Minister and
the briefings that the Opposition hopes will
come. That would have to occur before the Committee stage.
I should certainly like to take the opportunity
of having discussions with members of the Royal
Australasian College of Radiologists and other
eminent people before making a final judgment.
I am aware that the Royal Australasian College
of Radiologists wrote to the Minister on 8
February making a number of major suggestions
about amendments to the measure. The college
has sent me a copy of that letter, which is the
proper practice that should take place. The parties should be able to discuss major submissions
on a non-political basis. I would not serve the
Parliament well by going through every point
that the college has raised, both with the Government and with the Opposition. However, I shall
try to highlight and summarize some of the main
points because, when the Committee stage is
finally reached-some time later in this sessional
period-honourable members will be able to
deal in greater depth with the concerns expressed
by radiologists and other bodies.
The radiologists support the measure and have
wanted such a measure to be introduced for a
considerable period. They have worked constructively to have the various advisory groups
well enough acquainted with the position to enable them to write reports on which Governments
could act. I understand that the radiologists are
concerned about the inclusion in the measure of
provisions relating to sonic, infrasonic and ultrasonic waves. I do not intend to go into the technicalities, but I understand that they consider, as
these do not emit radioactive waves which are
harmful, that it is not necessary to include them
in the measure-in any case, they are not determined to be radioactive.
The Opposition reserves its judgment in that
area because I, like the Minister of Health,
believe that there might be a need to keep an eye
on these matters. There may be a need for further
measures of control or further studies. I do not
know, but I am willing to settle down and discuss
that. When the Minister reflects on this and talks
about radiologists and deputations, he will probably agree with me on this point. I believe that
too much bureaucracy and too much regulation
has crept into this measure. Everybody knows
that the attitude of the Opposition isthat one of
the problems of our society and economy is that
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Governments tend to become "too big" and that
there are too many unnecessary regulations controlling the society. In the end, bureaucrats finish
up having to administer these and, in many
cases, their labour and talents are wasted because
they are involved in administering regulations
that may not be necessary.
The principle which I have read in this Bill
could well do with some review. As I understand
it, the measure contemplates that operators
should be licensed to use the various equipment
that is recognized by the law to require regulation
for safety reasons and that the licensing is a matter for discretion by application to the Health
Commission.
Mr Ross-Edwards-On what grounds?
Mr LIEBERMAN - That is not stated. The
scope of the Bill is extremely wide and vague in
these areas. This offers a challenge to all honourable members to use lateral thinking. Radiologists are required to work for a medical degree for
six years, followed by six years of university
training. Most of them do one or two years of
residency and undertake further practical training before they strike out in practice on their
own. However, before they commence their
practice of the specialty of medical radiology,
they must do a further four years' training. As I
understand it, they do twelve years' training altogether. Radiographers must obtain their higher
school certificate with majors in physics and
mathematics and then go out and do practical
work in hospitals and other areas. I cannot
understand why it is necessary for people with
that sort of training to have to go, cap in handand I use that term loosely-to the Health Commission and say, "Please, sir, can I be licensed to
do the things I have been trained by the universities and institutions to do? Can I please practise
my profession?" I do not believe the Health
Commission wants to be in the position oftaking
that decision. Why can the Bill not provide that
-people with basic qualifications shall be regarded
as ipso facto entitled to registration? I ask the
Minister to consider that.
The second point I raise is that the Bill provides that it is necessary to renew one's licence
every twelve months. As a Victorian taxpayer
and as a member of Parliament who is trying in
Opposition-as I think most of us are-to relieve
the burden on the Australian taxpayer, I believe
it should not take too much ingenuity to tell the
Parliamentary draftsman to reconsider that. It
should be possible to provide that, subject to the
necessary guidelines, controls and monitors, a
person who has certain basic core qualifi-
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cations is entitled to register, and it should not be
necessary for taxpayers to pay every year for bureaucrats to go through the paper work, rubber
stamp and renew licence registration. The Opposition looks forward to dialogue and some lateral
thinking. It is time modem management techniques and lateral thinking were introduced into
the administration of health, because the cost of
administering health in Australia as a whole is
frighteningly high. I feel sorry for the Minister of
Health who has an enormous job in trying to
stretch the taxpayers' dollar to cope with all of
the demands. I will say more about that next
week, because a major flaw has already developed in Dr Blewett's Medi-care scheme. That
scheme is predicated on the fact that the costs of
health administration and health service delivery will be controlled so that the 1 per cent levy
on income tax that he has promised the people of
Australia is all that will be required. The Minister knows as well as I do that industrial action in
each State for shorter working hours could well
affect that situation.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Wilton)- I
suggest that the honourable member is straying
from the Bill.
Mr LIEBERMAN - I will restrain myself, Mr
Deputy Speaker, but I am extremely worried
about that aspect.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER-No doubt the
honourable member will have other opportunities of expressing his concern. At present, I ask
him to confine himself to the Bill.
Mr I..IEBERMAN - The Opposition looks
forward to some modifications of the Bill along
the lines of providing for automatic registration
of those who responsibly should be given it. Renewal and oversight should not be subject to
annual renewal where that is not necessary.
I remind honourable members of the 1975
report of the Osteopathy, Chiropractic and Naturopathy Committee. That report referred also to
X-ray equipment. I will not read it in full. In respect of licensing, it said that licences should be
issued for three years. That committee did not
talk about twelve months, which is what the Bill
suggests.
In my view, the Bill puts the Health Commission in a God-like situation. We should not ask
bureaucrats and statutory authorities such as the
Health Commission to take unto themselves the
enormous power the Bill gives them over the
individual and his right to pursue his profession.
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He has had lengthy university training, satisfied
the faculty, graduated and done all the other
things that are required, yet the Bill requires him
to go to the Health Commission and ask to be
allowed to practise. What would the Health
Commission know about it? The Health Commission is not part of the board of examiners of
the faculty of radiologists at the University of
Melbourne.
In any event, the Australian taxpayer is paying
enormous sums each year to tertiary institutions
to provide competent examiners, professors and
tutors to ensure that people who want to practise
medicine and associated professions are qualified to do so. Why should the Health Commission duplicate that role? I raise that point with
deep concern and some excitement because I
realize that, with lateral thinking, this Bill could
be a model of minimum and responsible regulation, where that is required, and regulation that
does not cost more than is absolutely necessary.
It is our duty as a Parliament to provide that.
The Opposition insists that Victoria should be
governed under the laws that will be brought into
Parliament by the Cain Administration in a situation where there is no unnecessary expenditure
and the bureaucracy does not burgeon and grow
but is controlled. I serve notice on the Government that the Opposition will fight tooth and nail
to ensure that this happens. If the Government
ignores the Opposition's plea and the advice of
independent experts, it will be on the Government's head and the people will soon give the
signal that they will not accept that type of management approach.
In broad terms, the other area of concern is the
right of appeal. It is necessary to go to the Health
Commission for licensing to practise and also for
licensing of the equipment, but there is a limited
right ~f appeal from the bureaucracy to the
County Court. As one who has practised law in
the State of Victoria, I assure honourable members that the spectre of pursuing one's perceived
rights through the Supreme Court under the
Administrative Law Act is not pleasant; it is also
expensive and time consuming.
I welcome the move to have a right of appeal in
some areas, but the Opposition insists that it is
too narrow and inadequate. In many respects,
the concern and opportunity for appeal can be
avoided by using lateral thinking management
techniques.
I will give just one illustration. There is no
appeal if the Health Commission varies a licence
or registration. One can appeal if the com-
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mission refuses renewal. One can have a licence
to practise and to use the equipment and, in a
subsequent year, the commission can impose on
its operation conditions that are so onerous that
the licensee can honestly feel that there is no possible way of maintaining the viable practice of
his profession. In that case, he has nowhere to go;
the commission's decision on variation is final,
as I understand the Bill. I ask the Minister to take
on board the idea of giving enhanced democracy
and a right of redress in the appeal arena to those
who are aggrieved by the decision of the statutory authority which is the licensing and regulatory body. I shall not go into detail. I believe I
have pointed out the principle and I ask the Minister to take it on board.
A further major area of concern has been
raised by the Royal Australasian College of
Radiologists. It concerns the amendment made
by clause 5 of the Bill to section 108AE (5) (c).
God help the layman who tries to understand
modem drafting!
Mr Roper- That is part of the Health Act.
Mr LIEBERMAN - That is right. In fairness,
the Minister will remember that the SymeTownsend report stated that the legislation was
to be developed and changed with experience.
However, the Minister now has the responsibility and he will progressively bring in changes
based on experience. He is fortunate. I wish I
were the one with that responsibility, because I,
too, would like to see a few changes made. The
Opposition supports safety and would like to see
the law strengthened to protect human beings
against certain devices. It would like medical
practices to be effectively dealt with. Clause 5,
which amends section 108AE (5) of the Act
states:
The Commission shall not register any radiation
apparatus or sealed radio-active source to be used for
the diagnosis or therapy of human beings if it considers
that the registration-

Apart from being wide-ranging, I do not know
what the clause means in principle. It is all right
by the Opposition and we accept it, but it continues:
... is likely to result in excessive or unnecessary radiation exposure of human beings undergoing diagnosis or
therapy ...

Again the Opposition accepts the principle but it
does not understand what it means. I do not
know how it could have been inserted in the Bill
without guidelines. The Royal Australasian College of Radiologists expressed the hope that
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the Minister would act speedily to deal with the
matter by its omission. The Bill further states
that the commission shall not register any radiation apparatus which:
... would result in more than adequate diagnostic or
therapeutic facilities of the type proposed to be registered becoming available ...

I shall bring politics into the argument even
though I prefer not to do so in health matters. If
the Government intends to totally socialize the
practice of medicine and associated medical
activities, it ought to say so; it ought to tell the
people of Victoria. The Government should
make people aware of the fact that it intends to
totally control health areas and intends bearing
down on the private sector.
People should be made aware that the Government may intend to tell them what they are to do,
when they are to work, whether they are to work
and where they are to work. Is that the meaning
of that clause? The second-reading speech does
not explain why the clause, which is inappropriate, has been inserted in the Bill.
The honourable member for Prahran interjects that it is Socialism by stealth. The honourable member for Prahran is a good politician for
whom I have a high regard, but he knows that he
will not continue to hold the Labor seat ofPrahran in the next election.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Wilton)Order! Honourable members have been in the
House long enough to know that their conduct is
disorderly.
Mr LIEBERMAN - The honourable member
for Prahran and I will talk privately about that
matter because I always enjoy talking to him. I
refer now to clause 5. The Royal Australasian
College of Radiologists has provided a detailed
submission regarding that proposed provision,
which should be read by all honourable members. I shall not read it now, but I am sure copies
of the letter can be made available to the House.
The Opposition contends that the clause is not
appropriate and it would like to know the intentions of the Government.
If the Government is not trying to achieve its
ideological objectives through the Bill, the measure should be withdrawn quickly and it should
continue with trying to improve health and
safety for the people of Victoria. Politics should
be left out of health.
The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners is also gravely concerned about clause 5.
I am reminded that it is my duty to indicate to
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honourable members that I am an honorary
member of the college and that I may have a
vested interest. Honourable members are aware
that there are many doctors in general practice
throughout Victoria and that, in the practice of
family medicine, general practice is probably one
of the best areas. The college is carrying out a
magnificent job of continuing realistic general
practice and I am proud to be an honorary member.
Many members of the college are located in
remote areas of Victoria far from the dense population and the high technology of city life, but
the general practitioners provide services
quickly, cheaply and extremely efficiently. At
some stage in their career, most general practitioners take an X-ray of a patient's limbs;
approximately 15 per cent take X-rays of the
abdomen and trunk and approximately 4 per
cent take X-rays with the use of dyes to highlight
the organs.
The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners, like the Opposition, supports the need
for registration, licensing and sensible controls
but again questions why provision has not been
made for basic recognition of the right of practitioners to pursue their practice and training in
areas in which they are accomplished and expert.
Members of the college cannot understand why
they should become another part of the bureaucracy which frustrates, wastes people's time and
incurs unnecessary costs for the taxpayers.
The Minister would probably also like to hold
talks with the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners and I am confident that a responsible view of some necessary modifications
could be taken, such as with registration and
non-ionizing radiation sources. Both the college
and I have raised these matters previously, but
the Opposition is prepared to keep its options
open. The Opposition does not wish to reject
non-ionizing radiation but it is curious as to why
it has not been covered by the Bill.
The powers of the regulating authority of the
Health Commission are too wide. There are not
enough criteria. Obviously, the Opposition is
seeking a provision in the Bill which allows for
disallowance by Parliament. The regulations are
too wide and not in the interests of the commission and, therefore, further guidelines need to be
laid down.
The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners also tells me that the clause appears to
socialize medicine by limiting the right of prac-
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tice unless one can persuade the Health Commission otherwise. If the commission says that the
facilities are more than adequate, one can forget
about the Royal Australian College of General
Practitioners, the Royal Australasian College of
Radiologists, and the Opposition agrees that it
should not be provided for in the Bill. If it is, the
Bill will be delayed. The provisions of the Bill
should be enacted in law as quickly as possible
and should apply in Victoria now.
The regulatory authority of power needs major
review and continuing dialogue. One could
avoid the concern that is being expressed if specific rights were provided for, subject to certain
modified controls. Doctors should be given the
right to practise without being confronted by too
much humbug as often as the commission acts as
both judge and jury, removing the right of
appeal.
The college asks me to mention to honourable
members that the Bill covers both dentists and
chiropractors. I highlight the fact that the Bill
limits a person who is licensed to practise as a
chiropractor and restricts the chiropractor's right
to perform radiography of the vertebral column.
The college points out that the word "plain"
should be inserted because it would technically
correct and distinguish the areas of concern.
The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners could be given similar recognition in the
provisions by certain basic radiological activities
being given as a matter of law in this land. That
would provide a recognition of their profession. I
will soon conclude my remarks as I know it is the
time of week when honourable members want to
return to their electorates. I ask the Minister of
Health to consider a re-examination of the registration board that is proposed in the Bill. As the
Royal Australasian College of Radiologists has
suggested, the composition of the board should
be defined in the Bill.
Most of these statutory boards, particularly
those with important statutory responsibilities,
should be defined by Parliament. It should not be
left to the regulations. The discipline and experience required by a member of the board should
be defined in the Bill. I again direct the attention
of honourable members to the 1975 report of the
all-party Parliamentary committee to which I
referred earlier. At pages (viii) and Ox) of its
report that distinguished Parliamentary committee recommended that the membership of the
Radiological Advisory Council should consist of
a diagnostic radiologist, a radiological physicist,
a radiographer and so on.
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The principle that the Opposition is putting
forward has some authority and the Royal Australasian College of Radiologists recommended
it. The Royal Australian College of General Practitioners would also like to have some representation on the board. That college is involved in
the practice of family medicine and the Opposition wants those practitioners to be encouraged
to play a more significant role in the delivery of
health services. The cost containment challenge
in the health field can be met in many effective
ways and one of those ways is to upgrade the role
and importance of the family doctor and to
receive general practitioners' expertise and
advice on ways and means of controlling costs.
The Opposition considers that the Royal Australian Nursing Federation should be given an
increased voice in some of these matters. Its
members are competent members ofa practising
profession who could provide valuable advice in
connection with cost containment. I know a few
nursing sisters who have worked for years with
expensive X-ray facilities and I am sure that
some of those nursing sisters could tell any Parliamentarian or bureaucrat a number of ways in
which the expenditure of taxpayers' money could
be avoided.
Mr Roper- But the Bill is about that.
Mr LIEBERMAN -It is about splurging taxpayers' money and regulating to an excessive
degree the practice of important activities that
are part of modem society in medicine and associated fields and it deals with another bureaucracy, as the honourable member for Mildura
has said by interjection. What I feared most
when the Premier won the election last year was
that the pundits said that a Socialist Government
provides only bureaucracy and Government
organizations. As a liberal belonging to the
"new" Liberal Party I do not want to believe that
is necessarily so. All I can say is that in the past
ten months I have witnessed a procession of
legislative measures introduced by the Government that have done exactly what the pundits
said Socialists do every time they attain power.
The Opposition is responsibly suggesting that
politics be taken out of the matter and that the
Committee stage should be deferred for dialogue,
consultation, some lateral thinking and modern
management techniques. The Government said
that its management techniques would be better
than those of any other Government. The Premier, John Cain, effectively made that point during
the election campaign. The Premier would be
embarrassed if he read this Bill. If the
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Government went into the public arena,
approached management people and asked how
it should construct a sensible licensing and regulating board to protect the people in the case of
radiology and radiological equipment that would
not cost too much, the management experts
would suggest a model that would achieve all
those objectives. The Opposition wants that consultation to take place.
The Opposition looks forward to dialogue and
is happy to allow the adjournment of the debate
for as long as the Minister would like. It is happy
to send representatives to attend any seminars,
conferences or briefing sessions and is happy to
give ideas on how taxpayers can be helped, how
the safety of human beings in Victoria can be
protected and, above all, how Victoria can regain
a reputation of being an innovative and attractive State to live in and work in, not a State of red
tape, humbug and bureaucracy. That is a challenge for the Government. The Opposition looks
forward to working with the Minister and his colleagues. In conclusion, I add that the Bill would
have been improved if it had been introduced
with a statement of its aims and objectives
instead of the gobbledegook of the law. It could
have begun with a statement of fine-tuned principles, aims and objectives.
On the motion of Mr WHITING (Mildura),
the debate was adjourned.
It was ordered that the debate be adjourned
until next day.
COMMUNITY WELFARE SERVICES
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-I move:
That this Bill be now read a second time.

INTRODUCTION
The Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill represents the Government's initial
step in implementing a programme aimed at
ensuring that the provision of services for the
care, protection and correction of children and
young people in Victoria occurs within a coherent legislative and policy framework. The Bill
will remedy some legislative inconsistencies and
operational difficulties.
To implement the second step towards coherent legislative and policy framework, the Government has appointed a small independent
committee to review and evaluate child welfare
practice, and the legislative and philosophical
basis for this, leading to improved services and
new legislation.
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BACKGROUND
Child welfare legislation is covered by two
main Acts:
(1) the Community Welfare Services Act 1970;
and
(2) the Children's Court Act 1973.
The first significant child welfare legislation in
Victoria was the Neglected and Criminal Children's Act 1864, which allowed children to be
dealt with by adult courts. Over the years this
legislation has proceeded through various name
changes reflecting, to some extent, changes in
welfare emphasis, for example, Juvenile Offenders' Act 1887, Neglected Children's Act 1915,
Children's Welfare Act 1926, Social Welfare Act
1960, Community Welfare Services Act 1970.
The introduction of the Children's Court Act
1906 established a separate children's jurisdiction alongside adult courts.
Revisions of the legislation have occurred, for
example, the Children's Court Act was revised in
1956 and 1973. However, these revisions mainly
reflected machinery changes and only indirectly
reflected changes in principle or philosophy.
At least during this century there has been no
fundamental examination or rethinking of the
principles governing the operation of the justice
system for Victorian children and young people.
As a consequence, existing legislation is a patchwork of minor amendments spanning almost
120 years without any coherent framework to
ensure consistency of policy or operation and to
guide development of services. The 1978 amendments to the Community Welfare Services Act
and Children's Court Act continued this pattern.
REVIEW OF CHILD WELFARE LEGISLATION AND PRACTICE
I will deal first with details of the review of
child welfare legislation and practice.
RECENT ATTEMPTS AT REVIEW

When the Children's Court Act was passed in
1973 it was criticized on the basis that it only
included machinery amendments and this has
been the pattern of amendments since its inception in 1906.
In response to this criticism the previous Government set up an inter-departmental committee
charged with completing a fundamental review
of the Children's Court Act.
This committee met over four years and did
not complete its task, tending to focus on dayto-day issues rather than broader-based policy
evaluation.
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In lieu of this, in 1981 the inter-departmental
committee was replaced by the Child Rights and
Legislation Sub-Committee of the Child Development and Family Services Council. This process was again ineffective, as insufficient
resources were allocated for this important
work.

Services, magistrates and Child Development
and Family Services Council are seen as an
important part of the process.
The committee will focus on issues related to
the goal of ensuring the care, protection and correction of children and young people in the community.

Clearly, the Government is not satisfied with
this state of affairs especially since every other
State and Territory of Australia have conducted
such reviews, and introduced appropriate legislation.

THE TERMS OF REFERENCE

REASONS FOR REVIEW

In summary the following reasons support the
need for review:
(a) Current legislation reflects an ad hoc,
patchwork accretion of amendments without a legislatively-based framework of
principles and philosophy to guide the
long-term future of child welfare in Victoria.
(b)

Certain injustices exist in current practice,
for example, no difference between court
processing of neglect and offender cases.

(c) In attempts at legislative review to date the

community has not been given an opportunity to express its attitudes on justice
and welfare for the young or on the form
that law and practice should take.
(d) There have been other reviews and inquir-

ies but none of these have focussed in
detail on the total legislative base nor have
they attempted to update legislation in the
context of an over-all framework of goals
and principles.
(e)

Significant reports have been prepared by
relevant academics and authors on some
aspects of the system. However, integration of this material into a comprehensive
Victorian framework is necessary.

(j) Review and reform of child welfare legisla-

tion is a clearly enunciated Australian
Labor Party policy.
INDEPENDENT COMMITTEE

The response of the Government has been to
appoint a small independent committee to
review the child justice and welfare system and
develop a framework of principles capable of
giving direction to practice for the next twenty
years and then develop draft legislation consistent with that framework. Community consultation and input from relevant groups such as
police, Department of Community Welfare

The committee is required:
1. To carry out a review of child welfare legislation and practice in that part of the Victorian welfare-justice system affecting
children, young people, and their families.
2. To develop a framework of principles that
should guide and govern child welfare legislation and practice in Victoria in the foreseeable future.
3. To provide detailed instructions on provisions to guide the drafting of new child welfare legislation consistent with the principles identified.
4. To make recommendations on any changes
in practices or services that are desirable
within the foreseeable future, and to indicate practical ways of achieving these,
where possible, by rationalization of existing resources.
5. To suggest a time-scale for the implementation of changes in practices and/or services
according to priorities developed through
the -review process.
REPORTING

As the Attorney-General is responsible for the
operation of Children's Courts the committee
will report to the Minister for Community Welfare Services and the Attorney-General.
CONSULTATION

Central to the proce$S of this review of child
welfare legislation and practice is the need to
involve the community in a process of consultation. The committee is currently seeking brief
issues papers from interested organizations and
individuals and has already initiated contact
with some Government departments and other
relevant organizations.
TIME LINES

In the context of its terms of reference the
committee will of course consider issues such as
maltreatment and child abuse, child rights, and
dealing with young offenders.
The committee plans to publish a discussion
paper by September, 1983. The final report and
draft legislation will be available by spring
1984.

Adjournment

The discussion paper will be readily available
and the committee will hold community consultations and request detailed submissions in response to the discussion paper.
MEMBERSHIP

The following people have been appointed to
the committee. They will be expected to consult
closely with Government departments such as
police, law, community welfare services as well
as with the community and voluntary agencies
deli vering services.
Chairman: Dr Terry Carney
Members: Mr Tony Lawson
Ms Tricia Harper
Mr Ken Readwin
AMENDMENTS

I would like now to focus on the Bill before the
House. The Children's Court Act is administered
separately by the Law Department-the Community Welfare Services Act 1978 did not adequately take into account all the flow-through
changes necessary to make the relevant sections
of the Community Welfare Services Act consistent with the Children's Court Act.
In the process of preparing amendments to
cover these inconsistencies some other matters
have emerged which are also to be dealt with in
these amendments.
Of prime concern are those situations in which
police are hampered in their task of returning
absconding wards to their placements because
they lack explicit powers to apprehend such
youngsters who may be at risk themselves or who
may pose some threat or nuisance to the community. Provision has been made for police to
obtain warrants to apprehend such children.
Generally the approach has been to tidy up the
drafting of the legislation in both Acts and make
legislative provision for changes to service delivery approaches introduced since the 1978
amendments. Matters of principle requiring substantial analysis have generally been held over
for consideration by the committee reviewing
child welfare practice and legislation.
It can be noted here that the unproclaimed section of the Community Welfare Services Act
1978, that is section 53, has been repealed from
that Act and re-enacted in this Bill. I commend
the Bill to the House.
On the motion of Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna), the debate was adjourned.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-I move:
That the debate be adjourned until Tuesday week.
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Mr SALTMARSH (Wantirna)-In view of
the size, complexity and importance of these
issues I request that ifthere is a need for a further
extension the debate be adjourned for an additional week.
.
The motion was agreed to, and the debate was
adjourned until Tuesday, March 29.

ADJOURNMENT
Shorter working week - Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works catchment areasPublic Record Office - Fairfield HospitalKayser promotional competition - Bush-fire
appeal- Marijuana smoking at LaTrobe University - Answering of correspondence by
Ministers - Housing Commission policy.
Mr FORDHAM (Minister of Education)- I
move:
That the House do now adjourn.

Mr LIEBERMAN (Benambra)-I raise a
matter of urgency and indicate that as I am committed to catch an aeroplane from Tullamarine
Airport, I have arranged for the honourable
member for Westernport to receive the answer
on my behalf.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)Order! Could the honourable member explain to
which Minister he is directing the matter?
Mr LIEBERMAN - The Minister of Health.
During question time today questions were put
to the Treasurer, and subsequently by a member
of the Labor Party to the Minister of Health, concerning reports that shorter working hours had
been agreed upon in the health area. According
to very reliable information I have received, the
cost of doing that in a full year is likely to be $20
million.
I ask the Minister of Health to inform me from
where the money will come. I express anxiety
about whether it will come from cuts in services,
such as the closure of the polio ward at the Fairfield Hospital. I regret that the Minister of Health
did not allay this rumour last night. If that ward
were to close it would be a tragedy.
My concern is that the Premier and the Treasurer are flying to Canberra on Friday to apply
for money for Victoria following the dreadful
holocaust of the fires. It is a matter of public
knowledge and controversy that the Government has, during the wage pause and following
the election of a new Federal Government,
apparently committed the Treasurer for a further
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$20 million expenditure for reduced working
hours. This is a time of delicacy; a time when
expenditure ought to be restrained further. I am
also concerned that this action has floored the
Medi-care plan of the Hawke Federal Labor
Government, which is predicated on the basis
that Medi-care is cheaper than any existing system and that the scheme will not deduct more
than 1 per cent of income by way of a tax levy.
If the States of Australia-in this case Victoriathrough the health scheme, industrial relations
dialogue and agreements increase the cost of
administering health services in Victoria, Dr
Blewett, the Federal Minister of Health cannot
introduce the Medi-care plan by January. There
is no way that can happen.

Adjournment

of Works. I was rather surprised that little attention has been paid to the fact-as I understand
it-that a certain amount of the catchment area
was burnt out.
Will the Minister provide information on the
extent ofthe damage in the catchment area? Will
he provide figures of the total area of the burntout catchment area with respect to each dam
within the water supply catchment? Further, will
the Minister provide information on whether
any mountain ash forests have been burnt in the
fires? If so, is there any timber that could be salvaged for the timber industry, will those trees be
allowed to die-as they certainly will if they are
mountain ash-and will this valuable resourceful material be completely lost to the people of
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)- Victoria? Honourable members are entitled to
Order! I am having difficulty relating the have access to this important information and
remarks of the honourable member to the res- should be informed of the extent of the damage
ponsibility of the State Minister of Health. I hope that has occurred in the Melbourne and Metrothe honourable member is getting to the point of politan Board of Works catchment area.
The SPEAKER (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)his remarks.
Order! The remarks of the honourable member
Mr LIEBERMAN-Unless the Victorian should have been directed to the Minister of
Minister of Health and other State health Minis- Public Works, who is the responsible Minister.
ters are told and accept that industrial decision
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)-I raise a matmaking, the costs of running the public health
scheme in each State shall no longer be the pro- ter for the attention of the Minister of Health in
vince ofthe State and will be the sole province of response to claims made by the honourable
the Federal health Minister. The Federal health member for Benambra today, last night and elseMinister will say, "You won't get more than 1 per where regarding services for polio sufferers.
The SPEAKER-Order! Under the Standing
cent plus the basic grant. If you have extra
expenses in running the hospitals when you are Orders of the House, the honourable member is
not allowed to charge for their services any more unable to raise the same matter on the motion for
because Medi-care is 'free', you will have to raise the adjournment of the sitting.
the money elsewhere." The State Government
Miss CALLISTER-I have received reprewill not be able to use the user-pays principle. sentations about this matter and I wish to clarify
Therefore, there will be more taxes and charges the position of polio services at Fairfield Hospiin other areas in the State and/or the closure of tal.
essential services such as the polio unit at the
The SPEAKER-Order! I regret that that does
Fairfield Hospital. The polio unit should not be
not
alter the Standing Orders.
closed, but the Minister has refused to confirm
Mr EBERY (Midlands)-I refer a matter to
whether it is to be closed.
the Minister for Property and Services concernMy concern is about Federal-State relations. ing the Public Record Office and the discontinNow that the Hawke Labor Government is in uation of the correspondence reference service.
office, the Medi-care plan will have to be imple- Many country people are interested in obtaining
mented in each State. Victoria must know where information about the history of their grandparit stands. Will it lose autonomy on industrial ents and forebears. At present, the reference sermatters and matters of health staffing? What ser- vice has been discontinued.
vices in this State are to be cut because of the $20
In other words, anyone who seeks this informillion health bill?
.
mation must attend the Public Record Office in
Mr B. J. EVANS (Gippsland East)- I refer the Melbourne. I understand that microfilm records
Minister for Local Government to the recent are available at the Ballarat regional office and
fires which occurred in the north-eastern area of that that is the only other place besides Laverton
Melbourne and their effect upon the catchment where records exist outside the metropolitan
areas of the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board area.
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Many country people, including pensioners,
invalids and people who work during the week,
seek this information. Since no mail inquiry can
be made, it is often impossible for people to
obtain the information.
A constituent wrote to me stating that she had
visited Melbourne to obtain the information and
because of a lack of staff, the office was closed.
Therefore, the trip to Melbourne had been made
in vain. The Public Record Office notified the
inquirer that search agents are available for a fee.
However, that is discriminatory against people
who do not have the opportunity of travelling to
Melbourne.
On 22 October 1982, I wrote to the Minister
and received an acknowledgement and reasons
why the service had been discontinued. The letter stated:
During 1981-82, nearly 13 000 persons visited the
search rooms compared with only 4126 five years ago.
Nearly 60000 requests for service were dealt with last
year including 3274 requests by correspondence.

I am speaking about the 3274 people who made
requests by correspondence. The letter continues:
A second regional office in Bendi~o has been temporarily suspended but will resume If the Government
decides to proceed with a State office complex in Bendigo.

This means that the only people who have the
opportunity of using the service must live close
to the metropolitan area. The final paragraph of
the letter states:
The possibility of restoring the service is being kept
continuously under review but, unless public use
declines significantly or additional staff is provided, I
can foresee no early resumption.

Surely the public demand is an indicator of the
value of the Public Record Office. It would
require the appointment of only an extra two or
three officers to overcome the existing discrimination. I believe it is discrimination against people who do not have the opportunity or wherewithal to reach the office. It is important to ensure
that people who cannot travel to the metropolitan area be provided with the service. I ask the
Minister to give the matter consideration.
Miss CALLISTER (Morwell)- I raise a matter with the Minister of Health concerning services offered to polio sufferers. It has been
a~serted that the service offered at the Fairfield
Hospital, which is run by .the Family Health
Branch of the Public Health Division, is to be
cut. This service also offers help to sufferers of
multiple sclerosis. Naturally, a number of people
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are concerned about this and have sought clarification on the matter in view of the statements
made by members of this House. Can the Minister of Health clarify what the position is as to
polio services at Fairfield Hospital?
Mr RICHARDSON (Forest Hill)- I direct a
matter of urgency to the Minister of Consumer
Affairs relating to the way in which promotional
competitions are conducted. The competition to
which I draw specific attention affected a constituent in the electorate I represent-Mrs lannolo,
of 32 Range Road, East Burwood. The competition in which she became involved was run by
Kayser. One had to purchase a package of stockings that carried a large advertisement stating,
"Win a Kayser Laser". Inside the package of
stockings was a key and the expectation was that
if the key found in that package opened the lock
of a Laser car, one would win the car.
In the fine print associated with the competition, it is revealed that under virtually no circumstances can one win a car, even if the key
does open the lock. Mrs Iannolo had a key that
opened the lock to a car at the Myer Emporium
in the Knox City shopping centre. She had every
expectation that the car would be hers and she
was even told by the staff at Myer that that was
the case. However, the car was not to be hers at
all because the fine print on the package of the
Kayser stockings stated that the key had to pass a
securi ty check.
I have a letter sent to Mrs lannolo from the

Director of the Market Place Marketing Group
Pty Ltd, 155 Cecil Street, South Melbourne. The
Director, Mr Dolan, stated:
I regret to inform you that your entry was not successful under Condition number 7, listed in Conditions
of Entry on all Kayser packs. The key and padlock
failed the security test, therefore no prize will be
awarded.
As you will well appreciate, the competition was
Australia wide and there were literally hundreds of
thousands of keys manufactured. In these circumstances, it was conceivable that there would be keys
which would open the lock when they ought not. For
that reason a security test was established, in that all
winning keys had a signature written on them, which
would only be visible under a blue light. Unfortunately,
your key was not such a winning key and did not pass
the security test noted in Condition 7 in the Conditions
of Entry.

This verges on a massive con trick perpetrated by
the manufacturers of Kayser stockings, the Market Place Marketing Group Pty Ltd and Myer,
which was the sponsor of the promotion.
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In this case, Mrs lannolo was the victim, but a
number of other people were also victims of this
con trick. They were the victims of the incompetence and insensitivity of the MinisterofConsumer Affairs because this matter was raised by
me on 15 December 1982 during the debate for
the adjournment of the sitting. On that occasion,
the Premier stated that the matter would be
taken up with the appropriate Minister.
The Minister of Consumer Affairs has done
absolutely nothing about it. Mrs lannolo went to
the Ministry of Consumer Affairs and lodged a
complaint; the late honourable member for
Springvale also took the matter to that Ministry,
and I have had no response from the Minister,
despite the assurance from the Premier that there
would be one. Mrs Iannolo has had no response
from the Ministry of Consumer Affairs.
I want to know what the Minister of Consumer
Affairs proposes to do about these complaints of
long standing. If the Minister has done something about them, why will he not inform the
House; ifhe cannot do anything about them, why
does he not inform honourable members; if he
can do something about them, why will he not?
Mr RAMSA Y (Balwyn)- I raise a matter with
the Treasurer and state that it would be of value
to the House to have a fuller explanation from
him than he was prepared to give during Question
time this morning when, in a summary manner,
he stated that he authorized the transfer of the
bush-fire relief funds to the Cash Management
Account so that the fund could earn a higher rate
of interest pending its distribution to the bushfire victims.
The powers of the Treasurer to authorize
money to be transferred to the Cash Management Account are severely restricted by the
amendment to the Public Account Act, which
the Treasurer himself brought into being last
year. The Treasurer has authority under section
7 (5), which indicates that there shall be deposited in the Cash Management Account such
amount or amounts standing to the credit of each
relevant account as the Treasurer from time to
time determines for such period, not exceeding
twelve months, as the Treasurer from time to
time determines. The key words are "relevant
account".
The Treasurer should inform the House
whether the bush-fire relief funds were placed in
a relevant account. When one looks a little closer
at the Public Account Act, as amended, one finds
that a relevant account means a trust account
declared under sub-section (3) to be a relevant
aCCOl;n.t for the purposes of that section.
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Therefore, for the bush-fire relieffunds to be in a
relevant account it would have been necessary
for the Governor in Council to have declared the
trust fund to be a relevant account for the purposes of this section.
Rather than simply indicating that he had
authorized it, it would have been helpful if the
Treasurer had indicated to the House that the
Governor in Council had declared the bush-fire
relief funds to be a trust account within the trust
fund and to be a relevant account for the purposes of the Act. Will the Treasurer indicate to
the House whether the Governor in Council has
declared this fund to be a relevant fund; if so,
when was it done; if the Treasurer has, through
an oversight, failed to take this necessary step,
will he indicate to the House that he will rectify
the situation at the earliest opportunity so that
this is a temporary use of the bush-fire appeal
funds and a temporary procedure?
I commend the Treasurer for ensuring that the
money is not idle pending its distribution to the
bush-fire victims. I am not criticizing that. I am
sure the Treasurer would agree that it is important that the handling of public moneys, particularly trust funds involving a sensitive and important national issue, not only must be done correctly, but it must be seen to be done correctly
and this House should be fully informed of that
fact.
Mr WILLIAMS (Doncaster)-I desire to
bring a matter to the attention of the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. I have a publication, Alternative Handbook 1983, published by
the La Trobe University Students Representative Council, in conjunction with the La Trobe
University Union and the Sports and Recreation
Association. There is an article in it inciting people to smoke marijuana, which is in contravention of section 34 of the Poisons Act. It is a
most serious crime to urge people to commit an
offence under this Act. The penalty is up to ten
years' imprisonment, or a $4000 fine, or both.
This article reads:
So now you're at University. Ho hum, boring. While
enjoying your academic sojourn for the next three (or
more) years you are sure to encounter that counta-culture hero-the dope smoker.
Seriously though, if you don't know anything about
drugs, and wish to know more the best way is to find
some smokers and join them in their appreciation of
this fascinating botanical wonder.
Don't come on heavy since dope is still illegal most
smokers are wary of new faces, just sit on the outskirts
ofthe circle and sooner or later a joint will come your
way.
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Don't go talking to everybody about your dope connections-even the walls have ears, connected to the
heads of our blue-shirted friends.
Most smokers have a regular supply and if you wish
to score they will be only to happy to score for you.
Marijuana-Gone are the days of the $30 an ounce
but bags of grass are still around (if you can find 'em).
Today's prices are approx. $120-$200 for an ounce,
quality and price being proportional (most of the
time).

This is a most serious indictment on our law. I
understand that it has become a counter culture
to smoke marijuana, but if the Government permits the outlawing of the smoking of marijuana
to remain on the statute-book, then the Minister,
in all seriousness, is entitled to remind the Police
Force that it has a duty to ensure that students do
not publicly request, as in this journal, or encourage other students to break the law. As I said,
this offence carries a fine of $4000 and/or imprisonment for up to ten years, and it could ruin a
person's career.
It is a most serious matter. I have had this article brought to my attention by an irate parent
and I believe it is my duty to raise this matter in
this Parliament and urge the police to take serious action. If these people think it is a joke to
smoke marijuana, they must not realize what a
serious offence it is under the law. They can also
ruin their careers because of it, and this journal
incites students to buy and smoke marijuana.
Mr LEIGH (Malvern)- I bring a matter to the
attention ofthe Treasurer. On December 13 last,
I wrote to the Treasurer on behalf of a Mrs
Neilsen concerning a Lands Act case. She lives at
8 Scott Grove. She owns that property and rents
another property to someone else. I was led to
believe that she paid land tax on the rented property and not on the other property.
It concerns me that the Treasurer, some three
months later, has failed to answer my letter other
than acknowledging it within two weeks of
receiving it. Mrs Neilsen and I have waited for a
reply, but it has not been forthcoming. I hope the
Treasurer will give me an answer today. It may
be that the former Liberal Government took
some time to answer letters. If that is so, I do not
think that is proper and the responsibility is on
the Treasurer to correct that situation, and to
give me an answer to my letter.

Mr BROWN (Westernport)-I raise with the
Minister of Housing a matter in relation to the
reported statements by his permanent head in
today's press covering the aspect of the proposed
policy of the Housing Commission. His permanent head is quoted as saying that Housing
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Commission tenants should be allowed to have
part of their rents set aside to make up a deposit
to buy the house or fiat they occupy. The article
said that this was stated by the State Director of
Housing, Dr Roy Gilbert, yesterday. He went on
to tell the Melbourne Age that he had put his
proposal to the Minister of Housing, Mr Cathie,
and he believed that the Minister was very interested in the idea. Dr Gilbert said that he was 99
per cent sure that his plan would succeed. Dr Gilbert also told the association that it could be
argued that present housing policies "help to
keep the poor poor, most certainly not through
any malice or intent of any Government or any
public servant".
I ask the Minister to clarify whether this is a
proposal of the Government's and whether the
Government is going to take it on board. If the
Government intends to initiate this policy, it will
mean that it will be selling off Housing Commission stock.
I do not criticize what has been put forward by
Dr Gilbert, because there are good aspects that
are worthy of investigation. However, is it also a
change in policy for the permanent head to make
an announcement of this nature in relation to
major changes in policy. It was the prerogative of
the Minister in recent times.
I know that the Minister has been given the
additional portfolios of tourism and economic
development. He may find the workload is such
that the permanent head has to take up part of his
responsibility. I do not necessarily criticize it, but
the public should be informed if there are
changes in policy such as is proposed in this article. I further ask, if the permanent head is to
make such announcements and make such decisions in relation to major items of policy, would
he in future be available at question time in this
House to handle the role on behalf of the Minister?

Mr ROPER (Minister of Health)-Before the
honourable member for Benambra raced off, he
raised the question of the 38-hour week in the
health industry. I would have thought after question time today that he would have understood
clearly that the offer of the 38-hour week for public employees in this State was a result of a decision taken by the previous Government, which
commenced negotiations with a variety of industrial organizations in 1981. Those negotiations
were well advanced in many areas when we
became the Government and they have continued. There have been the most detailed negotiations, and there will be more negotiations
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with the health industry, both in the mental
health and mental retardation areas, and in the
hospital-ambulance and community health area
in the next few months.
It is our concern that if the 38-hour week
comes to this group of public employees-and
we do not believe that there should be discrimination against these public employees-then
there has to be an adequate costs offset. As I
explained to the House this morning-although
the honourable member for Benambra apparently was not able to understand it and will have
to read Hansardto eventually understand it-the
number of items that have been considered for
offsets are aimed at reducing the cost of implementing the 38-hour week and, if satisfactory offsets are not proposed by the various union organizations, then the operative date of I July will be
delayed until that occurs. During question time
earlier today, I also explained that this proposal,
like all the other shorter working week proposals,
that is, both those agreed to by our predecessors
and those agreed to during our term of office,
have been general Budget matters, not Budget
matters related to particular portfolios, and certainly health would not bear the burden when
everyone else has had it spread across the public
sector. This has been discussed both with the
Treasurer and with the Minister for Industrial
Affairs.
It is our intention to continue our negotiations
with this last, though large, group of public
employees, and I should hope that the co-operative nature of the negotiations that has been
important over the past few months continues
and that a suitable offer of offsets is made by the
union movement to the Health Commission in
order that an operative date of 1 July can be
agreed upon.
The honourable member for Morwell raised
the problem of the treatment of patients with
poliomyelitis through the Family Health Branch
of the Public Health Division. There are currently nineteen physiotherapists, with an effecti ve full-time n umber of 12· I, directly concerned
with the treatment of patients with poliomyelitis.
These physiotherapists are currently employed in the Family Health Branch of the Public
Health Division, and although primarily
engaged for the treatment of patients with poliomyelitis, because less time is now needed for
maintenance treatment of polio victims, they
also do other work. Listening to the honourable
member for Benambra, one might have imag-
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ined that 7000 people required constant treatment for polio and that the physiotherapists were
not able to cope with the number of polio cases.
The work that they do included treating patients
with multiple sclerosis, which is an important
area, and acting as consultants to infant welfare,
pre-school and school medical services. They
also treat children from the Department of Co mmunity Welfare Services who are at Allambie.
The current case load for these physiotherapists
is 580 patients and not 7000 patients; there is a
slight difference and it is to be hoped that the
honourable member for Benambra will read that
in Hansard. The current case load also includes
159 patients with multiple sclerosis.
What has happened is that over a period of
time the situation has changed. That branch has
changed its functions but its formal status has
not changed. It is a State-wide service; half of
the poliomyelitis patients attend the clinic conducted at Fairfield Hospital and the remainder
are seen either at home or at local clinics. Again it
was suggested that everyone came to Fairfield
Hospital for their treatment.
The last case of poliomyelitis to occur in Victoria was approximately four years ago and the
one before that approximately four years earlier.
The only new cases are migrants coming into
Victoria with the after effects of poliomyelitis. In
recent years there have been approximately 30
such patients.
Hence, the number of new patients is small
and will continue to remain so providing immunization levels are maintained. The Board of
Management of Fairfield Hospital is reviewing
the functions of the physiotherapists. That board
was appointed by my predecessor, the Honourable Bill Borthwick, after he had been forced to
intervene and terminate the services of the previous board. The board is examining all the functions of physiotherapists in the light of the significant changes that have occurred in the nature of
infectious diseases. The point that needs to be
made to all honourable members and to the community is that the question of infectious diseases
changes and there is a need for the relevant services to change.
I have heard the rumour which has apparently
caused people to telephone my office. People are
worried about a proposal to close the poliomyelitis ward at Fairfield Hospital. That is confusing
the treatment I have been talking about-the
physiotherapy treatment-with the treatment
that is provided in the ward at Fairfield where
there are presently eleven poliomyelitis patients
in respirators and there are seven in respirators
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at home. We are looking at a way in which we can
modify this service and take into account the
changes that have developed in that area over the
past decade or so.
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Melbourne and metropolitan areas. There is a
branch of the Public Record Office situated in
the basement of the Ballarat public offices and
there is one situated at Laverton.
The honourable member should be aware that
When I was in Opposition, I met a physiotherapist from the poliomyelitis section who was a similar office was to have been situated in Benvisiting a day training centre and I was surprised digo. However, a unanimous decision was made
at the time that she had been there, except that that the money for that office should be diverted
this is what has occurred. They have found other to housing and to the establishment of a public
useful work in the health system as the require- library. With the limited funds that would have
ments in the polio area have diminished. Provid- been available, it has become a matter of prioriing immunization levels are maintained, I ties. Had the limitation not been imposed, Benshould hope that we never have that type of polio digo would have been provided with that facilepidemic again and that these services that they ity.
have been moving into can be appropriately proHowever, the Government is conscious of the
vided.
needs of country people for a Public Record
Mr SIMPSON (Minister of Public Works)- Office, and I have received an additional report
The matter raised by the honourable member for on manning from the Public Service Board.
Gippsland East would be covered by the respon- However, I received that report only recently and
sibilities of the Ministers of water supply and for- it is presently being examined.
ests in another place. The honourable member
Mr SPYKER (Minister of Consumer
voiced concern about the Melbourne and Metro- Affairs)- The honourable member for Forest
politan Board of Works catchment areas in the Hill has acted like a 10hnny-come-Iately. The
north-east of the State. The honourable member honourable member was not even aware of the
wanted to know how much of that catchment matter he raised until it had been raised by the
area was affected by the recent bush-fires. The honourable members for Mildura and Noble
honourable member was also anxious to know Park and the late honourable member for Springhow much of the mountain ash had been affected vale.
by those bush-fires and how much timber could
The entire competition from start to finish was
be salvaged from those burnt-out areas.
a terrible mess. The retailers involved should
I do not have the detailed answers to those have acted in a more responsible manner and
questions but I will relay the matters to the two advised the participants in the competition of the
relevant Ministers and ensure that the honour- conditions involved. The honourable member
able member receives a response to his inquiry.
for Forest Hill indicated that the small print on
The honourable member for Midlands raised a the entry forms spelt out the conditions. The
question about the Public Record Office. As the retailers should not have indicated to the people
Minister responsible for the Public Record concerned that they were winners because there
Office, I pay tribute to Chris Hurley and his staff were additional conditions that clearly indicated
of 29 who do a magnificent job for Victoria in what should have been done.
that area. Professor Shaw and his committee
Following the receipt of many complaints,
have been assisting me in an advisory capacity. lengthy consultations have taken place between
Recently I received a report from Professor Shaw the Ministry, the promoters and the company.
and I requested the Treasurer to allocate money The initial intention was that eight cars should
for the provision of staff for the Public Record have been won. I understand that already eighOffice. The Treasurer has agreed to allocate teen cars have been handed over. Since that commoney for the employment of an extra six staff petition I have strongly advised consumers not
members.
to become involved in these sorts of competiApproximately ten days ago I issued a press tions. It is very difficult, with the hundreds and
release to that effect. If the honourable member hundreds of competitions that take place in this
for Midlands did not receive a copy of that press State each day, to keep up with all of them and to
release, I will ensure that he receives one in the ensure they are all properly run. I again urge conmail. The main concern ofthe honourable mem- sumers to be cautious.
Discussions have been continuing over the
ber was that people in country areas were not
obtaining the same level of services from the past six months and in some areas they have
Public Record Office as are people in the been successful and in others they have not. If the
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honourable member wants to get tough, I do not
understand why he has not made representations
direct to Courtauld (Australia) Ltd, the people
who were the initial promoters, and the other
companies involved. He has done nothing like
that.
The final point I make is to caution the honourable member for Forest Hill about the fact
that yesterday my Ministry received advice that
the matter is now the subject of legal action
between the promoters and the company. That
somewhat restricts the possible intervention by
the department. The honourable member for
Forest Hill has been continually making inane
interjections that reflect on the integrity of officers of my department. If the honourable member
had any real knowledge of what has taken place
he would understand that the officers have done
their utmost to ensure that the consumers are
protected. The department is limited in what it
can do and I caution the honourable member
about making public statements outside this
Chamber because of the legal action that is being
taken.
Mrs TONER (Minister for Community Welfare Services)-The honourable member for
Doncaster raised with me, representing the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, an article entitled "A Joint Article", which appeared in
a publication entitled Alternative Handbook
J983, which is apparently circulating at LaTrobe
University. It contains detailed advice concerning the obtaining of illicit materials. The implication is that the community is going to pot. I shall
certainly refer the matter to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services. I point out to the
honourable member for Doncaster that his revelation of the contents of the article should remain
within this House and not be taken outside,
because if he did so he would be promoting the
information he considered to be reprehensible
when it was circulated at LaTrobe University.
Mr CATHIE (Minister of Housing)-The
honourable member for Westernport referred to
a speech made by the Director of Housing, Dr
Gilbert, to a quarterly meeting of building societies in Victoria. I point out to the honourable
member that the Government is concerned
about the widening gap in Australia between
wealth and poverty. It is also quite aware that
one of the factors in that widening gap is the difficulty of access to home ownership opportunities.
The Government has a balanced programme.
It has two major programmes, of which the honourable member for Westernport ought to be
aware, one for rental assistance and the other for
home purchase assistance. I have no apology to
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make for the fact that the major priority is rental
assistance, because it is in that area that the most
urgent social needs exist, particularly because of
the large number of single-parent families seeking rental accommodation at present.
That does not mean that new ideas are not welcome. There is no specific proposal by the Government for any joint equity scheme and it was
never suggested by Dr Gilbert that he was
announcing Government policy. He made it
clear that he was doing nothing more than floating an idea that was only one idea amongst many
that ought to be considered and will be considered in time. Having said that, I also point out
that the priorities, which are clearly set out in the
Budget, have the support not only of the community housing groups in this State but also of the
housing industry. The Government has a balanced programme of priorities and it has the full
support of the Victorian people.
Mr JOLLY (Treasurer)-I refer, firstly, to the
matter raised by the honourable member for Balwyn, which concerns the decision to invest the
Bush Fire Appeal Trust Fund in the Cash Management Account. As the honourable member
would appreciate, on matters of such importance
as this I would not act without the advice of my
departmental officers and, of course, the Director of Finance, Mr lan Baker. I can assure the
honourable member that all the necessary formal
procedures were taken before the decision to
invest in the C~Sh Man~ment Account was
taken. The ma e went fore the Executive
Council and an der i Council decision was
made on 22 Feb~ary 1 83 to ensure that the
trust fund could be invested in the Cash Management Account.
In respect to the issue raised by the honourable
member for Malvern, concerning a dispute over
a land tax payment, the honourable member
would appreciate that the existing Government
inherited a land tax system that was a mess,
mainly because the previous Government
decided to introduce a computer-based system,
rather than a manual-based system, against the
recommendations of the consultants hired to
advise the former Government on these matters.
The honourable member will understand that
in relation to issues such as these I seek the views
of the Commissioner of Land Tax before formally replying to letters. If the commissioner has
not been in contact with the honourable member's constituent directly I will take up the matter
and ensure that there is an early reply.
The motion was agreed to.
The House adjourned at 5.58 p.m. until Tuesday, March 22.
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4888.
Advisory Council for Inter-Government RelationsRecommendations. qn 674. Government's attitude. qn 3263. Report presented, 4086.
Agent-General, Victorian. q 4020.
Agricultural Chemicals Act-Review, qn 674, qn 2427.
Agriculture. Department of-Stock diseases and noxious weeds, 363. Opinions of officers on drought
relief measures. 365, q 381, q 677, q 772,904,907.
68445/83

Agriculture, Department of-continued
Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act, qn 674, qn
2427. "Oout" sheep dip, qn 674. Kangaroo kill
quotas, qn 675. Staff, qn 675, qn 2353, qn 2427,
qn 2528, q 3494. Trade union representation,
qn 765. Plague locusts, qn 914. Financial management, qn 1031. Objectives. qn 1201. Purchases,
qn 1201. Use of anabolic agents, qn 1327. Veterinary Research Unit species tests, qn 1328. Budget
allocation, 1523, qn 2427. Technology information systems, 1631. Legislation, qn 1715, qn 2427.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1715. Use of
herbicide 2,4, 5-T, qn 2427. Discretionary funds,
qn 2427. Expenditure, qn 2529, qn 2863, qn 3556,
qn 3681. Access to documents, qn 2862. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 2863. Potatoes:
Foundation seed tests, qn 3211; spindle tuber
viroid, qn 3934. Questions on notice, qn 3268,
qn 3274, qn 3558. Forms issued, qn 3555. Goods
and services, qn 3556. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3556. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3556, qn 3680. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3557. Alleged bribes, qn 3557.
Corporate plans, qn 3558. Compulsory registration of vegetable growers, qn 3559. Subsidies and
grants, qn 3680. Interpreters, qn 3680. Works and
services, qn 3681. Flying of State flag, qn 3681.
Day labour, qn 3681. Publications, qn 3911. Airconditioning, qn 3918. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3919. Motor vehicles, qn 3927, qn 4672.
Licences issued, qn 3930. Beef measles, qn 4168.
Brucellosis, qn 4170, qn 4688. Oil consumption,
qn 4666. Instruction manuals, qn 4673. Visual
display units, qn 4678. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4697. Internal auditors,
qn 4697. Communications systems, qn 5008,
qn 5116. Overseas trips by officers, qn 5114. Injuries to employees, qn 5118. (See also "Bills- Vic-

torian College ofAgriculture and Horticulture Bill',
"Animals" and "Primary Industries".)
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Aircraft Trade Committee-Computerized learning
systems, q 5129.
Airport-For Geelong, 779.
Alcoa of Australia Ltd-Portland project, 963, q 1881,
q 4796, q 5209.
Alcohol-Use by young persons, 793, 796. Labelling
of drink containers, qn 913. Interests of Mr Doug
Elliot, q 1037. At sporting venues, q 1130, q 1884.
Beer price, q 1337. Related motor accidents,
qn 2356, qn 5320. Television advertising, 4545.
Abuse, 4546, 4550. Government grants, qn 5121.
Ambulance Services-Latrobe Valley, 266, 267, 774,
1822, 2074, 2116, 2118, 2364, 2748, 3159.
Increased charges, 407. Station for Nunawading,
790, 824, 828. First-aid qualifications, 1188, 1194.
For Emerald, 1706, 1711. Mornington Peninsula,
2748. Ventricular fibrillation equipment, qn 3332.
South Gippsland, q 5022.
Amusement Machines, qn 2612.
Animals-Endangered species, qn 16, qn 17, qn 2219.
Native birds in Macedon Ranges, 665, 668. Kangaroos: Kill quotas, qn 675; population, qn 3273.
Cat Protection Society, 948. Lost Dogs' Home,
948. Rabbit population, qn 1536. Steel-jawed leghold traps, 2544. (See also "BiIls- Wildlife (Fees)
Bilr.)
Apprentices-Effect of drought on job opportunities,
263,269. Training, 264, 267, 519, 950, 954, q 1337,
1387, qn 2048, q 4535. Proposed subsidy scheme,
519. In country towns, 856. Ratio to supervisors,
q 1337, qn 2048. Industrial Training Commission, 1387, q 5129. State additional apprenticeship scheme, q 1549, qn 2048, q 3497. In Horsbam,
1705, 1710. Outer Eastern Municipalities Association scheme, 2032, 2039. Statistics for various
municipalities, qn 2039. Statistics by trade,
qn 2040, qn 2041. Applicants unable to obtain
apprenticeships, qn 2041. "Lease an Apprentice"
scheme, qn 2041. Apprenticeships for females,
qn 2047. Workers compensation, q 2135. Group
apprenticeship programme, qn 2226. Employed at
Ba1Iarat railway workshops, qn 2228. Employed
by Victorian Government, qn 2231. Increase in
numbers, q 2241. Retrenchments, qn 2866. Out of
trade, q 4436. (See also "Employment and Training- Training'.)
Appropriation Bills-Concurrent debate, 744.
Arts. Ministry for the-Objectives, qn 2221. Staff,
qn 2221, qn 2222. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 2222. Purchases. qn 2222. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 2222. Expenditure, qn 2354,
qn 3005, qn 4259. Access to documents, qn 2529.

Arts. Ministry for the-continued
Forms issued, qn 3915. Supply of goods and services, qn 3917. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3918. Alleged bribes, qn 3927. Non-Government organizations, qn 4258. Internal auditors,
qn 4259. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4259. Oil consumption, qn 4667. Corporate plans, qn 4677. Questions on notice,
qn 4678. Discretionary funds, qn 4678. Revenue,
qn 4696. Technology information systems,
qn 5014. Communications systems, qn 5015.
Arts, The-Victorian Concert Orchestra, qn 20. Victoria State Opera, qn 21, 2116, 2120. Australian
Broadcasting Tribunal, q 279. Victorian Arts
Centre: Melbourne Concert Hall, 582, 588, q 1036;
projected completion, q 922. Geelong Performing
Arts Centre, 975, 976, qn 2228. Proposed centre
in Nunawading, 1026, 1029. Commonwealth
Government policy, q 1551. Donations to art galleries, qn 1717. Access for unemployed people,
q 2137. Victorian Council ofthe Arts, q 2871. Bass
booking agency, q 2875. Lending or hiring of works
of art, qn 3005. Ballan mural, 3671, 3677. International arts festival, q 3781. Unemployed artists,
q 4265. Financial allocation, 4566. Visit of Mrs
Melina Mercouri, qn 4687. Victorian film industry, q 5127. (See also "Bills-Film Victoria
(Amendment) Bill", "Film Victoria (Reconstitution) Bill", "Geelong PerjormingA rts Centre Trust
(Amendment) Bil/" and "Museums Bilr.)
Associated General Contractors Insurance Ltd, qn 3033.
Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd-Effect of Government policy, q 2871.
Associations Incorporation Act, qn 675.
Attorneys-General, Standing Committee of, q 3687.
Audit Office-Budget allocation, 1230.
Auditor-General-Reports, 682, q 768.qn 1030, 5131.
Supplementary reports, 2749, 4267. Deployment
of staff, qn 3304.

Austin. Mr T. L. (Ripon)
Abattoir and Meat Inspection (Further Amendment) Bill, 2457.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 848, 1253, 1434.
Arts, The-Financial allocation, 4566.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 5278.
Budget-For 1982-83,848,1253,1434. Deficit, 849.
Effect on employment, 850.
Burrumbeet (Russell Reserve) Land Bill, 76.
Bush Fires-Appeal, 3119. Ash Wednesday, 3119.
Damage, 4567.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Austin, Mr T. L.-continued
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 2028.
Country Fire Authority-Integration of fire services,
q 1132, 1253, 3786.
Decentralization-Incentives, 4566.
Drought-Relief, 150,419, 851, q 2540. Fodder subsidy, q 279. Slaughter of sheep, q 443. Effect on
grain harvest, 851. Sheep slaughter bounty, 852,
q 1639, 1705. Effects on economy, 852.
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Austin, Mr T. L.-continued
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1253.
Primary Industries-Stock slaughter bounty, 419.
Royal Commission on meat industry, 451. Effects
of drought, 851.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 629.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill,
2919.

Economy, The-State of, 849. Effects of drought,
852,4565.

Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2), 5267.

Education-Maryborough Technical School, 1403.
Ararat West Primary School, 3772.

Rural Finance and Settlement Commission (Penalties) Bill, 5267.

Education Department-Transfer of railway land,
1403. Budget allocation, 1434.

Sale-yards-Newmarket, q 4534.

Egg Industry Stabilization (Amendment) Bill, 2924.

State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4358.

Seeds Bill, 72.

Employment and Training-Job creation programmes, q 33.

Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4565.

Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill, 2415.

Taxation-Increases, 848, 850, q 3610. Financial
institutions duty, 4566.

Firearms-Registration, 4026, 4178.

Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1623.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4219.

Timber Industry-Harvesting, q 5129.

Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2452.

Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 173, 1166,
1170,1172.

Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill, 4947.
Grievances, 419, 801, 2067.
International Harvester Australia Ltd-Government guarantee, q 2742.
Labor Party-Election promises, q 33.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1765, 1774.
Lands Department-Leasing of Crown land, 853.
Land Settlement (Amendment) Bill, 3635.
Liquor Control Bill, 4482.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill,
2285.
Meat Industry-Stock slaughter bounty, 419. Royal
Commission, 451. Effects of industrial disputation, q 1950,2067.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1623.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Integration of
fire services, q 1132, 1253, q 3786.
Ministerial Statements-Australian Meat Industry
Royal Commission, 451. Ash Wednesday bush
fires, 3119. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
3475.
Municipalities-Local government subsidy scheme,
851.
Petitions-Firearms registration, 4026, 4178.

Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1932.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Dismissal of
chairman, 801. Accounting procedures, q 1819.
Operations, 3475.

Victorian Railways-Transfer of land to Education
Department, 1403. Sale of land at Doncaster,
q 4023.

Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
1778.
Wages-Local government subsidy scheme, 850.
Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill, 2412,
2414.
Water Supply-Conservation advertising campaign,
q 2054.
Wheat Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 2550.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 848, 1572.

Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union-Projected strike, q 1878.
Australian Bank Employees Union, 788.
Australian Broadcasting Commission-Transfer oftribunal to Sydney, q 279, q 1551.
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Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Royal Commission: Prosecutions resulting from inquiry, q 35;
q 442, q 772, q 1333; extension, q. 1204; Industrial
action against Police Department, 1025, 1029,
q 1038, q 1206,q 2359, q 2876. Demarcation disputes, 2212, 2215, q 243L Work bans on Parliament S'tation, q 23'58, q;2429; Operation of scissor
lifts, 3'323',3325. Site allowance for building-workers, 35QJI Government policy, q 4173. (See also
··Union$'~)

Awitratiiur ClUbs Developmeat Association; q 4 705~
q,5017:

Australbm:£bnstitutional Convention, 3051, q. ~76.
AustmdtiIa,Drug EvaluatiOR.Committee, qn 3574•.

Betta Grower Sales (Vic.) Pty Ltd-Employment practices, 3519.
Bicycles-Thefts, qn 19. Safety helmets for cyclists,
qn 1118. Education and safety, 5225.
Billings Natural Family Planning Centre-Funds,
q 444.
Bills-

Abattoir and Meat Inspection (Further Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reaGing, 1956; se€(i)nd
reading, 2Q94,,2457; appropriation~ 2l40~ remaining stages, 2461.

Aboriginal Lan.dClaims Bilt:-Introductionand first
reading, 3145; appropriation, 3344.

Aastrartalt Labor Party-Honouring of election
promiSes, q 31, q 32, q,33, q 379~ 381', 385, 393,~
4M-,. (jIJ445, q 525, 603,. &16, 65.2, 745, 76·t 815,
9>25, ~6, 938. 946, 957, 976, 987, 1000, lOOS.
Policies: Economic, 875~ on poket machines~
q 4010. History. 882. Results of Gallup pon, 967.
Pamamentary representatives, 973. Ainders byelection candidate, q 2237.q 2359. Alleged misuse
ofservices of media unit personnel, 4254. q 4260,
q 4261, q 4329, q 4437. Bectoral funding, q 4336,
4660,4663. Acti"ities of David Combe, 4548. Performance of Victorian Government. 5220.

Aboriginal

Lands (Aborigines' Adl'Q.Hcement
(Wtm Street, N(Nthcot.e) Bill-Introduction and first reading,. 121 t; second reading. 1365,

Australian Loan Council-Capital grants, 1007.

Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill-Introduc-

Leagu~)

1696; appropriation, 1426; declared a private Bill,
1696; motion to treat as public Bill agreed to. 1696;
Committee, 1703; remaining. stages, 1104.

Administration and Probate (Sufvival of Actions)
Bill-Introduction and nrst reading, 302; second
reading, 356, 566; remaining stages, 567.

Administrative Arrangements Bill-Introduction and
first reading. 4180; second reading, 4355, 4820;
Committee, 4822, 4944; third reading, 4946.

Australian Medical Association-Consultations with
Government. q 840.

tion and first reading, 2253; second reading, 2399,
3 }92; remaining stages, 3194.

Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd-Recycling of
scrap paper, 2424, 2426.

Alpine Resorts Bill-Introduction and first reading,

Australian Portland Cement Ltd-Cement dust fallout. 3528.
Australian Sports Medicine Federation-Submission
on sporting injuries, q 921.
Australian Transport Advisory Council-Recommendations. qn 1118.
Australian Water Advisory Council Technical Group,
qn 5108.

4448; second reading, 4726; appropriation, 4803.

Annual Reporting Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4446; second reading, 4659.

ANZ Executors and Trustee Company Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4902; second reading,
4920; third reading, 4935.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill-Appropriation, 534; introduction and first reading, 534;
second reading, 534, 607, 645, 697, 815, 847, 924;
Committee, 1175, 1226, 1376, 1426, 1475; motion
that Bill be considered an urgent Bill, 1514;
remaining stages, 1531.

B

Associations Incorporation (Amendment) BiI/Balcombe Military Camp, Mount Marth&, 3000.
Bally Corporation-Alleged Mafia connections, 904,
909,4547.
Bear, Mr Bob-Activities, 261, 269.
Beaufort House, 2243.
Bendigo-Unemployment in Bendigo electorate, 889.
College of Advanced Education, 891. Administrator, 3144.

Introduction and first reading, 4446; second reading, 4654; appropriation, 4719.

Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 4795; second reading,
4822, 5278; remaining stages, 5279.

Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 4448; second reading, 4635, 5028; Committee, 5035; remaining
stages, 5037.
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Bills-continued
Burrumbeet (Russel/ Reserve) Land BiI/-Second
reading, 76.
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill-Intro·
duction and' first reading, 341 1; second reading,
3536, 3961; remaining stages, 3965.
Cemeteries (,1mendment) (Commencement) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 2547; second read.
ing, 2594: remaining stages, 2595'.
Chiropodists (Amendment) Bill-Introduction. and
first reading, 3145; second reading, 3178, 3959;
remaining stages, 3961.
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bil/':-Received from
Council and first reading, 1656; second reading,
1754,2027; remaining stages, 2030.
Community Welfare geflvices (Amendment). BiIIIntroduction amf mst reading, J146; sec.ond reading, 3201, 3638: appropriation, 3618; remaining
stages, 3648. Lieutenant-Governor's amendment
dealt with~ 408-1 ..
Community We(fare Services (Attendanae Centre
Permits) BiII,--httroduction and first· reading, 4447;
second reading, 46:M, 4957; remaining.S1iaIes, 4962.
Companies (AfbnirtiiJlration) (Amendi:nertt) BillAppropriation, introduction· aud iB1 reading.
3145; se€onQ: reading, 3178, 38:73; remaining stages...
3873.
Constitution Act Amendment (7~mporary Provisions) Bill. Tht'-Introducti.oa and first reading..
3841 ~ second reading, 3i72; Committee and
remaining stages. 3873.
Consti~ution (Council PowerJ) Bill-Second reading,
3874,3&93; Committee, 3893; third reading, 3897.
Conslirulion (Duration of Parliament) Bill-introduction and first reading. 4182; second reading,
4305, 4448, 4457; Committee, 4457, 4964; third
reading, 4973.
Conslitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 3942: second reading, 4045, 4090; appropriation, 4086; third reading, 4111.
Constitution (Governor's
61.

SalafJ~

Bill-Proclaimed,

Constitution (Local Government) Bill-Received
from Council and first reading, 3145; second reading, 3395, 3618: motion to allow concurrent debate,
3411; motion for second reading agreed to by
absolute majority, 3634; Committee, 3725; motion
for third reading agreed to by absolute majority,
3772. Council message dealt with, 3942.
Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2546; second reading,
2588, 2650; remaining stages, 2654.
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Bills-continued
Construction Industry (Electrical and Metal Trades)
Long Service Leave Bilt-Introduction and first
reading, 2253; second reading, 2262, 2655; appropriation, 2419; remaining stages, 2657.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave BiI/Introduction and first reading, 4446; second reading, 4622; 5132; appropriation, 4902; Committee,
5139; remaining stages, 5140. Council amendmentsdealt with, 5233.
Consume17AjJairs Committee Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 4448; second reading, 4634, 5037;
remainimg stages, 50,52.
Council' of Law Reponing in Victoria Bill-Second
reading, 67; Committee, 70, 322; remaini~stages;
324.
Countr:r Roads (Lands) Bill-Introduction and,first
reading, 2253;;. second reading, 2397, 273-1;
remaining stag~ 2732.
Crown IntellectlMli. Property (Assignment) BillIntroduction and first readin~ 4446; secOltdlreading, 4654.
D~centralized bulustry

Incentive Payments (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first readiD& 3411;
second readmg, 3536; remaiaing stages,. 3959.

Dentists (Fees) Bill-Introduction and fis reading,.
302; second reading, 358; r:anaining stases, 359.
Director of Public ProsecutJions BiII-ltttroduction
and first reading, 1956; setOnd reading. 2096, 26"~
appropriation, 2140; Committee, 2619; remaining,
stages, 2693. Council aIDendment dealt with, 2923.
Domicile (Amendment) Bill-Second reading, 66~
remaining stages, 67. Council su.ested amendmentsdealt with, 55.8_
Drugs Poisons and Controlled Sub!tances (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading. 5131;
second reading, 5294.
Easlern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2139; second reading,
2201,2578; Committee and remaining stages, 2585.
Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first reading, 2179; second
reading, 2203, 2466; remaining stages, 2473.
Education Service (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1339; second reading, 1467;
remaining stages, 1475.
Egg Industry Stabilization (Amendment) BiI/Received from Council and first reading, 2857;
second reading, 2882, 2924; remaining stages, 2933.
Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3942; second reading,
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Bills-continued
4049,4111; appropriation, 4086; remaining stages,
4114. Council amendments dealt with, 4552.
Electoral Commission Bill-Second reading, 302,
1959; Committee, 1981; remaining stages, 1999.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 1642; second reading, 1893, 2270;
appropriation, 1925; Committee, 2281, 2400;
remaining stages, 2404. Council's suggested
amendments dealt with, 2730. Council amendment dealt with, 2915.

Bills-cont in ued
Fire Authorities Bill-Received from Council and
first reading, 4842; second reading, 4937, 5275;
Committee and remaining stages, 5278.
Fisheries (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 5131; second reading, 5311; appropriation,5312.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1957; second reading, 2102, 2440; Committee,
2449; remaining stages, 2457. Council amendments dealt with, 2912.

Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) BiI/Received from Council and first reading, 1696;
second reading, 1842, 2104; remaining stages, 2106.

Flood Plain Management Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2179; second reading,
2255,2975; remaining stages, 2989.

Equal Opportunity Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4446; second reading. 4719; appropriation,
4803.

Food Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2877;
second reading, 2883, 3700; appropriation, 3052;
Committee, 3719.

Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 136, 137; second reading, 167,490; Committee,
509, 1777, 1857; withdrawn, 2027.

Freedom o/In/ormation Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 924; second reading, 1061, 1791, 2106;
Committee, 2114, 2890; remaining stages, 2911.
Council amendments dealt with, 2996.

Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and first
reading. 2059; second reading, 2288; Committee,
2292. 2337; remaining stages, 2350. Council
amendments dealt with, 2654.

Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1211; second
reading, 1366, 1763; remaining stages, 1765.

Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 4795; second reading,
4935, 5165; Committee, 5176; remaining stages,
5180.
Ethnic A/fairs Commission Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 302; second reading, 425, 1101;
appropriation, 449; remaining stages, 1113.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1725; second reading, 1844, 2415; appropriation, 1857; remaining stages, 2418.
Film Victoria (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 3942; second reading, 4050, 4182;
remaining stages, 4185.
Film Victoria (Reconstitution) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 1725; second reading, 1898, 2145;
appropriation, 1925; remaining stages, 2152.
Financiallnstilutions Duty Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2139; second reading, 2180, 2768;
appropriation, 2253; Committee, 2815; third reading, 2854. Council's suggested amendments dealt
with,2993.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 3411; second reading, 3537, 4207, 4389;
appropriation, 3618; Committee, 4414; third reading, 4430. Council amendments dealt with, 5161,
5164.

Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bel/arine Water
Supply) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3942;
second reading, 4061, 4646; appropriation, 4086;
remaining stages, 4649.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill-Withdrawn, 61.
Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill-Appropriation,
introduction and first reading, 4362; second reading, 4618, 4946; remaining stages, 4950.
Groundwater (Amendment) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2565; second reading,
2648, 2965; remaining stages, 2970.
Health (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 136, 137; second reading, 169, 482;
remaining stages, 489.
Health (Consultative Council) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 3146; second reading, 3179, 3825;
remaining stages, 3829.
Health (Privileges) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 302; second reading, 359, 567; remaining
stages, 567. Council's suggested amendment dealt
with, 842.
Health (Radiation Safety) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2547; second reading, 2759, 3195, 3345;
appropriation, 3052; Committee, 3350, 3414; third
reading, 3444. Council amendments dealt with,
4315.
Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill-Council
amendments dealt with, 2989.
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Bills-continued
Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) Bil/Received from Council and first reading, 4180;
second reading, 4311, 5162; remaining stages, 5164.
Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3617; second reading,
3721, 3970; appropriation, 3841; Committee, 3989;
remaining stages, 4001. Council's suggested
amendments dealt with, 4319.
Hospitals and Charities (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1957; second reading,
2097, 2152; Committee, 2165; remaining stages,
2178. Council amendment dealt with, 2657.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4447;
second reading. 4637, 5143; Committee, 5152;
remaining stages, 5160. Council amendments dealt
with,5279.
Hospitals Superannuation (Amendment) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 4902.
Human Tissue Bill-Received from Council and first
reading, 2198; second reading, 2257, 2917;
remaining stages, 2919.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2547; second reading, 2592,
3801, 4001, 4121, 4185; Committee, 4191; third
reading, 4207. Council amendments dealt with,
4942.
Interpretation Bill-Introduction and first reading,
2253; second reading, 2439; referred to Legal and
Constitutional Committee, 2552.
Judges Salaries Bill-Appropriation, 1752, 2140;
introduction and first reading, 1752; second reading, 1846, 2140; third reading, 2144. Governor's
amendment dealt with, 2439.
Juries (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 3145; second reading, 3177, 3873;
remaining stages, 3874.
Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill-Introduction and
first reading. 1957; second reading, 2099, 2500;
remaining stages, 2506.
Land (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1211; second reading, 1374, 1765; appropriation, 1555; Committee, 1774; remaining stages,
1777.
Land Settlement (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 3146; second reading, 3184, 3634;
appropriation, 3344; remaining stages, 3637.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1642; second reading, 1752, 2299; Committee, 2327; remaining stages, 2337. Governor's
amendment dealt with, 2764.
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Bills-continued
Latrobe Regional Commission Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 5131; appropriation, 5312.
Legal Profession Practice (Solicitors' Guarantee Fund)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4446; second
reading, 4625, 4955; remaining stages, 4957.
Limitation ofActions (Personal Injury Claims) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 2546; second reading, 2765, 3444; Committee, 3450; remaining
stages, 3451.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 3691; second reading, 3798, 3951;
remaining stages, 3955.
Liquor Control Bil/-Introduction and first reading,
4180; second reading, 4294, 4457; appropriation,
4354; Committee, 4505; remaining stages, 4528.
Council amendments dealt with, 5235, 5286.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 2178; second reading, 2198; remaining stages, 220 I.
Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4447; second
reading, 4658.
Local Government Act (M iscel/aneous Amendments)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2254; second
reading, 2264, 2662; appropriation, 2419; remaining stages, 2664.
Local Government Department (Director-Generalfor
Local Government) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 302; second reading, 360, 558; remaining
stages, 560.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1210; second reading, 1371, 1901; Committee, 1924; remaining stages, 1925.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability) (Further Amendment) Bill-Withdrawn, 1425.
Local Government (Investments) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2253; second reading, 2398, 3185;
Committee, 3189; remaining stages, 3192.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
3145; second reading, 3397, 3618, 3634; motion to
allow concurrent debate, 3411; Committee, 3759,
3762; third reading, 3772. Council message dealt
with,3948.
Local Government (Pecuniary Interests of Councillors) Bil/-Council's suggested amendments dealt
with, 1172.
Local Government (Qualification of Councillors)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4087; second
reading, 5131.
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Bills-continued
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Administration) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 3691; second reading. 3799.4062: remaining stages, 4064.

Bills-continued
Ministry of Transport (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1210; second reading, 1369,
1656; appropriation, 1426; third reading, 1665.

Lotte,.ies Gaming and Belling (Amendment) BiI/Introduction and first reading. 155; second reading. 1642. 2281: Committee. 2287; remaining
stages. 2288.

Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 2877; second reading, 2888, 3350;
appropriation. 3344, 3355; Committee, 3355;
remaining stages, 3356.

Management and Budget Bill-Introduction and first
reading. 4181: second reading, 4307. 4376; appropriation. 4354; Committee, 4382; remaining stages,
4383.

Moto,. Accidents (Applications) Bill-Introduction
and first reading, 4446; second reading, 4621, 4955;
appropriation, 4719; remaining stages. 4955.

Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading. 4447; second reading. 4626,
5180; Committee, 5192; remaining stages, 5197.
Council amendments dealt with. 5270, 5290.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) BiI/Second reading. 76. 225. 324; Committee. 336;
remaining stages. 356. Referred to Social Development Committee. 843. 3052; report of Social
Development Committee. 3051, 4338.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) BiI/-Received from Council and
first reading. 2500: second reading. 2587, 2664;
remaining stages. 2669.
Melbourne Col/ege of Advanced Education Bil/Introduction and first reading. 2254; second reading. 2387. 2696; appropriation. 2439; Committee.
2719; remaining stages. 2729. Council amendments dealt with. 2970.
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and
first reading. 4447; second reading. 4656. 5140;
remaining stages. 5143.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill-Introduction and first reading. 2254;
second reading. 2391, 2729; remaining stages. 2729.
Mildura Irrigation and Water Trusts (Amendment)
Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
1475; second reading. 1648, 2933; remaining stages,
2935.

Motor Boating (Amendment) Bil/-Introduction and
first reading, 3146; second reading, 3182, 4114;
Committee, 4119; remaining stages, 4121.
Motor Car (General Amendment) Bilt-Introduction and first reading, 2254; second reading, 2393,
2952; remaining stages, 2955.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2254; second reading, 2418, 3052;
appropriation, 2419; Committee, 3060; remaining
stages, 3061. Council amendments dealt with.
3719.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1211; second reading, 1367, 1757; Committee, 1761; remaining stages, 1763.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and
first reading, 4447; second reading, 4657.
Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 923; second reading, 1099, 1666; Committee, 1678; remaining
stages, 1695. Council amendments dealt with,
2263.
Museums Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3942;
second reading. 4051. 4649; appropriation. 4086;
Committee, 4651; remaining stages, 4653. Council amendment dealt with, 4842.
Nue/ear Activities (Prohibitions) Bil/-Received from
Council and first reading, 3411; second reading,
3540, 5282; remaining stages, 5286.

Minerals and Energy (Fees) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 2254; second reading, 2392, 2730;
remaining stages, 2730. Council amendments dealt
with. 3194.

Nudity (Prescribed Areas) Bil/-Introduction and first
reading, 4447; second reading, 4723.

Mines (Amendment) Bil/-Introduction and first
reading, 2548; second reading. 2877; appropriation. 2912; withdrawn. 4181.

Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2139; second reading, 2297.
2553; Committee, 2562; third reading, 2565.
Council's suggested amendments dealt with, 2916.

Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and
first reading. 4181: second reading, 4362. 4823;
appropriation. 4445; Committee, 4838; third reading. 4842. Council amendments dealt with, 5263.

Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation BilIIntroduction and first reading, 4446.

Penalties and Sentences (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3942; second reading,
4053.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Bills-continued
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2}-Received from
Council and first reading, 4842; second reading,
4940, 5281; remaining stages, 5282.
Pipelines (Fees) Bill-Introduction and first reading,
1425; second reading, 1558, 1849; remaining stages,
1857.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill-Introduction
and first reading. 4447; second reading, 4642, 4962;
appropriation, 4719; remaining stages, 4963.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) BillIntroduction and first reading. 4445; second reading, 4631, 5077; appropriation, 5028; Committee,
5095; remaining stages, 5106. Council amendments dealt with. 5232.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 534; second reading, 606, 1135; remaining stages, 1142. Council's suggested amendments
dealt with, 1777.
Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 3146; second reading, 3183, 4064;
remaining stages, 4075.
Probate Duty Bill-Withdrawn, 61.
Public Account (Advances) Bill-Appropriation,
introduction and first reading, 4354; second reading. 4620, 4951; Committee, 4952; remaining
stages, 4954. Council's suggested amendments
dealt with. 5160.
Public Account (Amendment) BiI/-Appropriation,
introduction and first reading, 1225; second reading, 1375, 1651; remaining stages, 1656.
Public Account (State Development Account) Bil/Appropriation, introduction and first reading,
1999; second reading, 2103. 2404; Committee and
remaining stages. 2412.
Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 1957; appropriation, 2253; second
reading, 2350, 2565; Committee, 2575; remaining
stages, 2577.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3617; second
reading, 3800, 3841; Committee, 3865; remaining
stages, 3872. Council's suggested amendment dealt
with, 4317.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 302; second reading, 361, 629; remaining stages, 644.
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) BiI/Appropriation, introduction and first reading,
2179; second reading, 2204, 2473; Committee,
2485; remaining stages, 2486. Council's suggested
amendments dealt with. 2693.
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Bills-continued
Racing (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 4182; second reading, 4308,4842; appropriation, 4354; Committee, 4881; remaining stages,
4888. Council amendments dealt with, 5250.
Railways (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 2254; second reading, 2351, 2585;
remaining stages, 2587.
Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2}-Introduction
and first reading, 4180; second reading, 4307, 4383;
appropriation, 4354; remaining stages, 4389.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 695; second reading, 811,
1142; Committee, 1165; remaining stages, 1166.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations
Bill-Received from Council and first reading,
1475; second reading, 1649,2919; remaining stages,
2920.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2}-Received from Council and first reading,
4795; second reading, 4917, 5267; remaining stages,
5269.
River Entrance Docks Railway Construction
(Amendment) Bill-Appropriation, introduction
and first reading, 2565; second reading and
remaining stages, 2578.
River Murray Waters Bill-Received from Council
and first reading, 2565; second reading, 2646, 2955;
remaining stages, 2962.
Road Traffic (Amendment) BiI/-Introduction and
first reading, 137; second reading, 171,509,560;
remaining stages, 566.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)-Introduction and first reading, 4180; second reading, 4306,
4644; appropriation, 4354; remaining stages, 4646.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission (Penalties) Bill-Received from Council and first reading, 4180; second reading, 4312, 5267; remaining
stages, 5267.
St Andrew's Hospital (Guarantee) (Amendment)
Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first reading, 4935; second reading, 4993; remaining stages,
4994.
St Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2254; second reading, 2383,
2695; appropriation, 2419; remaining stages, 2696.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and
first reading, 137; second reading, 222, 1725;
Committee, 1751, 1941, 1999; remaining stages,
2025. Council amendments dealt with, 2920.
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BiIls-cont in ued
Scout Association Bill-Introduction and first reading, 3145; second reading, 3344, 3965; declared a
private Bill, 3965; remaining stages, 3970.
Seeds Bill-Second reading, 72.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) BiI/Received from Council and first reading, 362;
second reading, 429, 1783; remaining stages, 1791.
Stamps (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 4352; second reading, 4619, 4950; appropriation, 4719; Committee and remaining stages,
4951.
State Bank (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 1556; second reading, 1665, 2188; Committee, 2195; remaining stages, 2198.
State Board of Education Bill-Introduction and first
reading, 4446; second reading, 4641,5052; appropriation, 4719; Committee, 5071; remaining stages,
5077. Council amendment dealt with, 5265.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill-Received from Council and first reading, 2577;
second reading, 2642, 2935; Committee, 2945;
remaining stages, 2951.
State Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements) Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first
reading, 1752; second reading, 1847, 2265;
remaining stages. 2270.

Bills-continued
Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first reading, 4086; second reading,
4247, 4554; Committee, 4604; remaining stages,
4605.
Supporting Parents Concession Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first reading, 4354; second
reading, 4621, 4994; Committee, and remaining
stages, 4997.
Town and Country Planning (Amendment) Bill {No.
2)-Received from Council and first reading, 4246;
second reading, 4370, 5269; remaining stages, 5270.
Transport Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4181;
second reading, 4321, 4739; appropriation, 4354,
4719; Committee, 4777, 4803; remaining stages,
4820. Council amendments dealt with, 5107.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bil/-Appropriation, 1751; introduction and first reading, 1752;
second reading, 1896, 2292; Committee, 2296;
remaining stages, 2297.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 137; second reading, 172,
1166; Committee, 1169; remaining stages, 1172.
Council amendments dealt with, 2661.

State Employees Retirement Benefits (Amendment)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4902.

Victorian Col/ege of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 1210; second
reading, 1362, 1925; appropriation, 1555; remaining stages, 1941.

State Film Centre of Victoria Council Bill-Introduction and first reading, 4181; second reading,
4302; appropriation, 4354.

Victorian Prison Industries Commission BiI/Introduction and first reading, 3942; second reading, 4087; appropriation, 4114.

State Insurance Office (Extension ofFranchise) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 4181; second reading, 4356. 4975; remaining stages, 4993. Council
amendments dealt with, 5266.

Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal ofAssets) Bil/Received from Council and first reading, 606;
second reading, 696, 1778; declared a private Bill,
1778; motion to treat as public Bill agreed to, 1778;
remaining stages, 1783.

Statute Law Revision Bill-Message from Council
to refer Bill to Legal and Constitutional Committee, 695, 815. Report of Legal and Constitutional
Committee presented, 4180. Received from
Council and first reading, 4302; second reading,
4725; remaining stages, 4726.
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bil/-Second reading, 70; referred to Legal and Constitutional Committee,71.
Superannuation (Fund Contributions) Bill-Appropriation, introduction and first reading, 4354;
second reading, 4722.
Superannuation (Railway Service Employes) Bil/Introduction and first reading, 1957; second reading, 2101. 2179; appropriation, 2140; remaining
stages, 2180.

Victorian Tourism Commission Bil/-Introduction
and first reading, 1556; second reading, 1643, 2486;
appropriation, 1725; Committee, 2495; remaining
stages, 2500.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring)
Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2548; second
reading, 2750, 3354; appropriation, 2912; Committee, 3395, 3451, 3542, 3648, 3669; remaining
stages, 3670. Council amendments dealt with,
4372.
Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 1957; second reading, 2101, 2412; appropriation, 2140; Committee,
2414; remaining stages, 2415. Council's suggested
amendment dealt with, 2577.
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Bills-continued
Werribee South Water Supply (Validation) BiI/Introduction and first reading, 1556; second reading, 1647,2144; remaining stages, 2145.
Wheat Marketing (.4.mendment) Bill-Received from
Council and first reading, 2473; second reading,
2548; remaining stages, 2552.
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Brown, Mr A. J.-continued
Building and Construction Industry-Proposed
building dispute tribunal, qn 3211.
Churchill Island-Restoration of access bridge, 584.
Community Welfare Services, Department of-Discretionary funds, qn 2613, qn 4679.
Conservation, Ministry for-Discretionary funds,
qn 3272.

Wildl((e (Fees) Bill-Introduction and first reading,
2139; second reading, 2203, 2461; Committee,
2464; remaining stages, 2465. Council amendments dealt with, 2912.

Consumer Affairs-House builders' liability, 1406.
Proposed building dispute tribunal, qn 3211.

Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill-Introduction and first reading, 2547; second reading,
2589,2857; remaining stages, 2860.

Consumer Affairs Council-Appointments, qn 3270.
Building industry operations, qn 3271. Investigation of arbitrators, qn 3271.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill-Appropriation. introduction and first reading, 534; second
reading, 534, 697. 815, 847. 924; Committee, 1559.
1631; remaining stages. 1631.

Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1316.

Works and Serrices (Supply 1983-84) Bill-Appropriation 4086; introduction and first reading, 4087;
second reading, 4251. 4605; remaining stages, 4612.

Corporate Affairs Office-Investigations into insurance companies, qn 3033.
Crown Land-Use by sporting bodies, 266.
Decentralization-Incentives, 4600.

Wrongs (Dependants) Bill-Received from Council
and first reading, 2933; second reading, 2962;
remaining stages, 2965.

Drought-Relief, q 1131. Suggested freight subsidy
for drought-affected stock, 2213.

Bingo Games-Infiltration by organized crime.
qn 4149. Major operators. qn 4163.

Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1237. Discretionary funds, qn 3273.

Births, Deaths and Marriages, Registrar of-Registration of surnames, 1706. Difficulties for adopted
persons, 1799, 1804. Cost of certificates, 4026.

Education-Teachers' salaries, 405. School building
programme, 407. Health and human relations
courses, 3344. Vacant site adjoining Koo-wee-rup
High School, 4255.

Borland, Professor Kevin-Appointments, 3065, 3066.

Drugs-Use by young persons, 749.

British Drug House, Port Fairy, 1405.

Employment and Training-For Mornington Peninsula, 121. Employment grants scheme, 407. Discretionary funds, qn 4679.

Brown, Mr A. J. (Westernport)

Environment-Returnable drink containers, 136.

Aboriginal Land Claims Bill. 3177.
Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement
League) (Watt Street. Northcote) Bill. 1696, 1703.

Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2805, 2854.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4244.
Flood Plain Management Bill, 2986.

Agriculture. Department of-Budget allocation,
qn 2427.

French Island-Suggested freight subsidy for
drought-affected stock, 2213.

Ambulance Services-Increased charges, 407.
Latrobe Valley air ambulance service, 2074, 2748.
Mornington Peninsula air ambulance service,
2074,2748.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 406,
746.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bellarine Water
Supply) Bill, 4646.

ANZ Executors and Trustee Company Bill, 4928.

Grievances, 404, 2074, 4536.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 744,1237,1268,
1277,1290, 1291, 1303, 1316.

Handicapped Persons-Latrobe Valley homes for
handicapped children, 2117.

Arts, Ministry for the-Discretionary funds, qn 4678.

Health-Increased charges, 746. Cot death syndrome, 750. Advertising of tobacco products, 753.

Budget-For 1982-83, 744, 1237, 1268, 1277, 1290,
1291, 1303, 1316. Preliminary projections for
1983-84, q 4082.

Hospitals-Increased charges, 405. Suggested curtailment of services in Liberal electorates, q 841.
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Brown, Mr A. 1.-continued
House Builders' Liability-Claim for Balnarring
house, qn 126. Guarantor bodies, qn 128. Arbitrators, qn 186. Colonull Constructions PtyLtd,
qn 1318, qn 1325. Housing Builders Association
Ltd, qn 1325, qn 1327.
Housing-House builders' liability, 126, qn 1318,
qn 1325, 1406. Australian ;Institute of Arbitrators,
qn 186. Housing Builders Association :Ltd,
qn 1327. Boarding-house accommodation, q2436.
Community housing, 2599. Incentive grants,2732.
Interest rates, 3064.
Housing Builders Association Ltd-Carter Homes,
qn 1325. Compensation payments, qn 1327.
Housing Commission-Increased rentals, 407. oUse
of dumped timber, q 1-955. Community ho.using
initiatives, 2599. Purchas.eofhouses at Balcornbe
military camp, 3000. Home purchase assistance,
3207.
Housing, Ministry of---Employment of builders,
qn 3268. Social workers appointed to estates,
qn 5005.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Ministry of-Discretionary funds, qn 416'5.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4131.
Insurance-Appointment.Qf referees, assessors and
arbitrators by Supreme Cou"rt, qn 3033.
Labor Party-Election proon"ises, 405, 745.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1303. Discretionat"Y funds, qn 3272.
Lands Department-Use ofCrown land, 752. Budset
allocation, qn 2236.

Brown. Mr A. 1.-continued
Mildura Irrigation and Water :Frosts (Amendment)
BiIl,2933.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4368.
Ministerial Statement-Community housing initiatives, 2599.
Ministry, The-Remarks of Minister for Economic
Development, 745.
Mornington Peninsula Develilpment Committee,
121.
Motor Car, (General Amendment),Bill, 2954.
Motor Car (Learner Drive~)'BiU".J056.
M unicipalities- WaverleY'Ci~yCaunoil, 405.
PackagiQg-Returnable drink .containers, 136.
Parliament-Sittings, 4445.
Petitions-Returnable drink containers, 136. Health
and human relations courses, 3344.
PetroleumP.:ooucts-Petrol:prices, 406, 746.
Planning, Ministry for-Diicretionary funds,
qn 3034.
Points of Order-Offensive remark, ,404. Relevancy
of answer, 444. Call by Chair, 1339. Misleading
statement, I ~ 18.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Discretionary funds, qn 3272.
Police Department-Staff increases, 407. Budget
allocation, 12.68. Staff for San Remo, 1803,2032.
StaffforGippsland, 3149. Bass police station, 3548.
Premier and Cabi.net, Department oftbe-Financial
allocation, 4599.

Law Department-Activities of arbitrators, qn 2537.
Discretionary funds, qn 3033. Justices ofthe peace,
4431.

Property and Services, Department of-Discretionary fuD<k, qn 2128.

Liquor Control Bill, 450 I.

Public Works Department-Allocations for distribution at Minister's discretion, qn 2236.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1908.
Master Builders Association-Shareholding in
Palmdale Insurance Ltd, qn 3033.
Master Builders' Housing Fund Ltd-Fonner director, qn 127.

Racing-Sires Produce Stakes funding programme,
432. Country racecourses, 751.
River Murray Waters Bill, 2955.
Roads and Bridges-Churchill Island bridge, 584.

Media-Advertising, 1114.

Royal Victorian Bowls Association-Public access
to Crown land, 266.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Head
office building repairs, 407.

Rural Finance Commission-Discretionary funds,
qn 3271.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bill, 2666.

Small Business-Effect of unemployment, 408.

Members-Letter to justices of the peace from
honourable member for Frankston, 4431.
Mental Health-Latrobe Valley homes for handicapped children, 2117.

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 2020.
Sport-Proposed Carrum water sports centre, q 380.
Government sponsorship, 408. Government
funding for yachting, 750. Pacific School Games,
753.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
Brown. Mr A. J.-continued
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
406.
State Finance-Treasury discretionary funds,
qn 2537. Budget deficit. 4599. Accounts outstanding for Government projects, q 4897.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4359.
Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4598.
Task Forces-Information, q 1641.
Tattersall Consultations-Agreement with Government, 752.
Taxation-Increases. 747. Financial institutions
duty, 1869.
Timber Industry-Effects of dumping. q 1955.
Tourism-Discretionary funds, qn 3314. Regional
authorities. 3485.
Transport BilL 4761.
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Budget-continued
Account, 618, 624, 658, q 3336. State Development Account, 618, 658. State taxes and charges,
619, q 3338, q 3339, q 3607, q 3609, q 3610,
q 3611. q 3612, q 3613, q 4083, q 4698. Response
of Opposition, 715, 958, 966. Current Account,
732, 1004, 4138, 4144, q 4800. Effect on employment, 849. Strategy, 858,946,970. Multiplier effect,
864,871. Public sector resources, 879. Programme
budgeting, 931, 946, 969. Government priorities,
944. Estimates, q 2617. Effect on economy, q 3043.
Effect of bush fires, q 3339. Forward estimates for
1983-84, q 3498, q 3936, q 3938, q 4082. Proposed cutbacks, q 4800. (See also "State Finance,"
"Taxation" and "Bills-Appropriation (1982-83,
No. 1) Bill. ")

Builders Labourers Federation (See "Australian Building Construction Employees and Builders labourers Federation" and "Unions".)

Victorian Railways-Sale of land at Doncaster,
qn 4334, q 4439.

Building and Construction Industry-Criminal infiltration, qn 21. Complaints, qn 22. Indicative
Planning Council report, q 376. Defective homes,
416. Arbitration, q 524. Government assistance,
q 528. State of, 761, q 2431. Black bans, q 2429.
Demarcation disputes, q 2431. Proposed building
dispute tribunal, qn 3211. Operations referred to
Consumer Affairs Council, qn 3270. Arbitrators
investigated by Consumer Affairs Council,
qn 3270. Chirnside Park dwellings, 5215.

Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3356, 3451, 3452, 3454, 3455, 3456, 3545, 3547,
4375.

Burgin, Mr C. W. (Polwarth)

Transport, Ministry of-Financial allocation, 4602.
Transport Regulation Board-Report on rail services., qn 373.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, TheAppointment of liquidators, 4536. Liquidation,
q 4614. Examination, q 4702.

Werribee South Water Supply (Validation) Bill, 2144.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 744.
Youth Affairs Council, 408.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-

Agriculture, Department of-Budget allocation,
1525, 1527.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 892,1444,1455,
1525,1527.

Department Qf-Budget allocation, 747, 1277, 1290,
1291, 460 I. Discretionary funds, qn 2236.

Budget for 1982-83,892,1444,1455,1525,1527.

General-Proposed Carrum water sports project,
q 380, 751. Youth homelessness, 749. Planned
motor raci ng track, 751.

Dental Service-School, 3839.

Grants and Subsidies-For yachting, 750.

Bush Fires-Appeal, 3112. Relief, 3112.
Economy, The-State of, 893.
Education-Timboon high and primary schools,
2520.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1986.

Budget-Delay in presentation, q 275, q 375. Deficit,
q 440, 614, 618,623, 625,645,658, 701, 720, 728,
732,815,849,859, 881, 1012, 1021, 1024,4138,
4144, qn 4172, qn 4173. Processes, q 441. Papers,
q 527,613.741,759,761,859,876,896,954,958,
973,976, 994. 1000, 1013, 1021. 1023, 1024. For
1982-8~ 534, 60~ 64~ 69~ 72~ 815, 84~ 92~
1175, 1226. 1376, 1426. 1475. Leverage leasing,
612, 623. 860, 873, 932. Cash Management

Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill, 2417.
Firearms-Registration, 3941.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4233, 4420, 4426, 4430.
Fire AuthoritiesBiU, 5277,5218.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2445, 2453, 2915.
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Burgin. Mr C. W.-continued
Forests Commission-Increased royalties for timber industry, 895.
Housing-Budget allocation, 894.
Land (Amendment) Bill. 1767.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill.
2201.
Medical Practitioners (Private -Hospitals) Bill. 258.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon. L.
H. S. Thompson. CMG. 1626
Mental Health-Colanda Training Centre, Colac,
1532.
Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesday bush fires,
3112.
Motor Boating (Amendment) Bill, 4115.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 3060.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill, 1758.
Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
1680. 1688. 1690.
Petitions-Wood chipping in Otway Ranges, 135.
Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049. School
Dental Service. 3839. Firearms registration, 3941.
Points of Order-Admissibility of matter raised on
motion for adjournment of sitting. 2209. Matter
raised on motion for adjournment of sitting to
seek action from Minister, 2210. Extension of
question time. 2429. Tabling of quoted document,
3465,3467.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill. 1139. 1141.
Public Account (State Development Account) Bill,
2576.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4865, 5255.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill. 1945.
Taxation-Financial institutions duty, 893.
Increases. q 3612.
Thompson. The Hon. L. H. S.• CMG, 1626.
Timber Industry-Wood chipping in Otway Ranges,
135. Sawmilling in Otway Ranges, 894. Increased
royalties. 895.
Transport Bill. 4782, 4783, 4788, 4795,4805,4809,
4811.4814,4816.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 1170, 1171.

Bush Fires-Potential fire danger, q 1638. Availability
of Royal Australian Air Force aircraft, q 2742.
Appeal, q 3041, q 3042, q 3043, q 3044, q 3045,
q 3046, q 3067, q 3068, q 3069, q 3072, q 3154,
q 3156. q 3341, q 3405, q 3777. Ministerial statement, 3072. Relief, 3072, q 3339, q 3340, q 3341,
q 3608. Granny flats for victims, q 3154. Transfer
of relief funds to Cash Management Account, 3155,
3206, 3210. Damage to catchment areas, 3204. In
Evelyn electorate, 3527. Wages bill, 3675.
Replacement of burnt documents, q 3687. Inquiry,
q 3777. Taxation of relief payments, q 4078,
qn 5016. Damage, 4567. Recognition of services
by' individuals and groups, 4662. Community
committees, qn 4684. Fencing subsidies, 4998,
4999. Programme for fire-prone areas, q 5128.
Business of the House-Extension of question time,
34. Orders of the Day discharged, 61. Order, 136,
424,567,607,2194,2490,2650,2759,2951,3052,
4302,4372,4383,4448,4803,4946. First reading
of Bills, 137. Questions without notice: Guidelines, 381, 587; admissibility, q 681, q 2362; rulings by Mr Speaker, 1956, 1999. Broadcasting of
proceedings, q 531. Questions on notice: By
honourable member for Doncaster, 588; answers,
qn 914, qn 1031, qn 1119, qn 1200, qn 1201,
qn 1328, q 1417, 1532, 1533, qn 1536, qn 1540,
qn 1714, qn 1715, qn 1807, qn 1810, 1867, 1872,
q 2046, qn 2121, qn 2221, qn 2223, qn 2525,
qn 2601, qn 2870, q 2873, 3001, qn 3032, 3149,
3152, qn 3213, qn 3218, qn 3227, qn 3230,
qn 3234, qn 3265, qn 3266, qn 3267, qn 3273,
qn 3276, qn 3313,3400,3403,3487,3488, qn 3491,
qn 3557, qn 3576, qn 3601, qn 3602, qn 3907,
qn 3932, qn 4165, qn 4677, qn 4678, qn 5012,
qn 5109. Parliamentary resolutions, q 678, q 679,
q 680, q 681, q 769, q 771. Concurrent debate on
Bills, 683. Sessional Orders, 774,1957,3618. Days
and hours of sitting, 1134, 1362, 1866, 1871,4267.
Points of order, 1338. Photographing of proceedings, 1424. Notices of motion, 1556, 2438, 4902.
Tabling of documents, q 1641. Grievance debate
limitation, 2545, 4353, 5198. Absence of Clerk
Assistant, 3041. Correction of Bills, 3051. Notice
Paper, 3067,4434. Question Paper, 3154. Televising of proceedings, 3459, 3607. Unparliamentary
language, 3485. Parliamentary privilege, 3893.
Venue ofsittings, 4442, 4528. Legislative Assembly rules, 5028.

Victorian Railways-Weight limit on bridges, 515.
Leasing back of rolling-stock, 894.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3388.
Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill, 2414.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 892, 1575.

C
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Abattoirs-At Newmarket, qn 3242.
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Aboriginal Affairs-Land rights, q 4799.
Aboriginal Land Claims Bill, 3145, 3175.
Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement
League) (Watt Street, Northcote) Bill, 1211, 1365,
1696, 1702.
Accounting-Proposed establishment of accounting
standards review board, qn 1806.
Acts of Parliament-Accountability of registered
office bearers, qn 3600. Proclamation, qn 5204.
Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill, 302, 567.
Administrative Arrangements Bill, 4180, 4822, 4944,
4946.
Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill, 2253,3194.
Advisory Council for Inter-Government Relations-Recommendations, qn 674. Government's attitude, qn 3264. Report presented, 4086.
Agent-General, Victorian, q 4020.
Alcoa of Australia Ltd-Portland operations, q 1881,
q 4796, qn 5209.
ANZ Executors and Trustee Company Bill, 4902,
4920,4933.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 724.
Associations Incorporation Act-Proclamation,
qn 675.
Associations Incorporation (Amendment) Bill, 4446.
Attorneys-General, Standing Committee of, q 3687.
Auditor-General-Report, qn 1030. Deployment of
staff, qn 3304.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Royal Commission: Prosecutions, q 35, q 442, q 772; extension
of time, q 1204; by Mr Winneke, q 1333. Construction bans on police stations, q 1039. Work
bans on Parliament station, q 2358. Government
policy, q 4173.
British Drug Houses, Port Fairy-Government
assistance, 1406.
Budget-For 1982-83, q 375, 724. Availability of
papers, q 527. Estimates for 1983-84, q 4082.
Building and Construction Industry-Arbitration,
qn 524.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3041, q 3042, q 3043, q 3044,
q 3045, q 3046, q 3067, q 3068, q 3069, 3072,
q 3154, q 3155, q 3777. Ministerial statement on
Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3072. Relief, 3072,
q 3339, q 3341, q 3608. Wages bill, 3675. Replacement of burnt documents, q 3687. Income tax relief
proposals, q 4078.
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Business of the House-Questions on notice, 588.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Travel
arrangements, q 37, q 1'94, q 196, q 446; terms of
reference, q 133, qn 273; availability of information, Q 196; comments of Minister for Tourism,
q 596, q 598, 667, q 676, q 681; discussions with
Premier, q 60 I; appointment ofMr Leo Hart, QC,
q 768; Government restraints, 1353; report, q 2616,
4338, 4339, q 4434.
Children-Censorship of unsolicited material,
qn 3310.
Chinese Premier-Visit to Australia, q 3831.
Christmas Felicitations, 2997.
Commonwealth Games-Victorian team, q 918.
Commonwealth Government-Economic policies,
q 1633. Prices and incomes accord, Q 3047. Review
of administrative breakdowns and failures,
qn 3329. Legalization of video taping oftelevision
programmes, qn 3583. Economic statement,
q 4328.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Mandate of Federal Labor Government, q 3042. Ministerial conferences, qn 3333. Franklin dam, q 4081.
Community Welfare Services-Domestic violence,
q 2055.
Companies (Administration) (Amendment) Bill,
3145,3178.
Constitutional Convention, Australian, q 4076.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3890, 3894, 3896.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4456,

4964,4966.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3947.
Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2546.
Consumer Affairs-Use of pushers in stores, 4143.
Repossession of goods sold under hire purchase,
qn 4163.
Corporate Affairs-Proposed establishment of
accounting standards review board, qn 1806.
Special investigations of companies, qn 3285.
Registration of company or business names,
qn 3775.
Corporate Affairs Office-Notification of change in
directorships, q 1205, 1406. Annual report, 2059.
Investigations into insurance companies, qn 3033.
Correctional Services Division-Refusal for visit by
shadow Minister, q 2240. Escapes from Pentridge
Prison, q 3834.
Council of Law Reporting in Victoria Bill, 69, 322,
324.
Country Fire Authority-Cost of fighting fires, 3675.
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Crime-New South Wales police task force inquiry,
qn 273.
Crown Prosecutor-Appointees, qn 273.
Dairy Industry-Milk pricing, q 4021.
Deaths-J. L. Cremean, Esq., I, 16. Hon. Samuel
Merrifield,2, 16. Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 7, 16. W. F. L.
Reese, Esq., 591. Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1121. R.
H. Suggett, Esq., 1411. K. F. King, Esq., 3035,
3041.
Debt Collection-Activities, qn 2052.
Decentralization-Incentives, q 680, q 2542.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 1956, 2677,
2682,2686,2688,2689,2691,2693,2923.
Domicile (Amendment) Bill, 67,558.
Drought-Relief, q 30, q 131, q 1203, q 2132. Sheep
slaughter: Bounty, q 190,369, q 377, q 381, q 439,
q 528, q 677, q 770, q 772, q 837, 907, q 1418,
q 1639, 1710: humane stock slaughter, q 444. Fodder subsidy, q 279. Use of water storage land, q 443.
Income levels for primary producers, q 1819. Tour
of affected areas by honourable members, q 2058.
Drug Trafficking-Royal Commission by Mr Justice
Stewart, 4734, q 4800.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Access to
documents, qn 1809. Objectives, qn 1810. Staff,
qn 1810, qn 1811, qn 1812. Legislation administered, qn 1811. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 1811. Purchases, qn 1811. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 1811. Review of operations,
qn 1812. Licences issued, qn 1814. Technology
information systems, qn 2865. Expenditure,
qn 2865, qn 2866. Publications, qn 2865. Advertising and public relations services, qn 2867. Airconditioning, qn 2867. Interpreters, qn 2867.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 2868. Communications systems, qn 2868.
Repairs to motor vehicles, qn 2869.
Economy, The-Stimulation, 725. Proposed wages
and prices freeze, q 1878, q 2129. Effect of
increased energy charges, q 1882. State taxes and
charges, q 1952. Economic summit, q 2739, q 3831,
q 3836. Wages policy, q 4332.
Electoral-Springvale by-election, q 3335. Alleged
misuse of media unit, q 4260, q 4261, q 4329,
q 4437.
Electoral Commission Bill, 302, 1982, 1987.
Employment and Training-Employment IOItI3tives programme, q 31, q 130, q 132, q 1548,
q 1632, q 1815. Effect of State taxes and charges,

Cain, Mr John-continued
q 1718. In private sector, q 1816. Effect of underaward payments, 1872. Proposed national conference, q 1876, 2025. Discussions between Government and unions, q 1878. Job creation
programmes, q 2540. Effect of higher wages,
q 4332.
Environment-Tennyson textile factory, q 439.
Equal Opportunity-In sporting clubs, q 833. Proposed Victorian Bill of Rights, qn 1713, qn 3309.
In Ministry for Economic Development, qn 1811.
In Law Department, qn 3911. In Department of
the Premier and Cabinet, qn 5113.
Equal Opportunity Bill, 4446, 4719.
Estate Agents Board-Annual report, q 2056.
Inquiry, q 2619.
Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill, 4935, 5174, 5179.
Family Law Act, 666.
Family Law and Marriage Act-Effects, qn 3322.
Federal Affairs, Ministry for-Access to documents,
qn 2121. Technology information systems,
qn 2122. Objectives, qn 2122. Staff, qn 2122.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2122. Purchases, qn 2122. Legislation administered,
qn 2862. Visual display units, qn 3558.
Federal Crimes Commission-Proposed establishment, q 29, q 192, q 1129, q 1548.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 29, q 30, q 35,38,40, q 129,
q 131, q 189, q 191, q 1034; comments by honourable member for Warrnambool, q 131, q 600.
Allegations of violence, q 2137.
Fire Control-Use of Royal Australian Air Force
aircraft, q 2743.
flag-Victorian, qn 675, q 1132, qn 3595, qn 4675.
Forests Commission-Royalties, q 838, q 1637.
Guidelines on releasing of information, q 2363.
Freedom ofInformation-Proposed legislation, q 28,
qn 2536. Code, q 2747.
Freedom of Information Bill, 924, 1061, 2890, 2891,
2&92, 2894, 2896, 2898, 290 I, 2902, 2903, 2904,
2905,2906,2908,2996.
Gambling-Casinos inquiry, q 37, q 133, q 194,
q 196, qn 273, q 596, q 598, q 600, q 601, q 676,
q 681, q 768, 1353, q 2616, q 4331. Luckyenvelope machine licences, qn 3005. Poker machines:
Proposed inquiry, q 3610, 3830, q 4022, q 4025,
q4438, Q:4532, q 5017, q 5018, q 5019, qn 5322;
alleged statement by Premier, q 4335. Bingo,
qn 4149; qn 4163.
Gas and. Fuel Corporation-Charges, q 28, 587.
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Geelong Regional Commission-Reports, qn 1813.
Review. qn 1813. Operations, qn 1813.
General Motors-Holden"s Ltd-Staff cutbacks.
q 4618.

Cain, Mr John-continued
International Harvester Australia
q 2739, q 2740, q 2741, q 2742
Intemational Labour
qn 2869.

Ltd-Assistance~

Organization-CotlventiODS~

Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 63.

Interpretation BiU, 2253.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesStatutory authorities dividend tax, 267, 727.
Return on business undertakings, q 530. Senior
appointments, q 833, q 834, q 835, q 917, q 918,
q 920, 1045. Occupational health and safety code,
qn 1119. Appointment of Director of Tourism,
q 1124. Responsible to Attorney-General, qn 1201,
qn 1537, qn 2604, qn 3224, qn 3322, qn 3558,
qn 3576, qn 3582, qn 3587, qn 3589, qn 3601,
qn3917, qn3926, qn3930, qn4154, qn4155,
qn 5014, qn 5016, qn 5110, qn 5115. Private
interests of officials, 1211, 1222. Instructions to
permanent heads, q 1419. Responsible to Minister
for Economic Development, qn 1809, qn 1810,
qn 1811, qn 1812, qn 1814, qn 2865, qn 2866,
qn 2867, qn 2868, qn 2869. Responsible to Minister for Federal Affairs, qn 2121, qn 2122, qn 2862.
Responsible to Premier, qn 2123, qn 2124,
qn 2125, qn 2866, qn 3322, qn 3323, qn 3325,
qn 3328, qn 3334, qn 3555, qn 3557, qn 3558,
qn 3585, qn 3586, qn 3588, qn 3589, qn 3594,
qn 3595, qn 3602, qn 3680, qn 3909, qn 3910,
qn 3911, qn 3914, qn 3926, qn 4668, qn 4670,
qn 4675, qn 4691, qn 4692, qn 4696. Audit staff
employed under Crown, qn 3304. Establishment
of committees, qn 3560. Overseas trips by officers,
qn 3585. Grants and subsidies, qn 3585, qn 3586.
Goods and services, qn 3587. Expenditure,
qn 3588. Communications systems, qn 3588. Use
of Government Printer, qn 3605.

Joint Sitting-Council of La Trobe University, 3492.

Government Printing Office-Stationery contract,
q 2871. Use by Government instrumentalities,
qn 3605.
Grain Elevators Board-Administration, q 3781.
Grievances. 4540.
Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill, 2991, 2993.
Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) Bill, 5164.
Hospitals-Increased charges, q 2618. Queen Victoria Medical Centre. q 2619.
Housing-Australian Institute of Arbitrators, qn 186.
Budget allocation, 726.
Industry-Occupational health and industrial safety,
q 377. Time lost through industrial disputes,
q 1420. qn 3315. Proposed economic development strategy, qn 2052.
Insurance-Appointment by Supreme Court of referees. assessors and arbitrators, qn 3033.

Judges Salaries BiU, 1752, 1846,2143.
Juries (Amendment) Bill, 3145,3177.
Labor Party-Hooouring.ofelection promises, q 31,
q 33, q 379, q 525. Candidate for Hinders electorate, q 2237, q 2359.
Land-Suggested national register, qn 3584. Government transactions, q 4328.
Land Conservation Council-Public scrutiny of
submissions, qn 2536.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1752.
La Trobe University-Council vacancies, 3492.
Law Courts-Delays in hearings, q 525, 2139,
qn 2535, q 2746. Children's Court hearings, qn 912,.
qn 4149. Staff, qn 1201, qn 5014, qn 5110. Magistrates Courts, q 1422, qn 3293. Legal aid, qn 2042.
Petitions for divorce to Family Court, qn 3293.
Applications for maintenance and custody to
Magistrates Court, qn 3679. Wangaratta court
house, 5202.
Law Department-Trial of Leslie PhiUip Smart,
q 599, q 1205, q 1419, q 2740, q 3937. Expenditure, qn 1537, qn 3576, qn 3589. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 1537. Issue of warrants of
apprehension, qn 1812. Legal aid, qn 2042. Warrants of distress, qn 2534. Activities of arbitrators,
qn 2537. Purchases, qn 2604. Discretionary funds,
qn 3033. Technology information systems,
qn 3224. Trade union representation, qn 3224.
Files, qn 3242. Redress for owner of Station Hotel,
Port Melbourne, qn 3315. Access to documents,
qn 3319. Visual display units, qn 3558. Forms
issued, qn 3582. Definition of death, qn 3583.
Supply of goods and services, qn 3587. Works and
services, qn 3589. Non-Government organizations, qn 3589. Prosecutions for receiving, conspiracy or misprision ofa felony, qn 3594. Alleged
bribes, qn 3595. Injuries to employees, qn 3595.
Corporate plans, qn 3601. Upholding of laws by
public officials, q 3779. Legislation administered,
qn 3909. Publications, qn 3910. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3911. Commissioners for taking declarations and affidavits, qn 3916. Justices
of the peace, qn 3916, 4432, qn 5015. Motor vehicles, qn 3917, qn 3926. Licences issued, qn 3930.
Report of Lay Observer, q 4021. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 4154. ~ts and
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subsidies, qn 4155. Restitution for Mr and Mrs
Joey Hamilton, q 4434. Office of Director of Publie Prosecutions, q 4796. Staff, qn 5014, qn 5106,
qn 5110. Revenue collected by, qn 5016. Organization, method and staff reviews, qn 5110. Information supplied to television stations, qn 5115.
Lay Observer-Observations, q 4021.
Lefroy Minerals Ltd-Companies inspector's reports,
2243.
Legal Aid-For Traralgon couple, qn 670. Funding,
q 5212.
Legal Aid Commission-Funding of "representative action", qn 1195. Increased funding, q 5212.
Legal Profession Practice (Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund) Bill, 4446,4625.
Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 678,
q 679, q 771. Committee to overview legislation,
qn 4677.
Liberal Party-Economic policies, 725.
Licensed Clubs-Discussions with Government,
q 4705.
Limitation of Actions (Personal Injury Claims) Bill,
2765,3449.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2200.
Liquor Industry-Conflicts of interest, qn 3309.
Involvement of Storemen and Packers Union,
qn 3310.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill,
1555, 1642.
Manufacturing Advisory Council-National economic summit, q 2739.
Master Builders Association-Shareholding in
Palmdale Insurance Ltd, qn 3033.
Meat Industry-Australian Royal Commission
report: Release of, q 447; presentation of, 448;
Ministerial statement on, 449. Effects of strike,
q 604, q 1950, q 2053, q 2131.
Media-Unit, qn 3240. Contributors to Toorak
Times, qn 3293. Suggested communications
research and information centre, qn 3599.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksRepairs to head office building, q 276. Charges,
q 5021.
Melbourne Cricket Ground-Floodlights, q 4799.
Members-Alleged breach of privilege, 556.
Behaviour, 1192. Private interests, 1211, 1222,
q 1418, qn 1716. Appreciation of services of the
Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1611. Letter to
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justices of the peace from honourable member for
Frankston, 4432.
Minerals and Energy, Department of-Statements
by permanent head, q 1419.
Mines Act-Amendment, qn 5117.
Ministerial Statements-Royal Commission into
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of
Australia, 40. Industrial relations, 305. Royal
Commission into Australian meat industry, 449.
Private interests of Parliamentarians and Government officials, 1211, 1222. North Deborah Mining
and Industrial Ltd and Lefroy Minerals Ltd: Companies inspector's reports, 2243. Ash Wednesday
bush fires, 3072. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, 3480. The Trustees Executors and Agency
Co. Ltd, 4708. Royal Commission report into drug
trafficking, 4734.
Ministry, The-Premier and Attorney-General:
Administration of portfolios, q 677, q 1036, q 4328,
q 4617; hiring of staff, qn 120 I, qn 2124. Economic Development: Conflict of interest of Minister, q 1037, q 1126, q 1203, q 1204, q 1205,
q 1207, q 1332, q 1333, q 1335, q 1336, q 1338,
1406, q 1421, q 1422, q 1548, q 1549, q 1550,
q 2744, q 2745; hiring of staff, qn 1810. Disclosure
of pecuniary interests, qn 1717. Hiring of staff of
Minister for Federal Affairs, qn 2122. Obligations
of Ministers, q 2238. Refusal for prison visit by
shadow Minister, q 2240. Representation of Upper
House Ministers, 3041. Ministerial document
service, qn 3319. Establishment of committees,
qn 3559. Conflict of interest of Minister for Industrial Affairs, q 4331. Allocation of portfolios,
q 4617.
Mitchell River-Silt jetties, q 4533.
MunicipalitiesMelbourne-City council elections, 368.
Richmond-Report of Mr Nicholson: Receipt by
Government, q 441; Prosecutions, q 2361, 3065,
q 3940.
National Companies and Securities CommissionProposed accounting standards review board,
qn 1806. Report for 1981-82,2750.
National Securities and Exchange Act-Review,
qn 3322.
Newmarket-Use of sale-yards and abattoirs,
qn 3242.
North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd-Companies inspector's reports, 2243.
Nuclear-free State-Effect on defence arrangements
ofbanningofnuclearvessels,q 5125,q 5127.
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Nudity (Prescribed Areas) Bill, 4447, 4723.
Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged breach of privilege, 556. Broadcasting of comments by honourable members, 3902.
Pay-roll Tax, Commissioner of-Circular by, q 190,
q 192.
Penalties and Sentences (Amendment) Bill, 3942.
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Racing-Victorian Country Racing Council report,
583, 589. Discrimination in clubs, q 833. Broadcasting ofT AB meetings, q 4078.
Raffles and Bingo Board-Lucky envelope machine
licences, qn 3005.
Roads and Bridges-Bridge to Churchill Island, 587.

Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 2614, q 3072.

Royal Australian Air Force-Use of aircraft in fighting bush fires, q 2743.

Pipeline Tax-Challenge by Esso-BHP, q 278.

Royal Commission-Joint Federal and State, q 529.

Planning-Establishing of hypermarkets, qn 2870 ..

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 137,222, 1749, 1942,
1944, 1945,2006,2007,2012,2013,2014,2019,
2020, 2022, 2023, 2024, 2025, 2920, 2921, 2922,
2923.

Point of Order-Admissibility of amendment, 4970.
Police Department-Organized crime in NSW,
qn 273. Demonstration at Melbourne Club, q 1880.
Special Branch, q 4530, q 4531, q 4618.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Access to
documents, qn 2123. Technology information
systems, qn 2124. Objectives, qn 2124. Staff,
qn 2124, qn 3240, qn 4675, qn 4683, qn 4691,
qn 4692. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2125.
Purchases, qn 2125. Legislation administered,
qn 2866. Forms, qn 3322, qn 3914. Goods and
services, qn 3323. Works and services, qn 3325.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 3325. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3325, qn 4670. Non-Government organizations, qn 3325. Alleged bribes, qn 3328.
Corporate plans, qn 3334, qn 3558. Media unit,
qn 3555. Motor vehicles, qn 3555, qn 3594.
Licences issued, qn 3557. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3585. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3585. Grants and subsidies, qn 3585, qn 3586.
Expenditure, qn 3588, qn 4668. Communications
systems, qn 3589. Visual display units, qn 3602.
Discretionary funds, qn 3603. Internal auditors,
qn 3680. Day labour, qn 3926. Oil consumption,
qn 4668. Trade union representation, qn 4669. Airconditioning, qn 4670. Injuries to employees,
qn 4675. Etiquette and protocol booklets, qn 4687.
Reviews, qn 4692. Revenue collections, qn 4696.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 5113.
Premiers Conference, qn 24, q 2539.
Probate Duty Bill, 63.
Public Prosecutions, Director of-Establishment of
office, q 4796.
Public Service-Part-time and shared work, qn 2869.
Queensland-Visit to Victoria by Premier, q 597.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 1200, q 1418,
qn 1810, qn 2121, qn 2124, q 2873, qn 3001,
qn 3602, qn 4677.

Scout Association Bill, 3145.
Sentencing Alternatives Committee-Report presented: Second report, 2749.
Solicitor-General-Directorship, q 1033, 1045.
Solicitors' Guarantee Fund, qn 671, qn 5015.
Sport-Sunday football, q 2136, q 2237, q 3067.
State Co-ordination Council-Reports, qn 3585,
qn 3587.
State Development Committee-Report presented:
Land transport to Webb Dock, 2642.
State Electricity Commission-Tariffs, q 28. Loy
Yang power station, q 3608.
State Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements) Bill, 1752.
State Finance-Grants Commission recommendations, Qn 24.
Statute Law Revision Bill, 815, 4725.
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 71.
Strata Titles Act-Reports of review committee,
1425.
Supermarkets-Banning of pushers, 4143.
Task Forces-Information, q 1641.
Tattersall Consultations-Claim by Kraznov family, 123. Lotto tenders, q 4698.
Taxation-A voidance and evasion: McCabeLafranchi report, q 35, q 1034; alleged involvement of Liberal Party members, q 130; Government appointments, q 833, q 834, q 835, q 917,
q 918, q 920. Circular by Commissioner of Payroll Tax, q 190. Calculation of imputed benefits,
q 192. Tax on statutory authorities, 267, 727. Retrospective Federal legislation, q 1131. State taxes
and charges, q 1718, q 2538, q 2617. Financial
institutions duty, q 2053. Probate duty, q 3838,
q 3935.
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Cain. Mr John-continued
Tennyson Textiles (Australia) Pty Ltd-Relocation,
q 439.
Thompson. The Hon. L. H. S.• CMG, 1611.
Timber Industry-Forests Commission royalties,
q 838. q 1637.

Cain. Mr John-continued
Water Supply-Conservation advertising campaign,
q 2054. Charges, q 5021.
Women's Advisory Council-Role, q 3938.
Workers Compensation-Premiums. 5202.
Wrongs (Dependants) Bill, 2933, 2962, 2965.

Titles Office-Missing documents. qn 3933.
Tourism-Appointment and role of Director of
Tourism. q 1124. q 1332. q 1335. q 1424. At Lake
Eildon. q 2876.
Trading Hours-Government policy. q 3047. Retail,
q 3493.
Transfer of Land Act-Applications, qn 3681.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bill, 1752,4540.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, Theq4435. q4436. q4613. q4615. q4617, q4701,
q 4702. 4708. q 4797. 5213.
Unions-Australian Building Construction
Employees and Builders Labourers Federation,
q 30. q 35. q 442. q 772. q 1039, q 1204. q 1333,
q 2358. q 4173. Australian Journalists Association. 368. Preferential treatment of members,
q 602. Municipal Officers Association, qn 672.
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union,
q 1878. Representation in Department of the
Premier and Cabinet. qn 4669.
Victoria-State boundaries, qn 2043. Age and birthplace of citizens. qn 3600.
Victorian Country Racing Council-Report, 583,
589.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Chairman.
q 1035. Report of inquiry into accounting practices. q 1549. q 1819. q 2744. q 3336, q 3405.
Report on cartage problems, q 1722. Ministerial
statement. 3480. Prosecutions arising from report,
q 3493.
Victorian Development Fund-Assistance for small
business, q 33. Transfer offunds, q 275, q 280.
Victorian Football League-VFL Park, q 375. Venue
of matches. q 2133. Sunday tootball, q 2136,
q 2237, q 3067. Finals tickets, q 4701.
Victorian Government Travel Authority-General
Manager, q 1332. Director of Tourism, q 1424.
Victorian Labour Advisory Council, q 1641.
Victorian Tourism Commission-Chairman,
qn 765.
Wages-Increases for union members, q 602. Payments for people under 30 years of age, 1872.
Freeze, q 1878, q 1950, q 2129, q 2541, q 3048,
q 4701. Government policy. q 4332.

Callister. Miss V. J. (Morwell)
Ambulance Services-Latrobe Valley helicopter,
1822,2116,2364,2748.3159.
Apprentices-Supervisors, qn 2048.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 819, 847.
Birth Certificates, 4026.
Budget for 1982-83, 819, 847.
Child Care-Welfare legislation, q 2618.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Mandate of Federal Labor Government, q 3042.
Community Welfare Services-Child welfare legislation, q 2618.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Budget allocation.
847.
Country Fire Authority-Budget allocation, 819.
Death Certificates, 4026.
Dental Services-School Dental Service, 4026.
Employment and Training-··Plan Ahead to Get
Ahead" campaign, 821. Work Skill Australia,
qn 2048. Grants for industry training development, qn 2049. Skills centre, qn 2049. Employment agencies, 3149. Exploitation of unemployed,
4139. Home Products Australia, 5199.
Energy Resources-Coal, 820. Budget allocation to
Victorian Brown Coal Council, 847. In Latrobe
Valley, 847.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 191.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4243.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesProposed Commonwealth tax on cheques, q 440.
Hospitals-Fairfield, 3205. West Gippsland, q 4262.
Housing-Budget allocation, 821, 847.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-South Pacific Cultural Competition, 1189.
Industrial Safety-Government policy, 264.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4200.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Advertising
of Molnar garage hoist, 1708.
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Marriage Certificates, 4026.
Medical Services-For women, q 4617.
Mental Health-Coohinda Hill Centre, Traralgon,
905.
National Parks-Morwell and Bulga-Tarra Valley,
1210.
Petitions-Morwell and Bulga-Tarra Valley national
parks, 1210. Latrobe Valley helicopter ambulance
service, 1822, 2364, 2748, 3159. School Dental
Service, 4026. Birth, death and marriage certificate costs, 4026. Shop trading hours, 4337.
Points of Order-Reading of speech, 974. Relevancy
of remarks, 4069.
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Casinos-continued
797. In St Kilda, q 920, qn 2738. Ministerial statement, 4339.

Cathie, Mr I. R. (Carrum)
Alpine Resorts Bill, 4448, 4726.
Animals-Ecological research into endangered species, qn 16, qn 17. Reintroduction of native birds
to Macedon Ranges, 668. Preservation of endangered species of birds, qn 2219. Kangaroo population, qn 3273, qn 3274.
Appropriation ( 1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 650, 1018.

Police Department-Cutbacks, q 3684.

Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd-Recycling of
scrap paper, 2426.

Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 4071.

Budget for 1982-83, 650, 1018.

Public Transport-Budget allocation, 821.
Residential Tenancies Tribunal-Orders made,
qn 3274. Cases dismissed, qn 3274.

Building and Construction Industry-Indicative
Planning Council report, q 376. Government
assistance, q 528.

Small Businesses-Impact of Budget, q 1126. Government assistance, q 1205.

Bush Fires-Ash Wednesday: Appeal, 3127; relief,
3127. Granny flats for victims, q 3154.

South Pacific Cultural Competition, 1189.

Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 3537.

Taxation-Increases, 820. Stamp duty, 820. Proposed resource tax on coal, 820. Financial institutions duty, q 1952.

Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 2030.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4337.
Women-Medical services, q 4617.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 819, 847.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Budget allocation,
820.

Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman of
CommitleesDebate-Relevancy of remarks, 1286.

Caravans-Residential statistics, q 378.
Caribbean Wednesday Market-Petition, 448.
Cash Management Account-Operations, q 3155,
q 4172, q 4173, q 4174. Transfer of bush-fire relief
funds, 3206, 3210. Interest rates, q 3336.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Travel arrangements, q 37, q 194, q 446, 1339, q 2616; terms of
reference, q 133, qn 273; availability of information, q 196; witnesses, 396, 409; proposed impact
study, q 600; discussions with Premier, q 601;
report, q 2616, q 4331, 4338, q 4434. Comments
of Minister for Tourism, q 596, q 598, q 599, 664,
667, q 676, q 681. Comments of honourable member for Warrnambool, q 599. Appointment of Mr
Leo Hart, QC, q 768. Influence of organized crime,

Conservation, Ministry for-Access to documents,
qn 1540. Technology information systems,
qn 1541. Staff, qn 1541, qn 1947, qn 1948, qn 2224,
qn 2530. Expenditure, qn 1541, qn 1947, qn 2609,
qn 3253. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1541.
Legislation administered, qn 1948. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 1948. Publications, qn 2223.
Purchases, qn 2224. Trade union representation,
qn 2604.
Forms
issued,
qn 2605.
Airconditioning of buildings, qn 2606. State Co-ordination Council, qn 2606. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 2606. Non-Government
organizations, qn 2606, qn 2609, qn 4681. Grants
and subsidies, qn 2607. Motor vehicles, qn 2607,
qn 2611. Interpreters, qn 2607. Works and services, qn 2608, qn 4682. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 2608. Instruction manuals,
qn 2609. Day labour, qn 2611. Injuries to employees, qn 2611. Discretionary funds, qn 2613. Internal auditors, qn 2868. Communications systems,
qn 2868. Aying of State flag, qn 3030. Oil consumption, qn 3232. Goods and services, qn 3246,
qn 4682. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3246.
Alleged bribes, qn 3261. Visual display units,
qn 3267. Corporate plans, qn 3491. Revenue collections, qn 4689.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Funds: For rural
and provincial, q 36, 3489, q 4439; availability,
q 602. Waiting lists, q 2543. Deposits, qn 3906.
Review of Co-operation Act, q 5129.
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Cathie, Mr I. R.-continued
Decentralization-Incentive payments, 4257.
Incentives Review Committee, q 5020.
Decentralized Industry Incentive Payments
(Amendment) Bill, 3411, 3536, 3958.

Cathie, Mr I. R.-continued
out by Taiwan University research vessel Hai
Kung. qn 2218. Preservation of endangered species of birds, qn 2219. Kangaroo population,
qn 3273, qn 3274.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 1957, 2102, 2448, 2451, 2913.

Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2096.

Fishing Industry-Abalone processing, qn 2219.

Economic Development, Ministry for-Trade union
representation, qn 3226. Forms issued, qn 3239.
Goods and services, qn 3245, qn 3251, qn 4694.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3245. Non-Government organizations, qn 3245, qn 3253. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3246. Motor vehicles, qn 3246.
Internal auditors, qn 3251. Expenditure, qn 3251,
(n 3252. Instruction manuals, qn 3251, q 3776.
Aying of State flag, qn 3260. Day labour, qn 3260.
Alleged bribes, qn 3260. Injuries to employees,
qn 3261. Corporate plans, qn 3265. Visual display
units, qn 3266. Discretionary funds, qn 3272. Oil
consumption, qn 3276. Administration of tourism, qn 3276, qn 3277, qn 3283, qn 3301, qn 3312,
qn 3313. Victorian Offsets Programme, q 3409.
Fast lane development projects, q 3613. Entry to
private premises, qn 4690. Staff review, qn 4693.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 4694. Objectives, qn 4694. Revenue collections, qn 4694. Study
on consequences of 35-hour week, qn 5107.

Housing CommissionEstates-Security, q 3045, 3676. Dight Street, Collingwood, q 4704. Social workers, qn 5005.

Finance-Home purchase assistance, q 34, q 2739,
3210. Budget allocation for Bendigo region, q 773.
Subsidies and grants, qn 3490.

General-Home renovation service, qn 127. Indic-:

General-Liquid trade waste, qn 1409. Air quality

ative Planning Council report, q 376, 652. Interest
rates, q 446, q 834, q 2130, q 2131, 3066, q 4699.
Assistance for home building industry, q 528,
q 4081, q 4530. Budget allocation, 651, 653. Rental
increases, 654. For elderly persons in Nunawading
and Waverley, qn 673. Emergency housing unit,
q 1130. Urban homesteading programme, 1193.
Infill development, q 1208. Purchases, qn 1539,
qn 4682. Overseas trips by officers, qn 1546. Federal funds, q 1880. Use of dumped timber, q 1955.
Public housing in outer eastern suburbs, q 2132.
Rent relief, q 2433. Boarding-house accommodation, q 2436. Community housing, 2596. Home
ownership, q 2742. Geelong wool store housing
project, 3066, qn 5016. Air-conditioning, qn 3587.
Day labour, qn 3595. Loan approval rates, q 3685,
q 3686. Evictions, qn 3776. Home construction,
q 3835. Permanent building societies: Interest rates,
q 3836, q 3838, q 5126; deposits, qn 3906. Highett
project, q 3940. For homeless youth, q 5019. Restoration of terrace houses, q 5025. Private rental
market, q 5128.

in Melbourne metropolitan area, qn 2532. Ring
pull tops on cans, qn 2535.

Homes and Units-Heating, qn 764. Rental housing

Economy, The-Federal policies, 650. State of, 1019.
Elderly Citizens-Accommodation in Nunawading
and Waverley, qn 673, qn 2736.
Environment-

Environment Protection Authority-Solid waste disposal, qn 1409. Oil tank washers, qn 2235.

Pollution-E. coli readings in Port Phillip Bay,
qn 1544. Bacteriological samplings ofYarra River,
qn 1547. Emissions from WilkeandCo. Ltd,4016.
Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) Bill,
1696,2106.
Equal Opportunity-Ministry of Housing programme, qn 1539, qn 5004. Ministry for Conservation programme, qn 1541. Ministry for
Economic Development programme, qn 3280,
qn 4694.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill, 2418.
Fisheries. (Amendment) Bill, 5131, 5311.
Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Native birds for
Macedon Ranges, 668. Research project carried

stock, q 1132. Spot purchase programme: Forest
Hill, qn 1195; Box Hill, qn 1195; Mitcham,
qn 1195; Syndal, qn 1196; Bennettswood, qn 1196;
Wantirna, qn 1196; Knox, qn 1196; Ringwood,
qn 1196; Warrandyte, qn 1196; Monbulk, qn 1197.
Shortage in Castlemaine, 1805. Granny flats for
fire victims, q 3154. Maintenance costs, qn 3491.
Proposed rental purchase scheme, q 3779.

Land and Properties-In Sale, q 2241.
Rents and Charges-Refund of rental to Mr T.
Culph, 1873. Relief, q 2433.
Housing, Ministry of-Staff, qn 522, qn 1538,
qn 3282. Motor vehicles, qn 1202, qn 3305. Interpreters, qn 1331. Forms issued, qn 1331, qn 2605.
Access to documents, qn 1537. Hiring of Ministerial staff, qn 1538, qn 1947. Technology information systems, qn 1538. Administration, qn 1538.
Objectives, qn 1538. Legislation administered,
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qn 1538, qn 3776. Monitoring of telephon~ calls,
qn 1539. Purchases, qn 1539. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 1539, qn 5004. Overseas trips by
officers, qn 1546. Expenditure, qn 3231, qn 3232,
qn 3253, qn 3299, qn 5318. Goods and services,
qn 3246, qn 3298, qn 4682. Injuries to employees,
qn 3261. Licences issued, qn 3264. Employment
of builders, qn 3268. Trade union representation,
qn 3282. Internal auditors, qn 3298. Works and
services, qn 3298. Communications systems,
qn 3299. Non-Government organizations,
qn 3299. Aying of State flag, qn 3305. Alleged
bribes, qn 3306. Grants and subsidies, qn 3490.
Air-conditioning, qn 3587. Day labour, qn 3595.
Visual display units, qn 3682. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4673. Oil consumption, qn 4691. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 5004. Entry to private premises, qn 5005. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 5014.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Interpreters in
Ministry of Housing, qn 1331.
Industry-Proposed Tullamarine free trade zone,
qn 5108.
International Harvester Australia Ltd, q 4898.
Interpretation Bill, 2439, 2440.
Labor Party-Election promises, 652.
Land Conservation Council-Grampians study area,
qn 273.
Latrobe Regional Commission Bill, 5131, 5307.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 3691,3798,3954.
Liquor Control Bill, 4180, 4294. 4505, 4511, 4513,
4514,4516,4517,4518,4519,4521,4522,4523,
4524,4526,4527,5235,5247,5250,5286.
Liquor Control Commission-Ministerial responsibility. q 3048, 3065. Appointments, qn 3308.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1619.
Ministerial Statements-Community housing, 2596.
Ash Wednesday bush fires. 3127.
Municipalities-Home renovation service, qn 127.
Personal Explanation-Amended declaration of
interest, 2748.
Points of Order-Reading ofspeech, 983. Relevancy
of remarks, 1153,2455,2456,4493. Admissibility
of amendment, 3166.
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Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 1540, qn 2870,
qn 3266, qn 3276, qn 3~ 14, qn 3491.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1157.
Ringwood Market-Rental ofstallholders, 4145.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 2002, 2003.
Seeds Bill, 75.
Small Business-Government initiatives, q 4174.
Soil Conservation Authority-Funds for replanting
grass lands, qn 4685.
Taxation-Financial institutions duty, 1873.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1619.
Timber Industry-Dumping of imports, q 1955.
Tourism-Regional tourist authorities, q 3042, 3488,
q 4163, q 4175, q 4799, q 4896, q 4900. Access to
documents, qn 3276. Technology information
systems, qn 3277. Objectives, qn 3277. Staff,
qn 3277, qn 3279, qn 3280, qn 3281. Expenditure,
qn 3277, qn 3279, qn 3302, qn 3303, q 5126.
Legislation administered, qn 3277. Publications,
qn 3279. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3279.
Oil consumption, qn 3280. Purchases, qn 3280.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 3280. Trade
union representation, qn 3281. Forms issued,
qn 3284. Goods and services, qn 3295, qn 3302.
Air-conditioning of buildings, qn 3295. Overseas
trips by officers, qn 3295. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3295. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3296. Non-Government organizations, qn 3296, qn 3303. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3296. Motor vehicles, qn 3296, qn 3308. Interpreters, qn 3297. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3302. Internal auditors, qn 3302.
Instruction manuals, can 3302. Recovery of
expenditure, qn 3303. Communications systems,
qn 3303. Flying of State flag, qn 3307. Day labour,
qn 3308. Alleged bribes, qn 3308. Injuries to
employees, qn 3308. licences issued under liquor
Control Act, qn 3309. Corporate plans, qn 3313.
Visual display units, qn 3314. Discretionary funds,
qn 3314. Penalty rates, q 3687. Effect of fuel levy,
q 3939.

V nions-Representation: In Ministry for Economic
Development, qn 3226, qn 3280; in Ministry of
Housing, qn 3282.
V rban Land Authority-A vaiIability of allotments,
qn 4161.
Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill, 2414,
2415.

Port Phillip Bay-E. coli level, qn 1544.

Wildlife (Fees) Bill, 2139, 2203, 2912.

Public Account (State Development Account) Bill,
2103.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill-Allocations, 650, 1018. Capital works programme, 1018.
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Catholic Family Planning Centre-Funding, q 444.
Cemeteries-Proposed crematorium for Geelong
region, qn 18. Location of Lilydale cemetery, 1134.
At Femtree Gully, q 1722. Report of Femtree
Gully Cemetery Trust, 1822. (See also "BillsCemeteries (Amendment) (Commencement) Bilf'
and "Mortuary Industry and Cemeteries Administration Committee".)

Chairman of Committees, The (Mr J. T. Wilton)

Rulings and Statements ofBusiness of the House-A vailability of Bill, 4326.
Debate-Scope, 338, 340, 344, 1857, 2024, 3456,
3727, 4200, 4415, 4587. Relevancy of remarks,
338,353,1179,1226,1228.1256.1260,1261,1265,
1270,1271, 1278, 1317. 1380. 1429. 1437, 1440,
1441, 1559. 1863. 1865. 3735. 3740. 3750, 4379,
4420.4589. 4965. Moving of amendments, 341,
342,351.353,1858,1859,2002.2003,2006,2010.
2016, 2450. 2453. 3455. 3544,4421, 4967, 5100,
5158. 5176. Misleading statements, 348, 353, 1227.
Use of correct titles, 348. On Appropriation Bill,
1175. Interjections, 1184, 1278, 3737, 3755.
U nparliamentary expressions. 1226, 4504. Rule of
sub judice. 1267. Noise or disturbance, 1283. Voting on amendments, 2176. Statement in debate,
3743. Availability of quoted documents, 3745.
Tedious repetition, 3755. Audible conversation,
4887. Admissibility of amendments, 4971, 4972,
5095,5096.
Division- Resumption of seats after, 4515.
Members-Decorum, 340.
Rulings and Statements as Deputy SpeakerBill Declared Private-Victorian Tobacco Growers
(Disposal of Assets) Bill, 1778.
Debate-Interjections, 106. 1051, 3381, 3463, 3464,
4502. Relevancy of remarks, 107, 394,862, 1050,
1051.2460,2461,3188,3850,4493,4500. Tabling
of quoted documents, 569, 570, 571, 3465, 3466.
Unparliamentary expressions. 616, 1050, 2477,
3623. Tedious repetition, 639. Scope, 686, 1659,
1761, 3537, 3621, 3622, 3623, 3625, 3626, 3627.
Reading of speeches, 712, 865, 868. Misleading
statement, 813. Extension of time for speech, 869.
Identification of quoted document, 954. Reflection on judiciary, 1760. Call by Chair, 1761. Reference to debate in same session, 2066, 3879.
Speaking to both motion and amendment, 3712,
5172. Rule of anticipation, 4502.

Chairman of Committees, The (Mr J. T. Wilton)continued
Hansard-Incorporation of material, 2635.
Questions without Notice-Interjections, 3831. May
be answered at Ministers' discretion, 3831. Not to
be debated, 3936.
Speaker. The-Illness, 3831.

Child Care-Pre-school centres: Funding, q 196, q 412,
q 530, q 533, q 604; in Moorabbin, qn 670; in
Heatherton, qn 670; in Prahran, qn 670; in Coburg
and Broadmeadows, qn 911; free milk, q 1955;
payments to kindergarten teachers, qn 3321, 4282,
q 5017; inspections, qn 3583; for children with
special needs, q 3689; in Shire of Cranbourne,
q 4264. Sudden Infant Death Research Foundation, 362, 370. Commonwealth funds, q 530.
Creches and day nurseries: Funding, q 604;
inspections, qn 3583. Immunization funding,
q 604. Infant welfare centres: In Moorabbin,
qn 670; in Heatherton, qn 670; in Prahran, qn 670.
Children's Protection Society, 726, 822, 827.
q 2241, q 4613, 5230. Budget allocation. 729.
Children's protection units, 863, 952. Down's
Syndrome. qn 913. For children with behavioural
problems, qn 1536. Registered surnames, 1706.
Child abuse, qn 2051, qn 3611. Services for blind
children, 2093. Welfare legislation, q 2618. Children's Services Review Committee, qn 3283. Visits by School Medical Service, qn 3292.
Detrimental conduct, qn 3310. Unsolicited
material, qn 3310. Child prostitution, q 3688,3773,
3774. Placement of children, qn 4682.
Children's Protection Society, 726, 822, 827, q 2241,
q 4613, 5230.
Christmas Felicitations, 2997.
Churchill Island-Access bridge, 584, 587,4011,4016.

Coghill, Dr K. A. (Werribee)
Aboriginal Affairs-Land rights, 422, 719, q 4799.
Culture, 423. Report of Archaeological Relics
Advisory Committee, 423. Aboriginal Advisory
Unit, 717. Proposed Victorian Aboriginal authority, 718. Employment, 719. Policy determination,
3513. Employment initiatives programme, q 3781.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 714, 1181.
Arts, The-Victorian Council of the Arts membership, q 2871.
Budget-For 1982-83, 714, 1181. Response of
Opposition, 715. Effect on economy, q 3043.
Burrumbeet (Russell Reserve) Land Bill, 77.
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Corn m unity Welfare Services-Victorian probation
system. 3512.
Dental Services-For schools, 3689.
Drought-Relief. 176.
Economy. The-Proposed wages freeze, q 2541.
Effect of Budget. q 3043.
Employment and Training-Budget initiatives,
q 603. Employment initiatives programme for
Aborigines, q 3781.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 497.
Federal Crimes Commission, q 192.
Grievances. 422. 3513, 4274.
Labor Party-Candidate for F1inders, q 2359.
Liberal Party-Economic policies, 716.
Ministry, The-Position of Secretary ofthe Cabinet,
716.
Myer Melbourne Ltd-Trading hours, q 1820.
Parliament-Bicameral system of government, 4273.
Pensioners-Supporting parent benefits, q 3610.
Petitions-Egg industry. 1039. Bundoora shopping
centre. 1209. School Dental Service, 3689.
Planning-Bundoora shopping centre, 1210.
Point of Order-Moving of amendment, 1169.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1181.
Seeds Bill. 74.
Trading Hours-Myer Melbourne Ltd, q 1820.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 1168, 1171,
1172.
Wages-Proposed freeze, q 2541.
Werribee South Water Supply (Validation) Bill, 2144.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 714.
Youth Affairs Council of Victoria-Little Blue Book.
q 1133.

Cognate Bills-Combined debate, 924, 932,994.
College of Advanced Edueation-Bendigo, 891.
Commonwealth Engineering (Vie.) Pty Ltd-Difficulties, 776.
Commonwealth Games-Honouring of Victorian team
members. q 918.
Commonwealth Government-Proposed crimes commission, q 29, q 192, 808. Budget, 927. Economic
policies, 981, q 1420, q 1633, q 1638, q 1879. Attitude to job creation programmes, q 2430. Budget
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Commonwealth Government-continued
deficit, q 2544. Prices and incomes accord, q 3047.
Review of administrative breakdowns and failures, qn 3329. Devaluation of Australian currency, q 3335. Allocations, q 3405, q 3409.
Legalization of videotaping of television programmes, qn 3583. Bank debits tax, q 3686. Economic statement, q 4328.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Contribution to State
finances, 946. Mandate of Federal Labor Government, q 3042. Ministerial conferences, qn 3333.
Franklin dam, q 4081.
Communications-Suggested research and information centre, qn 3598.
Community Welfare Services-

Children-Foster care programme, qn 17. School
attendance officers, 265, 270. Children's Protection Society: Funding for, 822, 827, q 2241; report
on, q 4613, 5230. State wards, q 1131, q 4705.
Welfare legislation, q 2618. Children's Services
Review Committee, qn 3284. Child prostitution,
q 3688, 3773, 3774. Services, 3773. Overseas
adoptions, q 4534, q 5025, 5200, 5203. Placing of
children with parents or close relations, qn 4682.
"Operation Innocents," q 4700, q 4900. Ministerial statement on Adoption Legislation Review
Committee, 4888. Report of regional protective
units, 5230.
Department of-Statutory authorities, qn 273. Staff,
qn 522, qn 767, qn 2122, qn 2123, qn 3276,
qn 4148. Proposed impact study on casinos, q 600.
Budget allocation, 736, 738. Proposed review, 740.
Expenditure, qn 765, qn 2050, qn 3256, qn 3526.
Regional consultative councils, qn 1031. Regional
offices, qn 1032. State ward review, q 1131.
Attendance centres, q 1551. Restructuring of
department in Ministry, qn 1712. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 1715. Questions on notice,
qn 1715. Hiring of consultants, qn 1716. Publications, qn 1716. Purchases, qn 2044. Equal opportunity programme, qn 2045. Union representation,
qn 2045. Information supplied to television stations, qn 2050. Internal auditors, qn 2050. Licences
issued, qn 2052. Legislation administered, qn 2123.
Technology information systems, qn 2220. Grants
and subsidies, qn 2230. Interpreters, qn 2230.
Instruction manuals, qn 2230. Funding for volunteer welfare programmes, q 2428. Report on pensions by Income Security Task Force, q 2538.
Employment of Greek social planner, 3148, 3152.
Forms, qn 3240. Funds for relief of distress and
suffering, qn 3242. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3249, qn 3256. Works and services, qn 3256. Alleged bribes, qn 3262. Questions
on notice, qn 3267. Goods and services, qn 3295.
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Community Welfare Services-continued
Non-Government organizations, qn 330 1, qn 4671.
Corporate plans, qn 3313. Accident at Mount
Alexander quarry, 3553. Overcrowding of prisons,
q 3778. Objectives, qn 3830. Financial assistance
for Life Line, Geelong, 40 11, 40 13. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 4158. Financial allocation, 4561,
4576. Access to documents, qn 4666. Oil consumption, qn 4667. Air-conditioning of buildings,
qn 4671. Motor vehicles, qn 4672, qn 4676. Communications systems, qn 4674. Flying of State flag,
qn 4676. Day labour, qn 4677. Visual display units,
qn 4678. Discretionary funds, qn 4679.
Family-Funding of the Ovens Valley emergency
care and accommodation organization, 515, 521.
Fl!nding for Yarra Valley Women's Refuge, West
Heidelberg, 1026, 1030. Windsor Community
House, 2119. Prahran Community Family Neighbourhood House, 2119.

General-Community Welfare Training Institute
courses, qn 25. Women's refuges, qn 27, q 5129.
School attendance officers, 270. Responsibility of
statutory authorities, qn 273. Work-in live-out
scheme, q 1633, q 1718, q 1954. Motion of condemnation of Minister for Community Welfare
Services, 1823. Domestic violence, q 2055. Windsor Community House, 2115, 2119. Volunteer
welfare services, q 2428. Government priorities,
2516. Agencies qualified for funding considerations, qn 3571. Community committees in bushfire areas, qn 4684.

Parole and Probation-Working party on community-based services, qn 2235. Probation Officers
Association of Victoria, 340 1, 3403. Victorian
probation system, 3507, 3513, 5027. Officers in
north-eastern Victoria, 3899, 3903.

Youth-Homeless, 412. Accommodation programme, 952. Unused residences at Malmsbury
Youth Training Centre, 1708, 1712. Refuges,
q 2434.
(See also "Bills-Community Welfare Services
(Amendment) Bitr and "Community Welfare Services (Attendance Centre Permits) Bill".)
Conse"atioo, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1520.
Access to documents, qn 1540. Technology information systems, qn 1541. Staff, qn 1541, qn 1947,
qn 1948, qn 2224, qn 2611. Expenditure, qn 1541,
qn 1947, qn 2609, qn 3252 qn 3253. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1541. Legislation administered, qn 1947. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 1948. Publications, qn 2223. Purchases,
qn 2224, qn 4682. Review, qn 2530. Trade union
representation, qn 2604. Forms, qn 2605. Airconditioning of buildings, qn 2606. State Co-ordination Council, qn 2606. Advertising, qn 2606,

Conservation, Ministry for-continued
qn 2609. Grants and subsidies, qn 2606, qn 2607,
qn 4681. Motor vehicles, qn 2607, qn 2611. Interpreters, qn 2607. Works and services, qn 2608,
qn 4682. Information supplied to television stations, qn 2608. Instruction manuals, qn 2609. NonGovernment organizations, qn 2609. Day labour,
qn 2611. Discretionary funds, qn 2613. Internal
auditors, qn 2868. Communications systems,
qn 2868. Flying of State flag, qn 3030. Oil consumption, qn 3232. Goods and services, qn 3246.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3246. Alleged bribes,
qn 3260. Visual display units, qn 3266. Corporate
plans, qn 3491. Funds for revegetation projects,
qn 4685. Revenue collections, qn 4689. (See also
"Environment".)
Consolidated Security Systems-Advertising methods,385.
Constitutional Convention, Australian, 3051, q 4076.
Consumer Affairs-

Consumer Affairs Bureau-Operations, 1314.
Consumer Affairs Council-Budget allocation, 729,
1316,1376. Operations, 1312. Recommendations,
1381, 1385. Appointments, qn 3270. Building
industry operations, qn 3271. Arbitrators, qn 3271.

General-Product coding in supermarkets, q 35, 533,
1376, 1381, 1384 1642, q 5022. Milk: Cartage costs,
q 36; Melbourne bottled milk prices, qn 2356; price
freeze, q 4021. Returnable drink containers, 136,
682, 1641, 1822, 4441, 4707, 4802, 5027, 5214.
Advertising: Methods of security firm, 385; Kayser competition, 434, 438, 792, 1801, 1805, 3000,
3205,3209,3534; use of rotating or flashing emergency lights, 584, 588; Detta Grower Sales (Vic.)
Pty Ltd, 3520; Tele-Door Advertising and Marketing, 3521. Protected tenants, q 681, q 918, 1114,
1116, q 1128. Motor vehicle transactions, 799,903,
911, qn 2522, qn 3929, q 4618. Activities of insurance brokers, q 837. Labelling of artificial and natural mineral water, IllS, 1116. Laser facial
treatment,q 1127. Interest rates on contracts, 1315.
Motor Car Traders Committee, 1316, 1376, 1378,
1384, qn 3929, q 4617. Complaints against tradesmen, 1316. Travel agencies, 1376, 1381, q 3939.
Packaging standards, 1380. Market Court, 1382,
1384, q 3496. Consumer education, 1383. Tenants Advice Service, 1385. House builders' liability, 1406, qn 3275. Purchase of unpasteurized dairy
products, 1692. Price differences in supermarket
chain, 1709, 1712. Good Luck Enterprise chain
money scheme, 2635. Proposed building dispute
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tribunal, qn 3211. Pamphlet on funeral arrangements, qn 3259. Crown Corningware coffee percolators, 3399, 3404. Proclamation of Credit Bill,
q 3493. Proposed hotline, q 3495, q 3684. Report
of Director of Consumer Affairs, 3495, 3695,
q )939. Cornwall Motor Caravan Hire, 3528. Use
of pushers in stores, 4140, 4143. Rental of stallholders at Ringwood market, 4142, 4145. Repossession of goods sold under hire purchase, qn 4163.
Dangerous toys, 4292. (See also "BiIls-Consumer A:trairs Committee Bilf'.)

Ministry of-Budget allocation, 729, 1312, 1376,
4568,4575. Advertising campaign, q 918. Administra~ion, 1313, 1315, 1380, 1384, 1385. Country
serviceS, 1377, 1382. Objectives, 1379, qn 2525.
Vehicles, 1380. Publications in ethnic languages,
1383. Access to documents, qn 2524. Questions
on notice, qn 2525. Technology information systems, qn 2525. Staff, qn 2525, qn 2526. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2526. Purchases, qn 2526.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 2526. Trade
union representation, qn 2526. Expenditure,
qn 3223, qn 3226. Legislation administered,
qn 3224. Publications, qn 3225. Review, qn 3226,
q 3615, 3691. Annual report of Director of Consumer Affairs, q 3495, q 3938. Proposed telephone
hotline, q 3495, q 3684. Management study,
q 3496. Entry to private premises, qn 5124.
Consumer Price Index-Effect of State and local government charges, q 4083, q 4173.
Cooper, Mrs Lois-Royal Commission into Federated
Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia,
qn 3314.
Co-operation Act-Promotion of societies, q 5129.
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qn 3284. Registration of company or business
names, qn 3775. Henry Jones (IXL) Ltd, q 4020.
The Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd,
q 4330, q 4435,4536,4540, q 4613, q 4614, q 4615,
q 4616, q 4617, q 4701, q 4702, 4708, q 4796,
q 5213.
Corporate Affairs Office-Accuracy of records, q 1205,
1402, 1406. Budget allocation, 1510, 1517. Computerization, 1517. Liaison with National Companies and Securities Commission, 1518. Annual
report 1981, 2059. Investigations into insurance
companies, qn 3033.
Correctional Services Division-

Fair/ea Female Prison-Redevelopment, qn 18.
General-Remand facilities, q 132, q 2056, 2083,
q 2437. Budget allocation, 739, 953. Staff: Probation officers, 953, 3401, 3403, 3507, 3513, 3899,
3903; prison officers industry agreement, qn 1712.
Vacant houses at Malmsbury Youth Training
Centre, 1708, 1712. Proposal for separate Ministry, qn 1712. Prison accommodation, q 2362. Proposed Beechworth remand centre, q 2432.
Government policies, 2506. Assessments under
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act,
qn 3327. Early releases, q 3335, 3553. Geelong
Training Prison, 3400, 3403. Overcrowding in
prisons, 3485, 3489, q 3780, 4662, 4664. Accident
at Mount Alexander quarry, 3551. Release of Mr
Norm Gallagher, 3553. Wiltona Hostel, 4662,
4664, 4708, 4901.

Parole and Probation-Prisoner programmes: Community service order scheme, q 444, 516, 520,
q 1551; attendance centres, q 1551; work-in, Iiveout scheme, q 1633, q 1718, 1823, 1956. Probation officers, 953, 3401, 3403, 3507, 3513, 3899,
3903. Community-based services, qn 2235.

Cornwall Motor Caravan Hire-Defective camper
vans, 3528.

Pentridge Prison-Staffing establishment, q 2057,
2082,2210,2215, q 3831. Capacity, 2082. Refusal
for visit by shadow Minister, q 2239. Security,
3063, 3065, q 4084. Jika Jika high security unit,
3062, 3065. Alleged provision of "1" division
building plans to prisoners, q 3832. Escapes: Prison
management, q 3834, q 3835. Social visit by Minister for Community Welfare Services and family,
q 3838. Remand section, qn 3904.

Corporate Affairs-Responsibilities of company
directors, q 1033. Proposed establishment of
accounting standards review board, qn 1806. North
Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd, 2243.
Lefroy Minerals Ltd, 2243. Palmdale Insurance
Ltd, qn 3033. Special investigations of companies,

Country Fire Authority-Funding, qn 23, 414, q 679,
4583, 4586. Integration of fire services, q 379,
q 679,817, q 919, q 1132, 1245, 1248, 1250, 1255,
1257, q 1638, 1886, qn 2235, qn 3034, 3783,
q 3935, q 3937. Volunteer fire fighters, q 379, 3527,
qn 4166. Bullthrush aircraft, 392, q 679. State
awards, q 448. Budget allocation, 819, 930, 1003,

Co-operative Housing Societies-Funding, q 36, q 602,
3486.3489, q 4439. Budget allocation, 847. Home
loans: Interest rates, q 2130, q 2131, 3064, 3066,
q 3835, q 3838. q 4699, qn 5119, q 5125; approvals, q 3685. Promotion, q 5129. Waiting lists,
q 2543. Deposits, qn 3906.
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Country Fire Authority-continued

Crabb, Mr S. M.-continued

1247. Manpower and material resources, qn 912.
Statements by chairman, q 919. Total fire bans,
q 1206, 3511. Potential fire danger in country,
q 1638. Vapour blockages of fire-fighting vehicles,
1867, 1873,2733. Operating costs, qn 1948. Firefighting equipment subsidies, q 2130, qn 2234,
2521. Disconnected garden hoses during water
restrictions, 2424, 2426. Equipment, 2521, qn 4166.
Trade union representation, qn 2737. Ash
Wednesday bush fires, 3072,4267. Wage and salary costs, 3672, 3675. Winchelsea, qn 4166. Report
on works and services division, 4270. Allocation
of funds for fuel reduction burns, qn SOI3. (See
also "Bills-Fire Authorities Bill", "Bush rrres"
and "Fire Control".)
Country Roads Board-Funding for Gippsland South
electorate roads, 858. Metropolitan property,
qn 1118. Tender for section of Hume Highway,
3900,3902. Capital works programmes, qn 4257.
(See also "Bills-Country Roads (Lands) Bill"
"Transport Bilf' and "Roads and Bridges".)
Courtaulds Hilton Ltd-Advertising methods, 434, 438,
792,1801,1805,3000,3205,3209,3533.

French bland-Suggested freight subsidy for
drought-affected stock. 2214.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 62, 65.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesEffect of proposed Commonwealth tax on
cheques, q 440~ Vetting of appointments, 1049.
Responsible to Minister of Transport, qn 3491,
qn 3.577, qn 3578, qn 3586, qn 3590, qn 3595,
qll 3601, qn 3678, qD 3680, qn 5315, qn 5316,
qn 53 l8, qn 5319, qn 5322.
Grain Elevators Board-Administration, q 3342.
Handicapped Persons-Public transport facilities,
q 1037. Multi-purpose-taxi scheme, q 4798.

Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) BiIJ, 4311.
ImmigJ'ation and Ethnic Affairs-Translations of
learner-driver permits, q 2057.
Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund. 627.
Labour and Industry-Shop inspectors, q 5128.
Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill;

4658.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board-

Finance-Capital works programme, qn 1118.
Genera/-East Preston tramline extension, Ql77i1.

Crabb, Mr S. M. (Knox)
Appropriation ( 1982-83, No. I) Bill, 543, 625.
Australian Transport Advisory Council-Recommendations, qn 1118.

Trams for school children, 3677. Right ofwa.y IOr
trams, q 4615. Proposed Burwood tramlineextension, qn 5313.
Members-Involvement with MetropolitaA Transit
Council, q 1552. Appreciation of
of the
Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, t625-

setiVm

Bicycles-Safety helmets, qn 1118.
Budget-For 1982-83: Presentation of, 543; deficit,
625.
Country Roads Board-Land, qn 1118.
Country Roads (Lands) Bill, 2253, 2732.
Drought-Relief, 628. Suggested freight subsidy for
drought-affected stock, 2214.
Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2139,
2201,2583.
Economy, The-State of, 626.

Metropolitan Transit Council-Meebftl$, qn 373.
Members, q 1552.
Ministerial Statements-Royal Commission into
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of
Australia, 85. Restructuring of transport administration, 282.
Ministry of Transport (Amendment) Bill, 1210, 1369,
1662,1665.

Education-School crossing supervisors, q 771.

Ministry, The-Hiring of staff of Minister of Transport, qn 3577.

Equal Opportunity-In Ministry of Transport,
qn 3578.

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 2254, 3058, 3060,
3720.

Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 85.

Motor Car (Penalties) Bill (No. 2), 4657.

Financial Institutions Duty Bill,
2820 2822, 2824, 2825, 2827,
2832, 2834, 2838, 2839, 2841,
2848, 2849, 2850, 2851, 2852,
2996.

2813,
2829,
2843,
2855,

2818,
2830,
2845,
2857,

2819,
2831,
2846,
2994,

Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
923, 1099, 1675, 1680, 1682, 1684, 1687, 1688,
1690, 1691, 1692, 1694, 1695, 2263.
Motor Registration Branch-Fees, q 2129.
Municipalities-Subsidies for school crossing supervisors, q 771.
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Crabb, Mr S. M.-continued
Petroleum Products-Excise on diesel fuel. q 196.
Points of Order-Scepe of debate; 61. Reflection on
Royal Commission. 89. Tabling of quoted docu~
ment, 442. Relevancy of remarks, 2810. Avail~
ability of printed Bills._ 4326.
Probate Duty Bill. 62, 65.
Public Transport-Bus route for Blackburn Road,
qn 20~ Bus services in Doncaster and- Temp[e~
stowe, qn 26. Restructuring of transport administration. 282. P1"Oposed free passes for employees
of transport authorities. 518. For the disabled,
q 1037. Futuretnmsport study, q 1333. Transport
vouchers for the unemployed. q 1884, q 1951.
Urban public transport improvement programme, qn 22~8. Passenger journeys, qn 2231.
Patronage- details. qn 2234. Free Sunday transport, qn 3597. For school children. 3677. "Dial-abus" services. qn 5316. Bus stop opposite Ormond
railway station. qn 5322.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 3576, qn 3602.
Railways (Amendment) Bill. 2254, 2351, 2353, 2586,
4180,4307.
Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4387.
River Entrance Docks Railway Construction
(Amendment) Bill, 2565, 2578,
Roads and BridgesBridges-West Gate, 910, 922. On Great Ocean
Road,3490.
Freeways-South-Eastern-Mulgrave link. qn 18.
qn 2218. Proposed Healesville, qn 23. Extension
of Eastern, qn 3574.
Roads-Proposed duplication of Calder Highway,
qn 23. Proposed construction along route 7, qn 373.
Works in Wantirna electorate, qn 1117. Funding,
q 2362. South Gippsland Highway, qn 3571. In
South Barwon electorate. qn 3579. Hume Highway bypass, q 4083.
Road Traffic-Tow truck system, q 32. 590. Traffic
safety devices for Nunawading signals, qn 1118.
Engineering projects to reduce accidents, qn 1119.
Audible pedestrian signals, qn 2229. Passenger
journeys. qn 2231. On South Gippsland Highway,
qn 3571. Semi~trailer drivers, qn 3597. Road toll
reduction measures. q 3686. Motor cyclist fatali~
ties. q 4899. Alcohol~induced accidents, qn 5320.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4180,4306,
4645.
Road VehiclesDrivers-Licence fees. q 1127. Licence tests, q 3410.
General-Third-party insurance premiums, q 2874.
Maintenance, 3901. Registration ofthree~wheeled
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balloon tyre motor cycles, q 4335. Motor registra~
tion fees and other charges, qn 5321.
Sa/ety-Helmets for cyclists, qn 1118.
Solicitor-General-Appointment, 1049.
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 4951.
State Co-ordination Council-Reports. qn 3585.
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
626.
State Finance-Alleged deficit for 1981-82, q 440.
Budgetary processes, q 441. Financial manage~
ment techniques, 627.
Taxi Industry-Renewal of licences, 590. Multi~
purpose scheme, q 4798.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1625.
Transport Bill, 4180,4321,4778,4779,4780,4781,
4782,4784, 4785, 4786, 4787.4788, 4789, 4790,
4791,4793,4795,4803,4804,4806,4808,4809,
4810,4811,4812,4813,4814,4815,4816,5107.
Transport, Ministry of-Staff, qn 522, qn 3577,
qn 3578. Maternity leave, qn 1119. Task forces
and committees, q 1423. Expenditure, qn 3491,
qn 3590. Technology information systems,
qn 3577. Objectives, qn 3577. Hiring of Ministerial staff, qn 3577. Legislation administered,
qn 3577. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3578.
Purchases, qn 3578. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3578. Review, qn 3578. Forms,
qn 3582. Goods and services, qn 3586. Air-condi~
tioning, qn 3586. Works and services, qn 3590.
Instruction manuals, qn 3590. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3590. Flying of State flag,
qn 3595. Corporate plans, qn 3601. Trade union
representation, qn 3678. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 3680. Oil consumption,
qn 5315. Motor vehicles, qn 5316. Grants and
subsidies, qn 5316. Interpreters, qn 5316. Internal
auditors, qn 5318. Licences issued, qn 5319. Rev~
enue collections, qn 5322.
Transport Regulation Board-Reports of decisions,
qn 373.
Victorian RailwaysCountry and Interstate Services-Hamil~
ton-Portland, qn 19. Cleaning of country trains,
124. Accident at Barnawartha, q 923. Melbourne-Adelaide, q 2137, qn 5319, qn 5321. Pass~
ing loop on BaHarat line, qn 2228.
qn 2229.
Sheppar~
Melbourne-BaHarat,
ton-Cobram, q 2873. Buffet for Ballarat service,
qn 3594. Vinelander stop for Creswick, qn 3601.
Balmoral line, 3671. Portland line, 3671. Stony
Point line, q 4800. Upgrading of country passen~
ger services, qn 5211. Geelong service, qn 5320.
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Crabb, Mr S. M.-continued
Fares and Freights-Fares, q 603, q 4025. Grain
freights, q 1206. Ticket vending machines, q 3069.
Fare evasion. q 4534.
Finance-Use of leverage leasing, q 836. Commonwealth funding, qn 2228. Effects of extra staff,
q 3495. Revenue, qn 3592.
General-Accident at Barnawartha, q 923. Use of
radios in trains, q 2358, q 4531. Accident at West
Richmond station, 3151. Quick-service foods on
trains, qn 3583. Derailment offuel tankers, q 4264,
q 5018.

Land-For Hamilton-Portland line. qn 19. At Doncaster, q 4023, q 4024, q 4025, q 4334, q 4439,
q 5212.

Level Crossings-Scoresby Road, Bayswater, 124.
Clyde Road, Berwick, 910. Norman Street, Ballarat, qn 3579.
Rolling-Stock-Rail wagons, qn 24. Locomotive
safety measures. qn 1118. New suburban trains,
q 1128. Leasing contracts. q 3935.
Sidings. Bridges and Buildings-Maldon bridge, 437.
Weight limit on bridges, 518. Passing loop on
Ballarat line, qn 2228.
Staff-In carriage building and maintenance divisions, qn 2227. At Ballarat workshops, qn 2227,
qn 2228. Increases on suburban stations, q 3495.
In account payment sections at Bendigo, Ballarat
and Geelong. qn 5319.
Stations-Staffing of suburban, q 2239. Opening of
Parliament station, q 2872. Aspendale, qn 3584.
Upgrading, q 4263.
Suburban Services-Passenger journeys from
Auburn, Glenferrie and Hawthorn stations,
qn 2227. Stafflng of stations, q 2239. Accident at
West Richmond station, 3151. Number of trains,
qn 3593. Commuter car parking, q 4439.

Credit Act 1981-Proclamation, q 3493.
Crematorium-Proposed for Geelong, qn 18.
Crown Land-Use by sporting bodies, 266, 267. Suggested use for drought grazing, 1405, 1406.

Culpin, Mr J. A.-continued
Education-Storm damage at schools in Glenroy
electorate, 2087. Report of Co-ordinator-General
of Education, q 5021.
Employment and Training-Job vacancies, q 3685.
Environment-Returnable drink containers, 5027.
Grievances, 2087, 2637.
Health-Occupational health and safety training,
q 4900.
Housing Commission-Insurance of houses, 1802.
Insurance-Of Housing Commission houses, 1802.
Proposed inquiry into activities of companies,
2637.

Petitions-School Dental Service, 3839. Returnable
drink containers, 5027.
Police Department-Alleged jewellery theft from
deceased person, 825.
D

Dairying (See "Primary Industries-Dairying".)
Dandenong Ranges-Budget allocation, 698.
Deafness Foundation of Victoria-Work of the Hon.
Peter Howson, 2091.
Death-Definition, qn 3583. Certificates, 4026.
Deaths- J. L. Cremean, Esq., 1. Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 1.
Hon. Samuel Merrifield, 1. W. F. L. Reese, Esq.,
591. Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1121. R. H. Suggett,
Esq., 1411. K. F. King, Esq., 3035. W. Fowler.
Esq., 5224.
Debt Collection-Activities, qn 2051.
Decentralization Incentives Review CommitteeIncentives, q 680, q 2542,4255,4257,4566,4600.
Inquiry, q 5020. (See also "Bills-Decentralized
Industry Incentive Payments (Amendment) Bill".)

Delzoppo, Mr J. E. (Narracan)
Ambulance Services-Latrobe Valley helicopter
service, 266, 774, 2748, 3159.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 1523.

Cui pin, Mr J. A. (Glenroy)

Budget for 1982-83, 1523.

Broadmeadows-Study group, q 4083.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3633.

Death-K. F. King, Esq., 3039.

Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Management study,

Dental Services-School, 3839.
Economy, The-Effect of currency devaluation,
q 3044.

q 3496.

Country Roads (Lands) Bill, 2?31.
Dental Services-School, 3839.
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Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2578,
2585.
Education-St Paul's Anglican Grammar School,
Warragul. 2522. Continuing education programme. Warragul. 300l.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation. 3616. 3940.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill. 2845.
Firearms-Registration. 3941.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4240.
Handicapped Persons-Residence in Moe. 1405.
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Delzoppo, Mr J. E.-continued
Trading Hours-Sunday, 923. Retail, 3411.
Transport-Task forces and committees, q 1423.
Transport Bill, 4738,4779,4781,4782,4784,4785,
4786,4787,4788,4789, 4790, 4791, 4792, 4793,
4803, 4804, 4806, 4807, 4808, 4809, 4810, 4811,
4812,4813,4814,4816,4820,5107.
Victorian Railways-

Finance-Budget allocation, 4597.
Stations-Opening of Parliament station, q 2872. Bus
stop opposite Ormond station, qn 5322.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 1600.

Health-First aid certificates. 1188.
Latrobe Valley-Helicopter ambulance service, 266.
774. Residence for handicapped persons. 1405.
Law Courts-Drouin. 180l.
Local Government Department-Budget allocation. 1523.
Local Government Department (Director-General
for Local Government) Bill. 559.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill. 3633.

Dental Services-School Dental Service, q 604, qn 671,
863, q 916, 955, 1002, 3049, 3616, 3689, 3839,
q 4024, 4026, q 4533, 4802. In Doncaster electorate, qn 671. In Monbulk electorate, 700. In Dromana electorate, 742. (See also "Bills-Dentists
(Fees) Bill".)
Devaluation-Of Australian currency, q 3044.

Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 254.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Rate
relief. qn 3682.
Melbourne Cricket Ground-Aoodlights, q 4798.
Ministry of Transport (Amendment) Bill. 1662.
Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill. 2954.

Dickinson, Mr H. R. (South Barwon)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 970, 1264, 1282.
Arts, The-Geelong Performing Arts Centre, 975,
976. Visit ofMrs Melina Mercouri, qn 4687.

Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill. 3053,3061,3721.

Budget-For 1982-83,971,1264,1282. Deficit, 971.
Papers, 973.

Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
2263.

Bush Fires-Appeal, 3124. Relief, 3124, 4571,
qn 5016. Ash Wednesday, 3124. Damage, 4571.

Motor Registration Branch..,-Motor cycle registrations. 520 I.

Cemeteries-Proposed crematorium for Geelong
region, qn 18.

Petitions-Latrobe Valley helicopter ambulance
service. 774. 2748. 3159. Hotel trading hours, 923.
Retail trading hours, 3411. Anti-discrimination
legislation. 3616. 3940. School Dental Service,
3839. Firearms registration, 3941.

Community Welfare Services-Geelong Life Line,
401l.

Point of Order-Availability of Bill, 4326.
Police Department-Services in Narracan electorate. 3398. Financial allocation. 4598.
Railways (Amendment) Bill, 2353, 2585.
River Entrance Docks Railway Construction
(Amendment) Bill, 2578.
Roads-Hume Highway construction, 3900.
Road Vehicles-Motor cycle registrations, 520 I.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1790.
Supply (1983-84. No. I) Bill, 4596.

Correctional Services Division-Geelong Training
Prison, 3400.
Country Fire Authority-Fire-fighting equipment
subsidies, qn 2234, 2521.
Drought-Slaughter bounty, 972.
Drugs-Use of marijuana, qn 3581.
Economy, The-State of, 974. Effects of wage
demands, q 4332.
Education-School construction at Ocean Grove,
qn 3581. Primary schools: Barwon Heads, qn 3583;
Roslyn, 4140.
Electoral-Geelong local government boundaries,
qn 2604.
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Dickinson, Mr H. R.-continued
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 971.
Firearms-Registration, 4536.
Fluoridation-Sodium fluoride. qn 3312.

Dickinson. Mr H. R.-continued
Roads-Great Ocean Road, 3487. In South Barwon
electorate, qn 3579. Road accidents involving
alcohol, qn 5320.
Soil Conservation Authority-Funds for replanting
grass lands, qn 4685.

Forests Commission-Fuel reduction burns,
'In 5013.

Sport-Planned water sports centre, qn 2226.

Geelong Regional Commission-Reports. qn 1813.
Review of operations, qn 1813.

State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4988.

Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bellarine Water
Supply) Bill, 4647.

State Superannuation Board-Benefits for Government-owned trading bodies, qn 1544.

Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust-Filling
of dams, 586.

Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4571.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesFinances of statutory authorities, qn 4170.
Grievances, 804, 2086.
Health-Administrator for Grace McKellar House,
Geelong, 804. Facilities for cancer patients in Geelong area, 2086. Health Commission funding for
electorate of South Barwon, qn 3320.
Hospitals-Grace McKellar House, Geelong, 804.
Geelong, 975. Facilities for cancer patients in Geelong area, 2086.
Housing-Budget allocation, 972. Wool store housingconversion project, qn 5015.
Housing Commission-Budget allocation for Bendigo area, q 773. Recycled wool store, 3065.
Industry-Over-award site payments, qn 1330.
Labor Party-Parliamentary representatives, 973.

Taxation-Increases, 970, 972. Financial institutions duty, 972. Relief for bush-fire victims,
qn 5016.
Tourism-Coastal management in Shire of Barrabool, 666. New director, 971.
Tourist Development Authority-Grants for Shire
of Barrabool, 666.
Unions-Geelong area agreement, qn 1330.
Victorian Railways-Cleanliness of orange trains,
123. Restoration of stations, 4327. Geelong-Melbourne service, qn 5320.
Water Supply-Filling of dams, 586.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 970.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Proposed Carrum
water sports centre, 975. Geelong water sports
project, 4661.
Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1282.

Liquor Control Bill, 4488.
Medical Services-Cancer after-care treatment in
Geelong, 3773.
Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesday bush fires,
3124.
Ministry, The-Courtesy of, 3552.
Municipalities-Geelong electoral boundaries,
qn 2604. Review in Geelong area, qn 2605.
Nude Bathing-Free beaches, 2031,3148.

Director of Public Prosecutions, q 4796.
DivisionsAppropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill. 1308, 1514, 1516
1531.
'
Concurrent Debate on Appropriation (1982-83, No.
1) Bill and Works and Services Appropriation Bill.
695.

Petition-Firearms registration, 4536.

Constitution (Council Powers) Bill. 3892, 3893.

Department-Stations
in
BelPolice
mont-Grovedale area, qn 1202. Budget allocation, 1264.

Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill. 4968,
4972,4974.

Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Etiquette
and protocol booklets, qn 4687.

Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4110.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3759.

Public Transport-Budget allocation, 974.

Economic Management, 4044.

Public Works Department-Point Lonsdale jetty,
825. Foreshore reserves study, qn 5123.

Electoral Commission (Amendment) [!ilI. 4113.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1990, 1998.
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Divisions-continued
Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill. 5180.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill. 2815. 2826, 2831,
2.840,2844, 2849, 2853.
Firearms {Amendment} Bill. 4413.
Fire Protection Services. 3798.
Fisheries {Fees} Bill. 2454.
Flood Plain Management Bill. 2988.
Food Bill. 3719.
Freedom of Information Bill. 2899,2911.
Government Appointments. 1060.
Historic Buildings {Amendment} Bill. 2992.
Hospital Benefits {Levy} (Amendment) Bill. 3991,
3995,4001.
Hospitals and Charities Bill. 2177.
Hospitals and Charities {Committees of Management} Bill. 5156.
Industrial Relations {Amendment} Bill. 4191, 4192,
4194,4206,4207.
Land {Amendment} Bill. 1776.
Land Tax {Amendment} Bill. 2327.
Liquor Control Bill. 4503,4513, 4515,4520, 4521.

Divisions-cont inued
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill.
3656.
Divorce-Petitions, qn 3292.
Doncaster Electorate-Dental services, qn 671. Habitation review, q 1330.
Dromana Electorate-Dental services, 742.
Drought-Relief, q 30, q 131, 137, 173,369,419,622,
628, 851, 852, 933, 961, 989, q 1131, q 1203,
q 2132, q 2540. Stock slaughter: Bounty, q 189,
365, 369, q 377, q 381, q 439, q 528, q 677, 722,
q 770, q 837, 852,903,907,935,961,972, q 1418,
q 1639, 1705, 1710; humane methods, q 443.
Effects on: Job opportunities, 263, 269; spread of
noxious weeds, 363, 370; spread of stock diseases,
363, 370; grain harvest, 851 ; economy, 852, q 3611;
land, 978; small businesses, 934, q 2132; agriculture, q 1203, q 2132; industry, q 1203. Fodder
subsidy, q 279. Employment of apprentices, 856.
Proposed seed grain subsidy, q 1129. Proposed
grazing in national parks, q 1131, 1405, 1406.
Income levels for primary producers, q 1819. Tour
of affected areas by honourable members, q 2058,
2209, 2422, 2426. Freight subsidy, 2213, 2214.
Minimum price for livestock, q 2434.
Drugs (See "Health-Drugs" and "Police Department-Crime" .)

Local Government {House Builders' Liability}
{Amendment} Bill. 1924.

E

Local Government {Municipal Council Elections} Bill.
3763,3767,3771.

Ebery, Mr W. T. (Midlands)

Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill. 5192, 5197,
5273.
Medical Practitioners Bill. 335, 351.
Mines {Amendment} Bill (No. 2), 4839,4841.
Motor Car {Registration and Drivers' Licences} Bill.
1681,1695.
Post-Secondary Education {Amendment} Bill. 5102.

Agriculture, Department of-Spread of stock diseases and noxious weeds, 363.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 815, 1248, 1267,
1444, 1452, 1521.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Effect of black
bans, q 2429, q 2876.
Budget-For 1982-83,815,1248, 1267, 1444, 1452,
1521. Deficit, 815.

Public Authorities {Contributions} {Amendment} Bill.
3865,3867.3871.

Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3889.

Racing (Amendment) Bill. 5256,5258,5261.

Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4448,
4966.

Racing Bill. 4882, 4886, 4888.
Residential Tenancies {Amendment} Bill. 1164, 1165.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill. 2011,2012,2022.
State Board QfEducation Bill. 5072, 5075.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill.
2951.
Transport Bill. 4778.
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill. 2497.
68445/83-2

Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4103.
Correctional Services-Accident at Mount Alexander Quarry, 3551.
Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration of fire
authorities, 817, q 1638, 1889,3784. Subsidies for
fire-fighting equipment, q 2130.
Drought-Side effects, 363.
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Ebery, Mr W. T.-continued
Education-Budget allocation, 1444, 1452.
Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill, 4110,4553.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1959, 1985.
Employment and Training-Contribution of private enterprise, 816. Proposed incentives scheme,
819,4012.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation. 3144, 3690.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2809, 2838.
Firearms-Registration, 3690, 4442.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4207,4414,4415,4416,
4417, 4418, 4421, 4422, 4423, 4429, 5161, 5162,
5164,5165.

Ebery, Mr W. T.-continued
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3144,
3690. Proposed firearms legislation, 3690, 4442.
Proposed Gembrook public shooting range, 4442.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 1359.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1248.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1267.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill, 4962.
Primary Industries-Spread of stock diseases and
noxious weeds, 363.
Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 4072.
Public Record Office, 3204, 520 I.

Fire Authorities Bill, 5275,5278.

Public Works Department-Budget allocation, 1521.

Forests Commission-Accident at Mount Alexander quarry, 3551.

Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1162.

Freeways-Calder, qn 23.

State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 2192, 2197.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 816.
Gembrook Public Shooting Range Proposal, 4442.

Roads-Calder Highway, qn 23.
State Finances-Management techniques, 816.
Supply (1983-84, No.l) Bill, 4580.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesPayments due to sub-contractors, 5226.

Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1628.

Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill, 4949.

Tourism-Castlemaine-Maldon tourist railway,
3774.

Grievances. 5226.
Housing Commission-Shortage of houses in
Castiemaine, 1802.
Labor Party-Honouring of election promises, 815.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1769, 1775.
Lands Department-Grazing licence rents, 817,
1521.

Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction BoardSpread of noxious weeds, 363.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 1170, 1172.
Victorian Railways-Maldon bridge, 433.
Water Supply-For Metcalfe, qn 20.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 815, 1581.

Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1628.

Works and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill, 4610.

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration with Country Fire Authority, 817, q 1638,
1889,3784.

Debate-Moving of amendments, 2297.

Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman-

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill, 2392.
Ministerial Statement-Proposed integration of
Country Fire Authority and Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board, 1889.
Mines (Amendment) Bill, 4181.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4238,4240,4241,
4365, 4823, 5263.
Motor Boating (Amendment) Bill, 4114, 4120.
Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill, 2952.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill, 1757, 1763.
Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
1695.

Economic and Budget Review Committee-Report on
a review of the Audit Act, 4802. Dry docking and
repair facilities in port of Melbourne, 5215.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1232. Discretionary funds, 1554, qn 3272.
Access to documents, qn 1809. Objectives,
qn 181O,qn4694.Staff,qn 181O,qn 1811,qn 1812,
qn 3259, qn 4693. Legislation administered,
qn 1810. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1811.
Purchases, qn 1811, qn 4694. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 1811, qn 4693. Expenditure,
qn 1812, qn 2865, qn 2866, qn 3251. Licences
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Economic Development, Ministry for-continued
issued, qn 1814. Technology information systems, qn 2864. Publications, qn 2865. Airconditioning, qn 2867. Advertising services,
qn 2867. Interpreters, qn 2867. Information supplied to television stations, qn 2868. Communications systems, qn 2868, qn 3251. Motor vehicles,
qn 2869, qn 3246. Trade union representation,
qn 3226. Forms, qn 3239. Goods and services,
qn 3244. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3245. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 3245. Non-Government organizations, qn 3245, qn 3252. Grants and
subsidies, 4n 3245. Works and services, qn 3251.
Internal auditors, qn 3251. Instruction manuals,
qn 3251, qn 3776. Aying of State flag, qn 3259.
Day labour, qn 3259. Alleged bribes, qn 3259.
Corporate plans, qn 3264. Use of visual display
units, qn 3265. Oil consumption, qn 3275.
Administration of tourism, qn 3277, qn 3278,
qn 3279, qn 3280, qn 3281, qn 3284, qn 3295,
qn 3296, qn 3302, qn 3303, qn 3307, qn 3308,
qn 3309, qn 3313, qn 3314. Victorian Offsets Programme, q 3409. Fast lane development projects,
q 3613. Entry to private premises, qn 4690. Review
of programmes, qn 4694. Revenue collections,
qn 4694. Incentives Review Committee, q 5020.
Economy, The-Quarterly estimates, qn 20. Additional Commonwealth funding for Victoria, qn 24.
State of, 626, 709, 735, 849, 853, 861, 864, 893,
924,958,966,974,1019, q 4172, q 4173, q 4175.
Federal policies, 650, 866, q 1420, q 1633, q 1817,
q 2739. Inflation, q 680. Keynesian economics,
710. Stimulation, 725, 856, 958. Capital expenditure, 735. Effects of drought, 852, q 3611, 4565.
Distribution ofweaIth, 855. Growth, 865. Effect of
Budget, 870, q 3043. State taxes and charges:
Indexation, q 1133, q 1952, q 3344; proposed
freeze, q 2129, 2365, q 2541, q 2616, q 2617,
q 2627; comparison with other States, q 3607,
q 3609, q 3610, q 3611, q 3612, q 3613; relief for
primary producers, q 3611; Government policies,
q 1817, q 1879, 4603, 4605, q 4698; effect on consumer price index, q 4173. Wages and prices freeze,
q 1878, q 1950, q 1955. q 2053. q 2129. 2365.
q 2538. q 2539. q 2541, q 2542, q 3048, q 3071.
Effect of increased energy charges, q 1882. Interest
rates on private loans. 2084. Premiers Conference,
q 2538. q 2542, q 2543, q 2544. Call for national
economic summit by Manufacturing Advisory
Council. q 2739. Devaluation of Australian currency. q 3044, q 3335. Prices and incomes accord,
q 3047. Summit conference, q 3831, q 3833,
q 3836. Management, 4027, q 4172. q 4173. q 4175.
Statement by Federal Treasurer. q 4328, q 5214.
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Economy, The-continued
Wages policy, q 4332. Effect of 35-hour week,
qn 5107. Pressure on interest rates, q 5214.

Edmunds, Mr C. T. (Ascot Vale) (See "Speaker, The
(Hon. C. T. Edmunds)".)

Education-

Education Department-School attendance officers,
265,270. Expenditure: In 1980-81, qn 524, qn 670,
qn 300 1; review of, qn 2528; in 1981-82, qn 2528;
public relations, qn 3921. Staff, qn 590, qn 1714.
Budget allocation, 741, 936, 990, 1399, 1426, 1428,
1430, 1433, 1434, 1437, 1439, 1440, 1441, 1443,
1444, 1445, 1447, 1450, 1452, 1454, 1455, 1458,
1464, 1465, 1466, 1475, 1478, 1479, 1480, 1481,
1483, 1484, 1487, 1488, 4576, 4579, 4594.
Restructuring, q 839, q 2242. Support services, 906,
908. Fencing of land in Doncaster, 1191, 1192.
Hiring of Ministerial staff, qn 1714. Staffing for
Library Branch, q 1954, 2032, 2036. Employment
initiatives programme, 2117, 2120. Assessment
procedures of schools and teachers, q 2430. Borrowings from State Development Fund, q 2433.
Objectives, qn 2527. Monitoring of telephone
calls, qn 2528. Purchases, qn 2528. Selection panel
for assistant regional directors, 2631. Regional
allocations, qn 3001. Maternity leave, qn 3575.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 3586. Stores
Branch, qn 3597, qn 4163. Discretionary funds,
qn 3603. Technology information systems,
qn 3910. Goods and services, qn 3917. Non-Government organizations, qn 3921. Flying of State
flag, qn 3926. Access to documents, qn 4147.
Grants and subsidies, qn 4155. Internal auditors,
qn 4158. Policies on confinement, maternity,
paternity, study and compassionate leave entitlements for teachers, qn 411)7. Capital works programmes, qn 4257. Equal (,pportunity programme,
qn 4665. Review of form;, qn 4670. Dependence
on outside works and services, qn 4672. Instruction manuals, qn 4672. Day labour, qn 4675.
Alleged bribes, qn 4675. Help for children with
hearing impairments, qn 4685. Australian Peace
and Development Research Institute, qn 4686.

Finance-Funding for colleges of advanced education, q 445. Funds for registered schools, qn 524.
Furniture grants, qn 1713. Grants to non-Government schools, q 1819, q 3778, q 5212. Funding of
school improvement plan, q 1951. Cost of educating primary and secondary students in Government schools, qn 2356. Funds for migrant
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Education-continued
Education-continued
in eastern and Maroondah regions, q 4438. Role
education, q 2362. Departmental borrowings,
of school principals, q 4531. Religious education
q 2433. Expenditure, qn 2528. Voucher system of
in State schools, q 4616. Studies or surveys on
funding, qn 2738. Grants to school councils,
q 3068. Student grant, q 3155. For Windarring Day
illiteracy, qn 4680. Report of Co-ordinator-General of Education on youth policies, q 5021. CorTraining Centre, Kyneton, 3551, 3554. Basis for
poral punishment, qn 5121.
State aid funds for 1983, qn 3604. Allocations to
private schools, qn 3604. Accreditation and fundLand-Miller's rope works site, q 1133. In Doncasing of independent schools, q 3778. Construction
ter, 1191, 1192. Transfer of railway land at Marycost of West meadows Heights Primary School,
borough, 1403, 1406. For Kyneton High School,
qn 4075. Financial allocation, 4579, 4594. Alloca2734,2735.
tion to State primary, secondary and technical
Post-Secondary-Bendigo
College of Advanced
schools, qn 4687. Funding for St John's Greek
Education:
Engineering
course,
366, 369, 891. ColOrthodox College, q 5022, q 5024.
leges of advanced education, q 445. Proposed
General-Schools in Prahran electorate, qn 23.
amalgamation, q 1640. St John's Greek Orthodox
Computers in primary, secondary and technical
College, q 5022, q 5024.
schools, qn 185. Schools in Heatherton electorate,
School BUildings and Grounds-School building
qn 185. Victorian Advisory Committee on Multiprogramme, 407,951. Maintenance, 942, qn 1534.
cultural Education, q 197. Health and human relaFurniture grants, qn 1713. Upgrading of Bacchus
tions courses, 198, 282, 774, 1424, 1885, 3049,
Marsh
Primary School, 1798, 1803. Redevelop3334, 3834. Horticultural training courses, 267.
ment of Kyneton Primary School, 2424, 2426.
School improvement programme, q 278, 1951.
Cooling programme for schools in northern VicSchool crossing supervisors, q 771. State Board of
toria, 3147, 3151. Allocation from State DevelopEducation: Membership, q 834, q 1333, q 1634,
ment Fund, q 2431. Cyclic maintenance, qn 2523.
q 1640, qn 4685; appointment of Ms Sue Walker,
Co-educational technical-high school near Surf3499, 3501, 3502; salaries of members, qn 4166,
side, Ocean Grove, qn 3581.
qn 4167; representation of school principals,
Schools. High-In Prahran, qn 23. University, 135.
qn 4167; future of, 4279, 4293. Curriculum servMount Waverley, 389. Higheu, 760. Yarram, 858.
ices, q 840, q 2242. Support services, 906, 908.
Whittlesea, 881. Ringwood, 951. Heathmont, 951.
Supplementary statement, 941. Initiatives, 1066.
Norwood, 951. Hampton, 1709, 1710. Hastings,
Applications for in-service education, qn 1536.
1709, 1710. Blackburn South, qn 1713, qn 3574.
Amalgamation of State College of Victoria and
Additional staff, 2030, 2035, qn 2239, q 3407.
Institute of Early Childhood Development, q 1640.
Cobram, 2033. Balwyn, 2094, 3400, 3402. BurCommunity education officers, qn 1716. Access to
wood Heights, 2211, 2214. Timboon, 2520, 2522.
Minister, q 1724. Storm damage at schools in
East Doncaster, 2638. Doncaster, 2639. Kyneton,
Glenroyelectorate, 2087. Library and audio-visual
2734,2735. Brentwood, 3150, 3151. Koo-wee-rup,
services, q 2242. Future of Beaufort House, Sallarat, 2243. Use of school bus service by Wimmera
4255, 4256. Wendouree, q 4333. Music facilities
unemployed, 2422, 2425. Joint-use library projfor Syndal, q 4615.
ects, q 2523, qn 3572. Recommendations of
Schools. Other-In Prahran, qn 23. Caanan College,
inquiry into management education (Ralph report),
514,518. Ansua Developmental School, qn 2736.
qn 2523. Assistance to Box Hill Under Achievers
Woomelang Group School, 4010, 4015.
Association, qn 2736. Operation Noah, q 2876.
Schools, Primary-Parktone, qn 19. Enrolments in
Proceed continuing education programme at War1980 and 1981, qn 22, qn 524. In Prahran, qn 23.
ragul, 3001. Air-conditioning of schools, 3147.
Manifold Heights, 395. Herne Hill, 395. Fyans
Visits by School Medical Service, qn 3292. School
Park, 395. Toora, 799, 858. Blackburn, 863. Verbands and orchestras, qn 3572. Transport of studale, 863. Woori Yallock, 881. St Andrews, 881.
dents from Eastbridge Hostel to schools in NunaIn Doncaster electorate, 906, 909, qn 1534. Heathwading, qn 3573. Bushland education programme,
mont East, 951. Norwood, 951. Melton South,
3839. Gymnasiums in northern region, qn 4074.
1187, 1192. Heidelberg West, 1210. Terrara Park,
Programmes for unemployed youth, qn 4075. Of
qn 1534, qn 3904. Bacchus Marsh, 1798, 1803.
handicapped children, qn 4154. Powers of regional
boards, qn 4166. Role and function of senior eduKyneton 2424, 2426. Timboon, 2520, 2522. Livcation officers, q 4174. Community involvement
ingstone, qn 2523, qn 3904. Malvern Central, 3147,
3150,3552,3554,3900,3902. RiddellsCreek, 3552,
in State schools, q 4176. School councils, 4279,
4293, q 4532, q 5125. Information centre, q 4614.
3554. Barwon Heads, qn 3582. Clerical assistance,
q 3614. Ararat West, 3772, 3774. Construction cost
Correspondence school, q 4436. Language centres
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of West meadows Heights. qn 4075. Roslyn. 4140,
4143. Wallan, q 4705.
Schools. Registered-State Government expenditure in 1980-81. qn 524. St Paul's Anglican Grammar School, Warragul. 2522. St John's Greek
Orthodox College, q 5024.
Schools. Secondary-Enrolments in 1980 and 1981,
qn 22, qn 524. Staffing arrangements, q 1334.
Schools. Special-Balwyn, qn 22. In Prahran, qn 23.
Shannon Park, 396. Carronbank, 1871. St Paul's
School for the Blind. 2093.
Schools. Technical-In Prahran, qn 23. Wangaratta,
265. Whittlesea, 881. Maryborough 1402, 1406.
Horsham, 1705, 1710. Amalgamation of Whitehorse and Box Hill, q 2875, 4140, 4144. Kangaroo
Flat, q 4261. Wendouree, q 4333. Payment method
of operating costs, qn 4687.
Special Education-For migrants, q 1334, q 2362.
Development of bilingual programmes, qn 1534.
Aboriginal language courses, qn 1534. Transfer of
Carronbank Special School to Glen Waverley,
1870, 1871. Funds for migrant and multicultural
education, q 2362. Migrant language services,
q 2619. Remedial teachers, qn 2735. Children with
learning difficulties, qn 2860. For handicapped
children, qn 4154.
Students-Enrolments, qn 23. Transport arrangements, 266, 268. Travel allowance, 886. With
behavioural problems, qn 1536. Years of schooling, 2639. Special assistance programmes, qn 2861.
Diets of school children, qn 3304. Transport from
Eastbridge Hostel, qn 3573. Additional trams in
Malvern electorate during peak hour, 3673, 3677.
With hearing impairments, qn 4685.
Teachers-Salaries, qn 22, 405, 940, qn 1534. Victorian Secondary Teachers Association, 430, 435,
q 444. Reduction of working hours, q 445. Union
membership, q 445, qn 3600, q 3609, qn 3926.
Victorian Association of Teachers, q 526. Teaching hours, q 529. Appeal mechanism, q 833.
Migrant English, 863. Emergency, 977, qn 3603.
Sharing of specialist teachers, q 1126. For secondary schools in 1983, q 1334. Conditions and staffing for 1983, 1709, 1710. Statistics on qualified
and unqualified teachers, qn 1713. Industrial
agreement with Victorian Secondary Teachers
Association, q 1820, q 1880, 2030, 2035, q 2130,
q 2134, 2211, 2214, q 2239, q 2432, q 2614, q 3070,
q 3676. For technical-high schools in Goulburn
north-eastern region, 2033, 2036. Senior education officers, q 2430, q 4174. Teaching hours,
q 2436. Remedial, q 2735. Criteria for promotion,
q 2860. For high schools, q 3407. Of mathematics
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Education-continued
and science, q 3496, 3516, 5209. Of usage of computers, qn 3573. Interchanging between industry,
qn 3575. Maternity leave, qn 3575. Employed by
the Education Department, qn 3600. Part-time,
q 3685, qn 4075. Financial assistance rendered to
teacher unions, qn 3926. Specialist for Doncaster
inspectorate, 4013, 4014. For community language programme, q 4023. Centralized employment, q 4532. Strike by technical teachers, q 4797,
q 4898.
Technical and Further Education-Proposed horticultural courses, 264. Knox college, 808. Bendigo,
891. College for outer eastern area, 904, 907. Budget
allocation, 977. Report of review panel, 1402, 1406,
q 1640, q 1719. Restructuring, q 1640. Report of
Coopers and Lybrand Services on financial
arrangements, q 3048. (See also "Bills-Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill" and "Education Service (Amendment) Bill. ", ··Apprentices,"
··Dental Services,", ··Medical Services,", ··Universities" and ··Victorian Institute of Secondary
Education".)
Education Service Conciliation and Arbitration Commission-Appeals, q 833.
Elderly Citizens-Tuberculosis services, 432, 436.
Accommodation, qn 673, qn 2736. Drivers'
licences, 1190. (See also "Geriatric Services" and
··Pensioners".)
Electoral-Failure to vote at State elections, qn 673.
Joint Electoral Agreement, qn 673. Use of Australia Post for advertising elections, qn 673. Code of
conduct, qn 1331. Data processing systems,
qn 1331. Waverley Province by-election, 2420,
2425. Allegation of improper use of electorate
office, 2421, 2425, 2437. Geelong local government boundaries, qn 2604. Breaches, qn 3211.
Springvale by-election, q 3335, 4012, 4016, q 4703.
Alleged misuse of media unit, 4254, q 4260, q 4261,
q 4329, q 4437. Australian Labor Party funding,
q 4336, 4660, 4663. Local government franchise,
q 4705. Features ofWarrnambool electorate, 5216.
(See also ··BilIs-Constitution (Qualification of
Electors) Bill". "Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill" and "Electoral Commission Bill".)
Employment and Training-

Employment-Job creation schemes, q 31, q 33,
q 1720, q 2430, q 2540, 3160, qn 4680. Community Services Youth Employment and Training
Scheme submitted by City of Caulfield, 122, 125.
Employment initiatives programme, q 130, q 132,
620, 699, 707, 762, 882, 889, 895, 930, 937, 945,
954,971,983,993,997,1188, 1194, q 1548, q 1633,
q 1635,q 1722,q 1815,q 2055,2117, 2120,q2135,
q 2430, q 3071, q 3158, q 3781, q 3832,4012,4016,
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Employment and Training-continued
4581, q 4702. National safety day, 367, 372.
Employment Grants Scheme, 407. Effect of State
development programme, q 603. In manufacturing industries, 778. Contribution of private enterprise. 816. Proposed subsidy, 819,877, qn 3606.
In private sector, 874, q 1816. Incentives, 878. For
blue-collar workers, 883. Federal policies, 954. In
public sector, 956. Kinglake National Park project, 1025, 1029. Plenty employment support
group, 1114, 1116. Budget: Allocation, 1386; effects
of, q 3043. Under-award payments, q 1635, q 1637,
q 1719, 1872, q 1882. In timber industry, q 1637,
q 1719. Effects of taxes and charges, q 1718. In
Portland, q 1722. Proposed wages and prices freeze,
q 1817, 1869, 1872,q 1878,q 1879,q 1950,q 1955,
q 2053, 2071, 2129, 2365, q 2539, q 2542, q 3048,
q 3071, q 4686. Proposed national conference,
q 1876,2025. Effect of financial institutions duty,
q 1953. Working party on skill shortages, qn 2042.
At the State schools' nursery, Waverley, q 2055.
Workers compensation payments to apprentices,
q 2135. Expenditure on manpower training
schemes, qn 2219. Group apprenticeship scheme
programme, qn 2226. Of apprentices by Government, qn 2231, q 2241, q 4436. In Victoria, q 2428,
4561. In Syndal electorate and Waverley Province, q 2432. Industrial safety, q 2748. Industrial
fellowships, qn 2870. Opportunities, q 2871.
Stimulation, 3160. Winlaton Education Centre,
qn 3238. Effect of deregulation of shop trading
hours, q 3494. State additional apprenticeship
scheme, q 3497. Job vacancies, q 3685. Funding
for Aboriginal community projects, q 3782. Effect
of Government's economic management, 4027.
Permanent part-time work, 4276, 4290. Effect of
higher wages, q 4332. Decline in Victoria, 4561.
General-Auditor-Gerteral's report on Ministry,
q 768. Distribution ofdiscretionary funds, qn 4679.

Training-"Plan ahead to get ahead" campaign, 821,
984. For new technology, q 838. Workers compensation for work experience of unemployed,
1027, 1029. Ratios of supervisors to apprentices,
q 1337. State additional apprenticeship scheme,
q 1549. Industry training committees, qn 2042.
Work Skill Australia, q 2048. skilis centres, q 2049.
For small business, q 4163, q 4175. Apprenticeship training scheme, q 4535. Grants for occupational health and safety training, q 4900. For
aircraft industry, q 5129. Grants to Victorian Dairy
Processing Industry Training Committee and Victorian Plastics Industry Training Committee,
q 5213.
Unemployment-Youth, 411, 711, 861, 872, q 1035.
In Ballarat, 513. 518, 944, 1000. In Shire of Sherbrooke. 585, 589. In private sector, 645, 659.
Causes, 855. Effects of Budget, 870. 983, 1008,

Employment and Training-continued
1020. Increases, 881. In Bendigo electorate, 887.
In Victoria, 925, 959, 989. In Geelong, 991.
Exploitation of unemployed: Reports: By Job
Watch, q 1205, qn 2050; by Job Force. q 3070; by
agencies, 3149, 3153; by Universal Life Church
Ltd, 4139, 4144; by Home Products Australia,
5199, 5202. Pay and conditions, q 1632. Statistics,
q 1820. Discussions with the Australian Council
of Trade Unions, q 1878. Effect of pay-roll tax
concessions, q 1884. Resolution of Legislative
Council, 2025. Retrenchments: By Fibremakers,
2034, 2038; of apprentices, qn 2866; by General
Motors-Holden's Ltd, q 4618. Access to the arts,
q 2137. Use of school bus service in Wimmera,
2422,2425. Of migrants, qn 3030. Incidence, 3160.
In Springvale electorate, 3505. Education programme for youth, qn 4075. Of artists, q 4265. (See
also "Apprentices".)

Energy ResourcesGeneral-Brown coal, qn 271, qn 272, qn 3906,
qn 4161. Proposed resource tax on coal, 820. Victorian Brown Coal Council, 847. In Latrobe Valley, 847. Effect of Budget, 866. Alternative fuel
research, qn 2217.
Natural Gas-Victorian resources, qn 272.
Nuclear Power-Projections of Australian Atomic
Energy Commission, 3149. Cost comparison with
brown coal, qn 3906, qn 4161. Feasibility studies,
qn 3931.

Oil and Petrol-Oil royalties, qn 2860. Oil consumption, qn 3232, qn 3276, qn 3279, qn 3281,
qn 4018, qn 4147, qn 4665, qn 4666, qn 4667,
qn 4668, qn 4669, qn 4691, qn 5006, qn 5109,
qn 5314, qn 5315.
Solar Power-Research, qn 2216, qn 2217. (See also
··Bills-Energy Consumption Levy Bilr, "Nuclear
Activities (Prohibitions) Bill" and "Pipelines (Fees)
Bill".)
EnvironmentEnvironment Protection Authority-Budget allocation, 763. Policy on solid waste disposal, qn 1409.
Oil tank washers, qn 2235. Cement dust fallout
from Australian Portland Cement Ltd, 3529.
General-Returnable drink containers, 136, 682,
1822,4802,5027,5214. TransferofTennyson textile factory, q 439. Trade waste disposal, qn 1409.
Solid waste disposal, qn 1409. Bushland education programme, 3839.
Pollution-By Wilke and Co. Ltd, 364, 372, 4010,
4016. E. coli readings in Port Phillip Bay, qn 1544.
Bacteriological samplings ofYarra River, qn 1547.
Industrial waste, q 2363. Air quality in Melbourne
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Environment-continued
metropolitan area, qn 2532. Ring pull tops on cans,
qn 2535. Atmospheric, qn 3584. (See also "BillsEnvironment Protection (.4ir Pollution Control)
Bill".)

Equal Opportunity-Discrimination against women in
sporting clubs, q 833, 4290. Programmes in:
Department of Property and Services, qn 1329;
Ministry of Housing, qn 1539, qn 5004; Ministry
for Conservation, qn 1541; Department of Labour
and Industry, qn 1542; Ministry for Police and
Emergency Services, qn 1543; Lands Department,
qn 1809; Ministry for Economic Development,
qn 1811, qn 3280, qn 4694; Department of Community Welfare Services, qn 2045; Ministry for
the Arts, qn 2222; Ministry of Consumer Affairs,
qn 2526, qn 3229; Local Government Department, qn 2603; Department of Agriculture,
qn 2863; Forests Commission, qn 3217; Ministry
for Planning, qn 3222; Ministry for Ethnic Affairs,
qn 3229; Rural Finance Commission, qn 3237;
Ministry for Tourism, qn 3279; Health Commission, qn 3282; Ministry of Transport, qn 3578;
Department of Management and Budget, qn 3909;
Law Department, qn 3911; Department of Minerals and Energy, qn 4019; Education Department, qn 4665; Ministry for Economic
Development, qn 4693; Department of the Premier
and Cabinet, qn 5113; Department of Youth, Sport
and Recreation, qn 5315. Proposed Victorian Bill
of Rights, qn 1713, qn 3309. Anti-discrimination
legislation, 1821, 2138, 2544, 2877, 3049, 3144,
3159, 3343, 3616, 3690, 3940,4085,4337,4441,
5027, 5130. Discrimination on basis of sexual
preference, 4338, 4441, 5026, 5130. (See also
"BilIs-Equal Opportunity Bill." "Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons)
Bill" and "Equal Opportunity (Discrimination
Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2)".)

Ernst, Mr G. K. (Geelong East)
Australian Medical Association-Consultations with
Government, q 840.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC, q 2616.
Child Care-Government services, q 604.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, q 2135.
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Ernst, Mr G. K.-continued
Hospitals-Out-patients levy, q 3045. Effect of
Medicare, q 5209.
International Harvester Australia Ltd-Financial
arrangements, q 4898.
Medical Services-Medifrauds, q 280.
Petitions-Wood chipping in Otway Ranges, 38,
1822. Returnable drink containers, 1822. Whittington swimming centre, 1822. School Dental
Service, 3689.
Road Traffic-Road toll reduction measures, q 3686.
Social Development Committee-Report, 3051,
3617,4338.
Timber Industry-Wood chipping in Otway Ranges,
38,1822.
Victorian Railways-Upgrading of stations, q 4263.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Whiuington swimming centre, 1822.
Estate Agents Board-Annual report, q 2056, q 2619.
(See also "Bills-Estate Agents (Reconstitution)
Bill" .)
Ethnic Affairs, Ministry for-Licences issued, qn 1202.
Chairman, q 2428. Access to documents, qn 3226.
Questions on notice, qn 3227, qn 4165. Technology information systems, qn 3227. Objectives,
qn 3227. Staff, qn 3227, qn 3228, qn 3229, qn 4162.
Expenditure, qn 3227, qn 3228, qn 4159. Publications, qn 3228. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 3228. Purchases, qn 3229. Equal Opportunity
programme, qn 3229. Forms issued, qn 4149.
Goods and services, qn 4156. Air-conditioning,
qn 4156. Overseas trips by officers, qn 4156. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 4156. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 4157, qn 4158. Grants
and subsidies, qn 4157. Motor vehicles, qn 4157,
qn 4162. Interpreters, qn 4157. Works and Services, qn 4158. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 4158. Internal auditors, qn 4159.
Instruction manuals, qn 4159. Communications
systems, qn 4159. Non-Government organizations, qn 4160. Hying of State Hag, qn 4162. Day
labour, qn 4162. Alleged bribes, qn 4162. Corporate plans, qn 4164. Visual display units, qn 4165.
Discretionary funds, qn 4165. Revenue collections, qn 4688. Entry to private premises, qn 4696.
(See also "Bills-Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill"
and "Education".)

Environment-Returnable drink containers, 1822.
Food-Contamination, q 5020.
Gambling-Casino inquiry, q 2616.
Health-National health promotion campaign,
q 2874.

Evans, Mr A. T. (Ballarat North)
Agriculture, Department of-Foundation seed potatoes, qn 3211. Registration of vegetable growers,
qn 3559. Spindle tuber viroid potatoes, qn 3934.
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Evans, Mr A. T.-continued
Apprentices-Proposed horticultural courses, 264.
At Ballarat railway workshops. qn 2228.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 999, 1264, 1443,
1492.
Associations Incorporation Act-Proclamation,
qn 675.
Bicycles-Safety helmets, qn 1118.
Budget-For 1982-83,999,1264,1443,1492. Papers,
1000.
Burrumbeet (Russell Reserve) Land Bill, 76.
Bush Fires-Cost of fighting, 3672. Ash Wednesday,
4267.
Child Care-Children's Services Review Committee. qn 3284. Free Kindergarten Union of Victoria, qn 3321. Placement of children, qn 4682.
Consumer Affairs-Complaints against motor car
traders. qn 2522.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Deposits, qn 3906.
Country Fire Authority-Budget allocation, 1004.
Cost of operations, qn 1948. Proposed integration
with Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, qn 2235,
qn 3034, 3789. Cost of fighting fires, 3672. Ash
Wednesday bush fires. 4267.
Dairying Industry-Proposed milk tax, q 193.
Death-R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1414.
Dental Services-School, 1002,3839.
Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2581.
Education-Proposed horticultural courses, 264.
Budget allocation, 1443. Beaufort House, Ballarat,
2243. Promotion of teachers, qn 2860.
Employment and Training-Unemployment in
Ballarat. 1000.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 280 I.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2447.
Auoridation-Cost, qn 374. Proposed referendum,
qn 670.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Concessions to service
pensioners. q 3932.
Geriatric Services-Queen Elizabeth Geriatric
Centre, Ballarat. 4338.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 64.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesEstablishment of committees, qn 3560. Capital
value of statutory authorities. qn 4166.
Grievances, 4267.

Evans. Mr A. T.-continued
Housing Commission-Units at 1288 Grevillea
Road, Wendouree, q 1334.
Labor Party-Election promises, 1000.
Law Department-Budget allocation, 1492.
Liquor Control Commission-Vacancies, qn 3308.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 258,
344.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Cost of operation, qn 1948. Absenteeism, qn 1948. Proposed
integration with Country Fire Authority, qn 2235,
qn 3034, 3789.
Mines Act-Amendment, qn 5117.
Ministry, The-Premier's media unit, qn 3240.
Electorate visits by Minister of Public Works,
qn 3265.
Pensioners-Concession to service pensioners,
qn 3932.
Petitions-Beaufort House, Ballarat, 2243. School
Dental Service, 3838. Queen Elizabeth Geriatric
Centre. Ballarat, 4338.
Points of Order-Interjections, 53. Scope of debate,
64. Misleading statements, 253. Behaviour of
Minister, 975. Relevancy of remarks, 1265, 1270.
Questions without notice to relate to Government
administration, 1721. Statements in debate, 3794,
4271. Admissibility of amendments, 3797. Offensive remark, 4272. Criticism of Government
department, 4931.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1264.
Potatoes-Foundation seed, qn 3211.·Spindle tuber
viroid, qn 3934.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Staff.
qn 3240, qn 4683.
Probate Duty Bill, 64.
Road Vehicles-Safety helmets for cyclists, qn 1118.
Sewerage-Ballarat Sewerage Authority, qn 25.
Superannuation-For VicRail employees, qn 3238.
Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill, 4581.
Victorian Railways-Workshops: Ballarat, 1001,
qn 2227, qn 2228; Bendigo, qn 2227; Newport,
qn 2227. Passing loop on Ballarat line, qn 2228.
Commonwealth finance, qn 2228. Melbourne-Ballarat service, qn 2229. Superannuation, qn 3238. Norman Street crossing, qn 3579.
Ballarat passenger service, qn 3594. Vinelander.
qn 360 I. Melbourne-Adelaide XPT service,
qn 5319. Account payment sections, Bendigo,
Balhirat and Geelong, qn 5319.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3651,3653.
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Evans. Mr A. T.-continued
Workers Compensation-Premiums, 5198.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 999.

EvaDS, Mr B. J. (Gippsland East)

Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement
League) (Watt Street, Northcote) Bill, 1700.
Alcohol-Effects of abuse, 4550.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 690, 882.
Building and Construction Industry-Criminal
infiltration, qn 21. Arbitration, qn 523.
Bush Fires-Ash Wednesday, 3108. Appeal, 3108.
Relief, 3108. Damage to catchment areas, 3204.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Discussions
with Premier, q 601.
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 2028.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Franklin dam.
q 4081.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3887,3888.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4449,
4967.4973.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4102.
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Evans. Mr B. 1.-continued
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesReturns on business undertakings, q 530, q 836.
Return on assets, 4908.
Grievances, 3503, 4550.
Housing-Budget allocation, 883.
Housing Industry Association, qn 22.
Labor Party-History, 882.
Lands Department-Grazing licence rents, 885.
Legal Aid-For Traralgon couple, qn 670.
Liquor Control Bill, 4512, 5246.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill,3771.
Master Builders Association-Investigation, qn 22.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Fire
damage to catchment areas, 3204.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration with Country Fire Authority, 1891,3782.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4367, 4828,4842.
Ministerial Statements-Proposed integration of
Country Fire Authority and Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board, 1891. Ash Wednesday bush fires,
3108. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, 3479.
Mitchell River-Silt jetties, q 4533,4551.

Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration with
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 1891,3783.

Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill, 2952.

Dairying Industry-Proposed milk tax, q 280.

National Parks Service-Budget allocation, 885.

Dental Services-School, 3838.

Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill, 5282.
Pensioners-Rate concessions, q 3044.

Drought-Income levels for primary producers,
q 1819. Economic effects, q 3611.
Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2580.
Education-Student travel allowances, 886. Health
and human relations courses, 1424.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1972, 1984, 1986. 1991,
1998.
Employment and Training-Employment for bluecollar workers, 883.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2274, 2404, 2916.
Firearms-Registration, 3159.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4211, 4417, 4419, 4426,
5162,5164.

Municipalities-Pensioner rate concessions, q 3044.

Petitions-Health and human relations courses,
1424. Retail trading hours, 3144. Firearms registration, 3159. School Dental Service, 3839.
Points of Order-Rule of anticipation, 1556.
Rephrasing of question without notice, 2362.
Tabling of report, 3460. Admissibility of amendments, 3796, 4971. Scope of debate, 4218. Relevancy of remarks, 4965.
Primary Industries-Wage fixing, 3503.
Public Account (State Development Account) Bill,
2568,2575.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill, 3848, 3864.

Fire Authorities Bill, 5276.

Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 630.

Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2442, 2451, 2914.

Railways (Amendment) Bill, 2586.

Forests Commission-Assistance to sawmilling
industry, 885.
Gambling-Casinos, q 601.

Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2), 5267.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 511.

Gippsland Lakes-Erosion, 4551.

State Board of Education Bill, 5265.
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Evans, Mr B. J.-continued
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
884,885.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2938,2946,2947,2949.
Taxation-Proposed Commonwealth resource-based
tax, q 5214.
Telecom Australia-Charges, q 3495.
Timber Industry-Increased royalties, 883, q 1637.
Assistance, 885. Sawmilling in east Gippsland, 887.
Trading Hours-Retail, 3144.
Transport Bill, 4756, 4783, 4793.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Report, 3479.
Wages-In rural industries, 3503.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3380, 3452, 3454, 3457, 3546, 3651, 3655, 3658,
3668,4376.
Water Resources-Conservation funds, q 3069.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 690, 882.

Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDebate-Incorrect numbering of clauses, 2412.

Extractive Industries-Damages claim against CastIemaine quarry, 3349, 3552.
F
Family Law Act, 662, 666, qn 3332.
Family Law and Marriage Act, qn 3322.

Fibremakers Factory, Bayswater-Retrenchments,
2034,2038.
Firearms-Gun laws, q 2615. Licences, qn 2738. Registration, 3159, 3617, 3690, 3839, 3941, 4026, 4178,
4338, 4442, 4536. (See also "Bills-Firearms
(Amendment) Bill".)
Fire Control-Total fire bans, q 1206, 3510, 3511.
Potential fire danger, q 1638. Subsidy to farmers
for fire-fighting equipment, q 2130. Licences,
qn 2738, qn 3330. Use of Royal Australian Air
Force aircraft, q 2743. Restrictions, q 3340. (See
also "Bills-Fire Authorities Biff', "Bush Fires",
"Country Fire Authority" and "Metropolitan Fire
Brigades Board".)
Fire Safety-Materials treated with carcinogenic flameresistant chemicals, qn 3322.
Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Native birds for
Macedon Ranges, 665, 668. Research project on
Hai Kung, qn 2218. Endangered species of birds,
qn 2219. Kangaroo population, qn 3273, qn 3274.
Port Phillip Bay scallop and mussel fishing, 4085.
Duck Bay netting, 4706. (See also "Bills-Fisheries (Amendment) Bill", "Fisheries (Fees) BUr, and
.. WifdNfe (Fees) Biff'.)
Flags-Victorian: Flying by Government departments
and instrumentalities, qn 675, q 1132, qn 3030,
qn 3259, qn 3261, qn 3262, qn 3304, qn 3305,
qn 3307, qn 3328, qn 3594, qn 3595, qn 3681
qn 3926, qn 3927, qn 3928, qn 4162, qn 4675,
qn 4676, qn 4693, qn 5011. On Parliament House,
q 3778, q 3779.

Federal Affairs, Ministry for-Access to documents,
qn 2121. Technology information systems,
qn 2121. Objectives, qn 2122. Staff, qn 2122.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2122. Purchases, qn 2122. Administration of legislation,
qn 2862. Corporate plans, qn 3556. Visual display
units, qn 3558, qn 3601. Flying of State flag,
qn 4675.
.

Fluoridation-Ofwater supplies, qn 374, qn 3311. Proposed referendum, qn 670. Sodium fluoride,
qn 3311. Effect on dental bills, q 3330. (See also
"Dental Services" and "Health-Genera!".)

Federal Crimes Commission, q 29, q 192, q 1129,
q 1548.

Fogarty, Mr W. F. (Sunshine)

Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 29, q 30, 38, q 129, q 131,
135, q 189, q 191; prosecutions, q 35; Ministerial
statement, 40, 79; organized crime, q 276; proposed national crimes commission, 808; Government's attitude, q 1034; Mrs Lois Cooper, qn 3314.
Affiliation with Labor Party, q 129. Statements by
the honourable member for Warrnambool, q 131,
q 600. Violence, q 2137.
Fencing-Subsidies, 4998, 4999.

Apprentices-Additional positions, q 2241. State
Additional Apprenticeship Scheme, q 3497.
Dental Services-School, 3688, 4802.
Economy, The-Effects of inflation, q 680. Results
of economic summit, q 3833.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesState Additional Apprenticeship Scheme, q 3497.
Health-Health care cards, q 2747.. Treatment of
infectious diseases, q 4330.
M unicipalities-Triennial elections, q 1132.
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Petitions-School Dental Service, 3689, 4802. Retail
trading hours, 4707.
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Fordham, Mr R. C.-continued
Notices of motion, 1556,2438. Correction of Bills,
3051.

Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 107.

Constitutional Convention, Australian, 3051.

Salinity Committee-Report presented: Barr Creek
catchment, mineral reserve basins and Lake Tyrreil schemes, 2620.

Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3877.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3414, 3945.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4707.

Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2546,
2588.

Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman-

Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill, 5234.

Debate-Unparliamentary expression, 2681.

Rulings and Statements as Acting SpeakerDebate-Offensive remark, 83. Reflection on Royal
Commission, 89. Misleading statement, 90.
Speaking to both motion and amendment, 2304.
Interjections, 2310, 2312, 2805, 2806. Relevancy
of remarks, 2410, 2411, 2804. Tabling of quoted
documents, 2803. Reference to debate in same
session, 3815.

Food-Pesticide residues, qn 913, qn 3330. Adulterated, qn 3322, qn 3585, qn 3592. Additives,
qn 3591, qn 3593, qn 3597. Salt content, qn 3591.
Labelling, qn 3599. APM table-top sweetener,
qn 3600. Contamination, q 5020. (See also "BillsFood Bill" and "Health-Genera'''.)
Food Plus Store, North Carlton, 4178.

Fordham, Mr R. C. (Footscray)
Aboriginal Affairs-Aboriginal language courses,
qn 1534.
Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill,356.
Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill, 2399.
Apprentices-Horticultural training courses, 267. At
Horsham Technical School, 1710.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 554, 683, 694,
1514.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Effect of black
bans, q 2430.
Budget for 1982-83, 554,1514.
Business of the House-Extension of question time,
34. Order, 607, 2194, 2490, 2951,3052,4372,4383,
4448, 4803, 4946. Sessional Orders, 774, 1957,
3618. Days and hours of sitting, 1134, 1362, 1871.

Deaths-Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 10. W. F. L. Reese, Esq.,
593.
Drought-Relief, 146, 167. Tour by honourable
members, 2426. Minimum price for livestock,
q 2434.
Education-

Education

Department-Expenditure, qn 524,
qn 670, qn 300 I, qn 3921. Staff, qn 590. Restructuring, q 839, q 2242. Fencing of land in Doncaster, 1192. Management consultants, qn 1714.
Library Branch, q 1954. Special Services Division,
2036. Objectives, qn 2528. Maternity leave,
qn 3575. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3585.
Discretionary funds, qn 3603. Technology information systems, qn 3911. Goods and services,
qn 3917. Non-Government organizations, qn 3922.
Hying of State flag, qn 3927. Access to documents,
qn 4147. Grants and subsidies, qn 4155. Internal
auditors, qn 4158. Leave policies, qn 4167. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 4665. Forms, qn 4670.
Works and services, qn 4672. Instruction manuals, qn 4673. Day labour, qn 4676. Alleged bribes,
qn 4676.

Finance-Funds for registered schools, qn 524. Furniture grants, qn 1713. Grants to non-Government schools, q 1819, q 3778. Funding of school
improvement plan, q 1951. Departmental borrowings, q 2433. Expenditure, qn 2528. Voucher
system of funding, qn 2738. Grants to school
councils, q 3068, q 3155. Distribution of State aid,
qn 3604. Allocations to private schools, qn 3605,
q 4672, q 5212. Construction cost of Westmeadows Heights Primary School, qn 4075. Grants to
Government schools, qn 4687. Funding for St
John's Greek Orthodox College, q 5024.

General-Schools in Prahran electorate, qn 23.
Computers in schools, qn 185. Schools in
Heatherton electorate, qn 186. Victorian Advisory
Committee on Multicultural Education, q 197.
Horticultural training courses, 267. School
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improvement programme, q 278. State Board of
Education: Appointments, q 834, q 1333, q 1634,
q 3502, qn 4686; salaries, qn 4166, qn 4167; representation. qn 4166. Curriculum services, q 840.
Support services, 908. Education initiatives, 1066.
Migrant education, q 1335, q 2362. Bilingual education, qn 1534. Aboriginal language courses,
qn 1534. Community education officers, qn 1716.
Travel on school bus service by unemployed persons, 2425. Inquiry into management education,
qn 2524. Monitoring oftelephone calls, qn 2527,
qn 2528. Library projects, qn 2532, qn 3572. Operation Noah, q 2876. School cooling programme,
3151. School bands and orchestras, qn 3573.
Gymnasiums in northern region, qn 4074. Programmes for unemployed youth, qn 4075. Education of handicapped children, qn 4142. Regional
boards of education, qn 4154. Senior education
officers, q 4174. Community involvement in State
schools. q 4177. Correspondence school. 4436.
Language centres. q 4438. Role of school principals, q 4531. School councils, q 4532, q 4614,
q 5125. Religious education, q 4616. Studies or
surveys on illiteracy, qn 4680. Proposed Australian peace and development research institute,
qn 4686. Report of Co-ordinator General of Education. q 5021. Corporal punishment, qn 5121.

Land-Miller's rope works site, q 1133. In Doncaster, 1192. For Kyneton High School, 2735.

Post-Secondary-Engineering course at Bendigo
College of Advanced Education, 369. Colleges of
advanced education, q 445. Proposed amalgamation of State College of Victoria, Melbourne, and
Institute of Early Childhood Development, q 1640.

School Buildings and Grounds-In Doncaster electorate, qn 1534. Improvement programme, q 1951.
Cyclic maintenance programme, q 2431, qn 2523.
Cooling programme, 3151. School construction,
Ocean Grove, qn 3581.

Schools. High-In Prahran, qn 23. Blackburn South,

Fordham, Mr R. C.-continued
assistance, q 3614. Ararat West, 3774. Roslyn,
4143.

Schools. Registered-St Paul's Anglican Grammar
School, 2522. St John's Greek Orthodox College,
q 5024.

Schools. Secondary-Enrolments, qn 524. Staffing
arrangements, q 1334.

Schools. Special-Balwyn, qn 22. Carronbank, 1871.
Schools. Technical-Maryborough, 1406. Horsham,
1710. Whitehorse, q 2875. Box Hill, q 2875, 4144.
Operating costs, qn 4688.

Special Education-Migrant education, q 1335,
q 2362. Bilingual programmes, qn 1534. Aboriginallanguage courses, qn 1534. For handicapped
children, qn 4154.

Students-Enrolments, qn 23. Behavioural problems, qn 1536. Special assistance programmes,
qn 2861. Transport from Eastbridge Hostel,
qn 3573. With hearing impairments, qn 4685.

Teachers-Salaries, qn 22, qn 1535. Trade teachers,
qn 22. Victorian Secondary Teachers Association,
q 444, q 2432, q 3609. Teaching hours, q 445,
q 529, q 1880, q 2436. Victorian Association of
Teachers, q 527. Appeals, q 833. Shared teacher
scheme, q 1126. In secondary schools, q 1334. Inservice education applications, qn 1536. Conditions and staffing for 1983, 1710. Qualified,
qn 1713. Industrial agreement, q 1821, 2035,
q 2130, q 2134, q 2614, q 3070. Special needs,
2036. Senior education officers, q 2430. Remedial,
q 2735. Promotion, q 2860. For high schools,
q 3407. Of mathematics and science, q 3497,
q 5209. Of computer usage, qn 3573. Interchanging between industry, qn 3575. Number employed,
qn 3600. Emergency. qn 3603. Technical Teachers Union of Victoria, 3676. Part-time, q 3685,
qn 4075. Pay deductions for union membership,
qn 3926. Specialist for Doncaster inspectorate,
4014. Community language, q 4023. Centralized
employment, q 4532. Industrial action, q 4798,
q 4898.

qn 1713, qn 3574. Requirements, q 2239. Timboon, 2522. Kyneton, q 2735. Brentwood, 3151.
Balwyn, 3402.

Technical and Further Education-College for Knox,

Schools. Other-In Prahran, qn 23. Caanan College,

907. Review, 1406. Restructuring, q 1640. Inquiry,
q 1720. Financial control, q 3048.

518. Ansua Developmental School, qn 2736.

Schools. Primary-In Prahran, qn 23. Parktone,

Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill, 2179, 2203,
2204,2473.

qn 19. Enrolments, qn 524. Doncaster, 909. Melton South, 1192. Terrara Park, qn 1534, qn 3904.
Bacchus Marsh, 1803. Kyneton, 2426. Timboon,
2522. Livingstone. qn 2523, qn 3904. Malvern,
3150. 3902. Barwon Heads, qn 3582. Clerical

Educational Services, Ministry of-Staff, qn 1714,
q~ 1715, qn 2527, qn 2528. Deputations, q 1724.
Objectives, qn 2527. Expenditure, qn 2527,
qn 3922, qn 4673. Purchases, qn 2527. Reports of
State Co-ordination Council, qn 3586. Technol-
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ogy infonnation systems, qn 3911. Supply of goods
and services by Government agencies, qn 3917.
Non-Government organizations, qn 3922. Flying
of State flag, qn 3927. Access to documents, qn
4147. Grants and subsidies,qn4155. Equalopportunity programme, qn 4665. Fonns issued, qn
4670. Works and services by outside agencies, q
4673. Day labour, qn 4676. Alleged bribes, qn 4676.
Education Service (Amendment) Bill, 1339, 1467,
1474.
Electoral-Election funds, 4663.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives, q 2429.
Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) Bill,
1844.
Equal Opportunity-Programme in Education
Department, qn 4665.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Ministerial statement, 79.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2792.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 61.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesGovernment appointments, 1054. Private interests
of officials, 1224. Authorities responsible to Minister of Educational Services, qn 2527, qn 2528,
qn3911, qn3917, qn3927, qn4147, qn4155,
qn 4665, qn 4670, qn 4672, qn 4673, qn 4676.
Authorities responsible to Minister of Education,
qn 3911, qn 3917, qn 3921, qn 3922, qn 3927,
qn 4147, qn 4155, qn 4158, qn 4665, qn 4670,
qn 4672, qn 4673, qn 4676.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing Order,
2545, 4353, 5198.
Grievances, 3502.
House Committee-Appointment, 4353.
Housing Commission-Purchase at 1282 Grevillea
Road. Wendouree, q 1334.
Ethnic

Fordham. Mr R. C.-continued
Limitation of Actions (Personal Injury Claims) Bill,
2546.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2198.
Local Government (Investments) Bill, 2398.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill,3414.
Melbourne College of Advanced Education Bill, 2254,
2387,2713, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2722, 2723, 2724,
2725,2726,2727,2728,2970,2975.
Members-Private interests, 1224. Suspension of
honourable member for Hawthorn, 1224. Appreciation of services of the Hon. L. H. S. Thompson,
CMG,1617.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4365.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
79. Education initiatives, 1066. Private interests
of Parliamentarians and Government officials,
1224. Richmond City Council Report (Parts 2 and
3), q 1336. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
3484.
Mortuary Industry and Cemeteries Administration
Committee-Appointment, 449.

Food Bill, 2888.

Immigration and
services, q 2619.
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Affairs-Language

Interpretation Bill, 2552.
Joint Sittings of Parliament-La Trobe University.
3145. Victorian Institute of Secondary Education,
4353,4528, 4529.
Judges Salaries Bill, 2439.
Labor Party-Honouring of election promises, q 445.
Library Committee-Appointment, 3782.

Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill, 2888.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 2418.
Museums Bill, 4651,4654.
Natural Resources and Environment CommitteeAppointment, 3411.
Parliament-Broadcasting of proceedings, 532. Use
of Legislative Council Chamber, 4442, 4528, 5028.
Points of Order-Offensive remarks, 48, 1338. Scope
of debate, 64. Question to relate to Government
administration, 129. Broadcasting of proceedings,
532. Admissibility of question without notice, 682.
Relevancy of remarks, 2425, 2466. Moving of
amendments, 2856. Tabling of quoted· documents, 3465, 3466, 3468. Matter must relate to
Government administration, 4660, 4661. Parliamentary privilege, 5293.
Police Department-Operation Noah, q 2876.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 4445,
4631, 5090, 5096, 5097, 5098, 5099, 5100, 5102,
5103, 5104, 5232.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 1778.
Probate Duty Bill, 61.
Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill, 2350.
Public Bodies Review Committee-Referral of State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission and constituted authorities, 2520.
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Public Transport-Use of school bus service by
unemployed persons, 2425.
.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 1714.
Richmond City Council-Report ofMr Nicholson,
QC: Ministerial statement, q 1336.
Salinity Committee-Appointment, 449, 4353.
Referral of Dartmouth reservoir, 2595.
Social Development Committee-Appointment,
4795.
Solicitor-General, 1054.
State Board of Education Bill, 4446, 4641, 5068, 5073,
5075,5076,5077,5265.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4358.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1617.
Transport Bill, 4778.
Universities-Melbourne: Council appointment,
1695; management education, qn 3596. La Trobe,
3145.
Victorian Association for Peace Studies-Proposed
Australian peace and development research institute, qn 4686.
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1210, 1362, 1940.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Inquiry into
"Big M" advertising, 3484.
Victorian Institute of Colleges-Bendigo College of
Advanced Education: Engineering school, 369.
Colleges of advanced education, q 445.
Victorian Institute of Secondary Education-Council, 4353, 4528, 4529.
Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
1778.
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 2497.
Water Supply-Restrictions, 2426.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 683, 694.

Foresbores-Coastal management in Shire of Barrabool, 666, 669. Report of reserves study, qn 5123.
Forests Commission-Wood chipping in Otway
Ranges, 38, 135, 1822. Management of Grampians area, qn 273. Increased royalties for timber
industry, 805, q 838, 883, 895, 947, 948, q 1637,
q 1719. Use of alpine parks, 805. Assistance to
sawmilling industry, 885. Increases in charges, 947,
948. Budget allocation, 947, 3903. Publications,
q 2362, q 2363. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3072.
Access to documents, qn 3212. Questions on

Forests Commission-continued
notice, qn 3213, qn 5012. Technology information systems, qn 3213. Objectives, qn 3213. Staff,
qn 3214, qn 3215, qn 3217. Expenditure,
qn 3214, qn 3216, qn 3217, qn 5010. Legislation
administered, qn 3215. Publications, qn 3215.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3216. Purchases, qn 3216. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3217. Trade union representation, qn 3217.
Fire bans; 3511. Accident at Mount Alexander
quarry, 3551. Wage and salary costs, 3672, 3675.
Plantation establishment assistance, 3899, 3903.
District forestry offices, 4431. Oil consumption,
qn 5006. Forms issued, qn 5006. Goods and services, qn 5006. Air-conditioning, qn 5006. Overseas
trips by officers, qn 5007. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 5007. Advertising and public relations services, qn 5007, qn 5009. Grants and subsidies, qn 5007. Repairs to motor vehicles, qn 5008.
Interpreters, qn 5008. Works and services, qn 5009.
Information supplied to television stations, qn
5009. Internal auditors, qn 5010. Communications systems, qn 5010. Non-Government organizations, qn 50 I O. Flying of State flag, qn 5011. Day
labour, qri· 50 11. Alleged bribes, qn 5011. Injuries
to employees, qn 5011. Licences issued, qn 5012.
Corporate plans, qn 5012. Visual display units,
qn 5012. Allocation of funds for. fuel reduction
bums, qn 5013. Timber harvesting, q 5129. (See
also "Bush Fires," "Fire Control," "Primary Industries- Timber" and "Timber Industry".)
Franklin Dam, q 4081.
Freedom of Information-Proposed legislation, q 28,
qn 1713, qn 2536. Code, q 2747, 4998.
Free Kindergarten Union, qn 3321.
Fuel and Power (See "Energy Resources", "Gas and
Fuel Corporation", "Petroleum Industry" and
"State Electricity Commission".)
Funeral Services-Provision of transport of corpses,
qn 1409. Pamphlet, qn 3258.
G
Gambling-Casinos, q 37, q 133, q 194, q 196, qn 273,
q 446, q 596, q 598, q 600, q 676, q 768, 796,
q 920, 1339, 1353, q 2616, qn 2738, q 4331, 4338,
q 4434. Poker machines, qn 273, 2364, q 3610,
3829, q 4022, q 4025, q 4076, q 4080, q 4176, 4277,
4335, q 4434, q 4438, q 4531, q 4705, 4706, q 5017,
q 5018, q 5019, q 5322. Lucky envelope machine
licences, qn 3005. Loss of on-course totalizator
tickets, q 3496. Lottery operations, 3839, 4178,
480 I. Bingo games: Infiltration by organized crime,
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Gambling-continued
qn 4149; major operators, qn 4163. Bally Corporation, 4547. Licensed Clubs Association of Victoria, q 4705. Australian Clubs Development
Association, q 4705. (See also hBills-Lotteries

Gaming and Betting (Administration) Bill", "Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill",
"Casinos" and "Poker Machines".)

Gavin, Mr P. M.-continued
Employment and Training-Employment in private sector, 874.
Energy Resources-Brown coal, qn 271. Natural gas,
qn 272. Solar energy research, qn 2216, qn 2217.
Alternative fuel research, qn 2217. Oil royalties,
qn 2860.

Garage Hoists-Safety of Molnar hoists, 1708, 1711.

Gambling-Poker machines, 4706.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges: Increases, q 28,
q 29, 382, 406, q 526, q 531, 586, 587, 610, 657,
703, 733, 746, 761, 816, 898, 929, 956, 998, 999,
1010, q 1125, q 1882, q 2616, qn 2868. Housing
Advisory Centre, qn 126. Budget allocation, 990.
Gas cylinder rentals, 3525. Access to documents,
qn 3905. Expenditure, qn 3908. Concessions to
service pensioners, qn 3931. Capital value, qn 4166.
(See also "Energy Resources".)

Grievances, 415, 3520.

Gavin. Mr P. M. (Coburg)
Animals-Ecological research into endangered species, qn 16, qn 17.
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Health-Community health centres: New, qn 16;
priority list, qn 669.
House Builders' Liability-Defective homes, 415.
Housing-Budget allocation, 875. Federal funds,
q 1880.
Housing Commission-Security on estates, q 3045.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Act-Administration, 415.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BoardEast Preston tramline extension, 874.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 872.

Members-Involvement of honourable member for
Kew with Metropolitan Transit Council, q 1552.

Arts, The-Construction of regional arts centres,
qn 2228.

Metropolitan Transit Council-Members, q 1552.

Betta Grower Sales (Vic.) Pty Ltd-Employment
practices, 3520.

Motor Accidents Board-Police investigations into
alleged fraud, q 190.

Budget-For 1982-83, 872. Leverage leasing, 873.

Petition-Poker machines, 4706.

Child Care-Pre-schools in Coburg and Broadmeadows, qn 911.

Points of Order-Identification of quoted document, 731. Relevancy of remarks, 745,1286,4602.
Tabling of quoted document, 746.

Coles, G. J., and Co. Ltd-Battery prices, 1709.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4095.
Consumer Affairs-Battery prices at G. J. Coles and
Co. Ltd, 1709. Activities of Betta Grower Sales
(Vic.) Pty Ltd, 3520. Tele-Door Advertising and
Marketing, 3521.

Police Department-Investigation into alleged fraud,
q 190.
Premiers Conference-Economic effects, q 2542.
Public Transport-Budget allocation, 874. Corridor
study, 874. East Preston tramline extension, 874.
Sport-Inaugural Australia Games, q 4332.

Correctional Services Division-Remand section,
Pentridge Prison, qn 3904.

Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill, 4587.

Drought-Tour of affected areas by honourable
members, 2209, 2422, 2423.

Tele-Door Advertising and Marketing-Employment practices, 3520.

Economy, The-Results of economic summit,
q 3831.

Totalizator Agency Board-Turnover, qn 16.

Education-Miller's rope works site, q 1133. Gymnasiums in northern region schools, qn 4074.

Victorian Railways-Lease-back of rolling-stock,
873. Staffing of suburban stations, q 2239. Accident at West Richmond station, 3147.

Electoral Commission Bill, 1964, 1997.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 872.
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Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department of-Revenue from TAB investments, qn 16. AuditorGeneral's report, q 770.

Geelong-Proposed crematorium, qn .18. Cost of overaward site payments, qn 1330. Union policies on
over-award payments, qn 1330. Local government boundaries, qn 2604. Review of municipalities, qn 2605. Cement dust fall-out from Australian
Portland Cement Ltd, 3528. Proposal to establish
poker machine factory, q 4076, q 4080, q 4176.
Water sports project, 4661, 4663. (See also "BillsGeelong Performing Arts Centre Trust (Amendment) Bitr and "Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bellarine Water Supply) Bill".)
Geelong Regional Commission-Reports, qn 1813.
Review, qn 1813. Discussions re establishment of
poker machine factory in Geelong, q 4076.
Gembrook-Proposed public shooting range, 3690,
4442,4535.
General Motors-Holden's Ltd-Staff cutbacks, q 4618.
Geriatric Services-Nursing homes, q 837, q 1724,
qn 3309, qn 3310, qn 3311,3326. Special accommodation houses, q 2437. Availability of hospital
beds, qn 3297. Waiting lists for hospitals for the
aged, qn 3309, qn 3322, qn 3327. Incidence of
strokes, qn 3334. Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre:
Geelong, q 4078; Ballarat, 4338, 4706. (See also
"Elderly Citizens".)
Gippsiand Lakes-Trawling, 3144. Mitchell River silt
jetties, q 4533, 4551. Erosion, 4552.
Good Luck Enterprise-Syndicate scheme, 2636.

GOl'emment Departments and Instrumentalities- Victorian Government Directory, 120, 123, 2069.
Apprenticeship opportunities, 263, 269. Proposed
Commonwealth tax on cheques, q 440. Returns
on business undertakings, q 530, q 836. Dividend
tax, q 601, 727, 737,867,928,992,998,999,1005,
q 2058, q 2138, qn 2868; 4903. Appointment of
committees and boards of inquiry, 808, qn 3560.
Vetting of senior appointments, q 833, q 834,
q 835, q 917, q 918, q 920, 1039. Transport task
force on Government vehicles, q 921. Intensive
programme budgeting, 931, 932. Government
appointments, 969, 1039. Occupational Safety and
Health Code, qn 1119. Private interests of officials, 1211. Effect of wage increases for metal
workers, qn 1318. Instructions to permanent heads,
q 1419. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1543.
Government-owned trading bodies, qn 1544.
Accountability of public bodies, 1800, 1804.
Charges, q 1882, q 3838. Apprentices, qn 2232.

Government Departments and Instrumentalitiescontinued
Proposed public charges and wages freeze, 2365.
Freedom of information code, q 2747. Audit staff,
qn 3304. State Additional Apprenticeship Scheme,
q 3497. Establishment of committees, qn 3560.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3585. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3585. Subsidies, qn 3586. Goods and
services, qn 3587. Expenditure, qn 3588, qn 3907.
Communications systems, qn 3588. Capital value,
qn 4166. Finances, qn 4170. Payment of salaries,
q 4896. Return on assets, 4903. Register of assets,
qn 5000. Payments due to sub-contractors, 5226.
(See also "Public Bodies Review Committee".)
Government Printing Office-Stationery contract,
q 2871. Use by Government instrumentalities,
qn 3605. Printing of defamatory material, qn 4161.
Financial allocation, 4591.
Governor, The-Address-in-Reply, 37.
Grain Elevators Board-Effects of drought on grain
harvest, 962. Administration, q 3342, q 3781.
Advertising and public relations services, qn 3680.
(See also "Bills-Grain Elevators (Amendment)
Bill" and "Primary Industries-General".)
Gray, Mr D. J. F. (Syndal)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 706, 1229.
Budget for 1982-83,706, 1229.
Commonwealth Government-Economic policies,
q 1634.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3886.
Consumer Affairs-Product coding in supermarkets, q 5022.
Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Review, q 3615.
Deaths-Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1123. K. F. King,
Esq., 3040.
Economy, The-State of, 709.
Education-Operation Noah, q 2876. Syndal High
School, q 4615.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 707. Job Watch, q 1205. Job
creation programmes, q 2432.
Environment-Emissions from Wilke and Co. Ltd,
364,4010.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 117; reflections on commissioner, q 131.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4223.
Food Plus Store, North Clayton, 4178.
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Freedom of InfonnatioR.-Proposed legislation,
qn 2536.
Grievances, 4Of.
Hospitals-Queen Victoria Medical Centre, 402, 706,
q 3408. Capital works programme, 568.
Housing-Budget allocation, 706.
Industry, q 1634.
Land Conservation Council-Submission, qn 2536.
Law Courts-Children's Court hearings, qn 912.
Liberal Party-Economic policies, 708.
Liquor Control Bill, 5287.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
117. Hospital capital works programme, 568.
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Handicapped Persons-continued
Training Centre, 1532, 1533. Funds for housing
for intellectually handicapped, q 1636. Services for
blind children, 2093. Latrobe Valley homes, 2117.
Residential unit programme, q 2616. Collections
by UniveTSotl Life Church Ltd, 4009, 4014, q 4022.
Education of handicapped children, qn 4154.
Multi-purpose taxi scheme, q 4798. (See also
"Bills-Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against
Disabled Persons) Bill", "Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No.
2) ", "Education-Special Education" and "Mental Health-Mentally Retarded Persons".}

Hann, Mr E. J. (Rodney)

Ministry, The-Review of Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, q 3615.

Agriculture, Department of-Budget allocation,
1524, 1526, 1528. Alleged dismissals, q 3494.

Municipalities-Waverley City Council, 401.
Personal Explanation-Electorate office of honourable member for Syndal, 2437.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 687, 931, 1181,
1230, 1231, 1233, 1241, 1245, 1254, 1258, 1430,
1458, 1483, 1486,1524, 1526, 1528.

Petition-Food Plus Store, North Clayton, 4178.

Arts, The-Bass booking agency, q 2875.

Points of Order-Offensive remarks, 83, 404.
Reflection on Royal Commission, 91. Availability
of document referred to, 569, 570. Identification
of quoted document, 747.

Audit Office-Budget allocation, 1230, 1231.

Police Department-Operation Noah, q 2876.

Budget-For 1982-83,931, 1181, 1230, 1231, 1233,
1241, 1245, 1254, 1258, 1430, 1458, 1483, 1486,
1524, 1526, 1528. Programme budgeting, 931.
Leverage leasing, 932.

Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1229.

Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3042, q 3068. Community
committees, qn 4684.

Property and Services, Department of-Land Purchasing, Land Sales Monitoring and Research
Division, q 773.

Business of the House-Notice of motion, 1557.
Sessional Orders, 1959.

Public Transport-Budget allocation, 706.

Child Care-Central payments for kindergarten
teachers, q 5017.

Road Vehicles-Registration of mini bikes, 2030.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 2018.
State Electricity Commission-Geelong-Portland
transmission line, qn 3933.

Cognate Bills-Combined debate, 932.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4106.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3756.

Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, TheAppointment ofliquidators, q 4435.

Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2653.

Wilke and Co. Ltd-Emissions, 364.

Consumer Affairs-Advertising campaign for protected tenants, q 918.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 706.

Country Roads (Lands) Bill, 2731.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing Order, 2545,
4353,5198.
Grievances, 382, 774, 2059, 2620, 3499, 4267, 4536,
5216.
Handicapped Persons-Proposed maxicab scheme,
955, 1115, 1116. Public transport facilities, q 1037.
First aid training for employees of public utilities,
1191, 1194. Library facilities, qn 1197. Vacant residential facility in Moe, 1405, 1407. Colanda

Deaths-The Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 12. W. F. L. Reese,
Esq., 593. K. F. King, Esq., 3038.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2669, 2680,
2683,2686,2688,2690.
Drought-Relief, q 30, q 131, 137, 933. Sheep
slaughter subsidy, 365, q 377, q 677, q 770, 935.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1233.
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Hann, Mr E. J.-continued
Education-

Education Department-Budget allocation, 936,
1430, 1458, 1483, 1486.
Finance-Student grant, q 3155.
General-School improvement programme, q 278,
q 1951. State Board of Education, q 834, q 1333,
q 1634. Government initiatives, 1093. Health and
human relations courses, 1424, 3049. Corresponence school, q 4436. Role of school principals,
q 4531. School councils, q 4614, q 5125.
Schools. High-Requirements, q 2239.
Teachers-Victorian Association of Teachers, q 526.
Shared teacher scheme, q 1126. Staffing arrangements in secondary schools, 2030. Industrial
agreement, 2030, q 2130. Senior education officers, q 2430, q 4174. For high schools, q 3407.
Number employed, qn 3600. Victorian Secondary
Teachers Association, q 3609. Part-time, q 3685.
Industrial action, q 4898. Of mathematics and science, q 5209.
Technical and Further Education-Report of review
panel, q 1719.
Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill, 2469.
Education Service (Amendment) Bill, 1472.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1987.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 937, q 3832.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Film Victoria (Amendment) Bill, 4183.
Film Victoria (Reconstitution) Bill, 2149.
Firearms-Proposed legislation, q 2615.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4389.
Flood Plain Management Bill, 2975.
Freedom oflnformation Bill, 1795, 2891, 2892, 2894,
2897,2996.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesIntensive programme budgeting, 931, 932.
Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing Order,
2546.
Health Commission-Additional appointments,
q 4700.
Health (Radiation Safety) Bill, 4317.
Henry Jones (IXL) Ltd-Takeover offer, q 4020.
Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill, 4321.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill, 5281.

Hann, Mr E. J.-continued
House Committee-Report presented: Parliament
House accommodation, 5215.
Housing-House builders'liability, qn 125, qn 272,
qn 3275. Advertising at Housing Advisory Centre,
qn 126. Budget allocation, 937. In Bendigo area,
938.
Law Department-Trial of Leslie Phillip Smart,
q 599, q 1205, q 1419, q 2740, q 3937.
Local Government Department (Director-General
for Local Government) Bill, 559.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill,3770.
Meat Industry-Australian meat industry Royal
Commission report: Release, q 447; presentation,
453. Effects of drought, 934. Meat workers' strike,
q 1878.
Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill, 5272.
Medical Services-Employment of interns at hospitals, q 4329.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bill, 2665.
Melbourne College of Advanced Education Bill, 2704,
2723,2725,2726,2972.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1618.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill, 2729.
Minerals and Energy (Fees) Bill, 2730.
Ministerial Statements-Royal Commission into
Australian meat industry, q 447, 453, 477. Education initiatives, 1093.
Museums Bill, 4650, 4653.
Parliament-Broadcasting of proceedings, 532. Sittings, 4444.
Petitions-Health and human relations courses,
1424,3049. Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 191.
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 5282.
Points of Order-Tabling of quoted document, 3468.
Availability of report, 3693. Availability of quoted
document, 4897.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1245, 1254.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1258.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5084,
5096,5101,5106.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1181, 1230.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 5258.
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Hann, Mr E. J .-continued
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1159.
Richmond City Council-Report of Mr Nicholson,
QC, 477.
River Entrance Docks Railway Construction
(Amendment) Bill, 2578.
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"Hansard"-continued
1868, 1872. Errata, 1956, 3342,3607. Incorporation of material, 2634.

Harrowfield, Mr J. D. (Mitcham)

Salinity-Interest rates on loans, q 1817. Budget
allocation for loans, q 4078.

Ambulance Services-Proposed station for Nunawading, 824.

Salinity Committee-Referral of Dartmouth dam,
2595.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1783.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 858.
Bicycles-Thefts, qn 19.
Budget-For 1982-83, 858. Strategy, 858. Deficit,
859. Papers, 859. Leverage leasing, 860.

Small Businesses-Depletion of cash flow, 934.
Effects of drought, 934.

Child Care-Children's protection unit in eastern
suburbs, 863.

Social Development Committee-Report on Health
(Radiation Safety) Bill, 4314.

Dental Service-School, 863.
Economic and Budget Review Committee, 5215.

State Board of Education Bill, 5058, 5071, 5072, 5073,
5075,5265.

Economy, The-State of, 861. Federal policies, 861.

Sessional Orders-Amendment, 1959.

State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2950,2951.
State Finance-Victorian Development Fund, 932.
State Insurance (Extension of Franchise) Bill, 5267.
Taxation-Increases, 933. Retrospective land tax,
933. Income tax reimbursement, q 3409.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1618.
Tourism, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1241.

Education-Migrant English teachers, 863. Primary
schools: Blackburn, 863; Verdale, 863.
Employment and Training-Youth unemployment,
861.
Environment-Returnable drink containers, 5215.
Esso-BHP-Challenge on pipeline tax, q 278.
Financial Institutions Duty, 2792.
Hospitals-Capital works programme, 576. Royal
Children's Hospital appeal, q 3779.

Transport Bill, 4326, 5107.

Housing-Budget allocation, 861.

Unilever Australia Pty Ltd-Takeover of Henry
Jones (lXL) Ltd, q 4020.

Industry-Effects of dumping of goods, q 1720.

Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1925.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Chairman,
q 1035. Report, q 1549, q 3336.
Victorian Development Fund-Establishment, 932.
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 2497.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3366, 3451, 3452, 3455, 3457, 3544, 3547, 3651,
3658,3660,3663,3668,3669,4375.

Ministerial Statement-Hospital capital works programme, 576.
Petitions-Hotel trading hours, 4027. Retail trading
hours, 5131. Returnable drink containers, 5215.
Pipeline Tax-Challenge by Esso-BHP, q 278.
Police Department-Shortage of staff in Mitcham
electorate, 863.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
BilI,3858.
Queensland-Visit to Victoria by Premier, q 597.

Wheat Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 2550.

Racing-Anomalies, q 3496.

Workers Compensation-Claims, 937. Premiums,
937.

Small Business Development Corporation-Budget
allocation, 862.
State Finance-Use of VicRail assets, q 835.
Restructuring, 859.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 687, 1583.
Wrongs (Dependants) Bill, 2964.

State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4982.
"Hansard"-Delay in publication, 513, 519, 555.
Budget allocation, 1177, 1178. Delay in delivery,

Totalizator Agency Board-Betting anomalies,
q 3496.
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Harrowfield, Mr J. D.-continued
Trading Hours-Retail, q 2617, q 3047, 5131. Sunday hotel. 4027.
Victorian Railways-Finance raised from sale of
assets, q 835. Fare evasion, q 4534.
. Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 858.
Youth-Unemployment, 861.

Hassett, Mr D. L. (Dromana)
Ambulance Services-Angel of Mercy helicopter,
804.
Apprentic~s-State Additional Apprenticeship
Scheme, q 1549.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 741.
Budget-For 1982-83, 741. Documents, 741.
Community Welfare Services-Youth refuges,
q 2434.
Dental Services-In Dromana electorate, 742.
Education-Budget allocation, 741. Technical and
further education, q 3048.
Grievances, 804.
Housing-Interest rates, q 446. Budget allocation,
744. Assistance for home building industry, q 4530.
Lands Department-Control of noxious weeds, 742.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 741.
Public Transport-Budget allocation, 743.
Roads and Bridges-Funds for road works, q 2362.
Churchill Island bridge, 4011.
Road Vehicles-Drivers' licence fees, q 1127.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1789.
Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction BoardControl of noxious weeds, 742.
Victoria-Agent-General in London, q 4020.
Victorian Railways-Stony Point line, q 4800.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 741.

HealthDiseases-Tuberculosis: Services, 432, 436, 2212,
2214, q 2360, qn 5123; incidence, q 3495. Herpes
simplex, qn 913. Golden staph, qn 1535. Vaccine
for measles, qn 1545. Whooping cough, q 1552,
qn 3600. Services for polio victims, 3146, 3151,
3205, 3208. Through intake of refined carbohydrates, alcohol and fat, qn 3311. Deaths in nursing
homes from dementia, qn 3311. Research into antihypertensive drugs to reduce blood pressure,

Health-continued
qn 3313. Incidence of Wernicke's encephalopathy, qn 3330. Venereal disease, qn 3332, qn 3583,
4240,4242. Treatment of epilepsy, qn 3333. Death
rate from cardiovascular disease, qn 3604. Treatment of infectious diseases, q 4330.
Drugs-Use by young persons, 749. Marijuana
smoking, qn 912, qn 3581, q 5213. Article in
Alternative Handbook 1983, 3206, 3210. Methaqualone and phencyclidine, qn 3275. Anti-hypertensive drugs research, qn 3313. Odyssey House:
Treatment method, qn 3316, 3523; evaluation of
treatment, qn 3316, qn 3329; payments by or on
behalf of, qn 3317; reason for payments to Odyssey House in NSW, qn 3317; reason for rejecting
treatment, qn 3317; investigation by New York
Attorney-General, qn 3318; success of, qn 3318;
referral of drug offenders, qn 3573. James McGrath
Foundation: Expenses of, qn 3317; fees paid to
consultants, qn 3317. Heroin users, qn 3318.
Diazepam, qn 3318, qn 3598. Assessment of
remanded prisoners, qn 3327. Admissions to
treatment centres, qn 3331. Illegal trade, 3531.
Warning labels on glue containers, qn 3574. Withdrawal from sale of drugs evaluated by the Australian Drug Evaluation Committee, qn 3574.
Debendox, qn 3584. Supply of Almevax, qn 3599.
Report of Royal Commission on drug trafficking,
4734, q 4800. Ministerial statement on Royal
Commission report into drug trafficking, 4734.
Government grants, q 5121.
General-Community health centres: New, qn 16;
priority list, qn 669; for Broadmeadows, q 4083.
Health and human relations courses, 198,282, 774,
1424,1885,3049,3344,3840. Occupational health
and industrial safety, 264, 268, q 376, q 4900.
Causes of cot death, 362, 370, 750. Services in
eastern suburbs, 388. Hospital boards, 434, 436.
Distribution of funds withdrawn from the Right
to Life Association, q 444. Children's services programme, q 530. Review of Agricultural Chemicals
Act, qn 674. Advertising of tobacco products, 753.
Nunawading ambulance station, 824, 828. Regulations re pesticides in foods and beverages, qn 913.
International code of marketing of breast feeding
substitutes, qn 913. Alcohol content labelling,
qn 913. Increased hospital charges, 926, q 4797.
Out-patient levy, q 1033, q 1038, q 1128, q 1208,
q 1422, q 1553, q 1882, q 3045, q 3341. Little Blue
Book, q 1133. First aid: Certificate, 1188, 1194;
training, 1191, 1194. Services in Gippsland electorate, qn 1407. Guidelines for reimbursement for
elective surgery, qn 1408. Budget allocation, 1529.
Snake-bite kits, qn 1546. Use ofionizing radiation
for diagnostic purposes, qn 1547. Abolition of
penalty rates, q 1818. Answers to questions on
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Health-continued
notice by honourable member for Doncaster 1867
1872. Effect of herbicide 2,4,5-T, q 2058, q~ 2427:
Facilities for cancer patients in Geelong area, 2086.
Radiography tests on job applicants, qn 2220.
Capital works programme, q 2240. Effects of
industrial noise, q 2363. Health insurance funds:
Financial reserves, q 2435, q 3836; funding of,
q 3045. Health care cards, q 2747. National health
promotion campaign, q 2874. Prohibition of use
and possession of methaqualone and phencyclidine, qn 3275. Children's Services Review Committee, qn 3284. Investigation into diet of school
children, qn 3304. Advertising of breaches of
Health Act, qn 3308. Visual displays on health
improvement, qn 3309. Congenital defects,
qn 3310, qn 3584. Cost of workers compensation
and sick leave for smokers, qn 3311. Sodium
fluoride: Supply of, qn 3312; in Geelong fluoridation plants, qn 3312. Urine screening of newborn
infants, qn 3319. Sale of fabrics treated with carcinogenic flame-resistant chemicals, qn 3322. Sale
of adulterated food, qn 3322, qn 3592, q 5007.
Levels of fenitrothion insecticide in breakfast cereals, qn 3330. Research by the Petrov Research
Institute of Oncology, Leningrad, qn 3330. Neonatal circumcision, qn 3332. Neurotrauma,
qn 3332. Assessment of patient care, qn 3333.
hHealing" practices, qn 3333. Medical advice on
strokes, qn 3334. Hazards of exercising after sauna
baths, qn 3334, 3400, 3403. Warning labels on glue
containers, qn 3574. Effect of radio-active fallout
qn 3584. Metallic content offoods, qn 3585. Con~
trol of use of medical instruments and appliances,
qn 3585. Rapeseed oil in foodstuffs, qn 3591. Salt
content in food, qn 3591. Contaminated food
qn 3597, q 5020. Cream additives, qn 3593. Addi~
tives in natural health products, qn 3593. Vending
machine sales of contraceptives, qn 3596. Advertising of tobacco products, qn 3596. Food additives, qn 3597. Correlation between high blood
pressure and smoking, qn 3598. Sale of urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, qn 3598. Death rate
among Mormons, qn 3598. Licences issued under
the Health Act, qn 3598. Drinking of water,
qn 3599. Legionellas in water systems, qn 3599.
Labelling of food and drink containers, qn 3599.
APM table-top sweetener, qn 3560. Bacteria in
swimming pools, qn 3600. Unlicensed X-ray clinics, 3616. Royal Children's Hospital appeal, q 3779.
Carcinogenic lipsticks, q 3837. Health unions,
q 4265. Employment of interns at hospitals, q 4329.
Smoke-out day, q 4334, q 4440, 4545. Medicare:
Loss of employment, q 4530, q 5023; discussions
with Commonwealth Government, q 5209. Cut in
funding, q 4613. Services for women, q 4617.
Grants for treatment of drug and alcohol abuse,
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qn 5121. Legalizing private use of marijuana,
q 5213. Industrial, 5217, 5223, 5227.
Health Commission-Retaining part of pension by
pensioners in i,nstitutions, q 33. Staff, qn 522,
qn 915, qn 14(}8, qn 3282, qn 3283. Funding of
organizations in Wantirna electorate, qn 672.
Budget allocation, 704, 730, 755, 952. Increased
charges, 746. Funding of hearing services, 756.
Administrator for Grace McKellar House, Geelong, 804. Meetings with Australian Medical Association, 840. Objectives, qn 915. Engaging of
management consultants to hire Ministerial staff.
qn 915. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 915:
Purchases, qn 915. Organization, qn 915. Forms,
qn 916. Access to documents, qn 1408. Availability of information on legislation, qn 1539. Meat
packaging controls, qn 1544. Aerosol products,
qn 1544. Sun lamps and fluorescent lighting,
qn 1546. Products containing dioxins, qn 1546.
Shorter working week for hospital employees,
q 3157, q 3158,3203,3207, q 4313, q 4899. Publications, qn 3282. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3283. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3294.
Motor vehicles. qn 3294, qn 3328. Multilingual
pamphlets, qn 3305. Injuries to employees,
qn 3307. Funding of organizations in electorate of
South Barwon, qn 3320. Goods and services,
qn 3324. Air-conditioning, qn 3324. Assessments
under Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act,
qn 3327. Sugar content of medicines, qn 3329.
Technology information systems, qn 3576. Oil
consumption, qn 3576. Products offending against
Health Act, qn 3583. Professional standards of
persons providing health care, qn 3584. Subsidies,
grants and expenditure, qn 3587, qn 5122. Communication systems, qn 3590. Capital works programmes, qn 4258. Payments to kindergarten
teachers, 4268. Funding for public hospitals,
q 4331. Additional appointments, q 4700. (See also
hBills-Health (Amendment) Bilf', "Health (Consultative Council) Bilf', ··Health (Privileges) Bilr
and hHealth (Radiation Safety) Bilr.)
Henry Jones (lXL) Ltd, q 4020.
Herbicides-Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act,
qn 674. Use of 2, 4, 5-T, q 2058, qn 2427. (See
also ··Health-Generaf'.)
Hickey, Mr Ken-Employment as press secretary to
the Premier, 363, 368.

Hill, Mrs J. M. (Frankston)
Education-Health and human relations courses,
774. Migrant education, q 1335.
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Hill, Mrs J. M.-continued
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3343.
Grievances, 4280.
Health-Herbicide 2, 4, 5-T, q 2058. Smoke-out
day, q 4440.

Hill, Mr L. J.-continued
Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesday bush fires,
3123.
Petition-Chirnside Park dwellings, 5215.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 930.
Public Prosecutions, Director of-Establishment of
office, q 4796.

Herbicide-2,4, 5-T, q 2058.
Housing-Interest rates, q 2130.

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1943, 2008.

Lay Observer, q 4021.

Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1784.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksPublic authorities dividend tax, q 60 I.

Water Supply-Restrictions, 2424.

Petitions-Health and human relations courses, 774.
Anti-discrimination legislation, 3343. Retail trading hours, 3343, 3617,4085,4266,5026.

Women-Women in Life-Women in Leisure Conference, q 2361.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 930.

Sport-Sunday football, q 3067.
State Superannuation Board-Discrimination
against overweight persons, 4280.

Hockley, Mr G. S. (Bentleigh)

Taxation-Public authorities dividend tax, q 601.

Apprentices-Apprenticeship supervisors, q 1337.

Trading Hours-Retail, 3343, 3617, 4085, 4266,
5026.

Child Cruelty-Reports on maltreatment, q 3611.

Victorian Football League-Sunday matches, q 3067.

Country Fire Authority-Bravery and service
awards, q 448.

Wages-For people under 30 years of age, q 1817.

Death-R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1412.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.

Hil~

Mr L. J. (Warrandyte)

Health-Tuberculosis service, q 3940.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 930.

Housing-Rent relief, q 2433.

Arts, The-Access for unemployed people, q 2137.
Victorian film industry, q 5127.
Budget for 1982-83, 930.

Housing Commission-Rent relief, q 2433.
Housing, Ministry of-Highett project, q 3940.
Medical Services-Tuberculosis service, q 2360.

Bush Fires-Potential fire danger, q 1638. Availability of Royal Australian Air Force aircraft, q 2742.
Appeal, 3123. Relief, 3123. Ash Wednesday, 3123.

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Bravery and
service awards, q 448.

Child Care-Pre-school services, q 3689.

Municipalities-Subsidies for school crossing supervisors, q 771.

Correctional Services Division-Remand facilities,
q 132.

Nuclear Power-Generation, q 3930.

Country Fire Authority-Volunteer fire fighters,
q 379. Budget allocation, 930.

Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Lottery profits, 4801.

Crime-Proposed crimes commission, q 1548.

Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 2614.

Education-Proposed Knox technical and further
education college, 904. Grants to school councils,
q 3068. Language centres, q 4438.

Police Department-Bravery and service awards,
q 448.

Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 930.

Tattersall Consultations-Distribution of lottery
profits, 4801.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4239.

Victorian Railways-Ticket vending machines,
q 3069. Commuter car parking, q 4439.

Fire Control-Bush fire danger, q 1638.

Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman-

Housing-Budget allocation, 930. Chirnside Park
dwellings, 5215.

Debate-Tabling of quoted documents, 1302. Relevancy of remarks, 1386, 1513, 1530.
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Hockley, Mr G. S.-continued

Rulings and Statements as Acting SpeakerDebate-Intetjections, 720. Audible conversations,
964. Speaking to both motion and amendment,
2704, 3848, Admissibility of amendnlent, 3166.
Rule of sub judice. 4406.

Home Products Australia, 5199, 5202.
Honours-For distinguished service, q 448.
Hospitals-Radiology services, qn 186. Capital works
programmes, 199, 568, q 2240, q 2746. Numurkah and District War Memorial, 371. Queen Victoria Medical Centre, 402, 706, q 2619, q 3408,
q 3410, 3523, q 3614. Charges: Increases, 405, 704,
q 2618, q 4797; out-patient levy, q 1033, q 1038,
q 1128, q 1208, q 1422, q 1553, q3045, q3341;
comparison with other States, q 1882; energy tariffs, q 2743. Committees of management, 434, 436.
Royal Southern Memorial, 434, 436. In electorates of Moorabbin, Heatherton and Prahran,
qn 670. Kaniva District, 755. Grace McKellar
House, Geelong, 804. Letter to honourable members re hospital services in electorates, q 841.
Gippsland Base, 857. Budget allocation, 858, 991,
996. Geelong, 975, 991. Moorabbin, qn 1410.
Maroondah, qn 1410. Appointments: To boards,
q 1723; to Royal Victorian Eye and Ear, q 1723,
2091. Effect of abolition of penalty rates, q 1818.
Airlie Maternity, 1821. Decentralization of facilities for cancer treatment, 2086. Bendigo and
Northern District, q 2135. Loaned equipment,
q 2744. Fairfield, 3146, 3151, 3205, 3208. Staff
working hours, q 3157, 3203,3207, q 4333, q 4613,
q 4899. Beds for geriatric patients, qn 3297. Integration of private and public facilities, qn 3319.
Waiting lists for the aged, qn 3322. Special hospitals and homes for the aged, qn 3327. Industrial
accident cases, qn 3327. Use of nuclear magnetic
resonance scanners, qn 3331. Standards, qn 3333.
Assessment of patient care, qn 3333. Cancer aftercare treatment at Geelong, 3773, 3775. Recommendations of inquiry into efficiency and administration, qn 3575. Royal Children's Hospital
appeal, q 3779. Mildura Base, 3897, 3901. Queen
Elizabeth Geriatric Centre: Geelong, q 4078;
Ballarat, 4338, 4706. West Gippsland, q 4262.
Medical students, q 4329, q 4703. Funding, q 4331.
Effect of Medicare, q 5023, q 5209, q 5210.
Wodonga, 5026. (See also "Bills-Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill", "Hospitals and

Charities (Amendment) Bill", "Hospitals and
Charities (Committees of Management) Bill",
"Hospitals (Superannuation) (Amendment) Bill",
"Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill'
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and "Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees)
Bill".)
House Builders' Liability-Complaints and reports,
qn 125, 415, 1406, 1407. Claims against bankrupt
builders, qn 125. Litigation, qn 125, 4291, q 5023.
Compensation for Balnarring house, qn 126. Master Builders Housing Fund Ltd, qn 127, qn 272.
Guarantor bodies, qn 128. Arbitrators, qn 128,
qn 186, qn 2600. Insurers, qn 272. Colonial Constructions Ply Ltd, qn 1318, qn 1325. Payment of
compensation by Housing Builders Association
Ltd, qn 1325, qn 1327. Institute of Arbitrators,
qn 2600. Jurisdiction of Market Court Act,
qn 3274. Insurance, 4291. (See also ""Building and
Construction Industry", "Housing" and "Housing Commission".)
House Committee-Appointment ofMrs Patrick, 4353.
Parliament House accommodation, 5215.
Housing-Investigation of criminal activity in industry, qn 21. Finance, q 34. House builders' liability,
qn 125, qn 126, qn 127, qn 128, qn 272, qn 1318,
qn 1325, 1406, qn 2600, qn 3275, q 5023. Advertising of Housing Advisory Centre, qn 126. Home
renovation service, qn 127, 262, 271, 697. Grading of arbitrators by Australian Institute of Arbitrators, qn 186. Indicative Planning Council report,
q 376, 652. Welfare of people living in caravan
parks and mobile homes, q 378. Interest rates,
q 446, q 834, 2130, q 2131,3064, q 3835, q 3838,
q 4684 q 4699, qn 5119. Assistance for home
building industry, q 528, q 4081, q 4530. Budget
allocation, 651, 653,661, 706, 723, 726, 744, 754,
759, 821, 847, 856, 861, 874, 882, 883, 890, 894,
898, 930, 937, 938, 945, 948, 949, 953, 955, 959,
965,972,980,985, 986, 990,992,993, 995. Rental
increases, 654, q 2132. Stamp duty exemption for
first home buyers, 663, 666, q 3071. Accommodation of the elderly in Nunawading and Waverley,
qn 673. Protected tenants, q 681. In Horsham area,
755. Project at Highett, 763, q 3940. In Bendigo
electorate, q 773, 890, 938. Elderly persons' units,
891, 899. Emergency accommodation, q 1130,
1708, 1712. Purchase of railway houses at Yarram,
q 1132. Urban homesteading scheme, 1187, 1193.
Acquisition and development of infill sites for
public housing, q 1208. Housing Builders' Association Ltd, qn 1325, qn 1327. Employment of
interpreters, qn 1331. Defective houses, 1406,
1407. Effect on industry of cutback in Federal
funding, q 1880. Public housing in outer eastern
suburbs, q 2132. Eviction of tenants in houses
acquired from Country Roads Board, q 2132. Rent
relief, q 2433. Boarding and rooming-house
accommodation, q 2436. Funding for special
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Housing-continued
accommodation houses, q 2437. New and
expanded programmes, 2596. Special grant to
people building homes in Goonawarra estate, 2732,
2735. For low-income citizens: In Nunawading,
qn 2736; in Waverley, qn 2736. Public housing,
q 2742. Geelong wool store project, 3065, 3066,
qn 5015. Home loan approval rates, q 3685,
q 3686. State of industry, q 3835, q 4530. Use of
additional funds, q 4081. Building approvals, 4561.
Public rental accommodation, q 5017. Accommodation for homeless youth, q 5018. Restoration of Victorian terrace houses, q 5024. Private
rental market, q 5128. (See also ··Building and
Construction Industry", ·"Co-operative Housing
Societies''. ··Housing Commission" and ··Housing
Industry Association".)
Housing Advisory Centre-Advertising, qn 126.
Housing Commission-

Estates-Security, q 3045, 3671, 3676. Dight Street,
Collingwood, q 4704. Social workers, qn 5005.

General-Funds for people on waiting list, q 34.
Goods and services, qn 1539, qn 4681. Use of
dumped timber, q 1955. Community housing
initiatives, 2599. Home purchase and rental programme, q 2739. Purchase of houses at Balcombe
military camp, 3000, 3001. Wool store conversion
project, 3066. Government policy on purchase of
houses, 3207, 3210. Injuries to employees, qn 3260.
Aying of State flag, qn 3305. Motor vehicles,
qn 3305. Alleged bribes, qn 3306. Subsidies and
grants, qn 3490. Questions on notice, qn 3491. Airconditioning, qn 3587. Day labour, qn 3595. Capital works, qn 3776.

Housing Commission-continued
relief, q 2433. (See also "Building and Construction Industry", "Co-operative Housing Societies", ··House Builders' Liability" and "Housing".)
Housing Industry Association -Investigation, qn 22.
Advertising at Gas and Fuel Corporation, qn 126.
Housin~

Ministry of-Staff. qn 522, qn 1538, qn 1947,
qn 3281. Highett project, 763, q 3940. Motor vehicles, qn 1202. Forms, qn 1331, qn 2605. Interpreters, qn 1331. Access to documents, qn 1537.
Administration, qn 1538, qn 1539. Technology
information systems, qn 1538, qn 3299. Objectives, qn 1538. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 1539. Purchases, qn 1539. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 1539, qn 5004. Overseas trips by
officers, qn 1546. Effect of proposed financial
institutions duty, 1869, 1873. Appointment of Prof.
Kevin Borland as consultant project designer,
3065, 3066. Expenditure, qn 3231, qn 3232,
qn 3298, qn 3318. Goods and services, qn 3246.
Recovery of expenditure, qn 3253. Licences issued,
qn 3264. Builders employed on residential construction, qn 3268. Trade union representation,
qn 3282. Organization and method reviews,
qn 3282. Works and services, qn 3298. Internal
auditors, qn 3298. Non-Government organizations, qn 3299. Visual display units, qn 3682.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 4673. Oil consumption, qn 4691. Social workers, qn 5005. Entry to private premises, qn 5005.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 5014.

Human Rights, qn 1713, qn 3309. (See also "Equal
Opportunity".)

Homes and Units-Increased rentals, 407. Heating,
qn 764. Waiting list, 960, q 5017. Spot purchases:
In Forest Hill electorate, qn 1195; in Box Hill electorate, qn 1195; in Mitcham electorate, qn 1195;
in Syndal electorate, qn 1196; in Bennettswood
electorate, qn 1196; in Wantirna electorate,
qn 1196; in Knox electorate, qn 1196; in Ringwood electorate, qn 1196; in Warrandyte electorate, qn 1196; in Monbulk electorate, qn 1197.
Purchase at 1288 Grevillea Road, Wendouree,
q 1334. Insurance premiums, 1802, 1805. For
Castiemaine, 1802, 1805. Granny flats for bushfire victims, q 3154. Costs, qn 3491. Evictions and
notices to quit, qn 3775. Government policy on
purchasing Housing Commission houses, q 3778.

Land and Properties-In Sale, q 2241. Costs,
qn 3491.

Rents and Charges-Rental increases, 199, 654.
Refund ofrentalto MrT. Culph, 1868, 1873. Rent

I

Ihlein, Mr G. R. (Sandringham)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 759,1274.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Royal Commission: By Mr Winneke, QC, q 1333.
Budget for 1982-83, 759, 1274.
Building and Construction Industry-State of, 761.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3883.
Correctional Services Division-Community service order scheme, 516.
Death-Mr Bill Fowler, 5224.
Education-Health and human relations courses,
198, 282. Highett High School, 760.
Electoral-Springvale by-election, q 3335.
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Ihlein, Mr G. R.-continued
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 762.
Environment Protection Authority-Budget allocation, 763.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 761.
Grievances, 2622, 5211.
Handicapped Persons-Multi-purpose taxi scheme,
q 4798.
Health-Tuberculosis service, 432.
Hospitals-Moorabbin, qn 1410.
Housing-Budget allocation, 759. Project at Highett,
763. Interest relief scheme, q 834. Home construction, q 3835.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 3819.
Labor Party-Election promises, 761.
Medical Service-Tuberculosis, 432.
Municipalities-Sandringham City Council, 3549.
Petitions-Health and human relations courses, 198,
282. Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049. Retail
trading hours, 4267.
Points of Order-Offensive remark, 387, 388. Identification of alleged broadcasts and reports, 1824.
Only one matter to be raised on motion for
adjournment of sitting, 2209.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1274.
Public Transport-Right of way for trams, 4615.
Royal Commissions-Joint Federal and State, q 529.
Small Business Development Corporation-Budget
allocation, 761.
Sport-Recognition of Cliff Young, 4084.
State Finance-Government spending policies, 759.
Victorian Development Fund, 762.
Taxation-Pay-roll tax liability ofVFL clubs, q 2743.
Telecom Australia-Davidson report, 2622.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4267.
Victorian Development Fund, 762.
Victorian Football League-Venue of matches,
q 2133. Pay-roll tax liability of clubs, q 2743.
Victorian Railways-Trains on Sandringham line,
763.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 759.
Young, Cliff-Recognition, 4084.
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Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Victorian Advisory
Committee on Multicultural Education, q 197.
Lebanese immigrants, q 443. Naturalization ceremonies, 810. South Pacific Cultural Competition,
1189, 1194. Licences issued, qn 1202. Interpreters
in Ministry of Housing, qn 1331. Education needs
of migrants, q 1335. Aboriginal language courses,
qn 1534. Translations of learner-driver permit
documents, q 2057. MuIticuIturalism, 2079.
Migrant language services, q 2619. Migrant unemployment, qn 3030. Employment of social planner
at Springvale for Greek community, 3148, 3152.
Community language programme, q 4023. Relations between Victoria Police Force and ethnic
communities, q 4335. St John's Greek Orthodox
College, q 5022, q 5024. Accreditation of translators and interpreters, qn 5108. (See also "BillsEthnic Affairs Commission Bil/"and "Education".)
Industrial Affairs, Ministry for-Revenue collections,
qn 4688.
Industrial Relations-Ministerial statement, 305.
Builders Labourers Federation, 2215, q 4161. Site
agreements for waterworks trusts, 3487, 3490.
Industrial Relations Act-Proposed amendments,
4441,4535.
Industrial Relations Commission, 1299, 1303.
Industrial Relations Task .Force-Establishment, 953.
Industry-Occupational health and safety, 264, 268,
q 377, 519, q 2748, qn 3907, q 4900, 5227. Industrial relations, 305, q 1420. Accidents, 367, qn 3327,
5217, 5227. Safe work day, 367, 372. Time lost
through industrial disputes, 517, 519, q 1420,
qn 3315. Decentralization, q 680, 1405, 1407,
q 2542, q 5020. Disposal of goods, 776. Effects of
Budget, 878. Over-award site payments, qn 1330.
Effects of Federal economic policies, q 1634.
Dumping of manufactured imports, q 1720,
q 1815, 2034. Training committees, qn 2042.
Working party on skill shortages, qn 2042. Work
skill in Australia, qn 2048. Proposed economic
development strategy, qn 2052. Incidence of cancer, qn 2231. Noise, q 2363. Study on consequences of 35-hour week, qn 5107. (See also
"Bills-Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bil/",
"Building and Construction Industry", "Decentralization", "Economic Development, Ministry
for" and "Labour and Industry, Department
of".)
Insurance-Brokers, q 837. For sportsmen, q 923. For
work experience candidates, 1027, 1029. For taxi
cabs, 1190. Of Housing Commission houses, 1802,
1805. Signal Insurance Company of America,
qn 1949. Third-party premiums, q 2618, q 2874.
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Insurance-continued
Proposed inquiry into activities of companies,
2637. Associated General Contractors Insurance
Ltd, qn 3033. Palmdale-AGCI Ltd, qn 3033.
Palmdale Insurance Ltd, qn 3033. (See also "BillsState Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise)
Bill".)

Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, 627, q 835, q 840, 879.
Interest Rates-On home loans, q 2130, q 2131, 3064,
3066, q 3835, q 3838, q 4699, qn 5119, q 5125.
Link to public sector dividends, q 5214.
International Harvester Australia Ltd-Difficulties,
776. Government guarantee, q 2739, q 2740,
q 2741, q 2742. Sale of assets, q 4898.
International Labour Organization-Ratification of
conventions, qn 2869.
Interpreters-Employed by Government departments
and instrumentalities, qn 1331, qn 2230, qn 2607,
qn 2608, qn 2867, qn 3249, qn 3293, qn 3295,
qn 3323, qn 3680, qn 3921, qn 4187, qn 500 1,
qn 5008, qn 5316, qn 5317. Accreditation, qn 5108.
(See also "Immigration and Ethnic Affairs".)
Irrigation-Water charges, 431, 437, 947. Sprinkler
equipment, qn 914. Credit for irrigators, q 3409.
(See also "Public Bodies Review Committee",
"State Rivers and Water Supply Commission",
"Water Resources" and "Water Supply".)

J
Jasper, Mr K. S. (Murray Valley)
Adoption Legislation Review Committee-Report,
4895.
Apprentices-Workers compensation premiums,
q 2135.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 694, 993, 994,
1298, 1305, 1376.
Beer-Prices, q 1337.
Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Bill,
5031.
Budget for 1982-83,694,993,994, 1286, 1298, 1305,
1376.
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 3961.
Children-Child prostitution, q 3688.
Community Welfare Services-Ovens Valley Emergency Care and Accommodation Service, 515.
Child prostitution, q 3688. Honorary probation
officers, q 3899.

Jasper, Mr K. S.-continued
Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill,
3644.
Community Welfare Services (Attendance Centre
Permits) Bill, 4959.
Construction Industry (Electrical and Metal Trades)
Long Service Leave Bill, 2656.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill, 5135.
Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1376.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Waiting list,
q 2543. Funds, 3486.
Correctional Services Division-Community service order scheme, q 444, q 1551. Attendance
centres, q 1551. Beechworth remand centre,
q 2432. Security at Pentridge Prison, q 3835.
Decentralized Industry Incentive Payments
(Amendment) Bill, 3956.
Education-Wangaratta Technical School, 265.
Teaching hours, q 1880. Cobram High School,
2033. Air-conditioning of schools, 3147.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1976, 1988, 1996.
Employment and Training-Employment: Initiatives programme, 997, q 3071; Government
initiatives, 3169. Unemployment: Incidence, 3169.
Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) Bill,
2105.
Estate Agents Board-Annual report, q 2056.
Inquiry, q 2619.
Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill, 5172, 5178.
Financial Institutions Duty, 999.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2787, 2851.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4402.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 998,
999.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, 998, 999.
Grievances, 781.
Hospitals-Numurkah and District War Memorial,
367. Budget allocation, 996. Working hours of
employees, 4333.
Housing-Budget allocation, 993, 995.
Housing Commission-Proposed rental-purchase
scheme, q 3778.
Industrial Relations-Government policies, 316.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 3805, 4197,
4203.
Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 840.
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Jasper, Mr K. S.-continued
Irrigation-Water charges, 431.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1298.
Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill, 2503.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1770.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2304, 2333, 2334.
Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 3951.
Liquor Control Bill, 430 l, 4468, 4504, 4509, 4510,
4513, 4516, 4517, 4518, 4521, 4522, 4523, 4526,
5238,5289.
Liquor Control Commission-Ministerial responsibility, q 3048, 3063.
Ministerial Statements-Industrial relations, 316.
Report of Adoption Legislation Review Committee, 4895.
MotorCar (PenaIties) Bill, 1758, 1761, 1762, 1763.
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Jasper, Mr K. S.-continued
Taxation-Evasion and avoidance: Proposed Federal legislation, q 1331. Proposed public charges
freeze, 2377.
Tourism-Regional authorities, q 4175, q 4799,
q 4900.
Trading Hours-Retail, 3169.
Victoria-Sesquicentenary celebrations, 3673.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-"Big M"
advertising, q 1423. Cartage problems, q 1nl.
Investigation, q 2744.
Victorian Football League-Grand final tickets,
q 195.
Victorian Railways-Accident at Barnawartha,
q 923. Country services, 997. Installation of radios,
q 2358. Shepparton-Cobram service, q 2872.
Derailment of fuel tankers, q 4264, q 5018.
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 2489, 2495,
2496.

Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
1671, 1678, 1680, 1681, 1683, 1684, 1685, 1688,
1689,1691, 1692, 1693, 1694,1695.

Wages-Proposed freeze, 2377.

Motor Car Traders Committee-Licensing procedure, q 4617.

Workers Compensation-For apprentices, q 2135.

Municipalities-Guidelines for project submissions
for Victoria's sesquicentenary celebrations, 3673.
Extension of municipal year, q 5211.
Pay-roll Tax-Exemptions, 996.

Wildlife (Fees) Bill, 2463, 2465.
Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 2859.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 694, 993,
1601.
Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1286.

Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 2556, 2563.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, q 680, 781, 902,
1800,4141.
Points of Order-Call by Chair, 1761. Availability
of quoted documents, 1834.

Joint Sittings of Parliament-La Trobe University,
3145, 3395, 3459, 3492. Victorian Institute of Secondary Education, 4352, 4370, 4528.

Police Department-Budget allocation, 996. Disaster plan, q 4704.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill, 4963.

Jolly, Mr R. A. (Dandenong)

Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 4066.

Annual Reporting Bill, 4446, 4659.

Public Service-Cash option on retirement, 1707.
River Murray Waters Bill, 2956.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 534, 550, 554,
691,1022,1176,1177,1178,1180,1228,1229,
1230.

St Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Bill, 2695.

Audit Office-Budget allocation, 1230.

Sewerage-Rutherglen Sewerage Authority, 663.

Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Demarcation
dispute, 2215.

Public Transport-Budget allocation, 997.

Small Business Development Corporation-Funds,
996, q 1038.
State Emergency Service-Disaster plan, q 4704.
Superannuation-Cash option for public servants,
1707.
Supporting Parents Concession Bill, 4996.

Budget-For 1982-83: Presentation, 534, 550, 1176,
1177,1178, 1180, 1228, 1229, 1230; Papers, 1023,
1024; deficit, 1024; change in Estimates,
q 2617; effect on economy, q 3043; allocations to
relieve distress and suffering, qn 3242. For
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1983-84: Projections, q 3936, q 3938; deficit,
q 5214.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3154. Relief, 3210. Taxation
on relief funds, qn 5016.
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 3411,
3964.
Commonwealth Government-Economic policies,
q 1420, q 1635, q 1879. Budget deficit, q 2544.
Devaluation of Australian currency, q 3335. Allocations, q 3405. Bank debits tax, q 3686.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4992.
Construction Industry (Electrical and Metal Trades)
Long Service Leave Bill, 2253, 2262.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill, 4446,
4622, 5138, 5140.
Consumer Price Index-Effect of State and local
government charges, q 4083, q 4173.
Country Roads Board-Capital works programmes,
qn 4257.
Crown Intellectual Property (Assignment) Bill, 4446,
4654.
Drought-Relief, q 2540. Economic effects, q 3611.
Economy, The-Quarterly estimates, qn 20. Federal
policies, q 1420, q 1817. Government policies,
q 1879,4603,4605. Wages freeze, 2370. Effect of
1982-83 Budget, q 3043. Devaluation of Australian currency, q 3044. Effects of drought, q 3611.
Results of economic summit, q 3833. Management, 4036.
Education-Capitation grants to children in registered schools, qn 2356.
Education Department-Capital works programmes, qn 4257.
Employment and Training-Budget initiatives,
q 603. Under-award payments, q 1635. Unemployment, q 1820, 3165. Employment initiatives
programme, q 1884, q 3158. Employment stimulation, 3165.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 1642, 1893, 2279,
2400,2401,2403,2404.
Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill, 4795.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2139, 2180, 2188.
Forests Commission-Budget allocation, 3903.
Freedom of Information-Proposed legislation,
qn.1714.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, q 1125, q 2616,
qn 2868.

Jolly, Mr R. A.-continued
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesReturns on business undertakings, q 836. Responsible to: Minister of Labour and Industry, qn 1120,
qn 1328, qn 1542, qn 1874, qn 1875, qn 2530,
qn 2531, qn 3239, qn 3246, qn 3247, qn 3253,
qn 3254, qn 3261, qn 3294, qn 3299, qn 3306,
qn 3307, qn 3323, qn 3328, qn 3536, qn 3679,
qn 3680, qn 3681, qn 3682, qn 3913, qn 3923,
qn 4639, qn 4667, qn 4673; Treasurer, qn 1536,
qn 1714, qn 1946, qn 2220, qn 2861, qn 3908,
qn 3909, qn 3915, qn 3917, qn 3922, qn 3923,
qn 3927, qn 3932, qn 4665, qn 4692, q 5004. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 1543. Departmental
financial statements, 1642. Accountability of public bodies, 1804. Public utility charges, 3838.
Expenditure on occupational health, qn 3907.
Capital value, qn 4166. Finances, qn 4170.
Responsible to Minister for Industrial Affairs,
qn 4688. Return on assets, 4903, 4913.

Hansard-Budget allocation, 1176, 1178.
Health Commission-Capital works programmes,
qn 4257.
Henry Jones (lXL) Ltd-Takeover offer, q 4020.
Hospitals-Effect of energy consumption levy,
q 2743. Working hours for hospital employees,
q 3157. Queen Victoria Medical Centre, q 3410.
Hospitals Superannuation (Amendment) Bill, 4902.
Housing-Assistance for first home buyers, 666,
q 3071. Rents, q 2132. Interest rates, qn 5119.
Industrial Affairs, Ministry for-Revenue collection, qn 4688.
Industrial Relations-Demarcation dispute with
Builders Labourers Federation, 2215. Site agreements for waterworks trusts, 3490.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 2547, 2592,
4189,4191,4192, 4193, 4194, 4195, 4201, 4205,
4206,4942.
Industry-Over-award site payments, qn 1330. State
of manufacturing, q 1635. Effect of dumping goods,
q 1720, q 1816. Control of carcinogenic substances, qn 2231.
Insurance-Signal Insurance Company of America,
qn 1949. Third-party premiums, q 2619.
Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 836, q 840.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Technology
information systems, qn 1120. Monitoring oftelephone calls, qn 1120. Purchases, qn 1120. Staff,
qn 1328, qn 1874, qn 3328, qn 3913. Aims and
objectives, qn 1542. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1543. Reviews, qn 1543. Advertising
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Jolly, Mr R. A.-continued
of Molnar garage hoist, 1711. Expenditure,
qn 1874, qn 2531, qn 3253, qn 3299. Legislation
administered, qn 1874. Publications, qn 1875.
Radiography tests on job applicants, qn 2220.
Trade union representation, qn 2531. Age limits
on licences, qn 2536. Forms issued, qn 3239.
Goods and services, qn 3246. Grants and subsidies, qn 3247. Works and services, qn 3253. NonGovernment organizations, qn 3254. Motor vehicles, qn 3261, qn 3679. Alleged bribes, qn 3261.
Discretionary funds, qn 3272. Overseas trips by
officers, qn 3294. Aying of State flag, qn 3306. Day
labour, qn 3306. Interpreters, qn 3323. Air-conditioning, qn 3679. Advertising and public relations
services, qn 3679. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3680. Internal auditors, qn 3681.
Visual display units, qn 3682. Communications
systems, qn 3923, qn 4673. Oil consumption,
qn 4667. Revenue collections, qn 4689.
Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill, 1957.
Land Tax-Payment by Mrs Neilson, 3210.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 1642,2312,2326,2328,
2329,2332,2333,2334,2335,2764.
Management and Budget Bill, 4180, 4307, 4381.
Meat Industry-Effects of strike, Q 1879.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksRates, Q 526. Public authorities dividend, Q 601,
q 2058, Qn 2868, Q 3407.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon. L.
H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1621. Allegations of
under-award payments, q 1637.
Ministerial Advisory Committee-Report presented: Shop trading hours, 3941.
Ministry, The-Hiring of staff, qn 1328, qn 1537.
Letter by Treasurer, 3210. Absence of Treasurer,
q 4700.
Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill, 2877, 3354,
3355,3356.
Motor Accidents (Applications) Bill, 4446, 4621.
Municipalities-Pensioner rate concessions, q 3044.
Myer Melbourne Ltd-Trading hours, q 1820.
Parliament-Budget allocation for administrative
expenses, 1177.
Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Bill,
4446.
Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 2139, 2297,
2561.
Pensioners-Rate concessions, q 3044. Supporting
parent concessions, q 3611.
Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 2741.
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Jolly, Mr R. A.-continued
Pipelines (Fees) Bill, 1425, 1558, 1855.
Points of Order-Admissibility of amendment, 3166.
Debating offoreshadowed amendments, 4187.
Port of Melbourne Authority-Public authority
dividend, qn 2868.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1180, 1228, 1229.
Premiers Conference-Economic effects, q 2542.
Holding of Australian Loan Council meeting,
q 2543. Federal Budget deficit, q 2544.
Premiums Committee-Report on third-party
insurance, q 2619.
Public Account (Advances) Bill, 4354, 4620, 4952,
4954.
Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 1225, 1375, 1653,
1655.
Public Account (State Development Account) Bill,
1999.
Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill, 1957,2411,2573.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
BiIl,3618,3800,3863,3866,3868,3870,4317.
Public Service-Cash option on retirement, 1710.
Public Transport-Fares, q 2616.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 1119, qn 1536,
qn 3314, Qn 3933.
St Andrew's Hospital (Guarantee) (Amendment) Bill,
4935,4993.
Salinity-Budget allocation for loans, q 4078.
Signal Insurance Company of America-Report by
Insurance Commissioner of California, qn 1949.
Small Business-Government assistance, Q 1205.
Small Business Development Corporation-Funds,
q 1038.
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 4352, 4619.
State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 1556, 1665, 2194,
2195,2197.
State Co-ordination Council-Reports, qn 3247,
qn 3917.
State Electricity Commission-Charges, q 1423,
q 2616, q 3615. Public authority dividend, qn 2868.
State Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements) Bill, 1847,2268.
State Employees Retirement Benefits (Amendment)
Bill, 4902.
State Finance-Cash Management Account, q 134,
Q 3155, q 3336, q 4173, q 4899. Use of VicRail
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Jolly, Mr R. A.-continued
assets, q 835. Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 836, q 840. Treasury discretionary funds, qn 2537. Communication
of information, qn 3259. Estimates, q 3498, q 4332.
Monthly financial statements, 4144. Deficit: For
1982-83, 4144; for 1983-84, 4603, 4605. Current
Account: Deficit, q 4172, q 4175, q 4701, q 4800.
q 4701. Victorian Development Fund, q 4616.
Payment of salaries, q 4896. Accol1nts outstand..
ing for Government projects, q 4897. Interest rate
on loans, qn 5119, q 5214.
State Insurance Office-Policy on insuring taxis,
1193.

State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4181,4356,5266.

State Superannuation Fund-Benefits for public
trading bodies, qn 1544.
Superannuation-Cash option for public servants,
1710. Inquiry into public sector benefits, q 2745.
For VicRail employees, qn 3238.
Superannuation (Fund Contributions) Bill, 4354.
Superannuation (Railway Service Employees) Bill,
1957.

Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4086, 4247, 4602, 4605.
Tattersall Consultations-Fire at Tattslotto agency,
q 599. Values of investments and prizes, qn 2229.
Turnover of agencies, qn 3933.
TaxationFinancial Institutions Duty-Proposed, q 1720,
q 1952, q 1953, q 1954, q 2138. Collections, q 3338,
q 4076, q 4263, qn 5016. Avoidance, q 3494.
Anomalies, q 4535. Exemption of solicitors' trust
accounts, q 4797.
General-Public authorities dividend tax, q 601,
q 836, q 2058, qn 2868, q 3407. Avoidance and
evasion: Tax avoidance unit, q 676. State taxes
and charges, q 1133, q 3342. Revenue estimates,
q 3338. Per capita rate, q 3339, q 3405, q 3406.
Rate of increase, q 3608, q 3609, q 3610, q 3611,
q 3612, q 3613, q 4698. Effect on consumer price
index, q 4083, q 4173. Proposed Commonwealth
resource-based tax, q 5214.
Pay-roll Tax-Liability of Victorian Football League clubs, q 130, q 918, q 1815, q 2743. Circular
issued by commissioner, q 1130. Concessions,
q 1884. Collections, q 3904. Proposed abolition,
q 4330.

Stamp Duty-Abolition, q 1953. Refund to. first
house buyers, q 3071.
Taxi Industry-Comprehensive insurance, 1193.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1621.

Jolly, Mr R. A.-continued
Timber Industry-Royalties, q 1719. Harvesting,
q 5129.

Trading Hours-Of Myer Melbourne Ltd, q 1820.
Retail, q 2617, 3165, q 3494.
Treasury-Objectives, qn 1536. Access to documents, qn 1714. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 1946. Purchases, qn 1946. Legislation administered, qn 2220. Expenditure, qn 2861, qn 3922,
qn 3923. Technology information systems,
qn 3908. Staff, qn 3909. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3909. Trade union representation,
qn 3909. Forms issued, qn 3915. Goods and services, qn 3917. Works and services, qn 3922. NonGovernment organizations, qn 3923. Alleged
bribes, qn 3927. Corporate plans, qn 3932. Oil
consumption, qn 4665. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4692. Revenue collections,
qn 5004.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bill, 1896, 2295,
2297.

Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The, q 4330,
q 4614.
Unilever Australia Pty Ltd-Takeover offer of Henry
Jones (lXL) Ltd, q 4020.
Unions~eelong area agreement, qn 1330.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Report on cartage problems, q 1721.
Victorian Development Fund-The Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, q 4330, q 4616. Management of investments, q 4616.
Victorian Football League-Pay-roll tax liability of
clubs, q 130, q 918, q 1815, q 2743.
Victorian Government Travel Authority-Benefits
under State Superannuation Fund, qn 1544.
Victorian Railways-Use of finance raised from
assets, q 835. Superannuation, qn 3238.
Wages-Increase for metal workers, qn 1318. Underaward payments, q 1637, q 1719, q 1817. Proposed freeze, q 1879, q 1955, q 2053, q 2539,
q 2543, q 3071. Non-award payments, q 1883.
Award and representative rates, qn 3271.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3385.

Water Resources-Conservation funds, q 3070.
Workers Compensation-Premiums, q 1209.
Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 2547,
2589.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 534, 554,
691,1022.

Works and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill, 4086,
4251.
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Jona, Mr Waiter (Hawthorn)
Alcohol and Drug Services-Government grants,
q 5121.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 736, 1180, 1434,
1439, 1454, 1465.
Arts, The-Victoria State Opera, qn 21,2116.
Budget for 1982-83, 736, 1180, 1434, 1439, 1454,
1465.
Bush Fires-Appeal, 3155.
Casinos-Proposed impact study by Department of
Community Welfare Services, q 600. Comments
of Minister for Tourism, q 681.
Children's Protection Society-Funding, 827.
Commonwealth Government-Allocations, q 3409.
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Jona, Mr WaIter-continued
Schools. Registered-St John's Greek Orthodox
College, q 5024.

Schools. Technical-Whitehorse, q 2875. Box Hill,
q 2875.
Students-With hearing impairments, qn 4685.
Teachers-Conditions, 1709. Industrial agreement,
q 1820, q 2134, q 2614, q 3070. Victorian Association of Teachers, q 2432. Mathematics and science, 3516. Decentralized employment of, q 4532.
Industrial action, q 4797.
Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill, 2466.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, q 132.

Community Welfare Services-

Children-Foster care programme, qn 17. Funding
of Children's Protection Society, 822.
Department Qf-ProiJosed impact study on casinos,
q 600. Budget allocation, 736, 738, 4576. Proposed review, 740. Regional consultative council,
qn 1031. Regional offices, qn 1032. Hiring of consultants, qn 1716.
General-Community Welfare Training Institute
courses, qn 25. Women's refuges, qn 27.
Parole and Probation-Community-based services,
qn 2235.
Consumer Affairs-Proposed hotIine, q 3495.
Consumer Price Index-Effect of local government
charges, q 4083.
Correctional Services Division-Budget allocation,
739. Proposed reconstitution, qn 1712. Agreements with prison officers, qn 1712.
Dairying Industry-Milk consumption, qn 5013.
Education-

Education Department-Budget allocation, 1434,
1439, 1454, 1465. Selection panels for assistant
regional directors, 2631. Leave policies, qn 4167.
Australian Peace and Development Research
Institute, qn 4686.
Finance-Financial allocation, 4576. Assistance to
Government schools, qn 4687. Operating costs of
technical schools, qn 4687.
General-Regional boards of education, qn 4166.
State Board of Education: Salaries, qn 4166,
qn 4167; representation, qn 4167; future, 4293;
appointments, qn 4685. School councils, 4293.
Studies and surveys on illiteracy, qn 4680. Corporal punishment, qn 5121.

Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill, 1110.
Film Victoria (Amendment) Bill, 4183.
Film Victoria (Reconstitution) Bill, 2145.
Gambling-Casinos, q 600.
Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust (Amendment) Bill, 1367.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, 737. Instructions to permanent
heads,q 1419.
Grievances, 2631, 3516, 4293.

Hansard-Printing error, 1956.
Labor Party-Electoral funding, q 4336.
Law Department-Positions held by women,
qn 5016.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 260,
337.
Medical Services-For victims of sexual assault,
qn 3571.
Melbourne College of Advanced Education Bill, 2391,
2696, 2719, 2720, 2721, 2723, 2724, 2725, 2729,
2971.
Minerals and Energy, Department of-Address by
permanent head, q 1419.
Ministry, The-Comments of Minister for Tourism, q 681. Conflict of interest of Minister, q 1550.
Motion condemning Minister for Community
Welfare Services, 1837,q 1954.
Museums Bill, 4649,4652,4653,4842.
Pensioners-Inquiry into concessions and allowances, qn 1716.
Personal Explanation-Hansard report, 1956.
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Jona, Mr Waiter-continued
Points of Order-Tabling of quoted document, 132,
133. Statement in debate, 4177. Relevancy of
remarks, 5284.
Police Department:--Strength, qn 4167.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) BiU, S077,
5095,5097,5099,5100,5102,5103,5104,5105.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1180.

Kennedy. Mr A. D.-continued
Education-Bendigo College of Advanced Education, 891. Health and human relations courses,
1885. Migrant education, q 2362. Kangaroo Aat
Technical School,q 4261.
Employment and Training-Unemployment: In
Bendigo electorate, 887. Employment initiatives
programme, 889. Under-award payments, q 1635,
q 1719.

Public Service-Part-time and shared work, qn 2869.

Fire Control-Total fire bans, q 1206.

Public Transport-Budget allocation, 736.

Grievances, 2627.

State Board of Education Bill, 5052, 5072, 5073, 5074,
5076,5077,5265.

Health Insurance Funds-Level of reserves, q 3836.

State Finance-Current account deficit, q 4174.

Housing-Budget allocation, 890. In Bendigo electorate, 890. Elderly persons' units, 891.

Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4574.

Housing Commission-Waiting lists, q 5017.

Taxation-Public authorities dividend tax, 737. State
indexation, q 3342. Effect on consumer price index,
q 4083.

Industrial Relations Act-Amendments, 4441.

Victorian Association for Peace Studies-Proposed
Australian Peace and Development Research
Institute, qn 4686.
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill,1935.
Victorian Development Fund-Legal advice, q 280.
Women-Refuges, qn 27.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 736, 1577.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Tobacco company
sponsorship policy, qn 21.

Insurance-Control of brokers, q 837.
International Harvester Australia Ltd-Assistance,
q 2739.
Meat Industry-Dispute, q 2131.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4832.
Petitions-Health and human relations courses,
1885. Administrator for Bendigo, 3144. Retail
trading hours, 4266. Industrial Relations Act, 4441.
Police Department-Staff for Bendigo, 891. Budget
allocation, 892.
Racing-Radio coverage, q 3070.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4266.

K

Victorian Railways-Country rail services, q 5211.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 887.

Kayser and CO.-Advertising methods, 434, 438, 1801,
1805,3000,3205,3209,3533.
Kennett, Mr J. G. (Burwood)
Kempton, Mr A. K. (Warrnambool)

Alcoa of Australia Ltd-Portland project: Discussions with Government, q 4796, q 5209.

Grievances, 5216.

ANZ Executors and Trustee Co. Bill, 4930.

Warrnambool Electorate-Features, 5216.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 864,1228, 1229,
1230, 1515.
Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd, q 2871.

Kennedy, Mr A. D. (Bendigo)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 887.
Bendigo-Unemployment, 889. Administrator,
3144.

Audit Office-Budget allocation, 1230.
Budget-A vailability of Papers, q 527. For 1982-83,
864, t 228, 1229, 1230, 1515. Multiplier effect, 864,
871. Deficit for 1982-83,4138.

Budget for 1982-83, 887.

Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3041, q 3046, q 3067, 3086,
q 3777. Ash Wednesday, 3086. Relief, 3086.

Co-operative Housing Societies-Funds for rural and
provincial, q 36.

Business of the House-Hour of sitting, 1135. Order,
4302.
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Kennett, Mr J. G.-continued
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Report, 4344,
q 4434.
Christmas Felicitations, 2998.
Commonwealth Government-Prices and incomes
accord, q 3047.
Constitution Act Amendment (Temporary Provisions) Bill, The, 3872, 3873.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3894.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4453.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4092.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3753.
Deaths-The Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 10. R. H. Suggett,
Esq., 1411. K. F. King, Esq .. 3036.
Economy, The-State of, 864. Growth, 865. Effect
of Budget, 870. Proposed wages and prices freeze,
2627. Economic summit, q 3836.
Electoral-Payment of Government employees in
electorate offices, 4254, q 4260, q 4261.
Employment and Training-Unemployment: Effect
of Budget, 870; youth, 872; incidence, 3160, q 1632.
Employment: For young people, q 1632; effect of
taxes and charges, q 1718; proposed national conference. q 1876, 2026; stimulation, 3160. Initiatives, q 1815. In private sector, q 1816. Decline in
Victoria, 4561.
Energy Resources-Effect of Budget, 866.
Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill, 5171.
Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill, 110 I.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Aus·
tralia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Ministerial statement, 81.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2778.
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Kennett, Mr J. G.-continued
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2308, 2330, 2331, 2332,
2334,2336.
Law Department-Upholdingoflaws by public officials, q 3779.
Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 680.
Liberal Party-Leadership, 1411.
Liquor Control Bill, 4301, 4479, 4519, 4526, 5244,
5249,5288.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3768, 3769.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksCharges, q 5020.
Members-Register of interests, 1417. Appreciation
of services of the Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, CMG,
1614..
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4366.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission
by Mr Costigan, QC, 81. Ash Wednesday bush
fires, 3086. Inquiry by Mr Con nor, QC: Report,
4344. The Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd,
4711.
Ministry, The-Resolutions critical of Ministers,
q 680. Time spent by Attorney-General at office,
q 1036. Alleged conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1207, q 1336, q 2745.
Allocation of portfolios, q 4617.
Nuclear-free State-Banning of nuclear vessels,
q 5125.
Parliament-Broadcasting of proceedings, 531.
Pay-roll Tax-Calculation of imputed benefits, q 192.
Pentridge Prison-Refusal for visit by shadow Minister for Community Welfare Services, q 2239.

Freeways-South Eastern-Mulgrave link, 2627.

Personal Explanation-Register of interests, 1417.

Gambling-Licensed clubs, q 4705, q 5017.

Petition-Canterbury Road widening, 4085.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, q 29.

Points of Order-Repetition of question, 36. Answer
to question, 37. Offensive remark, 48, 83. Tabling
of quoted documents, 275, 442, 3466. Debating of
question without notice, 378, 2539, 3831, 4897.
Broadcasting of proceedings, 531. Misleading
statement, 813. Reading of speech, 983. Relevancy of remarks, 1153, 5251. Reading of question without notice, 3046. Admissibility of
amendment, 3166. Parliamentary privilege, 5294.

Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 65.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesVetting of appointments, q 835, q 920. Dividend
tax, 867. Government appointments, 1056. Payment of salaries, q. 4896. Return on assets, 4915.
Grievances, 2059, 2627, 5220.
Health-Services in Gippsland electorate, qn 1407.
Effect of Medicare on employment, q 4530.

Poker Machines-Proposed factory, q 4076.

Housing-Interest rates, q 2131. Building approvals, 4561.

Police Department-Activities ofMr Bob Bear, 261.
Special Branch, q 4618.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 3801.

Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1228.

Land-Government transactions, q 4328.
68445/83-3
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Kennett, Md. G.-continued.
Questiomon Notice-Answer, q, 1.417..

Employmentand Training:-Effects of new technology, q 838 ..

Racing (Amendment) ffilI;4874. 525'1" 5253, 525&;.
5260~ 5261.

Health-Distribution'Of1fundS,withdrawn from· Right
to Life'Asaociation, q:444.

Residential Tenancies·(Amendment)';SUl. 11 '5L.

Right to. life' Association.-Government funds,
q 444.

Probate Duty Bill, 65.

Roadi-Canterbllf'Y.J{~ladJwidening.

4085:

Small: Bus.inesseS't-Eifoot;of increased IDlerg)'. c~.
868-. Rropoged'legiSlationi q 3684:.
Solicitor-6enerah .lGSfSl.
State Electricit~ <i:GmmlSsion (Amendment) BUI\,
294e:

Dkwood~Ml:'C~ W .. D .. (PrestDn)

Cemeteriesr--Ferntmct~;. q

1722.

State Finance:--'i'ictornan· Development Funlt. 86.7.
P3¥.me.nt QflSalariits~ q4896.

Health InSUl'alla Fund,&--Level of reserves, q, 2435..

Suppl~.(ll~'l33'-84; N~.

Housing~l!amp dlnY

n), Bill. 4554.

TattersanCQn~ Tattslotrodaiml,

lM

TaXtation.-E\1tasUDa and a voidanc.c:!. Vetti.llg. gt" (J,o.\itCl'11.lRettt 3IPP0tlltments. q 835, q 9-20,. Incr~
866. Public 3:l1thorities di videndi w~ 867_ Pay-mU
tax ex.emptioas.,. 868. Financial institutioM duty,
869, er 1953~ q 2053. 4541. State taxes and char&es,
CIIi Ht S. q 4698. Public charges and wages freeze,
2365. Level of State tax. q 3613. Statement on
probate duty by Minister of Agriculture, Q 3935.
Tbompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG. 1614.
Trading Hours-Retail, 3160.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd. The, 4711.

Q

refund for first R0me" buyers.,.

307r..

Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board-East Plreston tramtiJre extension, q 77}.
MembeJr-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson. CMG, 1624.
Municipalities-Local government elections, 4331.
Adult franchise, q 4705.
Petition-Retail trading hours, 4179.
Police Department-Alleged mismanagement by
Public Service support staff, q 600.

Victorian Development Fund-Contributions of
statutory authorities, 867. Management of investments, Q 4616.

Racing-Race meeting broadcasts, Q 3837.

Victorian Football League-Sunday matches. Q 2237.

Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1624.

Victorian Railways-Leasing back of rolling-stock.
867.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4179.

Stamp Duty-Refund for first house buyers, q 3071.

Rulings and Statements as Acting Chairman-

Wages-Proposed freeze, q 2542. 2627.
Water Resources-Conservation campaign, 2059.
Water Supply-Charges, q 5020.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill. 864.

Debate-Relevancy of remarks, 1390, 1463. Interjections, 1491. Minister's right to speak, 2820.
Moving of amendments, 2846. Rule of anticipation, 3442.

Rulings and Statements as Acting SpeakerKing, Mr K. F. (Springvale)
Apprentices-Group apprenticeship schemes.
qn 2226.
Consumer Affairs-Kayser and Co. competition, 434,
1801.
Correctional Services Division-Remand facilities,
q 2437.
Death-The Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1123.

Debate-Interjections, 53, 3694. Offensive remarks,
161, 387, 388. Misleading statements, 252. Relevancy of remarks, 255, 4125, 4574. Members to
address Chair, 386. Quoting from documents, 387.
Reflection on members, 390. Availability of Quoted
documents, 982. Reference to debate in same session, 1786. Tedious repetition, 3696. Debating of
amendment, 4188. Unparliamentary expressions,
4270, 4272. Statement in debate, 4271. Withdrawal of remark, 4272.
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Labor party (See "Australian Labor Party".)

Labour and Industry, Department of-Technology
information systems, qn 1119. Monitoring oftelephone calls, qn 1120. Purchases, qn 1120. Budget
allocation, 1297. Staff: Ministerial, qn 1328;
departmental, qn 1874, qn 3913. Objectives,
qn 1542. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1542.
Expenditure, qn 1543, qn 1874, qn 2531, qn 3253,
qn 3299. Advertisements of Molnar garage hoists,
1708, 1711. Legislation administered, qn 1874.
Publications, qn 1875. Radiography tests on job
applicants, qn 2220. Access to documents, qn 2530.
Trade union representation, qn 2531. licences,
qn 2536. Forms issued, qn 3239. Goods and services, qn 3246. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3247. Grants and subsidies, qn 3247. Works
and services, qn 3253. Non-Government organizations, qn 3253. Motor vehicles, qn 3261,
qn 3679. Alleged bribes, qn 3261. Wage and salary
determinations, qn 3271. Discretionary funds,
qn 3272. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3294. Flying
of State flag, qn 3306. Day labour, qn 3306. Questions on notice, qn 3313. Interpreters, qn 3323.
Injuries to employees, qn 3328, qn 5217. Visual
display units, qn 3558, qn 3682. Air-conditioning,
qn 3679. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3679. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 3681. Internal auditors, qn 3681.
Communications systems, qn 3923, qn 4672. Oil
consumption, qn 4667. Revenue collections,
qn 4689. Shop inspectors, q 5128. (See also
"Apprentices", "Employment and Training",
"Industry" and "Bills-Labour and Industry

(Shops) Bitr.)

Land-Valuation ofland acquired by Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works. qn 374. Fencing of
land at the corner of Reynolds and Anderson Creek
roads. East Doncaster. 1191, 1192. Infill sites for
Housing Commission. q 1208. Reports on acquisition and compensation. qn 1806. Abattoir site in
Power Road. Doveton, qn 1813. Building incentive grants. 2732. National register, qn 3584. Sale
of railway land at Doncaster, q 4023, q 4024, 4253.
4256. q 4334. q 4439, q 5211. Urban development. qn 4161. Government transactions, q 4328.
Register of assets. qn 5000. (See also "Bills-Land

(Amendment) Bilr, "Land Settlement (Amendment) Bilr. "Revocation and Excision of Crown
Reservations Bilr. "Revocation and Excision of
Crown Reservations Bill (No. 2)". "Land Conservation Council" and "Lands Department".)
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Land Conservation Council-Grampians National
Park. qn 273. Use of alpine parks. 806. Public
scrutiny of submissions, qn 2536.
Lands Department-Leasing of Crown land, 393, 752,

757,853, qn 1717. Grazing licence rents, 817,987,
1521. Access to documents, qn 1807. Technology
information systems, qn 1807. Objectives, qn 1808.
Staff, qn 1808, qn 1809, qn 5002. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 1808. Expenditure, qn 1808,
qn 2220, qn 2862, qn 4160, qn 5002. Purchases,
qn 1809. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1809.
Visual display units, qn 2235. Budget allocation,
qn 2236. Forms, qn 3916. Goods and services,
qn 3919. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3919.
Alleged bribes, qn 3928. Corporate plans, qn 3932.
Oil consumption, qn 4147. Trade union representation, qn 4147. Works and services, qn 4160. NonGovernment organizations, qn 4160. Revenue
collections, qn 4689. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4693. Internal auditors,
qn 4693. Flying of State flag, qn 4693. Legislation
administered, qn 5000. Overseas trips by officers,
qn 5000. Advertising and public relations services, qn 5001. Interpreters, qn 5001. Communications systems, qn 5002. Motor vehicles, qn 5008,
qn 5012.
Land Tax (See "Taxation-Land Tax".)
Latrobe Valley-Ambulance services, 266, 267, 774,
2074.2116,2118,2364,2748,3159. Funding, 858.
Residence for handicapped persons, 1405. (See also

"Bills-Latrobe Regional Commission Bill".)
Law Courts-Court lists, q 525, 1502, 1508, 2139,
qn 2535. q 2745. Children's Court hearings, qn 912,
Qn 4149. At Wangaratta, 1027, 1029, 5198, 5202.
Magistrates Courts, q 1422, qn 3293. Rationalization of services, 1492, 1503, 180 I, 1804. Supreme
Court library, 1493, 1497. Royal Victorian Association of Honorary Justices, 1494. Beechworth,
1504. Judges' salaries, 1505. Jury expenses, 1505.
Efficiency, 1507. Drouin, 1801, 1804. Legal aid,
qn 2042. Divorce petitions, qn 3293. Applications
for maintenance and custody, qn 3678. Mrs Dallasanta court hearings delay, 4708,5027. (See also

"Bills-Judges Salaries BUr, "Juries (Amendment) Bilr, and "Limitation ofActions (Personal
Injury Claims) Bill".)
Law Department-Prosecutions resulting from reports
of inquiries, q 35. Crown Prosecutor appointments, qn 273. Trial ofLeslie Phillip Smart, q 599,
q 1205. q 1419, q 2740, q 3937. Family Law Act,
662, 666, qn 3322. Solicitors' Guarantee Fund,
qn 671. qn 5015. Directorship of Solicitor-General, q 1033, 1039, 1501,2089. Objectives, qn 1200.
Staff, qn 1201, qn 5014, qn 5016, qn 5109.
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Administration, 1495. Salaries, 1496. Crown Solicitor's Office, 1497. Legal opinions, 1498, 1502.
Expenditure, qn 1537, qn 3576, qn 3589, qn 5110.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1537. Issue of
warrants of apprehension against Commonwealth
Ministers, former Ministers and former Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, qn 1812.
Domestic violence "phone-in", q 2055. Warrants
of distress, qn 2534. Activities of arbitrators,
qn 2537. Purchases, qn 2604. Referees, assessors
and arbitrators, qn 3033. Discretionary funds,
qn 3033. Technology information systems,
qn 3223. Trade union representation, qn 3224.
Files, qn 3242. Divorce petitions, qn 3293. Prosecutions: Against Toorak Times contributors,
qn 3293; for receiving, conspiracy or misprision
ofa felony, qn 3594. Censorship, qn 3310. Human
rights, qn 3310. Property damage at Station Hotel,
qn 3315. Access to documents, qn 3319. Damages
claim against quarry licensees, 3551. Visual display units, qn 3558. Forms issued, qn 3582. Definition of death, qn 3583. Goods and services,
qn 3587. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3587.
Works and services, qn 3589. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3589. Alleged bribes, qn 3595.
Injuries to employees, qn 3595. Corporate plans,
qn 360 I. Questions on notice, qn 3602. Meeting
of Attorneys-General, q 3687. Upholding of laws
by public officials, q 3779. Parliamentary privilege, 3898. Legislation administered, qn 3909.
Publications, qn 3910. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3911. Commissioners for taking declarations and affidavits, qn 3916. Justices of the
peace, qn 3916, 4431, 4432, qn 5015. Motor vehicles, qn 3917, qn 3926. Licences issued, qn 3930.
Report of Lay Observer, q 4021. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 4154. Grants and
subsidies, qn 4155. Restitution for Mr and Mrs
Joey Hamilton, q 4434. Office of Director of Public Prosecutions, q 4796. Solicitors' trust accounts,
q 4797. Freedom of information code, 4998. Revenue collections, qn 5016. Information supplied
to television stations, qn 5115. (See also "BillsDirector of Public Prosecutions Bill".)

Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 678, q 679,
q 680, q 769, q 771. Committee to overview legislation, qn 4677.

Leigb, Mr J. G. (Malvern)
Bush Fires-Replacement of documents, q 3687.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4104.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3741.
Education-Malvern Central School, 3147, 3552,
3900.
Freeways-South-Eastern-Mulgrave link, 2620,
3399,4009.
Grievances, 2620, 4270.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 3823.
Land Tax-Payment by Mrs Neilson, 3207.
Liquor Control Bill, 4494.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 4585.
Public Transport-For school children, 3673. Proposed new traffic scheme, 4284.
Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill, 4585.
Taxation-State taxes and charges, q 3339, q 3406.
Transport Bill, 4765.

Liberal Party-Economic policies, 708, 716, 725. Free
enterprise philosophy, 710. Leadership, 1411.
Library Committee-Appointment ofMrs Hill, 3782.
Library Council of Victoria Act, 2208, 2215.
Library Services-Budget allocation, 730. Facilities for
the disabled, qn 1197. Open membership, 2633.
Recommendations of Library Council of Victoria,
2635. Joint-use projects, qn 3571.
Licensed Clubs Association of Victoria, q 4705, q 5017.

Lefroy Minerals Ltd-Ministerial statement, 2243.
Companies inspector's report, 2243.
Legal Aid-For Traralgon couple, qn 670. Funding,
1493, q 5212. Budget allocation, 1496. Scope of
service, qn 2042.

Lieberman, Mr L. S. (Benambra)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 688, 701, 1185,
1254, 1493, 1504, 1525, 1529, q 3938.

Legal Aid Commission-Funding, qn 1195, q 5212.
Budget allocation, 1492, 1493.

Budget-For 1982-83,688, 701, 1185, 1254, 1493,
1504, 1525, 1529. Projections, q 3938.

Legal and Constitutional Committee-Reports presented: Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 2438;
Statute Law Revision Bill, 4180.

Builders Labourers Federation-Inquiry: Prosecutions, q 35. Site allowance for Queen Victoria
Medical Centre, 3523.
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Lieberman, Mr L. S.-continued
Business ofthe House-Order, 2759.
Cemeteries (Amendment) (Commencement) Bill,
2594.
Child Care-Pre-school funding, 533.
Chiropodists (Amendment) Bill, 3960.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3945.
Dental Services-School, 3049.
Dentists (Fees) Bill, 358.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2677, 2687,
2692.
Drugs-Report of Royal Commission oflnquiry into
Drug Trafficking, q 4800.
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Lieberman, Mr L. S.-continued
Hospitals-Capital works programme, 210, q 2746.
I ncreased charges, 704, q 2618. Out-patient
charges, q 1038, q 1208, q 1553. Bendigo and
Northern District Base, q 2135. Queen Victoria
Medical Centre, q 2619, q 3410, 3523. Effect of
energy consumption levy, q 2743. Fairfield, 3146.
Working hours for employees, q 3157, 3203,
q 4899. Wodonga, 5026.
Hospitals and Charities (Amendment) Bill, 2152,
2165,2170,2172,2173,2177,2659.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill, 5143, 5152, 5156, 5157, 5159, 5280.
Human Tissue Bill, 2917, 2919.

Electoral Commission Bill, 1982, 1989.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4129.

Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2916.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1913.

Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 169, 490, 1857, 1858, 1859,
1860.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2), 2338.
Federal Crimes Commission-Proposed establishment, q 1129.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Prosecutions, q 35.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2782.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2455.
Food Bill, 2888, 3701.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 703.
Public authority dividend, qn 2868.
Geriatric Services-Review of nursing homes, q 837.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, q 601.
Grievances, 3523.
Handicapped Persons-Housing for intellectually
handicapped, q 1636.
Health-Budget allocation, 704. Health unions,
q 4265. Staff working hours, q 4899. Effect of
Medicare, q 5023, q 5210.

Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill, 5180, 5192,
5195,5271,5273,5291.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 225,
327, 330, 336, 340, 342, 344, 349, 351, 352, 354,
355,843.
Medical Services-Thoracic Society of Australia,
2212. Tuberculosis services, 2212, q 2360. Medical Scientists Association, q 4265.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksPublic authorities dividend, qn 2868.
Melbourne City Council-Elections, q 922, q 2435.
Mental Health-Housing funds for mentally retarded
persons, q 1636.
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 5140.
Minerals and Energy (Fees) Bill, 2730, 3195.
Mines (Amendment) Bill, 2882.
Ministerial Statement-Hospitals' capital works
programme, 210.
Ministry, The-Conflict of interest between portfolios of Premier and Attorney-General, q 677.
Alleged conflict of interests of Minister for Economic Development, q 1422.
Motor Accidents (Applications) Bill, 4955.

Health (Amendment) Bill, 482.

Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill, 5282.

Health Insurance Funds-Out-patient charges,
q 1038, q 1208, q 1553.

Petitions-Pre-school funding, 533. School Dental
Service, 3049. Wodonga Hospital, 5026.

Health (Privileges) Bill, 567, 843.

Pipelines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 5282.

Health (Radiation Safety) Bill, 3195, 3415, 3416,
3418,3419,3422,3426,3433,3436,4316.
Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill, 3970,
3990,3991,3992,3995,4000,4320.

Points of Order-Questions without notice not to be
debated, 31,447, 1553,2746,5210. Relevancy of
remarks, 340, 1530. Misleading statement, 348.
Unparliamentary remark, 348. Availability of
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Lieberman. Mr L. S.-continued
document, 569,570. Scope of debate, 1827. Offensive remarks, 1917. Tabling of quoted documents,
2803, 3984. Rule of anticipation, 3342, 3441.
Interjection,4703. Parliamentary privilege, 5292.
Inaudible speech, 5295.

Police Department-Investigation of allegations re
Melbourne City Council elections, q 922.

Liquor Control Commission-Beer prices, q 1337. Hotel
trading hours, 2059. Ministry responsible for
operation, q 3048, 3063, 3065. Constitution of
interim advisory council on liquor control, q ~048,
3063, 3065. Appointments, qn 3308. Licence
transfer applications, qn 3308. Conflict of interests
of personnel, qn 3309. (See also "Bills-Beer Prices
Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Biff', "Liquor
Control (Amendment) Biff', "Liquor Control Biff'
and "Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill".)

Port of Portland Authority-Employees, q 1722.

Litter Act-Prosecutions, qn 2605.

Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1254.

Ports and Harbors Division-Public authorities
dividend, qn 2868.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1185.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 636.
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Bill,
2473,2486,2693.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4861.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1154.
River Murray Waters Bill, 2960.
St Andrew's Hospital Bill, 4994.
St Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Bill, 2695.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 2021.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1785.
Social Development Committee-Report on Health
(Radiation Safety) Bill, 4313.
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
703. Public authorities dividend, qn 2868.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2935,2948, 2949.

Local Government Department-Budget allocation,
1521. Funding, 1522. Access to documents,
qn 2601. Objectives, qn 2601. Staff, qn 2601,
qn 2602, qn 2604. Publications, qn 2602. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2603. Expenditure,
qn 2603, qn 3591. Purchases, qn 2603. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 2603. State Co-ordination Council, qn 2607. Motor vehicles, qn 2608,
qn 2612. Interpreters, qn 2608. Internal auditors,
qn 2610. Communications, qn 2610, qn 3591. Day
labour, qn 2612. Injuries to employees, qn 2612.
Visual display units, qn 2613. Legislation and
administration, q 3156. Technology information
systems, qn 3575. Legislation administered,
qn 3575. Forms, qn 3582. Goods and services,
qn 3587. Air-conditioning, qn 3587. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3588. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3588. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3588. Works and services, qn 3591. flying of
State flag, qn 3594. Alleged bribes, qn 3595. Corporate plans, qn 3601. Questions on notice,
qn 3602. Revenue collections, qn 5004. (See also
"Municipalities".)

State Finance-Increased Government spending,
702.
Taxation-McCabe-Lafranchi report: Prosecutions, q 35. Public authorities dividend tax, q 60 1,
qn 2868. Increases, 702, 705. Financial institutions duty, q 1720. Indexed taxes and charges,
q 1952.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability Amendment) Act, 415.

Tourism-Expenditure, q 5126.

McCabe Report, q 35, q 918, q 1034.

Lowan Electorate-Visits by Ministers, 755.
Lysaght (Aust.) Limited, John-Footscray and Hastings, 5218.
M

Town and Country Planning (Amendment) Bill (No.
2),5269.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The, q 4701.
Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
1780.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 688, 70 I,
1586.

Life Line, Geelong-Financial assistance, 4011, 4013.

McCutcheon, Mr Andrew (St Kilda)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 980.
Budget for 1982-83, 980.
Commonwealth Government-Proposed national
crimes commission, q 29. Economic policies, 981,
q 1879.
Consumer Affairs-Protected tenants, q 681.
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MCCuKheon. Mr Andrew-continued
COIa'RlMer Price Index-Effect of;'sm. Md local
government charges, 4173.
Economy, The-Govemment policm., q 1879.
EmPloyment and Training-Bintd~ initiatives programme, 983} "'Plan '.abart le _ ahead'"
campaign, 984.
Federated Ship Painters-and ~ UDIiIon of Am;..
tralia-Royal Commission tiy, . . C0tRipn, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 29,
Rood Plain Management Billl.298&..

Grievances, 2633,2635,
Hospitals-Medical studen1&.,.4r7m.
Housing-Pretected tena• . q;681. Budget allocation, 985 .. 986. Restomtia. of tenace housa,.
q 5024.
Library Services-Opm. nrembership, 2633.
RecolJ1!a':ndations QiiLit.rrary Council of Victoria,
2635 ..
Melboume and MetrorxWitan Board of WornIncreased charges, Cl 526.
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McDonald. Mr M. J.-conrinued
Commonwealth Government-Economic policy,
q 1420.
Country Fire Authority--Fuel vaporization in vehicles, 1867,2733. Volunteer fire fighters, 3527.
Death-Hon. J. J. Giirifer, 14.
Dental Service-SChool, 3689, q 4023.
Drought-Relief;'IB«,
Economy, The-COmmonwealth Government policy, q 142ft
Education-P.timary, sdiools: W oori YallO£k., 881;
St AndtoW&<.. 8&1r,' Wallan, q 4705i. WJiittlesea
Technical~igh,S«hofJl, 881.
Employmentand.Trainiilg-Increases-imurnnnploymen!; 881.. Emplb¥ment initiatives; programme,
882~. ffinIposed; KJnaJake National: mmIl project,
1025. P.lcmty·em.pltqment support: 8fOllP.,. 1114.
EnvironlllCJltc-Retunable drink, conlai.iu:rs, 682.
Eqllal' Oppolltu-iitl,-Anti-discriDl!i.naiiion legislati0Rl,. 3159.. 5fJYE!.
FireanDs-Regis.tta1ion, 3159.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bin, 2665.

Gcievances.. 3526.

Municipalities-Consultations with Municipal
Association ofVicto~ q 3337.

Municipalities-Adult franchise at municipal el«tioM, q 839.

Packaging-Returnable drink containers, 5214.

Natural Resources and Environment Committee.
5215.

Petitions-Retail trading hours, 4267. Returnabledrink containers.. 5214.

Housing-Budget allocation, 8&2'.

State Electricity Commission-Tariff i ncreases. 982

Petitions-Returnable drink containers, 682. location of Lilydale cemetery. 1134. Firearms registration, 3159. Retail trading hours. 3159. Antidiscrimination legislation, 3159. School Dental
Service, 3689. Equal opportunity legislation. 5026.

Taxation-Increases, 982. Abolition of stamp duty,
q 1953.

Police Department-Alleged harassment in Epping,
823.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4267.

Tourism-At Lake Eildon, q 2875.

Victorian Council of Social Services-Analysis of
Federal Budget, 981.

Trading Hours-Retail, 3159. Week-end and late
night, 3526.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 980.

Water Supply-King Parrot Creek, FIowerdale, 431.

Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 635.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1146.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 881.
McDonald, Mr M. J. (Evelyn)

Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department of-Publications, q 527.

Apprentices-Out of trade, q 4436.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 881.
Australian Paper Manufacturers Ltd-Recycling of
scrap paper, 2424.

McGrath, Mr W. D. (Lowan)

Budget-For 1982-83, 881. Deficit, 881.

Abattoir and Meat Inspection (Further Amendment) Bill, 2458.

Bush Fires-Relief, q 3339. In Evelyn electorate,
3527.

Agriculture, Department of-Budget allocation,
1523.

Cemeteries-Location of Lilydale cemetery, 1134.

Apprentices-At Horsham Technical School, 1705.
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McGrath, Mr W. D.-continued
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 754, 1238, 1250,
1276, 1281, 1293, 1386, 1434, 1464, 1520, 1521
Budget for 1982-83, 754, 1238, 1250, 1276, 1281,
1293, 1386, 1434, 1464, 1520,1521
Burrumbeet (Russell Reserve) Land Bill, 77.
Bush Fires-Restrictions, q 3340.
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 2027.
Conservation, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1520.
Country Fire Authority-Working party on alternative funding, qn 21.
Drought-Relief, 173, 758, q 2132. Sheep slaughter
bounty, q 528. Effects on agriculture, 756. Seed
grain subsidy, q 1129. Tour of affected areas by
honourable members, 2422.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1238.
Education-Budget allocation, 1434, 1464, 4579.
Horsham Technical School, 1705. Travel on school
bus service by unemployed persons, 2422. Religious education, q 4616.
Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill, 2471.
Employment and Training, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1386.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049,4441,5027,5130.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill, 2416.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2834.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4224, 4421, 4430.
Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill, 4947.
Grain Elevators Board-Administration, q 3342.
Grievances, 802,2063, 3518,4272.
Groundwater (Amendment) Bill, 2969.
Health-Budget allocation, 755. Funding for hearing services, 755.
Hospitals-Kaniva District, 755.
Hotels-Trading hours, 2059.

McGrath, Mr W. D.-continued
Mental H~lth-Karkana Day Training Centre for
Intellectually Handicapped Persons, 3518.
Ministerial Statement-Restructuring of transport
administration, 298.
Ministry of Transport (Amendment) Bill, 1659, 1664.
Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill, 3352.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 3055.
Municipalities-Recreation officers, q 441, 757.
Petitions-Hotel trading hours, 2059. Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049, 5027. Equal opportunity
legislation, 4441, 5130. Retail trading hours, 5130.
Point of Order-Moving of amendment, 5251.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1250.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1276. Minyip police station, 2734.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5089.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, q 1138.
Primary Industries-Effects of drought, 756.
Public Transport-Restructuring of administration,
298. Travel on school bus service by unemployed
persons, 2422.
Racecourses Licences Board-Report, q 1881.
Recommendations, q 3046.
Racing-Rationalizing of country racecourses, 583,
q 1641, q 2434. Racecourses Licences Board
recommendations, q 3046. Delicensed racecourses, qn 3406. Broadcasting of race meetings,
q 5024.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4852, 4881, 4882, 4885,
4886,4887,5252,5257,5260,5262.
Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4385.
Roads-Budget allocation, 758.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4645.
Road Vehicles-Registration of three-wheeled balloon tyre motor cycles, q 4335. Random testing of
drivers for marijuana smoking, q 5128.
Rural Finance Commission-Loans, qn 1202.

Housing-Allocation for welfare housing, 754. In
Horsham area, 755.

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1749, 2022.

Lands Department-Increased charges, 757.

Seeds Bill, 72.

Law Courts-Closure of Magistrates Courts, q 1422.

Sport-Treatment of injuries, q 921.

Law Department-Justices of the peace, qn 5015.

State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2950.
Superannuation (Railway Service Employees) Bill,
2180.
Supply (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 4579.

Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill,
2284.
Lowan Electorate-Visits by Ministers, 755.
Meat Industry-Meat workers' strike, q 604, 802,
2063.

Taxation-State taxes and charges, q 2615.
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McKellar, Mr D. K.-continued

Totalizator Agency Board-Minimum bets, q 2054.
Box at VFL Park, q 4261.

Forests Commission-Management of Grampians
area, qn 273.

Trading Hours-Sunday trading by hotels, 2059.
Retail, 5130.

Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill, 4950.

Transport Bill, 4747, 4780, 4781, 4782, 4785, 4786,
4804,4805,4808,4811,4815,4820.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 1167.
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1936.
Victorian Football League-TAB box at VFL Park,
q 4261.
Victorian Railways-Rail wagons, qn 24. Harassment of passengers, 758. Grain freights, q 1206.
Melbourne-Adelaide service, q 2137. Victorian
Railways Institute hall at Serviceton, 4272. Adelaide rail service, qn 5321.

Grain Elevators Board-Effects of drought on grain
harvest, 962.
Grampians-Proposed national park, qn 273.
Hospitals-Services in Moorabbin, qn 670.
Housing-Budget allocation, 965.
Land Conservation Council-Proposed Grampians
national park, qn 273.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 2544.
Firearms registration, 4026.
Port of Portland Authority-Dismissal of staff, 963.
Primary Industries-Stock slaughter bounty, 961.
Effects of drought, 961. Wool industry, 964. Live
sheep export trade, 964.

Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
1779.

Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4871.

Wages-Government subsidy, 756. Pause, q 4701.

Victorian Railways-Hamilton-Portland line, qn 18.

Water Supply-Wimmera-Mallee pipeline, q 33.

Water Supply-Effects of drought, 962.

Wheat Industry-Imports, qn 2747.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 961.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 754, 1597.
Young Farmer Establishment Scheme, qn 24.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Municipal recreation
officers, q 441, 757. Budget allocation, 757, 1281.

McGrath, James, Foundation-Expenses, qn 3317.
Consultants' fees, qn 3317, qn 3329. Investigation
into Odyssey House by New York Attorney-General, qn 3318.

MeKellar, Mr D. K. (Portland)
Alcoa of Australia Ltd-Portland project, 963,
q 1881.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 961.

MeNamara, Mr P. J. (Benalla)
Agriculture, Department of-Budget allocation,
1527.
Animals-Cat Protection Society, 948, Lost Dogs
Home, 948.
Apprentices-Incentives for training, 950.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 946, I 178, 1527.
Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Bill,
5037.
Budget for 1982-83,946, 1178, 1527.
Bush Fires-Ash Wednesday, 3121. Relief, 3121.
Appeal,3121.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Contribution to
State finances, 946.

Budget for 1982-83, 961.

Consumer Affairs-Protected tenants, q 1128.

Child Care-Pre-school and infant welfare centres
in Moorabbin, qn 670.

Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5041.

Decentralization-Incentive payments, 4255.
Drought-Relief, 961. Stock slaughter bounty, 961.
Education-Schools: In Prahran electorate, qn 23;
in Heatherton electorate, qn 185.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 2544.
Firearms-Registration, 4026.

Dairying Industry-Increased cost of milk cartage,
q 36.
Drugs-Proposal to legalize private use of marijuana, q 5213.
Education-Canaan College, 514. Teaching hours,
q 2436.
Educational Grants (Continuation) Bill, 2472.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1979, 1989.
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McNamara. Mr P. J.-continuM
El11Ployment and Training-afect of pay-roll tax
roncessions, q 1884.
E8late Agents (Reconslitution) BilL 5167, 5175, 5176.

McNamara, Mr P. J.-continued
Roads-CumberlandJunction-Woods Point Road.,
533. Budget allocation, 948. Hume Highway
bypass,q 4083.

Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2817, 2819, 2834,
2837,2843.

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1733, 1941, 1942,
2000,2002,2004,2006,2007, 20tO, 2011, 201~
2013, 2014, 2015, 2OJ6, 2020, 2023, 2024, 2920,
2921,2923.

Firearms-Proposed lfgisiation, 4338.

Salinity-In Benalla area, 949.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4398.

Soil Conservation Authority-Budget allocation,
949.

Financial Institutions Duty, q 4534.

Forests Commission-Increased royalties for timber industry, 805, q 838, 947, 948. Use of alpine
parks, 806. Budget allocation, 948. Guidelines on
relevancy of information, q 2362, q 2363.

State Electricity
sions, 413.

Commi~ion-Rural

power exten-

Freedom oflnforrrunion Bill, 2892.

State Finance-Contribution of Commonwealth
Government, 946.

Grievances, 413, 805.

State Offices-For Benalla, 949.

Housing-Budget allocation, 947, 949.

Taxation-Increases, 947. Pay-roll concessions,
q 1884. Financial institutions duty, q 4534.

Labor Party-Election promises, 946.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1773.
Land Conservation Council-Use of alpine parks,
806.

Timber Industry-Increased royalties, 805, q 838,
947. Budget allocation, 807.
Tourism-Budget allocation, 948.

Local Government Act (Miscellaneous Amend.ments) Bill, 2662.

Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1940.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) BiU, 1907.

Victorian Railways-Leasing back of rolling-stock,
947. Locomotive safety measures, qn 1118.

Local Government (Investments) 'Bill, 3186, 3189,
3190.
Local Government (Pecuniary Interests of Councillors) Bill, 1173, 1174.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksIncreased rates, 950.

Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 2493.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3393.
Water Supply-Suggested use of storages, q 443.
Irrigation levy, 947.
Werribee South Water Supply (Validation) Bill, 2144.
Wheat Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 2551.

Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesday bush fires.
3121.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 946, 1608.

Motor Boating (Amendment) Bill, 4117, 4121.

Young Farmer Establishment Scheme, 950.

Parliament-Budget allocation for Parliamentary
Library, 1178.

Youth, Sport and Recreation-Budget allocation,
948.

Petition-CumberlandJunction-Woods Point Road,
533.
Planning-Town planning appeal procedures,
q 480 I. Regulations, q 5126.

Mackay, Donald-Inquest, qn 2234.

Point of Order-Debating of amendments, 2922.
Police Department-Staff accommodation, q 603.
Boating controls, q 2539.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 1136, 1140, 1142, 1778.

Maciellan, Mr R. R. C. (Berwick)
Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement
League) (Watt Street, Northcote) Bill, 1704.

Primary Industries-Young Farmer Establishment
Scheme, 950. Stock slaughter bounty, 950. Net
income offarmers, q 3157.

Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill,556.

Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1145, 1165.

Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill, 3193.

Administrative Arrangements Bill, 4356, 4820, 4944.
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Ambulance Services-In Emerald, 1706.

Economy, The-Management, 4027.

ANZ Executors and Trustee Co. Bill, 4921, 4935.

Education-Employment initiatives programme in
Western port region schools, 2117. Appointment
of Ms Sue Walker to State Board of Education,
3499.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 645, 1019, 1021,
1309,1489,1497,1502,1510,1517,1518.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Work bans on
Parliament station, q 2358.
Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Bill,
4448.

Egg Industry Stabilization Bill, 2883, 2927.
Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill, 3942,4538.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1994.

Budget-For 1982-83,645,1019,1309,1489,1497,
1502, 1510, 1517, 1518. Deficit, 645, 1021. Papers,
1021.

Employment and Training-Proposed employment
initiatives programme, q 130. Unemployment: In
private sector, 645; levels, q 1820. In manufacturing industries, 778. Effects of Budget, 1020.

Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3043, 3138, q 3156. Ash
Wednesday, 3138. Relief, 3138, q 3341.

Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 2138, 3049.

Business of the House-Orders of the Day discharged, 61. Order, 136, 2490, 2650, 3052,4372.
First reading of Bills, 137. Sessional Orders, 774,
1958. Notice of motion, 1558. Correction of Bills,
3051.

Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 136, 508.

Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Con nor QC: Travel
arrangements, Q 37, 1361. Resources, Q 196.
Cemeteries (Amendment) (Commencement) Bill,
2547.
Commonwealth Engineering (Vic.) Pty Ltd-Difficulties, 776.
Community Welfare Services (Attendance Centre
Permits) Bill, 4960.
Constitution Act Amendment (Temporary Provisions) Bill, The, 3841.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4964,
4966,4968,4969,4973.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4046,4111.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3411, 3729,
3735,3748, 3947.

Estate Agents (Reconstitution) Bill, 5165, 5177.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 1034. Allegations of criminal actions, q 2137.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2187, 2816, 2818,
2821.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4227, 4423, 4425.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2103.
Food Bill, 2888.
Freedom of Information-Code, 4998.
Freedom of Information Bill, 1066, 1791, 2890, 2893,
2894,2895,2897,2900,2902,2906,2909,2996.
Gambling-Casino inquiry, q 37, q 196, 1361. Poker
machines: Petition, 2364; inquiry, q 4022, Q 4080,
q 4531, q 5018, q 5019; proposed factory, q 4176.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 61.

Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2546,
2650.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesVetting of appointments, q 834, q 918, l052. Private interests of officials, 1221.

Corporate Affairs Office-Notification of change in
directorships, Q 1205, 1402.

Grievance Day-Suspension of Standing Orders,
2545,4353.

Correctional Services Division-Escapes from Pentridge Prison, q 3834.

Grievances, 775.

Council of Law Reporting in Victoria Bill, 67, 322.

Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill, 3993.

Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration with
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 1886.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 2548.

Country Roads (Lands) Bill, 2731.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2924.

Health (Radiation Safety) Bill, 3440.
Hospitals Superannuation (Amendment) Bill, 4902.
International Harvester Australia Lld-Difficulties,
776. Assistance, q 2740.

Domicile (Amendment) Bill, 66, 558.

Interpretation Bill, 2440.

Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2202.

Judges Salaries Bill, 2140, 2439.
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Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1309.
Law Department-Budget allocation, 1489, 1497,
1502, 1510, 151 7, 151.8.

Maclellan, Mr R. R. C.-continued
Motor Car (Registration and Drivers' Licences) Bill,
1100, 1666, 1678, 1679, 1681, 1683, 1684, 1686,
1688, 1690, 1693, 1694.
Municipalities-

Lefroy Minerals Ltd-Companies inspector's reports,
2246.

Northcote-Charges against mayor, q 4020.
Richmond-Report ofMr Nicholson, QC, 480.

Legal Profession Practice (Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund) Bill, 4955.

Nissan Motor Manufacturing Co. (Aust.)-Difficulties, 776.

Limitation of Actions (Personal Injury Claims) Bill,
3444.

North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd-Companies inspector's reports, 2246.

Liquor Control Bill, 4180.

Parliament-Broadcasting of proceedings, 532. Sittings, 4443, 5028.
.

Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2200.
Local Government Department (Director-General
for Local Government) Bill, 361.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1915.
Local Government (Investments) Bill, 3189, 3191.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill,3411.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill,
2287.
Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill, 5272, 5274.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 3051.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BoardSale of trams to overseas interests, 649.
Members-Private interests, 1221. Appreciation of
services of the Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, CMG,
1617.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration with Country Fire Authority, 1886.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill, 2729.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4182.
Ministerial Advisory Committee-Report presented: Shop trading hours, 3941.
Ministerial Statements-Restructuring of transport
administration, 289. Australian Meat Industry
Royal Commission, 480. Private interests of Parliamentarians and Government officials, 1221.
North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd and
Lefroy Minerals Ltd: Companies inspector's
reports, 2243. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3138.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, 3484.
Ministry of Transport (Amendment) Bill, 1656, 1664.
Ministry, The-Conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1126, q 1205, q 1333,
1402, q 1549, q 2745. Actions of Ministers, q 2238.
Absence of Treasurer, q 4699.

Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 2138,
3049. Poker machines, 2364.
Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 34.
Points of Order-Tabling of documents, 38, 2360.
Offensive remark, 48. Reflection on Royal Commission, 89. Availability of quoted documents,
635,3745,4897. Relevancy of remarks, 745,4602.
Question without notice to relate to Government
administration, 1637. Bills of similar nature, 2438.
Moving of amendments, 2846, 2856. Availability
of files, 2997. Admissibility of amendments, 3166,
4970, 4971. Debating of question without notice,
3338. Rule of anticipation, 3442, 3443, 3444.
Interjections, 3694. Debating of foreshadowed
amendments, 4187. Parliamentary privilege, 5293.
Police Department-Bureau of Criminal Investigation, q 277. Demonstration at Melbourne Club,
q 1880.
Probate Duty Bill, 61.
Public Account (Advances) Bill, 4952.
Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 1654.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill, 3867, 3869, 3870.
Public Service-Budget allocation for salaries, 647.
Public Transport-Restructuring of administration,
289.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2), 5268.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 509.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1725, 1943, 2000,
2001,2002,2005,2009,2920,2922.
Salinity Committee-Referral of Dartmouth dam,
2596.
Sessional Orders-Amendment, 774, 1958.
Solicitor-General-Appointment, 1052.
St Andrew's Hospital (Guarantee) (Amendment) Bill,
4935.
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State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 2194, 2196.
State Finance-Trust account funds, 645.
State Insurance Office-Policy on insuring taxis,
1190.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4360,5267.
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Massage Practitioners-Proposed legislation, 3690.
Master Builders Association-Alleged criminal infiltration, qn 21. Advertising at Gas and Fuel Corporation, qn 126.
Master Builders' Housing Fund Ltd-Former director, qn 127.

Statute Law Revision Bill, 4725.
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 70.
Taxation-A voidance and evasion: Government
appointments, q 834, q 918. McCabe-Lafranchi
report, q 1034.
Taxi Industry-Advertisements re multiple hiring,
775. Comprehensive insurance, 1190.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1617.
Transport Bill, 4752.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The, q 4435,
q 4613, q 4615, q 4617, q 4796.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Report on cartage problems, q 1721. Inquiry into "Big M"
advertising, 3484.
Victorian Railways-

Fares and Freight-Fares, q 603.
Finance-Operating deficit, 648.
Land-At Doncaster, q 5211.
Level Crossings-Clyde Road, Berwick, 901.
Rolling-stock-Lease-back arrangements, 647,1019,
1020. New suburban trains, q 1128.
Wages-Proposed freeze, q 2129, q 2539.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill-Allocation,
1019,1604. Capital works expenditure, 1019.
Wrongs (Dependants) Bill, 2963.

Management and Budge~ Department of-Budget
allocation, 1518. Objectives, qn 1536. Staff,
qn 1537, qn 3909. Access to documents, qn 1713.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1946. Purchases, qn 1946. Legislation administered,
qn 2220. Expenditure, qn 2861, qn 3922. Technology information systems, qn 3908. Equal
opportunity programme. qn 3909. Trade union
representation. qn 3909. Forms issued, qn 3915.
Goods and services, qn 3917. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3917. Works and services, qn 3922.
Non-Government organizations, qn 3923. Alleged
bribes, qn 3927. Corporate plans, qn 3932. Questions on notice, qn 3932. Oil consumption,
qn 4665. Revenue collections, qn 5004.
Market Court-Significance, 1382. Referrals, q 3496.

Mathews, Mr C. R. T. (Oakleigh)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 1230, 1240,
1251.
Arts, Ministry for the-Objectives, qn 2221. Staff,
qn 2221, qn 2222. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 2222. Purchases, qn 2222. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 2222. Expenditure, qn 2234,
qn 3305. Access to documents, qn 2529. Forms
issued, qn 3916. Goods and services, qn 3918. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 3918. Alleged bribes,
qn 3927. Non-Government organizations,
qn 4258. Internal auditors, qn 4259. Information
supplied to television stations, qn 4259. Recovery
of expenditure, qn 4259. Oil consumption,
qn 4667. Corporate plans, qn 4677. Discretionary
funds, qn 4678. Revenue collections, qn 4696.
Technology information systems, qn 5014. Communications systems, qn 5015.
Arts, The-Victorian Concert Orchestra, qn 21. Victoria State Opera, qn 21, 2120. Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, q 279. Melbourne Concert Hall:
Organ, 588; dress for opening ceremony, q 1036.
Victorian Arts Centre: Completion date, q 922.
Centre for Nunawading, 1029. Concentration of
activities in Sydney, q 1551. Donations to Victorian art galleries, qn 1717. Access for unemployed people, q 2137. Regional arts centres,
qn 2228. Victorian Council of the Arts, q 2871.
Bass booking agency, q 2875. Lending or hiring of
works of art, qn 3005. Ballan mural, 3677. International arts festival, q 3781. Unemployed artists,
q 4265. Visit of Mrs Melina Mercouri, qn 4687.
Victorian film industry, q 5127.
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal-Transfer of staff,
q 279.
Bicycles-Thefts, qn 19.
Broadmeadows-Study group, q 4083.
Budget for 1982-83, 1230, 1240, 1251.
Building and Construction Industry-Alleged criminal infiltration, qn 21.
Bush Fires-Danger, q 1639. Appeal, q 3067, q 3068,
3098, q 3340, q 3406. Ash Wednesday, 3098.
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Relief, 3098. Fencing subsidies, 4999. Programme
for fire-prone areas, q 5128.
Casinos-Board of inquiry: Witnesses, 409. In St
Kilda, q 921, qn 2738.
Country Fire Authority-Working party report on
alternative funding, qn 23. Volunteer fire fighters,
q 379, qn 4166. Bravery and service awards, q 448.
Funding, q 679. Manpower and material resources,
qn 912. Statements by chairman, q 919. Proposed
integration with Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board,
q 1132, q 1638, 1886, qn 2235, qn 3034, 3792,
q 3935, q 3937. Fire-fighting vehicles, 1873. Operating costs, qn 1948. Fire-fighting equipment subsidies, q 2130, qn 2234. Representation of trade
unions, qn 2737. Winchelsea Rural Fire Brigade,
qn 4167. Report on works and services division,
4270.
Country Roads (Lands) Bill, 2397.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1240.
Egg Industry Stabilization (Amendment) Bill, 2932.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2730.

Mathews, MrC. R. T.-continued
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesAuthorities responsible: To Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, qn 1202, qn 2224, qn 2225,
qn 2737, qn 3232, qn 3233, qn 3294, qn 3299,
qn 3306, qn 3312, qn 3324, qn 3326, qn 3328,
qn 4148, qn 4155, qn 4156, qn 4258, qn 5006,
qn 5013; to Minister for the Arts, qn 2221, qn 2222,
qn 2354, qn 2529, qn 3005, qn 3916, qn 3918,
qn 3927, qn 4259, qn 4667, qn 4677, qn 4696,
qn 5014, qn 5015; to Minister for Minerals and
Energy, qn 3905, qn 3907, qn 3908, qn 3916,
qn 3918, qn 3919, qn 4018, qn 4019.
Grievances, 409, 4270.
Groundwater (Amendment) Bill, 2969.
Housing Industry Association, qn 22, qn 126.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Relations between
Victoria Police Force and ethnic communities,
q 4335.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1916.
Master Builders Association, qn 22, qn 126.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 252.

Energy Resources-

General-Brown coal resources, qn 271, qn 272.
Alternative fuel research, qn 2217. Oil royalties,
qn 2860.
Nuclear Power-Cost comparison of nuclear power
and brown coal, qn 3906, qn 4161. Feasibility,
qn 3931.

Solar Power-Research and development, qn 2216,
qn 2218.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Organized crime, q 276.
Film Victoria (Amendment) Bill, 3942, 4050, 4184.
Film Victoria (Reconstitution) Bill, 1725, 1898, 2150.
Firearms-Proposed legislation, q 2615. Licences,
qn 2738, qn 3330.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 3411, 3538,4215,4410,
4414,4416,4418,4419, 4421, 4422, 4425, 4426,
4428,4430,4431,5162,5164,5165.
Fire Authorities Bill, 4937,5278.
Fire Control-Total fire bans, q 1207. Restrictions,
q 3340.

Melbourne City Council-Elections, q 922.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Bravery and
service awards, q 448. Proposed integration with
Country Fire Authority, q 1132, q 1638, 1886,
qn 2235, qn 3034, 3792, q 3935, q 3937. Operating costs, qn 1948. Absenteeism, qn 1948. Computerization of fire protection system, qn 2218.
Representation of trade unions. qn 2737.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill, 2254, 2391.
Minerals and Energy, Department of-Access to
documents, qn 3905. Objectives, qn 3907. Staff,
qn 3907. Monitoring of telephone calls. qn 3908.
Expenditure, qn 3908, qn 4018. Forms issued,
qn 3916. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3918. Oil
consumption, qn 40 18. Equal opportunity programme, qn 4019. Goods and services, qn 40 19.
Minerals and Energy (Fees) Bill, 2254, 2392.
Mines (Amendment) Bill, 2548, 2877, 4181.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4182, 4362, 4837,
5264.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Housing Advisory
Centre, qn 126. Concessions to service pensioners, qn 3932.

Ministerial Statements-Role, function and requirements of Victoria Police Force, 155. Proposed
integration of Country Fire Authority and Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board, 1886. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3098.

Geelong Performing Arts Centre Trust (Amendment) Bill, 1211, 1366, 1765.

Motor Accidents Board-Investigations into alleged
fraud, q 190.

Gambling-Casinos, 409, q 921, qn 2738.
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'·Motor Boating (Amendment) Bill, 3146, 3182,4119,
4120,4121.
Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill, 2254, 2393,
2955.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill, 1211, 1367, 1760, 1762.
Motor Car (Penalties) Bill (No. 2), 4447, 4657.
Museums Bill, 3942, 4051, 4842.
Northcote-Charges against mayor, q 4020.
Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill, 3540.
Nude Bathing-Free beaches, 2037,3152.
Pensioners-Gas charges concessions for service
pensioners, qn 3932.
Pipelines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4842, 4940.
Points of Order-Offensive remarks, 161, 4348.
Admissibility of -amendment, 3797. Unparliamentary remark, 4270.
Poker Machines-Alleged organized crime, q 5019.
Police and Eme~ency Services, Ministry for-Staff,
qn 120 I. Budget allocation, 1251. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1544. Expenditure, qn 3232,
qn 3233, qn 3300, qn 3301. Discretionary funds,
qn 3273. Forms issued, qn 3284. Goods and se£Vices, qn 3294, qn 3300. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3294. Interpreters, qn 3294. Internal
auditors, qn 3299. Information supplied to television s~tions, qn 3301. Non-Government organizations, qn .3301. Motor vehicles, qn 3307,
qn 3324. Day labour, qn 3307. Alleged bribes,
qn 3307. Corporate plans, qn 3313. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3324, qn 4258. Communications
systems, qn 3326. Aying of State. flag, qn 3328.
Licences issued, qn 3330. Visual' display units,
qn 3334. Publications, qn4148. Air-conditioning,
qn 4155. Advertising. and public relations services, qn 4156. Oil consumption, qn 5006. Revenue collections, qn 5013.
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General-Alleged criminal infiltration of housing
indastry, qn 21. Racing Squad, qn 25. Zebra Force,
qn 16. Role, function and requirements of Victoria Police Force, 155. Alleged police harassment, 829. Demonstrators at Melbourne Club,
q 1128, 1193, q 1877, q 1879, q 1950. Monitoring
of telephone calls, qn 1202, qn 2738. Purchases,
qn 1543. Glen Waverley Police Training Academy, q 1883. Access to documents, qn 2224.
Technology information systems,qn 2225. Objectives, qn 2225. Records, qn 2231. Motor Boating
Squad: Controls, q 2539. Administration of legislation, qn 2737. Trade union representation,
qn 2737, qn 2738. Omega navigation base, q 2742.
Protection for shearing industry workers, q 4023.
Public confidence, q 4896.

Staff-Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, q 277. AIl6gations re Director of Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, 409. Bravery and. service awards, q 448.
Additional, qn 523. Alleged mismanagement by
Public Service support staff, q 600. Accommodation, q 603. Shortages in Dandenong Ranges,,668.
For Gippsland South electorate, q 1037. Review,
qn 1543, qn 2226. Equal opPQrtunity programme,
qn 1544. For San Remo, 2037. Engaged in outside
employment, qn 2225. Female, qn 2226. Unprovoked assaults, qn 2355. Long service medal to
former police officer, 3066. For'Gippsland, 3'l52.
Incidence of stress, qn 3244. Strength, .q 3684,
4145, qn 4167. Relations with ethnic communities, q 4335.
Stations-One-man,q 1'98. Bans by Build.eT.s
Labourers Federation, 1029. For Belmont-Grovedale,qn 1202. Doncaster, <In 2355. In
Melbourne metropolitan area, qn 2356. In NatTacan electorate, 3402. Bass, 3553.
Police Regulation (Amendment) Bill, 4447,4642.
Questions on Notice-Answers, Qn 1201,qn 2221,
3152, qn 3314, 3403,.qn 3907, qn 4678.

Police Department-

Road Traffic-DangerofwaRderiBg stock, 1407.

Crime-Bicycle thefts, .qn .19. Investigation into

Road Traffic (Amendment) BiU, 137, 171,563.

alleged fraud, .q '1'90. Allegations by honourable
member for Doncaster,.q 193. Organized, q 193,
q 276. Activities of Mr Bob Bear, 269. Files on
Wilson inquest,qn 373. Alleged jewellery theft
from deceased person, 829. Vandalism in Waverley area, 829. All~gations re Melbourne City
Council, q 922. Statements by former Federal
Minister, q 1125. -Illicit d11lg detections, qn 1200.
Rules and 'proceduresgoveming investigations,
qn 2230. DonaW Mackay inquest, qn 2234.
Unprovoked assaults on police, qn 2355. Metropolitan rate, qn 3029.

Road Vehicles-Relicensing and restricted drivers'
licences, 667. Registration of minibikes, 2036.
Police road blocks, q.n 2230. Convictions for failure to wear car seat belts, qn 2355. Accidents and
drink-driving offences, qn 235.6. Road carnage over
Easter period, q 3779. Drink-driving laws,.q 5019.
Random testing for marijuana smoking, q 5129.
State Electricity Commission-Overseas orders for
power transformers, qn 3906. Geelong-Portland
transmission line, qn 3933.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2577,2946,2949,2950.
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State Emergency Service-Effects of non-emergency
flashing lights, 588. Disaster plan, q 4704.
State Film Centre of Victoria Council Bill, 4181,
4302.
Storms, q 1881.
Unions-BLF bans on police projects, 1029. Municipal Employees Union, 2215.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Workscontinued

General-Land acquisition, qn 374. Effect on rates
of public authority dividend tax, q 601. Disconnected hoses, 2424, 2426. Damage caused by bush
fires in catchment areas, 3204. 3209. Beefmeasles
in farm stock, qn 4168. Brucellosis in farm stock,
qn ,4170. (See also "Bills-Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works (Administration) BiII"and
"Puhlic Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill".)

Meat Industry (See "Abattoirs" and "Primary Industries- Meat ".)
Media-Alleged Government discrimination against
eastern suburbs, 388. Advertising, 1114. Unit,
qn 3240. Contributors to Toorak Times. qn 3293.
Videotaping of television programmes, qn 3583.
Suggested communications research and information centre, qn 3599.
Medical Services-

General-Radiology services in hospitals, qn 186.
Tuberculosis service, 432, 436, 2213, 2214, q 2360,
q 3940. Australian Medical Association, q 840.
Treatment of herpes simplex 11, qn 913. Services
for diabetics, q 920. Laser facial treatment, q 1127.
Immunization against whooping cough, q 1552.
Polio services, 3208. Visits by School Medical
Service in the City of Doncaster and Templestowe, qn 3292. Healing practices, qn 3334. For
victims of sexual assault, qn 3572. Cancer aftercare treatment, 3773. Employment of interns at
hospitals, q 4329. Chest X-rays, qn 5123.
Medical Practitioners-Medifrauds, q 280, q 2136.
Alleged tax avoidance and evasion, q 677. Thoracic Society of Australia, 2212, 2214. Overseivicing, qn 3319. Evaluating progress of patients at
Odyssey House, qn 3329. Disciplinary powers,
qn 3584. Fee-splitting for pathology and radiology
services, qn 3596. Medical Scientists Association,
q 4265. Students at hospitals, q 4329, q 4703.
Nursing-Staffing of Numurkah Nursing Home, 367,
371. Tuberculosis services, 432, 436. Standard of
care in nursing homes, q 837. Utilization ofnursing home beds, qn 3309. Deaths in nursing homes
from dementia, qn 3310. Private nursing homes,
qn 3326. (See also "Bills-Medical Practitioners
(Amendment) Bill" and "Medical Practitioners
(Private Hospitals) Bill".)
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-

Finance- Public authorities dividend, q 60 1, q 2058,
qn 2868, q 3407. Budget allocation, 1006.

Property-Head office building repairs, q 275, 407.
Sale ofland, qn 4168. (See also "Planning," "Sewerage," "Water Resources" and "Water Supply".)
Rates and ChargeS-Increases, q 526, 929, 951,
q 5020. Relief from, qn 3682.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways Board-Sale
of trams to overseas interests, 649. East Preston
tramline extension, q 771, 874. New trams, 874.
Budget allocation, 953. Capital works programme,
qn 1118. Trams for school children, 3677. Proposed tram priority scheme, 4270, q 4615. Extension of Burwood tramline, qn 5313. (See also
"Bills-Transport Bill" and "Public Transport".)
Melbourne City Council (See "MunicipalitiesMelbourne". )
Melbourne Cricket Ground-Floodlighting, q 4799.
Members-Swearing in: Of honourable member for
Keilor, I; of honourable member for Malvern,
2428; of honourable member for Springvale, 3335;
of honourable member for Swan Hill, 4328; of
honourable member for Warrnambool, 4328.
Unauthorized use of names as endorsement to
procure goods and services, 261, 269. Leave of
absence for honourable member for Swan Hill,
382. Delivery of mail, 435. Period of service of
Minister for Local Government, 512. Alleged threat
against honourable member for Balwyn, 555.
Access to departmental officers, 940. Response to
Budget, 966. Behaviour, 1188, 1192, 3553. Private
interests, 1211, q 1417, q 1418, qn 1716. Naming
and suspension of honourable member for Hawthorn, 1224. Involvement with Metropolitan
Transit Council, q 1552. Dress, 1555. Appreciation of services of the Hon. L. H. S. Thompson,
CMG, 1611. Resignations: Of the Hon. L. H. S.
Thompson, CMG, 1632; of honourable members
for Warmambool and Swan Hill, 3607. Allegations of under-award payment, q 1637. Allegation
of improper use of electorate office, 2421, 2437.
Remarks of honourable member for Doncaster,
2641. Maiden speeches, 3511. Parliamentary privilege, 3898. Printing of speeches containing
defamatory material, qn 4161. Letter to justices of
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Micallef. Mr E. J.-continued
Industry-Accidents and illnesses, 5227.

the peace from honourable member for Frankston, 4431. (See also "Ministry, The," "Parliament" and "Parliamentary Privilege".)

Springvale Electorate-Features, 3505. Unemployment, 3505.

Members of Parliament (Register of Interests) ActReview, qn 1716.

Workers Compensation Act-Proposed changes,
3506.

Mental Health-

General-Budget allocation, 980. Neurotrauma,
qn 3332.
Hospitals and Centres-Funding for Coohinda Hill
Centre, Traralgon, 905, 910. Monkami organization for mentally retarded persons, 952. Missing
resident from Colanda Training Centre, 1532,
1533. Karkana Day Training Centre for Intellectually Handicapped Persons, Horsham, 3518.
Sun bury Training Centre, 5201, 5202.
Mental Health Division-Drug-related admission to
treatment centres, qn 3331.
Mentally Retarded Persons-Proportion of pensions
taken by institutions, q 33. Treatment of Down's
syndrome by Or K. J. Roache, qn 913, 1028, 1029.
Funds for purchase of housing, q 1636. Vacant
houses in Latrobe Valley, 2117, 2119. Funding for
community residential units, q 2616. (See also
"Bills-Mental Health (Amendment) Bill".)
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Integration of fire
services, q 380, q 679, 817, q 1132, 1245, 1248,
1250, 1255, 1257, q 1638,1886, qn 2235, qn 3034,
3783, q 3935, q 3937. State awards, q 448. Budget
allocation, 1004. Experimental road accident rescue vehicle, 1256. Funding, 1256, 1257. Operating
costs, qn 1948. Absenteeism, qn 1948. Computerization, qn 2218. Representation of trade unions,
qn 2737. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3072. Municipal contributions, qn 3593. (See also "Bills-Fire
Authorities Bill", "Metropolitan Fire Brigades
Superannuation (Eligibility) Bill", "Bush Fires"
and "Fire Control".)

Milk-Cartage costs, q 36. Proposed tax, q 193, 263,
267, q 280. Reduction in contractors, 823, 827.
Consumption, qn 2355, qn 5013. Bottled prices,
qn 2356, q 4021. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, q 3336, q 3405, 3459, q 3493, qn 3680. (See
also ··Primary Industries-Dairying" and "Victorian Dairy Industry Authority".)

Miller, Mr R. H. (Prahran)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 957, 958,1517.
Attorneys-General-Meeting of Australian, 93687.
Budget-For 1982-83, 957, 1517. Papers, 958.
Response of Opposition, 958.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3875.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4451.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4098.
Correctional Services Division-Visit by Minister
for Community Welfare Services to Pentridge
Prison, q 3838.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2675.

Economy, The-State of, 958. Stimulation, 958.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1969.
Employment and Training-Incidence of unemployment, 959. Job creation programmes, q 2540.

Metropolitan Transit Council, qn 373, q 1552.

Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 110.

Micallef, Mr E. J. (Springvale)

Freedom oflnformation Bill, 2106, 2890, 2892, 2900,
2910.

Financial Institutions Duty, q 1954.

Co-operative Housing Societies-Control of interest
rates, q 4699.

Handicapped Persons-Public transport facilities,
q 1037.

Grievances, 3565, 5227.

Health Insurance Funds-Proposed levy, q 1128.

Health-Industrial,5227.

Hospitals-aut-patient levy, q 1128.

Hospitals-Queen Victoria Medical Centre site
agreement, q 3614.

Housing-Budget allocation, 959.

Housing-House and land package funding, q 4081.

Law Courts-Delays, q 2745.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4008.

Law Department-Budget allocation, 1517.

Housing Commission-Waiting list, 960.
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Miller. Mr R. H.-continued
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 244,
348.
Members-Register of pecuniary interests, q 1418.
Appreciation of services of the Hon. L. H. S.
Thompson. CMG, 1626.
Ministerial Statement-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia, 110.
Ministry, The-Visit to Pentridge Prison by Minister for Community Welfare Services, q 3838.
Points of Order-Noise or disturbance, 1282. Relevancy of remarks, 4070.
Police Department-Organized crime, q 276.
Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 4067.
Public Bodies Review Committee-Activities, 960.
Report presented: Future structures for water
management, 1424, 4338.
Public Transport-Budget allocation, 961. For the
disabled, q 1037.
Road Vehicles-Relicensing and restricted drivers'
licences, 661.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1739, 1942, 2003,
2005,2010,2015,2023.
State Electricity Commission-Loy Yang power station, q 3607.
State Finance-Victorian Development Fund, 960.
Operation of Cash Management Account, q 3155.
Taxation-A voidance and evasion: Alleged
involvement of Liberal Party member, q 130.
Financial institutions duty, q 1954.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S.• CMG, 1626.
Victorian Development Fund-Establishment, 960.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3373,3452,3454,3663,3664.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 957.

Minerals and Energy, Department of-Statements by
permanent head, q 1419. Questions on notice,
qn 3149, qn 3152, qn 3907. Access to documents,
qn 3905. Objectives, qn 3907. Staff, qn 3907.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3907. Expenditure, qn 3908, qn 4018. Forms issued, qn 3916.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 3918. Oil consumption, qn 4018, qn 4665, qn 4666, qn 4667,
qn 4668, qn 4669, qn 4691, qn 5006, qn 5109,
qn 5314, qn 5315. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 4019. Goods and services, qn 4019. (See also
"Bills-Minerals and Energy (Fees) Bill".)
Mines Act-Amendments, qn 5117.
Minibikes, 2030, 2036.

Miliiiteiial AdviSOJY,CGIIIlIIittee-Shop tradiI)g hours,
'3941.

Ministerial Statemen~Federated Shjp Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
40, 79. Procedure, 60. Victoria POlice::Role, function and requirements, 155. Hospital ClJpital works
'programme, 199, 568. Restructuring, oT: transport
. administration, 282. Industrial relations, 305.
,Australian Meat Industry Royal Commission,
q 447, 449. Richmond City Council Report (Parts
2 and 3), 459, q 1336. Education initiatives, 1066.
Private interests of Parliamentarians and Government officials, 1211. Integration of Country Fire
Authority and Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board,
1886. North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd
and Lefroy Minerals Ltd: Companies inspector's
reports, 2243. Community welfare priorities, 2506.
Community housing, 2596. Ash Wednesday bush
fires, 3072. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
3459. Ministry of Consumer Affairs review, 3691.
Casino board of inquiry, 4339. The Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, 4708. Royal Commission report into drug trafficking, 4734. Adoption
Legislation Review Committee, 4888.
Ministry, The-Personal remarks of Minister for
Tourism, 664, 667, q 681. Administration of portfolios of Premier and Attorney-General, q 677,
q 1036, 1490, q 4328, q 4617. Resolutions critical
of Ministers, q 678, q 679, q 680, q 769, q 771.
Position of Parliamentary Secretary of the Cabinet, 716. Conflict of interest of Minister for Economic Development, 745, q 1031, qU25, q 1126,
q 1203, q 1204, q 1205, q 1207, ,q [209, q 1332,
q 1333,q 1335,q 1336,q 1338,1402, 1406,q 1421,
1498, q 1548, q 1549, q 1550, q 2744, q 2745.
Minister of Public Works: Conduct of, 1189, 1192,
1209; electorate visits, qn 3265. Pecuniary interests
of Ministers, qn 1117. Deputations to Ministers,
q 1724. Motion condemning Minister for Community Welfare Services, l823,q'1954. Obligations of Ministers, q 2238. Representation of
Ministries, 3041. Alleged Ministerial document
service, qn 3319. Conferences of Commonwealth
and State Ministers and officials,qn 3333. Courtesy, 3552, 3554. Acting Treasurer, q 4699.
Mitchell River-Silt jetties, q 4533,4551.
Monbolk Electorate-Services, 660. Dental services,
700.
'Mormons-Death rate, qn 3598.
Mornington Peninsula-Development Committee,
121. Air ambulance service, 2748.
Mortuary .Industry and Cemeteries Administration
Committee-Appointment,· 449.
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Motor Accidents Board-Alleged frauds, q 190.
Motor Car Traders Committee, 1316, 1376, 1378, 1384,
qn 3929,q 4617.
Motor Registration Branch-Fee arrangement with
banks, q 2129. Motor cycle registrations, 5201.
Motor Vehicles (See "Road Vehicles".)
Municipalities-

Broadmeadows-Intimidation of councillors, q 2541.
Study group, q 4083.
Coburg-Disclosure of information concerning car
parking funds, 2733.
Finance-Budget allocation, 730. Subsidies for
school crossing supervisor scheme, q 771. Withdrawal of Federal subsidy for naturalization ceremonies, 810. Local government subsidy scheme.
851, qn 3606. Funding for Latrobe Valley, 8~8.
Expenditure on: Roads, qn 3573~ other works,
qn 3573; buildings, qn 3573. Funds of municipal
bodies, qn 3574. Contributions to metropolitan fi·re
brigades, qn 3593. Guidelines for Victoria's sesquicentenary celebrations, 3673, 3675. Effect of
local government charges on consumer price index,
q 4083.
Geelong-Works in Geelong area, 993. Electoral
boundaries, q 2604. Review of municipalities,
qn 2605. Cement dust fallout, 3529.
General-Home renovation service, qn 127, 262,
271. Municipal recreation officers, q 135, q441,
757. Direct payment of union fees, qn 671. Proposed rating review, 700. Subsidies for school
crossing supervisors, q 771. Adult franchise, q 839,
q 4705. Elections, q 1132. Time of council meetings, q 1552. Responses to employment initiatives
programme, qn 1635, q 2055. Municipal Accounting Regulations 1982, 2035, 2036. Minibikes, 2030,
2036. Political affiliations of electoral candidates,
q 2435. Intimidation of councillors, q 2541. Rate
concessions for pensioners, q 3044. Local government legislation and administration, q 3156. Consultations with Municipal Association of Victoria,
q 3337. Electoral reforms, q 3337. Municipal elections, q 4331. Planning powers, q 5126. Extension
of municipal year, q 5211.
Lilydale-Location of cemetery, 1134.
Afelbourne-Rolls, 364, 368, q 605, 2419, 2425.
Council elections, 364, 368, q 922, 2419, 2425,
q 2435. Internal boundaries, 364, 368. Transfer of
planning function, q 768. Allegations of payola,
q 922. Political affiliations of electoral candidates,
q 2435. Intimidation of councillors, q 2541.
Handing over of powers of commissioners, q 2614.

Municipalities-continued
Consultations between Government and Municipal Association of Victoria, q 3337. Use of properties, qn 3578.
Monbulk-Services, 660.
Northcote-Mayor, q 4020. Land, 4292.
Richmond-Report of Mr Nicholson, QC, q 441.
448,459, q 530, q 1336, 3061, 3065. Prosecutions,
q 2361, 3065, q 3940. Council inquiry, 4292.

Sandringham-Initiatives, 3548, 3553. Coastal
management funding, 5224. Bike education and
safety, 5225.
Springvale-Features, 3505. Unemployment, 3505.
Waverley-Proposed extension of VFL Park, 401,
405.
(See also "BiIls-Constitution (Local Government)
Bill': "Local Government Department (DirectorGeneraljor Local Go,ernment) Bill", "Local Government (House Builders' Liability) (Amendment)
Bil/". "Local GOllernment (Investmmts) Bill"~
"Local GOllern~nt (Municipal Council ElectioffS)
Bill", "Local Governm~nt (Pecuniary Interests of
Councillors) Bill" and "Pounds (Amendment;,
Hil!".)
M.Rdpal 0fIinn Association ef Australia (Victoria.Bnmcb)-Union fen,. qn 671. Wage increases for
union members, 784.
N

National Childl'en's Foundation, qn 3212.
National Companies and Securities CommissionAccounting standards review board, qn 1802, qn
1806. Report for 1981-82,2750.
National Parks Service-Proposed Grampians national
park, qn 273. Budget allocation, 885. National
Parks: Otway, 35, 135, 1822; Kinglake, 1025, 1029;
use for grazing during drought, q 1131; Morwell
and Bulga-Tarra Valley, 1210; Hattah-Kulkyne,
2070.
National Safety Council of Australia-Proposed safe
work day, 367, 371. Occupational safety, 1299.
National Securities and Exchange Act, qn 3322.
Natural Resources and Environment CommitteeAppointment, 3411. Transmission lines, 5215.
Newmarket-Use of sale-yards and abattoirs, qn 3242.

Newton, Mr D. R. (Bennettswood)
Arts, The-Victorian Arts Centre, q 922.
Births, Deaths and Marriages, Registrar of-Difficulties for adopted persons, 1799.
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Newton, Mr D. R.-continued
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3880.
Dental Service-School, q 4533.
Education-Mount Waverley High School, 389.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1985, 1997.
Employment and Training-Industrial training,
q 5213.

Grievances, 388.
Health-Services in eastern suburbs, 388. Outpatient charges, q 3341.
Hospitals-Appointment to boards, q 1723.
Housing-Mobile, q 378. Assistance for first home
buyers, 663. Rents, q 2132.
Housing Commission-Infill development, q 1208.
Rent refund, 1868.
Industry-Effect of dumping of goods, q 1815.
Media-Alleged Government discrimination against
eastern suburbs, 388.
Passport Offices-Difficulties for adopted persons,
1799.

Petitions-Retail trading hours, 3411, 4179.
Police Department-Vandalism in Waverley area,
825. Glen Waverley Police Training Academy,
q 1883.

Public Transport-Services in eastern suburbs, 389,
390. Proposed free travel passes for employees of
transport authorities, 515.
Road Traffic-Effect of rotating or flashing lights
used for advertising, 584. Carnage over Easter
period, q 3779. Motor cyclist fatalities, q 4899.
Road Vehicles-Maintenance, 3897.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1944,2004.
Scout Association Bill, 3968.
State Board of Education Bill, 5064.
Supermarkets-Use of pushers in stores, 4140.
Trading Hours-Retail, 3411,4179.

Nissan Motor Manufacturing Co. (Aust.)-Difficulties, 776.

Norris, Mr T. R. (Noble Park)
Alcohol-Use by young persons, 793.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 1250, 1262,
1433.

Arts, The-Australian Broadcasting Tribunal, q 279.
Organ at Melbourne Concert Hall, 582. Dress for

Norris, Mr T. R.-continued
opening ceremony at Concert Hall, q 1036. International arts festival, q 3781.
Australian Broadcasting Tribunal-Proposed transfer to Sydney, q 279.
Budget for 1982-83, 1250, 1262, 1433.
Consumer Affairs-Courtaulds Hilton Ltd competition, 3534.
Courtaulds Hilton Ltd-Advertising practices, 3534.
Deaths-Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1124. K. F. King,
Esq., 3040.

Education Department-Budget allocation, 1433.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049, 3144.
Film Victoria (Amendment) Bill, 4183.
Grievances, 793, 2630, 3534,4545.
Health-Cot deaths, 362. Whooping cough, q 1552.
Venereal disease clinics, 4254. Smoke-out Day,
4545.

Hospitals-Loaned equipment, q 2744. Working
hours for employees, q 3158. Increased charges,
q 4797.

Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Social planner for
Noble Park and Springvale electorates, 3148.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3144.
Retail trading hours, 4085.
Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 3342.
Point of Order-Misleading statement, 1227.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1250.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1262.
Road Vehicles-Drink-driving laws, q 5019.
Tattersall Consultations-Fire at Bundoora agency,
q599.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4085.
Victorian Railways-Proposed redevelopment of
Flinders Street station, 2630.

North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd-Companies inspector's report, 2243. Ministerial statement, 2243.
Nuclear Vessels-Government policy, q 5125, q 5127.
Nude Bathing, 2031,2037,3148,3152.

o
Odyssey House-Treatment method, qn 3316.
Evaluation of success rate, qn 3316, qn 3318,
qn 3329. Payments to: Odyssey Institute facilities
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Odyssey House-continued
in the United States of America, qn 3317; Odyssey
House in NSW, qn 3317. Rejection of addicts,
qn 3317. Employment of medical practitioners,
qn 3329. Admission of drug offenders, qn 3573.
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Pat rick, MrsJ. T.-continued
Companies (Administration) (Amendment) Bill,
3873.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3413, 3414,
3618,3634,3727,3728,3731,3745,3746,3943.

Office of Management and Budget Task Force, 968.

Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2653.

Olympic Games-Government assistance for athletes,
q 3407.

Consumer Affairs-Budget allocation, 729, 1312,
1380. Dangerous toys, 4292.

Omega Navigation Base-Security arrangements,
q 2742.
Organizations-Accountability, qn 3600.

Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5048.
Deaths-W. F. L. Reese, Esq., 594. R. H. Suggett,
Esq., 1415.

Orthomolecular Medical Centre, 362, 370.

Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2685, 2692.

Packaging-Returnable drink containers, 136, 682,
1641, 1822,4441,4707,4802, 5027, 5214. Standards, 1380.

Domicile (Amendment) Bill, 558.

Palmdale Insurance Ltd, qn 3033.
Pan Continental Tours Pty Ltd, q 3939.
Parliament-

Buildings and Grounds-Partition erected in members' bar, 2423, 2426. flying of flags, q 3778,
q 3779.
General-Suggested participation in national safety
day, 367, 372. Delivery of mail, 435. Televising
and broadcasting of proceedings, q 531, 607, 3459,
3607. Budget allocation, 1176. Parliamentary
Refreshment Rooms, 1176. Parliamentary printing, 1176. Production of Hansard, 1176, 1178.
Administrative expenses, 1177. Parliamentary
Library, 1177, 4592. Photographing of proceedings of Legislative Assembly, 1424. Conventions,
3511. Bicameral system, 4273. Use of Legislative
Council Chamber, 4442, 4528, 5028. (See also
"Bills-Constitution (Council Powers) Bill",
"Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill",
"Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts)
Bilf' and "Members".)
Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged breach of privilege, 555. Broadcasting of comments by honourable members, 3898. Publication of contents of
Bill before its introduction, 5292.

Patrick, Mrs J. T. (Brighton)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 728, 1273, 1312,
1380,1478,1496, 1506, 1508,1521.
Budget-For 1982-83, 728, 1273, 1312, 1380, 1478,
1496,1506, 1508, 1521. Deficit, 728.

Education-Budget allocation, 1478.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, q 1635. Permanent part-time
work,4290.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049, 3616. Segregation at sporting clubs,
4290.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2794, 2830, 2837.
flood Plain Management Bill, 2980.
Freeways-West Gate, 731.
Geriatric Services-Special accommodation houses,
q 2437.
Grievances, 4290.
Health-Budget allocation, 830. Tuberculosis,
qn 5123.
Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill, 2991,·2992,

2993.
Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) Bill, 5162.
House Builders' Liability-Litigation, 4291. Insurance, 4291.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4135.
Juries (Amendment) Bill, 3874.
Law Department-Budget allocation, 1496, 1506,
1508.
Liquor Control Bill, 4510.
Local Government Act (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill, 2265, 2662.
Local Government Department-Budget allocation, 1521. Wage subsidy scheme, qn 3606.
Local Government Department (Director-General
for Local Government) Bill, 558.

Child Care-Children's Protection Society, 729.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1901, 1924, 1925.

Community Welfare Services-Windsor Community House, 2115.

Local Government (House Builders',Liability) (Further Amendment) Bill, 1425.
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Patrick, Mrs J. T.-continued
Local Government (Investments) Bill, 3185, 3189,
3191.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3413, 3414, 3618, 3634, 3761, 3763, 3764,
3765,3767,3768,3770,3949,3950.
Local Government (Pecuniary Interests of Councillors) Bill, 1173, 1174.
Medical Services-Laser facial treatment, q 1127.
Chest X-rays, qn 5123.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Proposed dividend, q 3407.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bill, 2668.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1625.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2),4367.

Patrick, Mrs J. T.-continued
Roads-Budget allocation, 831. Commonwealth
funding, 4291.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1745, 1942, 1944,
1945, 2005, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2016, 2018,
2022, 2023, 2024.
State Finance-Effects of financial institutions duty,
4290.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4359.
Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill, 4592.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1625.
Transport Bill, 4758.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The, q 4330,
q 5213.
Victorian Development Fund, q 4330.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 728.

Ministerial Statement-Richmond City Council
report (Parts 2 and 3), 461, 475, 480.
Municipalities-

Pay-roll Tax (See "Taxation-Pay-roll Tax".)

Coburg-Coburg Chamber of Commerce, 2733.
Finance-Budget allocation, 730. Local government

Pensioners-In Government institutions, q 33. Proportion of pensions taken by institutions, q 33.
Inquiry into concessions and allowances, qn 1716.
Rate concessions, q 3044. Supporting parent benefits, q 3611. Concessions to service pensioners,
qn 3932.

Wage subsidy scheme, qn 3606.

General-Fixing of time for meetings, q 1552.
Responses to employment initiatives programme,
q 1635. Alleged intimidation of councillors, q 2541.
Wage subsidy scheme, qn 3606.

Melbourne-Council elections, 364. Electoral rolls,
q 605, 2419.

Northcote-Land,4292.
Richmond-Report of Mr Nicholson, QC: Receipt
by Government, q 441; Ministerial statement, 461,
475, 480; copies, q 530; prosecutions, q 2361,
q 3940, 4291.
Pay-roll Tax, 729.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049,
3616.
Points of Order-Tabling of quoted document, 193.
Relevancy of remarks, 1161, 1317, 3734, 3740,
3750. Matters raised on motion for adjournment
of sitting: Admissibility, 2421, must relate to Government administration, 2423; Rule of anticipation, 3337, 3338. Scope ofdebate, 3525, 3621, 3627.
Debate of question without notice, 3936. Availability of printed Bills, 4326.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1273.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5087.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 1135, 1140, 1141.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1142, 1166.

Personal Explanations-By Mr Ross-Edwards, 135. By
Mr Williams, 198. By Mr Simpson, 1209. By Mr
Kennett, 1417. By Mr Ramsay, 1554. By Mr Jona,
1956. By Mr Gray, 2437. By Mr Cathie, 2748. By
Mr Roper, 3615. By MrTrezise, 5026.
Pesticides-2,4,5-T, q 2058. (See also uHealth-

Genera".)
Petitions-Otway Ranges: Wood chipping, 38, 135,
1822. Proposed national parks system, 38. U niversity High School, 135. Returnable drink containers, 136, 682, 1641, 1822, 4441, 4707, 4802,
5027, 5214. Health and human relations courses,
198,282,774,1424,1884,2876,3049,3344,3840.
Housing Commission rentals, 199. Carlton zoning, 381, 533. Caribbean Wednesday market, 448.
Pre-school funding, 533. Price marking of goods,
533, 1642. Cumberland Junction-Woods Point
Road, 533. Ambulance services, 774, 1822,2364,
2748, 3159. Gardiner-McKinnon bus service, 842.
Hotel trading hours, 923, 2059, 4027, 4801. Egg
industry, 1039. Location of Lilydale Cemetery,
1134. Bundoora shopping centre, 1209. Heidelberg West Primary School, 1210. Morwell and
Bulga-Tarra Valley national parks, 1210. Unpasteurized dairy products, 1642. Airlie Maternity
Hospital, 1821. Anti-discrimination legislation,
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1821,2138, 2544, 2877, 3049, 3144, 3159, 3343,
3616,3690, 3940,4085,4337,4441, 5027. Whittington swimming centre, 1822. Retail trading
hours, 2138,2364,3144, 3159, 3341, 3410, 3498,
3616, 3617, 3689, 3839, 3840, 3940, 4026, 4085,
4179,4266,4331,4440,4706,4802,5026, 5130.
Beaufort House,.2243. Poker machines, 2364,4706.
Steel-jawed leg hold traps, 2544. Sunday football
at VFL Paric, 2749. School Dental Service, 3049,
3616, 3689, 3839, 4026, 4802. Gippsland Lakes
trawling, 3144. Administrator for Bendigo, 3144.
Firearms registration, 3159, 3616, 3690, 3839,
3941, 4026, 4178. 4338, 4442, 4536. Marine park,
3160. Proposed Gembrook public shooting range,
3690, 4442, 4535. Massage practitioners, 3690.
Bushland education programme, 3839. Lottery
operations, 3839, 4178, 4801. Birth, death and
marriage certificate costs, 4026. Canterbury Road
widening, 4085. Mussel and scallop fishing in Port
Phillip Bay, 4085. Food Plus Store, North Carlton, 4178. Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre,
Ballarat, 4338, 4706. Equal opportunity legislation, 4338, 4441, 5026, 5130. Industrial Relations
Act, 4441, 4535. Duck Bay netting, 4706. Delays
in court hearings, 4708, 5027. Wiltona Hostel
accommodation, 4708, 4901. Workers compensation, 4802. Wodonga Hospital, 5026. Victorian
probation system, 5027. Mrs Dallasanta court
hearing delay, 5027. Chirnside Park dwellings,
5215.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, q 34, q 191, 391,
406, 609, q 681, 746, 781, 902, 911, 928, 1800,
1805, q 2134, q 2614, q 2741, q 3072, q 3157,
q 3342, 4141, 4144. Excise on diesel fuel, q 196.
Oil tank washers at container terminals, qn 2235.
Oil royalties, qn 2860. (See also "Bills-Pipelines
(Amendment) Bill (No. 2)" and "Energy
Resources".)
Planning-Carlton zoning, 381, 533. Budget allocation, 698. For City of Melbourne, q 768. Bundoora shopping centre, 1210. Land acquisition and
compensation, qn 1806. Applications for commercial development on abattoir site in Power
Road, Doveton, qn 1813. Establishment ofhypermarkets, qn 2870. Of Chirnside Park dwellings,
5215.
Planning, Ministry for-Corporate plan, qn 3032.
Visual display units, qn 3032. Questions on notice,
qn 3032, qn 3218. Discretionary funds, qn 3034.
Staff programmes for Freedom of Information Act,
qn 3217. Technology information systems,
qn 3218. Objectives, qn 3219. Hiring of Ministerial staff, qn 3219. Expenditure, qn 3219, qn 3222,
qn 3223, qn 3924, qn 3925. Employees engaging
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Planning, Ministry for-continued
in outside employment, qn 3919. Knowledge of
regulations, qn 3220. Staff, qn 3220, qn 3223.
Publications, qn 3220. Monitoring of telephone
calls, qn 3221. Purchases, qn 3222. Equal opportunity pro&ramme, qn 3222. Trade union representation, qn 3223. Forms issued, qn 3239. Goods
and services, qn 3919. Air-conditioning, qn 3919.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3920. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3920. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 3920, qn 3924. Audit of
accounts, qn 3920, qn 3924. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3920. Motor vehicles, qn 3921, qn 3928. Interpreters, qn 3921. Works and services, qn 3923.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 3924. Instruction manuals, qn 3924. Communications systems, qn 3925. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3925. Flying of State flag,
qn 3928. Day labour, qn 3928. Alleged bribes,
qn 3928. Injuries to employees, qn 3929. Age limits
on licences, qn 3931. Town planning appeal procedures, q 4801. Oil consumption, qn 5109. Entry
to private premises, qn 5124. Authority of local
government, q 5126. (See also "Bills-Town and
Country Planning (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)".)
Poker Machines-Inquiry, 2364, q 3610, 3829, q 4022,
q 4025, q 4076, q 4080, q 4176, 4277, q 4434,
q 5018. Alleged statement by Premier, q 4335.
Legalization, q 4438, 4706. Association with criminal elements, q 4531, q 5019, qn 5322. Licensed
Clubs Association of Victoria, q 4705, q 5017.
Australian Clubs Development Association,
q 4705, q 5017. (See also "Gambling".)
Police and EmergeBC)' Services, Ministry for-Staff,
qn 52), qn 2225, qn 2226. Answers to questions
on notice, qn 1201, qn 3314. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1201. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1543. Purchases, qn 1543. Access to
information, qn 2224. Technology information
systems, qn 2225. Aims and objectives, qn 2225.
Review of organization, qn 2226. Legislation
administered, qn 2737. Trade union representation, qn 2737. Expenditure, qn 3232, qn 3233,
qn 3300, qn 3301. Discretionary funds, qn 3272.
Forms issued, qn 3284. Supply of goods and services, qn 3294. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3294. Interpreters, qn 3294. Internal auditors,
qn 3299. Works and services, qn 3300. Information provided to television stations, qn 3300.
Recovery of expenditure, qn 330 1. Non-Govemment organizations, qn 3301. Motor vehicles,
qn 3306, qn 3324. Day labour, qn 3307. Alleged
bribes, qn 3307. Corporate plan, qn 3313. Subsidies and grants, qn 3324. Communications systems, qn 3325. Flying of State flag, qn 3328.
Drivers' licences, qn 3330. Visual display units,
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Police and Emergency Services, Ministry forcontinued
qn 3334. Publications, qn 4148. Air-conditioning,
qn 4155. Advertising and public relations services, qn 4156. Audit of accounts, qn 4257. Oil
consumption, qn 5006. Revenue collections,
qn 5013.
.
Police DepartmentCrime-Bicycle thefts, qn 19. Investigation into
alleged frauds at Motor Accidents Board, q 190.
Allegations by honourable member for Doncaster,
q 193. Organized crime: In Victoria, q 193, q 276,
400,904, 907, 4272, 4590; in New South Wales,
qn 273. ActivitiesofMrBob Bear, 261, 269. Bureau
of Criminal Intelligence, q 277, 399, 409. Douglas
and Isabel Wilson inquest, qn 373. Vandalism in
Mount Waverley, 825, 829. Jewellery missing from
deceased person, 825, 829. Allegations re Melbourne City Council, q 922. Allegations by former
Federal Minister, Mr Tony Staley, q 1125. Proposed national crimes commission, q 1129. Illicit
drug detections, qn 1200. Painters and Dockers
Union, q 2137. Legislation covering rules and
procedures of investigation, qn 2229. Donald
Mackay inquest, qn 2234. Unprovoked assaults
on police, qn 2355. Accidents involving drinkdriving, qn 2356. Illegal gambling at Canterbury
Road, East St Kilda, qn 2738. Operation Noah,
q 2876. Offences in western and eastern suburbs,
qn 3029. Inciting people at La Trobe University
to smoke marijuana, 3206, 3210. Investigations by
Company Fraud Squad, qn 3243. Illegal drug trade,
3531. Offences against Weights and Measures Act,
qn 3603. Child prostitution, 3688, 3773, 3774.
Involvement in poker machines, 3829, q 5019,
qn 5322. Investigations into Universal Life Church
Ltd, q 4022. Abolition of Police Special Branch,
q 4530, q 4531, q 4618. Investigation into source
of election funds, 4660, 4662. Royal Commission
report on drug trafficking, 4719. Ministerial statement on Royal Commission report on drug trafficking, 4734. Legislation on drug crimes, q 4800.
Purchase of breath-testing vans, q 5019. Random
testing of motorists for marijuana smoking, q 5128.
Insurance fraud through arson, 5199, 5202. Legalizing private use of marijuana, q 5213.

Finance-Budget allocation, 741, 897, 930,996,1258,
1262, 1264, 1265, 1267, 1268, 1269, 1271, 1273,
1274,1276,4589,4593,4598.
General-Investigation of criminal activity in housing industry, qn 21. Racing Squad, qn 24. Zebra
Force, qn 26. Role, function and requirements,
155. Restricted drivers' licences, 661, 667. Harassment of youth in Whittlesea and Epping districts,

Police Department-continued
823, 829. Action by Builders Labourers Federation, 1025, 1029, q 1206, q 2359, q 2876. Allegations by former Federal Minister, q 1125.
Melbourne Club: Treatment of demonstrators,
q 1128; non-prosecution of twelve demonstrators,
q 1876, q 1950; demonstration, q 1879; record of
demonstrator Harry Van Moorst, 1191, 1193.
Updating of Glen Waverley Police Training Academy and services in Waverley area, q 1883. Nuisance of off-road bikes, 2030, 2036. Patrolling of
free beaches, 2031, 2037. Road blocks, qn 2230.
Records of police procedures, qn 2231. Convictions re seat belts, qn 2355. Boating controls,
q 2539. Prosecutions for breaches of Litter Act,
qn 2605. Gun laws, q 2615. Telephone tapping,
qn 2738. Shooters' licences, qn 2738. Protection
of Omega navigation base, q 2742. Actions to
reduce road toll, q 3686, q 3779. Protection for
shearers at Rosedale, q 4023. Community
involvement programme for Broadmeadows,
q 4083. Disaster plan, q 4704. Quality of Victoria
Police Force, q 4896. (See also ··Bills-Police
Regulation (Amendment) Bill".)

Staff-In Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, q 277.
Increased numbers, 407, qn 523, 698, 980, 4142,
4145. Allegations re Director of Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, 409. State awards, q 448. State
awards, q 448. Appointment of public servants for
clerical duties, q 600. Availability of housing,
q 603. In Dandenong Ranges, 665, 668. Shortage
in Mitcham electorate, 863. Stafffor Bendigo, 891.
Budget allocation, 892. For Gippsland South electorate, q 1037, 3149, 3152. Engaging of management consultants for hiring of Ministerial staff,
qn 1201. Review, qn 1543. For San Remo, 2037.
Unprovoked assaults on police, qn 2355. Long
service medal for M. C. Grant, 3064, 3066. For
Gippsland, 3152. Work stress, qn 3244. Cutbacks,
q 3684. Strength, q 3684, 4142, 4145, qn 4167.
Recruitment, qn 4167. Relations with ethnic communities, q 4335.
Stations-One-man stations, q 198. St Kilda, 897.
Ban by Builders Labourers Federation, 1025,1029,
q 1038, q 1206, q 2358, q 2359, q 2429, q 2876. In
Belmont-Grovedale area, qn 1202. San Remo,
1803, 1804, 2032, 2037. Doncaster, qn 2355. In
Melbourne metropolitan area, qn 2356. Minyip,
2734. 2735. In Narracan electorate, 3398, 3402.
Bass, 3548, 3553.
Pollution (See ··Environment-Pollution".)

Pope, Mr N. A. (Monbulk)
Appropriation ( 1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 660, 697, 701.
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Births, Deaths and Marriages, Registrar of-Registration of surnames, 1706.

Road Vehicles-Drivers' licences, 1190.
Scout Association Bill, 3960.

Budget-For 1982-83,660,697. Deficit, 701.

Small Business Development Corporation, 699.
Storms-Damage, q 1881.

Bush Fires-Ash Wednesday, 3134. Relief, 3134.
Appeal, 3134, q 3340. Income tax relief proposals,
q 4078. Ministerial group, q 5128.
Caribbean Wednesday Market, 448.
Child Care-Cranbourne Pre-school Centre, q 4264.
Community Welfare Services, Department of-State
ward review, q 1131.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3630, 3737,
3754.
Consumer Affairs-Motor vehicle transactions, 799,
903. Travel agencies, q 3939.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4179.
Wages-Allegations of under-award payments by
honourable member, q 1637.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3391,3654.
Water Supply-For Mount Evelyn, 3062.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 697.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Specialist youth
workers for Shire ofSherbrooke, 585.

Dandenong Ranges-Budget allocation, 698.
Dental Services-In Monbulk electorate, 700.
Employment and Training-,-Unemployment of
young people in Shire of Sherbrooke, 585.
Employment initiatives programme, 699.

Port of Melbourne Authority-Transfer of administration, q 2359. Public authority dividend, qn 2868.
Licensed tourist vessels, qn 3266. Capital value,
qn 4166.

Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 1821.

Port of Portland Authority-Dismissal of staff, 963,
q 1722.

Ferntree Gully Datsun-Sale of motor vehicle, 799.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4231.
Grievances, 799.
Housing-Indicative Planning Council report, q 376.
Indicative Planning Council-Report on housing,
q 376.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4001.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2307.
Massage Practitioners, 3690.
Members-Allegations of under-award payments by
Mr Block, MLC, q 1637.
Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesday bush fires,
3134.
Monbulk Electorate-Services, 660.
Municipalities-Home renovation service, 262.
Services in Monbulk electorate, 660. Proposed
rating review, 700.
Petitions-Caribbean Wednesday market, 448. Antidiscrimination legislation, 1821. Massage practitioners. 3690. Retail trading hours, 4179.
Pipelines (Fees) Bill, 1854.
Planning-Budget allocation, 698.
Point of Order-Reference to debate in same session, 3632.
Police Department-Staff shortages in Dandenong
Ranges, 665. Staff increase, 698.

Port Pbillip Bay-E. coli level, qn 1544. Mussel and
scallop fishing, 4085.
Ports and Darbors Division-Budget allocation, 1521.
Public authorities dividend, qn 2868. Port of Portland rail facilities, 3674, 3677.
Potato Industry (See "Primary Industries-Potatoes".)

Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget allocation, J 180, 4585. Access to documents, qn 2123.
Technology information systems, qn 2124. Objectives, qn 2124. Staff, qn 2124, qn 3240, qn 4675,
qn 4683, qn 4691, qn 4692. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2124. Purchases, qn 2125. Forms,
qn 3322, qn 4692. Goods and services, qn 3323,
qn 3325. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3325, qn 4692. Expenditure, qn 3325,
qn 3588, qn 3922, 4599, qn 4668, qn 4692. NonGovernment organizations, qn 3325, qn 3923.
Alleged bribes, qn 3328. Corporate plans, qn 3334,
qn 3558. Media unit, qn 3555, 4254, q 4260,
q 4261, q 4329, q 4437. Motor vehicles, qn 3554,
qn 3594. Licences issued, qn 3556. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3585. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3585. Grants and subsidies, qn 3585, qn 3586.
Communications systems, qn 3588. Communications Research and Information Centre, qn 3599.
Visual display units, qn 3602. Discretionary funds,
qn 3603. Internal auditors, qn 3678, qn 3680.
Publications, qn 3914, qn 3922. Day labour,
qn 3926. Oil consumption, qn 4668. Trade union
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Premier and Cabinet, Department ofthe-continued
representation, qn 4668. Air-conditioning,
qn 4670. Advertising and public relations services, qn 4670. Questions on notice, qn 4677. Etiquette and protocol booklets, qn 4687. Revenue
collections, qn 4696. Equal opportunity programme, qn 5113.
Premiers Conference, qn 24, q 2539, q 2542, q 2543,
q 2544.
Prices and Incomes Accord, q 3047. (See also "Economy, The".)
Primary Industries-

Dairying-Milk: Increased cost of cart age, q 36; proposed tax, q 193, 263. 267, q 280; reduction in
contractors, 823, S27~ consumption, qn 2355,
qn 5013; bottled milk prices, qn 2356, q 4021.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority, q 3336,
q 3405, 3459, q 3493. (See also "Milk" and "Victorian Dairy Industry Authority".)

Egg-Victorian Egg Marketing Board, qn 3680. (See
also "Bills-Egg Industry Stabilization (AmendI. 'nent) Bill".)
Fishit

'~-Marine netting in Gippsland South elec-

tor~~e, 798. Research project by Taiwan Univer-

~,ity rese" lrch vessel, Hai Kung, qn 2218. Abalone
pr:ocessing, qn. 2~ 19. Trawling in Gippsland lakes,

314.". Port Ph. '1lhp Bay scallop and mussel fishing,
4085. Duck Ba) , netting, 4706. (See also "Bills-

Fisheries (Amena.''nent) Bill", "Fisheries (Fees)
Bill" and "Fisheries. :md Wildlife Division".)

Fruit-Citrus Fruit Markt.'ti:lg Board, qn 3680.
General-Drought: Effects on ,,~gricu1ture, 363, 756,
851; relief, 934, 2 nz, q 254\'>. Young Farmer
Establishment Schemr, 950. Subsl:dy for seed grain,
q 1129. Net income offMmers, q 3157. W. fixing in rural industries, 3503. Registration ofvegetable growers, qn 3559. Effect of Government
charges, qn 3611. (See also •• Agriculture, Department of".)
Grain-Grain Elevators Board, qn 3680, q 3781. (See
also "Bills-Wheat Marketing (Amendment) Bill'"
and "Grain Elevators Board".)

Meat-Stock slaughter bounty, 419, 950, 961. Australian Meat Industry Royal Commission report:
Release, q 447; presentation, 448; Ministerial
statement, 449. Meat workers' strike, q 604, 802~
q 1878, q 1950, q 2053,2063,2067, q 2131. Effects
of drought, 934, 961. Species tests, qn 1328. (See
also "Abattoirs".)
Potatoes-Tests on foundation seed potatoes,
qn 3211. Spindle tuber viroid, qn 3934.

Producers-Maintaining of income levels, q 1819.

Primary Industries-continued
Sheep-Slaughter bounty, 419, 950, 961,1639,1705,
1710. Recommendations of technical committee
on "Clout" sheep dip, qn 674. Export trade, 964.
Effects of drought, 964. (See also "Drought".)
Timber-Increased royalties, 805, SS3, 895, 947,
q 1637, q 1719. Budget allocation, 867. Sawmilling: In east Gippsland, 8-87; in Otway Ranges, 894.
Use of New Zealand timber, q 1955. Funds for
harvesting of timber ravaged by bush fires.~q 5129.
Effect of workers compensation pEeRiLiums on
industry, 5198, 5202. (See also "FUestsCcmunission" and "Timber Industry... )

Wheat-Imports, qn 274J.
Wool-Shearers' dispute, q,4023.
Prisons (See "Correctional'Serv~ces,IDi"_nr·:.)\
Probate Duty (See "Taxation-ProoatrrDUly,")
Property and Serric:es, DepartlBeD~iiltm1iiDriGOPernment Directory. 120, 123.. t.a.I! mlndrasing,
Land Sales Monitoring and a:
b I1i'RIion,
q 773. Technology iIIformatilllL~qJl' 1328.
Objectives, qn 1329. Statt:,'IJll!J29-',. qn: 2125 ..
qn 2128~ qn 3234. Monitori1l&Qf~~.
qn 1329. Equal opportunit~. 'Ill1l!329.. AlUmmatic-.
data Pll'ocessiDg systems. qpl hIIG. TDIilt- union
representati~qn.1329. COIIfttGtHto~.qR 1331.;
Purchases ... qn 1544. E"~tu~,.. .2125,
qn2127, q. 2128,qn 32~qD 2125.
Access to cicJcumeBts, qJllmth, F~ qn 323.9.
GooGs aJWi services, qn. lZ41. Air-coDditioniDg,
~ 31247. Ocerseas trips, bit cdI:ers, qn 3248. State
CQ.-orClillalion Council, Clp3248. Advatising and
pui!llic rdalioos servims,. qn 324&. Grants and l
sabsidlies, qlJ 3248, QII! 3256. Motor vehicles ••
qII 324 ~8, qn 3262. InlrrpretCrS, qn 3249. Wonai
and $I ervices, qn 32~ Information supplied to
televi'sion stations, cpa 3255. Internal audito~
qn 3' 255. Communications systems, qn 32S5.
Ayir 19ofState flag, qJl3262. Day labour, qn 3262.
Alle ged bribes, qn 3262. Licences issued, qn 32M.
Cor porate plans, qo 3265. Visual display umts,
qn 3267. Questions on notice, qn 3267. Injuries to
em .ployees, qn 3329. Instruction manuals,qn 3923.
Di lsposal of Government property, q 4021. Oil
cc )nsumption, qn 4669. Entry to private premises,
q jn 4689. Revenue collections, qn 4695. Rationali lzation of State property holdings, qn 5117.

Pub ,lications- Victorian Government Directory. 120,
123. Little Blue Book, q 1133. Trade union journals, 2208, 2215. Pamphlet on funeral arrangements, qn 3259. Toorak Times, qn 3292.
Public Bodies Review Committee-Activities, 960.
Reports presented: Future structures for water
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management, 1424,4338. Referral of State Rivers
and Water Supply Commission and constituted
authorities, 2520.
Pu~IJ~

Record Office-Correspondence reference service. 3204, 3209. Availability of information, 520 I,
5204.

Public Service-Salaries: Budget allocation, 647, 659;
financing, q 835; increases, 929; proposed freeze,
2365. Private interests of Government officials,
1211. Statements by public servants, q 1419,
q 1424. Superannuation: Cash option, 1707, 1711;
proposed inquiry into benefits, q 2745. Part-time
and shared work. qn 2869. (See also uGovernment
Departments and Instrumentalities".)
Public Transport-Bus route for Blackburn Road,
qn 19. Bus services in Doncaster and Templestowe, qn 26. Number of buses operating along
Eastern Freeway, qn 26. Plans for freeway bus
service from Warrandyte to Melbourne, qn 26.
Transport for school children, 266, 268. Restructuring of administration, 282. Transport Regulation Board reports, qn 373. Services in eastern
suburbs. 389, 390, 842. Free passes for employees
of transport authorities, 515, 518. Fares, q 603,
926, q 2616. Budget allocation, 615, 706, 710, 714,
737,743,821,874,897,974,997, 4602. Corridor
study, 874. Travel concession for regular users of
West Gate Bridge, 905, 910. For the disabled,
q 1037. Maxicabs for handicapped persons, 1115,
1116. Transport study, q 1333. Transport of
corpses, qn 1409. Task forces and committees,
q 1423. Metropolitan Transit Council, q 1552.
Transport vouchers issued to demonstrators,
q 1884, q 1951. Urban public transport improvement programme, qn 2218. Mode of travel in
Melbourne, qn 2231. Patronage details, qn 2234.
Use of school bus service by unemployed persons,
2425. Recovery of expenditure by departments,
qn 3491. Suburban trains, qn 3593. Free Sunday
transport, qn 3597. At peak hours for school children in Malvern, 3673, 3677. Fare evasion, q 4025.
Tram priority scheme, 4284, q 4615. uDial-a-bus"
services, qn 5316. Bus stop opposite Ormond railway station, qn 5322. (See also "Bills- Transport
Bilf', "Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways
Board" and "Victorian Railways".)
Public Works Department-

Public Works Department-continued
qn 1329. Trade union representation, qn 1329,
qn 3231. Automatic data processing systems,
qn 1330. Budget allocation, 1521. Retrenchment
of employees at Portland, q 1722. Access to documents, qn 1946. Expenditure, qn 1947, qn 3254,
qn 5111, qn 5115. Distribution of funds, qn 2236.
Investigation into waste and mismanagement,
q 2237. Oil consumption, qn 2354. Purchases,
qn 2354, qn 5120. Bans by Builders Labourers
Federation, q 2358. Transfer of responsibilities of
port authorities to Minister of Transport, q 2359.
Painting of election material on Government
property, 2421, 2425. Employment initiatives
programme, q 2430, q 2431. Demarcation disputes, q 2431. Police station at Minyip, 2734, 2735.
Facilities for handling wheat imports, q 2747.
Questions on notice, qn 3230, qn 3267. Use of
consultants for hiring staff, qn 3230. Legislation
administered, qn 3230. Staff, qn 3230, qn 5111,
qn 5112. Publications, qn 3231. Forms issued,
qn 3239. Projects in Doncaster, qn 3243. Goods
and services, qn 3247. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3247. Works and services, qn 3254. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3254,
qn 4671. Flying of State flag, qn 3261. Corporate
plans, qn 3265. Employees engaged in outside
employment, qn 3276. Non-Government organizations, qn 3326. Internal auditors, qn 3326.
Upgrading of bridge to Churchill Island, 4011,
40 16. Disposal of property, q 4021. Technology
information systems, qn 5110. Air-conditioning,
qn 5114. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 5115, qn 5116. Communications
systems, qn 5115. Injuries to employees, qn 5117.
Ase limits on licences, qn 5119. Visual display
units, qn 5119. Purchases, qn 5120. Revenue
collections, qn 5123. Foreshores Reserves Barwon
Heads to Queenscliff study, qn 5123. (See also

"Bills-Public Lands and Works (Public Projects)
Bill".)

Schools- Transfer of land at Maryborough to
Education Department, 1403, 1406. Repairs after
storm damage, q 1881. For Broadmeadows,
q 4083. Woomelang Group School, 4010, 4015.
Kangaroo Flat Technical School, q 4261. Music
facilities for Syndal High School, q 4615. Wallan
Primary School, q 4705. (See also "Education".)

R
Racing-

General-Statutory authorities responsible to

General-Discrimination, q 833. Report of Race-

department and Minister, qn 26. Point Lonsdale
jetty, 825,830. Transport task force, q 921. Technology information systems, qn 1328. Objectives,
qn 1329, qn 3230. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 1329, qn 2354. Equal opportunity programme,

courses Licences Board, q 1881, q 2240, q 2615,
q 3046. Minimum stake, q 2054, q 2615. Allocations to country racing clubs, q 2434. Broadcasting, q 3070, q 3837, q 4077, q 4078, q 4082, q 4177,
q 4263, q 5024. Delicensed racecourses, q 3406.
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Racing-continued
Loss of on-course totalizator tickets, q 3496. Issue
of betting tickets for totalizator agencies, qn 5003.
Greyhound-Criminal associations, 824, 830.
Broadcasting, q 5024.
Harness-Sires Produce Stakes funding programme,
432, 437. Criminal associations, 824, 830. Broadcasting, q 5024.
Horse-Closure of country racecourses, 583, 589,
751, q 1641, q 2434. Criminal associations, 824,
830. Broadcasting, q 5024. (See also "Bills-Racing(Amendment) Bill".)
Railways (See "Victorian Railways".)

Ramsay. Mr J. H. (Balwyn)

Apprentices-Industrial Training Commission,
1387. Employment opportunities, 1387.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 655, 658, 693,
1Ol3, 1176, 1232, 1241, 1299, 1304, 1382, 1387,
1518.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Royal Commission: Prosecutions, q 442, q 772. Ban on police
projects, 1025, q 1206, q 2359.
Budget-For 1982-83, 655, 693, 1176, 1232, 1241,
1299,1304,1382,1387,1518. Deficit, 658, q 4800,
q 5214. Papers, 10 13. Projections for 1983-84,
q 3936.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3154. Relief, 3206.
Business Franchise Acts (Amendment) Bill, 3537,
3963.
Commonwealth Government-Allocations, q 3405.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3878, 3893.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3628.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill, 5132,
5139.
Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5050.
Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1382.
Decentralized Industry Incentive Payments
(Amendment) Bill, 3955.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1232.
Economy, The-Government policies, q 1817.
Wages and prices freeze: Proposal, q 1878, 2365;
extension of, q 3048; effect of, q 3071. Currency
devaluation, q 3335. Economic management, 4040.
Education-Health and human relations courses,
198. Departmental borrowings, q 2433.

Ramsay, Mr J. H.-continued
Employment and Training-Proposed employment
grant scheme, q 31. Unemployment in private
sector, 659. Employment initiatives programme,
q 1633, q 3158.
Employment and Training, Ministry of-Budget
allocation, 1387.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2270, 2400, 2401,
2402, 2403, 2916.
Equal Opportunity-Legislation, 4338.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission, 114.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2187, 2768, 2815,
2816, 2820, 2822, 2825, 2826, 2827, 2829, 2831,
2833, 2835, 2839, 2840, 2841, 2844, 2845, 2846,
2847, 2848, 2850, 2852, 2854, 2855, 2856, 2857,
2994.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, q 526,
657.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesEffects of wage increases for metal workers,
qn 1318. Return on assets, 4903.
Grievances, 784.
"Hansard"-Budget allocation, 1176.
Hospitals-Airlie Maternity, 1821.
Industrial Relations-Government policy, 311.
Working days lost due to disputes, 517, q 1420,
qn 3315.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4184, 4204,
4943.
Industrial Relations Commission, 1299.
Industrial Training Commission, 1387.
Industry-Accidents, 367. Proposed task force on
occupational health and safety, q 376.
Insurance-Third-party, q 2618, q 2874.
International Harvester Australia Ltd-Assistance,
q 2741.
Labor Party-Election promises, q 31.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1299, 1304. Shop inspectors, q 5128.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2299,2328,2329,2330,
2332, 2334, 2765.
Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 678.
Liquor Control Bill, 4457, 4507, 4512, 4514, 4515,
4516, 4517, 4518, 4519, 4520, 4521, 4522, 4524,
4525,4527,5235,5237,5248,5249,5287.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2199.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill,3628.
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Ramsay, Mr J. H.-continued

Management and Budget Bill, 4376, 4382.

Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1159.

Management and Budget, Department of-Budget
allocation, 1518.

Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4644.

Market Court, 1382.

St Andrew's Hospital (Guarimtee) (Amendment) Bill,
4994.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksPublic authority dividend, q 2058.

Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 4950.

Members-Parliamentary privilege, 555, 557.
Appreciation of services of the Hon. L. H. S.
Thompson, CMG, 1621.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission,
114. Industrial relations, 311.
Motor Accidents (Applications) Bill, 4955.
Municipal Officers Association of Australia-Wage
increases for union members, 784.
National Safety Council of Australia-Proposed safe
work day, 367. Occupational safety, 1299.
Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill, 5285.
Parliament-Proposed safe work day, 367.
Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged threat against
member, 555, 557.
Pay-roll Tax-Circular of Commissioner of Pay-roll
Tax, q 190, q 1130. Exemptions, 656.
Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 2553, 2563,
2564, 2565, 2916.
Personal Explanation-Expenditure by Ministry for
Economic Development, 1554.
Petitions-Health and human relations courses, 198.
Airlie Maternity Hospital, 1821. Equal opportunity legislation, 4338.
Pipelines (Fees) Bill, 1850.
Points of Order-Debating of question, 440, 1632.
Moving of amendments, 2856. Question without
notice to relate to Government administration,
3494. Scope of debate, 3622.
Police Department-BLF ban on projects, 1025,
q 1206, q 2359. Special Branch, q 4531.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5098.
Public Account (Advances) Bill, 4951, 4954.
Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 1651, 1656.

State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 1666, 2188, 2196,
2197.
State Development Fund-Education Department
borrowings, q 2433.
State Electricity Commission-Wage increases for
union members, 784.
State Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements) Bill, 2265.
State Finance-Cash Management Account, 658,
q 4173, q 4899. State Development Account, 658,
1014, 1015, 1016, 1018. Estimates of receipts and
expenditure, q 3498. Current Account deficit,
q 4172, q 4700. Proposed increased taxes and
charges, q 4332. Public authorities' return on assets,
4903. Budget deficit, q 5214.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4181,4358,4974,5267.
Superannuation (Railway Service Employes) Bill,
2179.
Supply (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 4248, 4504.
Taxation-Increases, 656, q 4332. Public authorities dividend, q 2058. Financial institutions duty,
q 2138, q 3494, q 4262. Revenue from, q 3405.
Increases in State taxes, q 3607.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1621.
Transport BiII, 4769, 4778, 4785, 4786, 4787, 4788.
Tourism, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1241.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bill, 2293, 2296,
2297.
Unions-Wage increases for members, q 602, 784,
788.
Victorian Economic Development CorporationEstablishment, 657.
Victorian Railways-Capital works expenditure,
1017. Doncaster land sale files, q 4024.

Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill, 3841, 3865, 3868, 3870, 3871,4318.

Wages-Increases for union members, q 602, 784,
788. Increase for metal workers, qn 1318. Freeze:
Proposal, q 1878, 2365; extension, q 3048; effects,
q 3071.

Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 635.

Workers Compensation Board, 1304.

Public Service-Budget allocation for salaries, 659.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 693, 1013,
1563.
Works and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill, 4605.

Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill, 2404, 2565, 2575.

Public Works Department-Disposal of Government property, q 4021.
Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4383.
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Ray, Mrs M. E. (Box Hill)

Remington, Mr K. H.-continued

Alcohol-At sporting venues, q 1884.

Economy, The-State of, 966.

Arts, The-Concentration of activities in Sydney,
q 1551.

Education-U niversity High School, 135. Restructuring of technical and further education, q 1640.

Commonwealth Games-Honouring Victorian team
members, q 918.

Employment and Training-Effect of under-award
payments, 1869.

Community Welfare Services-"Operation Innocents", q 4900.

Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Lebanese immigrants, q 443.

Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill,

Labor Party-Result of Gallup poll, 967.

3645.
Consumer Affairs-Electronic check-out systems,
q 35.

Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3624, 3734.
Office of Management and Budget Task Force, 968.

Education-Education services restructuring, q 2242.
School councils, q 4532.

Parliament-Televising of proceedings, 607.

Employment and Training-Job Watch, qn 2050.
Job-Force, q 3070. Alleged exploitation by agencies, q 3070. Winlaton Education Centre training
programmes, qn 3238.

Petitions-University High School, 135. Carlton
zoning, 381, 523.

Environment-Bushland education programme,

Planning-Carlton zoning, 381,533.

3839.
'Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legisla-tion, 2871.
Gambling-Lottery operations, 3839.
Housing-For homeless youth, q 5018.
P.ac~-Returnable drink containers,

1641.
Petitions-Returnable drink containers, 1641. Antidiscrimillation legislation, 2871. Bushland education propmme, 3839. Lottery operations, 3839.
Retai"l tAdillJhours, 4085, 4179.
Premiers Coaference, q 2543.
Sport-Alcohol at sporting venues, q 1884.
Supermarkets-Electronic check-out systems, q 35.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4085,4179.
Women's Advisory Council-Role, q 3938.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Alcohol at sporting
venues, q 1884. Housing for homeless youth,
q 5018.

Parliament House-flags, q 3718.

Petroleum Products-Petrol prices, q 3157.
Points of Order-Length of question without notice,
194. Televising of Parliamentary proceedings, 607.
Reading of speech, 868. Relevancy of remarks,

1161,3735.
Police Department-Organized crime,q 193.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1161.
Small Businesses-Commercialleases, 788.
Unions-Wage increases for members, 788.
Victorian Football League-Venue of grand final,

826.
Wages-Increases for union members, 788. Proposed freeze, q 2053.
Water Supply-Conservation campaign, 2066.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 965.

Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDebate-Moving of amendment, 1169, 1170.

Rents (See "Housing Commission-Rents and
Redbridge Pty Ltd. 4142,4145.

Remington, Mr K. H. (Melbourne)

Charges".)
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill-Protected
tenants, q 1128.
Residential Tenancies Tribunal-Orders made,
qn 3274. Cases dismissed, qn 3274.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 965.
Budget-For 1982-83, 965. Response of Opposition, 966. Programme budgeting, 969. Strategy,

970.

Reynolds, Mr T. C. (Gisborne)

Constitutional Convention-Results, q 4076.

Animals-Reintroduction of native birds to Macedon Ranges, 665.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3624, 3734.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 986, 1257, 1276.
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Rcynolds. Mr T. C.--cofllinued.
Budget' for I 98Z-83,

98{i~

1257. 12T6.

Bush' Fires-Appeal, q,J044, q 3067, 3~l(;})iL Rdief~
3101. ~sh Wednesday .. },I:OI. Special. fel€Q&Jritialt
for velunteer services., 46.62. Fenciotg $ubsidies•.

. 4.998.
Consumer Affair.s~lng. and sale 0ff minenal
warer. t r I j,.

Conec.:tiQtlal Serv~es Di:\cisMoo-Malm'SlbWlly Yootb!
TrcHniagCenm-. nos'.

R--eynolds. MrlT~ C.-conti.nued

R:aciilg-Racawurses LiceBCeS BoaC:d: ~ q 2240~
q 26,15•. Radio broadcasts, q 40,71" q 4(!)78;,. q 4 t71,
~426J'..
Raeing, (:Almmdment) BiD, 4Jl L, 4i842,. 4U1', 4883"
4U4t,.
4887, 5251,. 52'57, 5259~

4i8"

RCDardS. ami Bridges-West f i * Brid&e'toIl, 905.

Road TaftIic-Danger

or wa~ stod, 1404.

rw.t: TJatfic (Amendment) Bil~ 5(~ 560_

COUl'ltry F'l1Iie AlILth«tty-Proposed iateara.tm _dh
Mettopoh~ Fire Bripdes Board, 1:257.

S1ate El«tricity Commission-I.:rease<i charges,
988.

Dairy fndu5try-Mitk contracts. 823.

Slate Fmance-Victorian Development Fund, 987.
Transfer of funds to Consolidated Fund, 998.

Death-K. F. Kt.... Esq., 3039.
Dr~t-Rehe(

989.

Education-8ud8et aDocation, 990. Primtary schools::
Bacchus Marsh. 1198; Kyneton, 24~4; Riddells
Creek. 3552.. Kyneton High School. 2734.. Windarring Day Training Centre. Kyneton.. 355n.

TattelsaJl Consultations-Tattslotto computer coupons. 3672.
Totalizator Agency Board-Minimum stake, q 2615.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Milk contracts, 823.

Employment and Training-Unemployrme~nt. 989.

Victorian Development Fund-Establishment, 987.

Equal Opportunity-Legislation. 5130.

Victorian Railways-Leasing back of rolling-stock,
990.

Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Reintrrodluction of
native birds to Macedon Ranges. 665.
Forests Commission-Proposed c10surre olf district
forestry offices. 4431.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Budget allo<catiion. 990.

Water Supply-Budget allocation, 990.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 986.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Heathcote Golf Club,
4255.

Grievances, 4277.
Groundwater (Amendment) Bill. 2965.
Housing-Budget allocation. 990.
Industrial Relations-Site agreement at Sunday
Creek dam. Clonbinane, 3487.
Labor Party-Election promises. 987.
Lands Department-Grazing licence reOlts, 987.
Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendtm<ent) Bill.
2281. 2287, 4062.
Mental Health-Sunbury Training Centrre, 520 I.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Prmpolsed integration with Country Fire Authority, L25i7.
Ministerial Statement-Ash Wednesdayl blush fires,
3101.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 3057.
Pay-roll Tax-Circular of commissioner., q 191.
Petition-Equal opportunity legislation, 5130.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 4t8771.
Poker Machines, 4277.
Police Department-Staff increases, 9~80.. Budget
allocation, 1276. Long service medal fOlr former
officer, 3064.

Richardson, Mr J. I. (Forest Hill)
Aboriginal Affairs-Aboriginal language courses,
qn 1534.
Ambulance Services-Station for Nunawading, 790.
Apprentices-Residing in Nunawading, Waverley,
Box Hill, Doncaster, Springvale, Knox, Oakleigh
and Dandenong, qn 2039. Registered for each
trade. qn 2040, qn 2041. Number, qn 2041.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 938, 1182, 1239,
1243, 1394, 1399, 1437, 1447, 1455, 1458, 1480,
1487.
Arts, The-Centre for Nunawading, 1026.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Effect of black
bans, q 2·131.
Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Bill,
5028,5035.
Budget for 1982-83, 938, 1182, 1239, 1243, 1394,
1399, 1437, 1447, 1455, 1458, 1480, 148~
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3042.
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Richardson, Mr J. I.-continued
Community Welfare Services-Motion condemning Minister for Community Welfare Services,
1841.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
4089.
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill, 5234.
Consumer Affairs-Car competition, 3000, 3205.
Credit Act 1981, q 3493. Report of Director of
Consumer Affairs, 3495, 3695, q 3939, 4568.
Cornwall Motor Caravan Hire, 3528. Financial
allocation, 4568.

Richardson, Mr J. I.-continued
Industrial agreement, 2211. Remedial, q 2735. Of
computer usage, qn 3573.
Education Service (Amendment) Bill, 1469.
Elderly Citizens-Accommodation in Nunawading
and Waverley, qn 673.
Electoral-Alleged intimidation of returning officer,
4012, q 4703. Payment of Government employees
in electorate offices, q 4329, q 4437.
Employment and Training, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1394.

Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5037.

Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) Bill,
1843, 1844,2104.

Cornwall Motor Caravan Hire-Defective camper
vans, 3528.

Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2810.

Correctional Services Division-Remand facilities,
q 2056.
Death-W. F. L. Reese, Esq., 595.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1239.
Education-

Education Department-Restructuring, q 839.
Budget allocation, 1399. Stores Branch, qn 3597,
qn 4163.
Finance-Furniture grants, qn 1713. Construction
cost of Westmeadows Heights Primary School,
qn 4075.
General-Computers in schools, qn 185. Victorian
Advisory Committee on Multicultural Education,
q 197. Support services, 906. Supplementary
statement, 941. Education initiatives, 1084.
Aboriginal language courses, qn 1534. Library
projects, qn 2523, qn 3572. School bands and
orchestras, qn 3573.
Post-Secondary-St John's Greek Orthodox College,
q 5022.
School Buildings and Grounds-School building
maintenance, 942. Cyclic maintenance programme, qn 2523.
Schools, High-Blackburn South, qn 1713, qn 3574.
Schools, Primary-Parktone, qn 19. Melton South,
1187. Terrara Park, qn 1534, qn 3904. Livingstone, qn ~523, qn 3904. Westmeadows Heights,
qn 4075.
Schools, Special-Balwyn, qn 22.
Students-Transport from Eastbridge Hostel, Nunawading, qn 3573.
Teachers-Salaries, qn 22, 940, qn 1535. Trade
teachers, qn 22. Victorian Secondary Teachers
Association, 430, q 444. Teaching hours, q 529.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4394.
Fisheries (Fees) Bill, 2440, 2450, 2451, 2452, 2453,
2454,2913.
Aood Plain Management Bill, 2985.
Food Bill, 3700.
Freeways-Mulgrave-South-Eastern link, qn 18,
qn 2218. Extension of Eastern, qn 3573.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, q 2616.
Good Luck Enterprise-Syndicate scheme, 2636.
Grievances, 385, 790, 2634, 3528.
Handicapped Persons-Library facilities, qn 1197.

Hansard-Delays in delivery, 1868. Incorporation
of material, 2634.
Housing-For elderly persons in Nunawading and
Waverley, qn 673. Budget allocation, 938. Public
housing in outer eastern suburbs, q 2132.
Housing Commission-Spot purchase programme:
Forest Hill, qn 1195; Box Hill, qn 1195; Mitcham,
qn 1195; Syndal, qn 1196; Bennettswood, qn 1196;
Wantirna, qn 1196; Knox, qn 1196; Ringwood,
qn 1196; Warrandyte, qn 1196;·Monbulk, qn 1197.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4137.
Labor Party-Election promises, 385, 938.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2321.
Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 769,
q 771.
Library Services-Facilities for the disabled, qn 1197.
Liquor Control Bill, 4497.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1919.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bill, 2664.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BoardExtension ofBurwood tramline, qn 5313.
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Richardson, Mr J. I.-continued
Members-Access to departmentat'officers, 940.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No .. 2), 4368.
Ministerial Statements-Education initiatives, 1084.
Review of Ministry of Consumer Affairs, 3694,
q 3939.
Ministry, The-.:.Conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1338.
Parliament-Effect of resolutions of Legislative
Council, q 769, q 771. Members' bar, 2423.
Points of Order-Offensive remarks, 49, 387, 388,
403,404, 1487. Admissibility of questions without
notice, 681, 770. Allegations re honourable member, 1637. Scope of debate, 1761. Question without notice seeking opinion, 1818. Tedious
repetition, 2422. Relevancy of remarks, 2804.
Tabling of quoted documents, 3465. Debating of
question without notice, 3498. Division bells, 4413.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5233.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1182.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 640.
Public Transport-Blackburn Road bus route, qn 19.
Transport vouchers, q 1884, q 1951. Fares, q 2616.
Roads-Proposed route No. 7, qn 373.
Road Traffic-Signals for Nunawading intersection,
qn 1118.
State Electricity Commission-Charges, q 2616.
State Finance-Victorian Development Fund, 942.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4991.
Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4567.
Taxation-Revenue estimates, q 3338.
Victorian Advisory Committee on Multicultural
Education, q 197.
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1365.
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Roads and Bridges-

Bridges-Over Castlemaine-Maldon railway line,
433,437. Colac railway bridge, 515, 518. Access to
Churchill Island, 584, 587, 4011, 4016. On South
Gippsland Highway, Sale, 798. West Gate:
Concessions, 905, 910; monitoring for subsidence,
q 922. On Great Ocean Road, 3487, 3490.

Freewa,vs-South-Eastern-Mulgrave link, qn 18,
qn 2218, 2620, 2627, 4009, 4013. West Gate, 731.
Link roads, 3399, 3402. Extension of Eastern,
qn 3572.
Highwa,vs- Traffic on South Gippsland, qn 3570.
Hume, 3900, 3902, q 4083.

Roads-Route 7 reservation, qn 373. Cumberland
Junction-Woods Point Road, 533. Commonwealth funding, 731,4291. Budget allocation, 758,
984. Funding for Gippsland South electorate roads,
858. Projects for Wantirna electorate, qn 1117.
Pedestrian crossings, qn 2229. In South Barwon
electorate, qn 3579. Widening of Canterbury Road,
4085. (See also "Bills-Country Roads (Lands)

Bill"and "Transport Bill".)
Road Traffic-

Pedestrian Crossings-Audible pedestrian signals,
qn 2229.
Safety-Effect of rotating or flashing lights used for
advertising, 584, 588. Hazards of wandering stock
on country roads, 1404, 1407.

Traffic Regulation-Signals for Nunawading intersection, qn 1118. (See also "Bills-Road Traffic
(Amendment) Bill" and "Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)".)
Road Traffic Authority-Motor registration: Proposed
replacement of fee with fuel levy, q 3931. Financial allocation, 4568. Banking of revenue, qn 5321.
Road Transport-Subsidy for transportation of
drought-affected stock to French Island, 2213,
2214. Semi-trailer drivers, qn 3596.

Victorian Development Fund-Establishment, 942.
Victorian Flag, q 1132.
Victorian Government Travel Authority-Director
of Tourism, q 1424. Defective camper vans, 3528.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3652.
Wildlife (Fees) Bill, 2203, 2461, 2464, 2465, 2912.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 938, 1569.

Right to Life Association-Withdrawal of funds, q 444.
Ringwood Market-Rental of stalls, 4142, 4145.
68445/83-4

Road Vehicles-

Drivers-Retraining of offending drivers, 661, 667.
Suggested restricted driver's licence, 661, 667.
Licence fees, q 1127, 1190. Translations oflearnerdriver permit documents, q 2057. Passenger journeys, qn 2231. Seat belt offences, qn 2355. Accidents and drink-driving offences, qn 2356. Delays
in licence tests, q 3410. Drink-driving laws, q 5019.
Random testing for marijuana smoking, q 5128.
Motor cyclist fatalities, q 4899.

General-Tow trucks: Operations, q 32; central allocation scheme, 583, 590; nuisance problems, 583,
590. Effect of rotating or flashing lights used for
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Road Vehicles-continued
advertising, 584, 588. Registration of minibikes,
2036. Motor registration fees, q 2129, qn 5321.
Police road blocks. qn 2230. Registration of motor
cycles, q 4335, 5201.

Safety-Of vehicles fitted with additional equip-

Roper, MrT. W.-continued
Chiropodists (Amendment) Bill, 3145, 3178, 3960.
Community Welfare Services-Motion condemning Minister for Community Welfare Services,
1840. Children's Services Review Committee,
qn 3284.

ment, 266, 269. Helmets for cyclists, qn 1118. Seat
belts. qn 2355. Carnage over Easter period, q 3779.
Proposed advertising campaign. 3897, 3901. (See
also "BiIls-Environment Protection (Air Pollu-

Correctional Services-Assessments under Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act, qn 3327.

tion Control) Bill", "Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill", "Motor Accidents (Applications)
Bill", "Motor Car (General Amendment) Bill".
"Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill", "Motor Car
(Penalties) Bill" and "Motor Car (Registration and
Drivers'Licences) Bill".)

Dental Services-For school children in Doncaster
electorate, qn 671. Organization, method and staff
reviews, qn 916. For schools, q 4024, q 4533.

Roper, Mr T. W. (Brunswick)
Alcohol-Content labelling, qn 913.
Alcohol and Drug Services-Government grants,
qn 5122.
Ambulance Services-Proposed station for Nunawading. 828. At Emerald, 1711. Latrobe Valley
helicopter service, 2118. Ventricular fibrillation
equipment, qn 3333. South Gippsland, q 5022.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill. 1516, 1531.
Australian Medical Association-Consultations with
Government. q 840.
Budget for 1982-83, 1516, 1531.
Business ofthe House-Order, 567,2759,4302.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Con nor, QC: Government
restraints, 1358.
Cemeteries-Proposed crematorium for Geelong,
qn 18. Fern Tree Gully, q 1722, 1822.
Cemeteries (Amendment) (Commencement) Bill,
2547,2594.
Child Care-Pre-school centres: Commonwealth
funds, q 197; services in Moorabbin, qn 670; services in Heatherton electorate, qn 670; services in
Prahran electorate, qn 670; in Coburg and Broadmeadows, qn 911; inspections, qn 3583; special
needs, q 3689; services in Cranbourne, q 4265.
Sudden Infant Death Research Foundation, 370.
Commonwealth funds, q 530. Government services, q 604. Infant welfare centres: In Moorabbin,
qn 670; in Heatherton, qn 670; in Prahran, qn 670.
Down's Syndrome, qn 913. Free milk to kindergartens, q 1956. Children's Services Review Committee. qn 3284. Free Kindergarten Union of
Victoria, qn 3321. Central payments for kindergarten teachers, q 501 7.

Death-W. F. L. Reese, Esq., 595.

Dentists (Fees) Bill, 302, 358.
Drugs Poisons and Controlled Substances (Amendment) Bill, 5131, 5294.
Education-Victorian Secondary Teachers Association, 435. Industrial agreement, 2214. School and
pre-school medical service, qn 3291. Diet of school
children, qn 3304.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2915.
Environment Protection (Air Pollution Control) Bill,
1842, 1844.
Environment Protection Authority-Radiation fallout and atmospheric pollution, qn 3585.
Equal Opportunity-Programme in Health Commission, qn 3283.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 136, 137, 167,507, 1777, 1857,
1859,2027.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2), 2059, 2288, 2292, 2338,
2348, 2350, 2654.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Ministerial statement, 93.
Fire Safety-Materials treated with carcinogenic
flame-resistant chemicals, qn 3322.
Fluoridation-Proposed referendum, qn 671.
Sodium fluoride, qn 3312. Effect on dental bills,
qn 3330.
Food-Pesticides, qn 913. Sale of adulterated food,
qn 3323. Breakfast cereal fenitrothion insecticide
levels, qn 3330. Metallic content, qn 3585. Use of
rapeseed oil, qn 3591. Salt content, qn 3592. Contaminated, qn 3592, qn 3598, q 5020. Additives,
qn 3593, qn 3597. Natural health product additive, qn 3593. Labelling of saccharine preparations, qn 3594. Labelling of food and drink
containers, qn 3599. APM table-top sweetener,
qn 3600.
Food Bill, 2877,2883,3716.
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Freedom ofInformation Bill, 2114.
Gambling-Casino inquiry, 1358.
Geriatric Centres-Queen Elizabeth, Ballarat, q 4079.
Geriatric Services-Nursing homes: Review, q 837;
approval, q 1724; waiting lists, qn 3309, qn 3322,
qn 3327. Special accommodation houses, q 2437.
Hospital beds, qn 3297. Deaths caused by brain
failure, qn 3311. Private, qn 3326. Medical advice
on strokes, qn 3334.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesAuthorities responsible to Minister of Health,
qn 915, qn 916, qn 1194, qn 1539, qn 3281,
qn 3282, qn 3283, qn 3293, qn 3306, qn 3324,
qn 3325, qn 3328, qn 3576, qn 3587, qn 3590,
qn 3598.
Handicapped Persons-Houses for intellectually
handicapped, q 1636. Latrobe Valley homes for
handicapped children, 2119.
HealthDiseases-Tuberculosis, 436, q 2360, q 2361, q 3495.
Golden staph, qn 1535. Vaccine for measles,
qn 1545. Whooping cough, q 1552, qn 3600. Polio
services, 3208. Venereal disease, qn 3332, qn 3583,
4242. Legionellas in water systems, qn 3599. Cardiovascular, qn 3604. Treatment of infectious diseases, q 4330.
Drugs-Marijuana, qn 912, qn 3581, q 5213.
Methaqualone and phencyclidine, qn 3275. Antihypertensive drugs research, qn 3313. Odyssey
House treatment method, qn 3316, qn 3317,
qn 3318. Heroin users, qn 3318. Diazepam,
qn 3318, qn 3599. Admissions to treatment centres,
qn 3331. Warning labels on glue containers,
qn 3574. Withdrawal from sale, qn 3574. Birth
defects linked with Debendox, qn 3584. Supply of
Almevax, qn 3599.

General-Community health centres: New, qn 16;
priority list, qn 669. Distribution of funds withdrawn from Right to Life Association, q 444.
International code on marketing of breast feeding
substitutes, qn 913. First aid certificate, 1194. In
Gippsland electorate, qn 1408. Measles vaccine,
qn 1545. Snake-bite kits, qn 1546. Use of ionizing
radiation for diagnostic purposes, qn 1547. Herbicide 2, 4, 5-T, q 2058. Industrial noise, q 2363.
Health care cards, q 2747. National health promotion campaign, q 2874. Breaches of Health Act,
qn 3309. Visual display units, qn 3309. Congenital malformations, qn 3310. Sick leave among
smokers and non-smokers, qn 3311. Intake of
refined carbohydrates, alcohol and fat, qn 3311.
Urine testing of new-born children, qn 3319. Sugar
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content of medicines, qn 3329. Study of homostatic mechanisms, qn 3330. Wernicke's encephalopathy, qn 3330. Neo-natal circumcision, qn 3332.
Neurotrauma, qn 3332. Treatment of epilepsy,
qn 3333. Medical advice on strokes, qn 3334.
Healing practices, qn 3334. Alleged hazard of sauna
baths, qn 3334. Medical instruments and appliances, qn 3585. Vending machine sales of contraceptives, qn 3596. Advertising of tobacco products,
qn 3597. Correlation between high blood pressure
and smoking, qn 3598. Sale of urea-formaldehyde
foam insulation, qn 3598. Death rate among Mormons, qn 3598. Drinking of water, qn 3599. Legionellas in water systems, qn 3599. Carcinogenic
lipsticks, q 3837. Smoke-out day, q 4334, q 4440.
Services for women, q 4617.

Health Commission-Staff, qn 522, qn 915, qn 3283,
q 4700. Funds for organizations in Wantirna electorate, qn 672. Meetings with Australian Medical
Association, q 840. Reviews, qn 915, qn 916.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 915. Purchases,
qn 915. Forms issued, qn 916. Maternity leave,
qn 1408. Access to documents, qn 1409. Administration of legislation, qn 1539. Meat packaging
controls, qn 1544. Aerosol products, qn 1544. Sun
lamps and fluorescent lighting, qn 1546. Products
containing dioxins, qn 1546. Publications, qn 3283,
qn 3304, qn 3305. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3283. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3294.
Motor vehicles, qn 3295, qn 3328. Injuries to
employees, qn 3307. Funding for South Barwon
electorate, qn 3320. Goods and services, qn 3324.
Air conditioning, qn 3325. Assessments under
Alcoholics and Drug-dependent Persons Act,
qn 3327. Technology and information systems,
qn 3576. Oil consumption, qn 3576. Products
offending against Health Act, qn 3583. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3587, qn 5122. Communications
systems, qn 3590. Licences issued, qn 3598.
Health (Amendment) Bill, 136, 137, 169,488.
Health (Consultative Council) Bill, 3146, 3179, 3828.
Health Insurance Funds-Out-patient charges,
q 1033, q 1038, q 1128, q 1208, q 1422, q 1553,
q 1882, q 3045, q 3341. Reimbursement for elective surgery, qn 1408. Level of reserves, q 2435,
q 3836. Effect of Medicare on employment, q 4530.
Health (Privileges) Bill, 302, 359, 843.
Health (Radiation Safety) Bill, 2547, 2759, 3350,
3414,3416,3417,3420,3423,3430,3434,3435,
3438,3440,3442,3443,4315.
Herbicide-2, 4, 5-T, q 2058.
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Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill, 3618,
3721, 3987, 3990, 3991, 3992, 3994, 3998, 4001,
4320.
Hospitals-Radiology services, qn 186. Capital
works programme, 199, q 2240, q 2746. Numurkah and District War Memorial, 371. Committees
of management, 436. Services: In Moorabbin,
qn 670, qn 1410; in Heatherton electorate, qn 670;
in Prahran electorate, qn 670. Suggested curtailment of services in Liberal electorates, q 841. Outpatient charges, q 1033, q 1038, q 1128, q 1208,
q 1422, q 1553, q 3045, q 3341. Maroondah,
qn 1410. Appointment of boards, q 1723. Effect of
abolition of penalty rates, q 1818. Comparison of
charges with other States, q 1882. Bendigo and
Northern District Base, q 2135. Loaned equipment, q 2744. Fairfield, 3151. Working hours for
employees, q 3158,3207, q 4333, q 4613, q 4899.
Beds for geriatric patients, qn 3297. Integration of
private and public facilities, qn 3319. Use of
nuclear magnetic resonance scanners, qn 3331.
Standards, qn 3333. Assessment of patient care,
qn 3333. Queen Victoria Medical Centre, q 3408,
q 3614. Commission ofInquiry into the Efficiency
and Administration of Hospitals, qn 3575. Royal
Children's Hospital appeal, q 3779. Mildura Base,
390 I. West Gippsland, q 4262. Funding for public
hospitals, q 4331. Increased charges, q 4797. Effect
of Medicare, q 5023, q 5209, q 5210.
Hospitals and Charities (Amendment) Bill, 1957,
2097,2162,2167,2171,2172,2175,2178,2657,
2661.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill, 4447, 4637,5280.
Human Tissue Bill, 2198, 2257, 2917,2918,2919.
Industrial Safety-Accidents involving hospitalization, qn 3328.
Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill, 2099.
Liquor Control Bill, 4302.
McGrath, James, Foundation, qn 3317, qn 3318,
qn 3329.
Medical Practitioners (Amendment) BiU, 4447, 4626,
5189,5193,5195,5196,5271,5273,5274,5290.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 76,
326,327, 334, 336, 341, 342, 344, 346, 351, 352,
355,356,843,3052.
Medical ServicesGeneral-Radiology services in hospitals, qn 186.
Tuberculosis services, 436, q 2360, q 2361. Australian Medical Association, q 840. Treatment of
herpes simplex 11, qn 913. For diabetics, q 920.
Laser facial treatment, q 1127. Use of ionizing
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radiation for health diagnostic purposes, qn 1547.
For polio, 3208. School Medical Service, qn 3291,
4146. School and pre-school, qn 3292. Healing
practices, qn 3334. Advice on strokes, qn 3334.
For victims of sexual assault, qn 3572. Cancer
after-care treatment in Geelong, 3775. Chest Xrays, qn 5123.

Medical Practitioners-Medifraud, q 281, q 2136.
Alleged tax avoidance and evasion, q 677. Thoracic Society of Australia, 2214. Alleged over-servicing, qn 3319. Employed by Odyssey House,
qn 3329. Disciplinary powers, qn 3584. Fee-splitting for pathology and radiology services, qn 3597.
Medical Scientists Association, q 4265. Medical
students at hospitals, q 4329, q 4703.
Mental Health-

General-Neurotrauma, qn 3332.
Hospitals and Centres-Coohinda Hill, 910. Colanda
Training Centre, 1533.

Mentally Retarded Persons-Proportion of pensions
taken by institutions, q 33. Down's syndrome,
qn 913. Housing funds, q 1636. Latrobe Valley
homes for handicapped children, 2119. Residential unit programme, q 2616.
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 4447,4656.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
93. Hospital capital works programme, 199, 222.
Mortuaries-Transport of corpses, qn 1409.
Odyssey House-Treatment method, qn 3316,
qn 3317, qn 3318. Payments, qn 3317. Travel and
accommodation expenses, qn 3317. Consultants'
fees, qn 3318. Investigation, qn 3318. Employment of medical practitioners, qn 3329. Admission of drug offenders, qn 3573.
Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 2916.
Pensioners-Proportion of pensions taken by institutions, q 33.
Personal Explanation-Statement in debate, 3615.
Points of Order-Misleading statement, 353. Relevancy of remarks, 484,580, 1530, 1559. A vailability of document referred to, 570, 571. Only one
matter to be raised on motion for adjournment of
sitting, 1867, 2209. Rule of anticipation, 3443.
Tabling of quoted documents, 3985.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) BiU, 631.
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Bill,
2179,2204,2483,2485,2486,2693.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 915, 1533, 1872.
Right to Life Association-Withdrawal of funds,
q 444.
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St Nicholas Hospital (Sale of Land) Bill, 2254, 2383,
2696.
Social Development Committee-Report on Health
(Radiation Safety) Bill, 4312.
Superannuation (Railway Service Employes) Bill.
2101.
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Ross-Edwards. Mr Peter-continued
Constitution Act Amendment (Temporary Provisions) Bill, The, 3872.
Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3874.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4452,
4967.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces) Bill, 4090.

Swimming Pools-Bacteria levels, qn 3600.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3413, 3747.

Taxation-A voidance and evasion involving the
medical profession, q 677.

Consumer Affairs-Telephone hot line, q 3684.

Universal Life Church Ltd, 4014, q 4022.

Correctional Services Division-Staff, qn 522. Prisoner release scheme, q 1633, q 1718. Prison remissions, q 3335.

World Vision-Forty-hour famine appeal, q 5213.

Council of Law Reporting in Victoria Bill, 69, 323.

Youth Affairs Council of Victoria-Little Blue Book,
q 1133.

Dairy Industry-Milk pricing, q 4021.

Tobacco-Consumption, q 2057.

Ross-Edwards, Mr Peter (Shepparton)
Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement League) (Watt Street, Northcote) Bill, 1699.
Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill,566.
Administrative Arrangements Bill, 4822, 4946.
Administrative Law (Amendment) Bill, 3193.
ANZ Executors and Trustee Co. Bill, 4927.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 616, 1516.
Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd, q 2871.
Budget-For 1982-83,616, 1516. Deficit. 618, 623.
Builders Labourers Federation-Industrial relations. q 4161.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3067, 3094. Ash Wednesday,
3094. Relief, 3094, q 3608. Granny flats for victims, q 3154.
Business of the House-Days and hours of sitting,
1866.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Comments of
Minister for Tourism, q 597, q 676; Government
restraints, 1356; report, 4350.
Cemeteries (Amendment) (Commencement) Bill,
2595.
Children's Protection Society-Review, q 4613.
China-Visit to Australia by Chinese Premier,
q 3831.
Christmas Felicitations, 2999.
Community Welfare Services, Department of-Staff,
qn 522. Motion condemning Minister for Community Welfare Services, 1835. Income Security
Task Force, q 2538.

Deaths-J. L. Cremean, Esq., 2. Hon. Samuel Merrifield, 4. Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 9. Hon. A. P. Van
Vliet, 1122. R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1412. K. F. King,
Esq., 3037.
Director of Public Prosecutions Bill, 2674, 2679,
2682,2685,2687,2688.
Domicile (Amendment) Bill, 66.
Drought-Relief, 164, 622, q 1203, 1405. Stock
slaughter bounty, q 189, q 1418.
Economy, The-Management, 4042.
Education-Primary and secondary school enrolments, qn 22, qn 524. Funds for registered schools,
qn 524. Education Department: Expenditure,
qn 524, qn 670; staff, qn 590. Appeals by members
of Teaching Service, q 833. Health and human
relations courses, 1424. Capitation grants to children in registered schools, qn 2356.
Electoral-Payment of Government employees in
electorate offices, q 4260.
Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill, 4112, 4553.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1961, 1981, 1985, 1993.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 620. Schemes, q 1548. Proposed
national conference, 2026.
Environment-Tennyson textile factory, q 439.
Ethnic Affairs Commission-Chairman, q 2428.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Ministerial statement, 57; personal explanation,
135.
Financial Institutions Duty-Exemptions, q 4076.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2187, 2774, 2824,
2834,2836,2839,2842,2855,2995.
Firearms-Registration, 3839.
flood Plain Management Bill, 2982.
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Ross-Edwards, Mr Peter-continued
Freedom ofInformation-Proposed legislation, q 28.
Freedom ofInformation Bill, 2114.
Gambling-Casino inquiry, q 597, q 676, 1356.
Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 62.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesGovernment appointments, 1047. Private interests
of officials, 1219. 1223.
Health Commission-Staff, qn 522.

Ross-Edwards. Mr Peter-continued
Ltd: Companies inspector's reports, 2250. Ash
Wednesday bush fires, 3094. Victorian Dairy
Industry Authority, 3483. Inquiry by Mr Connor,
QC: Report, 4350. The Trustees Executors and
Agency Co. Ltd, 4715.
Ministry, The-Powers of Minister for Planning in
Melbourne area, q 768. Conflict of interest ofMin~
ister for Economic Development, q 1335. Allocation of portfolios, q 4328.

Health (Privileges) Bill, 567.

Motor Registration Branch-Fees, q 2129.

Housing Commission-Home purchase assistance,
q 2739. Granny flats for bush-fire victims, q 3154.

Municipalities-Report ofMr Nicholson, QC: Ministerial statement, 482. Planning responsibilities
of Melbourne City Council, q 768. Changeover in
administration of Melbourne City Council, q 2614.

Housing, Ministry of-Staff, qn 522.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4006, 4943.
Judges Salaries Bill, 2141.

North Deborah Mining and Industrial Ltd-Companies inspector's reports, 2250.

Labor Party-Election promises, 616. Candidate for
Flinders, q 2237.

Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged threat against
member, 557.

Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2315.
Law Courts-Delays in hearings, q 525.

Pay-roll Tax-Payment by VFL clubs, q 130, q 918,
q 1815. Increases, 621.

Law Department-Restitution for Mr and Mrs Joey
Hamilton, q 4434.

Personal Explanation-Reference to Royal Commissioner, 135.

Lefroy Minerals Ltd-Companies inspector's reports,
2250.

Petitions-Health and human relations courses,
1424. Firearms registration, 3839.

Legal Profession Practice (Solicitors' Guarantee
Fund) Bill, 4957.

Pipelines (Fees) Bill, 1853.

Limitation of Actions (Personal Injury Claims) Bill,
3447.
Liquor Control Bill, 4495, 4511,4519.

Points of Order-Misleading statement, 1877.
Tabling of document referred to, 2238. Division
bells, 4413. Resumption of seat by Minister for
Economic Development, 4515.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1920.

Police Department-Additional staff, qn 523. Allegations by former Federal Minister, q 1125. Demonstrators at Melbourne Club, q 1876, q 1950.
Special Branch, q 4530. Public confidence, q 4896.

Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3413.

Ports and Harbors Division-Port authorities,
q 2359.

Management and Budget Bill, 4378.

Probate Duty Bill, 62.

Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2199.

Meat Industry-Dispute, q 2053.

Public Account (Advances) Bill, 4954.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Head
office building repairs, q 275.

Public Account (Amendment) Bill, 1653, 1655.

Members-Alleged threat against honourable member for Balwyn, 557. Private interests, 1219, 1223.
Suspension of honourable member for Hawthorn,
1225. Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1615.

Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
Bill, 3860, 3869,4319.

Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
57. Richmond City Council Report (Parts 2 and
3),482. Private interests of Parliamentarians and
Government officials, 1219, 1223. North Deborah
Mining and Industrial Ltd and Lefroy Minerals

Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill, 2408, 2573, 2575.

Public Works Department-Transfer of responsibility for port authorities to Minister of Transport,
q 2359.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4868.
St Andrew's Hospital (Guarantee) (Amendment) Bill,
4994.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1743, 1945, 200 I,
2003,2009,2017,2019.
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Solicitor-General, q 1033, 1047.
State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 2190, 2196.
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
617,619.
State Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements) Bill, 2265, 2267.
State Finance-Cash Management Account, 618.
Victorian Development Fund, 618. Leverage leasing, 623. Financial institutions duty, 4540. Public
authorities' return on assets, 4916.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4361,4980.
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 71.
Supply (1983-84. No. 1) Bill, 4554.
Tattersall Consultations-Lotto tenders, q 4698.
Tennyson Textile Factory-Government assistance, q 439.
Thompson. The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1615.
Tourism-Regional tourist authorities, q 3042.
Transport, Ministry of-Staff, qn 522.
Treasury-Staff, qn 523.
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The, 4715.
Unions-Australian Journalists Association, 363.
Builders Labourers Federation, q 4173.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Inquiry into
"Big M" advertising, q 3405, 3483, q 3493.
Victorian Development Fund-Establishment, 618.
Victorian Football League-Pay-roll tax, q 130,
q 918, q 1815. VFL Park, q 375. Grand final,
q 3777. Ticket scalping, q 4796.
Victorian Government Travel Authority-General
manager, q 1332.
Victorian Railways-Leasing of rolling-stock, q 3935.
Doncaster land sale files, q 4024.
Victorian Tourism Commission-Chairman, qn 765.
VVages-Increases,620.
VVorks and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill, 4606.

Rowe. Mr B. J. (Essendon)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 732.
Arts, The-Unemployed artists, 4265.
Budget-For 1982-83, 732. Deficit, 732. Current
Account, 732.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3154.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4987.
Death-Hon. Samuel Merrifield, 5.
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Rowe, Mr B. J.-cont;nued
Economic and Budget Review Committee-Report
presented: Review of Audit Act, 4802.
Economy, The-State of, 735. Capital expenditure,
735. Proposed wages and prices freeze, 2381.
Employment and Training-Youth unemployment,
q 1035. Discussions between Government and
unions, q 1878.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, q 30.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2785.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, 733, q 1125.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, 733.
Ministry, The-Conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1421.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 1513,2806.
Premiers Conference, q 2538.
Public Authorities (Contributions) (Amendment)
BiIl,3852.
Public VVorks Department-Investigation into waste
and mismanagement, q 2237.
State Finance-Budgetary processes, q 441. Grants
Commission recommendations, 734.
Superannuation-Inquiry into public sector superannuation, q 2745.
Taxation-Restoration of taxation base, 732. Dividend tax on statutory authorities, 733. Opportunity cost, 733. Financial institutions duty, 734.
Proposed wages and prices freeze, 2381. Proposed
abolition of pay-roll tax, q 4330.
Tourism-Regional tourist authorities, 4896.
Trading Hours-Retail, q 3494.
Unions-Discussions with Government, q 1878.
VVages-Proposed freeze, 2381.
VVorks and Services Appropriation Bill, 732.

Royal Commissions-Joint, q 529.
Royal Victorian Bowls Association-Use of Crown
land, 266,267.
Rural Finance Commission-Administration of
drought relief, 369, q 381. Loan approvals,
qn 1202. Access to documents, qn 3234. Questions on notice, qn 3234, qn 3268. Technology
information systems, qn 3235. Objectives, qn 3235.
Staff, qn 3235, qn 3236, qn 3237. Expenditure,
qn 3235, qn 3237, qn 3238, qn 3257, qn 3258.
Legislation administered, qn 3236. Publications,
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Rural Finance Commission-continued
qn 3236. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3236.
Purchases, qn 3237. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3237. Trade union representation,
qn 3238. Forms, qn 3240. Goods and services,
qn 3249. Air-conditioning, qn 3249. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3249. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3250. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3250. Funds, qn 3250, qn 3271. Grants
and subsidies, qn 3250. Motor vehicles, qn 3250,
qn 3263. Works and services, qn 3257. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3257.
Internal auditors, qn 3257. Instruction manuals,
qn 3257. Communication systems, qn 3258. NonGovernment organizations, qn 3258. Hying of
State flag, qn 3263. Day labour, qn 3263. Alleged
bribes, qn 3263. Injuries to employees, qn 3263.
Licences issued, qn 3264. Corporate plans,
qn 3266. Visual display units, qn 3268. (See also
"Bills-Rural Finance and Settlement Commission (Penalties) Bill", ··Drought" and "Primary
Industries".)

S
Sale-yards, Newmarket, qn 3242, q 4534.
Salinity-Appointment of Salinity Committee, 449. In
Benalla area, 949. Control measures, 980. Loans,
q 1817, q 4078. Barr Creek catchment, mineral
reserve basins and Lake Tyrrell schemes progress
report, 2620.

Saltmarsh,'Mr O. N.-continued
COmmunity Welfare ServicesChildren-Children's- Protection Society, q 2241,
5210. Child ,prostitution, 3773. Services, 3773.
Overseas adoptions, q 4534, 5200. State wards,
q 4705.

Department oJ-Statutory bodies, qn 273. Funding
for volunteer welfare programmes, q 2428. Financial allocation, 4561. RepoJ1 of regional protective
units, 5230.
General- Volunteer welfare services, q 2428. Government priorities, 2516.
Parole and Probation-Probation Officers Association of Victoria, 3401. Victorian probation systern, 3507.
Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill,
3639.
Community Welfare Services (Attendance Centre
Permits) Bill, 4958.

Correctional Services Division-

General-Proposed remand centre, q 2083. Prison
accommodation, q 2362. Overcrowding of prisons, 3485, q 3780. Use of Wiltona Hostel as prerelease centre, 4662.
Pentridge Prison-Staff, q 2057, 2082, 2210, q 3831.
Overcrowding, 2082,3485. Security, 3062, q 4084.
Jika Jika high security unit, 3062. Early release of
prisoner, 3553.
Deaths-W. F. L. Reese, Esq., 596. Hon. A. P. Van
Vliet, 1123. R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1416.

Salinity Committee-Appointment, 449. Proposed
report into Dartmouth dam, 2595. Report presented on Barr Creek catchment, mineral reserve
basins and Lake Tyrrell schemes, 2620. Appointment ofMr Ramsay, 4353.

Dental Service-School, 955.
Economy, The-Interest rates on private loans, 2084.

Saltmarsh, Mr D. N. (Wantirna)

Education Department-Budget allocation, 1441,
1479.

Adoption-Inter-country, q 4534, 5200.
Adoption Legislation Review Committee, 4892.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 954, 1265, 1276,
1311,1441,1479,1502,1518.
Attorney-General's Department-Budget allocation, 1502, 15 J 8.
Budget-For 1982-83,954,1265,1276,1311,1441,
1479,1502, 1518. Papers, 954.

Education-Transport for school children, 266. Knox
college of T AFE, 808. Brentwood High School,
3150.

Employment and Training-In public sector, 956.
Work experience programme, 1027. Retrenchments at Fibremakers company, Bayswater, 2034.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 505.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 97.

Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3068.

Firearms-Proposed legislation, 3690.

Child Care-Children's Protection Society, q 2241,
5230. Child prostitution, 3773.

Gambling-Proposed poker machine inquiry, 3829,
q 4438, q 5019.

Children's Protection Society-Cutbacks, q 2241.
Report of regional protective units, 5230.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, 586, 956.
Gembrook-Proposed shooting range, 3690.
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Saltmarsh, Mr D. N.-continued
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesPublic Works Department authorities, qn 26. Efficiency review of statutory authorities, qn 26.
Appointment of committees and boards of inquiry,
808. First aid training, 1191.
Grievances, 808, 2082, 5230.
Handicapped Persons-Proposed maxicab scheme,
955.
Health Commission-Funds for organizations in
Wantirna electorate, qn 672.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill, 5150.
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Saltmarsh, Mr D. N.-continued
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1265, 1276.
Demonstration at Melbourne Club, q 1879. Work
stress, qn 3244.
Post-Secondary Education (Amendment) Bill, 5089.
Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 4064.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1148.
Roads-Projects for Wantirna electorate, qn 1117.
Scientific Games of America Pty Ltd-Allegations
of Mafia involvement, 904.
State Electricity Commission-Charges, 586.
Supply (1983-84, No. 1) Bill, 4561.

Housing-Budget allocation, 955.

Supporting Parents Concession Bill, 4994.

Industry-Effect of dumping of overseas goods, 2034.

Tattersall Consultations-Instant games, 904, 909.

Labor Party-:-Election promises, 957.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, l311.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2324.

Taxation-Rate of increase, q 3610.
Victorian Football League-Sunday football, 2749.
Victorian Railways-Level crossing in Bayswater,
121.
Workers Compensation-For small business, 4802.

Legal Aid-Funding, q 5212.
Liquor Control Bill, 4484.
Liquor Industry-Conflict of interest, qn 3309.
Involvement of Storemen and Packers Union,
qn 3309.

Scientific Games of America Pty Ltd, 904, 909.

Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1922.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 261,
324,350.
Ministerial Statements-Royal Commission into
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of
Australia, 97. Community welfare priorities, 2516.
Adoption Legislation Review Committee, 4892.
Ministry, The-Conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1037, q 1125, q 1204,
q 1548, q 2744, q 4331. Deputations, q 1724.
Motion condemning Minister for Community
Welfare Services, 1823. Conflict of interest of
Minister for Industrial Affairs, q 4331.
Motor Boating (Amendment) Bill, 4116.
Motor Car (Learner Drivers) Bill, 3057.
Nuclear-free State-Effect on defence arrangements
of banning nuclear vessels, q 5127.

Seitz, Mr G. (Keilor)
Aircraft Trade Committee-Computerized learning
systems, q 5129.
Building and Construction Industry-Government
assistance, q 528.
Death-Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 14.
Education-School building and maintenance programme, q 2431. Community language programme, q 4023.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, q 2055. Computerized learning
systems for aircraft industry, q 5129.
Grievances, 810.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Naturalization
ceremonies, 810.

Penalties and Sentences (Amendment) Bill, 4055.

Victorian Railways-Additional staff, q 3495.

Petitions-Sunday football at VFL Park, 2749. Proposed Gembrook public shooting range, 3690.
Workers compensation, 4802.

Youth, Sport and Recreation-Alcohol consumption at cricket matches, q 1130. Policy, q 4616.

Points of Order-Offensive remark, 403, 404. Misleading statement, 1830. Statement in debate, 3688.
Relevancy of remarks, 4065.

Sentencing Alternatives Committee-Report, 2749.
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Setches, Mrs K. P. (Ringwood)

Setches, Mrs K. P.-continued

Apprentices-Training. 954. Outer Eastern Municipalities Association scheme, 2032. Female,
qn 2047. State Additional Apprenticeship Scheme,
qn 2048.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 951,1291, 1447.

Markets-Ringwood, 4142.

Budget for 1982-83,951, 1291, 1447.

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration offire services, q 3935.

Child Care-Commonwealth funds for pre-schools,
q 196. Children's protection units, 952.
Community Welfare Services-School attendance
officers, 265. Youth accommodation programme,
952. Domestic violence, q 2055.
Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5043.
Correctional Services Division-Budget allocation
for probation officers, 953.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BoardBudget allocation, 953.
Mental Health-Monkami organization for mentally retarded persons, 952.

Petitions-Price marking of goods, 533. Steel-jawed
leghold traps, 2544. Lotteries, 4178. Proposed
shooting range in Gembrook forest, 4535. Firearms registration, 4536. Retail trading hours, 4692,
4802.
Racing-Discrimination in sporting clubs, q 833.
Supermarkets-Product coding of goods, 533.

Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration of fire
services, q 3935.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4692, 4802.

Economy, The-National economic summit in
manufacturing industry, q 2739.

Women-Discrimination in sporting clubs, q 833.
Refuges, 952. Employment, qn 2047.

Education-Truancy, 265. School building programme Budget allocation, 951. Ringwood High
School, 951. Heathmont High School, 951. Heathmont East Primary School, 951. Norwood Primary School, 951. Norwood High School, 951.
Community involvement in State schools, q 4176.
Allocations to non-Government schools, q 5212.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 951.

Victorian Railways-Budget allocation, 953.

Youth, Sport and Recreation-Youth Outreach
workers, 952.
Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1291.

Education Department-Budget allocation, 1447.
Employment and Training-Employment: Federal
policies, 954. Employment initiatives programme,
954. Outer Eastern Municipalities Association
scheme, 2032. Female apprentices, qn 2047.
Training for women, qn 2047. Regional employment programme, qn 2047. State additional
apprenticeship scheme, qn 2048.
Employment and Training, Ministry of-Regional
Employment Programme, qn 2047.

Sewerage-Section 120A schemes, qn 25. Rutherg}en
Sewerage Authority, 663, 668. (See also ··BillsSewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill ",
•• Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring)
Bilf', ··Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of
Works" and "Planning".)

Sheehan, Mr A. J. (Ivanhoe)

Equal Opportunity-In sporting clubs, q 833.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 853.

Firearms-Registration, 4536.

Auditor-General-Report on administration of
Ministry for Employment and Training under former Government, q 768.

Gambling-Lotteries, 4178.
Gembrook-Proposed shooting range, 4535.
Health-Budget allocation, 952.

Budget for 1982-83, 853.

Hospitals-Moorabbin, qn 1410.

Community Welfare Services-Probation services,
5027.

House Builders' Liability-Prosecutions, q 5023.
Housing-Budget allocation, 953.
Industrial Relations Task Force-Establishment,
952.

Consolidated Security Systems, 385.
Consumer Affairs-Advertising methods of security
firm, 385.

Liquor Control (Amendment) Bill, 3954.

Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration of fire
services, q 3937.

Manufacturing Advisory Council-National economic summit, q 2739.

Economic Development-Fast lane development
projects, q 3613.
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Sheehan, Mr A. J.-conlinued
Economy, The-State of, 853. Distribution of wealth,
855. Stimulation, 856. Proposed wages and prices
freeze, 2071.
Education-Heidelberg West Primary School, 1210.
Staffing arrangements in secondary schools, q 1334.
Employment and Training-Auditor-General's
report on former Government administration of
Ministry, q 768. Causes of unemployment, 855.
Employment initiatives programme, q 1188. Proposed wages freeze, 2071.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation,2138.
General Motors-Holden's Ltd-Staff cutbacks,
q 4618.
Grievances, 384, 2071, 2641, 5217.
Health-Industrial,5217.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4124.
Industry-Injuries, 5217.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Industrial
accidents, 5217.
Law Courts-Court hearing delay in case of Mrs
Dallasanta, 5027.
Members-Remarks of honourable member for
Doncaster, 2641.
Mental Health-Residential unit programme,
q 2616.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration offire services, q 3937.
Petitions-Heidelberg West Primary School, 1210.
Anti-discrimination legislation, 2138. Probation
services, 5027. Court hearing delay in case of Mrs
Dallasanta, 5027.
Petroleum Industry-Excise on diesel fuel, q 196.
Point of Order-Offensive remark, 1488.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4869.
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Sheehan, Mr F. P.-continued
Ballarat Council of Adult Education-Recreation
study,q 1336.
Budget-For 1982-83, 943. Government priorities,
944. Programme budgeting, 946. Strategy, 946.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3405.
Commonwealth Government-Attitude to job creation programmes, q 2430.
Country Fire Authority-Statements by chairman,
q 919.
Education-Wendouree High-Technical School,
q 4333.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 513, 944. Unemployment in
Ballarat, 513, 944. Job creation programmes,
q 1720, q 2430.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4237.
Geriatric Services-Queen Elizabeth Geriatric
Centre: Geelong, q 4078; Ballarat, 4706.
Hospitals-Out-patient charges, q 1882.
Housing-Budget allocation, 945. Urban homesteading scheme, 1187.
Industrial Safety-Occupational Health and Safety
Commission, q 2748. Government policy, q 2748.
Mines (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4836.
Petitions-Queen Elizabeth Geriatric Centre, Ballarat, 4706. Retail trading hours, 4707.
Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 1787.
Taxation-Proposed tax avoidance unit, q 676.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4707.
Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3654.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 943.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-Recreation study by
BaHarat Council of Adult Education, q 1336.
Camping holidays for the underprivileged, q 4025.

Smorgon Consolidated Industries, 5217.
State Electricity Commission-Tariffs, q 1423.
Victorian Railways-Radio equipment for trains,
q 4531.

Shell, Mr H. K. (Geelong West)
Airport-For Geelong, 779.

Wages-Proposed freeze, 2071.
Women-Yarra Valley Women's Refuge, 1026.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 853.

Sheehan, Mr F. P. (BaHarat South)
Appropriation ( 1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 943.
Arts, The-Ballan mural, 3671.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 990.
Australian Portland Cement Ltd, Geelong-Cement
dust fallout, 3529.
Budget for 1982-83, 990.
Commonwealth Government-Economic statement, q 4328.
Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill,
3638.
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Shell, Mr H. K.-continued
Consumer Affairs-Crown Corningware coffee percolators, 3399.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Home loan interest
rates, q 5125.
Country Fire Authority-Funding, q 679.
Death-K. F. King, Esq., 3040.
Education-Manifold Heights Primary School, 395.
Herne Hill Primary School, 395. Fyans Park Primary School, 395. Shannon Park Special School,
396. Budget allocation, 992. Grants to nonGovernment schools, q 1819.
Employment and Training-Unemployment in
Geelong, 991. Employment initiatives programme, 993, 4702.
Environment Protection Authority-Cement dust
fallout from Australian Portland Cement Ltd, 3529.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 4085.

Sibree, Mrs P. A. (Kew)
Adoptions-Inter-country, q 5025.
Animals-Kangaroo population, qn 3273.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 875, 1183, 1284,
1508.
Arts, The-Victorian Concert Orchestra, qn 20.
Attorney-General's Department-Budget allocation, 1508.
Auditor-General-Transfer of funds to Consolidated Fund, q 835.
Budget-For 1982-83,875, 1183, 1284, 1508. Papers,
876. Public sector resources, 879.
Casinos-Inquiry, q 133, q 194, q 446, q 598, 1339.
Child Care-Pre-school centres, 412. Services for
blind children, 2093. Payments to kindergarten
teachers, 4282. Inter-country adoptions, q 5025.
Community Welfare Services-Homeless youth, 412.

Geelong-Works in Geelongarea, 993. Cement dust
fallout from Australian Portland Cement Ltd, 3529.

Constitution (Council Powers) Bill, 3884.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, 992.

Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 5045.

Grievances, 395, 779, 2085, 3529.

Deafness Foundation of Victoria-Work of the Hon.
P. Howson, 2091.

Hospitals-Budget allocation, 991. Geelong, 991.
Housing-Public housing, q 2742.

Consumer Affairs-Market Court, q 3496.

Drugs-Use by young persons, 412.

Medical Services-For diabetics, q 920.

Economy, The-Quarterly estimates, qn 20.

Municipalities-Works in Geelong area, 993. Cement
dust fallout in Geelong, 3529.

Education-Bilingual, qn 1534. Proposed amalgamation of State College of Victoria and Institute of
Early Childhood Development, q 1640. Carronbank Special School, 1870. St Paul's School for the
Blind, 2093. Balwyn High School, 2094, 3400.

Olympic Games-Assistance for Australian team,
q 3407.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 4085.
Retail trading hours, 4707.
Points of Order-Tabling of quoted documents, 711.
Instruction by Chair, 2790.
Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 639.
Road Vehicles-Adequacy of safety regulations, 266.

Employment and Training-Proposed subsidy, 877.
Incentives, 878. Job creation in State school nursery, Waverley, q 2055. Job creation scheme,
qn 4680.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 499, 1865.

Taxation-Dividend tax on statutory authorities,
992.

Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2), 2289, 2337, 2341, 2344,
2346, 2349, 2655.

Trading Hours-Retail, 4707.

Financial Institutions Duty, 879.

Unions-Opposition's attitude, 396.

Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2797.

Wages-Proposed freeze, q 1955.
Water Supply-Gellibrand system, 2085.

Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Kangaroo population, qn 3273.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 990.

Freedom ofInformation-Code, q 2747.

World Vision-Forty-hour famine appeal, 5213.

Freedom of Information Bill, 2111.

Sport-Olympic Games, q 3407.
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Sibree, Mrs P. A.-continued

Gambling-Casino inquiry, q 133, q 194, q 446,
q 598, 1339. Lucky envelope machine licences,
qn 3005.
Grievances, 411, 2091, 4282.

Unions-Municipal Officers Association fees,
qn 671.
Villa Maria Society-Services for blind children,

Handicapped Persons-Proposed maxicab scheme,

Wages-Projected increases, 876.

1115.

Health (Consultative Council) Bill, 3825.

2093.

Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
3377.

Hospitals-Royal Victorian Eye and Ear, 2091.

Water Supply-Restrictions, q 2363.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4126.

Women-Appointment as Crown Prosecutors,
qn 273. Alleged sexual harassment, 1188. Refuges,

Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 835, 879.

q 5129.

Labor Party-Economic policies, 875.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 875, 1594.

Law Department-Appointment of female Crown
Prosecutors, qn 273.

Youth, Sport and Recreation-Visit to Japan by
honourable member for Ivanhoe, q 3781.

Legal Aid Commission-Funding, qn 1195.

Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1284.

Library Services-For Balwyn High School, 2094.
Manufacturing Industry-Effects of Budget, 878.
Market Court-Referrals, q 3496.
Melbourne College of Advanced Education Bill, 2709,
2719,2720,2721,2722,2724,2728.

Members-Behaviour, 1188.

Sidiropoulos, Mr Theodore (Richmond)

Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3739.
Co-operation Act-Promotion of societies, q 5129.

Metropolitan Transit Council-Meetings, qn 373.

Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill, 1106.

Ministry, The-Answers to inquiries, 2093.

Gambling-Poker machine inquiry, q 3610.

Municipal Officers Association-Union fees, qn 671.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesTransport task force on Government vehicles,

Point of Order-M isleading statement, 1354.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1183.
Premiers Conference-Grants Commission report,
qn 24.

q 921.

Hospitals-Out-patient charges, q 1422.
Housing Commission-Rentals, 199. Dight Street,
ColIingwood, estate, q 4704.

Public Transport-Maxicab scheme for handicapped persons, 1115.

Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Translations for
learner-driver permit documents, q 2057. Relations between ethnic community and police,

Raffles and Bingo Board-Lucky envelope machine
licences, qn 3005.

Industrial Relations Act, 4535.

Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1747,2003.

Municipalities-Recreation officers, q 135.

Scout Association Bill, 3965.

Packaging-Returnable drink containers, 4802.

Solicitors Guarantee Fund, qn 671.

Petitions-Housing Commission rentals, 199.
Industrial Relations Act, 4535. Returnable drink
containers, 4802.

State Board of Education Bill, 5067.
State Finance-Grants Commission report, qn 24.
Insurers Guarantee and Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 835, 879.
Taxation-Increases, 877, 880. Financial institutions duty, 879.

q 4335.

Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, q 2741.
Police Department-Relations with ethnic communities, q 4335.
Transport Task Force, q 921.

Technology-Effect on work force, 878.
Transport Bill, 4766.
Unemployment-Youth, 41 1.

Signal Insurance Company of America, qn 1949.
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Simmonds, Mr J. L. (Reservoir).
Aboriginal Affairs-Employment initiatives programme, q 3782.
Apprentices-Unemployment, 269. Ratio to supervisors, q 1337, qn 2048. Schemes: State additional
apprenticeship scheme, q 1549, qn 2048, q 2241,
q 3497; Outer Eastern Group Apprenticeship
Scheme, 2039; group apprenticeship, qn 2041,
qn 2226; maintenance of training, q 4535. Residing in Nunawading, Waverley, Box Hill, Doncaster, Springvale, Knox, Oaldeigh and Dandenong,
qn 2039. Registered for each trade, qn 2040,
qn 2041. Numbers, qn 2041, qn 2232. Female,
qn 2047. Workers compensation premiums,
q 2135. Retrenchments, qn 2866.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 1303, 1307,
1312,1397.

Auditor-General-Report on former Government
administration of Ministry for Employment and
Training, q 768.
Budget for -1982-83, 1303, 1307, 1312, 1397.
Commonwealth Government-Attitude to job creation programmes, q 2430.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3750.
Death-Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 12.
Education-Job creation in State school's nursery,
Waverley, q 2055. Employment initiatives programme, 2120.
Employment and Training-

Employment-Job creation programmes, q 33,
q 2055, q 2430, qn 4681. Mornington Peninsula
regional employment programme, 124. Proposed
Kinglake National Park project, 1029. Plenty
employment support group, 1116. Employment
initiatives programme: General, 1194, q 1634,
q 2055, q 2135, q 3071, q 3833, 40 16; in Education
Department, 2120; for Aborigines, q 3782; funding breakup, q 4702. Job Watch, q 1206, qn 2050,
q 3070, 3153, 5202. Commonwealth Government
attitude to job creation schemes, q 1720. State
school's nursery, Waverley, q 2055. Job creation
programme in Syndal electorate and Waverley
Province, q 2432. Job Shop, q 3070, 3153. Alleged
exploitation by agencies, q 3070, 3153. Exploitation of unemployed, 4144. Activities of Home
Products Australia, 5202.

General-Auditor-General's report on former Government administration of Ministry, q 768.

Simmonds, Mr J. L.-continued

Training-Community Services Youth Employment and Training scheme of City of Caulfield,
125. For new technology, q 839. Workers compensation and work experience projects, 1029. Ratio
of supervisors to apprentices, q 1337, qn 2048.
Apprentices: State additional apprenticeship
scheme, q 1549, qn 2048, q 2241, q 3497; Outer
Eastern Group Apprenticeship Scheme, 2039;
numbers, qn 2039, qn 2041; registered for each
trade, qn 2040, qn 2041; group schemes, qn 2041,
qn 2226; female, qn 2047; employed by Government authorities, qn 2232; out-of-trade, q 4436;
maintenance of training scheme, q 4535. Industry
training committees, qn 2042. Working party on
skill shortages, qn 2042. Programme for women,
qn 2047. Regional Employment Programme,
qn 2047. Work Skill Australia, qn 2048. Grants
for industry training development, qn 2049.
Skills centres at Holmesglen and Latrobe Valley,
qn 2049. Expenditure on manpower training
schemes, qn 2219. Industrial fellowships, qn 2870.
Winlaton Education Centre training programmes,
qn 3238. For small business management, q 4175.
Computerized learning systems for aircraft industry, q 5129. Industry training development grants,
q 5214.

Unemployment-Of apprentices and tradespersons,
269. Retrenchments: At Fibremakers company,
Bayswater, 2038; of apprentices, qn 2866.
Employment and Training, Ministry for-Com.munity services scheme in Caulfield, 125. Budget
allocation, 1397. Working party on skill shortages,
qn 2042. Access to documents, qn 2046. Technology information systems, qn 2046. Objectives, qn
2047. Regional Employment Programme, qn 2047.
Assistance for small business training, q 4175.
Discretionary funds, qn 4679.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesResponsible to Minister for Employment and
Training, qn 2046, qn 2047. Apprentices, qn 2232.
Industrial Relations-Statistics on working days lost
through industrial disputes, 518.
Industrial Relations Commission, 1303.
Industrial Safety-Government policy, 268, q 2748.
Safe work day, 372. Budget allocation, 1303, 1397.
Occupational Health and Safety Commission,
q 2748. Occupational health and safety grants,
q 4901.

Industrial Training Commission-Apprentices,
1397.

Industry-Effects of dumping of overseas goods,
2038. Training committees, qn 2042.
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Simmonds, Mr J. L.-continued
Labor Party-Election promises, q 33.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1303,1307, 1312.
Municipalities-Employment initiatives programme, 4016.
National Safety Council of Australia-Safe work day,
372.
Occupational Health and Safety Commission, q 2748.
Parliament-Safe work day, 372.
Points of Order-Extension of time for speech, 754.
Availability of quoted documents, 992. Tabling of
quoted document, 1302. Relevancy of remarks,
1390. Behaviour of honourable member, 3552.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 2046, qn 3267.
Victorian Employment Committee-Industrial
safety, 268.
.
Women-Apprenticeships, qn 2047. Employment
and training programmes, qn 2047.
Workers Compensation-Indexation, 1307. Premiums, 1312. For apprentices, q 2135.

Simpson, Mr J. H. (Niddrie)
Agriculture, Department of-Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works farm, Werribee: Beef
measles, qn 4168; brucellosis, qn 4170.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Ban on Police
Department projects, q 1206, q 2359, q 2876.
Demarcation dispute, q 2431.
Australia Post-Use for electoral administrative
purposes, qn 673.
Births, Deaths and Marriages, Registry of-Difficulties for adopted persons, 1804.
Building and Construction Industry-Union
demarcation disputes, q 2431.
Bush Fires-Damage to catchment areas, 3209.
Business of the House-Order, 2650.
Constitution Act Amendment (Temporary Provisions) Bill, The, 3841,3872.
Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Bill, 4182,
4305,4456,4964,4966,4968,4972,4973.
Constitution (Electoral Provinces and Districts) Bill,
3942, 4045, 4108.
Constitution (Qualification of Electors) Bill, 2654.
Education-Kangaroo Aat Technical School, q 4261.
Wendouree High-Technical School, q 4333. Syndal High School, q 4615. Wallan Primary School,
q 4705.
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Simpson, Mr J. H.-continued
Electoral-Failure to vote at State election, qn 673.
Joint Electoral Agreement, qn 673. Use of Australia Post, qn 673. Habitation review in Doncaster
electorate, qn 1330. Guidelines for Parliamentary
candidates, qn 1331. Data processing systems,
qn 1331. Breaches of the law, qn 3211. Alleged
intimidation of electoral officer in Springvale,
q 4704.
Electoral Commission (Amendment) Bill, 3942,4048,
4113,4553.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1990. 1993.
Employment-In Portland, q 1722.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission, 100.
Fire Authorities Bill, 4842.
Aood Plain Management Bill, 2179,2255, 2982.
Auoridation-Ofwater supplies, qn 374.
Forests Commission-Access to documents,
qn 3213. Technology information systems,
qn 3213. Objectives, qn 3213. Expenditure,
qn 3214, qn 3216, qn 5010. Legislation administered, qn 3215. Staff, qn 3214, qn 3215, qn 3217.
Publications, qn 3215. Monitoring of telephone
calls, qn 3216. Purchases, qn 3216. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3217. Trade union representation, qn 3217. Oil consumption, qn 5006.
Forms issued, qn 5006. Goods and services,
qn 5006. Air-conditioning, qn 5007. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 5007. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 5007. Advertising and public relations services, qn 5007. Grants and subsidies, qn 5007.
Motor vehicles, qn 5008. Interpreters, qn 5008.
Works and services, qn 5009. Information supplied to television stations, qn 5009. Internal
auditors, qn 5010. Communications systems,
qn 5010. Non-Government organizations,
qn 5011. Flying of State flag, qn 5011. Day labour,
qn 5011. Alleged bribes, qn 5011. Injuries to
employees, qn 5011. Licences issued, qn 5012.
Corporate plans, qn 5012. Visual display units,
qn 5012. Fuel reduction bums, qn 5013.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bellarine Water
Supply) Bill, 3942,4061.
Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust-Filling
of dams, 589.
Government-Alleged waste and mismanagement
by former Liberal Government, q 2237.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesResponsible to Minister of Public Works, qn 26,
qn 1328, qn 1329, qn 1544, qn 1946, qn 1947,
qn 2125, qn 2128, qn 2354, qn 3230, qn 3231,
qn 3239, qn 3247, qn 3254, qn 3261, qn 3265,
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qn 3276, qn 3326, qn 4671, qn 5110, qn 5111,
qn 5112, qn 5114, qn 5115, qn 5116, qn 5118,
qn 5119, qn 5120. Victorian Government Directory, 123. Property values, qn 524. Transport task
force on Government vehicles, q 921. Responsible
to: Minister of Forests, qn 3212, qn 3213, qn 3214,
qn 3215, qn 3216, qn 3217, qn 5006, qn 5007,
qn 5008, qn 5009, qn 5010, qn 5011, qn 5012;
Minister for Property and Services, qn 3233,
qn 3246, qn 3247, qn 3248, qn 3254, qn 3255,
qn 3256, qn 3262, qn 3264, qn 3265, qn 3329,
qn 4669, qn 4690, qn 4695; Minister of Lands,
qn 3919, qn 3928, qn 3932, qn 4147, qn 4160,
qn 4161, qn 4693, qn 5000, qn 500 I, qn 5002,
qn 5008, qn 5012.
Government Printer-Printing and distribution of
Hansard, 519, 1872. Printing of defamatory
material, qn 4162.
Groundwater (Amendment) Bill, 2565, 2648.
Hansard-Printing and distribution, 519, 1872.
Irrigation-Possibility of increased water charges,
437.
Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill, 2505.
Land-Acquisition by Melbourne and Metropolitan
Board of Works, qn 374. Register of assets owned
or leased by State, qn 5000.
Lands Department-Goods and services, qn 3919,
qn 4160. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3919.
Alleged bribes, qn 3928. Corporate plans, qn 3932.
Oil consumption, qn 4147. Trade union representation, qn 4147. Expenditure, qn 4160, qn 5002.
Non-Government organizations, qn 4160. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4693.
Internal auditors, qn 4693. Flying of State flag,
qn 4693. Legislation administered, qn 5000.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 500 I. Advertising
and public relations services, qn 500 I. Interpreters, qn 5001. Communications systems, qn 5002.
Injuries to employees, qn 5002. Motor vehicles,
qn 5008, qn 5012.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Land
acquisition, qn 374. Damage to catchment areas,
3209. Rate relief, qn 3682. Beef measles in farm
stock, qn 4168. Land sales, qn 4168. Brucellosis in
farm stock, qn 4170.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Administration) Bill, 2500, 2587, 2668.
Members-Alleged threat against honourable member for Balwyn, 555. Printing of speeches containing defamatory material, qn 4162.
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill, 5142.

Simpson. Mr J. H.-continued
Mildura Irrigation and Water Trusts (Amendment)
Bill, 1475, 1648,2935.
Ministerial Statement-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
100.
Ministry, The-Staff: Of Minister of Forests,
qn 3214; of Minister of Public Works, qn 3230; of
Minister for Property and Services, qn 3234; of
Minister of Water Supply, qn 5109. Electorate visits by Minister of Public Works, qn 3265.
Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged threat against
member, 555.
Passports Office-Difficulties for adopted persons,
1804.
Personal Explanation-Behaviour of members, 1209.
Police Department-BLF ban on projects, q 1206,
q 2359, q 2876. Minyip polic~ station, 2735.
Port of Melbourne Authority-Licensed tourist ves.
sels, qn 3266.
Port of Portland Authority-Employees, q 1722.
Property and Services, Department of- Victorian
Government Directory, 123. Land Purchasing, Land
Sales Monitoring and Research Division, q 773.
Technology information systems, qn 1328. Objectives, qn 1329. Management consultants, qn 1329.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1329. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 1329. Trade union
representation, qn 1329. Automatic data processing systems, qn 1331. Purchases, qn 1544. Staff,
qn 2125, qn 2128. Expenditure, qn 2125, qn 2128,
qn 3255. Publications, qn 2125. Review of operations, qn 2128. Discretionary funds, qn 2128.
Access to documents, qn 3233. Forms issued,
qn 3239. Goods and services, qn 3246. Air-conditioning, qn 3247. Overseas trips by officers,
qn 3247. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3247.
Advertising and public relations services, qn 3247.
Non-Government organizations, qn 3247,
qn 3256. Grants and subsidies, qn 3247. Motor
vehicles, qn 3248, qn 3262. Interpreters, qn 3248.
Works and services, qn 3254. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3255. Internal
auditors, qn 3255. Communications systems,
qn 3256. Flying of State flag, qn 3262. Day labour,
qn 3262. Alleged bribes, qn 3262. Licences issued,
qn 3264. Corporate plans, qn 3265. Visual display
units, qn 3267. Injuries to employees, qn 3329.
Printing of members' speeches containing defamatory material, qn 4162. Oil consumption, qn 4669.
Entry to private premises, qn 4690. Revenue collections, qn 4695. Rationalization of State property holdings, qn 5117.
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Public Lands and Works (Public Projects) Bill, 302,
361,642.

Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
1782.

Public Record Office-Correspondence reference
service, 3209, 5204.

Water and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill,
2548,2750.3395, 3451, 3452, 3453, 3454, 3455,
3456, 3458, 3544, 3545, 3547, 3650, 3653, 3656,
3657, 3658; 3659, 3660, 3661, 3662, 3664, 3665,
3666,3667,3668,3669,3670,4373.

Public Works Department-Statutory authorities
responsible to department and Minister, qn 26.
Point Lonsdale jetty, 830. Transport task force on
Government vehicles, q 921. Access to documents, qn 1946. Expenditure, qn 1947, qn 3254,
qn 5111. Discretionary funds, qn 2236. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2354. Purchases, qn 2354,
qn 5120. Oil consumption, qn 2354. Transfer of
responsibilities of port authorities to Minister of
Transport, q 2359. Objectives, qn 3230. Administration of laws, qn 3230. Staff, qn 3230, qn 3276,
qn 5111. Publications, qn 3231. Trade union representation, qn 3231. Forms issued, qn 3239. Projects in Doncaster, qn 3243. Goods and services,
qn 3247, qn 3254. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3247. Recovery of expenditure, qn 3254. Aying
of State flag. qn 3261. Corporate plans, qn 3265.
Internal auditors, qn 3326. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3326. Disposal of Government
property, q 4021. Advertising and public relations
services, qn 4671. Technology information systems, qn 5110. Review of operations, qn 5112. Airconditioning, qn 5114. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 5115. Communications
systems, qn 5115, qn 5116. Injuries to employees,
qn 5118. Licences issued, qn 5119. Visual display
units, qn 5120. Revenue collections, qn 5123.
Foreshores reserves study, qn 5123.
Questions on Notice, qn 1328, qn 3213, qn 3230,
qn 3267,3488, qn 4165, qn 5013, qn 5109.

Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill, 1957,
2101,2577.
Water Supply-Reticulated system for Metcalfe,
qn 20. Feasibility of Wimmera-Mallee pipeline,
q 33. Auoridation, qn 374. King Parrot Creek, 437.
Filling of dams, 589. Restrictions, q 1639, q 2363.
For Mount Evelyn, 3065. Credit for Macalister
irrigators, q 3409. Long-range weather forecasts,
3488. Cardinia reservoir, qn 4168. Reports of
Australian Water Advisory Council Technical
Group, qn 5108. Water management practices,
qn 5109.
Wheat Industry-Imports, q 2747.

Small Businesses-Effect of unemployment, 408.
Assistance, 615, q 1205. Budget allocation, 723.
Commercial leases, 788. Effect of increased energy
charges, 868. Depletion of cash flows, 934. Effects
oj drought, 934. Effects of Budget, q 1126. Impact
of workers compensation premiums, q 1209.
Effects of hypermarkets, qn 2870. Protection,
q 3684. Development, q 4174. Training, q 4175.
Small Business Development Corporation-Budget
allocation, 699, 761, 862. Development, 996,
q 1038.

Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2), 4795, 4917.
River Murray Waters Bill, 2565, 2646, 2962.

Smith, Mr I. W. (Warrnambool)

Scout Association Bill, 3965.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 720.

Sewerage-BaHarat Sewerage Authority, qn 25.
Rutherglen Sewerage Authority, 668.

British Drug House, Port Fairy, 1405.

Sewerage Districts (Sewerage Schemes) Bill, 362,429,
1790.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2642.
Superannuation (Fund Contributions) Bill, 4722.
Telecom Australia-Charges, q 3495.
Unions-Demarcation disputes, q 2431. Representation: In Department of Property and Services,
qn 1329; in Forests Commission, qn 3218; in Public Works Department, qn 3230.
Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 172.

Budget-For 1982-83, 720. Deficit, 720. Alterations, q 2617.
Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3045, 3130. Relief, 3130. Ash
Wednesday, 3130.
Casinos-Inquiry, q 599.
Country Fire Authority-Testing of Bullthrush aircraft, 392.
Dairying Industry-Unpasteurized milk, 1642.
Decentralization-Assistance for British Drug
Houses, Port Fairy, 1405.
Drought-Relief, 181, 722. Stock slaughter bounty,
q 837,903, q 2434.
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Economy, The-Effects of increased Government
charges, q 1882·.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission, 89, q 599.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesProposed public authorities dividend tax, 263.

Smith, Mr I. W.-continued
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 1646, 2486,
2496,2497,2498,2499,2500.
Water Supply-Koroit Waterworks Trust, 394.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 720.

Increased charges, q 1882.

Smorgon Consolidated Industries, 5218, 5229.

Grievances, 391.

Social Development Committee-Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 3051, 4338. Radiation
apparatus, 4246, 4312. Resignation of the Hon.
K. I. M. Wright and appointment of Mr Steggall,
4795.

Housing-Budget aIJocation, 723.
Koroit Waterworks Trust-Connection of bores to
town water supply, 394.
Labor Party-Election promises, q 32, 263, q 379,
393.
Lands Department-Increased rentals for Crown
land reserves, 393.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1619.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia, Royal Commission,
89. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3130. Victorian
Dairy Industry Authority, 3469.
Petition-Unpasteurized milk, 1642.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, 391, q 3072.
Points of Order-Reflection on Royal Commissioner, 90, 91. Tabling of document, 2238, 3465,
3466,3468.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 1137.
Roads and Bridges-West Gate Bridge, q 922.
Small Businesses-Budget aIJocation, 723.
Sport-Sunday football, q 2136.
State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
721.
State Finance-Victorian Development Fund, 724.
Cash Management Account, q 3336.
Statutory Authorities-Borrowing, 723.
Taxation-Increases, 721.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1619.
Timber Industry-Increased royalties, q 1719.
Victorian ColJege of Agriculture and Horticulture
Bill, 1937.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Chairman,
1026. Operations, 3469.
Victorian Development Fund-Assistance for small
business, q 32. Establishment, 724.
Victorian Football League-Sunday matches, q 2136.

Social Welfare (See "Community Welfare Services".)
Soil Conservation Authority-Budget allocation, 949.
Funds for replacing grasslands, qn 4685.
Solar Energy (See "Energy Resources-Solar Power".)
Solicitors Guarantee Fund-Procedures, qn 671,
qn 5015.
South Barwon Electorate-Road works, qn 3579.

Speaker, The (the Hon. C. T. Edmunds)
Auditor-General-Report, 682, 5131. Supplementary report, 2749, 4267.
Bill Declared Private-Aboriginal Lands (Aborigines' Advancement League) (Watt Street, Northcote) Bill, 1696.
Business of the House-First reading of Bills, 137.
Order, 424, 1823. Notices of motion, 1556. Printing of Notice Papers, 3067,4434. Question papers,
3154.
Christmas Felicitations, 2999.
Clerk Assistant-Absence, 3041.
Constitution (Governor's Salary) Bill, 61.
Deaths-J. L. Cremean, Esq., 2. Hon. Sam Merrifield, 6. Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 15. W. F. L. Reese,
Esq., 596. Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1124. R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1416. K. F. King, Esq., 3041.
Debate-Offensive remarks, 48, 49, 403, 404, 1338,
1917. InteIjections, 51, 94, 478, 739, 813, 872,
1222, 1417, 1828, 1837, 1980, 3388, 3460, 3468,
3469, 3502, 3692, 3793, 4875. Scope, 61, 64, 65,
481,686,1221,1222,1736,1748,1827,2365,2469,
2545, 2565, 2582, 2694, 3361, 3618, 4110, 4181,
4206, 4218, 4245, 4359, 4365, 4445, 4605, 4931,
4960,4973,4974,5169, 5170, 5172,5238,5244,
5251, 5255. Reflection on Royal Commissioner,
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91. Use of correct titles, 119, 739, 789. Matters
raised on motion for adjournment of sitting: Not
to be directed to Speaker, 367; must relate to Government administration, 435, 1800, 2034, 2421,
2423, 4661; content, 517; not to seek legislation,
903, 1189, 1706; not to refer to debate in Legislative Council, 903; must seek action from Minister
or Government, 1188, 2209, 2210; not to anticipate debate, 1191; only one matter to be raised,
1867, 2209; must be directed to appropriate Minister, 2421, 3204; admissibility, 2421,2423. Availability and tabling of quoted documents, 397, 434,
1834, 2115, 2560, 3460, 3467, 3468. Unparliamentary expressions, 403, 1192, 1825, 1918, 3063,
3469,3485,3503,4577,4578,4579,4961. Reflections on Chair, 404, 4990. Members to address
Chair, 435, 2963. Rule of sub judice, 460, 3062.
Relevancy of remarks, 481, 581, 873, 968, 1153,
1157,1161,1358,1359,1741,1919,1968,1978,
2141, 2471, 2472, 2494, 2502, 2859, 2966, 2968,
4095, 4104, 4365, 4386, 4486, 4577, 4602, 4608,
4610, 4648, 4862, 4871, 4877, 4878,4962, 4990,
5173,5242,5251,5283,5284,5287,5292. Closure, 509. Misleading statements, 520,1354,1830,
1918. Motion "That the question be now put",
694, 4362, 4370, 4502. Speaking to both motion
and amendment, 697, 1907,2778, 3169. Reading
of speeches, 974, 982, 984, 986, 988. Motion for
adjournment of House: Adequate notice to be
given, 1039. Call by Chair, 1339. Personal explanations, 1555. Rule of anticipation, 1557, 1558,
2070, 2365, 3062, 3443, 3444. Identification of
alleged broadcasts and reports, 1824. Compliance
with Standing Orders, 1840. Identification of
quoted documents, 1977. Reference to debate in
same session, 1977, 2116, 2914, 3150, 3204.
Speaking from table, 2081, 2082. Comment on
legislation already passed, 2365. Tedious repetition, 2422, 2494, 4764, 5175, 5176. Bills of similar
nature, 2438. Moving of amendments, 2855, 2856,
2857. Minister's right to speak, 2877. Debating of
amendments, 2922, 2923. A vailability of Bills,
2997. Imputations against members, 3459. Statements in, 3688, 3794. Availability of report, 3693.
Admissibility of amendment, 3797. Extension of
time for member's speech, 4412. Notice of motion
4902. Criticism of Government department, 4932:
Parliamentary privilege, 5292. Inaudible speech,
5295.
Division-Fault in bells, 4413.
Governor, Tbe-Address-in-Reply, 37.

Hansard-Incorporation of material, 327, 1340,
2623, 4045. Printing and distribution, 519. Publication, 3343, 3607.
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Joint Sittings of Parliament-La Trobe University,
3145,3459. Victorian Institute of Secondary Education, 4352, 4528,4529.
Land Tax (A nendment) BilI-Governor's amendment, 2750.
Members-Swearing in of honourable members for:
Keilor, I; Malvern, 2428; Springvale, 3335; Swan
Hill, 4328; Warrnambool, 4328. Leave of absence
for honourable member for Swan Hill, 382. Delivery of mail, 435. Period of service of Minister for
Local Government, 512. Alleged threat against
honourable member for Balwyn, 555, 558. Behaviour, 1189,3553. Naming of honourable member
for Hawthorn, 1224. Dress, 1555. Appreciation of
services of the Hon. L. H. S. Thompson, CMG,
1628. Resignation of honourable members: For
Malvern, 1632; Warrnambool, 3607; Swan Hill,
3607. Electorate offices, 2438.
Ministerial Statement-Procedure, 60.
Opposition, The-Shadow Ministry, 1554.
Parliament-Televising and broadcasting of procedures. q 531, q 532, 607, 3459, 3607. Photographing of proceedings, 1424.
Parliamentary Privilege-Alleged threat against
member, 555, 558.
Parliament House-Facilities for disabled persons,
2750. Hags, 3778.
Questions without Notice-Not to seek opinions,
30,377,443, 526, 529, 596, 598, 770, 919, 1038,
1126,1205,1818,3406,3612,4434,4698. Not to
be debated, 31, 131,277,278,441,769,840, 1034,
1125, 1553,2242, 2539, 3338, 3498, 3689,4333,
4897, 5210. Offensive remarks, 31, 134, 598,4172.
May be answered at Ministers' discretion, 32, 37,
379,444,447,525,1203,1337,1632,1877,2746,
3046. Interjections, 33, 37, 131, 197,276,377,440,
597,678,1036,1633,1884,2131,3044,3158,3335,
3405, 3408, 3610, 4082, 4437, 4703, 4898, 5211.
To be directed to appropriate Minister, 33. Of
similar nature, 36, 191,280. Must relate to Government administration, 129,379,447, 1637, 1721,
3157,3494,4336. Not to refer to debate in same
sessional period, 131. Tabling of quoted documents, 133, 193, 275, 442, 2238, 2360. Misleading
statements, 193,4177. Not to include quotations,
194, 446. Length, 194, 3072. Form and content,
381. Not to relate to Government policy, 531, 680.
Broadcasting, 531. Rule of sub judice, 599. Admissibility, 622, 770, 2362. Not to anticipate debate,
680,773, 1955, 1956,1999,3337,3342,3378.Not
to be read, 839. Unparliamentary expressions,
1035, 1207, 1554, 1877, 1884, 4077. Not to refer
to debate in Legislative Council, 1126. Allegations
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about honourable member, 1418. Use of correct
titles, 1421. Not to be similar to questions on
notice, 1552. Reflection on honourable member,
1638. Rephrasing. 2362. Extension of time for,
2429. Length, 4263. Statement in debate, 4271.
Not to be hypothetical, 4332. Rule of anticipation,
4434. Availability of quoted document, 4897.
Social Development Committee-Appointment of
member, 4795.
Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 72.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1628.
Universities-La Trobe, 3145,3459.
Victorian Institute of Secondary Education-Council, 4352, 4528, 4529.

Spyker. Mr P. C.-continued
q 1128. Control of insurance brokers, q 837. Protection for purchasers of motor vehicles, 911. Bottling and sale of mineral water, 1116. House
builders'liability, 1407, qn 3275. Battery prices at
G. J. Coles and Co. Ltd, 1712. Complaints against
motor car traders, qn 2522, qn 3929. Building dispute tribunal, qn 3211. Pamphlet on funeral
arrangements, qn 3259. Crown Corningware coffee percolators, 3404. Credit Act, q 3493. Proposed hotline, q 3495, q 3684. Market Court,
q 3496. Proposed small business tribunal, q 3684.
Travel agencies, q 3939. Motor Car Traders Committee, q 4618.
Consumer Affairs Committee Bill, 4448, 4634, 5051.
Consumer Affairs Council-Appointments, qn 3270.
Building industry operations, qn 3271. Arbitrators investigated by, qn 3271.

Sport-Royal Victorian Bowls Association, 266. Carrum water sports project, q 380, 751, 975, 1278,
1283, qn 2226. Yachting, q 380,408, 750. Motor
racing, q 380, 751. Government policies, q 380.
Football, 408, 1282, q 2136, q 2237, 2749, q 3067,
q 4701, q 4796. Pacific School Games, 753. Discrimination in sporting clubs, q 833. Victorian
Commonwealth Games team, q 918. Treatment
of injuries, q 921. Insurance of participants, q 923.
Abuse of alcohol at sporting venues, q 1130,
q 1884. State Sports Council, 1281. Proposed water
sports complex at Geelong, 1283,4661,4662. Proposed swimming centre at Whittington, 1822.
Olympic Games, q 3407. Achievements of Cliff
Young, q 4084. Inaugural Australia Games, q 4332.
(See also "Racing," "Victorian Football League"
and "Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department
of".)

Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1382, 1385. Access to documents, qn 2524. Questions on notice, qn 2525. Technology information
systems, qn 2525. Objectives, qn 2525. Staff,
qn 2525, qn 2526. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 2526. Purchases, qn 2526. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 2526. Trade union representation,
qn 2527. Expenditure, qn 3224, qn 3226. Legislation administered, qn 3224. Publications, qn 3225.
Review, qn 3226, 3691. Annual report, q 3495,
q 3939. Management study, q 3496. Review report,
q 3615. Entry to private premises, qn 5124.

Springvale Electorate-By-election, qn 3335, 40 I 2,
4016. Unemployment, 3505.

Education-St John's Greek Orthodox College,
q 5022.

Credit Act-Proclamation, q 3493.
Dairy Industry-Milk cartage costs, q 36.
Deaths-Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 13. W. F. L. Reese, Esq.,
594. Hon. A. P. Van Vliet, 1122. K. F. King, Esq.,
3037.

Employment and Training-Migrant unemployment, qn 3030.
Spyker, Mr P. C. (Heatherton)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 1382, 1385.
Beer Prices Regulation (Temporary Provisions) Bill,
4448,4635,5034,5036,5037.
Budget for 1982-83, 1382, 1385.
Building and Construction Industry-Dispute tribunal, qn 3211.
Coles, G. J. and Co. Ltd-Battery prices, 1712.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3752.
Consumer Affairs-Electronic checkout systems,
q 35, q 5022. Kayser and Co. sales promotion, 438,
1805, 3209. Protected tenants, q 681, q 919, 1116,

Ethnic Affairs Commission-Chairman, q 2428.
Goods and services, qn 4156. Air-conditioning,
qn 4156. Overseas trips by officers, qn 4156. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 4156. Expenditure,
qn 41~7, qn 4158. Works and services, qn 4158.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 4158. Internal auditors, qn 4159. Instruction
manuals, qn 4159. Communications, qn 4159.
Aying of State flag, qn 4162. Motor vehicles,
qn 4162. Day labour, qn 4162. Alleged bribes,
qn 4162. Injuries to employees, qn 4162. Corporate plan, qn 4164. Visual display units, qn 4165.
Revenue collections, qn 4688. Entry to private
premises, qn 4696.
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Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill, 302, 425, 1112.
Ethnic Affairs, Ministry of-Access to documents,
qn 3227. Technology information systems,
qn 3227. Objectives, qn 3227. Expenditure,
qn 3228, qn 3229. Staff, qn 3228, qn 3229. Publications. qn 3228. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 3228. Purchases, qn 3229. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 3229. Non-Government organizations, qn 4157, qn 4160. Grants and subsidies,
qn 4157. Motor vehicles, qn 4157. Interpreters,
qn 4157. Instruction manuals, qn 4159. Discretionary funds, qn 4165. St John's Greek Orthodox
College. q 5022. Translators and interpreters,
qn 5108.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Gas charges, q 526,
q 531.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesResponsible to: Minister ofImmigration and Ethnic Affairs, qn 1202, qn 3227, qn 3228, qn 3229,
qn4156, qn4157, qn4158, qn4159, qn4160,
qn 4688. qn 4696; Minister of Consumer Affairs,
qn 2524. qn 2525, qn 2526, qn 3224, qn 3225,
qn 3226. qn 5124.
Housing-Protected tenants, q681, q919, 1116,
q 1128. House builders' liability, 1407, qn 3275.
Housing Commission-Insurance on houses, 1805.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Lebanese immigrants, q 443. South Pacific Cultural Competition,
1194. Licences issued, qn 1202. Ethnic Affairs
Commission chairman, q 2428. Migrant unemployment, qn 3030.
Insurance-Control of brokers, q 837. On Housing
Commission houses, 1805.
Labor Party-Election promises, q 34.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1921.
Market Court-Cases, q 3496.
Ministerial Statement-Ministry of Consumer
Affairs review, 3691.
Ministry, The-Staff of: Minister for Consumer
Affairs, qn 2525; Minister for Ethnic Affairs,
qn 3227. Courtesy, 3554.
Motor Car Traders Committee-Licensing procedure, q 4618.
Municipalities-Initiatives of Sandringham City
Council, 3554.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol: Proposed price maintena'lce, q 34, q 680, q 3343; price disparity in
country areas, q 191, 1805, 4144. Oil company
involvement in retailing and wholesaling, 911.
Effects of Government policy, q 3157.
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Spyker. Mr P. C.-continued
Points of Order-Opposition spokesperson on consumer affairs, 813. Relevancy of remarks, 4573.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 2525, qn 3226,
qn 4165.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 695, 811,
1162.
Residential Tenancies Tribunal-Orders made,
qn 3274. Cases dismissed, qn 3274.
South Pacific Cultural Competition, 1194.
Unions-Representation in Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, qn 2527.
Victorian Football League-Scalping of finals tickets, q 4796.
Staley, Mr Tony-Statements to Victoria Police,
q 1125.
State Co-ordination Council-Reports, qn 2606,
qn 2607, qn 3245, qn 3247, qn 3248, qn 3250,
qn 3293, qn 3584, qn 3585, qn 3586, qn 3917,
qn 3918, qn 3919, qn 3920, qn 4156, qn 5007,
qn 5014, qn 5317.
State Development, Committee-Report on land
transport to Webb Dock, 2642.
State Development, Decentralization and Tourism,
Department of-

Decentralization-Retaining of British Drug Houses
in Port Fairy, 1405, 1406. Incentive payments to
decentralized industries, 4255, 4257, 4551, 4600.
Incentives Review Committee inquiry, q 5020.
General-Access to information and training of officers, qn 3277. Technology information systems,
qn 3277. Objectives, qn 3278. Hiring of consultants, qn 3278. Expenditure, qn 3278, qn 3302,
qn 3303, q 5126. Information on legislation,
qn 3278. Staff, qn 3278, qn 3280. Publications,
qn 3279. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3279.
Oil consumption, qn 3279. Purchases, qn 3280.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 3280. Organization and method reviews, qn 3281. Trade union
representation, qn 3281. Forms, qn 3284. Goods
and services, qn 3295, qn 3302. Air-conditioning,
qn 3295. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3295. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 3295. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 3296. Non-Government organizations, qn 3296. Grants and subsidies, qn 3296. Motor vehicles, qn 3296, qn 3308.
Interpreters, qn 3296. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3302. Internal auditors,
qn 3302. Instruction manuals, qn 3302. Installation of telex machines, qn 3303. Administrative
organizations, qn 3303. Flying of State flag,
qn 3307. Day labour, qn 3308. Alleged bribes,
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State Development, Decentralization and Tourism,
Department of-continued
qn 3308. Injuries to employees, qn 3308. Licences
issued, qn 3309. Corporate plan, qn 3313. Visual
display units, qn 3314. Discretionary funds,
qn 3314. Government projects, qn 3613. Visit by
Chinese Premier, q 3831. Effect on investments if
Alcoa project cancelled, q 4796.

Tourism-Director of Tourism, 971, q 1124, q 1332,
q 1334, q 1424,4586. Budget allocation, 948, 1241,
1242. 1243. At Lake Eildon, q 2876. Regional
authorities, q 3042, 3485, 3488, q 4175, q 4799,
q 4896, q 4900. Operation of Liquor Control
Commission and Liquor Control Act, q 3048, 3063,
3065. Vessels operating on Yarra River, qn 3266.
Penalty rates, q 3687. Castlemaine-Maldon tourist railway project, 3774. Fuel levy, q 3939. Travel
agencies, q 3939. Silt jetties on Mitchell River,
q 4533. Appointment of directors, 4571. Criticism of former Minister, q 5126.
State Development Fund-Education Department
borrowings, q 2433.
State Electricity Commission-

Charges-Increases, q 28.406, 586, 587,617,619,
626, 703, 721, 884, 885, 982, 988, 1009, q 1423,
q 1882, q 2616, q 3615. Public authorities dividend, qn 2868.
Electricity Supply-Rural extensions, 413. Geelong-Portland transmission line, qn 3933.
General-Loy Yang power station, q 3608. Access
to documents, qn 3905. Overseas orders for power
transformers, qn 3906. Cost comparison of nuclear
and brown coal power generation, qn 3906,
qn 4161. Expenditure, qn 3908. Concessions to
service pensioners, qn 3932. Capital value,
qn 4166. (See also "Bills-Public Authorities
(Contributions) (Amendment) Bill", "State Electricit.v Commission (Amendment) Bill", "State
Electricity Commission (Financial Arrangements)
BiII"and "Energy Resources".)
Staff-Wage increases for union members, 784.

State Finance-continued
816, q 4172, q 4173, q 4174. Trust account funds,
645. Victorian Economic Development Corporation, 657. Government spending, 702, 759. Use of
VicRaiI assets, q 835. Insurers Guarantee and
Compensation Supplementation Fund, q 835,
q 840, 879. Return of Government business
undertakings, q 836. Leverage leasing, q 836.
Restructuring, 859. Cochrane and Muir report, 900.
Contribution of Commonwealth Government,
946. Office of Management and Budget Task Force,
968. Transfer of funds to Consolidated Fund, 998.
Discretionary funds, qn 2537. Documentation,
qn 3258. Studies re State income tax, qn 3259.
Estimates, q 3498, q 4332. Current Account:
Monthly financial statements, 4144, q 4700; deficit, q 4172, q 4175, q 4701, q 4800. Effects of
financial institutions duty, 4290. Effect of abolition of pay-roll tax, q 4330. Impact of quarterly
wage adjustments, q 4332. Budget deficit, 4599,
q 5214. Payment of salaries, q 4896. Government
projects: Outstanding accounts, q 4897. Public
authorities, return on assets, 4903. Interest rate on
loans, qn 5119, q 5214. (See also "Bills-Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill", "Supp/y(l982-83,
No. 1) Bilf', "Economy, The", "Employment and
Training" and "Taxation".)
State Insurance Office-Taxi insurance, 1190, 1193.
State Offices-For Benalla, 414, 949.
State Rivers and Water Supply Commission-Water
management practices, qn 5109. Questions on
notice, qn 5109. Staff, qn 5109. (See also "Irrigation", "Public Bodies Review Committee", "Water
Resources" and "Water Supply".)
State Superannuation Board-Benefits to employees
of Government-owned trading bodies, qn 1544.
Cash option for retiring publIC servants, 1707,
1710. Proposed inquiry into benefits, q 2745.
Request for increase in value of units, qn 3238.
Discrimination against overweight persons, 4280.
Statutory Authorities-Borrowing, 723.

State Emergency Service-Effects of non-emergency
flashing lights, 588. Disaster plan, q 4704.
State Finance-Grants Commission recommendations, qn 24, 734. Cash Management Account,
q 134, 618, 624, 658, 899, 928, q 3155, q 3336,
q 4899. Deficit: For 1981-82, q 440; for 1982-83,
4144; for 1983-84, 4603, 4605. Budgetary processes, q 441. Use of Treasury balances as statutory reserves, 613, 1006, 1007. Victorian
Development Fund, 618, 724, 761, 867, 928, 932,
942, 944, 960, 987, 1006, 1007, q 4616. State
Development Account, 618, 658, 899, 1014, 1015,
1016, 1018, 1023. Management techniques, 627,

Stegall, Mr B. E. H. (Swan Hill)
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 5279.
Grievances, 4542.
Swan Hill Electorate-Features, 4542.

Stirling, Mr G. F. (WiIliamstown)
Apprentices-Training scheme, q 4535.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Funds, q 602.
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Stirling, Mr G. F.-continued
Correctional Services Division-Wiltona Hostel
accommodation, 4708, 4901.
Employment and Training-Apprentice training
scheme, q 4535.
Housing-Private rental market, q 5128.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Language services, q 2619.
Industrial Safety-Noise, q 2363.
Insurance-For sporting organizations, q 923.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1627.
Petitions-Port Phillip Bay scallop and mussel fishing, 4085. Retail trading hours, 4337. Wiltona
Hostel accommodation, 4708, 4901.
Port of Melbourne Authority-Licensed tourist vessels, qn 3266.
Port Phillip Bay-Scallop and mussel fishing, 4085.
Public Transport-Study, q 1333.
Road Vehicles-Drivers' licence tests, q 3410.
Small Businesses-Government initiatives, q 4174.
Sport-Insurance, q 923.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1627.

Supermarkets-Product coding, q 35, 533, 1376, 1381,
1384, 1642, q 5022. Price differences of similar
goods at stores of supermarket chain, 1709, 1712.
Use of pushers in stores, 4140, 4143.
Swan Hill Electoratt-Features, 4542.
Swim.ming Pools-Safety, qn 2611. Proposed legislatIOn, qn 2611. Water quality, qn 3599.

T

Tanner, Mr E. M. P. (Caulfield)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 899, 924, 1177,
1235, 1243, 1256, 1262, 1285, 1297, 1306, 1376,
1385,1392, 1426, 1439, 1452, 1454, 1461, 1482.

Budget for 1982-83,899,924, 1177, 1235, 1243,1256,
1262, 1285, 1297, 1306, 1376, 1385, 1392, 1426,
1439, 1452, 1454, 1461, 1482.

Bush Fires-Appeal, q 3069.
Cognate Bills-Combined debate, 924.
Commonwealth Government-Budget, 927.
Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1376,1385.

Tobacco-Consumption, q 2057.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4337.

Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1235.

Victorian Football League-Finals tickets, q 4701.
Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDebate-Relevancy of remarks, 1451. Interjections,

Econpmy, The-State of, 924.
Education-Wage increases for union members,
q 445. Curriculum services, q 840.

1689.

Rulings and Statements as Acting SpeakerDebate-Relevancy of remarks, 484, 785, 2820.
Identification of quoted document, 747. Interjections, 752, 2790, 2813, 4345. Extension of time for
speech, 754. Un parliamentary expression, 4347.
Offensive remark, 4348.
Hansard-Incorporation of material, 746.

Storm Damage, q 1881.
Strata Titles Act-Reports of review committee, 1425.
Sudden Infant Death Research Foundatio~ 362,370.
Superannuation-Cash option for public servants,
1707. Public sector, q 2745. (See also "Bills-Hospitals Superannuation (Amendment) Bill",
"Superannuation (Fund Contributions) Bill" and
"Superannuation (Railway Service Employes)
Bill".)

Education Department-Budget allocation, 1426,
1439, 1452, 1454, 1461, 1482.

Employment and Training-Community Services
Youth Employment and Training Scheme, 122.
Unemployment in Victoria, 925. Employment
stimulation, 3172.
Employment and Training, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1392.
Energy Consumption Levy Bill, 2276.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 503,2655.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2799.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 929.
Government Departments and InstrumentaIitiesDividend tax, 928.
Health-Increased charges, 926.
Hospitals-Committees of management, 434. Capital works programme, 573.
Hospitals and Charities (Amendment) Bill, 2170.
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Tanner, Mr E. M. P.-continued
Industrial Relations-Demarcation dispute involving Australian Building Construction Employees
and Builders Labourers Federation, 2212.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4191, 4193,
4194,4195,4196,4197,4201,4207.
Labor Party-Election promises, 926.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Budget allocation, 1297, 1306.

Tanner, Mr E. M. P.-continued
Unions-Wage increases for members, q 445. Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation demarcation dispute, 2212.
Victorian Development Fund-A vailability offunds,
928. Establishment, 945.
Victorian Railways-Leasing back of rolling-stock,
900.

Labour and Industry (Shops) Bill, 1957, 2501.

Wages-Increases for union members, q 445.
Increases, 925. Non-award payments, q 1882.

Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2318.

Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill, 2857.

Liquor Control Bill, 430 I, 4302.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 899, 924,
1566, 1592.

Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 248,
339, 350, 356, 845.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksIncreased rates, 929.
Ministerial Statement-Hospital capital works programme, 573.
Motor Accidents (Amendment) Bill, 3350, 3355.
Parliament-Budget allocation for Parliamentary
Library, 1177.
Petitions-Shopping hours in tourist areas, 2138,
2364. Retail trading hours, 3343, 3411, 3498.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, 928.
Point of Order-Matter raised on motion for
adjournment of sitting, 2210.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1256.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 1262.
Public Account (Trust Funds) Bill, 2409, 2410, 2411.
Public Service-Wage increases, 929.
Public Transport-Increased fares, 926.
Road Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 562.
Sale of Land (Amendment) Bill, 1740.
State Finance-State Development Account, 899.
Cash Management Account, 899, 928. Cochrane
and Muir report, 900. Victorian Development
Fund, 928, 945.
Taxation-Gas pipeline fee, 900, 925. Stamp duty
increases, 926, 927, 928. Dividend tax on statutory authorities, 928.
Taxi Industry-Renewal oflicences, 583.
Tourism-Role of director, q 1334.
Tourism, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1243.
Tow Trucks-Central allocation scheme, 583.
Trading Hours-In tourist areas, 2138, 2364. Retail,
3172, 3343, 3411, 3498.

Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1285.

Task Forces-Information, q 1641.
Tattersall Consultations-Claim by Kraznov family,
120,123, q 599. Agreement with Government, 752.
Instant games, 904, 909. Sums invested, qn 2229.
Tattslotto computer coupons, 3672, 3677. Distribution of lottery profits, 3839, 4178, 4801. Turnover of agencies, qn 3933. Lotto tenders: Leakage
of information, q 4698.
Taxation-

Financial Institutions Duty-Proposed, 611, 733,
859,879,893,970,999, q 1720, 1869, 1873, q 1952,
q 1953, q 1954, q 2053, q 2138, 4290, 4566. Collections, q 3338, q 4076, q 4262, qn 5016. A voidance, q 3494. Anomalies, q 4534. Exemption of
solicitors' trust accounts, q 4797. (See also ""Bills-

Financial Institutions Duty Bill".)
General-A voidance

and evasion: McCabeLafranchi report, q 35, q 918, q 1034; schemes,
q 130,402, q 677, 712, q 833, q 834, q 918, q 920;
proposed avoidance unit, q 676; vetting of Government appointees, q 833, q 834, q 835, q 917,
q 918, q 920; K. & C. Berkeley Holdings Pty Ltd,
2088. Costigan report, q 35. Proposed milk tax,
q 193, 263, q 280. Public authorities dividend, 263,
267, q 601, 608, 727, 732, 737, q 836, 867, 928,
992, 998, 1005, q 2058, qn 2868, q 3407. Pipeline
tax, q 278, 900. Proposed new taxes, q 375. Costigan Royal Commission, 402. Proposed tax on cheques, q 440. State taxes and charges, 619, q 1133,
q 1718, q 1952, 2365, q 2616, q 2617, q 3338,
q 3339, q 3342, q 3405, q 3406, q 3607, q 3609,
q 3610, q 3611, q 3612, q 3613, q 4083, q 4698.
In~,621,656, 702, 705, 721, 728, 747, 820,
848, 850, 856, 877, 880, 933, 947, 970, 972, 982,
1011, q 3610, q 3612, q 4332. Reforms, 726, 859.
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Taxation-COl1linued
Restoration of tax base·, 732. Opportunity cost,
732. Resource-based tax, 820, q 5214. Retrospective Federal legislation, q 1131. Federal, q 1718.
Studies re State income tax, qn 3259. Income tax.
qn 3260, q 3409. Revenue estimates, q 3338. Federal bank debits tax, q 3686. Of bush-fire relief
funding, q 4077, qn 5016.
Land Tax-Retrospective, 933. Effect on rents.
q 2132. On property, 3207, 3210. (See also "BillsLand Tax (Amendment) Bill".)
Pay-roll Tax-Liability of VFL clubs, q 130, q 918.
q 1815, q 2743. Calculation of imputed benefits,
q 190, q 192. Commissioner's circular, q 191,
q 1l30.lncreases, 621. Exemptions, 656, 868,996.
Collections, 729, qn 3904. Concessions, q 1884.
Effect of abolition, q 4330. (See also "Bills-Payroll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill".)
Probate Duty-Statement by Minister of Agriculture, q 3838, q 3935.
Stamp Duty-Deferral of payment, 663, 666.
Increases, 820, 926, 927, 928. Government policies, q 1953. Exemptions for first home buyers,
q 3071. (See also "Bills-Stamps (Amendment)
Bill".)
Taxi Industry-Licences, 583, 590. Nuisance problems, 583, 590. Advertising re multiple hiring, 775.
Maxi cab scheme, 1115, 1116, q 4798. Comprehensive insurance, 1190, 1193.
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Templeton, Mr T. W.-continued
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1627.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination.legislation, 3t44,
4442. Shop trading hours, 3840. Duck Bay netting,
4706.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1627.
Trading Hours-Retail, 3840.
Victorian Railways-Aspendale station, qn

~S84.

Tennyson Textile Factory-Relocation, q 439.
Textile Industry-Fibremakers factory, Bayswater,
2034,2038.

Thompson, Mr L. H. S. (Malvern)
Administration and Probate (Survival of Actions)
Bill, 357.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 554, 607, 684,
1004,1176, 1177, 1178, 1180,1247, 1271.
Australian Loan Council-Capital grants, 1007.
Budget-For 1982-83, q 375, 554, 607, 1176, 1177,
1178, 1180, 1247, 1271. Papers, 613. Leverage
leasing, 612. Cash Management Account, 614. Deficit, 614, 1012. Current Account, 1004.

Teaching Service (See "Education-Teachers".)

Business of the House-Notices of motion, 1556.

Technical Teachers Union ofVictona-Agreement with
State Government, q 3070, 3674, 3676. Proposed
stoppage, q 4797. (See also "EducationTeachers". )

Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Con nor, QC: Comments of
Minister for Tourism, q 596, 664, q 676. Appointment ofMr Leo Hart, QC, q 768.

Technology-Computers in State schools and colleges,
qn 185. Training, q 838. Effect on work force, 878.
Telecom Australia-Davidson report, 2622. Charges,
q 3495.
Tele-Door Advertising and Marketing, 3520.

Deaths-J. L. Cremean, Esq., l. Hon. Samuel Merrifield, 4. Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 8. W. F. L. Reese,
Esq., 591. Hon. A. P. Van VHet, 1121. R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1413.
Drought-Stock slaughter subsidy, q 439.

Television-Videotaping of programmes, qn 3583.

Employment and Training-Effects of Budget on
unemployment, 1008.

Templeton, Mr T. W. (Mentone)

Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 50, 129, q 189.

Death-R. H. Suggett, Esq., 1414.

Gambling-Casino inquiry, q 596, 664, q 676, q 768.

Decentralized Industry Incentive Payments
(Amendment) Bill, 3537.

Gas and Fuel Corporation-Charges, q 28, 382, 610,
1010.

Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3144, 4442.

Gift Duty (Amendment) Bill, 63.

Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Duck Bay netting,
4706.

Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesDividend tax, 608, 1005. Vetting of appointments,
q 833, q 917, 1039. Appointment of Director of
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Thompson. Mr L. H. S.-continued
Tourism, q 1124. Private interests of officials, 1215,
1225.
Grievances, 382.

Thompson, Mr L. H. S.-continued
purposes, 1006, 1007. Victorian Development
Fund, 1006, 1007.

Labor Party-Election promises, 382, q 525, 608,
1005.

Taxation-Dividend tax on statutory authorities,
608, 1005. Financial institutions duty, 611.
A voidance and evasion: Government appointments, q 833, q 917. Increases, 1011. State taxes
and charges, q 1133.

Legislative Council-Effect of resolutions, q 679.

Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1629.

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of WorksBudget allocation, 1006.

Tourism, Director of-Appointment, q 1124.

Hansard-Budget allocation, 1178.

Members-Leave of absence for honourable member for Swan Hill, 382. Private interests, 1215,
1225. Appreciation of services, 1629.
Ministerial Statements-Royal Commission into
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of
Australia, 50. Role, function and requirements of
Victoria Police Force, 160. Private interests of
Parliamentarians and Government officials, 1215,
1225.

Van Moorst, Harry-Involvement in demonstration at Melbourne Club, 1191.
.Victorian Development
q 275,1006, 1007.

Fund-Establishment,

Victorian Railways-Leasing back of rolling-stock,
612. Budget allocation, 1004, 1010.
Wages-Increases, 612, 1011. Effect on private sector, 1011.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 684, 1004.

Ministry, The-Conflict of interest of Minister for
Economic Development, q 1203, qn 1332.
Parliament-Effect of Legislative Council resolutions, q 679. Budget allocation for Parliamentary
Library, 1177.
Petition-Termination of bus services, 842.
Petroleum Industry-Petrol prices, 609.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 32, 1050.
Debating of question without notice, 131,277,279,
769, 1034, 1203, 1337. Tabling of quoted document, 441,442. Audible conversations, 963. Question without notice not to seek opinion, 1126.
Scope of debate, 1222.
Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1247.
Police Department-Role, function and requirements of Victoria Police Force, 160. Budget allocation, 1271.
Premier and Cabinet, Department of the-Budget
allocation, 1180, 1186.

Thoracic Society of Australia-Tuberculosis services,
2212,2214.
Timber Industry-Wood chipping, 38, 135, 1822.
Increased royalties, 805, q 838, 883, 895, 947,
q 1637, q 1719. Budget allocation, 807. Sawmilling: Assistance, 885; in east Gippsland, 887; in
Otway Ranges, 894; impact of workers compensation premiums, 5198, 5202. Employment,
q 1637, q 1719. Decline, q 1637. Effects of dumping, q 1955. Funds for harvesting, q 5129. (See also
"Forests Commission" and "Primary Industries- Timber'.)
Tides Office-Budget allocation, 978. Missing documents, qn 3933.
Tobacco Industry-Sponsorship of sport, qn 21.
Tobacco consumption, q 2057. Advertising,
qn 3597. (See also "Bills- Victorian Tobacco
Growers (Disposal ofAssets) Bill".)

Probate Duty Bill, 63.
Public Transport-Budget allocation, 615. Termination of bus services, 842.
Small Businesses-Assistance, 615.

Toner, Mrs P. T. (Greensborough)
Adoption-Inter-country, q 4534, q 5025, 5203.

Solicitor-General-Appointment, q 1033, 1039.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 1439.

State Electricity Commission-Increased charges,
1009.

Budget for 1982-83,1439.

State Finance-Alleged deficit for 1981-82, q 440.
Use of Treasury balances and statutory reserves,
613. Use of statutory authorities' funds for capital

Bush Fires-Ash Wednesday, 3105. Relief, 3105.
Appeal, 3105.
Casinos-Proposed impact study by Department of
Community Welfare Services, q 600.
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Toner, Mrs P. T.-continued
Child Care-Children's Protection Society, 827,
q 2241, q 4613. Child abuse, qn 2051. Welfare
legislation, q 2618. National Children's Foundation, qn 3212. Inter-country adoptions, q 4534,
q 5025, 5203.
Community Welfare Services-

Children-Foster care programme, qn 17. Funding
of Children's Protection Society, 827. Deaths due
to child abuse, qn 2051. Child welfare legislation,
q 2618. Inter-country adoptions, q 4534, q 5025,
5203.

Department oJ-Statutory authorities, qn 273,
qn 2045. Staff, qn 523, qn 767, qn 2123, qn 3276.
Impact study on casinos, q 600. Expenditure,
qn 765, qn 2050, qn 3256, qn 3257. Regional consultative councils, qn 1031. Regional offices,
qn 1032. State ward review, q 1131. Hiring of consultants, qn 1716. Publications, qn 2043. Purchases, qn 2044. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 2045. Information supplied to television stations, qn 2050. Internal audits, qn 2050. Licences
issued, qn 2052. Legislation administered, qn 2123.
Technology information systems, qn 2220. Grants
and subsidies, qn 2230, qn 3570. Interpreters,
qn 2230. Instruction manuals, qn 2230. Forms
issued, qn 3240. Advertising and public relations
services, qn 3249. Works and services, qn 3256.
Alleged bribes, qn 3262. Goods and services,
qn 3294. Non-Government organizations,
qn 3302, qn 4671. Corporate plans, qn 3313. Accident at Mount Alexander quarry, 3553. Review,
qn 4148. Overseas trips by officers, qn 4158. Access
to documents, qn 4666. Oil consumption, qn 4667.
Air-conditioning, qn 4671. Motor vehicles,
qn 4672, qn 4677. Communications systems,
qn 4674. Flying of State flag, qn 4676. Day labour,
qn 4677. Visual display units, qn 4678. Discretionary funds, qn 4679.

Family-Windsor Community House, 2119. Prahran Community Family Neighbourhood House,
2119.

General-Community Welfare Training Institute
courses, qn 25. Women's refuges, qn 27. School
attendance officers, 270. Mobile homes, q 378.
Volunteer welfare services, qn 2428. Government
priorities, 2506. Income Security Task Force,
q 2538.

Parole and Probation-Community-based services,
qn 2235. Probation Officers Association of Victoria, 3403.
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Community Welfare Services (Attendance Centre
Permits) Bill, 4447, 4636.
Correctional Services Division-

General-Remand facilities, q 132, q 2056, q 2437.
Malmsbury Youth Training Centre, 1712. Proposed reconstitution, qn 17 t 2. Agreements with
prison officers, qn 1713. Prison accommodation,
q 2362. Beechworth remand centre, q 2432. Jika
Jika high security unit, 3065. Prison remissions,
q 3335. Geelong Training Prison, 3403. Prison
overcrowding, 3489. Prison security, q 4084. Use
ofWiItona Hostel as pre-release centre, 4664.

Parole and Probation-Prisoner programmes: Community service order scheme, q 445,520, q 1551;
attendance centres, q 1551; work-in, live-out
scheme, q 1633, q 1718.

Pentridge Prison-Staff, q 2057,2215. Early release
of prisoner, 3553.
Education-Truancy, 270.
Education Department-Budget allocation, 1439.
Equal Opportunity-Programme in Department of
Community Welfare Services, qn 2045.
Gambling-Casinos, q 600.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesAuthorities responsible to Minister for Community Welfare Services, qn 273, qn 523, qn 765,
qn 767, qn 1031, qn 1032, qn 1716, qn 2043,
qn 2044, qn 2045, qn 2050, qn 2051, qn 2052,
qn 2123, qn 2220, qn 2230, qn 3240, qn 3249,
qn 3256, qn 3262, qn 3276, qn 3294, qn 3302,
qn 3313, qn 4148, qn 4158, qn 4666, qn 4667,
qn 4671, qn 4674, qn 4676, qn 4677, qn 4678.
Housing-Mobile homes, q 378.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Retention of social
planner for Noble Park and Springvale electorates, 3152.
Legislation-Proposed Legislative Council review
committee, qn 4677.
Ministerial Statement-Community welfare priorities, 2506. Ash Wednesday bush fires, 3105.
Ministry, The-Motion condemning Minister for
Community Welfare Services, 1828. StaffofMinister for Community Welfare Services, qn 2122.
National Children's Foundation, qn 3212.
Pensioners-Inquiry into concessions and allowances, qn 1716.

Youth-Refuges, q 2434.

Points of Order-Tabling of quoted document, 133.
Relevancy of remarks 1265, 1437, 1441.

Community Welfare Services (Amendment) Bill,
3146,3201,4087.

Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 3268.

Prisoners (Interstate Transfer) Bill, 3146, 3183.
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Toner, Mrs P. T.-continued
Supporting Parents Concession Bill, 4354, 4621,
4997.

Unions-Representation on statutory authorities and
boards in Department of Community Welfare
Services, qn 2046.

Transport Regulation Board-Report on rail services,
qn 373.
Travel Agencies-Pan Continental Tours Pty Ltd,
1376, 1381, q 3939.

Treasury (See "State Finance" and "Management and
Budget, Department of'.)

Victorian Prison Industries Commission Bill, 4087.
Women-Refuges, qn 27,1030, q 5130.
Yarra Valley Women's Refuge, 1030.

Trezise, Mr N. B. (Geelong North)
Alcohol-Consumption at sporting venues, q 1130,

"Toorak Times"-Prosecutions of publishers and contributors, qn 3292.
Totalizator Agency Board-Turnover, qn 16, 583, 589.
Instant games, 909. Minimum stake, q 2054,
q 2615. Anomalies, q 3496. Box at VFL Park,
Waverley, q 4261. Issue of betting tickets, qn 5003.
Telephone accounts, qn 5003. Unclaimed dividends, qn 5003. Government investment, q 5024.
Betting increases, q 5024, 5025.
Tourism (See "Bills - Victorian Tourism Commission
Bill' and "State Development, Decentralization
and Tourism, Department of'.)
Tow Trucks (See "Road Vehicles".)
Trading Hours-Hotel, 923, 2059, 4027, 4802. Retail,
q 1820, q 2617, q 3047,3159, 3160, 3343, 3410,
q 3493, q 3494,3498,3526,3616,3617,3689,3839,

3840, 3940, 3941, 4026, 4085, 4179, 4266, 4337,
4440, 4706, 4802, 5026, 5130. In tourist areas,
2138, 2364. Report of Ministerial Advisory Committee, 3941. (See also "Bills-Labour and Industry (Shops) Bi/l".)

Transfer of Land Act-Application, qn 3681.
Transport, Ministry of-Staff, qn 522, qn 1537,
qn 3577. Technology information systems,
qn 3576. Objectives, qn 3577. Publicizing oflegislation and regulations, qn 3577. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 3578. Purchases, qn 3578. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 3578. Expenditure,
qn 3578, qn 3590. Forms issued, qn 3582. Goods
and services, qn 3586. Air-conditioning, qn 3586.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 3586. Works and
services, qn 3590. Instruction manuals, qn 3590.
Non-Government organizations, qn 3590. Flying
of State flag, qn 3595. Corporate plans, qn 3601.
Questions on notice, qn 3602. Trade union representation, qn 3678. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3681. Oil consumption,
qn 5315. Auditing of accounts, qn 5316. Motor
vehicles, qn 5316. Interpreters, qn 5316. Internal
auditors, qn 5318. Driving licences, qn 5319.
Revenue collections, qn 5322.

q 1885.

Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 1289, 1297.
Australian Sports Medicine Federation-Victorian
branch, q 921.
Ballarat Council of Adult Education-Recreation
study, q 1336.
Beer-Prices, q 1337.
Budget for 1982-83,1289,1297.
Employment and Training-Youth unemployment,
q 1035.

Gambling-Poker machines: Proposed factory,
qn 4076, qn 4176; inquiry, q 4080.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesResponsible to Minister for Youth, Sport and
Recreation, qn 2223, qn 5000, qn 500 I, qn 5002,
qn 5004, qn 5313, qn 5314, qn 5315, qn 5317,
qn 5318, qn 5319, qn 5322.
Insurance-For sporting organizations, q 923.
Liquor Control (Booth Licences) (Amendment) Bill,
2178.

Lotteries Gaming and Betting (Amendment) Bill,
2286, 2287, 2288.

Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L. H. S. Thompson, CMG, 1622.
Ministry, The-Staff of Minister for Youth, Sport
and Recreation, qn 2223.
Municipalities-Funds for recreation officers, q 135,
q441.

Olympic Games-Assistance for Australian team,
q 3407.

Personal Explanation, 5026.
Point of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 4862.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 2223.
RacingGeneral-Alleged criminal activities, 830. Racecourses Licences Board: Report, q 1881, q 2615,
q 2241; recommendations, q 3047. Radio coverage, q 3071, q 4077, q 4082, q 4177, q 4263, q 5024.
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Trezise, Mr N. B.-continued
Delicensed racecourses, q 3406. Anomalies,
q 3496.

Greyhound-Alleged criminal activities, 830.
Harness-Sires Produce Stakes, 437.
Horse-Rationalizing of country racecourses, 589,
q 1641, q 2434.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4182, 4308, 4871,4878,
4882, 4883, 4884, 4886, 4887, 4888, 5250, 5254,
5256, 5259, 5261.
Scientific Games of America Pty Ltd-Alleged Mafia
involvement, 909.
Sport-Treatment of injuries, q 921. Insurance,
q 923. Alcohol consumption at cricket matches,
q 1130. Alcohol at sporting venues, q 1885.
Planned water sports centre, qn 2226. Olympic
Games, q 3407. Recognition of achievements of
Cliff Young, q 4084. Inaugural Australia Games,
q 4332.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 5317.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1622.
Totalizator Agency Board-Revenue, qn 16. Minimum stake, q 2054, q 2615. Anomalies, q 3496.
Box at VFL Park, q 4261.
Tourism-Coastal management in Shire of Barrabool,669.
Tourist Development Authority-Grants for Shire
of Barrabool, 669.
Victorian Football League-Finals tickets, q 195.
Venue of grand final, 831. TAB box at VFL Park,
q 4261.
Victorian Tourism Commission Bill, 1556, 1643,
2495,2496,2498,2499,2500.
Women-Women in Life-Women in Leisure conference, q 2361.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-

Department of-Revenue from TAB investments,
qn 16. Publications produced by former Government, q 526. Auditor-General's report, q 770.
Budget allocation, 1289, 1297. Recreation study
by Ballarat Council of Adult Education, q 1336.
Expenditure, qn 2223, qn 5319. Discretionary
funds, qn 2236. Trade union representation,
qn 5000. Information supplied to television stations, qn 500 1. Non-Government organizations,
qn 5001, qn 5317. Licences issued, qn 5002. Corporate plans, qn 5004. Access to documents,
qn 5313. Technology information systems,
qn 5313. Objectives, qn 5313. Staff, qn 5314.
Legislation administered, qn 5314. Review,
qn 5314. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 5314.
Oil consumption, qn 5315. Purchases, qn 5315.

Trezise, Mr N. B.-continued
Equal opportunity programme, qn 5315. Goods
and services, qn 5317. Air-conditioning, qn 5317.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 5317. Interpreters, qn 5318. Entry to private premises, qn 5322.

General-Proposed Carrum water sports centre,
q 380. Recognition ofachievements of Cliff Young,
q 4084. Heathcote Golf Club, 4257. Inaugural
Australia Games, q 4332. Youth policy, q 4616.
Geelong water sports project, 4663.
Grants and Subsidies-Tobacco company sponsorship policy, qn 21. For municipal recreation officers, q 135, q 441. Heathcote Golf Club, 4257.

Trotting (See "Racing-Harness".)
Trustees Executors and Agency Co. Ltd, The-Victorian Development Fund transactions, q 4330,
q 4616, q 4617. Investigation of operations, q 4435,
q 4613, q 4614, q 4702. Appointment of liquidators, 4536, 4540. Security of investments, q 4615,
q 4796, q 5'213. Olderfleet building project, q 470 I.
Ministerial statement, 4708.
Tullamarine Free Trade Zone, qn 5107.
U

Unions-Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union
of Australia: Royal Commission by Mr Costigan,
QC, q 30, q 35; Ministerial statement, 79; affiliation with Labor Party, q 129, q 189; violence,
q 2137. Administrative and Clerical Officers Association, q 279. Australian Journalists Association:
Content of report, 363, 368. Opposition's attitude,
396. Victorian Secondary Teachers Association,
430,435, q 444, q 529,1709,1710, q 1820, q 2130,
q 2134, 2211, 2214, q 2614, qn 3926. Builders
Labourers Federation: Prosecutions resulting from
inquiry, q 442, q 722, q 1333; industrial action
against Police Department, 1025, 1029, q 1206,
q 2359, q 2876; extension of term of Royal Commission, q 1204; operation of scissor lifts, 2212,
2215; bans on work on Parliament station, q 2358,
q 2429; demarcation disputes, q 2431; site allowance for building workers, 3523; Government policy, q 4173. Teacher unions, q 445, 2638, 2640,
q 3600, q 3608. Victorian Association of Teachers, q 526, q 2432, qn 3926. Preferential treatment
for unionists, q 602, 784, 788. Municipal Officers
Association: Membership numbers, qn 671; cost
of wage increases, qn 671; payment of membership fees, qn 671; wage increases for union members, 784. Representation in Government
departments and instrumentalities, qn 765,
qn 1329, qn 2045, qn 2527, qn 2604, qn 2737,
qn 3217, qn 3223, qn 3224, qn 3226, qn 3231,
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Unions-continued

Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction Board-

qn 3238, qn 3280, qn 3281, qn 3678, qn 3909,
qn 4147, qn 4668, qn 5000. Australian Bank
Employees Union, 788. Australian Timber Workers Union, q 838. Wage increases for metal workers, qn 1318. Policy on over-award payments in
Geelong, qn 1330. Australasian Meat Industry
Employees Union, q 1878, q 2053. Strike by meat
workers, q 1950, q 2131. Publication of journals,
2208, 2215. Technical Teachers Union of Victoria: Agreement with State Government, q 3070,
3674, 3676; deduction of membership fees,
qn 3926; financial assistance, qn 3926; proposed
stoppage, q 4797. Health employee unions, q 3158.
Site agreements, 3487, 3490. Victorian Teachers
Union, qn 3926. Health unions, q 4265. (See also
""Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation" and ""Municipal
Officers Association of Victoria" .)
Universal Life Church Ltd-Collection activities, 4009,
4014, q 4022, 4139,4144.
UniversitiesLa Trobe-Council vacancies, 3145, 3395, 3459,
3492.

University of Melbourne-Appointment of Mr
Theodore Sidiropoulos, 1695. Establishment of a
second graduate school of management, qn 3596.
V

Vaughan, Or G. M. (Glenhuntly)
Commonwealth Government-Economic policies,
q 1638. Deficit, q 2544.
Death-K. F. King, Esq., 3039.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 502.
Food Bill, 3712.

Health-Tuberculosis incidence, q 3495.
Hospitals-Radiology services, qn 186.
Medical Services-Medifraud, q 2136.
Mental Health-Proportion of pensions taken by
institutions, q 33.
Pensioners-Proportion of pensions taken by mental health institutions, q 33.
Point of Order-Tedious repetition, 3696.
Taxation-Evasion and avoidance involving medical profession, q 677.

Vermin and Noxious Weeds Destruction Board-Effect
of drought on spread of weeds, 363. Control of

continued
noxious weeds, 742. Alleged report on preservation of endangered species, qn 2219. (See also
"Lands Department" and "Pesticides".)
Victoria-State boundaries, qn 2043. Citizens, qn 3599.
Sesquicentenary celebrations, 3673,3675.
Victorian Advisory Committee on Multicultural Education, q 197.
Victorian Association for Peace Studies-Proposed
Australian Peace and Development Research
Institute, qn 4686.
Victorian Association of Teachers-Access to Minister, q 526, q 2432, qn 3926.
Victorian Brown Coal Councll-Budget allocation, 847.
Access to documents, qn 3905. Expenditure,
qn 3908.
Victorian Council of Social Service-Analysis of Federal Budget, 981.
Victorian Country Racing Council-Report, 583, 589.
(See also "Racing".)
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Dismissal of
chairman, 801, 1026, 1028, q 1035. Milk contracts, 823, 827. Report, q 1423, q 1549, q 1819,
q 2744, q 3336. Report on cartage problems,
q 1721. Inquiry into activities, q 3405, q 3493.
Ministerial statement, 3459. Prosecutions arising
from report, q 3493. (See also ""Primary Indus-

tries-Dairying".)
Victorian Development Fund-Assistance for small
business, q 33. Transfer of funds from statutory
authorities, q 275, q 280. Effect on Federal funding, q 280. Establishment, 618, 724, 761, 932, 942,
945,960,987, 1006, 1007. Contributions of statutory authorities, 867. Availability of funds, 928.
Dealings with The Trustees Executors and Agency
Co. Ltd, q 4330, q 4616, q 4617.
Victorian Economic Development Corporation, 657.
Victorian Football League-Liability for pay-roll tax,
q 130, q 918, q 1815, q 2743. Scalping of finals
tickets, q 195, q 4701, q 4796. Expansion ofVFL
Park, q 375,401. Venue for 1984 grand final, 826,
831, q 2133, q 3777. Sunday football, q 2136,
q 2237, 2749, q 3067. TAB box at VFL Park,
q 4261.
Victorian Government Travel Authority-Appointment of general manager, q 1332. Director of
Tourism, q 1424. Benefits under State Superannuation Fund, qn 1544. Defective camper vans,
3528.
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Victorian Institute of Secondary Education-Council:
Resignation ofMr 1.1. Richardson, 4352; appointment of the Hon. Waiter 10na, 4370, 4528.
Victorian Labour Advisory Council, q 1640.
Victorian Railways-

Country and Interstate Services-Hamilton-Portland line, qn 18. Cleaning of trains, 124.
Report on accident at Barnawartha, q 923. Services, 997. Melbourne-Adelaide service, q 2137,
qn 5319, q 5321. Passing loop on Ballarat line,
qn 2228. Melbourne-Ballarat, qn 2229. Shepparton-Cobram, q 2872. Buffet for Ballarat service,
qn 3594. Vinelander stop for Creswick, qn 3601.
Additional line from Horsham to Hamilton, 3674,
3677. Derailment offuel tankers near Wangaratta,
q 4264, q 5018. Staffing, 4582. Stony Point line,
q 4800. Upgrading of country rail services, q 5211.
Geelong service, qn 5320.
Fares and Freights-Fares, q 603, 2078, q 4025.
Grain freights, q 1206. Ticket vending machines,
q 3069. Fare evasion, q 4025, q 4534.
Finance-For rolling-stock, 612, q 835. Operating
deficit, 648. Budget allocation, 897, 953, 1004,
1010. Capital works expenditure, 1017. Commonwealth funding, qn 2228. Revenue, q 3495,
qn 3592. Financial allocation, 4597.
General-Cleaning of new orange trains, 123, 124.
Harassment of passengers, 758. Ballarat workshops, 1001. Details of Commonwealth allocation
in 1982-83, qn 2228. Radio equipment for trains,
q 2358 1 q 4531. Effect on revenue by employing
additional station staff, q 3495. Microwave ovens
on trains, qn 3583. Castlemaine-Maldon tourist
railway project, 3774. Serviceton Victorian Railways Institute hall, 4272. Commuter car parking
facilities, q 4439.
Land--For Hamilton-Portland line, qn 19. Transfer of land at Maryborough to Education Department, 1403, 1406. At Doncaster, q 4023, q 4024,
q 4025, q 4334, q 4439, q 5211.
Level Crossings-Scoresby Road, Bayswater, 121,
124. Clyde Road, Berwick, 90 I, 910. Norman
Street, Ballarat, qn 3579.
Rolling-stock-Rail wagons, qn 24. Leasing arrangements, 612, 647, 867, 873, 894, 900, 947, 990,
10 19, 1020, q 3935. Safety measures, qn 1118.
Contract for new trains, q 1128. XPT locomotive,
q 2137. Suburban trains, qn 3593.
Sidings, Bridges and Buildings-Maldon bridge, 433,
437. Weight limits on bridges, 515, 518. Passing
loop on Ballarat line, qn 2228.

Victorian Railways-continued

Staff-In carriage building and maintenance divisions, qn 2227. Ballarat workshops, qn 2227,
qn 2228. Increased superannuation units for
employees in Ballarat, qn 3238. Increases on suburban stations, q 3495. In account payment sections at Bendigo, Ballarat and Geelong, qn 5319.
Stations-Ginifer, 2078. Staffing of suburban, q 2239.
Parliament station: Ban by Builders Labourers
Federation, q 2429; access, q 2872. Proposed
redevelopment of Ainders Street, 2630. Aspendale, qn 3584. Broadmeadows, q 4083. Upgrading, q 4263,4327. Ormond, qn 5322.
Suburban Services-Sandringham, 763. Passenger
journeys from Auburn, Glenferrie and Hawthorn
stations, qn 2227. Staffing, q 2239. Accident at
West Richmond station, 3147, 3151. Number of
trains, qn 3593. Commuter car parking, q 4439.
Stony Point railway line, q 4800. (See also "BillsEastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill",
"Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2)", "River
Entrance Docks Railway Construction (Amendment) Bill" and "Superannuation (Railway Service Employes) Bill".)
Victorian Secondary Teachers Association-Advertisement, 430, 435. Circular No. 26/82, q 444.
Teaching hours, q 444, q 529. Agreement with
Government, 1709, 1710, q 1820, q 2130, q 2134,
2211,2214, q 2614.

Victorian Solar Energy Council-Access to documents, qn 3905. Expenditure, qn 3908.
Victorian Tourism Commission-Chairman, qn 765.
New director, 971. Role of director, q 1124, q 1334,
q 1424.

w
Wages-Preference for unionists, q 445, q 602, 784.
Increases, 620, qn 671, 876, 925, 1011, qn 1318,
qn 1535. Government subsidy, 756. Effect on privatesector, 1011. Under-awardpayments,q 1635,
q 1637, q 1719, q 1817. Proposal to abolish penalty rates, q 1818. Government policy, 1869, 1872,
q 1878, q 1879, q 1882, q 4332. Freeze, q 1878,
q 1950, q 1955, q 2053, 2071, q 2129, 2365, q 2538,
q 2539, q 2541, q 2542, 2627, q 3048, q 3071,
q 4701. Determinations, qn 3270. In rural industries, 3503. (See also "Employment and Training-Employment". )

Wallace, Mr T. W. (Gippsland South)
Ambulance Services-South Gippsland, q 5022.
Apprentices-In country towns, 856.
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Wallace, Mr T. W.-continued
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 856, 1481.
Bridges-On South Gippsland Highway, Sale, 798.
Budget for 1982-83, 856, 1481.
Child Care-Free milk to kindergartens, q 1955.
Chiropodists (Amendment) Bill, 3959.
Commonwealth Government-Bank debits tax,
q 3686.
Co-operative Housing Societies-Funds for rural and
provincial, q 4439.
Country Fire Authority-Proposed integration of fire
services, 3797.

Watlace, MrT. W.-continued
Omega navigation base, q 2742. Protection for
shearing industry workers, q 4023. Strength, 4142.
Roads and Bridges-Bridge on South Gippsland
Highway, Sale, 798. In Gippsland South electorate, 857; South Gippsland Highway, qn 3570.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission (Penalties) Bill, 5267.
Taxation-Financial institutions duty, q 3338,
q 4797.
Transport Bill, 4774.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bill, 2292.

Country Roads Board-Funding for Gippsland
South electorate roads, 857.

Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill, 2413,
2414,2577.

Decentralization-Incentives, q 680, q 2542.

Water Supply-Restrictions, q 1639. Credit for
Macalister irrigators, q 3409.

Drought-Employment of apprentices, 856. Tour of
affected areas by honourable members, q 2058.
Education-Toora Primary School, 799, 857. Yarram High School, 857. Health and human relations courses, 2876.
Education Department-Budget allocation, 1481.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4397.
Fishing Industry-Marine netting in Gippsland
South electorate, 798. Trawling in Gippsland
Lakes, 3144.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Price of gas cylinders,
3525.

Workers Compensation-Premiums, q 1209.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 856, 1581.

Walsh, Mr R. W. (Albert Park)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 895.
Australian Building Construction Employees and
Builders Labourers Federation-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC, q 1204.
Budget-For 1982-83, 895. Papers, 896.

Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage (Bellarine Water
Supply) Bill, 4646.

Community Welfare Services-Children: "Operation Innocents", q 4700.

Geriatric Services-Approval of nursing homes,
q 1724.

Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3758.

Grievances, 798, 3525.
Hospitals-Gippsland Base, 857. Budget allocation,
858.
Housing-Budget allocation, 856.
Housing Commission-Heating in homes and units,
qn 764. Rental housing stock, q 1132. House and
land packages in Sale, q 2241.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1767.
Lands Department-Grazing licence rentals, 857.
Latrobe Valley-Funding, 858.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Proposed integration offire services, 3797.

Dental Services-School Dental Service, 3616.
Economic Development-Victorian Offsets Programme, q 3409.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, 895.
Environment-Returnable drink containers, 4708.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 4337.
Firearms-Registration, 3617.
Gas and Fuel Corporation-Increased charges, 898.
Health-Smoke-out day, q 4334.
Hospitals-aut-patient charges, q 1033. Capital
works programme, q 2240.

Petitions-Health and human relations courses,
2876. Gippsland Lakes trawling, 3144. Marine
park,3160.

Housing-Budget allocation, 898. For elderly persons, 899.

Police Department-One-man stations, q 198. Staff
for stations in Gippsland South electorate, q 1037.

Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 3811, 4193,
4194,4199.
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Walsh, Mr R. W.-continued
Petitions-School Dental Service, 3616. Firearms
registration, 3617. Retail trading hours, 4337. Antidiscrimination legislation, 4337. Returnable drink
containers, 4708.
Police Department-Budget allocation, 897. St Kilda
police station, 897.
Public Transport-Budget allocation, 897.
Racing-Broadcasting of gallop meetings, q 4082.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4858.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1149.
Trading Hours-Retail, 4337.
Victorian Labour Advisory Council, q 1640.
Victorian Railways-Budget allocation, 897. Fares,
q 4025.
Wages-Proposed freeze, q 1879.
Wantirna Electorate-Funding of health services,
qn 672. Funding for road projects, qn 1117. Rail
crossings, qn 1117. Traffic flow, qn 1117. Lightcontrolled intersections, qn 1117.
Want-of-Confidence Motion-In Minister for Community Welfare Services, 1823.
Warrnambool Electorate-Features, 5216.
Water Resources-King Parrot Creek, 431,437. Storages, q 443. Lake Glenmaggie, q 1639. Conservation: Advertising campaign, q 2054, 2059;
restrictions, 2060, q 2363, 2424, 2426; management funds, q 3069. Groundwater supplies and
underground reservoirs, 3487, 3488. Reports by
Australian Water Advisory Council Technical
Group, qn 5108. (See also ··Bills-Water (Penalties and Borrowing Powers) Bill".)
Water Supply-For Metcalfe, qn 20. For Wimmera-Mallee, q 33. Auoridation, qn 374, qn 670.
Koroit Waterworks Trust, 394. Charges, 431, 437,
947, q 5021. Dam filling requests, 586, 589. Effects
of drought, 962. Budget allocation, 990. Conservation advertising campaign, q 2054, 2059, 2060.
For Geelong, 2085. Restrictions, 2424, 2426. For
Mount Evelyn, 3062, 3065. Credit for irrigators,
q 3409. Management, 3487, 3488, qn 5109. Cardinia reservoir, qn 4168. (See also ··BiIls-Water
and Sewerage Authorities (Restructuring) Bill".)
Weights and Measures Branch-Weighing appliances,
qn 3603.
Wilson, Douglas and Isabel-Inquest, qn 373.
Wilsons Promontory-Proposed marine park, 3160.
68445/83-5
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Whiting, Mr M. S. (Mildura)
Appropriation (1982-83, No. 1) Bill, 976, 1445, 1466,
1488.
Budget-ForI982-83,976,1445,1466,1488.Pape~,

976.
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 2029.
Consumer Affairs-Kayser Ford Laser competition,
792.
Death-K. F. King, Esq., 3038.
Dentists (Fees) Bill, 358.
Drought-Sheep slaughter bounty, q 381. Effects,
978.
Economic Development-Incentives Review Committee, q 5020.
Education-Emergency teachers, 977. Technical and
further education Budget allocation, 977. Budget
allocation, 1445, 1466, 1488. Library Branch,
q 1954, 2032. Mathematics and science teachers,
q 3496. Woomelang Group School, 40 I O.
Equal Opportunity-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill, 494, 1858, 1864.
Equal Opportunity (Discrimination Against Disabled Persons) Bill (No. 2), 2291, 2337, 2338, 2339,
2345,2349.
Ethnic Affairs Commission Bill, 1104.
Firearms-Registration, 3839.

Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 4406.
Fire Control-Lifting of bans, 3510.
Food Bill, 3707.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesVictorian Government Directory, 120, 2069.
Grievances, 792,2069,3510.
HeaIth-Carcinogenic lipsticks, q 3837.
Health (Amendment) Bill, 487.
Health (Consultative Council) Bill, 3827.
Health (Radiation Safety) Bill, 3345, 3416, 3417,
3418,3419, 3421, 3429, 3434, 3435, 3439, 3441,
3443.
Historic Buildings (Amendment) Bill, 2993.
Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) Bill, 5163.
Hospital Benefits (Levy) (Amendment) Bill, 3982,
3985,3989,3990,3992,3994,3997,3999.
Hospitals-Capital works programme, 219. Mildura
Base, 3897. Funding for public, q 4331.
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Hospitals and Charities (Amendment) Bill, 2169,
2171,2176,2178,2660.

Statute Law Revision Bill, 4726.

Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill. 5135, 5141, 5144, 5145, 5146.

Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 976, 1590.

Housing-Budget allocation, 980.
Labor Party-Election promises, 976.
Land (Amendment) Bill, 1772, 1775.
Lands Department-Grazing licence fees, 979.

Titles Office-Budget allocation, 978.

Rulings and Statements as Acting ChairmanDebate-Relevancy of remarks, 150 I.
Ruling and Statement as Acting SpeakerDebate-Reference to debate in same session, 3631.
Scope, 3632.

Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2334.
Law Courts-Hearing delays, 4708.
Legal and Constitutional Committee-Reports presented: Statute Law Revision (Repeals) Bill, 2438;
Statute Law Revision Bill, 4179.

Wbittington Swimming Centre, 1822.
Wilke and Co. Ltd, Clayton-Atmospheric pollution,
364, 372, 410 I.

Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3770.
Medical Practitioners (Amendment) Bill. 5186, 5191,
5193.5197.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 238,
334,337,341,344,347,356,845.
Members-Maiden speeches, 3510.
Mental Health-Budget allocation, 980.
Mental Health (Amendment) Bill. 5141.
Mildura Irrigation and Water Trusts (Amendment)
Bill. 2934.
Ministerial Statement-Hospitals capital works programme, 219.
Ministry, The-Lifting of fire bans by Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, 3510.
Municipalities-Lifting of fire bans. 3510.
National Parks-Hattah-Kulkyne, 2070.
Parliament-Maiden speeches, 3510.
Petitions-Anti-discrimination legislation, 3049.
Firearms registration, 3839. Court hearing delays,
4708.
Points of Order-Relevancy of remarks, 968.lncorporation of material in Hansard. 1858. Moving of
amendments, 1859. Questions without notice
anticipating debate, 1956. Extension of question
time, 2429. Debating of question without notice,
4333.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 1778.
Public Works Department-Victorian Government
Directory. 120.
Queen Victoria Medical Centre (Guarantees) Bill,
2479,2486.
Salinity-Control measures, 980.
State Electricity Commission (Amendment) Bill,
2949.

Wilkes, Mr F. N. (Northcote)
Abattoir and Meat Inspection (Further Amendment) Bill, 1956. 2094.
Abattoirs-Site in Power Road, Doveton, qn 1813.
Agriculture, Department of-Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act, qn 674. "Oout" sheep dip,
qn 674. Kangaroo kill quotas, qn 675. Management consultants, qn 675. Trade union representation, qn 765. Plague locusts, qn 914. Staff,
qn 1031, qn 2353, qn 2427, q 3494. Organizational review, qn 1201. Purchases, qn 120 I. Use
of anabolic agents, qn 1327. Veterinary Research
Unit species tests, qn 1328. Technology information systems, qn 1631. Legislation administered,
qn 1715. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1715.
Use of 2, 4, S-T, qn 2427. Budget allocations,
qn 2427. Expenditure,qn 2529,qn 2863,qn 3681.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 2864. Foundation seed potatoes, qn 3211. Forms issued,
qn 3555. Goods and services, qn 3556. State Coordination Council, qn 3556. Advertising and
public relations, qn 3556, qn 3677. Recovery of
expenditure, qn 3557. Non-Government organizations, qn 3557, qn 3919. Alleged bribes, q 3557.
Corporate plans, qn 3558. Compulsory registration of vegetable growers, qn 3559. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3680. Interpreters, qn 3680. Works
and services, 3681. Flying of State flag, qn 3681.
Day labour, qn 3682. Publications, qn 3911. Airconditioning, qn 3918. Motor vehicles, qn 3927,
qn 4672. Licences issued, qn 3930. Spindle tuber
viroid potatoes, qn 3934. Oil consumption,
qn 4666. Instruction manuals, qn 4674. Visual
display units, qn 4678. Brucellosis eradication
programme, qn 4688. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4697. Internal auditors,
qn 4697. Communications systems, qn 5008,
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qn 5116. Overseas trips by officers. qn 5114. Injuries to employees, qn 5118.
Amusement Machines. qn 2612.
Animals-"Clout" sheep dip. qn 674. Kangaroo kill
quotas. qn 675. Rabbit population, qn 1536. Brucellosis eradication programme. qn 4688.
Barley Marketing (Amendment) Bill. 4795,4822.
Bush Fires-Appeal. 3115. q 3156. Ash Wednesday.
3115. Relief. 3115.
Closer Settlement (Winding-up) Bill, 1656, 1754.
Constitution (Local Government) Bill, 3145, 3395,
3411,3413,3725,3730,3742,3743,3943.
Dairying Industry-Proposed milk tax, q 193, q 280.
Milk consumption, q 2355, qn 5013. Melbourne
bottled milk prices, qn 2357.
Drought-Seed grain subsidy, q 1129. Relief. q 1131.

Egg Industry Stabilization (Amendment) Bill, 2857,
2882.
Employment and Training-Employment initiatives programme, q 1635, q 2055. Local government wage subsidy scheme, qn 3605.
Equal Opportunity-Programme in: Lands Department, qn 1809; Local Government Department,
qn 2603; Department of Agriculture, qn 2864;
Ministry for Planning, qn 3223; Rural Finance
Commission, qn 3237.
Family Law Act, 662.
Family Law and Marriage Act-Effects, qn 3322.
Farm Produce Merchants and Commission Agents
(Amendment) Bill, 1725, 1844.
Federal Affairs, Ministry for-Access to documents,
qn 2121. Technology information systems,
qn 2121. Objectives, qn 2121. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2122. Purchases, qn 2122. Legislation administered, qn 2862. Aying of State flag,
qn 4675.
Federated Ship Painters and Dockers Union of Australia-Royal Commission by Mr Costigan, QC:
Interim report No. 4, 105.
Financial Institutions Duty Bill, 2781, 2817, 2820,
2824,2825,2828,2837,2843,2844,2846.
Firearms-Licences, qn 2738.
Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 5161.
Fire Safety-Materials treated with carcinogenic
flame-resistant chemicals, qn 3322.
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Aag-Victorian, qn 4675
Auoridation-Effect on dental bills, qn 3330.
Food-Pesticides, qn 913. Sale of adulterated food,
qn 3322. Fenitrothion insecticide in breakfast cereals, qn 3330.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesAuthorities responsible: To Minister of Agriculture, qn 675, qn 765, qn 1031, qn 1201, qn 1631,
qn 1715, qn 2353, qn 2427, qn 2529, qn 2862,
qn 2863, qn 2864, qn 3236, qn 3237, qn 3240,
qn 3257, qn 3258, qn 3259, qn 3263, qn 3264,
qn 3266, qn 3556, qn 3680, qn 3681, qn 3682,
qn 3911, qn 3918, qn 3919, qn 3927, qn 3930,
qn 4666, qn 4672, qn 4674, qn 4678, qn 4697,
qn 5008, qn 5114, qn 5116, qn 5118; to Minister
of Lands, qn 1717, qn 1808, qn 1809, qn 2220,
qn 2236, qn 2862; to Minister for Local Government, qn 1807, qn 2601, qn 2602, qn 2603,
qn 2604, qn 2607, qn 2608, qn 2610, qn 2612,
qn 2613, qn 3575, qn 3576, qn 3582, qn 3586,
qn 3587, qn 3588, qn 3591, qn 3594, qn 3596,
qn 3601, qn 3602, qn 4991, qn 5005; to Minister
for Planning, qn 3032, qn 3218, qn 3220, qn 3221,
qn 3222, qn 3223, qn 3224, qn 3239, qn 3919,
qn 3920, qn 3921, qn 3923, qn 3924, qn 3925,
qn 3926, qn 3928, qn 3929, qn 3931, qn 5109,
qn 5124.
Grain Elevators (Amendment) Bill, 4362, 4618.
Herbicides-Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act,
qn 674. Use of 2,4,5-T by Department of Agriculture, qn 2427.
Historic Buildings (Further Amendment) Bill, 4180.
Hospitals and Charities (Committees of Management) Bill, 5151, 5155, 5157, 5158, 5159, 5160.
House Builders' Liability-Complaints, qn 125.
Reports, qn 125. Bankrupt builders, qn 125. Litigation, qn 125. Prosecutions, qn 126, q 50 I O.
Compensation for Balnarring house, qn 126. Master Builders Housing Fund Ltd, qn 127, qn 272.
Guarantor bodies, qn 128. Arbitrators, qn 128,
qn 2600. Housing Builders Association Ltd,
qn 272, qn 1325, qn 1327. Colonial Constructions, qn 1318, qn 1325.
Housing-House builders' liability, qn 125, 'In 126,
qn 127, qn 128, qn 272, qn 1318, qn 1325, qn 2600,
q 5023.
Housing Builders Association Ltd-Carter Homes,
qn 1325. Compensation payments, qn 1327.

Fisheries and Wildlife Division-Participation in
project carried out by Ha; Kung. qn 2218.

Irrigation-Sprinkler equipment, qn 914.

Fishing Industry-Abalone processing, qn 2219.

Land (Amendment) Bill, 1211, 1374, 1774, 1775.
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Lands Department-Licences issued, qn 1717.
Access to documents, qn 1807. Technology information systems, qn 1807. Objectives, qn 1808.
Staff, qn 1808, qn 1809, qn 2862. Expenditure,
qn 1808, qn 2220, qn 2602, qn 2603, qn 2610.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 1809. Visual
display units, qn 2236. Budget allocations, qn 2236.
Land Settlement (Amendment) Bill, 3146, 3184.
Liquor Control Bill, 5240.
Local Authorities Superannuation (Amendment) Bill,
4432,4447.
Local Government Act (Miscellaneous Amendments) Bill, 2254, 2264.
Local Government Department-Access to documents, qn 2601. Objectives, qn 2601. Staff,
qn 2601, qn 2602, qn 2604. Publications, qn 2602.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2603. Expenditure, qn 2603, qn 3591. Purchases, qn 2603. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 2603. State Coordination Council, qn 2607. Motor vehicles,
qn 2607, qn 2612. Interpreters, qn 2608. Internal
auditors, qn 2610. Day labour, qn 2612. Injuries
to employees, qn 2612. Visual display units,
qn 2613. Technology information systems,
qn 3575. Legislation administered, qn 3575. Forms
issued, qn 3582. Goods and services, qn 3587. Airconditioning, qn 3588. Overseas trips by officers,
qn 3588. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3588. Grants and subsidies, qn 3588.
Works and services, qn 3591. Communications
systems, qn 3591. Flying of State flag, qn 3594.
Alleged bribes, qn 3596. Corporate plans, qn 3601.
Revenue collections, qn 5005.

Wilkes. Mr F. N.-continued
fires, 3115. Victorian Dairy Industry Authority,
3459,3471.
Municipalities-

Finance-Funds of Victorian municipal bodies,
qn 3574. Municipal contributions, qn 3593. Local
government wage subsidy scheme, qn 3606.

Geelong-Electoral boundaries, qn 2604. Review of
municipalities, qn 2605.

General-Adult franchise, q 839, q 4705. Triennial
elections, q 1132. Response to employment initiatives programme, q 1635, q 2055. Alleged intimidation of councillors, q 2541. Proposed legislation,
q 3156. Consultations with Municipal Association
of Victoria, q 3337. Municipal elections, q 4331.
Extension of municipal year, q 5211.

Melbourne-Electoral rolls, q 605. Transfer of planning responsibilities, q 768. Council elections,
q 2435. Handing over of powers of commissioners, q 2614. Use of properties, qn 3578.

Richmond-Report of Mr Nicholson, QC: Presented, 448; Ministerial statement, 459, 480;
copies, q 530.

Planning-Reports on land acquisition and compensation, qn 1806. Town planning appeal procedures, q 480 I. Regulations, q 5126.

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Municipal contributions, qn 3592.

Planning, Ministry for-Corporate plans, qn 3032.
Visual display units, qn 3032. Discretionary funds,
qn 3034. Access to documents, qn 3218. Technology information systems, qn 3218. Objectives,
qn 3219. Staff, qn 3219, qn 3223. Expenditure,
qn 3219, qn 3222, qn 3924, qn 3925. Legislation
administered, qn 3220. Publications, qn 3220.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3222. Purchases, qn 3223. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3223. Trade union representation, qn 3223.
Forms issued, qn 3239. Goods and services,
qn 3919. Air-ronditioning, qn 3920. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3920. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3920. Advertising and public relations services,
qn 3920. Non-Government organizations,
qn 3920, qn 3926. Grants and subsidies, qn 3921.
Motor vehicles, qn 3921. Interpreters, qn 3921,
qn 3928. Works and services, qn 3923. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3924. Internal auditors, qn 3924. Instruction manuals,
qn 3924. Communications systems, qn 3925.
Flying of State flag, qn 3928. Day labour, qn 3928.
Alleged bribes, qn 3928. Injuries to employees,
qn 3929. Licences issued, qn 3931. Oil consumption, qn 5109. Entry to private premises, qn 5124.

Ministerial Statements-Richmond City Council
Report (Parts 2 and 3),459. Ash Wednesday bush

Points of Order-Offensive remark, 1487. Rule of
anticipation, 3337.

Local Government Department (Director-General
for Local Government) Bill, 302, 360, 560.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1210, 1371, 1905, 1923, 1924,
1925.
Local Government (Investments) Bill, 2253, 3188.
Local Government (Municipal Council Elections)
Bill, 3145, 3397, 3411, 3413, 3634, 3759, 3763,
3765,3766,3767,3768,3771,3948,3950.
Local Government (Pecuniary Interests of Councillors) Bill, 1173.
Local Government (Qualification of Councillors) Bill,
4087,5131.
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Police Department-Prosecutions for breaches of
Litter Act, qn 2605. Offences against Weights and
Measures Act, qn 3603.
Pounds (Amendment) Bill, 534,606, 1140, 1141.

Veterinary Surgeons (Amendment) Bill, 137, 1169,
1170,1172.
Victorian Dairy Industry Authority-Inquiry into
"Big M" advertising, q 1423,3459,3471.

Primary Industries-Foundation seed potatoes,
qn 3211. Spindle tuber viroid potatoes, qn 3934.
Compulsory registration of vegetable growers,
qn 3559.

Victorian Tobacco Growers (Disposal of Assets) Bill,
606,696.
.

Public Account (Advances) Bill, 5160, 5161.
Questions on Notice-Answers, qn 1031, qn 1807,
qn 2601, qn 3033, qn 3218, qn 3234, qn 3274,
qn 3558, qn 3602.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill,
1475,1649.
Revocation and Excision of Crown Reservations Bill
(No. 2), 5269.
Rural Finance and Settlement Commission (Penalties) Bill, 4180, 4312.
Rural Finance Commission-Loans, qn 1202. Access
to documents, qn 3234. Technology information
systems, qn 3235. Objectives, qn 3235. Staff,
qn 3235, qn 3236, qn 3237, qn 3238. Expenditure,
qn 3235, qn 3237, qn 3257, qn 3258. Legislation
administered, qn 3236. Publications, qn 3236.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3237. Purchases, qn 3237. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3237. Trade union representation, qn 3238.
Forms issued, qn 3240. Goods and services,
qn 3249, qn 3257. Air-conditioning, qn 3249.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3250. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3250. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 3250. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3250, qn 3259. Grants and subsidies, qn 3250. Motor vehicles, qn 3250, qn 3262.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 3257. Internal auditors, qn 3257. Instruction
manuals, qn 3258. Communications systems,
qn 3258. Aying of State flag, qn 3262. Day labour,
qn 3262. Alleged bribes, qn 3262. Injuries to
employees, qn 3262. Licences issued, qn 3264.
Corporate plans, qn 3266. Visual display units,
qn 3268. Discretionary funds, qn 3271.
Sale-yards-Newmarket, q 4534.
Solicitor-General, 1059.
Swimming Pools-Safety, qn 2611. Proposed legislation, qn 2611.
Town and Country Planning (Amendment) Bill
(No. 2),4246,4370.
Unions-Representation on statutory authorities and
boards, qn 765. Representation in Ministry for
Planning, qn 3223. Representation in Rural
Finance Commission, qn 3238.
68445/83-6

Werribee South Water Supply (Validation) Bill, 1556,
1647.
Wheat Marketing (Amendment) Bill, 2473, 2548,
2552.
Young Farmer Establishment Scheme, qn 24.

Williams, Mr M. T. (Doncaster)
Abattoir and Meat Inspection (Further Amendment) Bill, 2460.
Abattoirs-Site in Power Road, Doveton, qn 1813.
At Newmarket, qn 3242.
Accounting-Proposed establishment of accounting
standards review board, qn 1806.
Acts of Parliament-Proclamations, qn 5204.
Advisory Council for Inter-Governmental Relations-Recommendations, qn 674. Government's attitude, qn 3264.
Agricultural Chemicals Act-Review, qn 674.
Agriculture, Department of-"Oout" sheep dip,
qn 674. Kangaroo kill quotas, qn 675. Union representation, qn 765. Plague locusts, qn 914. Staff,
qn 2353, qn 2427, qn 2528. Review, qn 1031,
qn 1201,qn2427.Purchases,qn 1201. Use ofanabolic agents, qn 1327. Veterinary Research Unit
species tests, qn 1328. Technology information
systems, qn 1631. Legislation administered
qn 1715. Monitoring oftelephone calls, qn 1715.
Herbicide 2, 4, 5-T, qn 2427. Expenditure,
qn 2528, qn 2863, qn 3681, qn 5008. Equal opportunity programme, qn 2863. Forms, qn 3335.
Goods and services, qn 3556. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3556. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3556, qn 3680. Recovery of
expenditure, qn 3556. Non-Government organizations, qn 3557, qn 3919. Alleged bribes, qn 3559.
Corporate plans, qn 3558. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3680. Interpreters, qn 3680. Works and services, qn 3680. Aying of State flag, qn 3681. Day
labour, qn 3681. Publications, qn 3911. Air-conditioning, qn 3918. Motor vehicles, qn 3927,
qn 4672. Licences issued, qn 3930. Beef measles,
4168. Brucellosis, qn 4170. Oil consumption,
qn 4666. Instruction manuals, qn 4674. Visual
display units, qn 4678. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4697. Internal auditors,
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qn 4697. Overseas trips by officers, qn 5114. Communications systems, qn 5116. Injuries to
employees, qn 5118.
Alcohol-Use by young persons, 796.
Alcohol and Drug Services-Government grants,
qn 5122.
Ambulance Services-Ventricular fibrillation
equipment, qn 3332.
Animals-Kangaroo kill quotas, qn 675. Rabbit
population, qn 1536. Preservation of endangered
species of birds, qn 2219. Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works farm, Werribee: Beefmeasles qn 4168; Brucellosis, qn 4170. Brucellosis
eradication, qn 4688.
Apprentices-"Lease an Apprentice" scheme,
qn 2041. Retrenchments, qn 2866.
Appropriation (1982-83, No. I) Bill, 709, 1176, 1177,
1186, 1226, 1231, 1235, 1255, 1258, 1269, 1294,
1300, 1314, 1379, 1389, 1399, 1428, 1440, 1450,
1475,1484, 1493, 1501, 1507, 1509.
Arts, Ministry for the-Objectives, qn 2221. Staff,
qn 2221, qn 2222. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 2222. Purchases, qn 2222. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 2222. Expenditure, qn 2354,
qn 3005. Access to documents, qn 2529. Goods
and services, qn 3917. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3918. Alleged bribes, qn 3927. Non-Government organizations, qn 4258. Recovery of
expenditure, qn 4259. Internal auditors, qn 4259.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 4259. Oil consumption, qn 4667. Corporate
plan, qn 4677. Revenue collections, qn 4696.
Technology information systems, qn 5014. Communications systems, qn 5015.
Arts, The-Donations to Victorian art galleries,
qn 1717. Lending or hiring of works of art, qn 3005.
Audit Office-Budget allocation, 1231.
Auditor-General-Report, qn 1030. Duties, qn 3304.
Australian Transport Advisory Council-Recommendations, qn 1118.
Australia Post-Use for electoral administrative
purposes, qn 673.
Berkeley, K. and C, Holdings Pty Ltd, 2088.
Budget-For 1982-83, 709, 1176, 1177, 1186, 1226,
1231, 1235, 1255, 1259, 1269, 1294, 1300, 1314,
1379, 1389, 1399, 1428, 1439, 1450, 1475, 1484,
1493, 1501, 1507, 1509. Allocations to relieve stress
and suffering, qn 3242.
Casinos-Inquiry by Mr Connor, QC: Witnesses,
397. Alleged in St Kilda, qn 2738.
Censorship-For children, qn 3310.

WiIliams, Mr M. T.-continued
Child Care-Diet of school children, qn 3304. Urine
screen tests of newborn children, qn 3319. Preschool and child minding centre inspections,
qn 3582.
Child Cruelty-Deaths, qn 2051. National Children's Foundation, qn 3212.
Commonwealth Government-Review of administrative breakdowns and failures, qn 3329. Legalization of videotaping of television programmes,
qn 3582.
Commonwealth-State Relations-Recommendations of conferences, qn 3333.
Community Welfare Services-Department ofExpenditure, qn 765, qn 2050, qn 3256. Staff,
qn 767, qn 2123, qn 3276. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1715. Hiring of consultants,
qn 1716. Publications, qn 2043. Purchases,
qn 2044. Equal opportunity programme, qn 2045.
Trade union representation, qn 2045. Information supplied to television stations, qn 2050.
Internal audits, qn 2050. Deaths as a result of child
abuse, qn 2051. Issue of licences, qn 2053. Legislation administered, qn 2123. Technology information systems, qn 2220. Grants and subsidies,
qn 2230. Interpreters, qn 2230. Instruction manuals, qn 2230. Forms issued, qn 3240. Advertising
and public relations services, qn 3249. Works and
services, qn 3256. Alleged bribes, qn 3262. Goods
and services, qn 3295. Non-Government organizations, qn 3301. Corporate plans, qn 3313. Objectives,qn 3830. Review, qn 4148. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 4158. flying of State flag, qn 4676.
Motor vehicles, qn 4677. Day labour, qn 4677.
Visual display units, qn 4678.
Conservation, Ministry for-!..Access to documents,
qn 1540. Technology information systems,
qn 1541. Staff, qn 1541, qn 1948, qn 2224.
Expenditure,qn 1541,qn 1947,qn 2609,qn 3252.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 1541. Legislation administered, qn 1947. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1948. Publications, qn 2223.
PUrchases, qn 2224, qn 4682. Trade union representation, qn 2604. Forms, qn 2605. Air-conditioning, qn 2606. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 2606. Advertising and public relations services, qn 2606. Subsidies and grants, qn 2606,
qn 2607. Motor vehicles, qn 2607, qn 2611. Interpreters, qn 2607. Works and services, qn 2608.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 2608. Instruction manuals, qn 2609. NonGovernment organizations, qn 2609, qn 4681. Day
labour, qn 2611. Injuries to employees, qn 2611.
Internal auditors, qn 2868. Communications systems, qn 2868. flying of State flag, qn 3030. Oil
consumption, qn 3232. Goods and services,
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qn 3246. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3246.
Alleged bribes, qn 3261. Visual display units,
qn 3267. Corporate plan, qn 3491. Revenue collections, qn 4689.
Consumer Affairs-Pamphlet on funeral arrangements, qn 3259. Repossession of goods purchased
under hire purchase, qn 4163.
Consumer Affairs, Ministry of-Budget allocation,
1314, 1379. Access to documents, qn 2524. Technology information systems, qn 2525. Objectives,
qn 2525. Staff, qn 2525, qn 2526. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 2526. Purchases, qn 2526. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 2526. Trade union
representation, qn 2526. Expenditure, qn 3224,
qn 3226. Legislation administered, qn 3224. Publications, qn 3225. Review, qn 3226. Entry to private premises, qn 5124.
Corporate Affairs-Proposed establishment of
accounting standards review board, qn 1806.
Investigations of companies, qn 3284.
Council of Law Reporting in Victoria Bill, 69.
Country Fire Authority-Readiness, qn 912.
Country Roads Board-Land, qn 1118. Capital
works programmes, qn 4258.
Dairy Industry-Milk consumption, qn 2355. Melbourne bottled milk prices, qn 2356.
Deaths-Hon. J. J. Ginifer, 15. R. H. Suggett, Esq.,
1416.
Debt Collection-Activities, qn 2051.
Dental Services-For school children in Doncaster
ele"torate. qn 671.
Drugs-Effects of marijuana smoking, qn 912. Article in Alternative Handbook 1983. 3206. Methaqualone and phencyclidine, qn 3275. Antihypertensive drugs research, qn 3313. Odyssey
House treatment method, qn 3316. Heroin users,
qn 3318. Diazepam, qn 3318, qn 3599. Admissions to treatment centres, qn 3331. Warning labels
on glue containers, qn 3574. Birth defects linked
with Debendox, qn 3583. Supply of Almevax,
qn 3599.
Eastern Railway Construction (Repeal) Bill, 2581,
2585.
Economic Development, Ministry for-Budget allocation, 1235. Access to documents, qn 1809.
Objecti ves, qn 1810, qn 4694. Staff, qn 1810,
qn 1812, qn 4693. Legislation administered,
qn 1810. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1811.
Purchases, qn 1811. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1811, qn 4693. Review of operations,
qn 1812. Issue of licences, qn 1814. Technology
information systems, qn 2864. Expenditure,
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qn 2865, qn 2866, qn 3251. Publications, qn 2865.
Air-conditioning, qn 2867. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 2867. Interpreters, qn 2867.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 2868. Communications systems, qn 2868.
Motor vehicles, qn 2869, qn 3246. Trade union
representation, qn 3226. Forms issued, qn 3239.
Goods and services, qn 3245, qn 4694. Overseas
trips by officers, qn 3245. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3245. Non-Government organizations, qn 3245, qn 3252. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3245. Works and services, qn 3251. Internal
auditors, qn 3251. Instruction manuals, qn 3251,
qn 3776. Flying of State flag, qn 3260. Day labour,
qn 3260. Alleged bribes, qn 3260. Injuries to
employees, qn 3260. Corporate plans, qn 3265.
Visual display units, qn 3266. Oil consumption,
qn 3276. Administration of tourism, qn 3277,
qn 3278, qn 3279, qn 3280, qn 3281, qn 3284,
qn 3295, qn 3296, qn 3302, qn 3303, qn 3307,
qn 3308, qn 3309, qn 3313, qn 3314. Revenue collection, qn 4694.
Economy, The-Keynesian economics, 710. Effect
of 35-hour week, qn 5107.
Education-Doncaster Primary School, 906. Schools
in Doncaster electorate, qn 1534. In-service applications, qn 1536. Behavioural problems of students, qn 1536. Qualified teachers, qn 1713. Staff
of Minister of Educational Services, qn 1714.
Community education officers, qn 1716. Inquiry
into management education, qn 2523. Monitoring
oftelephone calls, qn 2527, qn 2528. Expenditure,
qn 2528. Activities of teacher unions, 2638, 2640.
East Doncaster High School, 2638. Doncaster High
School, 2639. Years of schooling, 2639. Ansua
Developmental School, qn 2736. Voucher system
of funding, qn 2738. Special assistance programmes for students, qn 2860. School and preschool medical services, qn 3292. Diet of school
children, qn 3304. Of handicapped children,
qn 4154.
Education Department-Land in Doncaster, 1191.
Budget allocation, 1428, 1439, 1450, 1475, 1484.
Objectives, qn 2527. Purchases, qn 2528. Expenditure, qn 3001, qn 4672, qn 4673. Access to documents, qn 4147. Grants and subsidies, qn 4155.
Internal auditors, qn 4158. Capital works programmes, qn 4258. Equal opportunity programme, qn 4665. Forms, qn 4669, qn 4670.
Works and services, qn 4672, qn 4673. Instruction
manuals, qn 4672. Day labour, qn 4675. Alleged
bribes, qn 4675, qn 4676.
Egg Industry Stabilization (Amendment) Bill, 2932.
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Electoral-Statistics on non-voters at State elections, qn 673. Joint Electoral Agreement, qn 673.
Use of Australia Post, qn 673. Habitation review
in Doncaster, qn 1330. Guidelines for Parliamentary candidates, qn 1331. Breaches, qn 3211. Election funds, 4660.
Electoral Commission Bill, 1966.
Employment and Training-Youth unemployment,
711. "Lease an Apprentice" scheme, qn 2041.
Industry training committees, qn 2042. Working
party on skill shortages, qn 2042. Expenditure on
manpower training schemes, qn 2219. Apprentice
retrenchments, qn 2866. Industrial fellowship,
qn 2870.
Employment and Training, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1389, 1399. Industry training committees, qn 2042. Working party on skill shortages,
qn 2042. Access to documents, qn 2046. Technology information systems, qn 2046. Objectives,
qn 2046.
Energy Resources-Cost comparison of nuclear
power and brown coal, qn 4161.
Environment-Liquid trade waste, qn 1409. E.coli
in Port Phillip Bay, qn 1544. Bacteriological samplings ofYarra River, qn 1547. Oil tank washers,
qn 2235. Air quality in Melbourne metropolitan
area, qn 2532. Ring-pull tops on cans, qn 2535.
Environment Protection Authority-Policy on solid
waste disposal, qn 1409.
Equal Opportunity-Programme in: Department of
Labour and Industry, qn 1542; Ministry for Police
and Emergency Services, qn 1543; Lands Department, qn 1809; Ministry for Economic Development, qn 1811, qn 3280, qn 4693; Department of
Community Welfare Services, qn 2045; Ministry
for the Arts, qn 2222; Ministry of Consumer
Affairs, qn 2526, qn 3229; Local Government
Department, qn 2603; Department of Agriculture,
qn 2863; Forests Commission, qn 3217; Ministry
for Planning, qn 3222; Rural Finance Commission, qn 3237; Health Commission, qn 3283;
Ministry of Transport, qn 3578; Education
Department, qn 4665; Ministry of Housing,
qn 5004; Department of the Premier and Cabinet,
qn 5113; Department of Youth, Sport and Recreation, qn 5315. Proposed Victorian Bill of Rights,
qn 1713, qn 3310.
Ethnic Affairs Commission-Forms issued, qn 4149.
Goods and services, qn 4156. Air-conditioning,
qn 4156. Overseas trips by officers, qn 4156. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 4156. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 4157, qn 4158. NonGovernment organizations, qn 4157, qn 4160.
Subsidies and grants, qn 4157. Motor vehicles,
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qn 4157, qn 4162. Interpreters, qn 4157. Works
and services, qn 4158. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4158. Expenditure, qn 4158,
qn 4159. Internal auditors, qn 4159. Instruction
manuals, qn 4159. Communications systems,
qn 4159. F1yingofState flag, qn 4162. Day labour,
qn 4162. Alleged bribes, qn 4162. Injuries to
employees, qn 4162. Corporate plans, qn 4164.
Visual display units, qn 4165. Revenue collections, qn 4688. Entry to private premises, qn 4696.
Forests Commission-Access to documents,
qn 3212. Technology information systems,
qn 3213. Objectives, qn 3213. Expenditure
qn 3214, qn 3216, qn 5010. Staff, qn 3214, qn 3215,
qn 3217. Administration of legislation, qn 3215.
Publications, qn 3215. Monitoring of telephone
calls, qn 3216. Purchases, qn 3216. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3217. Review, qn 3217.
Trade union representation, qn 3217. Oil consumption, qn 5006. Forms issued, qn 5006. Goods
and services, qn 5006. Air-conditioning, qn 5006.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 5006. State Co-ordination Council, qn 5007. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 5007. Grants and subsidies,
qn 5007. Motor vehicles, qn 5008. Interpreters,
qn 5008. Works and services, qn 5009. Information supplied to television stations, qn 5009.
Internal auditors, qn 5010. Non-Government
organizations, qn 5010. Flying of State flag,
qn 5011. Day labour, qn 5011. Alleged bribes,
qn 5011. Injuries to employees, qn 5011. Licences
issued, qn 5012. Corporate plans, qn 5012. Visual
display units, qn 5012.
Freedom of Information-Proposed legislation,
qn 1713.
Freedom ofInformati~n Bill, 2112.
Gambling-Poker machines: Introduction, qn 273;
alleged statement by Premier, q 4335; inquiry,
qn 5322. Illegal casinos, 796. Bingo, qn 4149,
qn 4163. Bally Corporation, 4547.
Geriatric Services-Hospital beds, qn 3297. Nursing homes: Waiting lists, qn 3309, qn 3322,
qn 3327; deaths caused by brain failure, qn 3311;
private, qn 3326. Medical advice on strokes,
qn 3334.
Government Departments and InstrumentalitiesProperty values, qn 524. Trade union representation, qn 765. Authorities responsible to: Minister
for Community Welfare Services, qn 765, qn 767,
qn 1715, qn 2043, qn 2044, qn 2045, qn 2050,
qn 2052, qn 2123, qn 2220, qn 2230, qn 3240,
qn 3249, qn 3256, qn 3257, qn 3262, qn 3276,
qn 3295, qn 3301, qn 3313, qn 3830, qn 4148,
qn 4158, qn 4666, qn 4667, qn 4671, qn 4673,
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qn 4676, qn 4677, qn 4678; Minister of Health,
qn 915, qn 916, qn 1408, qn 1539, qn 3282,
qn 3283, qn 3294, qn 3305, qn 3324, qn 3328,
qn 3576, qn 3587, qn 3590, qn 35Q8; Minister of
Agriculture, qn 1031, qn 1201, qn 1631, qn 1715,
qn 2353, qn 2427, qn 2528, qn 2529, qn 2862,
qn 2863, qn 3234, qn 3235, qn 3236, qn 3237,
qn 3238, qn 3239, qn 3240, qn 3249, qn 3250,
qn 3257, qn 3258, qn 3263, qn 3264, qn 3266,
qn 3268, qn 3555, qn 3556, qn 3557, qn 3558,
qn 3680, qn 3681, qn 3911, qn 3918, qn 3919,
qn 3927, qn 3930, qn 4666, qn 4672, qn 4674,
qn 4678, qn 4697, qn 5008, qn 5114, qn 5116,
qn 5118; Minister of Labour and Industry,
qn 1119, qn 1120, qn 1320, qn 1542, qn 1543,
qn 1874, qn 1875, qn 2530, qn 2531, qn 2536,
qn 2923, qn 3239, qn 3246, qn 3247, qn 3253,
qn 3261, qn 3294, qn 3299, qn 3306, qn 3323,
qn 3328, qn 3f79, qn 3680, qn 3681, qn 3682,
qn 3913, qn 4667, qn 4673, qn 4689; AttorneyGeneral, qn 1200, qn 1537, qn 2504, qn 3223,
qn 3224, qn 3319, qn 3557, qn 3575, qn 3582,
qn 3587, qn 3589, qn 3595, qn 3601, qn 3909,
qn 3910, qn 3911, qn 3917, qn 3926, qn 3928,
qn 4154, qn 4155, qn 5014, qn 5016, qn 5109,
qn 5115; Minister for Police and Emergency Services, qn 1202, qn 1543, qn 2224, qn 2225,
qn 2737, qn 3232, qn 3233, qn 3283, qn 3294,
qn 3299, qn 3300, qn 3301, qn 3306, qn 3307,
qn 3313, qn 3324, qn 3325, qn 3328, qn 3330,
qn 3334, qn 4148, qn 4155, qn 4156, qn 4258,
qn 5006, qn 5013; Minister of Housing, qn 1202,
qn 1331, qn 1537, qn 1538, qn 1539, qn 1546,
qn 3231, qn 3232, qn 3246, qn 3253, qn 3260,
qn 3264, qn 3281, qn 3282, qn 3298, qn 3299,
qn 3305, qn 3306, qn 3490, qn 3587, qn 3595,
qn 3682, qn 3776, qn 4673, qn 4681, qn 4691,
qn 5004, qn 5005, qn 5014, qn 5318; Minister of
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, qn 1202, qn 3226,
qn 3227, qn 3228, qn 3229, qn 4149, qn 4156,
qn 4157, qn 4158, qn 4159, qn 4160, qn 4162,
qn 4164, qn 4165, qn 4688, qn 4696; Minister for
Property and Services, qn 1328, qn 1329, qn 1544,
qn 2125, qn 2127, qn 2128, qn 3233, qn 3239,
qn 3247, qn 3248, qn 3249, qn 3254, qn 3255,
qn 3256, qn 3262, qn 3264, qn 3265, qn 3267,
qn 3329, qn 3923, qn 4669, qn 4690, qn 4695;
Minister for Conservation, qn 1540, qn 1541,
qn 1947, qn 1948, qn 2223, qn 2224, qn 2530,
qn 2604, qn 2605, qn 2606, qn 2607, qn 2608,
qn 2609, qn 2611, qn 2868, qn 3030, qn 3231,
qn 3246, qn 3252, qn 3261, qn 3267, qn 3491,
qn 4681, qn 4682, qn 4689; Treasurer, qn 1713,
qn 1946, qn 2220, qn 2861, qn 3908, qn 3915,
qn 3917, qn 3922, qn 3923, qn 3927, qn 3932,
Qn 4258, qn 4665, qn 4692, Qn 5004; Minister of
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Lands, qn 1717, qn 1807, qn 1808, qn 1809,
qn 2220, qn 2235, qn 3916, qn 3919, qn 3927,
qn 3932, qn 4147, qn 4160, qn 4689, qn 4693,
qn 5000, qn 5001, qn 5002, qn 5008, qn 5012;
Minister .or Economic Development, qn 1809,
qn 1810, qn 1811, qn 1812, qn 1814, qn 2864,
qn 2865, qn 2866, qn 2867, qn 2868, qn 2869,
qn 3226, qn 3239, qn 3245, qn 3246, qn 3251,
qn 3252, qn 3260, qn 3265, qn 3266, qn 3276,
qn 3277, qn 3278, qn 3279, qn 3280, qn 3281,
qn 3284, qn 3295, qn 3296, qn 3302, qn 3303,
qn 3307, qn 3308, qn 3309, qn 3313, qn 3314,
qn 3776, qn 4690, qn 4693, qn 4694; Minister of
Public Works, qn 1946, qn 1947, qn 2354, qn 3229,
qn 3230, qn 3239, qn 3247, qn 3254, qn 3261,
qn 3265, qn 3276, qn 3326, qn 4671, qn 5110,
qn 5111, qn 5112, qn 5114, qn 5115, qn 5116,
qn 5117, qn 5119, qn 5120, qn 5123; Minister for
Employment and Training, qn 2046; Minister for
Federal Affairs, qn 2121, qn 2122, qn 2862,
qn 4675; Premier, qn 2123, qn 2124, qn 2125,
qn 2866, qn 3322, qn 3323, qn 3325, qn 3328,
qn 3334, qn 3555, qn 3556, qn 3557, qn 3585,.
qn 3586, qn 3588, qn 3594, qn 3602, qn 3680,
qn 3914, qn 3926, qn 4668, qn 4670, qn 4675,
qn 4691, qn 4692, qn 4696, qn 5113; Minister for
the Arts, qn 2221, qn 2222, qn 2354, qn 2529,
qn 3005, qn 3917, qn 3927, qn 4258, qn 4259,
qn 4667, qn 4677, qn 4696, qn 5014, qn 5015;
Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation, qn 2223,
qn 5000, qn 500 1, qn 5002, qn 5003, qn 5313,
qn 5314, qn 5315, qn 5317, qn 5318, qn 5322;
Minister of Consumer Affairs, qn 2524, qn 2525,
qn 2526, qn 3224, qn 3225, qn 3226, qn 5124;
Minister of Educational Services, qn 2527,
qn 3911, qn 3922, qn 3927, qn 4147, qn 4158,
qn 4665, qn 4670, qn 4674, qn 4675, qn 4676;
Minister for Local Government, qn 2601, qn 2602,
qn 2603, qn 2604, qn 2607, qn 2608, qn 2610,
qn 2612, qn 3575, qn 3582, qn 3587, qn 3588,
qn 3591, qn 3594, qn 3595, qn 3601, qn 5004;
Minister for Planning, qn 3032, qn 3034, qn 3217,
qn 3218, qn 3219, qn 3220, qn 3222, qn 3223,
qn 3224, qn 3239, qn 3919, qn 3920, qn 3921,
qn 3923, qn 3924, qn 3925, qn 3928, qn 3929,
qn 3931, qn 5109, qn 5124; Minister of Forests,
qn 3212, qn 3213, qn 3214, qn 3215, qn 3216,
qn 3217, qn 3218, qn 3219, qn 5006, qn 5007,
qn 5008, qn 5009, qn 5010, qn 5011, qn 5012;
Minister of Transport, qn 3491, qn 3576, qn 3577,
qn 3578, qn 3582, qn 3590, qn 3595, qn 3601,
qn 3678, qn 3680, qn 5315, qn 5316, qn 5318,
qn 5319, qn 5322; Minister for Minerals and
Energy, qn 3807, qn 3905, qn 3908, qn 3916,
qn 4018, qn 4019; Minister of Education, qn 3911,
qn 3917, Qn 3921. gn 3926, qn 4147, qn 4155,
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qn 4665, qn 4669, qn 4672, qn 4675; Minister for
Industrial Affairs, qn 4688. Occupational Safety
and Health Code, qn 1119. Standard of presentation of financial documents, 1800. Public authorities' return on assets, 4911.
Government Printing Office-Financial allocation,
4591. Printing and distribution of Hansard, 513.
Grievances, 397,795,2088,2638,3531,4286,4547.

Hansard-Printing and distribution, 513. Budget
allocation, 1179.
Health-Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act,
qn 674. Effects of marijuana smoking, qn 912.
International code of marketing of breast feeding
substitutes, qn 913. Herpes simplex 11, qn 913.
Down's syndrome, qn 913, 1028. Golden staph,
qn 1535. Measles vaccine, qn 1545. Heat lamp and
fluorescent lighting controls, qn 1546. Controls on
products containing dioxins, qn 1546. Snake bite
kits and treatment, qn 1546. Use of ionizing radiation for diagnostic purposes, qn 1547. Methaqualone and phencyclidine, qn 3275. Breaches of
Health Act, qn 3308. Visual display units, qn 3309.
Congenital malformations, qn 3310. Sick leave
among smokers and non-smokers, qn 3311. Intake
of refined carbohydrates, alcohol and fat, qn 3311.
Anti-hypertensive drugs research, qn 3313. Odyssey House treatment method, qn 3316, qn 3318.
Heroin users, qn 3318. Diazepam (Valium),
qn 3318, qn 3599. Sugar content of medicines,
qn 3329. Study of haemostatic mechanisms,
qn 3330. Wernicke's encephalopathy, qn 3330.
Attendance of homosexuals at venereal disease
clinics, qn 3332. Neo-natal circumcision, qn 3332.
"Healing" practices, qn 3333. Treatment of epilepsy, qn 3333. Alleged hazard of sauna baths,
qn 3334. Illegal drug trade, 3531. Products offending against Health Act, qn 3583. Venereal disease
among homosexuals, qn 3583. Birth defects linked
with drug •Debendox' , qn 3584. Vending machine
sales of contraceptives, qn 3596. Advertising of
tobacco products, qn 3597. Correlation between
high blood pressure and smoking, qn 3598. Sale of
urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, qn 3598.
Death rate among Mormons, qn 3598. Drinking
of water, qn 3599. Supply of drug Almevax,
qn 3599. Legionellas in water systems, qn 3599.
Whooping cough, qn 3600. Cardiovascular disease,
qn 3604.
Health Commission-Review, qn 915. Monitoring
of telephone calls, qn 915. Purchases, qn 915.
Forms issued, qn 915. Staff, qn 1408, qn 3282,
qn 3283. Access to documents, qn 1408. Administration of legislation, qn 1539. Meat packaging
controls, qn 1544. Controls on aerosol products,
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qn 1544. Publications, qn 3282. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3283. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3294. Motor vehicles, qn 3294,
qn 3328. Pamphlets, qn 3305. Goods and services, qn 3324. Air-conditioning, qn 3324. Assessments under Alcoholics and Drug-dependent
Persons Act, qn 3327. Technology information
systems, qn 3576. Oil consumption, qn 3576.
Grants and subsidies, qn 3587. Communications
systems, qn 3590. Licences issued, qn 3598. Capital works programmes, qn 4258.
Health Fund-Reimbursement for elective surgery,
qn 1408.
Herbicides-Review of Agricultural Chemicals Act,
qn 674. Use of 2, 4, 5-T by Department of Agriculture, qn 2427.
Hospitals-Capital works programme, 579. Beds for
geriatric patients, qn 3297. Integration of private
and public facilities, qn 3319. Use of nuclear magnetic resonance scanners, qn 3331. Standards,
qn 3333. Assessment of patient care, qn 3333.
Commission of Inquiry into the Efficiency and
Administration of Hospitals, qn 3575.
House Builders' Liability-Arbitrators, qn 2600.
Housing-Home renovation service, qn 127. House
builders' liability, qn 2600.
Housing Commission-Maintenance costs of houses
and units, qn 3491.
Housing, Ministry of-Motor vehicles, qn 1202,
qn 3305. Forms, qn 1331. Interpreters, qn 1331.
Access to documents, qn 1537. Technology information systems, qn 1538. Objectives, qn 1538.
Administration of legislation, qn 1538. Staff,
qn 1538, qn 3281, qn 3282. Monitoring of tele'phone calls, qn 1539. Purchases, qn 1539, qn 4681.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 1539. Overseas
trips by officers, qn 1546. Expenditure, qn 3231,
qn 3232, qn 3298, qn 3253. Goods and services,
qn 3246. Injuries to employees, qn 3260. Trade
union representation, qn 3282. Goods and services, qn 3298. Internal auditors, qn 3298. Communications systems, qn 3299. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3299. Flying of State flag,
qn 3305. Alleged bribes, qn 3306. Grants and subsidies, qn 3490. Air-conditioning, qn 3587. Day
labour, qn 3595. Visual display units, qn 3680.
Review of legislation, qn 3776. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4673. Oil consump!!~!!, gn 4691.
Immigration and Ethnic Affairs-Licences issued,
qn 1202. Interpreters, qn 1331, qn 5108. Migrant
unemployment, qn 3030.
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Immigration and Ethnic Affairs, Ministry of-Access
to documents, qn 3226. Technology information
systems, qn 3227. Objectives, qn 3227. Expenditure, qn 3227, qn 3228. Staff, qn 3228, qn 3229.
Publications, qn 3228. Monitoring of telephone
calls, qn 3228. Purchases, qn 3229. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3229.
Industrial Affairs, Ministry for-Revenue collections, qn 4688.
Industrial Relations (Amendment) Bill, 4121, 4199,
4200.
Industrial Safety-Accidents involving hospitalization, qn 3327.
Industry-Training committees, qn 2042. Proposed
economic development strategy, qn 2052. Control
of carcinogenic substances, qn 2231. Proposed
Tullamarine free trade zone, qn 5107.
International Labour Organization-Conventions,
qn 2869.
Irrigation-Sprinkler equipment, qn 914.
Labor Party-Activities of David Combe, 4548.
Labour and Industry, Department of-Technology
information systems, qn 1119. Monitoring oftelephone calls, qn 1120. Purchases, qn 1120. Budget
allocation, 1300. Staff, 1328, qn 1874, qn 3913.
Objectives, qn 1542. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1542. Review, qn 1543. Expenditure,
qn 1874, qn 2531, qn 3253, qn 3299, qn 3923.
Administration of legislation, qn 1874. Publications, qn 1875. Access to documents, qn 2530.
Trade union representation, qn 2531. Licences
issued. qn 2536. Forms issued, qn 3239. Goods
and services, qn 3246. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3247. Grants and subsidies, qn 3247. Works
and services, qn 3253. Non-Government organizations, qn 3253. Motor vehicles, qn 3261,
qn 3679. Alleged bribes, qn 3261. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3294. Flying of State flag, qn 3306.
Day labour, qn 3306. Interpreters, qn 3323.
Injuries to employees, qn 3328. Air-conditioning,
qn 3679. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3679. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 3680. Internal auditors, qn 3681.
Visual display units, qn 3682. Communications
systems, qn 3923. Oil consumption, qn 4667.
Revenue collections, qn 4689.
Land-National register, qn 3584. Register of assets
owned or leased by State, qn 5000.
Lands Department-Licences issued, qn 1717.
Access to documents, qn 1807. Technology information systems, qn 1807. Objectives, qn 1808.
Staff, qn 1808, qn 1809, qn 2862. Monitoring of
telephone cans, qn 1808. Purchases, qn 1809. Equal
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opportunity programme, qn 1809. Visual display
units, qn 2235. Forms, qn 3916. Goods and services, qn 3919. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3919. Aneged bribes, qn 3927. Corporate plans,
qn 3932. Oil consumption, qn 4147. Trade union
representation, qn 4147. Works and services,
qn 4160. Expenditure, qn 4160, qn 5002. NonGovernment organizations, qn 4160. Revenue
collections, qn 4689. Entry to private premises,
qn 4690. Information supplied to television stations, qn 4693. Internal auditors, qn 4693. Flying
of State flag, qn 4693. Administration of legislation, qn 5000. Overseas trips by officers, qn 5000.
Advertising and public relations services, qn 5001,
qn 5002. Interpreters, qn 5001. Communications
systems, qn 5002. Injuries to employees, qn 5002.
Motor vehicles, qn 5008, qn 5012.
Land Tax (Amendment) Bill, 2315.
Law Courts-Legal aid, qn 2042. Delays in hearings,
qn 2535. Need for Magistrates Court for City of
Doncaster and Templestowe, qn 3293. Applications for maintenance and custody, qn 3678. Children's Court, qn 4149.
Law Department-Objectives, qn 1200. Budget
allocation, 1493, 1501, 1507, 1509. Expenditure,
qn 1537, qn 3576, qn 3589. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1537. Warrants of distress, qn 2534.
Purchases, qn 2604. Technology information systems, qn 3224. Trade union representation,
qn 3224. Files, qn 3242. Petitions for divorce to
Family Court, qn 3293. Station Hotel, Port Melbourne, qn 3315. Access to documents, qn 3319.
Visual display units, qn 3557. Forms issued,
qn 3582. Definition of death, qn 3583. Goods and
services, qn 3587. State Co-ordination Council,
qn 3587. Works and services, qn 3589. Non-Govemment organizations, qn 3589, qn 4155. Prosecutions for receiving, conspiracy or misprision of
a felony, qn 3594. Flying of State flag, qn 3595.
Alleged bribes, qn 3595. Injuries to employees,
qn 3595. Accountability of organization office
bearers, qn 3600. Corporate plans, qn 360 I.
Administration of legislation, qn 3909. Publications, qn 3910. Equal opportunity programme,
qn 3911. Commissioners for taking declarations
and affidavits, qn 3916. Justices of the peace,
qn 3916. Motor vehicles, qn 3917, qn 3926.
Licences issued, qn 3930. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 4154. Grants and subsidies,
qn 4155. Staff, qn 5014, qn 5109, qn 5110. Revenue, qn 5016. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 5115.
Liberal Party-Free enterprise philosophy, 710.
Liquor Control Bill, 4490, 5241.
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Local Government Department-Access to documents, qn 2601. Objectives, qn 2601. Staff,
qn 260 I, qn 2602, qn 2604. Publications, qn 2602.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 2603. Expenditure, qn 2603, qn 2610, qn 3591. Purchases,
qn 2603. Equal opportunity programme, qn 2603.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 2607. Motor
vehicles, qn 2608, qn 2612. Interpreters, qn 2608.
Internal auditors, qn 2610. Day labour, qn 2612.
Injuries to employees, qn 2612. Visual display
units, qn 2613. Technology information systems,
qn 3575. Administration of legislation, qn 3575.
Forms issued, qn 3582. Goods and services,
qn 3587. Air-conditioning, qn 3587. Overseas trips
by officers, qn 3588. Advertising and public relations services, qn 3588. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3588. Communications systems, qn 3591.
Hying of State flag, qn 3594. Alleged bribes,
qn 3595. Corporate plans, qn 360 l. Revenue collections, qn 5004.
Local Government (House Builders' Liability)
(Amendment) Bill, 1921.
Local Government (Investments) Bill, 3187, 3191.
Management and Budget Bill, 4379.
Management and Budget, Department of-Objectives, qn 1536. Access to documents, qn 1713.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1946. Purchases, qn 1946. Expenditure, qn 2861. Oil consumption, qn 4665. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 4692. Revenue collections,
qn 5004.
McGrath, James, Foundation, qn 3317, qn 3318,
qn 3329.
Media-Contribution to Toorak Times, qn 3293.
Medical Practitioners (Private Hospitals) Bill, 255,
339,353.
Medical Services-School and pre-school, qn 3292.
Over-servicing, qn 3319. Practitioners employed
by Odyssey House, qn 3329. "Healing" practices,
qn 3333. Medical advice on strokes, qn 3334. Disciplinary powers, qn 3584. Fee-splitting for
pathology and radiology services, qn 3596.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works-Land
acquisition, qn 374. Beef measles in farm stock,
qn 4168. Sales ofland, qn 4168. Brucellosis in farm
stock, qn 4170.
Melbourne and Metropolitan Tramways BoardCapital works programme, qn 1118.
Members-Delivery of mail, 435. Private interests,
qn 1716. Electorate office of honourable member
for Syndal, 2421.
Members of Parliament (Register ofInterests) ActReview, qn 1716.
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Mental Health-Neurotrauma, qn 3332.
Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board-Computerization, qn 2218. Trade union representation,
qn 2737.
Ministerial Statements-Federated Ship Painters and
Dockers Union of Australia: Royal Commission,
105. Hospital capital works programme, 579.
Richmond City Council report (Parts 2 and 3),
q 1336.
Ministry, The-Staff of: Minister of Agriculture,
qn 675, qn 1201; Minister of Health, qn 915;
Attorney-General, qn 120 I; Minister of Labour and
Industry, qn 1328; Minister for Property and Services, qn 1329; Treasurer, qn 1537; Minister of
Education, qn 1714, qn 2528; Minister of Lands,
qn 1808; Minister for Economic Development,
qn 1810, qn 1811; Minister for Conservation,
qn 1947, qn 2530; Minister for Federal Affairs,
qn 2122; Minister for Community Welfare Services, qn 2122; Premier, qn 2124; Minister for the
Arts, qn 2221; Minister for Youth, Sport and Recreation, qn 2223; Minister of Consumer Affairs,
qn 2525; Minister of Educational Services,
qn 2527; Minister of Forests, qn 3214; Minister
for Planning, qn 3219; Minister for Ethnic Affairs,
qn 3226; Minister of Public Works, qn 3230; Minister of Agriculture, qn 3235; Minister of Transport, qn 3577; Minister for Minerals and Energy,
qn 3907; Minister of Water Supply, qn 5109. Disclosure of interests, qn 1717. Minister of Educational Services: Objectives, qn 2527; expenditure,
qn 2527; purchases, qn 2527. Document service,
qn 3319. Alleged statement by Premier on poker
machines, qn 4335.
Mortuaries-Transport of corpses, qn 1409.
Municipalities-Home renovation service, qn 127.
Report ofMr Nicholson, QC: Prosecutions arising
from inquiry into Richmond City Council, q 1336,
3061. Prosecutions for breaches of Litter Act,
qn 2605. Pinball and amusement machines,
qn 2612. Funds for Victorian municipal bodies,
qn 3573. Properties owned by City of Melbourne,
qn 3578.
National Children'S Foundation, qn 3212.
National Companies and Securities CommissionAccounting standards review board, qn 1806.
National Securities and Exchange Act-Review,
qn 3322.
Newmarket-Use of sale-yards and abattoirs,
qn 3242.
Nuclear Activities (Prohibitions) Bill, 5283, 5284.
Occupational Safety and Health Code, qn 1119.
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Odyssey House-Treatment method, qn 3316,
qn 3318, 3533. Payments, qn 3317, 3533. Travel
and accommodation expenses, qn 3317. Consultants' fees, qn 3317. Investigation, qn 3318.
Employment of medical practitioners, qn 3329.
Admission of drug offenders, qn 3573.
Packaging-Returnable drink containers, 4441.
Parliament-Budget allocation: For Refreshment
Rooms, 1176; for Parliamentary Library, 1177.
Library staff, 4592.
Pay-roll Tax (Further Amendment) Bill, 2559.
Petitions-Returnable drink containers, 4441. Hotel
trading hours, 4801.
Pipelines (Fees) Bill, 1855.
Planning-Land acquisition and compensation,
qn 1806. Establishment of hypermarkets, qn 2870.
Planning, Ministry for-Corporate plans, qn 3032.
Visual display units, qn 3032. Access to documents, qn 3217. Technology information systems,
qn 3218. Objectives, qn 3219. Expenditure,
qn 3219, qn 3222, qn 3924, qn 3925. Staff, qn 3219,
qn 3220, qn 3223. Administration of legislation,
qn 3220. Publications, qn 3220. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 3221. Purchases, qn 3222. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 3222. Review,
qn 3223. Trade union representation, qn 3223.
Forms, qn 3239. Goods and services, qn 3919. Airconditioning, qn 3919. Overseas trips by officers,
qn 3919. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3920.
Advertising and public relations services, qn 3920.
Non-Government organizations, qn 3920,
qn 3925. Grants and subsidies, qn 3920. Motor
vehicles, qn 3921, qn 3928. Interpreters, qn 3921.
Works and services, qn 3923. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3924. Internal
auditors, qn 3924. Instruction manuals, qn 3924.
Recovery of expenditure, qn 3924. Communications systems, qn 3925. Flying of -State flag,
qn 3928. Day labour, qn 3928. Alleged bribes,
qn 3928. Injuries to employees, qn 3929. Licences
issued, qn 3931. Oil consumption, qn 5109. Entry
to private premises, qn 5124.
Points of Order-Offensive remarks, 48,598,2641,
4172. Misleading statements, 193, 252, 353, 520.
Relevancy of remarks, 340, 353, 580. Reflection
on members, 390, 1418. Availability of quoted
documents, 992. Question without notice similar
to question on notice, 1552. Compliance with
Standing Orders, 1840. Matters raised on motion
for adjournment of sitting: Should be directed to
appropriate Minister, 2420; must relate to Government administration, 4661.
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Police and Emergency Services, Ministry for-Budget
allocation, 1255. Expenditure, qn 3232, qn 3233,
qn 3300, qn 3301. Forms issued, qn 3284. Goods
and services, qn 3294, qn 3300. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3294. Interpreters, qn 3294.
Internal auditors, qn 3299. Information supplied
to television stations, qn 3300. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3301, qn 4258. Motor vehicles,
qn 3306, qn 3324. Day labour, qn 3307. Alleged
bribes, qn 3307. Injuries to employees, qn 3307.
Corporate plans, qn 3313. Grants and subsidies,
qn 3324. Communications systems, qn 3324.
Flying of State flag, qn 3328. Licences issued,
qn 3330. Visual display units, qn 3334. Publications, qn 4148. Air-conditioning, qn 4155. Advertising and public relations services, qn 4156. Oil
consumption, qn 5006. Revenue collections,
qn 5013.
Police Department-Racing Squad, qn 24. Zebra
Force, qn 26. New South Wales task force: Investigation into organized crime, qn 273; investigation into Australian Clubs Development
Association, qn 273. Files on Wilson inquest,
qn 373. Bureau of Criminal Intelligence, 399.
Organized crime, 399, 4286, 4589. Illicit drug
detections, qn 1200. Monitoring oftelephone calls.
qn 120 l. Budget allocation. 1258, 1269. Staff,
qn 1543, qn 2225, qn 2226. Purchases, qn 1543.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 1543. Issue of
warrants of apprehension, qn 1812. Access to
documents, qn 2224. Technology information
systems, qn 2225. Objectives, qn 2225. Rules and
procedures governing criminal investigations,
qn 2229. Records, qn 2231. Donald Mackay
inquest, qn 2234. Unprovoked assaults on police,
qn 2355. Doncaster police station, qn 2355. Stations in Melbourne metropolitan area, qn 2356.
Administration of legislation, qn 2737. Trade
union representation, qn 2737. Evidence unlawfully obtained and telephone tapping, qn 2738.
Metropolitan crime rate, qn 3029. Fraud Squad
investigations. qn 3243. Illegal drug trade, 3531.
Financial allocation. 4589. Arson, 5199.
Port Phillip Bay-E. coli level, qn 1544.
Premier and Cabinet. Department of the-Budget
allocation. 1186, 1226. Access to documents.
qn 2123. Technology information systems,
qn 2124. Objectives. qn 2124. Monitoring oftelephone calls. qn 2124. Purchases, qn 2124. Administration of legislation. qn 2866. Forms, qn 3322.
Goods and services. qn 3323. Works and services,
qn 3325. Information supplied to television stations. qn 3325. Advertising and public relations
services. qn 3325, qn 4670. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3325, qn 3585. Alleged bribes,
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qn 3328. Corporate plans, qn 3334, qn 3557. Government Media Unit, qn 3555. Motor vehicles,
qn 3555. qn 3594. Licences issued, qn 3557. Visual
display units in former Ministry for Federal Affairs,
qn 3558. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3585. State
Co-ordination Council. qn 3585. Grants and subsidies. qn 3586. Expenditure. qn 3588, qn 4668.
Communications systems. qn 3588. Visual display units, qn 3602. Internal auditors, qn 3680.
Publications, qn 3914. Day labour, qn 3926. Oil
consumption, qn 4668. Trade union representation, qn 4668. Air-conditioning, qn 4670. Injuries
to employees, qn 4675. Staff, qn 4691, qn 4692.
Revenue collections, qn 4696. Equal opportunity
programme, qn 5113.
Property and Services, Department of-Technology
information systems, qn 1328. Objectives, qn 1329.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1329.
Equal opportunity programme, qn 1329. Trade
union representation, qn 1329. Automatic data
processing
systems,
qn 1330.
Purchases,
qn 1544. Staff, qn 2125, qn 2128, qn 3234.
Expenditure, qn 2125, qn 2127, qn 3255. Publications, qn 2125. Review of operations, qn 2128.
Access to documents, qn 3233. Forms, qn 3239.
Goods and services, qn 3247. Air-conditioning,
qn 3247. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3248. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 3248. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 3248. Non-Government organizations, qn 3248, qn 3256. Grants and
subsidies, qn 3248. Motor vehicles, qn 3248,
qn 3262. Interpreters, qn 3249. Works and services, qn 3254. Information supplied to television
stations, qn 3255. Internal auditors, qn 3255.
Communications systems, qn 3255. Flying of State
flag, qn 3262. Day labour, qn 3262. Alleged bribes,
qn 3262. Licences issued, qn 3264. Corporate
plans, qn 3265. Visual display units, qn 3267.
Injuries to employees, qn 3329. Instruction manuals, qn 3923. Printing of members' speeches containing defamatory material, qn 4161. Oil
consumption, qn 4669. Entry to private premises,
qn 4690. Revenue collections, qn 4695. Rationalization of State property holdings, qn 5117.
Public Account (State Development Account) Bill,
2570.
Public Transport-Bus services in Doncaster and
Templestowe, qn 26. Budget allocation, 710, 714.
Urban public transport improvement programme, qn 2218. Passenger journeys, qn 2231.
Patronage details, qn 2234. "Dial-a-bus" services,
qn 5316.
Public Works Department-Technology information systems, qn 1328. Objectives, qn 1329,
qn 3230. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 1329,
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qn 2354. Equal opportunity programme, qn 1329.
Trade union representation, qn 1329, qn 3231.
Automatic data processing systems, qn 1330.
Access to documents, qn 1946. Expenditure,
qn 1947. qn 3254, qn 5111, qn 5115. Oil consumption, qn 2354. Purchases, qn 2354, qn 5120.
Administration of legislation, qn 3230. Staff,
qn 3230, qn 3276, qn 5111. Publications, qn 3231.
Forms. qn 3239. Projects in Doncaster, qn 3243.
Goods and services. qn 3247. State Co-ordination
Council, qn 3247. Works and Services, qn 3254.
Flying of State flag, qn 3261. Corporate plans,
qn 3265. Internal auditors, qn 3326. Non-Government organizations, qn 3326. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 4671. Technology
information systems, qn 5110. Review of operations, qn 5112. Air-conditioning, qn 5114. Information supplied to television stations, qn 5115.
Communications systems, qn 5116. Injuries to
employees, qn 5117. Licences issued, qn 5119.
Visual display units, qn 5119. Revenue collections, qn 5123.
Questions on Notice-Answers, 587, qn 914,
qn 1031, qn 1119, qn 1200, qn 1201, qn 1328,
1532, qn 1536, qn 1540, qn 1714, qn 1715,
qn 1807, qn 1810, 1867, qn 2046, qn 2124,
qn 2221, qn 2223, qn 2525, qn 2601, qn 2870,
qn 3032, 3149, qn 3213, qn 3218, qn 3227,
qn 3230, qn 3234, qn 3266, qn 3267, qn 3268,
qn 3274, qn 3277, qn 3313, qn 3314, 3400, 3487,
qn 3491, qn 3558, qn 3576, qn 3602, qn 3907,
qn 3932, qn 4165, qn 4166, qn 4677, qn 4678,
qn 5012, qn 5109.
Racing (Amendment) Bill, 4877.
Racing Industry-Alleged criminal activities, 824.
Railways (Amendment) Bill (No. 2), 4386.
Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Bill, 1156.
Richmond-Report of Mr Nicholson, QC: Ministerial statement, q 1336.
Road Traffic-Engineering projects to reduce accidents, qn 1119. Audible pedestrian signals,
qn 2229. Passenger journeys, qn 2231.
Road Vehicles-Police road blocks, qn 2230. Seat
belt offences, qn 2355. Accidents and drinkdriving offences, qn 2356. Motor registration fees
and other charges, qn 5321.
Rural Finance Commission-Access to documents,
qn 3234. Technology information systems,
qn 3235. Objectives, qn 3235. Expenditure,
qn 3235, qn 3237, qn 3257, qn 3258. Staff, qn 3235,
qn 3236, qn ~237. Administration of legislation,
qn 3236. Publications, qn 3236. Monitoring of
telephone calls, qn 3236. Purchases, qn 3237. Equal
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opportunity programme, qn 3237. Review,
qn 3238. Trade union representation, qn 3238.
Forms issued, qn 3240. Air-conditioning, qn 3249.
Overseas trips by officers, qn 3249. State Co-ordination Council, qn 3250. Advertising and public
relations services, qn 3250. Non-Government
organizations, qn 3250, qn 3258. Grants and subsidies, qn 3250. Motor vehicles, qn 3250, qn 3263.
Goods and services, qn 3249, qn 3257. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3257.
Internal auditors, qn 3257. Instruction manuals,
qn 3257. Communications systems, qn 3258.
Rying of State flag, qn 3263. Day labour, qn 3263.
Alleged bribes, qn 3263. Injuries to employees,
qn 3263. Licences issued, qn 3264. Corporate
plans. qn 3266. Visual display units, qn 3268.
Signal Insurance Company of America-Report by
Insurance Commissioner of California, qn 1949.
Solicitors' Guarantee Fund, qn 5015.
Stamps (Amendment) Bill, 4951.
State Bank (Amendment) Bill, 2192.
State Board of Education Bill, 5062.
State Co-ordination Council, qn 2606,
qn 3245, qn 3247, qn 3248, qn 3250,
qn 3295, qn 3556, qn 3585, qn 3587,
qn 3919, qn 3920, qn 4156, qn 5007, qn
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qn 2607.
qn 3294,
qn 3918,
5317.

State Finance-Communication of information,
qn 3259. Public authorities return on assets, 4911.
Interest rate on loans, qn 5119.
State Insurance Office (Extension of Franchise) Bill,
4985.
Supply (1983-84, No. I) Bill, 4588.
Swimming Pools-Safety, qn 2611. Proposed legislation, qn 2611.
Tattersall Consultations-Value of investments and
prizes, qn 2229.
Taxation-A voidance schemes, 712. Evasion by K.
and C. Berkeley Holdings Pty Ltd, 2088.
Totalizator Agency Board-Issue of betting tickets,
qn 5003. Telephone accounts, qn 5003. Unclaimed
dividends, qn 5003.
Tourism-Access to documents, qn 3277. Technology information systems, qn 3277. Objectives,
qn 3278. Hiring of Ministerial staff, qn 3278.
Expenditure, qn 3278, qn 3279, qn 3302, qn 3303.
Staff, qn 3278, qn 3280, qn 3281. Administration
of legislation, qn 3278. Publications, qn 3279.
Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3279. Oil consumption, qn 3279. Purchases, qn 3280. Equal
opportunity programme, qn 3280. Trade union
representation, qn 3281. Forms, qn 3284. Goods
and services, qn 3295, qn 3302. Air-conditioning,

qn 3295. Overseas trips by officers, qn 3295. State
Co-ordination Council, qn 3295. Advertising and
public relations services, qn 3296. Non-Government organizations, qn 3296, qn 3303. Subsidies
and grants, qn 3296. Motor vehicles, qn 3296,
qn 3308. Interpreters, qn 3296. Information supplied to television stations, qn 3302. Internal
auditors, qn 3302. Instruction manuals, qn 3302.
Communications systems, qn 3303. Aying of State
flag, qn 3307. Day labour, qn 3308. Alleged bribes,
qn 3308. Injuries to employees, qn 3308. Licences
issued, qn 3309. Corporate plans, qn 3313. Visual
display units, qn 3314.
Trading Hours-Hotel, 4801.
Transport Bill, 4771.
Transport, Ministry of-Maternity leave, qn 1119.
Expenditure, qn 3491, qn 3590. Technology information systems, qn 3576. Objectives, qn 3577.
Staff, qn 3577. Administration of legislation,
qn 3577. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 3578.
Purchases, qn 3578. Equal opportunity programme, qn 3578. Review, qn 3578. Forms,
qn 3582. Works and services, qn 3590. Instruction
manuals, qn 3590. Non-Government organizations, qn 3590, qn 5316. Aying of State flag,
qn 3595. Corporate plans, qn 3601. Trade union
representation, qn 3678. Information supplied to
television stations, qn 3680. Oil consumption,
qn 5315. Motor vehicles, qn 5316. Interpreters,
qn 5316. Internal auditors, qn 5318. Licences
issued, qn 5319. Revenue collections, qn 5322.
Trustee (Authorized Investments) Bill, 2295.
Unions-Representation on statutory authorities and
boards, qn 765, qn 2045, qn 3678. Municipal
Employees Union, 2208. Activities of teacher
unions, 2638. Representation in: Forests Commission, qn 3217; Ministry for Planning, qn 3224;
Law Department, qn 3224; Ministry for Economic Development, qn 3226, qn 3280; Public
Works Department, qn 3231; Rural Finance
Commission, qn 3238; Ministry of Housing,
qn 3281; Ministry of Transport, qn 3678; Treasury, qn 3909; Lands Department, qn 4147;
Premiers Department, qn 4668.
Universities-University of Melbourne management education, qn 3596.
Urban Land Authority-Availability of allotments,
qn 4161.
Victoria-State boundaries, qn 2043.
Victorian Railways-Quick-service food on trains,
qn 3583. Revenues, qn 3592. Suburban trains,
qn 3593. Sale ofland at Doncaster, q 4023,4253.
Wages-Award and representative rates, qn 3271.
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Water Supply-Long-range weather forecasts, 3487.
Water drawn from Cardinia reservoir, qn 4168.
Reports by Australian Water Advisory Council
Technical Group, qn 5108. Water management
practices, qn 5108.
Works and Services Appropriation Bill, 709, 1559.
Works and Services (Supply 1983-84) Bill, 4608.
Youth, Sport and Recreation, Department ofBudget allocation, 1294. Expenditure, qn 2223,
qn 5318. Trade union representation, qn 5000.
Information supplied to television stations,
qn 500 I. Non-Government organizations,
qn 5001, qn 5317. Licences issued, qn 5002. Corporate plans, qn 5003. Access to documents,
qn 5313. Technology information systems,
qn 5313. Objectives, qn 5313. Staff, qn 5314.
Administration of legislation, qn 5314. Review,
qn 5314. Monitoring of telephone calls, qn 5314.
Oil consumption, qn 5314. Purchases, qn 5315.
Equal opportunity programme, qn .5315. Review
of operations, qn 5315. Goods and services,
qn 5317. Air-conditioning, qn 5317. State Coordination Council, qn 5317. Interpreters, qn 5317.
Entry to private premises, qn 5322.

Women-Refuges, qn 27, 952, 1026, 1030, q 5129.
Possible appointment as Crown Prosecutors,
qn 273. Discrimination in sporting clubs., q 833.
Maternity leave: In Ministry of Transport, qn 1119;
in Health Commission, qn 1408; in Education
Department, qn 3575. Sexual harassment, 1188,
1209. Employed in Government departments and
instrumentalities, qn 1328, qn 1809, qn 1812,
qn 2123, qn 2128, qn 2222, qn 2224, qn 2225,
qn 2353, qn 2604, qn 3217, qn 3223, qn 3229,
qn 3237, qn 3279, qn 3280, qn 3282, qn 4692,
qn 5014, qn 5016, qn 5111. Apprenticeships,
qn 2047. Employment, qn 2047. Women in
Life-Women in Leisure Conference, q 2361.
Womens' Advisory Council, q 3938. Health services, q 4617.
Workers Compensation-Claims, 937. Premiums, 937,
q 1209, 1312, 5202. For work experience candidates, 1027, 1029. Workers Compensation Board,
1304. Indexation, 1307. For apprentices, q 2135.
Resulting from smoking, qn 3310. Impact: On
small businesses, 4802; on sawmilling industry,
5198, 5202. (See also "Bills-Workers Compensation (Amendment) Bill".)
Workers Compensation Act-Proposed changes, 3506.
World Vision-Forty-hour famine appeal, q 5213.
Wreckair Pty Ltd, 2212.

Wilton, Mr J. T. (Broadmeadows)
Child Care-Federal funds, q 530.
Consumer Affairs-Product coding in supermarkets, 1642.
Dental Service-School, 3689.
Employment and Training-Small business training, q 4175.
Hospitals-Working hours for employees, q 4613.
Liquor Control Bill, 5242.
Members-Appreciation of services of the Hon.
L.H.S. Thompson, CMG, 1626.
Petitions-Price marking of goods, 1642. School
Dental Service, 3689. Retail trading hours, 4440.
Police Department-Treatment of demonstrators at
Melbourne Club, q 1128.
Seeds Bill, 73.
Small Business-Training, q 4175.
State Finance-Leverage leasing, q 836.
Supermarkets-Product coding, 1642.
Thompson, The Hon. L. H. S., CMG, 1626.
Trading Hours-Retail, q 3493, 4440.
Victorian Railways-Leverage leasing, q 836.
Wages-Proposed freeze, q 1950.

Y
Young Farmer Establishment Scheme, qn 24, 950.
Young, Mr Cliff, q 4084.
Youth, Sport and Recreation-

Department 0/Revenue from TAB investments, qn 16. Tobacco
company sponsorship policy, qn 21. Publications,
q 527. Budget allocation, 747, 757, 820, 948, 1277,
qn 2236, 460 I. Auditor-General's report, q 770.
Pay-roll tax. 1281, 1286. Finances and expenditure, 1286, qn 2223, qn 2236, 4601, qn 5315,
qn 5318. Recreation study, q 1336. Staff, qn 2223,
qn 5314. Discretionary funds, qn 2236. Trade
union representation, qn 5000. Information supplied to television stations, qn 5001. Non-Government organizations, qn 5001. Licences issued,
qn 5002. Corporate plan, qn 5003. Access to documents, qn 5313. Technology information systems,
qn 5313. Objectives, qn 5313. Administration of
legislation, qn 5314. Monitoring of telephone calls,
qn 5314. Oil consumption, qn 5314. Purchases,
qn 5315. Equal opportunity programme, qn 5315.
Goods and services, qn 5317. Air-conditioning,
qn 5317. State Co-ordination Council, qn 5317.
Grants and subsidies, qn 5317. Interpreters,
qn 5317. Entry to private premises, qn 5322.
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General-Royal Victorian Bowls Association, 266.
Carrum water sports project, q 380, 751, 975, 1278,
1283, qn 2226. Government policies, q 380, 432.
Yachting, q 380,408, 750. Planned motor racing
track, q 380. 751. Youth Affairs Council of Victoria, 408, q 1133. Football, 408, 1282, q 2136,
q 2237, 2749, q 3067, q 4701, q 4796. Pacific School
Games, 753. Discrimination in sporting clubs,
q 833. Victorian Commonwealth Games team,
q 918. Treatment of sporting injuries, q 921.
Insurance of sporting participants, q 923. Abuse
of alcohol at sporting venues, q 1130, q 1884. Life:
Be In It programme, 1281. State Sports Council,
1281. Proposed water sports complex at Geelong,
1283, 4661. 4662. Recreation study, q 1336. Proposed swimming centre at Whittington, 1822.
Women in Life-Women in Leisure conference,
q 2361. Camping holidays for the underprivi-
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leged. q 4024. Achievements of Cliff Young,
q 4084. Inaugural Australia Games, q 4332.

Grants and Subsidies-Tobacco company sponsorship policy, qn 21. Municipal recreation officers,
q 135, q 441, 757. America's Cup chaJlenge,
q 380. Government policies, q 380. For Little Blue
Book, q 1133, 1282, 1287. Heathcote Golf Club,
qn 4255, 4257.

Youth- Youth Affairs Council of Victoria, 408,
q 1133. Specialist workers for Shire ofSherbrooke,
585, 589. Homelessness, 749, 1279. Outreach
workers, 952, 1291. Provision of funds to assist
youth, 1278. Use of Gee long Regional Arts Centre
for concerts, 1283. School vacation care programme, 1284. Prostitution q 3688. Japanese visit
by honourable member for Ivanhoe to study youth
policy, q 3781. Policy, q 4616. (See also "Sport".)

